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Preface
Worldwide, soybean seed proteins represent a major source of amino acids for human
and animal nutrition. Soybean seeds are an important and economical source of
protein in the diet of many developed and developing countries. Soy is a complete
protein and soyfoods are rich in vitamins and minerals.
Soybean protein provides all the essential amino acids in the amounts needed for
human health.
Recent research suggests that soy may also lower risk of prostate, colon and breast
cancers as well as osteoporosis and other bone health problems and alleviate hot
flashes associated with menopause. This volume is expected to be useful for student,
researchers and public who are interested in soybean.
Hany A. El-Shemy, Ph.D.
Professor
Director of Biotechnology Labs
FARP
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Biochemistry Department
Faculty of Agriculture
Cairo University
Giza
Egypt
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Soybean Yield Formation: What Controls
It and How It Can Be Improved
James E. Board and Charanjit S. Kahlon

School of Plant, Environmental, and Soil Sciences
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center
US
1. Introduction
Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.; family leguminosae, sub family Papilionoideae; tribe
Phaseoleae] is the most important oilseed crop grown in the world (56% of world oil seed
production) (US Soybean Export Council, 2008). Major producers are the US (33% of
world production), followed closely by Brazil (28%) and Argentina (21%). Remaining
producers are China, India, and a few other countries. Currently, soybean is grown on
about 90.5 million hectares throughout the world with total production of nearly 220
million metric tons (US Soybean Export Council, 2008). At current prices, total value of
the world’s soybean crop is about $100 billion. Soybean is used as human food in East
Asia, but is predominately crushed into meal and oil in the US, Argentina, and Brazil; and
then used for human food (as cooking oil, margarine, etc.) or livestock feed (Wilcox, 2004).
These uses are derived from the crop’s high oil (18%) and protein (38%) content. Soybean
meal is a preferred livestock feed because of its high protein content (50%) and low fiber
content. Soybean oil is mainly used by food processors in baked and fried food products
or bottled into cooking oil. Other uses are biodiesel products and industrial uses. Global
demand for soybean has been increasing over the last several years because of rapid
economic growth in the developing world and depreciation of the US dollar (US Soybean
Export Council, 2008).
In response to this demand, world production has been increasing through a combination of
increased production area and greater yield. Among major producers, most of this increase
in Argentina and Brazil has come from increased production area, whereas in the US it has
come from increased yield (US Soybean Export Council, 2008). However, over the last 10
years US soybean yields have been increasing by only 66 kg ha-1 yr-1 compared to 396 kg ha-1
yr-1 for corn (USDA, 2007). An even greater problem is the disparity in yield between the
three main producing countries [US, Argentina, and Brazil (2,800 kg ha-1)] and that in the
remainder of the world (1,510 kg ha-1) (US Soybean Export Council, 2008). Because of the
limited potential for increasing production area, it is very important that yield be
accelerated in order to meet increasing global demand. Our objective is to describe the basic
processes affecting yield formation in soybean and to apply this information to development
of management and genetic strategies for increasing soybean yield. First, we will outline
potential yield gains possible with management modifications in soybean. Secondly, the
main abiotic and biotic stresses will be detailed describing their modes of action on yield.
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This will be followed by development of a paradigm integrating how these stresses act on
crop growth dynamics and yield component formation to affect final yield. This paradigm
will be applied to examples of everyday problems faced by soybean farmers in coping with
environmental stresses such as determination of stress-prone developmental periods,
identification of stress problems affecting yield, determining the efficacy for modified
management practices, and predicting yield potential of a field. Once environmental
parameters have been discussed, a similar analysis will be applied to genetic strategies for
yield improvement. Our objective here is to identify which plant factors explain yield
improvement during cultivar development. Such factors may serve as indirect selection
criteria for increasing the efficiency of cultivar development breeding programs.
2. Enviromental stress and soybean yield
Recent yield increases for soybean production in the US (66 kg ha-1 yr-1) can be attributed to
both a genetic and environmental component (USDA, 2007). Comparison of old and new US
soybean cultivars have shown a range of genetic gain from cultivar development of 10 to 30
kg ha-1 yr-1 (Boerma, 1979; Specht and William, 1984; Specht et al., 1999; Wilcox, 2001). More
recent research has indicated gains towards the higher end of this range (Kahlon et al.,
2011). Thus, it can be approximated that recent yield gains within the US are about 50% due
to cultivar genetic improvement and 50% to improved cultural practices. Potential gains
from improved cultural practices for any given locale are usually determined by comparing
farmer yields with those done using recommended practices (Foulkes et al., 2009). In the US,
many states conduct these studies within farmer fields in which one area of a field receives
typical practices and an adjacent area receives recommended practices (Louisiana Agric. Ext.
Serv., 2009). In Louisiana, the typical soybean farmer produces an average yield 70% of that
expected if recommended production practices were followed. Similar yield potential
studies in other parts of the world show yields ranging from 60 to 80% of the optimal level
(Foulkes et al., 2009). This yield gap is attributed to a suboptimal physical environment (i.e.
inadequate solar radiation, temperature, photoperiod, water, soil factors) coupled with
inadequate application of fertilizer and pest control. Thus, improvement of cultural
practices can be expected to increase yield anywhere from 25 to 66%. Yield increases for
countries outside the US, Brazil, and Argentina would be even greater, since their yield
levels are substantially below those of the major producers (1510 vs. 2800 kg ha-1 , US
Soybean Export Council, 2008).
The inability of a soybean farmer to achieve optimal yield, when adapted cultivars are
grown, is caused by environmental stress. We define environmental stress as a deficiency
or excess of some factor large enough to significantly reduce yield and/or impair crop
quality. Environmental stresses are divided into two kinds, abiotic and biotic. Abiotic
stresses are non-living stresses which can be divided into atmospheric factors (e.g. solar
radiation, air temperature, humidity, and rainfall) and soil factors (eg. fertility, pH,
compaction, waterlogging, soil structure, saline intrusion). Biotic stresses are living factors
which are generally referred to as pests (weeds, insects, diseases, and nematodes).
Although environmental stresses can initially affect crops by several physiological
mechanisms, in most cases the final effect on yield occurs by reducing the canopy
photosynthetic rate [uptake of CO2 m-2 (land area) d-1] (Fageria et al., 2006). Canopy
photosynthesis combines the plant’s basic genetic photosynthetic capacity per unit leaf
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area (leaf photosynthesis) with leaf area index (LAI, leaf area/ground area ratio) and
canopy architecture to give a comprehensive picture of the crop’s ability to obtain CO2
from the atmosphere. The importance of the photosynthetic reactions in crop growth and
yield formation cannot be overestimated. It is estimated that 75 to 95% of crop dry weight
is derived from CO2 fixed through photosynthesis (Imsande, 1989; Fageria et al., 2006).
Photosynthesis produces the basic carbohydrates used for producing more complex
carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids, all of which contribute to dry matter (Loomis and
Connor, 1992a). It also supplies the chemical energy for metabolism. Because of this close
linkage between canopy photosynthesis and dry matter accumulation, seasonal crop
patterns of canopy photosynthetic activity and crop growth rate [CGR, dry matter
accumulation per day per m2 [g m-2 (land area) d-1] parallel one another (Imsande, 1989).
For the remainder of the chapter, CGR will be used synonymously with canopy
photosynthetic rate.
Both parameters increase slowly after emergence and then increase exponentially until early
reproductive development (Fig. 1) [R1-R3, stages according to Fehr and Caviness (1977) (see
Table 1 for definitions and descriptions)] (Imsande, 1989). Plateau rates are maintained until
R5 and then fall as the seed filling period progresses. Seasonal total dry matter (TDM)
curves reflect these patterns for CGR and canopy photosynthetic rate (Fig. 2, Carpenter and
Board, 1997). The first period of seasonal dry matter accumulation is called the exponential
phase. Growth is initially slow, but increases exponentially with plant size until maximal
light interception is achieved. At this point, maximal CGR is achieved and the crop enters
the linear growth phase where CGR is relatively constant (subject to stress-induced
decreases). As senescence nears and leaf fall commences, the CGR slows until reaching zero.
This last period is called the senescent phase. Crop growth rate is an example of a growth
dynamic parameter. Growth dynamic parameters are rates and levels of total dry matter
(TDM), dry matter partitioning (e.g. harvest index), leaf area index (LAI), light interception
(LI), and radiation use efficiency that characterize soybean’s seasonal growing pattern
(Loomis and Connor, 1992a). Canopy photosynthetic rate and CGR are important to study
because they directly control TDM production. Final yield is a function of TDM produced
and the percentage of dry matter transferred into the seed (i.e. harvest index) (Loomis and
Connor, 1992a). Crop growth rate, in turn, is regulated by the level of ambient light and the
percentage of this light intercepted by the crop [the two terms combined will be called
light interception (LI)]. The importance of LI in controlling CGR is derived from its use as
an energy source to produce ATP and NADPH for fixation of CO2 into carbohydrates. The
effect of LI on CGR and TDM is measured by radiation use efficiency (dry
matter/intercepted light; g MJ-1). Optimal radiation use efficiency depends on the absence
of any stress reducing the effect of LI on TDM. Light interception and radiation use
efficiency are controlled by LAI and net assimilation rate [dry matter produced per unit
leaf area; g m-2(leaf area) d-1]. Crop growth rate is maximized when LAI is large enough to
intercept 95% of the sun’s light [3-4 for narrow rows; 5-6 for wide rows (Board et al.,
1990a)], sunlight is not blocked by clouds, and no stress factors are present to interfere
with the ability of intercepted light to stimulate net assimilation rate and CGR (as
measured by radiation use efficiency). For example, a crop can be maximizing LI, but if
drought stress is present and the stomata are closed so CO2 cannot enter the leaf, net
assimilation would fall, reducing CGR and TDM. This effect would be reflected in
reduced radiation use efficiency.
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Developmental Stages

Descriptions of Developmental Stages

Vegetative Stages
VE

Emergence - cotyledons have been pulled
through the soil surface.

V1

Completely unrolled leaf at the unifoliate
node.

V2

Completely unrolled leaf at the first node
above the unifoliate leaf.

V5

Completely unrolled leaf at the fifth node
on the main stem beginning with the
unifoliate node.

Reproductive stages
R1

First flower: One flower at any node on
the plant.

R3

Pod initiation: Pod 0.5 cm (1/4”) long at
one of the four uppermost nodes on the
main stem with a fully developed leaf.

R4

Pod elongation: Pod 2 cm (3/4”) long at
one of the four uppermost main stem
nodes with a fully developed leaf.

R5

Seed Initiation: Seed within one of the
pods at the four uppermost main stem
nodes having a fully developed leaf that
is 0.3 cm long (1/8”).

R6

Full seed stage: Pod at one of the four
uppermost main stem nodes having a
fully developed leaf that has at least one
seed that has extended to the length and
width of the pod locule.

R7

Physiological maturity: Presence of one
pod anywhere on the plant having the
mature brown color. 50% or more of
leaves are yellow.

Table 1. Descriptions of the vegetative and reproductive developmental stages of soybean
during the typical growing season.
Dry matter accumulation is important in yield formation because yield components
recognized as important in controlling yield on the environmental level [node m-2,
reproductive node m-2 (node bearing a viable pod), pod m-2, and seed m-2] are responsive
to TDM accumulation (Egli and Yu, 1991; Board and Modali, 2005). Yield components
are morphological characteristics whose formation is critical to yield. For soybean, yield
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components which have potential to influence yield are seed number per area (seed m-2),
seed size (g per seed), seed per pod (no.), pod number per area (pod m-2), pod
per reproductive node (no.), reproductive node number per area (reproductive node m-2),
percent reproductive nodes (%; percentage of nodes becoming reproductive), and node
number per area (node m-2). Yield components in soybean can be organized into
a sequential series of causative relationships where: yield is controlled by primary yield
components seed size and seed m-2; seed m-2 is controlled by secondary yield components
seed per pod and pod m-2; pod m-2 is controlled by tertiary yield components pod
per reproductive node and reproductive node m-2; and reproductive node m-2
is controlled by quaternary yield components node m-2 and percent reproductive nodes.
Thus, yield components are the vehicle through which canopy photosynthetic rate and
CGR affect yield.

Fig. 1. Temporal profiles of the relative daily rates of plant growth and canopy CO2
exchange. Profiles for dry matter accumulation and canopy CO2 exchange were derived by
curve fitting. For each of these two parameters several sets of published data, obtained with
field grown plants, were plotted and the best-fit curves were generated. Curve presented in
Imsande (1989).
Development and growth of soybean during the growing season are summarized in Fig. 3.
Soybean development is separated into the vegetative development period (emergence to
R1) and reproductive development period (R1 to R7). However, vegetative growth (leaves,
stems, and nodes) extends from emergence to R5 (Egli and Leggett, 1973). The reproductive
development period is separated into the flowering/pod formation period (R1 to R6) and
the seed filling period (R5 to R7). The seed filling period, in turn, is divided into the initial
lag period of slow seed filling (R5-R6) and the rapid seed filling period (R6-R7) when seed
growth rate is maximal (Egli and Crafts-Brandner, 1996). Pod and seed numbers are
determined by R6 (Board and Tan, 1995), before rapid seed filling starts. The linkage of
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environmental stress with canopy photosynthetic activity, CGR, yield component formation,
and yield can be illustrated by examining the effects of the three most common abiotic
stresses for soybean production: temperature extremes, drought, and canopy light
interception (Hollinger and Angel, 2009).

Fig. 2. Seasonal growth curve for a typical soybean crop showing the progression of total
dry matter (TDM) accumulation across the exponential, linear, and senescent growth
phases. Data adapted from Carpenter and Board (1997).
2.1 Temperature extremes and soybean yield
Temperature stress in soybean is manifested through effects on photosynthesis and CGR
(Paulsen, 1994), reproductive abnormalities (Salem et al., 2007), and phenological events
(Huxley and Summerfield, 1974). Among these factors, the effect on canopy
photosynthesis and CGR has the greatest effect on yield. Temperatures above 350 C can
inhibit pollen germination and pollen tube growth (Salem et al., 2007; Koti et al., 2004).
However, since anther dehiscence occurs at 8 to 10 A.M., temperatures in most soybean
growing areas would not be above the critical level during these events. The effect of
warmer temperature interacting with shorter photoperiod to hasten phenological
development (Hadley et al., 1984) can result in small plants having insufficient light
interception for optimal canopy photosynthesis and crop growth rate (Board et al., 1996a).
Thus, temperature effects on phenology indirectly affect yield through the same processes
as direct temperature effects on canopy photosynthesis and CGR. Determination of heat
units for soybean developmental timing uses a base temperature of 70 C, minimum
optimum temperature of 300 C, maximum optimum temperature of 350 C, and an upper
limit of 450 C (Boote et al., 1998).

Fig. 3. Progression of vegetative organs and yield components across the developmental and growth periods of Soybean.
Definitions and description of stages are in Table 1. Stages according to Fehr & Caviness (1977).
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Effects of temperature on canopy photosynthesis and CGR are characterized by an
optimal temperature response range falling between minimal and maximal optimal
temperatures, and suboptimal and supraoptimal temperatures falling below and above
the optimal range, respectively (Hollinger and Angel, 2009). The most sensitive part of the
photosynthetic apparatus to heat stress is photosystem II. Specifically, the splitting of
water to provide electrons to the light reactions is inhibited (Paulsen, 1994). Temperatures
falling below the minimal optimal level reduce canopy photosynthesis and CGR through
reduced reaction rates and/or enzyme inactivation. Studies conducted under constant
day time temperatures (12-16 hours per day) across an extended period generally have
reported an optimal temperature range for photosynthesis of 25-350 C (Jeffers and Shibles,
1969; Campbell et al., 1990; Jones et al., 1985; Gesch et al., 2001; Vu et al., 1997). However,
under natural growing conditions, maximal daily temperature usually occurs for only 1-2
hours (Louisiana Agric. Exp. Stn., 2010). When heat stress studies are conducted under
more realistic conditions of short-term stress, temperature had to be raised to 42-430 C to
have a deleterious effect on soybean photosynthesis (Ferris et al., 1998). These results are
corroborated by Fitter and Hay (1987) who stated that for plants from most climatic
regions, temperatures of 45-550 C for 30 minutes were sufficient to cause irreversible
damage to the photosynthetic apparatus. In conclusion, under typical growing conditions,
the optimal temperature range for soybean canopy photosynthetic rate appears to be 25400 C. A similar optimal temperature range of 26 to slightly above 360 C for crop growth
rate has also been reported (Sato and Ikeda, 1979; Raper and Kramer, 1987; Sionit et al.,
1987; Baker et al., 1989, Hofstra, 1972). Adverse effects on yield were entirely due to high
day time temperatures rather than night time temperatures (Hewitt et al., 1985; Raper and
Kramer, 1987; Gibson and Mullen, 1996).
At the crop level, heat-stress induced reductions in canopy photosynthesis affect yield
components being formed at the time of the stress. Stresses occurring during flowering and
pod formation (R1-R5) affect seed number, whereas stress during seed filling (R5-R7)
reduces seed size (Gibson and Mullen, 1996). Both reductions were linked with lower
photosynthetic rates. Concomitant with these reductions in canopy photosynthesis and
yield components are decreased TDM and plant size. Soybean yield was as sensitive to heat
stress during flowering/pod formation (R1-R5) as during seed filling (R5-R7). A summary
for heat stress effects on yield formation is shown in Table 2.
Similar to heat stress, cold stress also adversely affects canopy photosynthesis when
temperatures fall below 250 C. This results in less LAI, TDM, seed production, and yield
(Baker et al., 1989). However, when research is conducted under cold temperature
regimes similar to field conditions (intermittent nightly cold temperature or short-term
cold treatments) adverse effects do not occur until temperature drops to 100 C (Seddigh
and Jolliff, 1984 a,b; Musser et al., 1986). Seddigh and Jolliff (1984 a,b) showed that nightly
cold temperature of 100 C vs. 160 C or 240 C slowed CGR during the vegetative and early
reproductive periods. However, pod and seed numbers were not reduced, because the
cooler temperatures extended the period to R5, thus allowing vegetative TDM
accumulation to equilibrate across nightly temperature treatments. The 24% yield loss
caused by reducing nightly temperature from 160 C to 100 C was entirely due to reduced
seed size. Musser et al. (1986) reported that 1-wk chilling treatments (100 C) during
the late vegetative and early reproductive period did not reduce early pod production.
Chilling stress is a unique cold effect to plants where temperature at 10-120 C or below
causes a cell membrance phase transition from liquid-crystalline to solid-gel form
(Bramlage et al., 1978). Consequently, cell metabolism is disrupted resulting in potential
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adverse effects on yield. In the case of the Bramlage et al. (1978) study, pod numbers
equilibrated after return to normal conditions resulting in no effect on yield. Thus, under
natural growing conditions, soybean yield is resilient to cold temperatures that fall to
as low as 150 C. However, temperatures below this level pose a significant risk
for reducing yield, especially when they fall to 100 C. Yield loss is assured with even short
term exposure to freezing temperatures [2 hr a night for 1 wk (Saliba et al., 1982)]. Effects
of freezing injury are irreversible. Thus, freezing temperatures during flowering/pod
formation (R1-R5) cause much greater yield losses (70% loss) compared with freezing at
R6 (25% loss). A summary of cold stress effects on yield formation is shown in Table 3.
Physiological
Disruptions
Impairment of
photosystem II
Enzyme
denaturation and
deactivation
Increased
development rate

Affected Canopy Level
Affected Yield
Growth Processes
Components
Reduced canopy
Reduction of seed
photosynthesis and
number or seed
CGR
size depending on
timing of stress.
Reduced canopy
Reduction of seed
photosynthesis and
number or seed
CGR
size depending on
timing of stress.
Reduced canopy
Reduction of seed
photosynthesis and
number.
CGR by shortening
emergence-R5 period

Temperature Parameters
Short-term exposure to
temp.>400C
Short-term exposure to temp
>400C
Under short days development
rate increases with degree days
[Base temp=70C
Min. optimum temp=300C
Max. optimum temp= 350C
Upper limit=450C].
Developmental stage sensitivity
to heat stress not clearly defined.

Table 2. Summary of heat stress effects on soybean physiology, growth, and yield
components.
2.2 Drought stress and yield
Drought stress (i.e. soil water too low for optimal yield) is recognized as the most
damaging abiotic stress for soybean production in the US (Heatherly, 2009). However,
only about 8% of the entire hectarage is irrigated. In the main part of the Midwestern US
soybean region east of the Mississippi River, little irrigation is done. For example, in
Illinois, the nation’s largest soybean producing state, most areas receive sufficient rainfall
for optimal yield (Cooke, 2009). Soybean water relations are aided by the state’s deep soils
that allow greater water extraction relative to shallow claypan soils in the Southeastern
US. Irrigated areas are concentrated in the drier parts of the soybean growing region
(western Midwest or Great Plains states) such as Nebraska where 46% of soybean
hectarage is irrigated (Pore, 2009). Irrigation is also common in some Southeastern states
where shallow-rooted soils combined with erratic rainfall make drought stress a threat.
Currently, about 75% of soybean hectarage in Arkansas is irrigated and the figure for
Mississippi is 25-30%. Increased irrigation in the Great Plains and Southeastern states has
been stimulated by research showing large yield increases of over 1,000 kg ha-1 under
irrigated vs. nonirrigated conditions (Specht et al., 1999; Heatherly and Elmore, 1986).
Drought stress is a complicated agronomic problem that is conditioned not only by lack of
rain but by evapotranspiration from the soil/plant system, rooting depth and proliferation,
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Physiological
Disruption

Affected Canopy
Level Growth
Processes

Affected Yield
Components

Temperature
Parameters

Reduced metabolic
reaction rates

Reduced canopy
photosynthesis and
CGR

Reduced seed
number or seed size
depending on timing
of stress.

Although 250C
required for optimal
canopy photo. and
CGR, cold effects
under natural growing
conditions usually
affect yield only <150
C.

Chilling stress
(Membrane
malfunctioning,
enzyme inactivation,
ion leakage)

Reduced canopy
photosynthesis and
CGR

Reduced seed
number or seed size
depending on timing
of stress.

0-10/12 0C; Yield more
affected by chilling
stress during seed
filling than
flowering/pod
formation period.

Freezing (cell death)
tissue damage

Reduced canopy
photosynthesis and
CGR

Reduced seed
number or seed size
depending on timing
of stress.

00C Yield more
affected by freezing
during flowering/pod
formation than seed
filling.

Table 3. Summary of cold stress effects on soybean physiology, growth, and yield
components.
and how much rainfall gets into and stays in the rooting zone (Loomis and Connor, 1992b).
Thus, in addition to rainfall, other factors that influence occurrence of drought stress are:
tillage systems (conservation vs. conventional tillage), plant genetics (rooting characteristics,
stomatal control, leaf reflectance, osmotic adjustments, leaf orientation and size, etc.),
climatic factors (relative humidity, temperature, and wind), and soil factors (soil texture and
structure, compaction, hardpans, pH, and slope).
Drought stress occurs when loss of water from leaves exceeds that supplied from the roots
to such a degree that water potential in those leaves falls to levels resulting in physiological
disruptions that eventually reduce CGR and yield (Loomis and Connor, 1992b). Another
aspect of drought stress is low water potential in root nodules which reduces nitrogen
fixation. Consequently, the crop may become N deficient which can also contribute to
reduced CGR and yield (Purcell and Specht, 2004). Although there are many physiological
processes potentially affected by drought stress, the main factors which are most important
in yield loss are seed germination and seedling establishment, cell expansion,
photosynthesis, and nitrogen fixation (Raper and Kramer, 1987). Water entrance and loss
from a crop is controlled by water potential, the energy of water measured as a force in bars
or pascals (1 bar=0.1 MPa) (Loomis and Connor, 1992b). Water potential differences between
components of a system describe the direction of water flow, since water will always flow
from a greater to a lesser water potential. Pure water has the highest water potential (0 MPa)
and water potential of natural systems will have negative values below that for pure water.
In plants, water potential is mainly controlled by solute potential (increased concentration
makes water potential lower or more negative) and turgor pressure (positive hydrostatic
pressure against the cell wall makes water potential greater or less negative). In soil, solute
concentration also affects water potential. However, matric potential (adhesion of water
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onto soil particles) is also an important component of soil water potential. Water is lost from
the leaves by transpiration to the atmosphere. For this water to be replaced, root water
potential must be lower than soil water potential to create water inflow from soil to root.
When a soil is initially at field capacity (maximal water a soil will hold after natural
drainage), soil water potential is at about -0.02 MPa (Loomis and Connor, 1992b). This
corresponds to volumetric water contents (volume of water per volume of soil) of 0.6 and
0.35 for clay and sand soils, respectively. At night, water potentials for soil, roots, and leaves
are in equilibrium. During the day, water loss from the leaves depresses leaf water potential
below root water potential resulting in movement of water from root to leaves in the xylem.
Consequently, root water potential falls below soil water potential resulting in water
flowing into the root. As water is withheld from the crop for successive days, the water
potential for soil, roots, and leaves steadily drops. When midday leaf water potential falls to
-1.5 MPa, stomata will close to conserve water. Meanwhile, as the soil dries the conductance
of water from soil to root drops making it difficult to resupply the plant with water.
Continued drought past this point will cause leaf water potential to fall below -1.5 MPa
resulting in possible death. Eventually, soil water potential may fall to -1.5 MPa at which
point water no longer enters the root from the soil (wilting point). Plant available water is
defined as the soil water content between field capacity and the wilting point. Irrigation to
avoid drought stress is usually recommended when plant available water falls to 50%, a
level indicated by a soil water potential of -0.05 to -0.06 MPa for a silt loam or clay soil and 0.04 to -0.05 for a sandy soil. (Univ. of Arkansas Coop. Ext., 2006). This corresponds to a
volumetric water content of 0.4 and 0.23 for clay and sand soils, respectively.
Once injurious soil water potential levels are reached, physiological disruptions occur
which adversely affect CGR, yield component formation, and yield. Because of the large
amount of water the soybean seed must imbibe for successful germination (50% of fresh
weight), adequate moisture at planting is an important agronomic problem. Helms et al.
(1996) cautioned that stand establishment could be difficult when soil water is sufficient
to cause seed imbibition but not germination. Seed planted into a soil having a
gravimetric water content (water wgt./soil wgt.) of 0.07 kg kg-1 was great enough for
imbibition, but too low for root emergence. Increasing water content to 0.09 kg kg-1
allowed successful germination and emergence. Drought stress during the seedling
emergence and stand establishment period can result in a suboptimal plant population for
optimal yield. Because of low plant population, LAI and LI are inadequate to create a
CGR that optimizes yield.
Once successful stand establishment is achieved, one of the most sensitive physiological
processes to drought stress is reduced cell expansion resulting from decreased turgor
pressure (Raper and Kramer, 1987). As leaf water potential falls, cell and leaf expansion are
affected before photosynthesis. Bunce (1977) reported a linear relationship between soybean
leaf elongation rate and turgor pressure. Decreasing leaf water potential to -0.80 MPa
reduced leaf elongation rate by 40% relative to greater values. Consequently, leaf area and
plant dry matter were reduced 60% and 65%, respectively. These results were subsequently
confirmed in field experiments (Muchow et al., 1986). Thus, occurrence of drought stress
during vegetative growth (emergence to R5) can reduce LAI and LI to levels insufficient for
optimal CGR and yield. Decreased photosynthetic rate is not initiated until leaf water
potential falls into the range of -1.0 to -1.2 MPa (Raper and Kramer, 1987). The rate starts
declining more rapidly as water potential falls below -1.2 MPa. Plants suffering this level
of drought would have greater reductions of CGR and yield because not only would LAI
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be reduced, but the net assimilation rate (photosynthetic rate per unit LAI) would also be
reduced. Drought stress effects on photosynthesis become irreversible once water
potential falls below -1.6 MPa.
Another physiological process sensitive to drought stress is nitrogen fixation (Purcell and
Specht, 2004). Decreased nitrogen fixation starts when water potential of root nodules starts
falling below -0.2 to -0.4 MPa (Pankhurst and Sprent, 1975). Because of the high protein
content of its seed, soybean has a greater demand for nitrogen compared with other crops
(Sinclair and de Wit, 1976). Soybean obtains nitrogen from fixation and directly from the
soil. During seed filling, much of seed nitrogen demand is met by remobilization from the
leaves. The contribution of nitrogen fixation to the plant’s nitrogen supply varies inversely
with soil nitrogen availability (Harper, 1987). In the Midwestern US which has soils of
relatively high residual NO3, about 25-50% of total plant nitrogen comes from fixation. In
contrast, in soils having low nitrogen, fixation can contribute up to 80-94% of the plant’s
nitrogen. Thus, any stress (drought or other) that restricts nitrogen fixation can result in a
nitrogen deficiency (leaf nitrogen falling below 4%, Jones, 1998) which can reduce net
assimilation rate and CGR. Ample evidence indicates that nitrogen fixation is more sensitive
to drought than photosynthesis, TDM accumulation, transpiration, or soil nitrogen uptake
(Purcell and Specht, 2004).
Because of its effects on CGR, drought creates changes in certain growth dynamic and yield
component parameters. In general, drought stress during the vegetative growth period
(emergence to R5) has adverse effects on LAI, TDM, CGR, and plant height (Scott and
Batchelor, 1979; Taylor et al., 1982; Muchow, 1985; Meckel et al., 1984; Desclaux et al., 2000;
Pandey et al., 1984; Ramseur et al., 1985; Cox and Jolliff, 1986; Constable and Hearn, 1980;
Hoogenboom et al., 1987; Cox and Jolliff, 1987). In a dry growing season, nonirrigated vs.
irrigated soybean will begin showing diminished TDM accumulation by the late vegetative
or early reproductive period (Scott and Batchelor, 1979). By R3, LAI differences between
irrigated vs. drought-stressed soybeans will be obvious (Cox and Jolliff, 1987), with
concomitant effects on LI and CGR (Muchow, 1985; Taylor et al., 1982; Ramseur et al., 1985;
Pandey et al., 1984). Among vegetative growth indicators of drought stress, reduced
internode length and plant height are the most sensitive (Desclaux et al., 2000). The effect of
drought stress on plant height is reflected in rooting depth (Mayaki et al., 1976b). During the
emergence-R5.5 period, rooting depth is twice the plant height. Thus, occurrence of earlyseason drought impairs the plant’s future potential for obtaining water. If a fortuitous
rainfall interrupts this impaired growth dynamic process, TDM levels may return to normal
without yield being affected (Hoogenboom et al., 1987). However, continuation of drought
will accentuate TDM differences between irrigated and nonirrigated soybean. Decreased
TDM and yield are closely correlated in such a condition (Cox and Jolliff, 1986; Meckel et al.,
1984). In cases where drought stress occurs during the seed filling period, growth
characteristics are of course different. Since plant height and vegetative TDM have already
been determined, no effect on these parameters is seen. Drought during seed filling
accelerates the senescence process by increasing the rate of chlorophyll and protein
degradation. This shortens the seed filling period causing reduced seed size and yield (De
Souza et al., 1997).
When soybean faces seasonal drought or drought initiated by R1, yield loss results
predominately from reduced pod and seed numbers and seed size is relatively unaffected
(Sionit and Kramer, 1977; Ramseur et al., 1984; Pandey et al., 1984; Meckel et al., 1984; Cox
and Jolliff, 1986; Constable and Hearn, 1980; Lawn, 1982; Ball et al., 2000). Thus, when
confronted with drought stress, soybean reduces seed m-2 so that normal seed size can be
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maintained. Although some have reported mild adverse effects of drought on seed per pod
(Ramseur et al., 1984; Pandey et al., 1984), others have shown no effect (Lawn, 1982; Elmore
et al., 1988). In contrast, consistent reports have shown pod m-2 is reduced by drought
during the R1-R6 seed formation period (Sionit and Kramer, 1977; Ramseur et al., 1984;
Pandey et al., 1984; Snyder et al., 1982; Neyshabouri and Hatfield, 1986; Cox and Jolliff, 1986;
Ball et al., 2000). Based on these results, we conclude that reduced seed m-2 from drought
stress is derived predominately from reduced pod m-2 rather than seed per pod. Because
pod per node is not severely affected by drought (Elmore et al., 1988), reduced pod and seed
m-2 caused by drought results mainly from decreased node m-2, mainly resulting from
reduced branch development (Taylor et al., 1982; Snyder et al., 1982; Frederick et al., 2001).
In addition to reduced node m-2, drought stress during the flowering period retards early
ovary expansion because of reduced photosynthetic supply (Westgate and Peterson, 1993;
Liu et al., 2004; Kokubun et al., 2001). The period from 10 days before R1 to 10 days after R1
is the critical period.
Drought stress occurring at the start of linear seed filling (R6) can also reduce seed number,
but the main effect of drought initiated at this time or later is on reduced seed size (Sionit
and Kramer, 1977; De Souza et al., 1997; Brevedan and Egli, 2003; Doss and Thurlow, 1974).
In cases where drought stress is similar at different developmental periods, yield loss is
generally twice as great for the R1-R6 vs. R6-R7 periods (Kadhem et al., 1985; Korte et al.,
1983b; Shaw and Laing, 1966; Eck et al., 1987; Brown et al., 1985; Hoogenboom et al., 1987;
Korte et al., 1983b). Some studies show that within the R1-R6 period, the most drought
sensitive phase is R3-R5 (Kadhem et al., 1985; Korte et al., 1983a). This explains why most
irrigation studies have identified parts or all of the seed formation period as the most
drought prone period (Heatherly and Spurlock, 1993; Elmore et al., 1988; Kadhem et al.,
1985; Hoogenboom et al., 1987; Eck et al., 1987; Korte et al., 1983a; Korte et al., 1983b; Brown
et al., 1985; Morrison et al., 2006). These studies far outweigh early studies indicating that
seed filling had the same or greater sensitivity to drought as the seed formation period
(Shaw and Laing, 1966; Snyder et al., 1982; Sionit and Kramer, 1977). Irrigation during the
vegetative period has consistently proven unnecessary for alleviating drought stress
(Heatherly and Spurlock, 1993; Neyshabouri and Hatfield, 1986). Lack of irrigation response
during the vegetative period is likely due to the limited water use during that period
(Reicosky and Heatherly, 1990). In conclusion, based on yield component responses, the
most drought prone period during soybean development is R1-R6. Drought effects on
soybean yield formation are summarized in Table 4.
2.3 Light interception and yield
Because of the importance of canopy photosynthesis and CGR in affecting yield, the level of
intercepted photosynthetically active radiation (commonly referred to as light) is one of the
most important stresses affecting soybean yield (Loomis and Connor, 1992a). Although a
very complicated process, photosynthesis can be simplified by viewing it as three basic
parts: 1) Movement of CO2 from the atmosphere to the chloroplasts; 2) Light reactions in
which absorption of specific wavelengths of radiation (red and blue light) cause ionization
(photoelectric effect) and result in production of the high-energy compounds ATP and
NADPH; and 3) Carbon fixation reactions in which the ATP and NADPH produced in the
light reactions is used to fix CO2 into organic compounds (Fageria et al., 2006). The major
environmental factors affecting canopy photosynthetic rate and CGR are atmospheric [CO2],
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temperature, water availability, and light level absorbed by the canopy. An understanding
of how light affects canopy photosynthesis is critical for analyzing the effect of
environmental stress on yield.
Physiological
Disruptions
Reduced cell
expansion

Affected Canopy
Level Growth
Processes
Reduced LAI
and LI.
Reduced canopy
photosynthesis and
CGR.

Affected Yield
Components

Drought Parameters

Reduced seed m-2 or
seed size depending
on timing of stress

Decrease of leaf water
potential to -0.80 MPa or
less reduces turgor
pressure and cell
expansion.

Reduced nitrogen
fixation

Reduced canopy
photosynthesis and
CGR.

Reduced seed m-2 or
seed size depending
on timing of stress

Decline starts at -0.2 to 0.4 MPa.

Reduced net
assimilation rate

Reduced CGR

Reduced seed m-2 or
seed size depending
on timing of stress.

Water potential below 1.2 MPa

Seed m-2 reduction
mainly due to
reduced node m-2
and pod m-2.
Reduced seed size
due to reduced
effective filling
period.

Most drought prone
period is the R1-R6 seed
formation period.
Irrigation recommended
when soil at 50%
available water. Drought
sensitivity of rapid seed
filling (R6-R7) is less
than half that for R1-R6
period.

Table 4. Summary of drought stress effects on soybean physiology, growth, and yield
components.
For soybean, as well as other C3 crop species, photosynthetic rates of individual leaves
increase asymptotically to a light intensity of 500 micro moles m-2 s-1 (or 100 W m-2) (Hay
and Porter, 2006); an intensity equivalent to about 25% of full sun in many soybean-growing
regions. However, this relationship does not transfer to the canopy level; largely because of
uneven shading for leaves in the mid and lower canopy levels which do not receive
saturating light intensities. Although top leaves do not increase their photosynthetic rates as
light intensity increases above 25% of full sun, mid and lower canopy leaves would receive
increased light within the responsive range; thus resulting in an overall increase in canopy
photosynthetic rate (Hay and Porter, 2006). In cases of crops having erect leaves with low
canopy light extinction coefficients such as ryegrass, canopy photosynthetic rate increases
linearly with increasing intensity to the full-sun level (Hay and Porter, 2006). Although
soybean canopies having LAI<4.0 [canopy cover (95%) (Shibles and Weber, 1965)] saturate
the canopy photosynthetic rate at intensity levels less than full sun, those having LAI >4.0
show continual increase up to full-sun conditions (Shibles et al., 1987). The increased canopy
photosynthesis responds to increased light intensity in an asymptotic rather than linear
fashion (Jeffers and Shibles, 1969). At any given time, light intercepted by the canopy
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depends on LAI and the intensity of ambient light. Prior to canopy closure (LAI of 3.0 to 5.0
depending on row spacing), CGR primarily is influenced by LAI (Shibles and Weber, 1965),
whereas ambient light level mainly affects CGR after canopy closure. Major research aims
have been to determine yield response to reduced LI across different developmental
periods; to assess yield losses related to specific reductions in LI; and to determine if
different stresses reducing LI (e.g. shade, nonoptimal row spacing, subnormal plant
population, and defoliation) affect yield by similar mechanisms. In the current discussion,
we will examine the effects of shade, row spacing, plant population, and defoliation on
yield.
2.3.1 Light interception and yield: Shade stress
Studies with heavy shade treatment (63%) demonstrated that the flowering/pod
formation period (R1 to R6) was more sensitive to reduced LI than the period of linear
seed filling (R6 to R7; rapid seed filling period) (Jiang and Egli, 1995; Egli, 1997).
Application of shade during the seed determination period reduced yield by 52% (Jiang
and Egli, 1995), whereas the same light interception reduction during rapid seed filling
reduced yield by only 24% (Egli, 1997). Thus, within the reproductive period, the
flowering/pod formation period was twice as sensitive to reduced LI as compared with
the rapid seed filling period. Within the flowering (R1-R4) and pod formation (R4-R6)
periods, yield responses to shade were similar (Jiang and Egli, 1993, 1995). Yield loss can
occur with as few as 9 continuous days of heavy shade (80%) at any time during the
flowering/pod formation period (Egli, 2010).
When shade stress is applied continuously across the reproductive period, yield losses occur
with as little as 30% shade (22-31% yield loss) (Egli and Yu, 1991). Increasing shade stress to
50% resulted in a 55% yield loss. Yield losses were entirely due to reduced seed number
rather than seed size. When faced with a reduced crop growth rate induced by shade stress
starting at first flowering, soybean reduces its seed number so that when seed filling
commences, seed size is unaffected. In such cases, yield is said to be “source restricted”
during flowering and pod formation (i.e. yield reduction occurred due to lower CGR);
whereas during seed filling yield was “sink restricted” (i.e. yield reduction occurred due to
reduced seed number and was unaffected by changes in CGR). A summary of shade effects
on yield is shown in Table 5.
2.3.2 Light interception and yield: Row spacing and plant population
Early studies which altered LI through row spacing and plant population demonstrated
that optimizing light during the reproductive period (R1 to R7) was more important than
during the vegetative period (emergence to R1) (Brun, 1978; Christy and Porter, 1982;
Johnson, 1987; Tanner and Hume, 1978; Shibles and Weber, 1965). More recent studies
suggest that reduced LI during the vegetative period can reduce yield if it results in a
suboptimal CGR during the subsequent flowering/pod formation period (Board et al.,
1992; Board and Harville, 1996). Row spacing and plant population have similar effects on
LI, CGR, TDM, and yield component formation as do the aforementioned shade studies.
Reducing row spacing from 100 to 50 cm increases LI and accelerates CGR during the
vegetative, flowering/pod formation, and seed filling periods (Board et al., 1990). Greater
CGR in narrow vs. wide rows was evident as early as 16 days after emergence (Board and
Harville, 1996). During most of the vegetative and flowering/pod formation periods,
accelerated CGR was due more to increased LAI than to net assimilation rate (Board et al.,
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1990b). However, initial increases in CGR in narrow vs. wide rows during the vegetative
period were influenced as much by increased net assimilation rate as increased LAI. This
probably occurred due to greater interception of light per unit LAI in narrow vs. wide
rows at this time (Board and Harville, 1992). Increased yield in narrow vs. wide rows is
more evident in short-season soybean production, such as in late vs. normal planting
dates or growing early vs. late maturing cultivars (Board et al., 1990a; Boerma and Ashley,
1982; Carter and Boerma, 1979).
Physiological
Disruption
from Shade Stress

Affected Canopy
Level Growth
Processes

Affected Yield
Components

Shade Parameters

Reduced
photosynthetic light
reactions

Reduced canopy
photosynthesis and
CGR

Reduced seed
number if shade
applied during R1R6 period.
Reduced seed size
if shade applied
during R6-R7
period.

Most sensitive stress
period is R1-R6. Reduced
yield occurs (24% yield
loss) with as few as 9 d of
heavy shade (83%). Shade
decreases yield as it
decreases CGR < 16 gm-2d-1
during R1-R5 period.
Moderate shade (30%)
during R1-R6 period
reduces yield 22-31%.
Shade stress during linear
seed filling period (R6-R7)
has half the effect on yield
vs. the R1-R6 period.

Table 5. Summary of shade effects on soybean physiology, growth, yield components, and
yield.
Although narrow vs. wide culture enhances CGR at all three developmental periods,
yield increases result entirely from increased pod and seed production (Egli and Yu,
1991; Board et al., 1990b, 1992). Seed per pod and seed size, yield components formed
during the seed filling period (R5 to R7) were not affected by reduced row spacing. The
dominant yield components controlling pod and seed production were node m-2 and
reproductive node m-2, which are formed during the vegetative period and part of the
flowering/pod formation periods (emergence to R5) (Board et al., 1990b; 1992). Thus,
greater LI and CGR in narrow vs. wide rows has its beneficial effect on yield between
emergence and R6, with the main effect occurring from emergence to R5. In cases where
wide rows achieve 95% light interception by first flowering, no yield loss occurs (Board
et al., 1990a). Reduced yield in wide vs. narrow rows starts occurring when average
LI across the R1 to R5 period is reduced by 14% (Board et al., 1992). In summary, changes
in row spacing affected yield by a mechanism very similar to that reported for shade
treatments applied throughout the reproductive period (Egli and Yu, 1991); i.e. pod and
seed numbers produced during the emergence to R6 period were reduced by the lower
CGR so that seed size (produced during the R5 to R7 seed filling period) could remain
constant.
Plant population studies conducted under short-season conditions also have outlined a
yield-control mechanism very similar to those described for narrow vs. wide row spacing
and shade (Ball et al., 2000, 2001; Purcell, 2002). Increasing plant population above the
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normal recommendation of 25-35 plant m-2 increased LI early in the vegetative period
[similar to the findings for narrow vs. wide row spacing (Board and Harville, 1996)]
resulting in an accelerated CGR during the R1 to R5 period, greater dry matter
accumulation, and yield (Ball et al., 2000). Purcell et al. (2002) determined that increased
yield responded linearly to increased photosynthetically active radiation accumulated
across the emergence to R5 period. Thus, the period during which increased LI benefitted
yield in high vs. normal plant population was the same as that described for narrow vs.
wide rows (Board et al., 1990a; Board et al., 1992). Yield increases were shown to be caused
by increased node m-2 and pod m-2 (Ball et al., 2001), similar to findings by Board et al.
(1990b, 1992) for narrow vs. wide row spacing. Data indicate that subnormal plant
populations can achieve yields similar to those of normal populations if average light
interception across the R1 to R5 period is 90% (Carpenter and Board, 1997). Yield losses started
occurring when average light interception across this period falls 14% below that for fullcoverage canopies. This yield response to reduced light interception corresponds very closely
to that shown by Board et al. (1992) for wide vs. narrow row spacing. Row spacing and plant
population effects on yield, growth and yield components are summarized in Table 6.
2.3.3 Light interception and yield: Defoliation
Several biotic and abiotic stresses such as hail, insect leaf feeders, and diseases affect yield
through defoliation. Potential physiological responses to defoliation include effects on
canopy photosynthesis, TDM, altered partitioning of TDM to plant parts, leaf abscission,
delayed leaf senescence, delayed crop maturity, changes in leaf specific weight, and reduced
nitrogen fixation, as well as others (Welter, 1993). Convincing evidence has shown that
insect defoliation reduces yield through LI effects on canopy photosynthetic activity and/or
CGR. Ingram et al. (1981) infested soybean with velvetbean caterpillar during the
reproductive period to study effects on physiological processes and yield. The treatments
resulted in a 50% reduction in LAI resulting in LI falling to 83% of the control level during
the seed filling period. Corresponding to reduced LI, canopy photosynthetic activity
declined to 85% of control and yield was reduced to 86% of control. Yield loss occurred
through reduced seed size caused by reduced seed growth rate which was entirely
attributed to decreased photosynthetic supply. Similar results were found by Board and
Harville (1993) for partial defoliation treatments made to create a LI gradient during the
reproductive period. Yield loss occurred only when defoliation was severe enough to reduce
LAI below 3.0 and light interception below 95% for extended periods. Although these
studies involved manual defoliation, rather than insect defoliation, research has shown that
yield responses from either manual or insect defoliation are similar if applied during the
same growth period and if leaf removal rates are similar (Higgins, et al., 1983; Turnipseed
and Kogan, 1987). The connection between LI and soybean yield response to defoliation has
been reinforced by research showing that photosynthetic rates in leaves damaged by
defoliation are similar to undamaged controls (Peterson and Higley, 1996). Thus, leaves
remaining after defoliation cannot compensate photosynthetically for lost leaf material and
the reduced LI directly decreases the photosynthetic rate and yield. Browde et al. (1994)
using a combination of defoliating insects, nematodes, and herbicide damage, concluded
that light interception was the “unifying explanation for yield losses”. Similar conclusions
were reached by Board et al. (1997) who reported a linear relationship between yield and LI
at the temporal midpoint of the seed filling period.
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Previous defoliation studies have indicated that yield response is affected not only by the
severity of insect infestation, but also the timing of the attacks. Defoliation during the
vegetative period (emergence to first flowering) usually has shown little effect on yield,
largely due to leaf regrowth potential at this time. Since defoliation during the vegetative
period usually does not have a long-term depressing effect on LI and CGR, little effect on
yield has been reported (Haile et al., 1998a,b; Weber, 1955). These results are similar to those
of Jiang and Egli (1995) where shade during the vegetative period did not reduce yield if
crop growth rate during the R1 to R5 period was unaffected. Fifty percent defoliation
between appearance of the first trifoliate leaf and full flowering had little effect on yield
(Weber, 1955). Significant yield losses (20%) occurred in this study only when 100%
defoliation was applied during this period. Pickle and Caviness (1984) reported no yield loss
when soybean received 100% defoliation at the fifth leaf stage.
Greater yield responses to defoliation have been reported during the reproductive period
with greatest effect near the start of seed filling (R5). Yield losses from 100% defoliation at
R2 were only 25%, but rose sharply as defoliation was delayed to R3, R4, and R5 (see Table 1
for definitions of R stages) (Fehr et al., 1977). Increased defoliation tolerance at early
reproductive stages (near first flower) were later determined to be caused by rapid leaf
regrowth (Haile et al., 1998a,b). Greatest yield loss (75-88%) occurred at R5 (Fehr et al.,
1977), a finding substantiated by later studies (Fehr et al., 1981; Gazzoni and Moscardi, 1998;
Goli and Weaver, 1986). Delay of total defoliation to R6.6 resulted in only a 20% yield loss
(Board et al., 1994), supporting the view of greater tolerance to defoliation as seed filling
progresses.
Partial defoliation treatments initiated at R1 and terminated at R3, R4, R5, and R6.5 resulted
in significant yield loss (approximately 15%) when average LI during the R1 to R5 period
was reduced at least by 17-20% (Board and Harville, 1993; Board and Tan, 1995). Although
these partial defoliations resulted in decreased LI during seed filling, yield losses were
almost entirely due to reduced pod m-2 and seed m-2 rather than seed size. These results are
similar to shade responses shown by Egli and Yu (1991). In summary, shade, defoliation,
wide row spacing, and subnormal plant population affect yield through reduced CGR
during all or part of the period between emergence and R6. Stresses that operate during the
entire emergence to R6 period (wide row spacing, subnormal plant population), cause these
reductions to pod and seed numbers through lower production of node m-2 and
reproductive node m-2. However, in cases where CGR is reduced only during the
flowering/pod formation period (e.g. defoliation stress initiated at R1), lower pod and seed
numbers can also be affected by decreased pod per reproductive node.
As defoliation is delayed past the start of initial seed filling (R5), yield losses attenuate and
yield components causing the yield loss change. By the time seed number is determined and
soybean starts rapid seed filling (R6), yield losses from 100% defoliation are half that
compared with 100% defoliation at R5 (Goli and Weaver, 1986). Thus, similar to findings
with shade stress (Egli and Yu, 1991), yield was twice as sensitive to defoliation stress
during the flowering/pod formation period compared with the rapid seed filling period.
Defoliation during seed filling affects yield mainly through reduced seed size, although seed
number is also affected if defoliation occurred at or before R6 (Board et al., 2010). Every 0.1
unit delay in developmental stage from R5 to R7 (e.g. 5.4 to 5.5 or 6.2 to 6.3) resulted in a 5%
reduction in yield loss caused by 100% defoliation. Throughout early and mid seed filling
(R5 to R6.2), defoliation had to be sufficient to reduce light interception by about 20% to
decrease yield (Board et al., 2010; Ingram et al., 1981; Board et al., 1997). Once soybean
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Physiological
Disruptions from Wide
vs. Narrow Row
Spacing
Reduced LAI and LI
efficiency results in
lower canopy LI.

Physiological
Disruption
From Subnormal Plant
Population
Reduced LAI results in
lower canopy LI

Affected Canopy Level
Growth Processes

Affected Yield
Components

Growing at nonoptimal
wide row spacing
reduces canopy
photosynthesis and CGR
during emergence-R6
period.

Reduced node and
reproductive node
numbers, pods and
seeds.

Affected Canopy Level
Growth Processes

Affected Yield
Components

Reduced canopy
photosynthesis and CGR
during emergence-R6
Period

Reduced node and
reproductive node
numbers, pods and
seeds.

Row Spacing
Parameters

Sensitive stress period
is emergence to R6.
Wide vs. narrow rows
reduces yield
whenever LI falls
enough to reduce
average CGR (R1-R5)
below 15 gm-2 d-1. Seed
filling period is
unaffected by LI in
wide vs narrow rows .
Plant Population
Parameters

Sensitive period is
emergence-R6. Yield
losses occur when
average CGR (R1-R5)
falls below 15 g m2 d-1.
Seed filling period is
unaffected.

Table 6. Summary of row spacing and plant population effects on soybean physiology,
growth, yield components, and yield.
passes into the last half of the seed filling period, defoliation must be at or close to 100%
(resulting in a 50% relative LI reduction) to cause yield loss (Board et al., 2010; Board et al.,
1997). The effects of defoliation stress on yield formation are summarized in Table 7.
Physiological
Disruption from
Defoliation
Reduced LAI and
canopy LI

Affected Canopy
Level Growth
Processes
Reduced canopy
photosynthesis
and CGR.

Affected Yield
Components
Defolilation during
R1-R6 period
reduces node and
reproductive node
numbers, pod per
reproductive node,
pods and seed.
Defoliation during
R6-R7 reduces seed
size.

Defoliation Parameters
Vegetative period is not sensitive
to defoliation stress unless at 100%
level. Period most sensitive to
defoliation stress is R1-R6.2.
Significant yield losses start
occurring when light interception
across this period falls 17-20% and
CGR falls below 15 g m-2 d-1 .
During R6.2-R7 period must have
total defoliation to get significant
yield loss; i.e. 50% reduction in
relative LI. Thus, yield is half as
sensitive to defoliation during
R6.2- R7 as during R1-R6.2.

Table 7. Summary of defoliation effects on soybean physiology, growth, yield components,
and yield.
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3. A general mechanism for explaining stress effects on yield
Our discussion on temperature, drought, and light interception has outlined a paradigm of
how these factors cause yield loss (Fig. 4). Despite differences in initial physiological
disruptions, environmental stress first affected canopy photosynthesis and CGR. Coupled
with length of the emergence to R5 period (related to maturity group), these growth
dynamic rates influence TDM(R5), the dry matter level at which vegetative TDM, node m-2,
reproductive node m-2, and pod per reproductive node are maximized (Board and Harville,
1993; Board and Tan, 1995) (Fig. 3). These yield components, in turn, regulate pod m-2 and
seed m-2 which mediate stress effects on yield. Thus, TDM(R5) serves as a benchmark
indicator for yield potential. Because yield component production per unit dry matter (yield
component production efficiency) differs with environmental (Board and Maricherla, 2008)
and genotypic factors (Kahlon and Board, 2011), final yield component number is also
affected by this factor (Fig.4). Seed size usually plays a much smaller role in explaining
environmental influences on yield. Support for this paradigm can be seen in data for a single
cultivar grown across a wide environmental range (Fig. 5). Yield is highly correlated with
seed m-2 (R2=0.83), but shows no relationship with seed size. Because of the paramount
importance of nodes, pods, and seeds in regulating environmental effects on yield, the most
stress-prone period is between emergence and R5, the predominant period in which these
yield components are formed.

Fig. 4. Paradigm for explaining how environmental stresses affect growth, yield
components, and yield. MG=Maturity Group.
We acknowledge that some abiotic and biotic stresses do not follow the paradigm outlined
above. Stresses that directly impair reproductive structures (i.e. flowers, pods, and seeds)
without acting through CGR fall into this category. Examples are the southern green stink
bug [Nezara viridula (L.)] which punctures the soybean seed; temperatures that are
sufficiently hot or cold during or near to fertilization to disrupt pod development (Salem et
al., 2007; Koti et al., 2004); and diseases such as pod and stem blight [Diaporthe phaeseolorum
(var. sojae)] which enter pods through abrasions, cracks, or other injuries (Athow and
Laviolette, 1973). Although these exceptions exist, analyses of many environmental stresses
indicates that the mode of action for yield reduction at the canopy level is similar to that
described for temperature extremes, drought, and reduced light interception; and that such
stresses affect yield through the paradigm explained in Fig. 4. Although it is impossible to
cover all the possible abiotic and biotic environmental stresses affecting soybean in a single
chapter, a few of them will be described.
Nitrogen deficiency is a common limiting factor for soybean yield (Tolley-Henry and Raper,
1986). Optimal growth and yield of soybeans, as well as other crops, requires a greater input
of N than any other nutrient. Soybean obtains its N either directly from the soil or from
symbiotic N2 fixation by the bacteria Bradyrhizobium japonicum. Deficiency symptoms
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Fig. 5. The relationship of soybean yield with seed m-2 and seed size for cultivar Iroquois
grown across 21 locations in the Midwestern US, 1996 (USDA, Unpublished data).
are manifested as decreased photosynthetic rate, reduced initiation and expansion of leaves,
and lower growth rates for stems and roots (Tolley-Henry and Raper, 1986). Approximately
50% of soybean’s leaf N is in rubisco, the enzyme involved in CO2 carboxylation onto
Ribulose di Phosphate (Sinclair, 2004). This enzyme is recognized as the rate-limiting step
for photosynthesis. Thus, when N becomes deficient, the entire photosynthetic cycle
declines, as evidenced by high correlation of leaf photosynthetic rate with [N] (Tolley-Henry
et al., 1992) and soluble protein (Ford and Shibles, 1988; Sung and Chen, 1989). Thus, any
stress which adversely affects N2 fixation (e.g. inadequate inoculation, low pH soils,
drought, etc.) can create N deficiency and yield loss in soybean. When a N deficiency results
in leaf [N] falling below 5%, photosynthetic rate starts declining (Tolley-Henry et al., 1992).
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Unavailability of N for 10 or more d results in cessation of dry matter accumulation (TolleyHenry and Raper, 1986). Associated with this, leaf initiation and expansion stops.
Consequently, LAI, LI, and CGR are greatly reduced during the emergence-R5 period,
resulting in decreased seed m-2 and yield (Koutroubas et al., 1998). Thus, on the canopy
level, N deficiency affects yield in a manner similar to that shown for temperature extremes,
drought, and deficient light interception.
Several biotic stresses of soybean show a similar mechanism of yield loss. Among biotic
stresses, farmers in the Southeastern US spend the greatest amount of money for weed
control. Weeds reduce yield through competition with soybeans for water, light, and
nutrients (Hoeft et al., 2000). Depending on weed species, weed population, and
environmental conditions, there is a “critical period” early in soybean development when
weeds must be controlled to maintain yield (Hoeft et al., 2000). Failure to control weeds in
the critical period results in reduced soybean vegetative TDM(R5) and yield (Hagood et al.,
1980, 1981). As with drought, reduced light interception and N deficiency, yield loss
occurred through reduced pod and seed numbers.
4. Development of yield-loss prediction tools for diagnosing environmental stress
problems
A major barrier to improved yield is correct identification of environmental stresses causing
yield losses. During any given growing season, a soybean crop can be faced with a series of
potential yield-limiting stresses. For example, an early-season drought stress may have
slowed CGR during the vegetative period. This might be followed by a waterlogging stress
during the flowering/pod formation period (R1-R6) which left standing water on the field
for 2-3 d (sufficient to slow CGR, Scott et al., 1989). Finally, a late-season attack of defoliating
insects during rapid seed filling (R6-R7) may have decreased LAI enough to cause
significant yield loss. Correct identification of which factor(s) caused the yield loss aids in
devising remedial strategies to improve yield. If the entire yield loss was due to early-season
drought stress, then the farmer may consider irrigation when a similar future stress occurs.
On the other hand, if the early-season drought stress was shown not to play a role in yield
loss, the farmer would know that his crop could tolerate such drought periods without
suffering yield loss. If waterlogging was identified as the causative factor of yield loss, then
the farmer may wish to consider planting on raised beds or sloping the field in a given
direction so that water runs off the field rather than ponding. If the yield loss was caused by
the late-season insect defoliation, the farmer should consider more vigilant monitoring and
control of whatever pest was infesting the field.
Using the paradigm outlined in Fig. 4 for explaining environmental stress effects on yield,
yield-loss prediction tools can be identified which aid farmers in making decisions such as
those described above. Because CGR during the emergence to R5 period plays a critical role
in stress effects, TDM levels at developmental stages that are easily identifiable could be
used as putative yield-loss prediction tools. Since vegetative growth ends near R5 (Egli and
Leggett, 1973), TDM(R5) serves as an integrative measure of growing conditions during the
emergence to R5 period. Total dry matter (R5) also has value in predicting yield (Fig. 6). The
R5 stage is easy to identify by the appearance of fully-elongated pods at the top four main
stem nodes. Total dry matter at R1 (also an easily identifiable developmental stage) could be
used to indicate growing conditions at an intermediate stage of the vegetative growth
period. Based on an analyses of studies conducted across 1987-1996 near Baton Rouge, LA
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involving a wide range of environmental conditions (years, planting dates, row spacings,
plant populations, and waterlogging stress) achievement of optimal yield was shown to be
associated with a TDM(R1) level of 200 g m-2 and a TDM(R5) level of 600 g m-2 (Fig. 6)
(Board and Modali, 2005). Dry matter levels below these resulted in a curvilinear decline in
yield, while increases above this level gave only small insignificant yield increases. Yield
components identified as important for yield formation (seed m-2, pod m-2, reproductive
node m-2, and node m-2) demonstrated similar curvilinear responses to TDM(R1) and
TDM(R5) as did yield.

Fig. 6. Yield response to total dry matter at R1 [TDM (R1)] and total dry matter at R5 [TDM
(R5)] for soybean grown across a range of environment conditions near Baton Rouge, LA,
1987 through 1996.
Use of TDM(R1) and TDM(R5) as yield-loss prediction tools can be illustrated by analyzing the
aforementioned case of decreased yield resulting from three possible stresses across the
growing season: drought during the vegetative period, waterlogging during the
flowering/pod formation period, and insect defoliation during rapid seed filling.
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Determination that TDM(R1) was optimal (200 g m-2 or greater), but TDM(R5) was suboptimal
(<600 g m-2) would indicate that the waterlogging stress contributed to the yield loss, but the
drought stress did not. Such a result would be manifested in a reduction in seed m-2. If TDM
levels at R1 and R5 were both optimal, then the yield loss probably resulted from the insect
defoliation. This would be reflected by a reduction in seed size, but no reduction in seed m-2.
Seed size can be determined from a field by random sampling of 100-seed samples. Seed m-2
can then be easily calculated by dividing seed size into seed yield (as dry matter). Thus, a
knowledge of when stresses occur, developmental stage timing, TDM(R1) and TDM(R5), and
seed size and seed m-2 data, greatly aid in diagnosing yield-limiting stresses.
Because of the large size of many commercial soybean farms, it is not practical to determine
TDM(R1) and TDM(R5) by conventional sampling methods. However, simple regression
methods have been developed that allow easy, rapid, and accurate determination of these
parameters. Total dry matter (R5) can be predicted from a multiple regression equation using
canopy closure (CC) date (achievement of 95% light interception) and days to R5 (R5days)
[TDM(R5)= -20.1-(5.9 x CC)+(13.7 x R5days)] (R2=0.81). The regression model was verified
using independent data (R2=0.90). Both canopy closure date and days to R5 are parameters
that can easily, rapidly, and accurately be determined in commercial soybean fields.
Because of the relationship between TDM, LAI, and LI (Loomis and Connor, 1992a),
TDM(R1) can be predicted from LI. Determination of light interception under field
conditions can now be done rapidly and accurately for commercial soybean farms using
digital photographic methods developed by Purcell (2000). When grown in narrow-row
culture (50 cm or less), a light interception of 92% at R1 is associated with a dry matter level
of 200 g m-2 (Board et al., 1992; Board and Harville, 1996). In the case of wide rows (75-100
cm), light interception of 68% at R1 is associated with a dry matter of 200 g m-2. The greater
light interception value for narrow rows occurs because LAI in narrow rows intercepts more
light per unit LAI (Board and Harville, 1992). In conclusion, TDM(R1) and TDM(R5) are
robust yield-loss prediction tools that can be used in conjunction with seed m-2 and seed size
data to efficiently analyze environmental stress problems in soybean.
5. Genetic strategies for yield improvement
Across a 60-year period, cultivar development efforts by soybean breeders have resulted in
a 21-31 kg ha-1yr-1 increase in soybean yield (Wilcox, 2001). Selection for yield during this
process has been done through empirical yield trials across a range of different
environments (Fehr, 1987; Frederick and Hesketh, 1994). Desirable lines are selected as
future cultivars based on high and stable yields across years and locations. Thus, factors
responsible for this yield improvement have not been clearly identified. In an effort to
identify indirect yield criteria for streamlining cultivar development, scientists have
endeavored to determine the pertinent factors related to genetically-induced yield
enhancement in the cultivar development process.
Several studies have sought to explain yield improvement in the cultivar development
process through greater production of specific yield components. However, results have
been mixed. Boerma (1979) reported that yield improvement was attributed to greater pod
production, although this was apparent only in maturity group VIII cultivars, and not in
maturity group VI and VII. Frederick et al. (1991) also demonstrated that increased yield in
new compared with old cultivars was related to increased pod number. In contrast, Specht
and Williams (1984) demonstrated a small increase in seed size averaging 0.1 g/year. Other
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research indicated that the relative importance of seed number and seed size in explaining
greater yield in the cultivar development process may depend on cultivar comparisons
being made. Gay et al. (1980) demonstrated that within indeterminate maturity group III
cultivars, the newer cultivar Williams yielded more than the older cultivar Lincoln because
of greater seed size. On the other hand, in comparing determinate maturity group V
cultivars, the newer cultivar Essex yielded more than the older cultivar Dorman because of
greater seed number. More recent studies comparing old and new Midwestern cultivars
clearly indicated that yield improvement was more strongly related to seed m-2 than seed
size (De Bruin and Pedersen, 2009). The authors also stated that greater seed m-2 appeared to
be related to greater seed per pod, although other yield components were not examined.
Comprehensive research from China involving determinate and indeterminate soybeans in
four areas of the country showed that greater yield occurred through differential increases
of pods per plant, seed per pod, and seed size (Cui and Yu, 2005). Based on the diversity of
results from different researchers, countries, and germplasms, it appears that yield
improvement with cultivar development can occur through different yield component
mechanisms. However, for the Southeastern and Midwestern US soybean-growing regions,
most studies conclude that cultivar yield improvement in new vs. old cultivars has been
more controlled by changes in seed m-2 than seed size. Recent studies involving
Southeastern US cultivars indicated that genetic differences in new vs. old cultivars were
sequentially controlled by node m-2, reproductive node m-2, pod m-2, and seed m-2 (Kahlon
et al., 2011).
Because of its importance in crop production, researchers have also tried to determine if leaf
photosynthetic rate plays a role in explaining yield improvement during cultivar
development. This objective has been studied by comparing carbon exchange rates (CER)
per unit leaf area in new vs. old cultivars and also between parents and progeny in a
breeding program. Results have been mixed. Early studies by Larson et al. (1981) involving
cultivars released between 1927 to 1973 found no correlation between yield and leaf
photosynthetic rate. Gay et al. (1980) also found little change in CER between two new and
two old cultivars. Similar results were reported by Frederick et al. (1989). In contrast,
Dornhoff and Shibles (1970) compared 20 cultivars released across time and demonstrated a
general trend between CER and yield, although exceptions occurred. More recent studies by
Morrison et al. (2000) with new and old Canadian cultivars did report a 0.52 % per yr
increase in the photosynthetic rate, a level very similar to the annual yield increase shown
by these cultivars. However, an inverse relation of photosynthetic rate per leaf with LAI
may have negated some of the positive effect of increased photosynthetic rate. The increase
in photosynthetic rate was related to an increase in stomatal conductance.
Results of studies looking at CER in progeny of a breeding program have also been mixed.
Buttery and Buzzell (1972) determined that over 60% of cultivars developed from breeding
programs had CER greater than their parent cultivars. Ojima (1972) also was successful in
demonstrating increased CER in early progeny lines vs. parental cultivars. However, other
research has not demonstrated positive results. Wiebold et al. (1981) crossed two parental
cultivars with contrasting high and low CER and could not find improved CER by the F3
and F4 generations. Ford et al. (1983) found similar disappointing results. The current
general consensus is that using CER as an indirect selection criterion in a breeding program
has limited value (Frederick and Hesketh, 1994).
Measurement of photosynthesis on the canopy level (canopy apparent photosynthesis, CAP)
has shown greater association with final yield compared with CER (Harrison et al., 1981;
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Wells et al., 1982). However, the degree of correlation was not high (r=0.5). Using cultivars
and plant introductions differing in CAP and seed filling period, Boerma and Ashley (1988)
showed positive partial correlations of yield with CAP (averaged during the reproductive
period) (r=0.63) and seed filling period (r=0.54). The product of CAP x seed filling period
was even more closely related to yield (r=0.78). However, the inherent difficulties involved
in measuring CAP (variable light and temperature conditions; tedious equipment set-up)
preclude its use as an indirect selection tool in a breeding program.
The roles of TDM accumulation and harvest index in explaining yield improvement during
cultivar development have also shown mixed results. Salado-Navarro et al. (1993) examined
18 Southeastern cultivars released from 1945 to 1982, but found no relationships between
improved yield with either TDM or harvest index. Gay et al. (1980) explained yield
differences between new and old cultivars as governed more by increased harvest index
rather than TDM accumulation. More recent studies involving new vs. old cultivars in
Canada (Morrison et al., 1999) and Japan (Shiraiwa and Hashikawa, 1995) have also
supported the importance of harvest index for explaining greater yield. In the case of the
Canadian study, no differences in TDM were shown between new and old cultivars. These
results are supported by Chinese studies which reported a greater role for harvest index vs.
TDM accumulation for explaining yield improvement in cultivar development programs
(Cui and Yu, 2005).
In contrast, Frederick et al. (1991) (US cultivars) reported little role for harvest index in
explaining genetic improvement in soybean and attributed greater importance to TDM
accumulation. Cregan and Yaklich (1986) reported similar findings. These results were
supported by Kumudini et al. (2001) who showed that TDM accumulation contributed 78%
to greater yield in new vs. old cultivars, whereas harvest index contributed only 22%.
Greater TDM accumulation occurred entirely during the seed filling period and was
supported by the longer leaf area duration (leaf area index integrated over time) for the new
cultivars. De Bruin and Pedersen (2009) supported Kumudini’s findings and attributed yield
enhancement in new vs. old Midwestern cultivars as entirely due to dry matter and not
harvest index. However, this more recent study differed from Kumudini in concluding that
the greater dry matter accumulation was partly due to greater crop growth rate (R1-R5.5)
prior to seed filling.
6. Summary and conclusion
Because of soybean’s importance in meeting world food needs, increased demand for
agricultural commodities fueled by global economic development, and the limited potential
for expansion of arable land, it is imperative that strategies be developed for coping with the
effects of environmental stress on crop yields. Accurate identification and correction for
environmental stress problems potentially can increase yield from 25-66%, with increases
being greater in the developing compared with developed world. Environmental stresses
can be divided into either abiotic stresses (atmospheric and soil factors) or biotic stresses
(pest problems). Because such a high proportion of crop dry matter is derived from either
current or previous photosynthesis, the vast majority of environmental stresses affect yield
through the canopy photosynthetic rate and CGR. The majority of soybean research has
conclusively demonstrated that environmental stress affects yield through control of seed m2, which, in turn, is controlled by sequential formation and growth of node m-2, reproductive
node m-2, and pod m-2. Since formation of these yield components occurs across the
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emergence to R6 period, this is the period where stresses depressing crop growth rate have
their greatest effect on yield. Although yield is less sensitive to stress during the rapid seed
filling period (R6-R7), stresses during this period can also reduce yield if sufficiently severe.
Correct advice to soybean farmers concerning correction of environmental stresses depends
on accurate identification of which potentially damaging biotic and abiotic factors occurring
in any growing season significantly reduce yield (i.e. act as stresses). Development of TDM
levels at R1 and R5 as yield-loss prediction tools facilitates this process. Both developmental
stages are easy to identify and yield has shown robust asymptotic relationships of TDM(R1)
and TDM(R5) with yield reaching plateau levels at 200 g m-2 TDM(R1) and 600 g m-2
TDM(R5). Accurate and rapid regression methods were outlined for indirect calculation of
these parameters. Thus a farmer having knowledge of TDM(R1) and TDM(R5), the timing of
potential stress events, and knowledge of seed m-2 and seed size, would be able to identify
which potential stresses actually cause yield loss.
On the genetic level, the majority of yield formation studies indicate that seed m-2 plays a
larger role in yield improvement than seed size. However, exceptions to this exist and it
must be realized that alternative mechanisms of yield improvement are possible between
different germplasm pools and geographic regions. Although little research has been done
beyond the primary yield component level, studies that have been conducted indicate that
genetic influences on seed m-2 are mediated by node m-2, reproductive node m-2, and pod
m-2. Genetic studies involving old and new soybean cultivars indicate that both TDM
accumulation and harvest index play roles in explaining yield improvement. However, the
evidence is so conflicting at this point in time that definitive statements are not possible.
Although much research has been done on the subject, there is little evidence to suggest that
improved yield has resulted from improved photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area, canopy
photosynthesis, or CGR.
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1. Introduction
The soybean is an annual legum that have many industrial, human, and agricultural uses.
United States are the main producing and exporters of soybean grain, ranking as the first
highest agricultural commodity of this specific agricultural cultural (FAO, 2008).
Considering the total production of soybeans by the 20 highest producing countries in 2008
was 35% from US, 26% from Brazil and 20% from Argentine, having equivalent agricultural
commodities values.
Some studies in agronomic experimental stations suggest that this culture was initially
introduced in Bahia State, northeastern of Brazil, 1882. However, only after the 40's in
southern of Brazil, the soybean crop became commercial in the country. Nowadays, this
culture is considered the most important agricultural commodity in Brazil, and one of its
main export products (Esquerdo, 2001).
The production of soybean has a great importance for the economy of Brazil. Historical data
of soybean harvest for Brazil (IBGE, 2008) show a high correlation between soybean
production economic value and productivity of this culture (Cardoso et al., 2010). According
to IBGE, the Brazilian production in 2007 was 58 million tons, with Mato Grosso, Paraná and
Rio Grande do Sul States adding higher crop production.
Soybean cultivars can be classified according to the duration of your cycle, being early (75 to
115 days), semi-early (116 to 125 days), medium (126 to 137 days), late medium (138 to 150
days) and late (over 150 days), according to Farias et al. (2000).
According to Camargo (1994), the climate is the main factor responsible by annual
fluctuations in grain production in Brazil. The occurrence of drought is the main cause of
harms (71% of cases), followed by excessive rainfall (22% of cases), hail, frost, pests and
diseases (Göpfert et al., 1993).
The observations of weather conditions applied to the crop forecast models are useful to
provide the most accurate crop simulations, and the importance of solar radiation,
precipitation and air temperature variables is stood out (Hoogenboom, 2000).
Research has been conducted with the goal of exploring the climate patterns to improve the
yield of this crop agriculture. The soybean production can be significantly affected by water
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conditions, according to the intensity of water deficit (Thomas & Costa, 1994; Confalone &
Dujmovich, 1999). The water necessity of the soybean crop will increase with plant
development, reaching a maximum during the flowering and grain filling phases,
decreasing after this period (EMBRAPA, 2004). Significant water deficits during flowering
and grain filling, causing physiological changes in the plant, such as stomatal closure and
winding sheets, consequently cause premature leaf drop and flower and pod abortion,
resulting in decrement grain yield. Thus, precipitation over the planted area is an important
determiner of crop yield, considering the high cost of effective irrigation being.
Studies developed by IPEA (Institute of Applied Economic Research) in 1992 indicated that
95% of Brazilian agricultural losses were due to events of drought or heavy rain. Based on
these data, was established, in 1996, the zoning program in Brazil for climate risks, being the
public policy currently adopted by Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture of Agrarian
Development to direct credit and agricultural insurance in the country. The zoning
established, statistically, the risk levels of the regions studied for various types of culture,
assuming crop losses of up to 20%. This indirectly increased agricultural productivity. The
agroclimatic zoning of risks is a tool that indicates what to plant, where to plant and when
to plant according to the climatic region (Assad et al., 2008).
According to Farias et al. (1997), in modern agriculture, increases in income and reductions
in costs and risks of failure ever more dependent of judicious use of resources. In this case,
the farmer must make decisions based on available production factors and involved risk
levels involving your activity, looking for in order to reach greater prosperity. Among the
risk factors can be considered as the main the market uncertainties and the unpredictable
climate conditions.
A way that can minimize the effects of drought is to plant only varieties adapted to the
region, in appropriate period and soil condition. Farias et al. (2001) delimited areas with
fewer risks for the soybean crop in Brazil, based on: sowing dates; water availability in each
region; water consumption in the different stages of development of the soybean crop; soil
type; and cultivar cycle. Results are presented in a map that represents the drought risk
classification of different areas of the state for a given sowing date, as a function of the soil
type and cultivar cycle.
Assad et al. (2007) evaluated the performance of soybean yield forecast system for Brazil
that is based on the conceptual model proposed by Doorenbos & Kassam (1979), including
some empirical adjustments for each Brazilian region. Statistical analysis was performed to
evaluate the estimated soybean yield for harvests from 2000/2001 to 2005/2006. According
to the results of correlation were not significant differences between the estimates and
official data. Additionally it was observed that such system has a good performance in the
soybean yield forecast in the Brazilian States of Mato Grosso, Paraná, São Paulo, Minas
Gerais, Tocantins and Goiás, and a low performance in the soybean yield forecast in the
Brazilian States of Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina, Mato Grosso do Sul, Maranhão, Piauí
and Bahia.
There are evidences that the accuracy of yield forecast models increases when the
meteorological forecast information is used (Challinor et al., 2003; Cantelaube & Terres,
2005). Reliable meteorological forecasts having considerable lag may contribute to anticipate
the productivity estimates and give good estimates of crop yield losses. Using the ensemble
forecast – where the initial condition (IC) uncertainties are explored by making a certain
number of IC disturbed forecasts – had a positive impact on increasing the predictability
(Gneiting & Raftery, 2005; Sivillo et al., 1997). Mendonça & Bonatti (2004) compared the
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performance of ensemble weather forecasts from the Center for Weather and Climate
Prediction of National Institute for Space Research (CPTEC/INPE) for the period from
October 2001 to September 2003 and found out that the average ensemble performance is
higher than that of the control forecast.
Analyses of soybean yield estimate models, showing that water is the factor that has greater
influence on soybean grain yield could be incorporated into programs forecasting the crop
harvest (Fontana et al., 2001).
Recent studies of Cardoso et al. (2010) show that the use of accurate meteorological forecasts
can be useful to improve the productivity prediction and consequently contribute to
agricultural planning. According to the results the use of up to 15 day meteorological
forecasts lead to more reliable crop productivity estimates than those generated using only
climatological information. The combination of precipitation forecasts by the CPTEC
ensemble system combined with climatology date after the end of the forecast cycle already
show significant improvement of the final productivity forecast compared to estimates
solely based on past observed data and climatology. Highlighting the importance to turn
meteorological forecasts available for periods as longer as possible in real time, primarily in
periods when the crop is more sensitive to water deficit.
1.1 The interannual variability
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a phenomenon of the coupled atmospheric–ocean
that forms the link with the anomalous global climate patterns, being a dominant source of
interannual climate variability. The atmospheric component tied to El Niño is termed the
Southern Oscillation. El Niño corresponds to the warm phase of ENSO, consisting of a
basinwide warming of the tropical Pacific. The term La Niña is applied to the cold phase of
ENSO, associated with a cooling of the tropical Pacific (Trenberth, 1997).
The La Niña and El Niño phenomenons influence the precipitation over some regions of the
South America such as Northeast Brazil, eastern Amazônia, Southern Brazil, Uruguay and NE
Argentina (Ropelewski & Halpert, 1987, 1989). Studies have suggested that sea surface
temperature (SST) positive anomalies in the equatorial Pacific, related El Niño events, favours
to increase of precipitation in the South of Brazil (Grimm et al.,1998; Coelho et al., 2002) and
decrease of precipitation in the Brazilian Northeast (Rao & Hada, 1990; Moura & Shukla, 1981).
There is a general behavior towards opposite signals in the precipitation anomalies over
southern South America during almost the same periods of the El Niño and La Niña cycles,
indicating a large degree of linearity in the precipitation response to these events.
Peak rainfall in central-east Brazil during part of spring holds a significant inverse
correlation with rainfall in peak summer monsoon, especially during ENSO years (Grimm et
al., 2007). As shown by the latter paper, a surface–atmosphere feedback hypothesis is
proposed to explain this relationship: low spring precipitation leads to low spring soil
moisture and high late spring surface temperature; this induces a topographically enhanced
low-level anomalous convergence and cyclonic circulation over southeast Brazil that
enhances the moisture flux from northern and central South America into central-east Brazil,
setting up favorable conditions for excess rainfall. Antecedent wet conditions in spring lead
to opposite anomalies.
Marques et al. (2005) observed that part of the variability of rainfall and air temperature in
the state of Rio Grande do Sul (southern Brazil) is associated with the variability of Sea
Surface Temperature (SST) in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. This knowledge is of great
relevance, given the importance of these elements on vegetation growth. Also was verified
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the existence of the association between SST in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans and NDVI
(Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) in the Rio Grande do Sul State, which is
dependent on season and region of the state. NDVI is correlated to SST of the Pacific Ocean
during the summer, while for the winter period the SST of the Atlantic Ocean shows greater
correlation.
Berlato & Cordeiro (2005) studied the variability of soybean yield in Rio Grande do Sul
State, southern Brazil, noting that the variability in yields coincides with higher rainfall
variability. They observed that the increasing trend of yields between 1990 and 2000 years
coincides with the increasing trend of rainfall from October to March, caused by the merger
of El Niño events that cause positive anomalies of precipitation in spring and early summer,
in Rio Grande do Sul State. The risk of El Niño be prejudicial to non-irrigated summer crops
is restricted to "rebound" phenomenon in the fall of the second year of the event, especially
if the months of April and May are wet anomalous can harmful the final maturation and
harvest, as was the case of the large El Niño of 1982/1983.
This increasing trend of soybean yields is also present in the productivity historical data of
Brazil (Figure 1). When compared the productivity historical data of the productivity with
El Niño and La Niña events occurrences the relationship is unclear, except for the El Niño
episodes of 1988, 1992, 2003 and 2007 that indicate a positive relation. This can see by Figure
1 that presents the Oceanic Nino Index (ONI), based 3 month running mean of sea surface
temperature anomalies in the Niño 3.4 region (5°N-5°S, 120°-170°W) to quarterly novemberdecember-january (NDJ). Several studies discuss the impact of El Niño and La Niña
phenomena on rainfall patterns in some regions of Brazil, however it is observed that the
response on soybean yield in years of these events is not linear, probably due the
distribution of rain throughout the development of the crop, that varies in different events.

Fig. 1. Data yearly productivity (kg/ha) for Brazil for the period 1970 to 2008 (Source: IBGE)
and data quarterly (november-december-january) Oceanic Niño Index (Source: NOAA).
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1.2 Climate forecasts for estimative of soybean productivity
The climatic condition in the critical phases of the plant vegetative development influences
the crop productivity, thus being a basic parameter for crop forecast. It is important to
evaluate the possibility to use of climate forecasts in estimating the productivity given that
rainfall patterns on Brazil are influenced by climate variability, as in other areas of the globe.
The Center for Weather and Climate Prediction of the National Institute for Space Research
(CPTEC/INPE) develops, produces and disseminates weather forecasts as well as seasonal
climate forecasts since early 1995. This Center is part of the research network of the Ministry
of Science and Technology of Brazil. The model used for seasonal climate predictions is the
COLA-CPTEC Atmospheric Global Circulation Model (AGCM) which was originally
derived from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) model by COLA.
The same model is used at CPTEC for medium-range.
This model is able to simulate the main features of the global climate, and the results are
consistent with analyses of other AGCMs. The seasonal cycle is reproduced well in all
analyzed variables, and systematic errors occur at the same regions in different seasons. The
Southern Hemisphere convergence zones are simulated reasonably well, although the
model overestimates precipitation in the southern portions and underestimates it in the
northern portions of these systems. The high and low level main circulation features such as
the subtropical highs, subtropical jet streams, and storm tracks are depicted well by the
model, albeit with different intensities from the reanalysis (Cavalcanti et al., 2002).
The CPTEC-COLA AGCM simulates the broad aspects of the observed El Nino Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) variations reasonably well, as may be expected since these variations are
primarily driven by prescribed SST. Some regions, such as Northeast Brazil, Amazonia,
southern Brazil-Uruguay exhibit better predictability due to the large skill of the AGCM in
reproducing interannual variability of climate in those regions (Marengo et al., 2000).
Occurs monthly at CPTEC a forum to develop a consensus seasonal forecast. The
participants were climate experts and operational forecasters, who reached a consensus
forecast for the coming 3-month season (Berri et al., 2005). In general the consensus forecast
shows better results than the operational purely forecasts of the CPTEC-COLA AGCM
(Camargo Jr. et al., 2004). This type of prediction can be useful in estimating crop
productivity.
This chapter present an study about the investigate of possible contribution of climate
forecasts for soybean productivity forecast, considering quarterly rain forecasts updated
monthly, due the importance of this variable to the yield of soybean. The improvement of
estimated soybean productivity may give a contribution to agribusiness sector, in order to
turn more realistic expectations available and assist on the strategic planning.

2. Investigating the possibility of improving crop forecast
Several studies indicate that Southern Region of Brazil is the main area of the country
affected by interannual climate variability, as commented above. As the climate
predictability tends to be better in ENSO years over regions affected by this phenomenon, it
is important to investigate the potential role of precipitation climate forecast as a partial
substitute for the usual climatological data in crop forecast models.
The Southern Region of Brazil is included in the areas with low climatic risk for soybean
production (AGRITEMPO, 2007), participating with 32% of the total production of soybeans
in Brazil (IBGE, 2009). The Rio Grande do Sul State (RS) is the second main producer state of
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this region, being its rainfall regime strongly affected by impacts ENOS (Grimm et al.,1998;
Coelho et al., 2002; Berlato & Cordeiro, 2005). Thus, were studied productivity cases on a
municipality of RS in three years corresponding to different phases of ENSO: 2005/2006
harvest (neutral year), 2006/2007 harvest (El Niño year) and 2007/2008 harvest (La Niña
year). The municipality evaluated is located in the interest area and has longs historical data
series, being a reliable reference for studies on agricultural productivity.
2.1 Model description
The FAO model proposed by Doorenbos & Kassam (1979) was applied to estimate the crop
agricultural productivity. This is an empirical model that includes the following
components: soil, with its water balance; plant, with its development, growth and yield
processes; and atmosphere, with its thermal regime, rainfall and evaporative demand. This
model correlates the relative yield drop to the relative evapotranspiration deficit, being
formulated by the Equation (1). Therefore, it is necessary to first estimate the potential
productivity (Yp) that represents the maximum crop yield in suitable conditions and then
estimate YR accounting the relative water deficiency that is weighed by a crop sensitivity
factor for the water deficit.
YR/YP = 1 – ky . (1 – ER/EP),
being:

(1)

YR the actual productivity;
YP the potential productivity;
ER the actual crop evapotranspiration;
EP the potential crop evapotranspiration;
ky the productivity penalization coefficient per water deficit, variable with the crop
phenological stage.
The actual crop evapotranspiration (ER) is determined by the sequential water balance
based on daily temperature and precipitation data. The potential evapotranspiration (EP), or
maximum crop evapotranspiration, is given by the product between the reference
evapotranspiration (ETo), and the crop coefficient (Kc) for each phenological stage, as
recommended by FAO, considering temperature information in its estimate. The
Thornthwaite equation is a simpler method for estimating ETo, since it just requires mean
temperature data. As there are limitations of this method to some climatic conditions,
Camargo et al. (1999) proposed an adjust of Thornthwaite method using the concept of an
effective temperature, which is a function of the local thermal amplitude. In this work was
used the adjusted Thornthwaite's method was used, also considering the effective
temperature corrected by photoperiod (Pereira et al., 2004). The penalization coefficient ky is
an empirical adjustment factor that is specific for each crop, each phenological stage and
each region of Brazil, considering the regional particularities of the varieties and the used
production systems, according to values recommended by FAO (Assad et al., 2007). The
potential productivity Yp represents the maximum value that can be obtained in each region
and presupposes in its estimate that the phyto-sanitary, nutritional and water crop
requirements are met and that the productivity is conditioned only by crop characteristics
and the environmental conditions that are represented by solar radiation, photoperiod and
air temperature.
The actual productivity (YR) calculation by the Equation 1 is normally made with the daily
data obtained in surface stations or by climatology data. In the studied cases, one considered
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the values listed in the Table 1 for the ky and Kc coefficients were considered. Using
extended weather forecast data may allow the actual productivity (YR) estimates to be made
with the same anticipation and accuracy of meteorological models. The more accurate and
anticipated will the productivity estimate be, more useful and strategic it will be.
1 – Establishment
2 – Vegetative Development
3 – Flowering
4 – Fructification
5 – Maturation

Duration (days)
10
35
40
30
10

Kc
0.30
0.70
1.10
0.70
0.40

ky
0.10
0.20
0.80
1.00
0.10

Table 1. Values of ky and Kc coefficients per phenological stage that are considered in
calculating the actual productivity.
2.2 Data
In this study, we used forecast and observed precipitation daily data in Passo Fundo/RS
(28.23ºS; 52.31ºW) and observed temperature daily data, both from October 20 to February
21 of years: 2005/2006, 2006/2007, 2007/2008, related harvest periods according drought
risk sowing date recommended (AGRITEMPO, 2007). This is a municipality of Rio Grande
do Sul State (RS), is located in southern Brazil, presenting humid subtropical local climate
(Cfa) according to the Koppen’s classification.
The climatologic values of daily precipitation that were calculated for each year’s month, on
the basis of a 40-year observation period (1961 to 2000). Were also analyzed precipitation
historical data to found the precipitation thresholds associated with the range that each
precipitation tercile for the coming 3-month season. These values was used to represent
qualitatively the precipitation climate forecast.
The climate forecasts of precipitation were obtained by consensus seasonal forecast
developed monthly at CPTEC, based in forecasts of CPTEC-COLA AGCM compared with
results of other models climate, being presented by maps on the CPTEC web. As the
precipitation seasonal forecast are available by tercile maps displays the probability of occur
above normal, normal and below normal precipitation. The use of tercile probabilities
provides both the direction of the forecast relative to climatology, as well as the uncertainty
of the forecast. The probability that any of the three outcomes will occur is one-third, or
33.3%. Recall that for each location and season, the tercile correspond to actual precipitation
ranges, based on the set of historical observations. Thus, were used the values of observed
precipitation thresholds to represent the forecasts precipitation of the category forecasts
most likely. Based on values of seasonal precipitation were obtained forecast daily
precipitation. These values were updated monthly to each new climate forecast, as well as is
possible on real-time situation.
The observed soybean productivity data was obtained by the Brazilian Geographical and
Statistical Institute (IBGE) for harvests studied.
2.3 Simulations
The simulations were developed considering the possibility of its real-time replicating. Thus to
evaluate the possible contribution of precipitation climate forecasts, the actual productivity
was estimated in three different ways, changing only the precipitation data set, as follows:
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i.

A suitable model simulation for the productivity estimate, using the observed
precipitation and temperature data (October to February);
ii. Productivity estimates using series that are composed of climatologic and observed
precipitation – containing observed precipitation values from the first cycle day – on
different periods (ends extended at each 1 day) that are completed by climatologic
values until the crop cycle ends;
iii. Productivity estimates considering precipitation series that are respectively composed by
observation, climate forecast (3-month season) and climatology on different periods of the
crop cycle that are extended at each 1 day in the same way as in the previous case. In this
case, the values corresponding values of climatic forecasts were updated monthly.
Thus, to accomplish the second and third types of simulation was necessary to process the
crop forecast model 125 times, that corresponds to the cycle day number, since the observed
data is updated daily.

3. Results and discussion
In regard to climatology precipitation in the studied region is well known that the Rio
Grande do Sul State presents a double peak in the wet season: from summer to spring and
then to late winter, presenting a phase discontinuity (Grimm et al, 1998). In the location of
Passo Fundo, at the northern part of the state of Rio Grande do Sul, the peak rainy season is
the austral spring, with the largest volume in September (206 mm) and the lowest in April
(118 mm). In general, the precipitation in Passo Fundo is well distributed throughout the
year. There is a marked seasonal cycle of temperatures in Passo Fundo, with maximum
temperatures around 28 ºC (17 °C) in January (July) and minimum temperatures near 17 ºC
(7 ºC) in January (July).
Whereas, that the suitable productivity estimate is reached by using the data observed
throughout the period, that is, simulating a yield forecast model with the data observed
throughout the crop cycle period, this type of simulation was used as basis comparison. The
estimated soybean productivity for Passo Fundo using observed meteorological data was of
2588 Kg/ha in 2005/2006, 2525 Kg/ha in 2006/2007 and 2652 Kg/ha in 2007/2008. The
verified soybean productivity was of 2500 kg/ha, 3000 kg/ha and 2450 kg/ha for the
harvest of 2005/2006, 2006/2007 and 2007/2008, respectively (IBGE, 2008). The estimate
productivity using data observed was better adjusted to 2005/2006 and 2007/2008 harvest
than 2006/2007 period.
It is important to estimate the productivity estimate gain at different forecast periods, using
whatever precipitation forecasts are available in a real-time application. To develop realtime productivity estimates in different periods of the crop cycle, there are observed data
until the day of estimative, 3-month season of climate forecast and climatology for the
remainder. Thus, various soybean productivity estimates were made in Passo Fundo,
assuming that such estimates had been made in different crop periods, considering that
there were observed data up to the beginning of the process, completed by forecasts and
climatology from the end of the precipitation forecast period until harvest. Results are
presented in form of graphics in Figures 2 to 4.
When comparing the results of the productivity estimated by the observed precipitation with
that based on the precipitation climate forecasts throughout the crop cycle and with the
climatological precipitation, it is verified that the estimate based on the precipitation forecasts
is closer to the observed productivity than the estimate based on the climatological rainfall to
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2005/2006 and 2007/2008 harvest (Figure 2 and Figure 4), in the period of between 40th and
70th day of the cycle. This is a period that of plant is most affected by water necessity is higher,
being the estimative of productivity sensitive to variations of precipitation. This demonstrates
the importance of using precipitation climate forecasts accurate to attain the productivity
estimates, main in this cycle periods. Cardoso et al. (2010) found similar results by use of up to
15 day wheather forecasts to improve the soybean productivity prediction.
For the cases of 2005/2006 harvest (neutral year) and 2007/2008 harvest (La Niña year) was
verified gain when using precipitation climate forecasts, because the climate forecast hit the
category of precipitation occurred between November and January, periods when the crop
is more sensitive to water deficit. In these two years was verified below normal precipitation
in November and December, persisting until February in case of La Niña year.
There were no differences between estimate productivity using forecasts precipitation and
only climatology information to 2006/2007 harvest, because although it is an El Niño year
the climate forecast indicated normal to all period, being observed above normal
precipitation from November by the end of the period. Maybe the forecast climate wrong
because it was a weak El Niño, making more difficult the estimation of their impacts.
However the error of climate forecast no harmful the estimate crop, because was forecast
normal precipitation, ie, climatology that is data used when there is not climate forecast.

Fig. 2. Values of the total estimated productivity of soybean in Passo Fundo, 2005/2006
harvest, from the data observed throughout the cycle period (black dotted line) and from the
series composed respectively by observation-climatology (black line) and observation-forecastclimatology (circles). It is highlighted that these composed series contain observed
precipitation values from the first cycle day in different periods (extended at each 1 day). This
also includes the value of the verified productivity (black thick line) published by the IBGE.
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Fig. 3. Values of the total estimated productivity of soybean in Passo Fundo, 2006/2007
harvest, from the data observed throughout the cycle period (black dotted line) and from the
series composed respectively by observation-climatology (black line) and observationforecast-climatology (circles). It is highlighted that these composed series contain observed
precipitation values from the first cycle day in different periods (extended at each 1 day).
This also includes the value of the verified productivity (black thick line) published by the
IBGE.

4. Conclusion
This chapter approached the importance of using climate forecasts to etimative of
agricultural productivity and presented case studies of soybean productivity estimative,
evaluating the possible contribution this type of information.
Was verified that in general the precipitation climate forecasts contribution to the
improvement of estimated soybean productivity, primarily in periods when the crop is
more sensitive to water deficit. For this period is important that the category of forecast
precipitation be the same of observed precipitation. Thus, to achieve a gain by the use of
climate forecast is necessary to know the skill of climate model used, preferring to apply this
type of information in periods of greater reliability.
The improvement of estimated soybean productivity may give a contribution to
agribusiness sector, in order to turn more realistic expectations available and assist on the
strategic planning. This demonstrates the importance develop research that aim at better
understanding the potential use of climate forecasts to estimate agricultural productivity,
over the globe.
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Fig. 4. Values of the total estimated productivity of soybean in Passo Fundo, 2007/2008
harvest, from the data observed throughout the cycle period (black dotted line) and from the
series composed respectively by observation-climatology (black line) and observationforecast-climatology (circles). It is highlighted that these composed series contain observed
precipitation values from the first cycle day in different periods (extended at each 1 day).
This also includes the value of the verified productivity (black thick line) published by the
IBGE.
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1. Introduction
Soybean is considered as one very important grain grown commercially in more than 35
countries of the world and the leading producer is the USA (41%) followed by Brazil (23%),
Argentina (16%) and China (9%), (F A O 1988).
Soybean contains 40% protein, 35% total carbohydrate and 20% cholesterol-free oil
(Deshpande et al., 1993). Mineral content of whole soybean is about 1.7% for potassium,
0.3% for Magnesium, 110 ppm iron, 50 ppm zinc and 20 ppm copper (Smith and Circle,
1972). Soybean is the world leading vegetable oil and accounts for about 20 to 24% of all fats
and oil in the world. Soybean is becoming increasingly important in agriculture because it is
a food source in human and animal nutrition
So many varieties have been developed around the world considering desired traits. The
properties of the developed cultivars could be considered to vary from one cultivar to the
other. Sometimes, such variations in properties (especially physical properties) are easily
observable, especially in the size and shape of such cultivars. Other properties would have
to be measured to know them or to see how they vary from one cultivar to another. By
extension, the properties (physical, mechanical and chemical) of a cultivar affect the post
harvest options to which a cultivar may be subjected. The challenge of post harvest
processing of soybean into animal and human food is increasing by the day. This is so
because, the world’s population is increasing and the challenge of eradicating hunger and
producing quality food on the surface of the earth is staring.
Manuwa (2000, 2007), Manuwa et al.( 2004, 2005) reported on similar improved varieties of
Soybean that were developed in Nigeria. The major improvements made on soybean
varieties from 1987 through 1992 at IITA were to increase grain yield by about 20%, improve
resistance to pod shattering and to maintain the level of all other traits constant. In order to
design equipment for threshing, winnowing, separation, grading, sorting, size reduction,
storage, and other secondary processing of soybean, especially the new improved cultivars,
the physical properties should be determined.

2. Varieties of soybeans
So many varieties of soybean have been developed around the world so that it is a major
task to know all of them. The main aim of developing varieties (cultivars) was to improve
desired traits such as:
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Early maturity,
Disease resistance e.g phytophthora root rot resistant
High grain yield,
Shattering and lodging resistant,
Intact seed coat and some weathering tolerance,
Seed quality that meets culinary market standards, for example a light hila culinary
type.
A number of varieties have been reported in literature (Tables 1, 2, 3).
•
•
•
•
•
•

3. Harvesting and utilisation of soybean
Needless to say that before soybean can be utilised as food for either man or animal, it must
first of all be harvested from the field. However, harvest management is a crucial skill for
the specialty soybean producer, simply because the physical appearance of the beans is so
important to the buyer. Small-seeded soybeans tend to thresh well, but air adjustments may
have to be fine-tuned to remove chaff without blowing the small seeds out the back of the
combine. Large-seeded soybeans are extremely prone to mechanical damage during
threshing operations, which can knock off the seed coat and/or split the embryo into its
cotyledonal halves. The combine’s cylinder speeds will have to be slowed considerably to
avoid this, and the crop may require harvesting at somewhat higher moisture content.
Prompt harvesting will always be a must, as field deterioration of the seed affecting
appearance can commence soon after the moisture content of the physiologically mature
seed drops to 14%.. If storage is necessary, the producer will have to ensure that storage
facilities are clean, dry, and free from any materials that may be toxic to humans. The
conditions under which beans are stored greatly influence the quality of the processed
product. Moisture content of 13% or less will prevent mold growth. However, very dry
beans tend to split when being transferred, and the splitting lowers the quality.
Soybeans can be used for oil, livestock feeds and for preparing various dishes. A number of
traditional foods have been produced from soybeans: Tofu. Miso, Natto, Tempeh, Soymilk,
Soyflour, Soyoil, soy milk (Bschmann, 2001). According to the report, the size of the seed is
often crucial, and may be either smaller or larger than average soybean cultivars. For
example, small seeds are sought out for natto, while large seeds are preferred for tofu.
Perfectly round seeds are generally prized, while oblong or kidney-shaped soybeans are
usually avoided

4. Post harvest options
Post harvest options are generally all the activities that can be carried out after the
harvesting of crops in order to convert it to use by man and animal. It can be classified into
primary and secondary processing.
Primary processing: This includes threshing, winnowing, cleaning, separation, grading,
sorting, packaging, transportation, marketing, storage and so on.
Grains or seeds from harvesters are not directly suitable for its final use such as re-sowing,
animal feed or human consumption. The standards of seeds in the three categories have
risen in the last few decades to date. Reasons, especially for re-sowing seeds include the
need to achieve international marketing standard, and secondly the uniform, high
germination product required in precision drilling.
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COUNTRY
USA

AUSTRALIA

SLOVENIA

NIGERIA

VARIETY
Jim
Traill
RG200RR
Walsh
MN0201
MN0302
Barnes
Normatto
Nannonatto
Norpro
SD1081RR
Sargent
Surge
SD1091RR
Arunta
Stephens
Bowyer
Curringa
Djakal
(BAF 212)
Aldama
Borostyan
Essor
Ika
Kador
Major
Nawiko
Olna
Tarna
Tisa
Samsoy 2
TGx 923-2E
TGx992-22E
TGx 1440-1E
TGx 1448-2E
TGx 1660- 19F
TGx 1489-1D
TGx 1447-2D
TGx 1437-1D
TGx 1455- 2E
TGx 849-313D

YIELD (Kg/ha)
3.81
3.80
3.55
3.73
3.93
1791
1242
2757
3138
3702
2342
2748
2272
3381
4216
1745
1736
1642
1629
1558
2134
2071
1970
1877
1660
1524

SOURCE

www.ag.ndsu.nodak.edu/aginfo/
variety/soybean.htm

Adapted from:
www.ag.ndsu.nodak.edu/aginfo/
variety/
Soybean.

Acko and Trdan (2009)

Manuwa, 2005; 2007

Table 1. Some Soybean cultivars from USA, Australia, Slovenia & Nigeria
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COUNTRY

VARIETY

YIELD (Kg/ha)

INDIA

Alankar
Ankur
Clark - 63
PK-1042
PK-262
PK-308
PK-327
PK-416
PK-564
Shilajeeth
Bragg
Calitur
Durga
Gaurav
Indira Soya -9
JS-2
JS-71-05
JS-75-46
JS-76-205
JS-79-81
JS-80-21
JS-90-41
JS-335
MACS-13
MACS-58
MAUS-47 (Parbhani ona)
MS-335
NRC-12(Ahilya-2)
NRC-2(Ahilya-1)
NRC-7(Ahilya-3)
PK-472
PUSA-16
PUSA-22
PUSA-37
TYPE-49
MACS-57
MACS-450
MAUS-2
MAUS-1
MAUS-32(Prasad)
KB-79(Sneha)
MACS-124
PUSA-40

2200
2300
1800
3300
2800
2600
2300
3200-3800
3000
2200
1800
1800
2100
2200
2300
1800
2000-2400
1600-3100
1600-2000
2800
2500-3000
2500-3000
2500-3000
2700
2000-2500
2500-3000
2800
2800
3500-4000
3200
3300
2800
2600
2800
2200
2800
2500
2450
2800
3000-3500
1700
2500-3200
2600

Source: http://agmarknet.nic.in/soybean-profile.pdf

Table 2. Some Soybean cultivars from India

OIL CONTENT
(%)
20-23
41-56
41
17-19
15-22
20
21
20
19
-
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BR 16
Embrapa 48
FT 4
IAC 13
IAC Foscarin-31
Ocepar 10
RB 502
BRS 157
FT 104
Ocepar 5 (Piquiri )
BRS 65
BRSMS Piapara
Embrapa 62
GO/BR 25 (Aruanã)
Santa Rosa
RB 604
BRS 137
BRSMG Segurança
Embrapa 63
(Mirador)
FT Cometa
UFV 19 FT
BRSMS Carandá
DM Soberana
FT Abyara
UFV 10 (Uberaba)
BRSMG Liderança
FT 11 (Alvorada)
KI-S 702
BRSGO Goiatuba
Embrapa 46
FT Bahia
FT Líder
Planalto
CS 303
IAC 20
Emgopa 308
(S.Dourada)
IAC 14

BR 36
FT 106 I
FT 7 (Taroba)
IAC 15
IAC/Holambra
twart-1
Ocepar 16
RS 9 (Itaúba)
BRSMS Apaiari
FT 2000
RS 5 (Esmeralda)
BRS 66

BRS 153
FT 109 I
FT 9 (Inae)
IAC 15-1

BRS 155
FT 2
FT Manaca
IAC 16

Embrapa 1
FT 20 (Jau)
FT Seriema
IAC 4
MS/BR 34 (Empaer
KI-S 601
KI-S 602 RCH
10)
Ocepar 4 (Iguaçu) Ocepar 7 (Brilhante)
Ocepar 8
BRS 156
IAC 11
Paraná
CEP 12 (Cambará)
Cobb
FT 103
IAS 4
Ivorá
Ocepar 17
BRS 134
BRS 136
BRS 138
BRSMA Sambaíba BRSMA Seridó RCH BRSMG Confiança
Embrapa 30 (V. R
BRSMS Piracanjuba CEP 20 (Guajuvira)
DM Nobre
Doce)
Emgopa 316 (Rio
Emgopa 313
FT 101
FT 19 (Macacha)
Verde)
(Anhang.)
IAC 100
IAC 12
MS/BR 19 (Pequi)
Ocepar 14
BR 28 (Seridó)
BR 38
BRS Carla
RB 603
1 BR 6 (Nova Bragg)
Bragg
DM 247
DM 339
Bragg(3)
BRS 154
BRS Celeste
BRSMG Garantia
BRSMG Robusta
BRSMG Virtuosa
BRSMS Mandi
Embrapa 20
(Doko RC)
Emgopa 315 (R.
FT 10 (Princesa)
FT 18 (Xavante
FT 6 (Veneza
Verm.)
IAC 18
IAC 22
MG/BR48 (Gar. RCH)
UFV/ITM-1
BR 30
BRS 135
BRS Milena
BRSMS Lambari BRSMS Piraputanga
BRSMS Taquari
BRSMS Tuiuiú
Embrapa 64 (Ponta
Emgopa 301
FT 14 (Piracema)
FT 5 (Formosa)
Porã)
FT Maracajú
FT Saray
Fundacep 33
Ocepar 12
BRSMG 68
Bossier
BR IAC 21
BRSMA Parnaíba
(Vencedora)
BRSMG Renascença BRSMS Bacuri
BRSMS Surubi
DM Vitória
FT Guaira
IAC 17
IAC 8
IAC 8-2
MG/BR-46
UFV 18 (Patos de
KI-S 801
Ocepar 3 (Primavera)
(Conquista)
Minas)
BR 4
BR 9 (Savana)
BRSMA Pati
Embrapa 4
Emgopa 304
Embrapa 47
Emgopa 309 (Goiana) FT 8 (Araucária)
(Campeira)
FT Cristalina
FT Cristalina CH
FT Estrela
FT Iramaia
MT/BR 53
Ivaí
MT/BR 50 (Parecis) MT/BR 51 (Xingu)
(Tucano)
UFV 5
BRSMT Crixás
CAC-1
CS 301
DM 118
Dourados
FEPAGRO-RS 10
FT 102
M-SOY 2002
BRSGO Catalão
Campos Gerais
Embrapa 9 (Bays )
FT 100

FT 45263

FT Canarana

Invicta

Ipagro 21

RS 7 (Jacuí)

Adapted from: Glass et al.( 2006)

Table 3. Some Soybean cultivars from Alabama, USA

FT Eureka
Emgopa 303
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Requirements for seed cleaning:
• To obtain graded lots of seed which will meet home and international testing standards
for the variety under consideration, in terms of purity, viability, vigour and size
variation
• To remove completely any seeds, the sale of which in a batch may contravene the
Noxious Weeds Act, of some countries.
• To avoid any loss of good seeds in the cleaning process.
• To avoid excessive wear that may be due to sorting machines.
• To remove all contaminants that is capable of damaging subsequent processing
machinery such as size reduction machines. Typical contaminants include weed seeds,
straws, leaves, stones and soil particles.
Principles of separation:
It is important to identify differences in the physical properties of the seeds and the
contaminants that will enable the machine (to be designed) make them flow in different
directions. Such properties include the following:
• Seed dimensions: length, width, thickness, geometric mean diameter
• Specific gravity
• Falling rate (float)
• Surface texture, friction
• Colour
• Resilience (ability to bounce)
• Electrical conductance
Typically, most processing machines identify differences in properties between good seeds
and contaminants. For example a sieve identifies size while other machines identify a
combination of properties such as specific gravity table. The shaking table for example
identifies friction, size and density of the seeds. The air-screen cleaner for example make use
of differences in size, shape and density of the seeds and such machine range from a small,
one fan, single screen machine to the large multi-fan eight screen machine with several air
columns. Other machines that are used for primary processing include threshing machine,
from simple hand operated threshers to high capacity multi cop threshers, combine
harvesters, winnowers, air-screen separators (oscillating or vibrating), graders (band,
spiral), separators (spiral, table, magnetic, electrostatic, colour, pneumatic, and so on).
Secondary crop processing: It involves processing of food for direct consumption. This
requires grinding, milling, oil extraction and so on. To accomplish these, machines are used
such as size reduction machines such as milling machines, dehullers, grinding machines, oil
press and so on.

5. Methodology for evaluating soybean properties
Sample preparation: Dry mature Soybeans [Glycine max.] are normally used for all the
experiments. Before the experiments, the grains were further cleaned by removing those
that were physically bad, unhealthy or broken. The moisture content of the grain would be
determined using a standard method. Physical properties were determined at the initial
moisture content. Thereafter, grain sample of the desired moisture levels were prepared by
adding calculated amount of distilled water and sealed in separated polythene bags. The
samples would be kept at about 278 0K in a refrigerator for 1 week to enable the moisture to
distribute uniformly throughout the sample. Before the commencement of a test, the
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required quantity of the grain was taken out of the refrigerator (if kept there to cool), and
allowed to warm up to room temperature at about 305 0K.
Physical properties: The physical properties of Soybean to be determined include linear
dimensions, mass, bulk density, seed density, volume, surface area, sphericity, porosity,
coefficient of static friction on structural surfaces and angle of repose, angle of internal
friction, terminal velocity. Experiments were conducted at five levels of moisture content in
the desired range and replicated five times. Average values were normally reported. The
choice of the range of moisture content was due to the fact that the lower limit was the safe
storage moisture content, and the upper range, the maximum moisture content obtainable
after the seeds were soaked overnight.
Linear dimensions and geometric mean diameter: To determine the size of the grain, 10
sub samples each consisting of 100 grains were randomly taken. From each sub sample, 10
grains were taken and their three linear dimensions namely, length (L), width (W) and
thickness (T) were measured with a venier calipers having accuracy of 0.01mm. The
geometric mean diameter (DGM) of the grain was calculated by using the following
relationship (Sreenarayanan et al 1985, Sharma et al 1985).
DGM = (LWT )1/3

(1)

Test weight: Sub samples of One, one hundred and one thousand soybean grains from each
sample were randomly selected and weighed. The averages of the replicated values are
usually reported.
Bulk and seed density: A method similar to that reported by Shephered and Bhardwaj
(1986) can be used to determine the bulk density at each moisture level: a 180 ml cylinder
was filled continuously from a height of about 15 cm. Tapping during filling was done to
obtain uniform packing and to minimize the wall effect, if any. The filled sample was
weighed and the bulk density of the material filling the cylinder was computed (Shephered
and Bhardwaj, 1986; Deshpande and Ali, 1988; Mohsenin, 1970). The seed density of the
grain can be determined by the liquid displacement method to determine the seed volume
similar to that reported (Shephered and Bhardwaj, 1986; Deshpande and Ali, 1988).
Sphericity and porosity: According to Mohsenin (1970), sphericity ф, was calculated using
the formula.

φ=

(LWT )1/3
L

(2)

Fractional porosity is defined as the fraction of space in the bulk grain which is not occupied
by grain. Thompson and Isaacs (1967) gave the following relationship for fractional porosity.

ε=

(1 − ρb )

ρs

x100

(3)

where,
ε
=
fractional porosity
ρb
=
bulk density of the seed
ρS
=
Seed density
Angle of repose: The emptying angle of repose θ is normally determined at the moisture
levels using the pipe method (Henderson 1982, Jha 1999). A pipe of 40 cm height and 106
mm internal diameter was kept on the floor vertically and filled with the sample, Tapping
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during filling was done to obtain uniform packing. The tube was slowly raised above the
floor so that the whole material could slide and form a heap. The height above the floor H
and the diameter of the heap D at its base were measured with a measuring scale and the
angle of reposes θ of the soybean computer using the equation;

θ = Arc tan(2 H / D)

(4)

Surface area: The surface area of the grain can be found by analogy with a sphere of
geometric mean diameter for the different levels given by (McCabe et al., 1986)
2
S = π DGM

(5)

Coefficient of static friction: The coefficient of static friction for seed grain can be
determined against structural surfaces such as plywood (with grain parallel to direction of
motion and then with grain perpendicular to direction of motion), galvanized steel (GS),
glass, concrete and so on. A bottom less wooden box of 150 mm x 150 mm x 40 mm was
constructed for this purpose. This was similar to that reported by (Oje, 1994). The box shall
be filled with soybean grains on an adjustable tilting surface. The surface would be raised
gradually using a screw device until the box started to slide down and the angle of
inclination read on a graduated scale.
Terminal velocity: The terminal velocity of soybean at different moisture content can be
determined using an air column (Polat et al., 2006). For each test, a seed was dropped from
the top of a 75 mm diameter, 1 m long glass tube. The air was made to flow upwards in the
tube from bottom to the top and the air velocity at which the sample seed was suspended
was noted with an anemometer having at least 0.1 m/s sensitivity.
Angle of internal friction: To determine the angle of internal friction of soybean at different
moisture contents, the direct shear method can be used according to Uzuner (1996), Zou and
Brucewitz (2001), Molenda et al.( 2002) and Mani et al.( 2004). Typical velocity to be used
during the experiment is 0.7 mm/min (Kibar and Ozturk, 2008) and the angle of internal
friction can be calculated using the following equations:

σ=

N
100
A

(6)

Where: σ - normal stress (kPa), N - load applied over sample (kg), A - cellular area (cm2),

τ=

Ts
100
A

(7)

Where: τ – stress of cutting (kPa), Ts – strength of cutting (kg),

τ = (C + σ tgφ )

(8)

Where: C- cohesion

6. Rupture force and rupture energy
To determine the rupture force and rupture energy, a Universal Testing Machine (UTM) can
be used such as Instron Universal Testing Machine reported by Tavakoli et al. (2009). It was
equipped with a 500 kg compression load cell and integrator. The measurement accuracy was
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0.001 N in force and 0.001 mm in deformation. The individual grain was loaded between two
parallel plates of the machine and compressed along with thickness until rupture occurred as
is denoted by a rupture point in the force-deformation curve. The rupture point is a point on
the force-deformation curve at which the loaded specimen shows a visible or invisible failure
in the form of breaks or cracks. According to them the point was detected by a continuous
decrease of the load in the force-deformation diagram. The loading rate of 5 mm/min was
used according to ASAE (2006a). The energy absorbed by the sample at rupture was
determined by calculating the area under the force-deformation curve from the relationship:
Ea =

Fr Dr
2

(9)

Where Ea is the rupture energy in mJ, Fr is the rupture force in N and Dr is the deformation
at rupture point (Braga et al., 1999).
Cultivars
JS- 7244

MC range
%(db)
8.7- 25.0

TGX 1440-1E

10.5- 34.1

TGX 1871- 5E

7.1- 43.7

TGX 1019-2EB

6.7- 47.1

Unspecified

6.7- 15.3

TGX 1448- 2E

9.9 to 39.6

Unspecified

8- 16

Unspecified

6.92- 21.19

Dimensions (mm)

Mass (g)

L: 6.32 to 6.75
W: 5.23 to 5.55
T: 3.99 to 4.45
GMD: 5.09 to 5.51
L: 8.58 to 10.02
W: 6.51 to 7.22
T: 5.43 to 5.69
GMD: 6.71 to 7.44
L: 7.52- 9.11
W: 6.47- 7.05
T: 5.49- 5.05
GMD: 6.44- 7.29
L: 7.37 to 9.96
W: 6.48 to 7.45
T: 5.33 to 5.54
GMD: 6.33 to 7.39
L: 7.41 to 9.57
W: 5.34 to 6.75
T: 4.5 to 5.17
GMD: 5.62 to 6.94
L: 8.3 to 10.4
W: 6.4 to 7.5
T: 5.4 to 5.8
GMD: 6.6 to 7.6
L: 7.24 to 8.19
W: 6.79 to 7.12
T: 5.78 to 6.23
GMD: 6.57 to 7.14
L: 7.27 to 8.23
W: 6.48 to 6.97
T: 5.41 to 5.94
GMD: 6.34 to 6.98

1000 grains: 110 to 127

Reference
Deshpande
et al., 1993

1 grain: 0.11 to 0.21
100 grains: 14.67 to 19.98
1000 grains: 139.18 to 190.6

Manuwa,
2000

1 grain: 0.136 to 0.206
100 grains: 12.3 to 16.59
1000 grains: 119.17 to 153.15

Manuwa
and Afuye,
2004

1 grain: 0.178 to 0.218
100 grains: 13.78 to 18.79
1000 grains: 130.67 to 180.21

Manuwa
and
Odubanjo,
2005

1000 grains: 121.76 to 223.65

Polat et al.,
2006

1 grain: 0.19 to 0.24
100 grains: 15.6 to 19.4
1000 grains: 154.2 to 185.6

Manuwa,
2007

NAV

Kibar and
Ozturk,
2008

1000 grains: 171.5 to 219.04

Tavakoli et
al., 2009

MC= moisture content, NAV= not available

Table 4. Effect of moisture content on mass and dimensional properties of some soybean
cultivars
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MC
range
%(db)

Bulk
density

Sphericity
(%)

Porosity
(%)

Vt (m/s)

8.7- 25.0 1216 - 1124

735 - 708

80.6 – 81.6

40 - 37

NAV

TGX 1440-1E 10.5- 34.1 1184 - 1076
1222.3 –
TGX 1871- 5E 7.1- 43.7
935.7
TGX 10196.7- 47.1 1157 - 952
2EB
1062.6 to
Unspecified 6.7- 15.3
1086.5
9.9 to
TGX 1448- 2E
1465 - 1074
39.6
983.33 –
Unspecified
8- 16
905.67
6.921147.86 to
Unspecified
21.19
1126.43

720 - 631
686.5 –
616.7
728.5 –
608.4
804.8 to
689.3

79 – 73.3

23.6 – 34.2
25.64 –
85.87- 78.23
40.96
23.46 –
86 – 74.9
42.33
75 to 72

51 to 44.2

7.13 to
9.24

Polat et al., 2006

714 - 638

79.1 – 72.7

19.5 – 33.7

NAV

Manuwa, 2007

Cultivars
JS- 7244

Seed
density

766.12 –
719.00
650.95 to
625.36

91- 87
87.25 to
84.75

22.58 –
20.61
43.2944.48

NAV
NAV
NAV

NAV
NAV

Reference
Deshpande et
al., 1993
Manuwa, 2000
Manuwa and
Afuye, 2004
Manuwa and
Odubanjo, 2005

Kibar and
Ozturk, 2008
Tavakoli et al.,
2009

MC= moisture content, NAV= not available
Vt = terminal velocity

Table 5. Effect of moisture content on density, sphericity, porosity and terminal velocity of
some soybean cultivars

Cultivars

MC
range
%(db)

JS- 7244

8.7- 25.0

TGX 1440-1E

10.534.1

TGX 1871- 5E 7.1- 43.7
TGX 10192EB

6.7- 47.1

Unspecified 6.7- 15.3
TGX 1448- 2E

9.9 to
39.6

Unspecified

8- 16

Unspecified

6.9221.19

Angle of
repose
(degree)

Coefficient of static friction
Galvanised
PWLG PWDG Glass
steel

Reference
Desshpande et
al., 1993

0.446 – 0.481 –
Manuwa, 2000
0.600
0.653
Manuwa and
0.4245 – 0.4243 –
0.434 – 0.679
Afuye, 2004
0.601
0.6789
0.3839 –
0.4877 – 0.4922 –
Manuwa and
NAV
0.5774
0.6249 0.6876
Odubanjo, 2005

24.1 – 31.5 0.344 – 0.509
23.43 –
32.23
25.87 –
32.45

0.21 – 0.34

0.22 –
0.35*
0.466 –
24.2 – 30.2 0.391 – 0.510
0.601
0.164 - 0.286
24.56 –
29.93

0.28 – 0.326

0.287 –
0.361

0.19 –
0.33

Polat et al.,
2006

-

Manuwa, 2007

Kibar and
Ozturk, 2008
0.262 – Tavakoli et al.,
0.307
2009

MC = moisture content, NAV= not available, PWLG = plywood parallel to grain, PWDG = plywood
perpendicular to grain *PLWD = plywood

Table 6. Effect of moisture content on angle of repose and coefficient of static friction of
some soybean cultivars
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7. Estimated values of soybean properties
Some typical values and models of physical, mechanical and aerodynamic properties of
soybean cultivars are reported in this section (Tables 4 to 6). Table 4 shows the effect of
moisture content on mass and dimensional properties of some soybean cultivars. Table 5
shows the effect of moisture content on density, sphericity, porosity and terminal velocity
of some soybean cultivars. Table 6 shows the effect of moisture content on angle of repose
and coefficient of static friction of some soybean cultivars.

8. General comments
It can be seen that the number of soybean cultivars that have been developed around the
world is numerous and can be better imagined. However, it appears that very little has been
reported in literature concerning physical and engineering properties of such soybean
cultivars. Nevertheless, it is obvious that post harvest options or technology are sine qua non
in order to convert soybean seeds into quality food for human and animal in view of the
quality of food nutrition available in the seeds.
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1. Introduction
The soybean rust (Phakopsora pachyrhizi H. Sydow & P. Sydow) was reported in soybean
(Glycine max L. Merrill) in many tropical and subtropical regions, causing significant
reductions in productivity and quality of seeds (Bromfield, 1984, Hartman et al., 2005;
Kawuki et al., 2004; McGee, 1992, Medina et al., 2006, Sinclair & Backman, 1989; Vale, 1985,
Yang et al., 1990, Yang et al., 1991; Yorinori & Lazzarotto, 2004), with losses of up to 70% in
production (Bromfield, 1976). The rust occurs in almost all soybean fields in Brazil. The
states with high occurrence of the disease in 2003/04 were Mato Grosso, Goias, Minas
Gerais and São Paulo. Considering Brazilian states in 2002/03, soybean rust caused losses of
4.011 million of megagrams or the equivalent of US$ 884.25 million, while in 2004, the losses
were approximately US$ 2.28 billion (Yorinori & Lazzarotto, 2004).
The success of pathogen infection depends on the sequence of events determined by spore
germination, appressoria formation and penetration. Each of these events, the subsequent
colonization and sporulation, are influenced by biotic factors such as pathogen-host and
abiotic environment. Among abiotic factors, temperature and leaf wetness play a crucial
role, especially in the monocyclic germination, infection and colonization of P. pachyrhizi in
soybeans. Thus, several studies were conducted to model the effects of temperature and
humidity on the disease progress for Brazilian cultivars (Vale, 1984, Vale et al., 1990) and for
different cultivars adapted to other countries (Batchelor et al., 1997, Kim et al., 2005,
Marchetti et al. 1975; Melching et al. 1989; Pivonia & Yang, 2004, Reis et al., 2004). According
to Sinclair & Backman (1989), the range of optimum temperature for infection is 20 °C to 25
°C. Under these conditions, with the availability of free water on the leaf surface, the
infection starts after 6 hours of the deposition of the spore (Marchetti et al., 1975; Melching
et al. 1989; Vale et al., 1990). However, after 12 hours (Marchetti et al. 1975; Melching et al.,
1989) up to 24 hours of leaf wetness (Vale et al., 1990) was more successful in establishing
infection (Sinclair & Backman, 1989). Therefore, such studies are important for estimating
the potential occurrence and formulate strategies to control disease in geographic regions
not yet reported (Pivonia & Yang, 2005) and to investigate the potential of spreading in
major producing regions throughout the months of the year (Alves et al., 2006; Pivonia &
Yang, 2004).
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Linear regression approaches (Vale et al., 1990), nonlinear regression (Reis et al., 2004),
artificial intelligence techniques, such as neural networks (Batchelor et al., 1997, Pinto et al.,
2002) and fuzzy logic (Kim et al., 2005), were used to model the influence of abiotic variables
on the disease progress. However, in the case of using regression and neural networks, there
is a need to perform data collection for the best fitting models (Reis et al., 2004) and network
training (Batchelor et al., 1997). On the other hand, considering fuzzy logic technique,
quantitative measures are no longer urgently needed to develop a model (Kim et al., 2005),
notwithstanding the choice of these observations are used in the modeling process
(Mouzouris & Mendel, 1997). In this context, fuzzy logic was applied to model physical,
chemical and biological process, with uncertainty and ambiguous nature (Kim et al., 2005,
Massad et al. 2003; Schermer, 2000; Uren et al., 2001).
Other features that justify the application of fuzzy logic systems (FLS) are related to the
flexibility of the technique, ease of understanding the concepts, ability to model complex
nonlinear functions, development based on the expertise of specialists, integration with
other automation techniques and finding support in the natural language used by humans
(Cox, 1994; Tanaka, 1997).
Likewise, there is no precise measurements of the influence of other variables such as soil
fertility, resistant cultivars, climatic variables, management practices in the progress of the
disease, being necessary to create a subjective measure to assess the potential progress of the
disease.
Considering the importance of the soybean crop in Brazil, as well as the risk caused by the
rust and the losses due to its occurrence, it is necessary to know epidemiological aspects of
the disease in Brazilian cultivars in order to enable disease intensity prediction. Therefore,
the objective of this work was to study the effects of temperature and leaf wetness on the
monocyclic process of soybean rust in cultivars Conquista, Savana and Suprema, based on a
fuzzy logic system and nonlinear regression models.

2. Material and methods
The phases of problem selection, development, evaluation and implementation were used to
develop the FLS.
2.1 Problem selection
As criteria to study the application of a FLS for estimating soybean rust, there were
considered the selection of the problem, seasonal occurrence, the existence of experts and
literature in the area, the soybean crop importance and the ease of acquiring information. In
the prototype development phase, information from the literature about the epidemiology of
the disease and experts in the field were consulted (Batchelor et al., 1997; Bromfield, 1984, Kim
et al., 2005, Marchetti et al., 1975; Melching et al., 1989; Pivonia & Yang, 2004, Reis et al., 2004;
Valley, 1984, Vale et al., 1990). Some important aspects were considered in the design, such as
simplicity to facilitate its subsequent implementation, to be based on knowledge and
experience of experts in order to produce accurate and flexible results and the possibility to
incorporate new variables (Von Altrock, 1995; Zadeh, 1965).
2.2 Development
In the early stage of development, membership functions were defined into five categories
related to the variables temperature, leaf wetness, and area under the disease progress
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curve, classified as very low, low, medium, high and very high, in order to constitute the
fuzzy sets. It was specified a set of if-then rules, with the input and output variables to form
the inference mechanism (Tanaka, 1997). The system used the implication operator Min of
Mamdani, because it was intuitive and widely accepted to translate the human experience
(Driankov et al., 1993), and the limited sum composition method (Cox, 1994), chosen due to
the nature of the rules, as each one defined an increase or decrease in the occurrence of rust
(Vargens et al., 2003). When compared to the operator max, which considers only the
maximum value of relevance, the limited summation method was more suitable, similar to
that found in the study of Vargens et al. (2003). At the final stage of development,
corrections were made to confirm the internal logic and its full operation based on expert
knowledge, references in the area, fuzzyfication, inference and defuzzification processes
(Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Structure of a logic fuzzy system (Adapted from Mouzouris & Mendel, 1997).
2.3 Validation
Data collection for the system validation was obtained through experiments conducted in
growth chambers at the Laboratory of Epidemiology and Management of the Department of
Plant Pathology, Federal University of Lavras (UFLA), Brazil. The experimental design was
in blocks at random arrangement of 4 x 5 factorial treatments, with three replications, four
temperatures (15 ºC, 20 °C, 25 °C and 30 °C) and five leaf wetness periods (0, 6, 12 , 18 and
24 hours). After designing the layout, soybean cultivars Conquista, Savana and Suprema
were planted in pots containing 5 kg of soil mixture, sand and organic matter (manure) in
the proportion 2:1:0.5. Thinning was performed 15 days after planting, leaving two plants
per pot. The plants were kept at green house until V3 vegetative stage, according to the
soybean phenological scale proposed by Ritchie et al. (1982). The inoculum of the fungus
was obtained by collecting P. pachyrhizi uredospores directly from Conquista diseased
plants, in a greenhouse, at the UFLA experimental campus, and stored in liquid nitrogen (180 °C). Test was performed to verify the viability of the inoculum before the inoculation,
which presented 89% germination.
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The inoculation was done by spraying all the leaves with a suspension at a concentration
of 104 uredospore of P. pachyrhizi.mL-1 until runoff. For the different periods of leaf
wetness, the plants recently sprayed with the suspension of uredospore were kept in a
moist chamber for the duration of each treatment, wrapped in clear plastic bags. In the
treatment of zero hours of leaf wetness, the plants were taken to the growth chambers
without moist step, allowing the rapid drying of the sprayed suspension. During the
experiment, irrigation was accomplished by depositing water directly in the lap of the
plants. From the 6th day after inoculation, there were four disease severity (% leaf area
with lesions) and incidence (% of leaflets core of all trifoliate leaves of plants) every three
days, depending on the onset of signs. The severity and incidence of rust were recorded in
the central leaflet of all trifoliate leaves of each plant. The severity was obtained using
Bromfield (1984) scale: where score 0 = 0%, 1 = 0.15%, 2 = 1.0%, 3 = 2.5%, 4 = 8.0%, 5 =
13.0%. By having the data of disease severity, the area under the curve of progress of
disease incidence (AUDPCI) and severity (AUDPCS) was calculated, according to
Campbell & Madden (1990), for each combination of temperature and leaf wetness inside
of each cultivar susceptible to disease (Zambenedetti, 2005).
After obtaining the data, it was proceeded the analysis of variance for AUDPCI and AUDPCS,
according to a factorial design between temperature and leaf wetness. The significant variables
in the F test were subjected to analysis of nonlinear regression to obtain equations to represent
the effects of the interaction of temperature and leaf wetness duration on the rust intensity
(Figure 2). It is noteworthy that the dependent variable in the case of FLS was named as area
under the disease progress curve (AUDPC), since in this case, both results of AUDPCI and
AUDPCS were considered for the FLS development. The FLS was validated using Pearson
correlation coefficients and linear regression between estimated and observed values of
diseased plants, comparatively with the nonlinear regression models.
2.4 Implementation
After the validation phase, the implementation phase was proceeded with the use of a
geographic information system and geostatistics (Burrough & McDonnell, 1998). Thus, the
FLS was used to estimate the disease based on observations of mean monthly temperature
of 39 weather INMET stations, referring to Climatological Normals (1961-1990) (BRASIL,
1992) for the month of January, simulating the occurrence of leaf wetness for 12 hours at all
considered stations, because there is no historical data of this variable (BRASIL, 1992). As
the number of weather stations available in Minas Gerais and surrounding regions are
scarce, the co-kriging technique (Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989) was used to improve the quality
of the data interpolation and to increase the spatial resolution of the estimates, through a
database of altitude, latitude and longitude, in a regular 1 km grid within the boundaries of
the Minas Gerais state, considering the digital elevation model of the surface with a spatial
resolution of 90m (NASA, 2005). After, co-kriging was used to map the potential spatial
progress of the disease (Figure 3). Co-kriging technique was chosen to explore the known
influence of altitude, latitude and longitude in the variation of temperature (Sediyama Mello
Jr., 1998), as well as in the occurrence of disease (Yang & Feng, 2001), and to improve the
spatial resolution of the estimates.
After mapping rust, the same co-kriging procedure was applied to characterize
the climate of Minas Gerais, in order to verify the relationship between the intensity
of rust and moisture annual Thornthwaite index (Iu), as well as the annual potential
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Fig. 2. Nonlinear regression models used to represent the incidence progress (AUDPCI) (a, c,
e) and severity curves (AUDPCS) (b, d, f) of soybean rust in cultivars Conquista (a, b),
Savana (c, d) and Suprema (e, f).
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Fig. 3. Scheme used to implement the fuzzy logic system.
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evapotranspiration (ETp) (Thornthwaite, 1948; Thornthwaite and Mather, 1955). The
climatic characterization was based on climatological data of temperature and rainfall
referring to 32 locations INMET (BRAZIL, 1992). For this, the ETp was estimated by
Thornthwaite method based on average monthly values of air temperature and, thereafter,
in possession of rainfall and considering the storage capacity of soil water equivalent to 100
mm (mean value for most crops), the climatic water balance was calculated. Based on values
obtained from the excess and deficit water balance, it was possible to estimate the water
index and index of aridity, in order to obtain the Iu, for each location. It is noteworthy that
the method of ordinary kriging was used in a comparative manner with co-kriging to
estimate areas favorable to rust in Minas Gerais in order to compare the quality of the
estimates of both methodologies.

3. Results and discussion
In the construction of the FLS, the input and output variables were divided into five categories,
according to information from experts, and were classified according to the proximity of the
universe of discourse. For example, in a position of fuzzy sets in the universe of high
temperatures, and fuzzy sets in the universe of low duration of leaf wetness, implied
unfavorable conditions to the progress of soybean rust, characterized by membership
functions (Figure 4). Then, it was specified a set of rules based on expert knowledge, according
to the influence of temperature and leaf wetness on disease (Table 1), to form, together with
the fuzzy sets, the inference system (Figure 5). Then, a response surface of the FLS was
generated for the input and output variables (Figure 6). At the end of the development phase,
tests were performed with data in order to verify full operation of the FLS, according to an
appropriate structure to process input data of temperature and leaf wetness, giving a response
concerning the area under the disease progress curve consistent with the literature (Batchelor
et al., 1997; Bromfield, 1984; Kim et al., 2005; Marchetti et al., 1975; Melching et al., 1989;
Pivonia & Yang, 2004; Valley, 1984, Vale et al., 1990).
Subsequently, it was proceeded the model validation based on data from the experiment
carried out under controlled conditions. In this case, models of nonlinear regression were
fitted to data of rust incidence and severity in the cultivars Conquista, Savana and Suprema,
to compare with the developed FLS. Thus, it could be observed higher correlation with
observed estimates of FLS than the nonlinear regression models used to estimate the
monocyclic process of rust in all the progress curves of incidence and severity, except for the
severity variable of the Suprema cultivar (Figures 7, 8 and Table 2). This probably occurred
because, in this particular case, the leaf wetness duration tended to increase until the period
of 29 h, unlike the progress curves of the disease of the Savana and Conquista cultivars,
which showed response of leaf wetness between 17 h and 23 h.
Similar to this study, Kim et al. (2005) developed an FLS for estimating the infection rate of
apparent severity of soybean rust considering the results of 73 field experiments in Taiwan.
However, in this case, the model was developed based on the average night temperature,
maximum and minimum temperatures of the day, associated with biological criteria relating
to the disease, in order to explain 85% of the progress and severity of the disease in TK 5 and
G8587 cultivars, especially in the epidemic early.
Castañeda-Miranda et al. (2006) also developed an FLS to control the environment inside a
greenhouse with meteorological variables, however, after validating step, the system was
implemented in an electronic circuit integrated with FLS.
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Similarly to the work of Castañeda-Miranda et al. (2006), it is expected to develop an
electronic circuit to integrate the FLS developed in this study, with automated weather
stations, to assist the decision making of farmers on the most appropriate time to conduct
the integrated management of soybean rust.
After estimating the potential progress of the disease in INMET weather stations, co-Kriging
was used to map potential suitability areas for disease occurence, considering better
application of co-kriging method when compared to ordinary kriging (Table 2).

Fig. 4. Membership functions of temperature, leaf wetness, and area under the progress
curve of soybean rust severity (AUDPC).
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Rule Nº
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

If
(Temperature - ºC)
Very high
Very low
Very low
Very low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Average
Average
Average
Average
High
High
High
High
Very high
Very high
Very high
Very high

and
(Leaf wetness - hours)
Very low
Low
Average
High
Very high
Low
Average
High
Very high
Low
Average
High
Very high
Low
Average
High
Very high
Low
Average
High
Very high

Then
(AUDPC)
Very low
Very low
Very low
Very low
Very low
Low
Average
Average
Average
High
Very high
Very high
Very high
Average
Average
Average
Average
Low
Low
Low
Very low

Table 1. Rules used to develop the FLS to characterize the monocyclic process of
soybean rust
Other studies had applied the co-kriging to improve estimates based on covariates. For
example, Desbarats et al. (2002) also used the co-kriging to estimate the water table of the
aquifer Oak Ridges Moraine, in Ontario, Canada, in an area of 250 km2, considering altitude
as covariate. According to the authors, areas with higher water table occurred in areas of
higher altitude.
Thus, it was observed the most favorable areas for disease in regions of higher altitude
and less favorable areas, with the blue color, especially in the east and north of Minas
Gerais (Figure 10). Based on a comparison of the ranges used for classifying the disease as
high or low, relative to other rust forecasting models previously developed, there was
consistency of the results according to the available literature. Therefore, to Sinclair (1975)
and Bromfield (1981), the optimum temperature for infection by P. pachyrhizi was in the
range of 18 °C to 21 °C if the leaf remain wet for at least 16 hours. Vale (1985), studying
the cultivar Paraná, cited the value of 20 ºC and relative humidity above 90%, while Casey
(1980), in Australia, determined temperature of 18 °C to 26 °C and extended periods of
leaf wetness, approximately 10 hours per day, required to occur epidemics with high rates
of progress and severity. In another review, Sinclair & Backman (1989) cited the optimum
range of temperature for infection by P. pachyrhizi on soybeans from 20 °C to 25 °C, ie, all
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these authors observed temperatures around 20 ºC, although in some cases close to 25 °C
as the optimum to occur higher intensity of the disease, with extended periods of leaf
wetness . These differences may be related to the cultivars, as discussed earlier. Regarding
the limiting temperatures, Casey (1980) quoted values above 30 °C and below 15 ºC, in
dry conditions, ie with fewer hours of leaf wetness, as responsible for delaying the
progress of the rust, while Bromfield (1981), quoted temperatures below 20 °C or above
30 °C. According to Vale et al. (1990), temperature and leaf wetness can be determinant
for sporulation and reduction of the latent period of the disease in cultivar Paraná with
20 °C of temperature and 12 h to 24 h of leaf wetness, similar to the present study,
with Conquista, Savana and Suprema cultivars. Marchetti et al. (1975) already studied
the effect of rust in cultivar Wayne and observed that plants incubated at 27.5 ºC showed
no infection regardless of the leaf wetness. Likewise, Melching et al. (1989), studying
the effects of duration, frequency and temperature of leaf wetness periods on soybean rust
in Taiwan, Wayne cultivar, found that after 8 hours of dew period between 18 °C and
26.5 °C, intensities of Injuries were 10 times higher than those in the 6 hours
corresponding temperatures, despite the increased of leaf wetness from 12 to 16 hours did
not result in significant increase in the rust intensity, even in favorable temperatures
between 18 °C and 26.5 °C. There was no appearance of lesions at 9 °C and 28.5 ºC even in
wet periods of 20 hours. Thus, because the Wayne cultivar and the rust race being
probably adapted to conditions of latitude, longitude, different from Lavras, Minas
Gerais, where P. pachyrhizi was first reported in Brazil (Bromfield, 1984), probably under
conditions of temperatures above 28 ºC, there was no disease infection in Wayne cultivar,
deviating from this study.

Fig. 5. Inference fuzzy diagram used to estimate the monocyclic process of soybean rust.
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Fig. 6. Three-dimensional representation of the FLS model for estimating the monocyclic
process of soybean rust, based on temperature and leaf wetness.
However, the climate model to predict soybean rust in soybeans in Brazil, Reis et al. (2004),
based on data from Melching et al. (1989) with cultivar Wayne, suggested daily value of the
probability of infection of uredospore with occurrence of infection even at temperatures
around 29 °C with 16 hours of leaf wetness, and at lower temperatures of 9 ºC with 11 hours
of leaf wetness, after nonlinear regression model fit to the observed data, disagreeing with
the results of themselves Melching et al. (1989), but similar to situations found in the present
study, with Brazilian cultivars adapted to the region of Lavras, Minas Gerais. Thus, despite
having been reported in the literature similar responses of the disease with respect to
temperature variation and leaf wetness duration, in some situations, differences in the
intervals for disease suitability probably occurred due to host characteristics, differences
between genotypes, vegetative stage, soil and plant nutrition, in order to justify the
development of a subjective measure for evaluating the monocyclic disease process, as in
the case of the present FLS.
After spatialize rust using the co-kriging technique, the same procedure was applied to
characterize the climate of Minas Gerais, in order to verify the relationship between the
intensity of rust with the moisture annual index of Thornthwaite (Iu), as well as the annual
potential evapotranspiration (ETp) (Thornthwaite, 1948; Thornthwaite & Mather, 1955).
Therefore, comparing the maps of disease severity (Figure 10) with those of ETp and Iu
(Figure 11), it could be seen correspondence between areas of high rust intensity with lowest
values of ETp and highest values of Iu. This relationship was also verified by the linear
relationship of disease intensity with ETp and Iu, in the 39 INMET evaluated localities
(Figure 12) and the negative correlation between the intensity of rust with the ETp
(r = -0.86457, p <0.0001) and positively with Iu (r = 0.76682, P <0.0001). Another finding was
the better application of co-kriging method when compared to kriging method, for detailing
the spatial resolution of a database of macroclimatic variable scale from a database of
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covariates on mesoclimatic scale (Table 3). Likewise, based on climatic zoning, the planning
and implementation of various areas such as industry, agriculture, transport, architecture,
biology, medicine (Vianello & Alves, 1991), could be supported, in a sustainable manner
(Mitchell et al., 2004), in order to minimize risks and impacts as well as negative effects of
climate on natural resources (Machado, 1995; Hansen, 2002), based on appropriated
decision-making.

Fig. 7. Linear relationship between observed and predicted values of the area under the
curve of incidence progress (AUDPCI) of soybean rust through models of nonlinear
regression (a, c, e) and FLS (b , d, f) on the Conquista (a, b), Savana (c, d) and Suprema (e, f)
cultivars.

Fuzzy Logic System Modeling Soybean Rust Monocyclic Process

Fig. 8. Linear relationship between observed and predicted values of the area under the
curve of severity progress (AUDPCS) of soybean rust through models of nonlinear
regression (a, c, e) and FLS (b , d, f) on the cultivar Conquista (a, b), Savana (c, d) and
Suprema (e, f) cultivars.
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Method
RNL
FLS

AUDPCI observed
Conquista
Savana
Suprema
0.8962*
0.85583*
0.91599*
0.92195*
0.8603*
0.93697*

AUDPCS observed
Conquista
Savana
Suprema
0.81441*
0.84947*
0.89295*
0.81548*
0.85303*
0.7958*

*1% significant.

Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) for the observed values of the area under the
curve of incidence progress (AUDPCI) and severity (AUDPCS) of soybean rust and the
models estimated by nonlinear regression (RNL) and fuzzy logic system (FLS)

Fig. 9. Intensity of soybean rust in Minas Gerais, estimated by FLS, for the period of 1961 to
1990, based on observations of average monthly temperature in January of 39 weather
INMET stations, with the leaf wetness period fixed at 12 hours, using altitude, latitude and
longitude as covariates.
Ordinary kriging

Co-kriging

Variable

RMSE

Standard error

RMSE

Standard error

Rust intensity

0.07526

0.07746

0.05497

0.03604

Table 3. Coefficients of the estimate quality of the methods of ordinary kriging and cokriging.
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Fig. 10. Annual potential evapotranspiration (ETp) estimated by Thornthwaite (TW) (a) and
annual moisture index (Iu) estimated by TW (b) in Minas Gerais, based on of 39
meteorological INMET stations, using co-kriging with altitude, latitude and longitude
covariates.
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Fig. 11. Linear relationship between annual potential evapotranspiration (ETp) (Y axis)
estimated by Thornthwaite (TW) (top) and annual moisture index (Iu) (Y axis) estimated by
TW (down), with the potential intensity of soybean rust estimated by FLS (X axis), for the
observations of monthly average temperature in January, at 39 INMET weather stations in
Minas Gerais and surrounding states, with the leaf wetness period fixed at 12 hours.
Similarly, Morales & Jones (2004) used GIS to study the ecology and epidemiology of
whitefly (Bemisia tabaci Gennadius 1889), transmitting geminiviruses in tropical crops in
Latin America, at 304 georeferenced locations, where the whitefly and geminiviruses have
caused significant damage. For this, it was developed a mathematical model including two
climatic variables, temperature and precipitation, to map the probability of occurrence of
favorable areas for pests. Later, using the Köeppen climatic classification, it was possible to
verify that 55% of the localities affected by geminiviruses were located in the tropical wetdry, 22% in humid-dry tropical regions, subtropical and local remnants of humid equatorial
climates, with frequent coastal winds. According to the authors, based on the results, it was
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possible to understand the epidemic of whiteflies and geminiviruses, in order to assist the
sustainable integrated pest management and disease in the studied regions. Vale et al. (2004)
also reported the influence of climate on the inoculum survival, both between crop seasons
and within the crop season. According to the authors, the survival of inoculum between
cropping seasons is lower in temperate regions with arid or semi-dry summer, because
under these characteristics, there is destruction of the survival structures, limiting the
pathogen infection. Once inside the growing season for disease caused by polycyclic fungi
and bacteria, the inoculum survival was higher in temperate regions, with low
temperatures, low solar radiation and longer duration of leaf wetness. According to these
authors, the temperature interfered with plant physiological processes, such as
evapotranspiration, however, according to the results of this study, this variable may also be
related to processes of infection, colonization, sporulation and survival of pathogens.
In this context, it became possible to develop, validate and implement a FLS for soybean
rust, based on temperature and leaf wetness, for the cultivars Conquista, Savana and
Suprema. Other important features on the FLS may be related to the system's simplicity,
ease of implementing in field conditions, and the flexibility of the used method to
incorporate other variables.

4. Conclusion
It was possible to develop, validate and implement a fuzzy logic system to estimate the
monocyclic process of soybean rust, regarding Conquista, Savana and Suprema cultivars,
based on temperature, leaf wetness and area under disease progress curve. The co-kriging
method was more accurate and precise than the ordinary kriging method for mapping rust
intensity.
FLS was better applied then non linear regression models to estimate the potential disease
spatial progress.
The moisture index and potential evapotranspiration of Thornthwaite were significantly
correlated with the estimates of the soybean rust intensity.
Leaf wetness up to 12 hours and temperatures around 20 °C, determined higher rust
intensity. Temperatures above 30 ºC and 15 ºC as well as leaf wetness below 6 hours,
reduced the rust intensity.
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The Effectiveness of FeEDDHA Chelates
in Mending and Preventing Iron Chlorosis
in Soil-Grown Soybean Plants
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Wageningen University
The Netherlands

1. Introduction
1.1 Iron deficiency – The problem
Iron (Fe) is an essential micronutrient for plants, humans and other animals. An adequate
uptake of Fe is needed to ensure proper growth and development, as well as good health of
organisms (Marschner, 1995; Vasconcelos and Grusak, 2007). When provided with
insufficient quantities of Fe, organisms will suffer from Fe deficiency symptoms.
Fe deficiency is a worldwide problem in crop production, affecting yield both qualitatively
and quantitatively (Mortvedt, 1991); plants do not reach their full growth potential, and the
nutritional value is compromised, leading to economic losses and limitations in crop
selection (Chaney, 1984). In extreme cases, Fe deficiency may result in complete crop failure
(Chen and Barak, 1982). The list of plant species affected is vast and includes apple, citrus,
grapevine, peanut, dryland rice, sorghum and soybean (Marschner, 1995).
Fe deficiency is typically found in crops grown on calcareous or alkaline soils, in arid and
semi-arid regions of the world; these soils cover over 30% of the earths’ land surface (Figure
1) (Alvarez-Fernandez, et al., 2006; Chen and Barak, 1982; Hansen, et al., 2006; Mortvedt,
1991). Fe is abundantly present in all soils including calcareous ones; in mineral soils the
average Fe content is approximately 2% (20,000 μg/g) (Marschner, 1995; Mengel and
Kirkby, 2001). Most agricultural crops require less than 0.5 μg/g in the plough layer
(Lindsay, 1974). The occurrence of Fe deficiency in plants grown on calcareous soils, despite
the excessive soil-Fe pool, is caused by a limited bioavailability of Fe in such soils.
1.2 Symptoms of Fe deficiency
Fe deficiency in plants typically causes chlorosis of leaf tissue because of inadequate
chlorophyll synthesis; the leaves become pale green to yellow (Figure 2), often with darker
coloured veins. In case of severe chlorosis, leaves can also become necrotic (Figure 2). Due to
the reduction in photosynthetic capacity, carbon fixation by plants also becomes reduced,
leading to slower growth rates and yield losses (Figure 2) (Alvarez-Fernandez, et al., 2006).
Fe chlorosis develops most strongly in young leaves, because growing plant parts (also
fruits, buds and storage organs) have incomplete xylem structures. As a result, Fe is not
directly transported from the roots to these sites with the highest demand, but remobilized
from older plant parts and secondarily transported through the phloem (Grusak, et al., 1999;
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Fig. 1. Global pH-map of the top soil (0-30 cm); red indicates pH < 5.5; yellow indicates
5.5 < pH < 7.3; green indicates pH > 7.3. Calcareous soils are to be found in the green areas.
Source: ISRIC, 1995, derived from the WISE- database.
Zhang, et al., 1995). It has been observed that chlorotic leaves can have comparable or even
higher Fe contents than green leaves (the “chlorosis paradox”). This phenomenon has been
attributed to impaired expansion growth, leading to diminished dilution of the high Fe
concentration in young leaves (Römheld, 2000). Fe deficiency also causes morphological
changes in the roots: inhibition of root elongation, increase in diameter of apical rootzone,
abundant root hair formation (Römheld and Marschner, 1981) and formation of rhizodermal
transfer cells.
1.3 Causes of Fe deficiency
Two related soil characteristics are principally responsible for the low Fe availability in
calcareous soils: 1) the relatively high pH (7 - 8.5) (Figure 1.1), and 2) the presence of a
bicarbonate pH-buffer in soil solution (Boxma, 1972; Chaney, 1984; Lucena, 2000; Marschner,
1995; Mengel, et al., 1984; Mengel and Kirkby, 2001).
In order for soil-Fe to be taken up, it needs to be transported through the soil solution to
the root surface. The solubility of soil Fe(hydr)oxides is a function of pH and the type of
Fe(hydr)oxide. The concentration of inorganic Fe species in solution reaches a minimum
around pH 7.5 - 8.5: in the order of 10-10 M (Figure 3); the free Fe3+ concentration is around
10-21 M (Lindsay and Schwab, 1982). For optimal growth, plants require an Fe
concentration in soil solution in the order of 10-6 to 10-5 M (Marschner, 1995).
Complexation by dissolved organic substances, like humic acids, fulvic acids and
siderophores can increase the total Fe concentrations in soil solution by orders of
magnitude in comparison to the inorganic Fe concentration (O'Conner, et al., 1971), but
not always sufficiently to prevent Fe deficiency.
The bicarbonate pH-buffer prevents plants from adapting the rhizosphere pH and causes
impairment of Fe deficiency stress response mechanisms (except in grasses). Although
the pH-buffer capacity of calcareous soils is largely determined by the lime content,
the dissolution of carbonate minerals is relatively slow in comparison to bicarbonate
diffusion. Therefore, on the short term, the bicarbonate concentration in soil solution is more
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Fig. 2. Examples of Fe deficiency symptoms in soybean plants. Upper: from left to right decreasing degree of chlorosis; Lower left: necrosis in the leaves; Lower right: reduced growth.
important for maintaining a high rhizosphere pH (Lucena, 2000). In addition to the role of
bicarbonate as pH-buffer in soil solution, there has been much debate on bicarbonate uptake
leading to Fe immobilization inside plants (Gruber and Kosegarten, 2002; Mengel, 1994;
Nikolic and Romheld, 2002; Römheld, 2000).
1.4 Prevention and remediation of Fe deficiency
When Fe stress response mechanisms of plants prove inadequate, techniques to prevent or
remedy Fe deficiency need to be applied to avoid yield losses. Breeding and genetically
modifying plants for a more efficient Fe uptake mechanism is a promising approach.
Developing new cultivars should however be done carefully and requires much time. Once
crops are in the field, application of Fe fertilizer is the most certain and efficient treatment to
ensure that plants do not suffer from Fe deficiency.
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Fig. 3. Hydrolysis species of Fe(3+) in equilibrium with soil-Fe (pKsol = 39.3; I = 0.03 M), after
Lindsay (1979).
Fe fertilizers can be administered through trunk injection, foliar application, and soil
application. Trunk injection is expensive and only suitable for trees. Foliar application does
not provide full control of Fe chlorosis, but can be useful as complementary technique next
to soil application (Alvarez-Fernandez, et al., 2004). Soil application is the most common
technique to manage Fe deficiency in soil grown crops (Lucena, 2006). The technique is
based on increasing the Fe concentration in soil solution. On calcareous soils, soil
application of Fe fertilizers based on organic Fe salts, Fe complexes of lignosulfonates,
citrates, gluconates, and synthetic Fe chelates of limited stability (e.g. FeEDTA, FeDTPA and
FeHEDTA) has limited or no result, because these fertilizers are not able to maintain Fe in
soil solution. Only Fe chelates of higher stability (FeEDDHA and derivatives, with phenolic
functional groups) are effective and provide the most efficient treatment to control Fe
deficiency (Lucena, 2006).
1.5 Fe deficiency in soybean
Fe deficiency chlorosis is a persistent, yield-limiting condition for soybean (Glycine max (L.)
Merr.) production in regions with calcareous soils (Inskeep and Bloom, 1986). In the North
Central U.S., Fe deficiency is responsible for an estimated loss in soybean grain production
of $120 million per year (Hansen et al., 2004). Foliar Fe treatments and soil application of Fe
chelates can be efficient in alleviating Fe deficiency chlorosis in soybean. However, in
agricultural practice, these methods are only economically feasible for high-value crops and
not for soybean (Fairbanks 2000).
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Although soybean is not a target species for application of synthetic Fe chelates, it is an
attractive test species due to the availability of soybean cultivars with a high susceptibility to
Fe deficiency, the ease in handling of the plants, and the relatively short growth cycle in
comparison to many of the target species (e.g citrus trees and grape vines). There is much
experience with soybean in Fe chlorosis research; in nutrient solutions, in pot cultures and in
the field (e.g. Garcia-Marco et al. 2006; Goos et al. 2004; Goos and Johnson 2000; Heitholt et
al. 2003; Wallace and Cha 1986).
1.6 FeEDDHA based fertilizers
FeEDDHA is the iron(3+) complex of the chelating agent EDDHA, which is an acronym for
ethylene diamine di(hydroxy phenyl acetic acid). EDDHA is also referred to as EHPG
(ethylenebis-(hydroxy phenyl glycine)). This chelating agent was first synthesized by Kroll,
introduced in 1955, but only fully described in 1957 (Kroll, 1957; Kroll, et al., 1957; Wallace,
1966). FeEDDHA was quickly recognized as very effective in correcting Fe chlorosis under
soil conditions, also in comparison to other chelating agents (Wallace, et al., 1955; Wallace,
1962). The Fe3+ ion is bound by 2 carboxylate groups, 2 phenolate groups and 2 secondary
amine groups in an octahedral complex of high stability with an intense red colour at
neutral pH. The FeEDDHA complex owes its high stability in comparison to FeEDTA or
FeDTPA complexes to the Fe-O (phenolate) bonds.
The current synthesis pathway for manufacturing EDDHA on an industrial scale is a
Mannich-like reaction between phenol, ethylenediamine and glyoxylic acid. This reaction
produces a mixture of 1) positional isomers, 2) diastereomers and 3) polycondensates,
because 1) the reaction pathway allows for aromatic substitution in (o) ortho and (p) para
position, 2) two chiral centers are introduced into the molecule leading to (R,R); (R,S); (S,R)
and (S,S) configurations, and 3) undesired addition reactions take place between reactants
and half products. The composition of the mixture of reaction products can be steered. After
the reaction is terminated, an Fe salt is added to the reaction products to form Fe chelates.
Commercial FeEDDHA formulations can be operationally divided into 4 groups of
compounds:
1. racemic o,o-FeEDDHA (Figure 4a); referring to the (R,R) and (S,S) configurations of o,oFeEDDHA (iron (3+) ethylene diamine-N,N'-bis(2-hydroxy phenyl acetic acid)
complex). These configurations are mirror images, but identical in most physical and
chemical properties, including binding strength.
2. meso o,o-FeEDDHA (Figure 4b); referring to the (S,R) = (R,S) configuration of o,oFeEDDHA. Due to the internal mirror plane of the chelate, the (S,R) and (R,S)
configurations are identical.
3. o,p-FeEDDHA (Figure 4c); referring to the 4 configurations of o,p-FeEDDHA (iron (3+)
ethylene diamine-N-(2-hydroxy phenyl acetic acid)-N’-(4-hydroxy phenyl acetic acid)
complex). The o,p-FeEDDHA configurations are not identical in physical and chemical
properties.
4. rest-FeEDDHA; referring to the 3 configurations of p,p-FeEDDHA (iron (3+) ethylene
diamine-N,N'-bis(4-hydroxy phenyl acetic acid) and a variety of polycondensates and
half products. An example of a polycondensate is depicted in Figure 4d.
In this chapter, these 4 groups will be referred to as the FeEDDHA components. In
commercial FeEDDHA formulations, the sum of the racemic and meso o,o-FeEDDHA
content is referred to as the o,o-FeEDDHA content of the product. Generally racemic and
meso o,o-FeEDDHA are synthesized in a ratio close to 1.
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Racemic and meso o,o-FeEDDHA are diastereomers; the chelated Fe is bound by the same
functional groups, but the geometry of the chelate differs: in racemic o,o-FeEDDHA, both
phenolic rings are in equatorial position, while in meso o,o-FeEDDHA one phenolic ring is
in equatorial and the other in axial position (Figure 4a and 4b). Due to the difference in
geometry the amount of strain on the bonds with Fe differs, which is reflected in a higher
complexation constant for racemic o,o-FeEDDHA.
The position of the hydroxyl group on the phenolic ring affects the complexation constant of
FeEDDHA components more strongly than strain: in para-position the hydroxyl group is
sterically inhibited from contributing to binding Fe. As a consequence, o,o-EDDHA binds Fe
more strongly than o,p-EDDHA (see Table 1.1), which in turn binds Fe more strongly than
p,p-EDDHA. Rest-FeEDDHA is a very heterogeneous group, comprising of compounds that
vary in molecular weight, number of functional groups, etc, and hence also in complexation
constant.

Fig. 4. Spatial structures of the FeEDDHA components a) racemic o,o-FeEDDHA; b) meso
o,o-FeEDDHA; c) o,p-FeEDDHA with OH- on the coordination complex; and d) restFeEDDHA (one possible polycondensate) (Schenkeveld et al., 2007).
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Log K
(I = 0.1 M (NaCl))

racemic o,o-FeEDDHA

35.86

Yunta et al. (2003a)

meso o,o-FeEDDHA

34.15

Yunta et al. (2003a)

o,p-FeEDDHA

28.72

Yunta et al. (2003b);

Table 1. Complexation constants of FeEDDHA components.
1.7 The market and regulation of FeEDDHA products
The market size for products based on FeEDDHA or related phenolic aminocarboxylate Fe
chelates (e.g. FeEDDHMA, FeEDDHSA), is approximately 10 thousand tonnes per year,
corresponding with a market value of around 60 million Euros. It is linked to areas of high
soil-pH, in particular the Mediterranean area and the Middle East.
From the variability in composition of FeEDDHA products, and the difference in fertilizer
value of the FeEDDHA components arose the need to ensure the quality of commercial
FeEDDHA formulations. Several tests and methodologies have been developed to assess the
quality of FeEDDHA products (Cantera, et al., 2002; Garcia-Marco, et al., 2003; Lucena, et al.,
1992a; b). At present the quality of FeEDDHA products is guarded in the European
Fertilizer Law (Regulation (EC) No. 2003/2003; amendment (EC) No. 162/2007) through the
following parameters: (1) soluble Fe content of the product, (2) percentage of Fe chelated,
and (3) percentages of Fe chelated by respectively o,o-EDDHA and o,p-EDDHA. Data on
these parameters have to be indicated on the product label. FeEDDHA products should
comprise at least 5 weight percent of water-soluble Fe, of which at least 80 percent should be
chelated, and at least 50 percent should be chelated to either o,o- or o,p-EDDHA. To be
included on the product label, there is a threshold value for both o,o- and o,p-EDDHA of 1
weight percent of chelated Fe.
In order to quantify the composition of FeEDDHA products, both for product information
and law enforcement purposes, suitable protocols for analysis had to be developed. The
method that is currently used for quantitative analysis is the high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) method laid down by the European Committee for
Standardization (CEN. EN 13368-2:2007). This method is almost identical to the ion-pair
HPLC method developed by Lucena et al (1996).
1.8 The effectiveness of FeEDDHA components as Fe fertilizer
The efficacy of FeEDDHA as Fe fertilizer relies on its ability to increase the solubility of Fe,
thereby enhancing its bioavailability through an increase in diffusive flux of Fe to the root.
The effectiveness of individual FeEDDHA components is determined by: 1) their ability to
remain in solution, 2) their susceptibility to cation competition and biodegradation, 3) their
ability to transfer Fe to the plant, and 4) the ability of the corresponding EDDHA component
to selectively mobilize Fe (Lucena 2003). Considerable effort has been invested to improve
the understanding of these characteristics. The interaction between FeEDDHA components
and soil and soil constituents has been examined by Alvarez-Fernandez, et al., 2002;
Cantera, et al., 2002; Garcia-Marco, et al., 2006a; Hernandez-Apaolaza, et al., 2006;
Hernandez-Apaolaza and Lucena, 2001 and Schenkeveld et al., 2007; Fe uptake from
FeEDDHA components in hydroponic systems has been examined by Cerdan, et al., 2006;
Garcia-Marco, et al., 2006a; Hernandez-Apaolaza, et al., 2006; Lucena and Chaney, 2006;
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2007; Rojas, et al., 2008; and mobilization of Fe from Fe oxides by EDDHA ligands has been
studied by Perez-Sanz and Lucena, 1995.
Still, the question of how much individual FeEDDHA components actually contribute to
supplying soil-grown plants with Fe had remained unaddressed up until recently. An
understanding of this issue is however particularly relevant for agricultural practice, since
nowadays the composition of FeEDDHA products in terms of FeEDDHA components varies
greatly. An efficient use of FeEDDHA fertilizer, implying maximizing the benefits in terms
of crop yield and Fe uptake by plants, while minimizing the applied FeEDDHA dosage, is
desirable both for the applier in view of cost efficiency, and from an environmental
perspective to minimize the input of synthetic chemicals into the environment. In practical
terms efficient FeEDDHA application translates into applying the right fertilizer (right
composition) at the right moment in the right quantity. This requires a profound
understanding of the effectiveness of individual FeEDDHA components in soil application.
This chapter aims to inform on recent advances made in understanding the performance of
FeEDDHA components in soil application (Schenkeveld et al. 2008; 2010a; 2010b). In a series
of pot trial studies with soybean, FeEDDHA-facilitated Fe uptake was examined in relation
to 1) the composition of the FeEDDHA treatments, 2) the soil solution concentrations of the
FeEDDHA components as a function of time, and 3) the moment of FeEDDHA application.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Soil
The calcareous soil used for the pot experiments was collected at a site located in Santomera
(Murcia, Spain), from the top soil layer (0 – 20 cm). Plants grown on Santomera soil became
chlorotic under field conditions. Pre-treatment of the soil consisted of air drying and sieving
(1 cm). Santomera soil is a clay soil with a lutum fraction of 260 g kg-1 and a CaCO3 content
of 520 g kg-1. The soil has a high pH: 8.0 (pH-CaCl2) and a low soil organic carbon (SOC)
content: 5 g kg-1. The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentration amounts 30 mg l-1 (0.01
M CaCl2), and Fe availability parameters are low: oxalate extractable Fe content: 0.30 g kg-1
Fe, and diethylene triamine penta acetic acid (DTPA) extractable Fe content: 3.5 mg kg-1 Fe.
A more complete overview of soil characteristics of Santomera soil is presented in
Schenkeveld et al., 2010a.
2.2 FeEDDHA solutions
Depending on the pot trial experiment, FeEDDHA solutions were prepared from EDDHA
stock solutions varying in EDDHA component composition, from a solid o,o-H4EDDHA
mixture (purity: 99%), or from separated solid racemic o,o-EDDHA (purity: 100%), meso
o,o-EDDHA (purity: 99.5%) and o,p-EDDHA (purity: 90%). Racemic and meso o,oH4EDDHA were obtained by separation of the o,o-H4EDDHA mixture, as described in
Bannochie and Martell (1989) and Bailey et al. (1981). Solid H4EDDHA was first dissolved in
sufficient 1 M NaOH solution. An FeCl3 solution was added to the EDDHA solution in a 25% excess, based on a 1:1 stoichiometry between Fe and ethylene diamine (incorporated in
the EDDHA ligands). pH was raised to 7 ± 1, and the solution was stored overnight in the
dark to allow excess Fe to precipitate as Fe(hydr)oxides. Subsequently the FeEDDHA
solutions were filtered over a 0.45 μm nitro cellulose filter (Schleicher & Schuell, refno:
10401114) and further diluted for application in the pot trial. The composition of FeEDDHA
solutions was examined at t=0 and at the end of the experiment by ICP and HPLC analysis.
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2.3 Pot trial studies
The effectiveness of FeEDDHA components in providing soybean plants from the chlorosis
susceptible cultivar Mycogen 5072 with Fe was examined in three pot trial studies.
Effect of FeEDDHA treatment composition on Fe uptake– pot trial 1
In pot trial 1, soybean plants were given FeEDDHA treatments similar in Fe dose (≈ 7 mg l-l
Fe in the pore water; 0.13 mM), but differing in FeEDDHA component composition. Four
FeEDDHA treatments (16%o,o; 34%o,o; 49%o,o and 99%o,o) and a blank treatment were
included in the experiment; the composition of the treatments is presented in Table 2. The
treatments are named after the combined percentage of the Fe chelated by racemic and meso
o,o-EDDHA and were given at t=0. The pot trial experiment had a run time of eight weeks.
A more elaborate description of the experiment is provided in Schenkeveld et al., 2008.
FeEDDHA-facilitated Fe uptake as a function of time - pot trial 2
In pot trial 2, the relation between FeEDDHA component concentrations in the pore water and
Fe uptake by plants was examined as a function of time. Soybean plants were offered two
different FeEDDHA treatments, (30%o,o and 100%o,o) and a blank treatment. The treatments
were equal in Fe dose (≈ 4 mg l-l Fe in the pore water; 0.07 mM), but differed in the percentage
of Fe chelated by racemic and meso o,o-EDDHA. The composition of the treatments is
presented in Table 2. FeEDDHA was applied once, at the start of the experiment. The pot trial
with had a runtime of six weeks. Plants were harvested and soil solution was sampled every
week. The experiment is described more elaborately in Schenkeveld et al., 2010a.
Effect of moment of application on Fe uptake from FeEDDHA components- pot trial 3
In pot trial 3, the influence of the moment of application on the effectiveness of individual
FeEDDHA components in proving soybean plants with Fe was examined. The experiment
involved a blank treatment and six FeEDDHA treatments: o,p; meso o,o; racemic o,o; o,o-mix low;
o,o mix-low + o,p; and o,o-mix high. Two levels of FeEDDHA application were distinguished; a
low level in the first four treatments, corresponding to a pore water concentration of around
0.6 mg l-1 Fe (i.e. 11 µM), and a high level in the latter two treatment, corresponding to a pore
water concentration of around 1.8 mg l-1 Fe (i.e. 32 µM). The high level FeEDDHA application
was included to ensure that Fe uptake had not yet reached a maximum in the low level
application, which is prerequisite for comparing the effectiveness of the FeEDDHA
components. The mixed treatments were included to examine potential synergetic effects. The
composition of the treatments is presented in Table 2. With exception of the blank treatments,
all pots received one FeEDDHA treatment, either at t=0 after transfer of the seedlings, after 3
weeks in the progressed vegetative stage, or after 6 weeks in the reproductive stage. Which
FeEDDHA treatment was applied in which growth stage is indicated in Table 2. Treatments
are named after the FeEDDHA treatment administered and the moment of application.
The pot trial had a runtime of 8 weeks. Schenkeveld et al., 2010b describes the pot trial more
elaborately.
All pot trial experiments were carried out in a greenhouse with 7 liter Mitscherlich pots
containing either 6 kg (pot trial 1 and 2) or 5 kg (pot trial 3) of soil at 50% of the
waterholding capacity. The experiments were done in triplicates. In pot trial 1 and 2,
FeEDDHA solutions were mixed through the soil prior to filling the pots; in pot trial 3, the
FeEDDHA treatments were applied through a sand column in the middle of the pot, which
went up to a depth of approximately 10 cm into the soil. After FeEDDHA addition, the sand
column was flushed with demineralized water.
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Seeds of the Fe chlorosis susceptible soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) cultivar Mycogen 5072
were germinated on quartz sand with demineralised water. After five days eight seedlings
were transferred to each pot, which had been filled with soil one day prior to the transfer.
Preparation of the pot trial, soil fertilization with macronutrients, foliar fertilization with
micronutrients other than Fe, and plant care were performed as described in Schenkeveld et
al. (2008). In pot trial 2, foliar fertilization was omitted. In pot trial 3 the amounts of
macronutrients added to the soil were lowered, in proportion to the smaller quantity of soil
used per pot.
racemic o,oFeEDDHA
(mg l-1 Fe)

meso o,oFeEDDHA
(mg l-1 Fe)

o,pFeEDDHA
(mg l-1 Fe)

-

-

-

-

-

-

16%o,o

0.58 (8%)

0.61 (8%)

1.15 (16%)

5.02 (68%)

7.36

t=0

34%o,o

1.07 (16%)

1.24 (18%)

1.26 (19%)

3.14 (47%)

6.71

t=0

49%o,o

1.69 (22%)

2.03 (27%)

1.31 (18%)

2.50 (33%)

7.53

t=0

99%o,o

3.44 (48%)

3.64 (51%)

-

0.10 (1%)

7.18

t=0

-

-

-

-

-

-

30%o,o

0.60 (14%)

0.68 (16%)

0.79 (19%)

2.18 (51%)

4.25

t=0

100%o,o

1.93 (48%)

2.00 (50%)

-

0.05 (1%)

3.98

t=0

blank

-

-

-

-

-

-

o,p

*

*

0.53

0.05

0,58

t = 3 and 6 weeks

meso o,o

-

0.56

-

-

0.56

racemic o,o

0.58

-

-

-

0,58

o,o-mix low

0.29

0.31

-

-

0.60

t = 3 weeks

o,o-mix low +
o,p

0.29

0.31

1.06

0,10

1.76

t = 3 weeks

o,o-mix high

0.87

0.93

-

-

1.80

t = 0 and 3 weeks

Treatment

resttotal Fe
FeEDDHA
(mg
l-1 Fe)
(mg l-1 Fe)

Moment of
application

Pot trial 1
blank

Pot trial 2
blank

Pot trial 3

t = 0, 3 and 6
weeks
t = 0, 3 and 6
weeks

Table 2. Treatment overview of the pot trials; * o,p-EDDHA standard contains traces of
racemic and meso o,o-EDDHA
2.4 Sampling and measurement
SPAD measurements were done, as described in Schenkeveld et al., 2008, on the youngest
leaves throughout the pot trials, to monitor chlorosis. Chlorosis was established based on a
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significant difference (α = 0.05) in SPAD-indices between the blank and the treatment with
the highest SPAD-index.
At harvest, the shoots were cut off directly above the soil surface. A 1 kg mixed subsample
was taken from the soil. Roots were collected manually from the soil subsample, which was
stored at 4 °C until further use. The shoots were washed with demineralized water and
dried at 70 °C. After 48 hours, the shoots were weighed (dry weight). The mineral contents
of the shoots were determined by microwave digestion with nitric acid, fluoric acid and
hydrogen peroxide (Novozamsky, et al., 1996). Cu, Fe, Mn and Ni concentrations were
measured by ICP-AES (Varian, Vista Pro). Fe uptake was calculated as the product of shoot
dry weight yield and Fe content of the shoot. Roots were left out of consideration, due to
contamination with soil material.
Pore water was collected from the soil subsample by centrifugation at 7,000 rpm for 15
minutes as described in Schenkeveld et al 2008. The pH of the pore water was measured
directly after collection. Fe, Ca and Mg concentrations were measured by ICP-AES (Varian,
Vista Pro); Cu, Al, Mn, Zn, Ni and Co concentrations were measured by ICP-MS (Perkin
Elmer, ELAN 6000). The samples were acidified with nitric acid before ICP-analysis.
FeEDDHA isomer concentrations were determined after separation by high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) as described in Schenkeveld et al. (2007). Preparation of
experimental solutions and dilution of samples was done with analytical grade chemicals
and ultra pure water.
2.5 Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis of the data was performed using SPSS 12.0. Homogeneity of variance was
tested with the Levene’s test (α = 0.05). A log transformation of the data was executed in
case the variance proved non-homogenous. Differences among treatments were determined
by applying the multivariate general linear model procedure with a Tukey post-hoc test (α =
0.05). Block effects from the tables were accounted for by including table as a random factor.

3. Results and discussion
Chlorosis
Inducing Fe deficiency chlorosis is a prerequisite for testing the effectiveness of the FeEDDHA
components. In all three pot trials, the plants in the blank treatment became chlorotic,
approximately a week after transfer of the seedlings to the pots. The development of chlorosis
differed per pot trial; in pot trial 1 and 2, the degree of chlorosis reached a maximum after
around three weeks, after which the difference in SPAD-index started to decrease. In pot trial
1, chlorosis in the youngest leaves of the blank treatment was actually entirely over-grown by
the time the plants were harvested (Schenkeveld et al., 2008). Possibly, the decrease in degree
of chlorosis is related to an increased root density in the pots as a result of an ongoing
development of the root system. This high root density leads to increased rhizosphere effects
and an enhanced ability of the plants to acquire Fe. In pot trial 3, the degree of chlorosis
stabilized and remained more or less constant towards the end of the experiment.
3.1 Effect of FeEDDHA treatment composition on Fe uptake
Pore water concentrations
The Fe concentration in the pore water of the blank treatment was below detection limit,
both in this and the other two pot trial experiments, indicating that FeEDDHA components
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were responsible for all Fe in solution in the FeEDDHA treatments. At harvest of pot trial 1,
the total Fe concentration in the pore water proved linearly related to the o,o-FeEDDHA
content of the FeEDDHA treatments (Figure 5). Racemic o,o-FeEDDHA accounted for
approximately 80% of the Fe in solution, and meso o,o-FeEDDHA for the remaining 20%.
o,p-FeEDDHA and rest-FeEDDHA had been removed from soil solution practically
completely. These components have a tendency to adsorb due to a relatively high affinity
for soil reactive surfaces. Moreover, upon interaction with soil, Cu may rapidly displace Fe
from o,p-FeEDDHA resulting in solibilization of o,p-CuEDDHA (Garcia-Marco et al., 2006;
Hernandez-Apaolaza et al., 2006; Schenkeveld et al., 2007). Hence, removal of FeEDDHA
components from soil solution is to a large extent unrelated to plant processes. From the
amount of Fe added with the FeEDDHA treatment only in between 4 and 20 % was
retrieved at harvest. The recovery of racemic o,o-FeEDDHA and meso o,o-FeEDDHA was
around 30% and 7%, respectively. The recovery of o,p-FeEDDHA and rest-FeEDDHA was
below 1%.

2.0

total Fe in solution
racemic o,o-FeEDDHA

[Fe] (mg l-1)

1.6

meso o,o-FeEDDHA

R2 = 0.98

1.2
0.8

R2 = 0.98

0.4

R2 = 0.99

0.0

0

0.5
o,o-FeEDDHA fraction

1

Fig. 5. Fe and FeEDDHA component concentrations in soil solution of Santomera soil at
harvest as a function of the o,o-FeEDDHA content of the FeEDDHA treatment. Error bars
indicate standard deviations. (based on Schenkeveld et al., 2008)
Fe uptake
Fe uptake by soybean plants increased with increasing o,o-FeEDDHA content of the
FeEDDHA treatment (Figure 6a). At low o,o-FeEDDHA content, the increase in Fe uptake is
relatively strong, but the slope of the curve flattens with increasing o,o-FeEDDHA content,
and eventually an optimum is reached (Schenkeveld et al., 2010a).
The increase in Fe uptake with increasing o,o-FeEDDHA content suggests that Fe uptake is
related to the Fe concentration in soil solution (Figure 5). This makes sense, since the limited
solubility of Fe in calcareous soil is one of the primal causes for Fe chlorosis. The fact that Fe
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uptake, unlike Fe concentration in soil solution, is not linearly related to the o,o-FeEDDHA
content suggests a saturation effect, commonly observed with micronutrient uptake in
relation to bioavailability (Marschner, 1995).
As a result of the FeEDDHA treatments, Fe uptake increased from 0.70 mg pot-1 in the blank
to 1.75 mg pot-1 in the 99% o,o-FeEDDHA treatment; a 150% increase. The 16%o,o
FeEDDHA treatment already increased Fe uptake by approximately 75%, to 1.22 mg pot-1.
The additional Fe uptake in the FeEDDHA treatments in comparison to the blank only
accounted for 7 to 15% of the Fe provided as FeEDDHA, and for 15 to 44% of the Fe added
as o,o-FeEDDHA.
The increased Fe uptake manifested both in an increased Fe content of the shoot (Figure 6b),
and in an increased dry weight yield (Figure 6c). The trends in Fe content and dry weight
yield as a function of o,o-FeEDDHA content are similar as for Fe uptake. The relative effect
on Fe content of the shoot: an increase from 31 to 60 mg kg(dw)-1 (≈ 100% increase), was
larger than the relative effect on dry weight yield; an increase from 22.1 to 29.0 g(dw) pot-1
(≈ 30% increase). Comparable results were also obtained with soybean grown on another
calcareous soil (Schenkveld et al., 2008; results not shown).
An important practical implication of these results for FeEDDHA application prior to the
onset of chlorosis is, that for obtaining similar results in terms of crop yield and crop quality,
a smaller dosage of FeEDDHA products with a higher o,o-FeEDDHA content is required in
comparison to products with a lower o,o-FeEDDHA content.

a
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Fig. 6. a) Fe uptake; b) Fe content of the shoot; and c) dry weight yield (shoot) of soybean
plants grown on Santomera soil as a function of the o,o-FeEDDHA content of the FeEDDHA
treatment. Error bars indicate standard deviations. (based on Schenkeveld et al., 2008)
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3.2 FeEDDHA-facilitated Fe uptake as a function of time
Pore water concentrations
In Figure 7, the Fe and FeEDDHA component concentrations are presented as a function of
time for the 30%o,oL treatment from pot trial 2. Within the first week of the experiment, the
Fe concentration underwent a strong drop, from 4.25 to 0.81 mg l-1 Fe, after which it
gradually declined further (Figure 7a). This drop was largely caused by the practically
complete removal of o,p-FeEDDHA and rest-FeEDDHA from soil solution. From 1 week
onward, the Fe concentration was largely (> 92%) governed by racemic and meso o,oFeEDDHA (Figure 7b). The concentration of racemic and meso o,o-FeEDDHA underwent
two stages: 1) a rapid, strong decline within the first week, and 2) a gradual decline from
one week onward. The initial decrease in racemic o,o-FeEDDHA concentration (≈28%) was
smaller than for meso o,o-FeEDDHA (≈54%). This fast decline has been attributed to
adsorption, which can be described with linear adsorption isotherms (Schenkeveld et al
2010a). The rate of the gradual decline was higher for meso o,o-FeEDDHA than for racemic
o,o-FeEDDHA, resulting in a continuous increase in relative contribution of racemic o,oFeEDDHA to the total Fe in solution. The nature of the gradual decline differed for racemic
and meso o,o-FeEDDHA: for meso o,o-FeEDDHA it could be accurately described with an
exponential decay function, whereas for racemic o,o-FeEDDHA no decline was observed in
the second week of the experiment and from 2 weeks onward, the rate of decline was less
consistent (Figure 7b). The decay constant in the exponential function describing the
gradual decline in meso o,o-FeEDDHA concentration proved dependent on the applied
amount of meso o,o-FeEDDHA (Schenkeveld et al., 2010a).
Fe uptake
Fe uptake as a function of time is presented in Figure 8 and was calculated by subtracting
total Fe uptake of two consecutive harvesting rounds for a corresponding treatment. Fe
uptake at 2 weeks actually represent the Fe taken up during the second week, and so on.
During the 2nd week, in the early vegetative stage, Fe requirements were still low. Chlorosis
had just developed in the soybean plants and possibly utilization of Fe which had been
present in the seeds, still covered part of the Fe requirements. In the 3rd and the 4th week,
during the progressed vegetative stage, Fe demand strongly increased and in the blank
treatment chlorosis was most severe. In the course of the 4th and during the 5th week, the
transfer from the vegetative to the reproductive stage took place; the plants flowered and
started to grow pods. In the 6th week, the seed formation inside the pods progressed and Fe
requirements were even larger than during the vegetative stage, in order to provide the
seeds with sufficient Fe (Grusak, 1995). Throughout the experiment, the sequence in Fe
uptake was: blank < 30%o,o < 100%o,o. The difference in Fe uptake among the treatments
was largest in growth stages in which Fe requirements were largest. The large differences in
Fe uptake during the reproductive stage did not show in an increased difference in SPADindices (Schenkeveld et al., 2010a).
Relation between FeEDDHA removal and Fe uptake
The amount of FeEDDHA components removed from the soil system (solid and solution
phase combined) per week was calculated from the decrease in soil solution concentration
(Figure 8b), assuming linear adsorption (Schenkeveld et al., 2010a), and is presented as a
function of time for the 100%o,o treatment in Figure 9a. The removal of meso o,o-FeEDDHA
was larger than the removal of racemic o,o-FeEDDHA throughout the experiment. Still,
racemic o,o-FeEDDHA, seems to have a more pronounced influence on the shape of the
total o,o-FeEDDHA removal-curve (Figure 9a).
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Fig. 7. Fe and FeEDDHA component concentrations in the pore water of Santomera soil as a
function of time for the 30%o,o treatment. Error bars indicate standard deviations. (based on
Schenkeveld et al., 2010a)
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Fig. 8. Fe uptake (shoot) by soybean plants grown on Santomera soil as a function of time.
Error bars have been omitted. (based on Schenkeveld et al., 2010a)
In Figure 9b, two scenarios for FeEDDHA-facilitated Fe uptake are presented as a function of
time for the 100%o,o treatment. In the maximum FeEDDHA-facilitated uptake scenario, all Fe
uptake by the soybean plants is assumed FeEDDHA-facilitated; in the minimum FeEDDHAfacilitated uptake scenario, only the Fe uptake in addition to Fe uptake in the blank treatment
is assumed FeEDDHA-facilitated. The shape of the racemic o,o-FeEDDHA removal curve
strongly resembles the shape of the FeEDDHA-facilitated Fe uptake curves (Figure 9b). This
suggests that the removal of racemic o,o-FeEDDHA from the soil system is to a large extent
plant-related. The fact that the gradual decline in racemic o,o-FeEDDHA concentration only
started after 2 weeks, when the plants developed a strong need for Fe, further supports this
reasoning. The shape of the meso o,o-FeEDDHA removal curve (Figure 9a) does not show a
similar resemblance, which suggests that the removal of meso o,o-FeEDDHA from the soil
system is to a large extent non-plant related. The nature of the plant-independent process
causing a decline in meso o,o-FeEDDHA concentration remains unclear.
3.3 Effect of moment of application on Fe uptake from FeEDDHA components
Pore water concentrations
The FeEDDHA component concentrations in the pore water at harvest of pot trial 3 are
presented in Figure 10. o,p-FeEDDHA was not detected in any of the samples and has not
been included in the figure. In agreement with the results from the other two pot trails, for
each of the moments of application separately, racemic o,o-FeEDDHA remained in solution
to a larger extent than meso o,o-FeEDDHA. The recovered concentrations only accounted
for up to 25% of the racemic o,o-FeEDDHA and up to 8% of the meso o,o-FeEDDHA
applied. In particular for the treatment applied at t=6 weeks these low recoveries are
remarkable; there was only 2 weeks of residence in the soil-plant system.
For corresponding treatments applied at t=0 and t=3 weeks, the recovery of the treatment
applied at t=3 weeks was consequently lower than for the treatment applied at the start of
the experiment. This seems counter-intuitive, because the residence time in the soil-plant
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Fig. 9. a) Amount of total, racemic and meso o,o-FeEDDHA removed from the soil system
per week for the 100%o,o treatment; b) Minimum and maximum FeEDDHA-facilitated Fe
uptake (shoot) per week by soybean plants grown on Santomera soil as a function of time,
and the amount of racemic o,o-FeEDDHA removed from the soil system per pot per week,
both for the 100%o,oL treatment. Error bars have been omitted. (based on Schenkeveld et al.,
2010a)
system of the treatment applied at t=0 is 3 weeks longer. An essential difference regarding
the system to which the FeEDDHA treatments were applied, is that with application at t=3
weeks, the soybean plants had grown chlorotic and Fe deficiency stress mechanisms had
been activated by the time the treatment was applied, whereas plants receiving FeEDDHA
treatment at t=0 never grew Fe deficient to this extent in the first place. For strategy I plants
like soybean, one of the stress response mechanisms involves up-regulation of the ferric
chelates reductase (FCR) system at the root surface (Robinson et al., 1999; Marschner, 1995),
enabling plants to more efficiently reduce and take up chelated Fe. Provided that the
efficiency of the corresponding EDDHA ligand in complexing and solubilizing Fe from
the soil is limited, the FeEDDHA isomer concentration in soil solution will hence decrease
more swiftly and strongly in the presence of Fe deficient plants than with plants that are not
Fe deficient.
Comparison of corresponding treatments applied at t=0 and t=6 weeks shows that the
racemic o,o-FeEDDHA concentrations are comparable (133 and 145 µg l-1), and the meso o,oFeEDDHA concentrations are approximately twice as high in the t=6 weeks treatment (20
and 47 µg l-1); still these differences in meso o,o-FeEDDHA concentration are small in
comparison to the dosage applied (560 µg l-1). The effect of stress response mechanisms on
o,o-FeEDDHA concentrations equaled six weeks of residence time in the soil-plant system
for racemic o,o-FeEDDHA, and over 3 weeks for meso o,o-FeEDDHA.
Fe uptake
The Fe uptake data presented in Figure 11 demonstrate that, in agreement with Rojas et al.,
2008, o,p-FeEDDHA did not significantly increase Fe uptake in any of the treatments;
neither applied as a single substance (o,p 3 and o,p 6 treatment) nor in a mixture through a
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Fig. 10. Racemic and meso o,o-FeEDDHA concentration in the pore water of Santomera soil
at harvest. Error bars indicate standard deviations. Letters indicate the significantly different
groups as identified by the Tukey post-hoc test, for both FeEDDHA components separately.
(based on Schenkeveld et al., 2010b)
synergistic effect (o,o-mix low + o,p). Due to its interaction with soil constituents, the
residence time of o,p-FeEDDHA in soil solution can be short (Schenkeveld et al., 2007).
Therefore o,p-FEDDHA had only been applied to soybean plants that were already Fe
deficient at the moment of application. However, even when applied in the growth stages
that Fe requirements were highest and Fe stress response mechanisms were activated,
facilitating a more efficient Fe uptake, o,p-FeEDDHA still did not significantly increase the
Fe uptake of soybean plants.
Both racemic o,o-FeEDDHA and meso o,o-FeEDDHA did contribute to Fe uptake (Figure
11), as shown from the fact that in all treatments with o,o-FeEDDHA, Fe uptake was
significantly higher than in the blank treatment. This is in agreement with the conclusion
from the study by Ryskievich and Boku (1962). For none of the moments of application,
significant differences in Fe uptake were found between the racemic o,o and meso o,o
treatment. Because overall Fe uptake in the o,o-mix high treatments was higher than in the
racemic o,o (p = 0.030) and the meso o,o (p = 0.012) treatments, Fe uptake was not yet maximal
in the racemic o,o and the meso o,o treatments. Therefore it can be concluded that racemic and
meso o,o-FeEDDHA were approximately equally effective in facilitating Fe uptake. Lucena
and Chaney (2006) reported that meso o,o-FeEDDHA was more effective in delivering Fe to
hydroponically grown cucumber plants than racemic o,o-FeEDDHA, as a result of a lower
stability favouring Fe reduction at the root surface. Possibly in soil, a preferential Fe uptake
from meso o,o-FeEDDHA was balanced by a higher affinity for the solid phase and a faster
decline in soil solution concentration.
Moreover, for both the racemic o,o and meso o,o treatments, no significant difference in Fe
uptake was observed between the different moments of application. This is remarkable,
because the plants receiving treatment after 6 weeks had much less time to benefit from the
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applied o,o-FeEDDHA. Apparently, as a result of Fe deficiency stress response mechanisms
and development of the root system, the soybean plants had grown much more efficient
with regard to Fe uptake. In only two weeks time, the soybean plants from the racemic o,o 6
and meso o,o 6 treatments took up an additional 0.36 mg of Fe per pot, which corresponds
with 50% of the total Fe uptake in the blank treatment.

Fig. 11. Fe uptake by soybean plants grown on Santomera soil for all FeEDDHA treatments.
Error bars indicate standard deviations. Letters indicate the significantly different groups as
identified by the Tukey post-hoc test including all FeEDDHA treatments and all moments of
application. (based on Schenkeveld et al., 2010b)

4. Conclusions, limitations and challenges for future research
In the pot trial experiments conducted, it was found that the effectiveness of FeEDDHA
components in delivering Fe to soil-grown plants is largely determined by their ability to
remain in solution. The residence time of o,p-FeEDDHA in soil solution proved too short to
significantly contribute to facilitating Fe uptake. The residence time of both racemic and
meso o,o-FeEDDHA was much longer and both isomers did contribute to Fe uptake,
approximately to the same extent on the time scale considered. o,o-FeEDDHA facilitated Fe
uptake increased both the Fe content and the dry weight yield of the soybean plants.
Contrary to racemic o,o-FeEDDHA, the residence time of meso o,o-FeEDDHA in soil
solution was substantially compromised by plant-independent processes. Due to its longer
residence time, racemic o,o-FeEDDHA is likely to remain effective for a longer time-span
than meso o,o-FeEDDHA. The effectiveness of rest-FeEDDHA has not been separately
assessed in the pot trials. In the study examining the effect of FeEDDHA treatment
composition, it was concluded that o,o-FeEDDHA governed Fe uptake; the contribution of
rest-FeEDDHA was marginal, at most.
The findings from the presented pot trial studies may serve appliers of FeEDDHA fertilizer
to make a better selection out of the available products and help them to optimize the
dosage and frequency of application. Furthermore, they may provide producers of
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FeEDDHA fertilizers with leads for optimizing the compositions of their formulations and
for effectively marketing their products.
Although the processes examined in these pot trials also take place in a field situation, a
translation of the results to a field situation should be treated with caution, because plant
care and growth conditions differ strongly between the field and a conditioned greenhouse,
not all processes affecting FeEDDHA concentration in the field have been considered, and
the relative impact of the individual process may well be different in the field than in a
controlled environment.
The presented studies persued insights on a level, transcending an individual soil or crop.
Still, for practical reasons, only one plant species (soybean) and one soil (Santomera) have
been used. This inevitably holds a risk of over-representation of soil-, species- or even
cultivar specific peculiarities. Challenges for future research would therefore include
carrying out comparative studies with different soils and crops, and conducting field trials
to examine how the results from the pot trials relate to agricultural practice.
Another focal point for further research concerns the fate of FeEDDHA components in the
soil-plant system. The results from the pot trial studies show that for most of the FeEDDHA
components, the fate is determined by plant-independent processes. A better understanding
of the soil processes affecting the effectiveness of FeEDDHA components, or in a more
general sense, of Fe chelates applied as fertilizer, would enable a more efficient and soil
specific application of Fe fertilizer products. Processes to examine more closely than
reported so far would for instance include biodegradation, adsorption, cation competition
and leaching.
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1. Introduction
Increase of the cereal production in the world is desired for increase of global food demand.
The savanna agro-ecosystems of South America are one of the most important potential
areas for expansion of agricultural production in the world. Therefore, the opening of some
12 million ha of this area has been conducted over the last 40 years (Kerridge, 2001). For
example, in the Brazilian savanna, grain crops cover 12-14 million ha and introduced
pasture area is over 50 million ha (Maceado, 2001).
However, under continuous cropping, soil productivity declines due to soil loss, soil
compaction, loss of organic matter and increase in pests, diseases and weeds. For example,
the soybean yield in Yguazu, Alto Parana, Paraguay, increased to over 3 t/ha after the
introduction of a no-tillage cultivation system in 1983. However, the yield increase stopped
in the early 1990’s, and recently the yield seems to be decreasing (Seki, 1999; Shimoda et al.,
2010). As a means to solve these problems, Kerridge (2001) suggested that integrated agropastoral systems with no-tillage appeared to be the key to sustainable development. But,
since the period used as pasture and the pasture manegement methods have various
combination in the system, few studies have been evaluated them synthetically.
The Japan International Research Center for Agricultural Socience Japan (JIRCAS) was
conducted the joint reserchs of agropastoral system with the National Beef Cattle Research
Center of the Brazilian Agricultural research Corporation (EMBRAPA-CNPGC) from 1996 to
2006 and many results were obtained from several experiments (Macedo et al., 2004; Kanno
et al., 2004; Miranda et al., 2004 etc.). In addition, JIRCAS was conducted with the Japan
International Cooperation Agency’s Paraguay Agricultural Technology Center (CETAPARJICA) from 2003 to 2008 (Shimoda et al., 2010; 2011). In this report, I clarify the positive
effects of an agropastoral system synthetically.

2. Material and methods
2.1 Study site
Two experiments (Exp.-1 and Exp.-2) were conducted in CETAPAR-JICA for soybean
productivity with agropastoral system. CETAPAR-JICA is located in Colonia Yguazu (a
Japanese settlement, 35°27’S, 55°04’W) in Alto Parana, Paraguay. Soil in this area is fertile
and is known as “Terras Roxas” in Brazil (Igarashi 1997). Mean annual temperature and
precipitation from 1972 to 2002 were 21.6°C and 1545 mm, respectively.
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2.2 Experimental design
For Exp.-1, part of a field at CETAPAR-JICA, where soybean and wheat had been
continuously cropped in a no-tillage system since 1993, was converted to Guinea grass
(Panicum maximum cv. Tanzania) pasture in 1996. Established as a permanent pasture, it was
maintained without fertilizer, cutting, or renovation for 7 years after establishment, and was
used as a complementary pasture. In October 2003, the pasture was converted into an
agropastoral plot where soybean and wheat were cultivated. the agropastoral plot was
2.97ha. In another part of the field adjacent to the agropastoral site, where soybean and
wheat had been continuously cultivated in a no-tillage system since 1993, the non-converted
treatment was replicated in three plots (control plots). Each plot was 0.68 ha.
For Exp.-2, 15 plots were arranged at the study site, each plot was 0.68 ha (124 m × 55 m)
where soybean and wheat had been continuously cultivated in a no-tillage system since
1993. Twelve plots were randomly converted to Guinea grass (Panicum maximum cv.
Monbasa) pasture in November 2003. These pastures were managed as intensive grazing
pastures under high grazing pressure. The strip grazing was conducted in the pasture
year round, and cattle were fed supplement during four months in dry season.
Fertilization was also conducted (ammonium sulfate). The stocking rate was from 4.5 to
6.0 UA/ha for 3 years. Three plots of these pastures were also reconverted to soybeanwheat fields in October 2007 as no-tillage system (agropastoral plots). The non-converted
treatment was replicated in three plots (control plots). Control plots in Exp.-1 and Exp.-2
were same plots.
2.3 Chemical and physical properties of soil
To investigate the chemical properties of the soil, samples from depths of 0-10, 10-20, 20-40,
and 40-60 cm were collected independently from each plot, and the concentrations of
phosphate, the percentage organic matter and pH, were measured. The concentrations of
phosphate were analyzed using the Mehlich-III method, and percentage organic matter was
analyzed using the Walkley-Black method. The pH of soils was measured using a pH meter
(Horiba Co. Ltd.).
Moreover, soil was sampled from 0–5, 5–10, 10–20, 20–40, and 40–60 cm depths for
measurement of physical properties, three phases of soil, bulk density, and soil aggregates
(Only Exp.-1). Three phases of soils and soil aggregates were measured using a three-phase
meter and an aggregate analyzer (Daiki Rika Kogyo Co., Ltd.), respectively.
We analyzed soybean and wheat production and soil chemical and physical data between
the agropastoral plots and control plots using t-test, and the annual variation of chemical
data in both plots using the Tukey-Kramer method. Details of the study methods were
shown in Shimoda et al (2010, 2011).

3. Results
3.1 Soybean production
Since the yield of a soybean had a large change every year, the effect of agropastoral system
was evaluated by using ratio of the soybean yield in agropastoral plots to that in control
plots (Table 1). As a result, the ratios of the first year when reconverted into soybean field
from the pasture were 2.35 in Exp-1 and 1.02 in Exp-2, respectively. In addition, the ratios of
the second year were 1.86 in Exp-1 and 1.42 in Exp-2, respectively. The effect of Exp-1 was
larger than that of Exp-2.
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The first, second and third year in Exp.-1 were drought years and the second year in Exp.-2
was drought year too. The ratios of drought years were larger than the ratio of normal year
in both experiments.
Moreover, during the experimental period in Exp.-1, the relative yield of soybean decreased
year by year from 2.31 t/ha in the first year to 1.11 t/ha in the fourth year.
Experiment 1 (Exp-1)1

Experiment 2 (Exp-2)2

More than 3 years

More than 10 years

7 years

4 years

Pasture condition
Period as a soybean field before rotation
Period as a pasture after rotation

P. maxmum cv. Tanzania P. maxmum cv. Monbasa

Introduced grass species
Grazing intensity
Weght gain per hectare

Extensive

Intensive

Little(unknown)

1.34ton/ha

Soybean production (Agropastoral/continuous cropping)
First year soybean production after rerotation

1.48ton/ha (2.35 times)*

3.71ton/ha (1.02 times)

Second year soybean production after rerotation

3.56ton/ha (1.86 times)*

1.24ton/ha (1.42 times)*

Third year soybean production after rerotation

2.84ton/ha (1.45 times)*

-

Forth year soybean production after rerotation

2.74ton/ha (1.11 times)

-

Source: 1 from Shimoda et.al. (2010) and 2 from Shimoda et al. (2011).
*:Drought year.

Table 1. Study site profile and soybean production
3.2 Chemical properties
In Exp-1, the soil organic matter content in the agropastoral plots was 1.20 times higher than
that in the control plots with significant difference at the reconversion from the pasture.
However, in Exp-2, the soil organic matter content in the agropastoral plots was same (1.04
times) as that in the control plots. Under intensive grazing (Exp.2), even if soybean field was
converted to the pasture, the accumulation of organic matter was not promoted (Fig. 1).
On the other hand, the phosphate concentration in agropastoral plots was 0.28 times than
that in the control plots in Exp.-1 and 0.19 times than that in the control plots in Exp.-2 (Tble
2). Under extensive and intensive grazing, the accumulation of phosphate at soil surface was
dissolved. After conversion to the pasture, phospate concentration was reduced by half in
only two years (Fig. 2). But, phosphate accumulation was promoted in control plots. In
addition, pH of soil surface was also increased with dissolution of phspate accumulation,
the acidic soil was improved by nutral soil (Fig. 3).
Experiment 1 (Exp-1)1
Chemical properties
Organic matter
Phosphate

Experiment 2 (Exp-2)2

7rd year pasture/Control plot 3rd year pasture/Control plot
1.20 times***
***

0.28 times

1.04 times
0.19 times**

Source: 1 from Shimoda et.al. (2010) and 2 from Shimoda et al. (2011).
**:P<0.01. **:P<0.001

Table 2. Comparison of soil chemical properties at soil surface (0-10cm in depth)
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4

3
Agropastoral (pasture)
Control
2
2003

2005

2006

Fig. 1. Change in organic matter percentage (%) of Exp.-2 in the soil surface (0-10cm at depth).

Phosphate (mg/kg)

50
40

Agropastoral (pasture)
Control

30
20

a

b
b

10
0

b

c

c

2003

2005

2006

Fig. 2. Change in phosphate concentration (mg/kg) of Exp.-2 in the soil surface (0-10cm at
depth). A different letter is significantly different.
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6.5

Agropastoral (pasture)
Control
ab

bc

pH

a

6.0
c

c

bc

5.5

2003

2005

2006

Fig. 3. Change in pH of Exp.-2 in the soil surface (0-10cm at depth).
A different letter is significantly different.
3.3 Physical properties
In soil samples from deeper than 10 cm, the gaseous phase percentage in the agropastoral
plots was significantly higher than in control plots (Fig 4), but was lower at the soil surface
(0–10 cm depth). The bulk density of samples from the soil surface of agropastoral plots was
higher than that of control plots, and the bulk density of soil samples from deeper than 20
cm was lower than that of control plots (Fig. 4). But, they did not have significantly
difference. In addition, the percentage of large aggregates in the soil of the agropastoral
plots was 3 to 7% higher than that in control plots at each depth (Fig. 4). Especially, at the
soil surface, it was significantly higher than that in control plots.
Bulk density

0

5

10

15

Percentage (%)

**
20

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

Density (g/cm3)

1.8

5 -10

Depth (cm)

Depth (cm)

3 0-50 2 0-30 1 0-15

**

**
**

*

3 0-50 2 0-30 1 0-15

0 -5
5-10

0 -5
5 -10

**

3 0-50 2 0-30 1 0-15

Depth (cm)

Aggregate≧0.25mm
0 -5

Gaseous phase

80

85

90

95

100

Percentage (%)

*,**:Data are significantly different at 5% and 1% level from the control plot, respectively.

Fig. 4. Physical properties of the soil in agropastoral and control plots of Exp.-1.
Gray bar is the mean value and SD in agropastoral plot and white bar is those in control plot.
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4. Discussion
In the first and second year after reconversion from the pastures, the ratio of the soybean
yield in agropastoral plots to that in control plots in Exp.-1 was higher than that in Exp.-2.
Therefore, it was thought that the positive effects on soybean productivity of the
agropastoral system with extensive grazing and long term pasture was higher than that
with intensive grazing and short term pasture. Macedo et al. (2004) reported that the mean
ratio of the soybean yield in the first year between all 4 years agropastoral plots and control
plots was 1.12 (calculated from their table) under a conventional grazing system which the
weight gain of cattle per hectare was one-third that of our intensive grazing system. But, it
had higher grazing pressure than that of our extensive grazing system. Therefore, it was
considered that the positive effect on soybean productivity was large as the grazing pressure
was low.
However, it was thought that it would be lost in about four years even if agropastoral
system with the extensive grazing and long term pasture (seven years) was conducted. So, it
was important for this system to convert a field into a pasture continually.
In the drought year, the positive effect on soybean productivity was clear. It was considered
as a reason that the phosphate accumulation at soil surface was dissolved. Many studies
reported that the root of soybean was distributed within a shallow soil layer with no-tillage
system (Iijima et al., 2007; Izumi et al., 2009). In addition, the phosphate accumulates near
the soil surface, which restricts a crop root distribution within a shallow soil layer with a notillage system (Holanda et al., 1998; Seki et al., 2001). Plants with shallower root systems
have a disadvantage for uptake and sensitive to drought (Schwinning ,1988).
In general, soybean does not grow well in acidic soil, and a pH range of 6.0 to 6.5 is best for
soybean cultivation (Kokubun, 2002). In our system, soil pH in top soil improved from 5.89
to 6.11 over 3 years in the pasture, and conversely, soil pH became lower and the soil
acidified in the control plots. Therefore, possibly the improvement of soil pH had same
effect on the increase of the soybean yield.
Studies have reported that the accumulation of organic matter in soil is promoted by
introducing agropastoral systems (Miranda et al., 2004; Salton & Lamas, 2007; Shimoda et
al., 2010). In general, organic matter develops the soil aggregate structure and improves the
water-holding capacity (Uwasawa, 2002). However, the accumulation of organic matter was
promoted in Exp.-1 and not promoted in Exp.-2. Ogawa & Mitamura (1982) also reported
that the accumulation of organic matter was not promoted by grazing. It was a reason that
the root growth was inhibited by cutting the aboveground part of the grass (Davidson &
Milthorpe, 1966a; 1966b). In addition, a lot of grass was grazed and much cattle meat (1.54
ton/ha) was carried out from the pasture every year under our intensive grazing. Therefore,
it was thought that the positive effects on soybean productivity in Exp.-1 was larger than
that in Exp.-2 by the promotion of organic matter accumulation.
In Exp.-1, at soil surface (0-10 cm at depth) in agro-pastoral plots, the percentage of gaseous
was lower and bulk density was higher. Soil compaction of soil surface inhibits soybean
production (Ae, 1997). However, since soil sampling was carried out immediately after
killing off Guinea grass by herbicide, soil compaction at the surface would disappear
rapidly by decomposition of the root of Guinea grass after that. And, since the percentage of
gaseous phase of soil in agropastoral plots was higher in the soil layer from 10 cm to 50 cm
at depth, it was thought that soil compaction occurred in no-tillage cultivation had
improved. In addition, percentage of large aggregate of soil of agro-pastoral plots was
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higher than that of control plots in each depth. Higher percentage of large aggregate may
promote inflow of air to underground. Inflow of air to underground promotes nitrogen
fixation of soybean (Ae 1997). Therefore, it seemed that the improvement of physical
properties of soil has contributed to recovery of soybean productivity.

5. Conclusion
The effects on soybean productivity of the agropastoral system with extensive grazing and
long term pasture and with intensive grazing and short term pasture were positive. In
addition, the positive effect on soybean productivity was clear in the drought year. It was
thought the positive effects were promoted by the dissolvation of phosphate accumulates
near the soil surface, accumulation of organic matter, improvement of soil compaction,
and etc..
The investigation which took in intensive grazing was carried out for the income
compensation of soybean farmers during the period used as a pasture. However, it was
thought that productivity recovery of a soybean and the productivity of livestock had a
relation of a trade-off. So, it waits for research to shorten the period used as a pasture.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Occurrence
Soybean rust is a foliar disease which initially surfaced and remained for many years in
Asian countries such as Taiwan, Thailand, Japan and India (Ozkan et al., 2006). After that,
the disease was detected in Uganda and South Africa and more recently in South America.
Asian Soybean Rust (ASR) is caused by the Phakopsora pachyrhizi Sydon & P. Sydon fungus
and has been the worst disease in soybean culture. The disease has been present on the
American continent, in Paraguay and southern regions of Brazil since 2001 (Yorinori et al.,
2010). The importance of ASR disease in Brazil can be evaluated by its rapid expansion and
severity and the subsequent economic losses. Over three years (2001 to 2003), ASR dispersed
to all soybean producing regions of Brazil, reached the whole of the American continent and
was detected in the United States of America in November, 2004 (Yorinori, 2010). ASR
disease, when not controlled, can cause a total loss of production (Yorinori et al., 2004). In
Brazil, crops free of disease can have an average productivity of 3,300 kg ha-1. However,
with the production cost included for a return, net profits of 2,436 kg ha-1 have been seen,
thus it is recommendable to control the causal agent of the disease (Yorinori, 2005). In the
2007/08 season, ASR showed the lowest severity level since the 2002/03 season, due to
farmer awareness of the necessity to obey the “period of sowing interruption”, instituted by
many of states of the Brazilian Federation. Another cause for improvement was the
predominance in the planting of earlier varieties and the improved monitoring system of the
disease (Yorinori et al., 2010).
1.2 Severity of ASR disease
The permanence of the pathogen inoculum in the fields the whole year around, due to the
post-harvest sowing of the summer season and due to sowing carried out under irrigation
during the winter/spring crop season, it was difficult to control the disease between the
2003 and 2005 seasons. During this control period, in the western region of Brazil, the first
symptoms of rust were already visible 18 to 30 days after emergence began (V3/V4) and,
therefore, some crops received up to seven applications of fungicides. In 2005, with the
liberation of the genetically modified soybean culture Roundup Ready (RR), between
harvests, the situation became even more serious due to the permanence of the pathogen in
the fields all year round (Yorinori et al., 2010). With the “period of sowing interruption”,
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when only the cultivation of soybeans used in research and for increasing generations
provided by breeding lines is permitted under severe rust control conditions and subject to
government control organs (MAPA), the severity of the disease has diminished.
Nevertheless, the use of control practices of low efficiency, with inadequate fungicides, the
use of reduced doses for lowering costs and inadequate number and duration of
applications, unfortunately, contribute to persistence of the disease resulting in significant
production losses. Continuous monitoring programs, adequate handling practices and
appropriate application technology are necessary in order to guarantee the production of
soybean culture. The relationship between lateness in the control of ASR and the severity of
the disease is 0.25% for each day in which control is not carried out. The relationship
between the return rate of the soybean and the severity of ASR is of -36 kg ha-1 for each
severity percentage point (Calaça, 2007).
1.3 Control of the pathogenic agent
In order to define the strategies to be used for ASR control, regarding application
technology, there must be an awareness of the way systemic fungicides move into plants
after application and absorption has been carried out. In the present-day market, the
majority of fungicides recommended for ASR control move from the base to the top of each
leaf, with little chance of moving in the other direction and without the possibility of
dislocation from one leaf to another (Antuniassi, 2005). Amongst the fungicides available at
present for pathogen control, the triazole fungicides, when used alone, have not presented
good performance, as can be seen with ciproconazole, propiconazole and meticonazole
(Yorinori et al., 2010). The consistency shown in programmes for chemical control applied in
a curative and preventive manner on different soybean varieties and growth stages of the
crop has been evaluated by Navarini et al. (2007). The authors established that there was a
tendency that higher profit rates were related to preventive applications between the R1 and
R3 stages. They also established a low efficiency rate in the control of the pathogen when the
fungicide propiconazole was applied in a preventive manner. A deficiency in the control of
P. pachyrhizi was also observed 30 days after the spraying of the fungicide difeconazole on
this crop, in a comparative evaluation of fungicides carried out by Soares et al. (2004). It
therefore, becomes evident that triazole fungicides have some limited systemic activity
(moving through the plant, especially to newly developed leaves) and are thus somewhat
forgiving if the application is less than perfect. When triazole fungicides are mixed with
strobilurin fungicides, they show better performance in the control of rust disease. In Brazil,
it is believed that the causes of control failures may be related to technical failures in
application, predominantly in a population shift which is more tolerant to triazole
fungicides in some regions (Fungicide Resistance Action Committee – FRAC), instead of
developing a tolerance or resistance to the triazole fungicides through genetic mutation of
the fungus. As a precautionary measure, class representatives of the producers recommend
the use of triazoles only when mixed with other groups of fungicides.
1.4 Economic impact of ASR in Brazil
An estimate of the volume of grain losses and of the economic impact of ASR in the period
between 2002 and 2009 reached 34.2 million tons, a value equivalent to more than half a
full soybean harvest. On the other hand, the economic impact of ASR, adding up grain
losses (US$ 7.95 billions), control costs (US$ 5.76 billions) and intake losses (US$ 1.55
billions) during the same period, totalled US$ 15.25 billion (Yorinori et al., 2010). If we
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consider that the world demand for soybeans is strongly linked to population increase, to
world riches and to bioenergy, the necessity to minimise losses in all stages of soybean
processing becomes evident. These demand indicators generate worries, particularly in
Brazil, where the biofuel program has demanded a mixture of 4% biodiesel in the final fuel
formulation since 2009, especially since the main source of biodiesel is soybean oil (Barros &
Menegatti, 2010).

2. Fungicide spray coverage
The right moment for application is determined by climate conditions, the presence and
severity of the disease, plant growth stage and fungicide efficiency (Yorinori et al., 2004).
These factors, together with correct calibration of the application equipment and with
correct handling practices aimed at the control of P. pachyrhizi, have not been sufficient to
impede the advance of the disease in soybean culture. The necessity for more efficient
application of phyto-sanitary products has been related to various researchers such as Adam
(1977), Matuo (1990) and Van De Zande et al. (1994), amongst others. It can therefore be
noted that, in order to obtain the best efficiency, the study and development of new
application technologies are indispensable. Phyto-sanitary products must be applied with
maximum efficiency and, for this to occur, studies of spray deposition and coverage and
spray drift are necessary. This last factor is responsible for losses and is also a cause of
environmental contamination (Matthews, 1992).
2.1 Droplet size and spray coverage
A definition of droplet size and the volume to be applied must be a priority in the planning
of an application. Further factors, such as the correct time of application, weather conditions,
product recommendations and operational conditions, should be considered as a whole,
looking towards maximum performance with the least losses and the least environmental
impact (Antuniassi, 2010). Spray volume has the greatest impact on canopy penetration and
leaf coverage. Increasing the volume improves penetration and coverage. The recommended
spray volume differs for each fungicide. For aerial applications, the minimum
recommended volume is 5-7 gallons per acre (47-65 L ha-1). Recent research on soybean
canopy coverage for ground applications at different growth stages of soybean (R1, R3 and
R5) support recommendations that a spray volume of 15 gpa (140 L ha-1) may provide
adequate coverage of the entire canopy early in the growing season (R1 and R3) but 20 gpa
(187 L ha-1) is necessary later in the growing season (by R5) when the soybean canopy
density and volume have increased (Brown-Rytlewski & Staton, 2010). In Brazil, the spray
volume rates for conventional ground spraying of soybean have varied from 100 to 150 L ha1, but it is possible to have a reduction of 50% in spray volume using the new spray
technologies and earlier varieties. In the mid-west region (Cerrado), the use of low
application rates with conventional ground sprayers is limited by climatic conditions due to
the high temperature (30 to 40°C) and low air humidity (12 to 30%) during the greatest part
of the year. Droplet size is the second most important factor affecting canopy penetration
and leaf coverage. Research has shown that fine to medium droplets, with median volume
diameters (MVD) in the range of 200 to 350 µm, maximise canopy penetration and leaf
coverage. Smaller droplets provide better leaf coverage but lack the momentum to penetrate
the canopy. Larger droplets have the momentum to penetrate the canopy but do not provide
sufficient leaf coverage. Ground speed, nozzle pressure and spray volume should be
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considered when selecting nozzles for the sprayer. Choose nozzles that will produce 200-350
µm droplets at 15 to 20 gallons per acre (140 to 187 L ha-1) while travelling at the desired
speed. In most cases, nozzles for herbicide applications should not be used for fungicide
applications as they are designed to generate larger droplets at lower application rates. All
nozzle manufacturers use a spray classification system (ASAE standard S-572) of six
categories with corresponding colours to classify the droplet size range produced by nozzles
under various operating pressures. The colour of the nozzle itself should not be confused
with the colours listed in Table 1. The nozzle colour describes the flow rate for the nozzle
and the colours on the table describe the nozzle’s droplet size range. When using droplet
size classification charts, select nozzles that produce droplets near the fine end of the
medium (yellow) category.
Droplet category
Very fine
Fine
Medium
Coarse
Very coarse
Extremely coarse

Colour
Red
Orange
Yellow
Blue
Green
White

Symbol
VF
F
M
C
VC
XC

MVD (µm)
<150
150-250
250-350
350-450
450-550
>550

Michigan State University – Department of Plant Pathology, USA

Table 1. ASAE Standard S-572 Spray Quality Categories
Ground speed affects spray volume and vertical droplet velocity. Taking into consideration
that in order to apply fungicides, a fine to medium category of drops are indicated, and that
the maximum wind speed during spraying should not surpass 9.6 km h-1 (Andef, 2004), a
critical new situation presents itself in the field. Auto-propelled sprayers present
innovations that give greater stability to the spray booms and with this, the operational
speed increases to values rearing and even above 16 km h-1. The immediate consequence of
this operational situation is that the relative wind between the boom in displacement and
the air canopy which is present between the spray boom and the intended crop have a
braking effect, contrary to the downward speed of the fine droplets generated at the tips of
the sprayers. This process help with evaporation and also with the drift of the fine spray
droplets and hinders its arrival on the crop canopies to be treated. A second consequence
depends on middle-sized droplets that manage to maintain their falling speed in spite of the
opposite effect generated by the dislocation speed of the boom. Research carried out
recently on winter cereals, by the Institute DLG in Germany, shows that these droplets
deposit themselves, on the whole, only on one side of the plants, with the other side (“shady
side”) consistently lacking in droplets (Boller & Raetano, 2011). The research also revealed
that an increase in the displacement speed of the equipment implies in a greater deposit of
droplets on the upper third of the plants and fewer droplets deposited on the lower leaves.
The increase in spraying pressure may partially compensate for this effect; however; one
cannot emphasise too strongly that excessive working pressure is one of the most important
factors that facilitate spray droplet drift. This picture deserves particular attention, due to
the fact that the actual and future tendency is the increase in the displacement speed of the
spray equipment by land. In the same situation, spray nozzles with flat double spray outlets
show a slight increase in the quantity of droplets deposited on the side known as “the shady
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side”. The most balanced situation was obtained when ends with flat double jets, with
differentiated angles in relation to the vertical position, were utilised. The results indicate
that this type of outlet may be efficient for a more even deposition of the droplets, on both
sides of the plants, when the displacement speed of the boom is around 12 km h-1 (Boller &
Raetano, 2011). There are basically two ways to increase coverage: 1) reduce droplet size and
2) increase carrier volume (application rate). Large droplets do not provide good coverage
and result in chemical wastage. Increasing the application rate may be equally undesirable.
It requires frequent refilling of the sprayer tank. This wastes time that may be extremely
valuable when there is a short period of opportunity to spray. Ideally, we want to have as
many small droplets on the target as possible. However, extremely small droplets have a
tendency to drift. Research has shown that there is a rapid decrease in the drift potential of
droplets whose diameters are greater than approximately 200 µm. When extremely small
droplets are released from the nozzle, they quickly lose the momentum that is needed to
push the droplets into the canopy. Also, these extremely small droplets do not last long after
they are released from the nozzle. Most of them evaporate within a few seconds (Ozkan,
2010). The single most important factor affecting the control of ASR disease is to get a
thorough coverage of soybeans with the fungicide, which is much different and more
challenging than spraying for weeds and insects. The most effective coverage on soybean
plants can be obtained with both the horizontal as well as vertical distribution of the
fungicide on soybean leaves. Asian soybean rust usually shows its symptoms in the lower
parts of the plant first and works itself up towards the top of the plant. The most effective
spray equipment and methods for applying fungicides on soybean plants to control Asian
soybean rust was studied by Ozkan et al. (2006). A second component of the study was to
determine the effect of spray quality (fine, medium, coarse) on spray deposition and
coverage using three different sizes (8002, 8004 and 8005) of the XR type of a flat fan nozzle
operated at different spray pressures. The application rate was kept constant at 145 L ha-1 for
all the treatments. The average spray coverage on the middle part of the soybean canopy
(0.6 m above the ground) varied from 1.3 to 7.3% among the treatments. The Jacto sprayer
provided the highest spray coverage on the middle part of the canopy, followed by Top Air
sprayer and the boom sprayer with a TX-18 hollow cone nozzle that produced the lowest
spray coverage on the middle part of the canopy, followed by Turbo duo, and then XR 8002
nozzles. The average spray coverage at the bottom part of the soybean canopy (0.3 m above
the ground) varied from 0.5 to 3.9% among the treatments. Similarly to the coverage on the
middle part of the canopy, the Jacto sprayer provided the highest spray coverage on the
bottom part of the canopy, followed by the boom sprayer with the canopy opener and then
the Top Air sprayer. The boom sprayer with XR 8002 nozzles produced the lowest spray
coverage on the boom part of the canopy, followed by hollow cone TX-18 nozzles. XR 8002
flat fan nozzles and hollow cone nozzles had smaller MVD than other treatments with the
boom sprayer. The authors observed that among the three spray qualities (fine, medium and
coarse), the medium quality spray provided the highest coverage and the fine quality spray
provided the lowest coverage at both middle and bottom parts of the canopy. When
compared to the XR 8004 flat fan pattern nozzles with medium spray quality, Twinjet, Turbo
dual pattern nozzles and hollow cone nozzles provided very low coverage on the middle
and bottom parts of the canopy. Droplets from Twinjet, turbo dual pattern and hollow cone
nozzles had poor penetration capabilities because these droplets had horizontal velocities.
The horizontal movement of droplets consumed kinetic energy and caused droplets to
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easily settle on the top leaves. The influence of the size of droplets from different nozzles on
soybean spray coverage was studied by Antuniassi et al. (2004). The authors verified that
very fine quality spray obtained with hollow cone TX VK6 nozzle and Twinjet flat fan TJ 60
11002 nozzle, and fine quality spray with a flat fan pattern XR 11002 nozzle, provided
greater coverage in middle and bottom parts of the soybean plants when compared to the
extremely coarse spray quality produced by air induction flat fan nozzles. The effects of
spray nozzles (flat fan pattern, pre-orifice flat fan, air induction flat fan and air induction
twin flat fan) and volume rates (115 and 160 L ha-1) on chemical control of rust and the
deposition of tebuconazole fungicide sprayed on soybeans of the Emgopa 313 variety, were
studied by Cunha et al. (2006). The results showed that, despite the fact of the volume rate of
160 L ha-1 and of the use of pattern flat fan nozzles, they provided larger fungicide
distribution uniformity in the plant canopy. There was no influence of the nozzle type
neither of the application volume in the control of the rust, as well as in the soybean yield. In
part, the results described by Raetano & Merlin (2006) ratified those observations that have
been made by Cunha et al. (2006). The experiments were conducted in 2004/05 and 2005/06
seasons, using soybean, IAC-19 variety, with the same sprayer equipment and near
application volumes (99 and 143 L ha-1; 100 and 150 L ha-1). The values of spray deposition
were less influenced by nozzle type (hollow cone, flat fan and twin flat fan), both with fine
spray quality. It is recommended for Asian soybean rust control that droplets have a size of
200 to 300 µm (OZKAN, 2005), but droplets smaller than 100 µm can be used with drift
control in spraying with air assistance delivery systems near to the sleeve boom.

3. Fungicide application techniques
Nowadays, Asian soybean rust (ASR) deserved special attention due to its severity and
difficulty of control, since it develops in the aerial part of plants, damaging the physiology
and contributing to a drastic reduction of grain yield. For efficient control and cost-cutting,
spray techniques and spray equipment must be improved. Studies show that the use of air
assistance in the sleeve boom, connected to the hydraulic system of the tractor, can reduce
the drift, increase droplet penetration into the plant canopy and improve the spraying
distribution (Bauer & Raetano, 2000; Cooke et al., 1990; Taylor et al., 1989; Taylor &
Andersen, 1991).
3.1 Air assistance delivery system in boom sprayers
The use of air assistance in phyto-sanitary product application is very old. However, the
enthusiasm in using this spray technology started in 1980, as reported by Robinson (1993).
Four years later, the Degania Sprayers Company in Israel developed a sprayer,
revolutionary at the time, equipped with air assistance on the spraying sleeve boom.
However, only since the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s has air assistance
been effectively adopted in sleeve boom sprayers. In Europe, this technology was
introduced by Hardi, and in Germany, in 1996, seven manufacturers exhibited equipment
with air assistance in the Agritechnica agricultural trade show (Koch, 1997). At that time, the
Brazilian industry also incorporated this technology to tractor-driven trailing sleeve boom
sprayers. The incorporation of this technology to sleeve boom sprayers was an attempt to
improve spraying penetration in the target culture, reduce drift and the number of
applications required, increase the time available for carrying out the spraying and enable
changes to the spraying height over the culture (DEGANIA SPRAYERS Co., s.d.). For
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applying phyto-sanitary products on low-stem cultivation, the spraying sleeve booms
equipped with air assistance appeared as the ideal tools to improve application quality
(smaller droplets, in higher numbers), increase productivity (lower volume and
replenishment, higher displacement speed and extended spraying times), reduce drift (the
machine’s wind speed is greater than the environmental wind) and exposure to these
products (Sartori, 1997). After twenty years of using air assistance in sleeve boom sprayers, a
great deal of information must still be clarified about the interactions between air volume
and speed which are more appropriate for different cultures, the angle of the nozzles on the
boom in relation to the air, spraying height and displacement speed, amongst other factors
which enable wider spraying coverage and lower losses.
3.1.1 Characterisation of the technology
Tractor-driven sprayers with air assistance can be coupled to the tractor’s hydraulic power
take-off (third point) (those with lower capacity tanks or of the trailing type). These sprayers
are equipped with one or two fans, usually axial, positioned near the centre section of the
spraying sleeve boom, which distribute a very high air volume in an inflated duct
assembled over the boom and nozzles (Matthews, 2000). The speed of the air generated
may vary with the fan rotation (rpm), and generally it does not follow a linear
relationship. Also, air speed variations could occur along the boom, at the ends, when
compared to the speed achieved in its centre section (Raetano, 2002). The established
standards for evaluating with accuracy the speed of the air generated by sleeve boom
sprayers equipped with air assistance was necessary to standardise the measuring
distance in relation to the air exit opening, as well as to specify anemometers that are able
to record high air speeds (30-40 m s-1). Thus, Kunz (2010) developed two methods for air
speed and volume measuring in spray booms equipped with air assistance. In the first
method, a wooden mould was placed at the outlet of the air curtain, in a vertical position,
in the direction of the air flow, and measurements were taken with the anemometer at
pre-established distances. This form of measuring became know as the “ruler method”.
This method makes it very difficult to determine the main vector of the air flow that
comes out in a continuous manner through the rectangular opening on the lower part of
the inflated sleeve, which makes it difficult to measure the air speed with precision. New
air-speed readings are now taken beforehand, using a nylon thread fixed to the air outlet,
to indicate the point of air flow displacement vector, which substitutes the ruler method.
In this way, it makes it very much easier to identify the main air flow and increases the
precision and uniformity of speed values obtained with the anemometer. In a similar
manner to the ruler method, pre-defined distances are marked off on the nylon thread, so
that measurements can be taken with greater ease and accuracy. This procedure is called
the “thread method” (Figure 1). Due to the dynamic behaviour of the air flow, it becomes
difficult to identify the vector of the air flow that comes out under high speed from the
system, principally at distances of 0.25 and 0.50 m, which causes a great variation in the
speed data obtained with the ruler method, as can be seen in Table 2. The air speed values
obtained with the thread method present greater uniformity in relation to the ones
obtained with the ruler method, especially at distances of 0.25 and 0.50 m from the air
outlet. This can be observed through the variance values (%) of the data, which were
smaller with the thread method (Table 2). The average values of the air speed obtained
with the thread method were greater, probably due to the correct identification of the
main air flow vector when measured by this method. Measuring the air speed, therefore,
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becomes more precise and easier, especially at longer distances in relation to the air flow at
the spray boom.

Fig. 1. “Nylon thread method” for measuring air speed in a sleeve boom sprayer.
Ruler method of measurement
Distance
Average*
(m)
0.0
70.14
0.25
41.71
0.50
29.49

S.D.

Variance

CV %

Min*

Max*

Amplitude*

10.00
5.70
8.20

100.05
32.55
67.27

14.26
13.68
27.81

53.40
31.20
20.50

97.20
54.00
51.80

43.80
22.80
31.30

93.60
51.00
41.90

34.10
14.40
13.10

Nylon thread method of measurement
0.0
0.25
0.50

71.57
43.64
35.26

10.09
4.04
3.53

101.83
16.33
12.47

14.10
9.26
10.01

59.50
36.60
28.80

*Values expressed in km h-1.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the air speed data obtained along the spray boom with
different evaluation methods.
3.1.2 Air speed on spray deposition
Raetano & Bauer (2003) evaluated the effects from air speed variation (50%, 75% and 100%
of the maximum fan rotation capacity) on the spraying sleeve boom, when depositing
phyto-sanitary products on bean culture. Forty-eight days after sprouting begins, 200 g of
copper oxide per 100 L of water were applied with AXI-110015 tips at 206.7 kPa and JA-1 at
1,033.5 kPa, either with air assistance or not, using a Model Falcon vortex sprayer. The broth
volume was 100 L ha-1 in both operational conditions. The air speed variation did not
influence the deposit levels in the culture, but the use of air assistance, operated at full fan
capacity, resulted in better deposit levels on the abaxial surface of the leaflets positioned in
the lower portion of the plants. Cereal-cultivated soil contamination can be reduced to
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approximately 40% when using 50% of the maximum speed of the air generated by the fan
in a sprayer equipped with air assistance on the sleeve boom, when compared with
conventional application (without air), as reported by Taylor & Andersen (1997). The
deposit and losses of spraying broth in the cultivation of bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), 26 days
after sprouting, and using sprayers equipped with air assistance on the sleeve boom and
conventional sprayers (without air) and volumes of 60 and 100 L ha-1, have been evaluated
by Raetano & Bauer (2004). The higher volume resulted in greater deposits, but high losses
to the soil (above 60%) have been noted, even when using air assistance with air speed
corresponding to 50% of the maximum fan rotation. In part, such results have been assigned
to 40% of the soil bare of vegetation at this growth stage of the culture. The air volume
generated may vary from 0 to 2000 m3 per hour per boom, depending on the number and
power of the fans distributed on variable-size booms that could reach 30 m in length. The air
distributed in the inflated duct is forced to pass through a continuous or intercalated opening,
in a perpendicular direction to the one in which it has been generated, in a descending
direction. The effects of chemical control of the rust and deposition fungicide sprayed under
four speeds (zero, 9, 11 and 29 km h-1) by a spray boom on soybean crop were evaluated by
Christovam (2008) and Prado et al. (2010). Significant differences were obtained in the lower
part of the plants for spray deposition using higher speed of air assistance. On the top part of
the plants, greater levels of deposition were seen when spraying without air assistance was
carried out. The rust severity was more intense in treatments without air assistance. Raetano &
Bauer (2003) evaluated different velocities of air assistance near the spray boom and concluded
that air assistance, with maximum air speed generated by the fan (29 km h-1) and a flat fan
nozzle (AXI 110015 type), provided greater spray deposition on the abaxial leaf surface, on the
bottom part of the bean plants. The data of the soybean crop yield at different air speeds using
an air-assisted sprayer for Asian soybean rust management was compared in the 2006/07
(Christovam et al., 2010a) and 2007/08 (Prado et al., 2010) seasons (Figure 2). Air speeds used
in both studies were zero, 9, 11 and 29 km h-1.
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Fig. 2. Effect of the air speed on soybean crop yield, 2006/07 and 2007/08 agricultural
season using a sleeve boom sprayer. Botucatu, SP, Brazil.
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There is a positive correlation between air speed and soybean crop yield. When compared,
the soybean yield using the maximum air speed generated by the fan (29 km h-1) in
conventional spraying (without air), increases of 31.9% and 17.1% can be seen in the 2006/07
and 2007/08 seasons, respectively. As can be verified, in the last agricultural season, the
increase in soybean yield was lower, due the higher severity of ASR on the Conquista
variety (Figure 2). The effect of different air speeds (0, 9, 11 and 29 km h-1) in chemical
control of pests on soybean crop, Conquista variety, was evaluated by Prado (2009), after
insecticide spraying using an air-assisted sprayer. The use of air speed generated by the fan
in the maximum rotation (29 km h-1) provided greater control of the lower velvetbean
caterpillar (Anticarsia gemmatalis). This effect was not observed with longer caterpillars
(> 1.5 cm) because the lowest caterpillars are more easily located in the lower part of the
soybean plants. Thus, the lower caterpillars received an additional amount of insecticides
due the effect of air assistance with maximum air speed into the canopy. In general, there
was not a statistically significant difference between air speeds on stink bug control after
insecticide spraying on soybean culture.
3.1.3 Nozzle angle on spray deposition
The positioning angle of the spraying nozzle in relation to the air curtain (Figure 2),
generated by the equipment (vertical, descending), as well as the nozzles and air curtain,
simultaneously, in relation to the vertical position, may significantly influence the deposit
levels and the spraying distribution. Nowadays, in sleeve boom sprayers equipped with air
assistance, the angle variations of the nozzles and air curtain, in relation to the vertical
position, pro or against the tractor-sprayer assembly displacement, are made simultaneously
clockwise or counterclockwise, with the single-cylinder command. The results research
carried out under controlled conditions and in the field have shown that the positioning of
the nozzle at 30° forward of the displacement in conventional sprayers (without air)
provides a significant increase in deposits on the leaf surface of different vegetal species:
Cyperus rotundus (Silva, 2001), Brachiaria plantaginea (Tomazela, 2006) and Glycine max
(Bauer, 2002). In England, research carried out in wind tunnels with plants cultivated on
trays have confirmed that the spraying angle forward of the displacement, in the presence of
air assistance, increased deposit on cereals and reduced soil contamination (Hislop et al.,
1995). Nowadays, one may position the spraying nozzles and air curtain at angles of 15° and
30° in relation to the vertical position in sleeve boom sprayers equipped with air
assistance, made in Brazil. The use of air angled forward of the displacement with fine
droplets could substantially increase spraying deposit levels on vertical targets. These
results were obtained from practical experiences published by the Hardi Int. Tech.
Reports in potato culture which indicated that spraying penetration and retention are
greater with air assistance positioned at an angle forward of the displacement on the
leaves in the lower portion of the plants. In the upper portion, the retained broth volume
was virtually not influenced by the air exit angle, pro or against the equipment
displacement (Taylor & Andersen, 1997). The effect of the nozzle angle and air-jet
parameters in an air-assistance sprayer on the biological effects of ASR chemical
protection was studied by Christovam et al. (2010b). Four air levels (0, 9, 11 and 29 km h-1)
were combined at two nozzle angles 0° and 30° for the sprayings using flat fan AXI 110015
nozzles. The spraying with triazole fungicide was realised in R2 and R5.2 growth stages of
soybean at 142 L ha-1 of volume rate. For the evaluation of spray deposition, a cupric
tracer was used. At the bottom part of the plant, spraying with maximum air speed
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generated by the fan and nozzles angled at 30°, it was essential to promote doubled
deposits on the abaxial leaf surface (Table 3). Maximum air speed (29 km h-1) and nozzles
angled at 30° resulted in an increase in spray deposits on adaxial surface of leaves in the
bottom part of the plants (Table 3).
Air Speed
(km h-1)
0
9
11
29
DMS Angle
DMS Air speed
CV (%)

Adaxial surface
Angle
Angle
+30
0
µl cm-²
µl cm-²
1.2425
aA
0.6962
0.6997
aA
0.9865
1.147
aA
0.6395
0.6287
bA
1.2663
0.46
0.62
34.17

b AB
a AB
bB
aA

Abaxial surface
Angle
Angle
0
+30
µl cm-²
µl cm-²
0.6585
aA
0.2444
0.3621
aA
0.4527
0.4651
aA
0.3292
0.4904
bA
0.8552
0.24
0.33
34.16

bB
aB
aB
aA

The same larger letters in the column, did not differ by the Tukey test (p<0.05).

Table 3. Average values of deposits of the copper tracer in an artificial target (filter paper) on
leaf surfaces, in the bottom part of the soybean plants, Conquista variety, in relation to
different spraying angles. Botucatu, SP, 2006/2007.
Nozzles angled at 30°, in the same direction of the sprayer displacement, combined with air
assistance (29 km h-1 of air speed) positively influenced the control of disease as well as the
yield of the Conquista variety crop. This fact confirms the importance of spraying
performed with nozzle angles in the same direction of the sprayer movement, which can
contribute significantly to Asian soybean rust control, considering the disease epidemiology.
The choice of the best combination of air speed and nozzle angle in air-assisted sprayers is
influenced by architecture and growth stage of the plants to obtain a desirable biological
effect in soybean Asian rust chemical protection with this technology. Conventional
spraying (without air) and air-assistance at 0º (vertical) and 30º (forward to displacement of
the equipment) are shown in Figures 3A, 3B and 3C, respectively. The spray boom angle
interference, with or without air assistance near the boom, on spray deposit levels were
studied by Scudeler & Raetano (2004) in potato culture. The higher deposits were evidenced
with nozzles positioned at 0º and 30º, with the presence of air assistance, both at the top and
bottom part of the potato plants. The lower spray deposits were obtained with nozzles
positioned at 30º in the opposite direction to the displacement of the sprayer. In addition to
the volume rate, generated air speed and nozzle angle in air-assisted sprayers, other factors,
such as displacement speed of the tractor-sprayer assembly, presence of vegetal coverage in
the area or not, vegetal coverage type (monocotyledonous or dicotyledonous, plant density,
architecture and plant cuticle characteristics), positions of insect pests and plant pathogens,
agrochemical product characteristics, droplet size and environmental conditions, especially
wind speed, may influence the efficacy of phyto-sanitary control. It is necessary to develop
studies with variations in air speed combined at different angles of spray nozzle on spray
deposition and coverage. Dynamic systems for air speed evaluation combined at different
nozzle angles and the performance of these in spraying could be better studied.
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A

B

C

Fig. 3. Air-assisted sleeve boom sprayer in the following operation modes: A – conventional
spraying (without air); B – spraying with air assistance at 0º (vertical) and C – spraying with
air assistance angled at 30º forward to the displacement of the tractor-sprayer assembly on
soybean crop.
3.1.4 Effect of the air-assistance delivery system on soybean productivity
The influence of an air-assisted delivery system on soybean productivity, var. Conquista,
2006/07 and 2007/08 seasons are shown in Figure 4. The spraying treatments used to
control P. pachyrhizi fungus were applied on soybean plants (R2 and R5.2 growth stages)
using a triazole + strobilurin spray mixture and volume rates between 120 at 150 L ha-1. The
data of soybean crop productivity after two sprayings with different technologies was
submitted to a variance analysis and the averages were compared by Tukey’s test (p<0.05).
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Fig. 4. Effect of treatments: control (not treated); air-assistance delivery system at zero
(without air), 9, 11 and 29 km h-1 air speed; rotating nozzle-LVO with a third part of spray
volume (40L ha-1) on soybean productivity. The Conquista variety was used in the 2006/07
and 2007/08 agricultural seasons. Botucatu, SP, Brazil (2006/07 - Christovam et al. 2010b;
2007/08* - Prado et al. 2010; 2007/08** - Christovam et al. 2010a).
In general, this technology provided higher productivity, in relation to that with
conventional spraying (without air) and control (not treated). A higher increase in soybean
productivity was obtained with maximum air speed generated by the fan (29 km h-1). The
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air assistance constituted an optional implement on the boom sprayers that can increase up
30% the equipment cost in relation to conventional sprayers which do not have this
technology. Although the use of this technology should not be recommended on soils
without vegetation or even on early stages due to the smaller foliar area. This method
provides several advantages that have been mentioned before.
3.1.5 Air assistance and spray drift
Air assistance in the spraying sleeve boom significantly improves the penetration of
spraying, especially in high cultures and high leaf density, such as potato, in addition to
reducing drift (Koch, 1997). However, these effects were not observed when air-assisted
spraying is done on bare soil or plants in the first stages of growth. Also, according to
Matthews (2000), air-assisted spraying penetration is better when compared to conventional
spraying on wide-leaf cultures, such as cotton. In Holland, tests with the air-assisted sprayer
Twin (Hardi) have been carried out on potato cultivation. Generally, air assistance reduced
drift by sedimentation by 50% and the air-carried drift by 75%. In Holland, the accepted
drift percentage by sedimentation is 8-10% for a distance of 1.5 to 2.0 metres from the boom,
and around 0.2% for 5.0 to 6.0 metres intervals. The recommendation for making spraying in
Holland is with a wind speed less than 5.0 m sec-1. In Germany, the accepted drift values by
sedimentation when applying phyto-sanitary products range from 0.6 to 0.1%, respectively,
for distances of 5.0 to 30.0 metres from the spraying sleeve boom (Jorgensen & Witt, 2000).
Considering the drift limits accepted for spraying in Germany, the safe distance for applying
near water channels (irrigation/draining) in that country is 10.0 metres for 80% of the
herbicides approved for use, and 20.0 metres for other herbicides. France and Belgium
comply with the drift limits accepted in Germany. Artificial targets have been also used by
the Morley Research Centre for simulating venomous plants in the sugar beet. The
variations in the deposit values for air-assisted spraying were lower when compared to
those achieved with the conventional sprayer (Taylor & Andersen, 1997). These authors
have also demonstrated the influence of air assistance on drift percentage reduction
compared with conventional application (without air), by obtaining 90, 84, 83, 76, 68 and
61%, respectively, when spraying barley, bean, pea, Brussels sprouts, lettuce and leek, with
fine droplets. Nowadays, studies involving computer models aim at clarifying the
relationship among the air released drift risk and deposit on target. Preliminary studies
have shown that the increase of the displacement speed with air-assisted sprayers may
reduce drift, but provide lower evenness in the target culture treatment (Miller, 1997).
However, aiming at reducing the application volume, Nordbo (1992) has demonstrated
lower variation and improved deposit by using air assistance. The density, architecture,
cuticle type (pilose, glabrous and waxy) and growth stage of the vegetal species in the area
are factors influencing phyto-sanitary control efficiency when using air-assisted sleeve boom
sprayers. Fine droplets provide larger deposits on plants, especially monocotyledons, but
are very susceptible to drift. Their penetration capacity in cultures is small, and then the loss
to the soil must be limited. Therefore, air assistance enables using fine droplets more
efficiently, by reducing the drift and increasing the deposits on the target, in addition to
providing higher penetration of these droplets in cultures with higher leaf density, and
reducing losses to the soil (Jorgensen & Witt, 1997). On the other hand, coarse droplets
generally provide good drift control. In dicotyledons, the deposits do not depend only on
droplet size (Nordbo, 1992). Unlike the results with smaller diameter droplets, coarse
droplets provide significantly lower deposits on vertical surfaces (monocotyledons), and
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especially in the first growth stages, by increasing the loss to soil proportionally to their size
(Jorgensen & Witt, 1997). In vegetables, where droplet retention is limited by the presence of
waxy layers on the cuticle, further studies are required, especially with air-assisted spraying,
in order to evaluate the application quality (Koch, 1997). In the absence of vegetation (bare
soil), air assistance may increase drift and deflect the air from the sprayer by the soil, unlike
the effect which occurs in the presence of vegetation, with the impact of droplets on the leaf
surface (Matthews, 2000).
3.2 Alternative spray technologies on soybean
Nowadays, other technologies are available to the boom sprayers enabling higher spraying
droplet canopy penetration in soybean culture. The difficulty in controlling Asian soybean
rust and late season diseases has favoured the development of new spraying techniques,
particularly due to the difficulty in reaching the exact target to be controlled. Thus, the use
of the opener, rotating system nozzles, hose drops and electrification of droplets associated
with air assistance can be mentioned.
3.2.1 Opener
Conventional sprayers linked to an artefact providing the canopy opener at the same
spraying way can turn out to be an economic and effective alternative to soybean growers
with lower purchasing power (Zhu et al., 2008b). These authors found that spraying
performed with conventional sprayers linked to a canopy opener did not results significant
differences in the coverage of the spray in the middle part of soybean plants when
compared to spraying carried out using air assistance. However, the canopy opener
coverage and air assistance along the bar was higher compared to treatments where the
spraying was conducted by the conventional system without the canopy opener. Thus, the
opener and spray boom coupling can provide deposition results similar to those obtained
with the use of air assistance, besides being a more economical alternative to Asian soybean
rust control (Figure 5). Considering the difficulties in controlling ASR by fungicide spraying,
Prado (2011) evaluated the effectiveness of the canopy opener compared to conventional
sprayers and air assistance in the spray boom on spraying deposition, rust control efficiency
and soybean productivity. The experiment was conducted in a randomised block

Fig. 5. Canopy opener artefact fixed to the spray boom in a soybean crop.
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Yield (kg/ha)

experimental design with six treatments: conventional spraying (T1), spraying with air
assistance at maximum capacity of the fan rotation in the boom (T2), spray with a canopy
opener to a depth of 0.10 m (T3), spraying with a canopy opener to a depth of 0.10 m with
air assistance (T4), spraying with a canopy opener to a depth of 0.20 m (T5) spraying with
a canopy opener to a depth of 0.20 m with air assistance (T6) and control treatment
(without spraying) (T7) in four replicates, totalling 28 plots. The area of each plot was
equivalent to 70 m2. The depths of 0.10 and 0.20 m refer to the distance from the canopy
opener in relation to the top of the soybean plant. In addition to the distance between
the canopy depth opener and the top of the plants, there is also a predetermined
horizontal distance of 0.15 m between the boom and the canopy opener. The function of
the canopy opener is to promote the soybean plants to slope forward, opening a space in
the plant canopy and thus facilitating the flow, and consequently droplet deposition, on
the bottom of the soybean plants. The sprayer used in the experiment was the Advance
Vortex model 2000 with an 18.5 m long boom, 37 flat fan XR 8002 nozzles spaced 0.50 m
apart operating at a pressure of 295 kPa and a spray volume of 150 L ha-1. The
comparative effect of these different technologies on soybean productivity after three
fungicide pyraclostrobin + epoxiconazole mixture sprayings at a dose of 25 + 66.5 g a.i ha1 in the development stages R2, R3 and R5, as shown in Figure 6. The treatment T5
(spraying with a canopy opener at a depth of 0.20 m) had a higher productivity increase
(54%) compared to control treatment. All treatments which received fungicide had
significantly higher yields than the control treatment. There was no difference between
the canopy opener and air assistance on soybean yield, making it an interesting and
economical alternative for the control of Asian soybean rust. These results corroborate
those obtained by Zhu et al. (2008).
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Fig. 6. Effect of different treatments: conventional spraying (T1); air-assistance (T2); canopy
opener at a depth of 0.10 m (T3); canopy opener at a depth of 0.10 m with air assistance (T4);
canopy opener at a depth of 0.20 m (T5); canopy opener at a depth of 0.20 m with air assistance
(T6) and treatment control (without spraying) on soybean yield.
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3.2.2 Rotating system nozzles
Recently, the use of centrifugal energy to produce spray droplets (rotating system nozzle) is
an interesting alternative application technology to control Asian soybean rust, using oily
formulations, low spraying volumes and, consequently, a greater operational performance
of sprayers. In Brazil, new techniques for pesticide application using low volumes and
rotating nozzles have been developed in the mid-west region (Cerrado) for soybean rust
control in soybean culture. The rotating nozzle low volume oily (LVO) and different levels
of air speed with an air-assisted sprayer on spray deposits were compared by Christovam
et al. (2010c) on Asian soybean rust control and soybean productivity. Two experiments
were carried out in the experimental area of FCA/UNESP, Botucatu, SP, Brazil, on a
soybean crop of the Conquista variety, in the 2007/2008 season. In the first experiment,
three air levels (0, 9 and 29 km h-1 air speed generated by a fan) with flat fan XR 8002
nozzles and a spray volume of 130 L ha-1 were compared with a rotating nozzle – using
LVO at 40 L ha-1 of spray volume (Figure 7). The second experiment was carried out
under the same conditions as the previous experiment, including a control treatment
(untreated plants). The grades varied between 0.6 and 78.5% disease severity. In general,
air assistance promoted the increase on deposit levels on the adaxial surface of the leaf
located in the top part of the plants. Therefore, in the bottom part, there was not a
significant difference in spray deposits between the spraying techniques. Also, the abaxial
surface did not show differences in deposit levels, in the top or bottom part, between the
spraying techniques. The use of air assistance, when compared with the rotating nozzle
system, did not show significant differences in spray deposits on adaxial or abaxial
surfaces of the leaves in the bottom part of the plant. Monteiro (2006) observed results
very similar to those obtained in the current study. This author performed a study that
aimed to evaluate the spraying efficiency of a rotating atomiser system - LVO using 25 L
ha-1 of fungicide outflow on a soybean crop, when compared to a sprayer equipped with
hydraulic nozzles at a spray volume of 150 L ha-1. The treatments sprayed with the
fungicidal mixture provided a weight of 1000 seeds and productivity significantly higher
in comparison with untreated plants (control). The highest increase of productivity was
obtained with the maximum air speed generated by the fan (29 km h-1) near to the spray
boom using 130 L ha-1 when compared with the control treatment. The spray volume

Fig. 7. Spraying with an air-assisted sprayer and rotating system nozzles fixed at the spray
boom on soybean culture.
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applied with the rotating system nozzle – LVO was 40 L ha-1. Therefore, it did not provide
the same increase in productivity compared with the treatment using air assistance at the
maximum speed. The rotating system nozzle was 30% more economical than the treatment
with a spray volume of 130 L ha-1, with or without air assistance near the boom, using the
Advance Vortex 2000 sprayer.
3.2.3 Hose drops
Another possibility to improve spraying coverage with boom sprayers is addressed by
spraying with three flat fan nozzles involving the entire planting row, of which two of them
are positioned near the bottom of the plants or positioned on opposite sides between the
crop rows and near the bottom of the plant. The structures that support the spray nozzle
from the spray boom at its lower end are called hose drops. In the USA, there are several
reports on the use of flat fan nozzles placed in the hose drops ends, which move in the line
between the culture, with volumes around 140 L ha-1 in Asian soybean rust treatment
(Ozkan, 2005), although their culture is planted at greater spacing than those in Brazil with
early cultivars. In Brazil, growers with difficulty will adopt hose drops in this application in
order to obtain better spray coverage of the leaves on the bottom part of soybean plants.
However, the differences in the growth habits, foliage degree and plant architecture of the
varieties and the smaller spacing between planting rows makes the use of this technology
difficult.
3.2.4 Electric charge (electrostatic) in spray droplets
Nowadays, air assistance can be combined with electrification (by induction) of the spraying
droplets, aiming at reducing drift and exposure of appliers and the environment to phytosanitary products. An experiment was carried out in commercial areas of the soybean crop,
Cidade Verde Farming, Primavera do Leste, MT, Brazil, on soybean plants of the Monsoy 8757
variety in the 2009/2010 agricultural season. Sowing was performed in 12/11/2009, leaving
0.45 m spacing between planting rows and 14 seeds per linear metre. The experimental design
was in random blocks, with six treatments constituting three application techniques:
conventional spraying, air-assisted spraying and air-assisted spraying combined with
electrically charged droplets in two spray volumes, 50 and 100 L ha-1, in four replications,
totalling 24 experimental plots. The experimental plots were 24.0 x 100.0 m (width x length).
The width of the plots corresponded to the boom size of the sprayer used in this research.
During spraying, a self-propelling sprayer (Uniport 3000 model) was used equipped with a
spray boom 24.0 m in length with hollow conical nozzles spaced every 0.35 m. The spray
hollow conical nozzles used were of the JA-1 and JA-2 type, operated at working pressures of
690 and 828 kPa respectively. The spray displacement speed was 15 km h-1, usually practiced
by farmers in the Brazilian mid-western region (Cerrado). This sprayer operated with or
without air assistance on the spray boom (conventional) combined with electric charge
transference to the spray droplets in turn-on or turn-off mode. For air supply into the sleeve
boom, two axial fans were positioned on the central point of the boom and operated at the
maximum rotation speed. For the quantification of spray deposits, a tracer dye (Brilliant Blue)
was used at a concentration of 0.3%, according to qualitative and quantitative evaluation
studies of spray deposits validated by Palladini et al. (2005). The spraying of the tracer dye was
performed in the R5.1 growth stage, 80 days after sowing. The average values of height and
foliar area were respectively 0.92 m and 0.158 m2 at this growth stage. The mean values of
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spray deposits with different application technologies on soybean plants of the Monsoy 8757
variety are shown in Tables 4 and 5. Greater spray deposits were obtained with air assistance
and this spray technology combined with electrically charged droplets in relation to
conventional spraying at 100 L ha-1 on leaflets positioned at the top part of soybean plants
(Table 4). At a low volume rate, there was no observed difference in deposit levels with the
different spray technologies. With the higher spray volume using air assistance combined with
electric charge transference to the droplets, it was possible obtain greater spray deposits when
compared to low spray volume. The best spray deposits on leaflets at the bottom position of
soybean plants was obtained with air assistance combined with electric charge transference
technology at a volume of 100 L ha-1 (Table 5). With this spray volume, air assistance
technology combined with electrically charged droplets was better when compared the other
two spraying technologies. There was no significant difference between the spraying
techniques on tracer deposits using the volume of 50 L ha-1 (Table 5). These results obtained
with a new spray technology, employing air assistance combined with electric charge
transference to droplets, is very promising in disease management in this culture, especially
for Asian soybean rust management.
Spray technique
Air-assistance + electric
charge
Air-assistance
Conventional
LSD values (p< 0.05)
CV (%)

100

Volume (L ha-1)

50

0.744 Aa

0.352 Ba

0.684 Aa
0.254 Ab

0.480 Aa
0.313 Aa

0.427

LSD values
(p< 0.05)
0.350

11.27

Original means and data transformed in root square of x + 0.5 for analysis.
Means followed by the same letter, smaller in the column and bigger in the line, did not
differ by Tukey’s test at the 5% significance level.

Table 4. Mean values of Brilliant Blue tracer deposits (µL cm-2) on leaflets at the top position
of soybean plants after spraying with different techniques. Botucatu, SP, Brazil, 2009/10.
Spray technique
Air-assistance +
electric charge
Air-assistance
Conventional
LSD values (p< 0.05)
CV (%)

100

Volume (L ha-1)

50

1.166 Aa

0.016 Ba

0.215 Ab
0.033 Ab

0.029 Aa
0.115 Aa

0.758

LSD values
(p< 0.05)
0.622

21.11

Original means and data transformed in root square of x + 0.5 for analysis.
Means followed by the same letter, smaller in the column and bigger in the line, did not
differ by Tukey’s test at the 5% significance level.

Table 5. Mean values of Brilliant Blue tracer deposits (µL cm-2) on leaflets at the bottom
position of soybean plants after spraying with different techniques. Botucatu, SP, Brazil,
2009/10.
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4. Considerations of ASR management
Despite new techniques and equipment available for the application of fungicides targeting
Asian soybean rust management, other factors such as climate conditions, varieties, disease
severity, plant architecture, fungicide characteristics, sowing in the same season and
application time are important in ensuring culture productivity. Associated with chemical
control, plant disease resistance and the adoption of the period of sowing interruption
(inter-season) in most Brazilian states have contributed to decreasing the severity of Asian
soybean rust. Disease monitoring time of application and choice of fungicide are important
factors for the success of Asian soybean rust control. Beforehand sowing and choosing an
early variety can also contribute to the control of this disease. Nowadays, multidisciplinary
research development is necessary to achieve suitable management of Asian soybean rust.
Only knowledge of pesticide application techniques is not sufficient to improve control of
the P. pachyrhizi pathogen.
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1. Introduction
Nitrogen (N) is the nutrient that most often becomes limiting for plant growth. Soybean may
obtain this nutrient from the air, thanks to its ability to perform a symbiosis with bacteria of
the genera Bradyrhizobium (B. japonicum, B. elkanii, and B. liaoningense), Sinorhizobium (S. fredii
and S. xinjiangense) and Mesorhizobium (M. tianshanense). These bacterial species are
collectively known as soybean-nodulating rhizobia, but only B. japonicum, B. elkanii, and S.
fredii were used as commercial inoculants for soybean crops, with B. japonicum being the
most widely employed. In this symbiosis the rhizobial partner reduces the atmospheric N2
to NH3 in a reaction catalyzed by the nitrogenase enzymatic complex, while the plant
partner supplies the C sources that provide the energy required for the N2 reduction
reaction. Since atmospheric N2 is an unlimited source of N, the process of N2 fixation is of
great potential for sustainable agriculture, and in the special case of legumes, the symbiosis
is so efficient that in hydroponic culture the plant may satisfy all its N needs without
resorting to any other N source. In addition, this symbiosis is a biological process that does
not require fossil energy consumption, and does not leak any contaminant byproduct to the
biosphere. Therefore, the inoculation of legume crops with selected rhizobial strains of high
N2 fixation performance is an extended practice in agriculture since decades ago. In parallel,
the industry of inoculants is very active, commercializing a variety of formulations with
different strains and combinations with other plant-promoting rhizobacterial species such as
Azospirillum brasilense or Pseudomonas fluorescens. For the farmers, inoculating a legume crop
with active rhizobia is a simple procedure, and its economic cost is much lower than
applying chemical fertilizers. All these advantages are, however, obscured by the fact that in
field crops the symbiotic N2 fixation seldom provides the expected results, and the plants
may consume the N from the soil.
Several factors account for this low performance of N2 fixation in field crops. In energetic
terms, N2 fixation is more costly for the plant than soil N uptake and therefore soil N is
preferred when this source is not limiting, or when N2 fixation is inefficient (Salon et al.,
2009). This may be appreciated if one takes into account that the symbiosis only occurs in a
specialized organ known as root nodule. It is there where the rhizobia differentiate into the
state able to reduce N2 −the bacteroid− and where the O2 concentration is lowered at levels
compatible with nitrogenase activity (Patriarca et al., 2004). Therefore, rhizobia must infect
the roots and trigger the development of nodules, which finally will be occupied by the
rhizobia. During the earliest steps of nodule development and root infection (Ferguson et
al., 2010), the plant-rhizobia relationship is more similar to a pathogenesis than to a
mutualistic symbiosis: rhizobia invade plant tissues, consume plant energy resources,
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induce a tumor-like development, and proliferate inside plant cells, without any benefit for
the plant until nodules are completely developed and N2 fixation starts. Indeed, rhizobial
strains with low N2-fixing efficiency or unable to fix N2 trigger typical plant defense
reactions and lead to a weakening of the plant. In such a scenario, N removal from soil may
be quite significant. It has been estimated that in soils with low N content, a good N2-fixing
symbiosis may provide 70 % of N that plant needs (i.e. 70 % of all plant N coming from the
air) while an inefficient symbiosis only provides 20-30 % of N (Unkovich & Pate, 2000).
Therefore, the difference between a good and a bad symbiosis would be around 40 % plant
N being obtained from the air or the soil, respectively. N contents of soybean grains are
around 2.5 % w/w, depending on the cultivar, all this N being removed from the ecosystem
at grain harvest. Hence, considering a mean yield of 2,500 kg ha-1 the difference between a
good and a bad N2-fixing symbiosis equals 25 kg N ha-1 that are respectively conserved or
removed from the soil each year.
In soybean-producing countries like Argentina, these crops are grown in soils with low N
content, either because the soils were previously cropped with species of high soil N
demand, such as wheat or corn, or because they are in marginal areas. Therefore, N2 fixation
becomes a key input of sustainable soybean cropping, because this species has also a high N
demand, and thus, the N that cannot be provided by N2 fixation must be supplied as
chemical fertilizer, which involves many environmental problems and has a higher cost.
The efficiency of the N2-fixing symbiosis depends on many factors. Of primary importance
are the total number of nodules formed in each plant, and the N2-fixing activity of each
nodule. As mentioned before, nodulation has an energetic cost to the plant and therefore the
number of nodules cannot be too high. Instead, an optimal number of nodules able to
provide the necessary amount of fixed N2, with a reasonable energetic cost involved in its
maintenance, is regulated by the plant. In this way, once a given number of active nodules
are established, the plant progressively inhibits the formation of new nodules (see below).
This indicates that both the plant genotype (by its ability to assimilate fixed N2 and its ability
to control the number of nodules) and the rhizobial genotype (by its N2-fixing activity) are
key determinants of the symbiosis performance. However, being a biological process, the
environment also plays a fundamental role, not only by its influence on the activity of each
partner, but also by its interaction with both genotypes.
Competition for nodulation between inoculated rhizobia and different rhizobial strains
resident in the soil is a striking example of this complexity. Normally, the soils are
populated with rhizobia either from the indigenous bacterial population or introduced by
the inoculants used in previous crop seasons. Since rhizobia are soil bacteria, they readily
adapt to a new soil and exchange genetic material with the local soil microbiota. However,
in the soil there is not a high selective pressure for high N2 fixation performance and
therefore, genetic drift leads to dispersion of the N2-fixing potential among different
genotypes with diverse efficiencies. Therefore, the soil rhizobial population is often of high
efficiency to nodulate the plants, but of medium to low efficiency to fix N2. Hence, the
competition of this population for plant nodulation may prevent the newly inoculated
strains to occupy a significant proportion of the nodules, leading to lack of N2 fixation
response to inoculation (Toro, 1996). To get an approximation to the problem, we can
consider that each nodule contains a clone of bacteria derived from a single precursor
bacterium that initiated the root infection. Occasionally, two bacterial clones may share a
nodule, but it is extremelly unfrequent to find nodules with more than two clones. Given
that a single soybean plant might possess, at most, in the order of 102 nodules at maturity,
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this is the order of magnitude of the bacterial individuals that can survive the root
penetration. However, in soils with several years of soybean cropping there may be in the
order of 105 to 107 soybean-nodulating rhizobia colonizing the proximity of the root −the
rhizosphere− and therefore, for each bacterial cell that succeeds in penetrating the root,
there are 100 that remain outside. Considering that nodules are protected environments
for rhizobia, a harsh competition is established among rhizospheric rhizobia to gain access
to the root nodules. In this process, the bacterial genotypes will have a prominent role
in defining their competitiveness, but also the plant genotype will dictate how and when
the bacteria will be allowed to penetrate the roots, the interaction between the bacterial
and plant genotypes will determine which strains will be favored, and the interaction of
the environment with both genotypes will determine the relative advantages for each
bacterial strain.
Soybean seeds are inoculated with around 105-107 rhizobia seed-1, but more than 80 % of the
rhizobia die within the first 2 h after inoculation (Streeter, 2003). From the survivors, only a
small percentage reaches the rhizosphere after sowing (López-García et al., 2002). Thus,
given the above figures, obtaining around 10 % of all the nodules occupied by the
inoculated strain, as is currently accomplished in soybean crops, may be considered quite
successful, but still it is completely insufficient to get a significant increase in plant N2
fixation above the levels obtainable without inoculation. Therefore, to get a significant
proportion of plant N coming from the air it is imperative to improve inoculant’s
competitiveness to obtain significantly higher percentages of nodules occupation, and active
research about this problem is being done since decades. In this chapter we will provide a
look on the methods employed to study the problem of competition for nodulation, the
bacterial and plant traits that may influence the competition, the ecological aspects that
modulate the plant and rhizobia interaction, and how these factors may be managed in
order to profit the symbiosis to increase soybean crop yields.

2. Methods employed to study competition for nodulation
In any method, at least one of the competing strains has to be selectively labelled in order to
discriminate the nodules occupied by it. Labels employed are not different than those used
for strain selection or tracking, including antibiotic resistances, fluorescent proteins,
antibodies, DNA probes or reporter proteins such as β-galactosidase or GUS. Special
properties of certain rhizobial strains, like melanin production, were also employed (Castro
et al., 2000). However, there are some caveats to be kept in mind for labelling. In the first
place, it has to be demonstrated to which extent the label may alter the nodulating ability
or the competitiveness of the strain. Ideally, labelling should not alter any of them,
but provided the effect is accurately measured in comparison to the unlabeled wild type,
strains altered after labelling may be confidently used (Thomas-Oates et al., 2003).
The introduction of labels in replicative plasmids has the advantages of avoiding undesired
modifications in the rhizobial genomic background, and the possibility of introducing
the same plasmid in different host strains. However, the plasmid replication as well as
the expression of genes carried by it may consume energy from the bacterial cell, and
therefore may affect competitiveness. This may explain why strains labelled in this way tend
to have diminished their competitiveness (Mongiardini et al., 2009). By difference, the
introduction of labels in the genomic DNA of the bacterial cell may cause undesired loss or
alteration of a given function. Several rhizobial genomes were completely sequenced
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(http://genome.kazusa.or.jp/rhizobase) and therefore now it is possible to choose the exact
location where a label may be introduced without affecting any coding region (Pistorio et
al., 2002). However, both replicative plasmids and reporter genes recombined in the
genomic DNA render gene-manipulated strains that cannot be safely released into the
environment. An alternative may be the choice of a natural selection, such as for antibiotic
resistance; however, enrichment in a strain tolerant to high antibiotic doses is also not
desirable for the environment, because this trait may be dispersed by horizontal gene
transfer, and in addition, several reports also indicate that selection for resistance to high
antibiotic concentration may yield strains with diminished competitiveness (Lochner et al.,
1989; Spriggs & Dakora, 2009; Thomas-Oates et al., 2003). Therefore, if this method is
chosen, a careful assessment of symbiotic and competitive abilities of the antibiotic-resistant
derivatives must be carried out before employing them in competition studies (LópezGarcía et al., 2002; Spriggs & Dakora, 2009). Intrinsic antibiotic resistance to low doses
(without enrichment by selection) may be used but this method is not so efficient to
distinguish an indicator strain in a population (Spriggs & Dakora, 2009). Other methods,
which do not involve any manipulation of the strains, are antibody or DNA labelling.
Antibody labelling of different strains recovered from nodules may be efficiently carried
out by ELISA (Spriggs & Dakora, 2009); however, antibodies cannot distinguish among
genotypically related strains. DNA labelling may be carried out either with probes or
by PCR. In this last methodology, DNA fingerprints may be obtained, which have
better discriminative potential than antibodies. The disadvantage of these methods is that
they involve more manipulation and equipment, and are more expensive than the other
methods mentioned.
Once the labeled indicator strain is available, the next step is plant culture and inoculation.
Here there also exist a wide variety of methods, which can be divided in field assays and
laboratory assemblies. In the last case, the rooting substrate may be sterile or nonsterile soil,
or an artificial substrate such as sand, vermiculite, perlite or a mixture of them. Even more
artificial root environments were employed, including liquid plant nutrient solution,
agarized media, and plastic growth pouches. Depending on how close to the natural
environment are the experimental conditions used, more accurate predictions on rhizobial
competitiveness in field crops may be obtained, but more variables need to be considered. In
many cases, an unnecessarily high number of variables may obscure the conclusions about a
given factor under study, such as the effect of a bacterial single mutation. The influence of
some important environmental variables will be considered in another section.
Field trials are normally done in plots arranged in complete random blocks. Factorial
analysis also is employed and is useful when more than one variable is under study (LópezGarcía et al., 2009). As mentioned before, field trials are the most close to the real crop, but at
the same time are subjected to the whole ensemble of natural variables. For this reason, field
trials should not be restricted to a single location or crop season, and an analysis of weather,
soil, and previous land use should accompany the nodulation experiment. Generalizations
require repeating the experiment in more than one season and ideally, at several locations.
Otherwise, it must be clearly stated that the conclusions are restricted to the site and season
where the experience took place.
The most popular laboratory assemblies used to contain the rooting substrate are the pots
and the Leonard jars (Vincent, 1970). They differ in the watering method, which in turn lead
to differences in the water content of the substrate. Pots are watered from the top at given
intervals and therefore, it is possible to maintain the field capacity within reasonable limits,
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provided that drainage is incorporated to the pots (for instance, by means of holes at the
bottom). The disadvantage of this method is that, since periodic watering is required, pots
are quite exposed to cross-contamination. To avoid it, layers of inert material are commonly
placed on top to prevent penetration of undesired rhizobia to the pots. In addition, it is
always necessary to distribute uninoculated pots among the test pots to serve as negative
controls and for assessing the absence of cross-contamination. By contrast to pots, Leonard
jars are not irrigated from top. They are assemblies consisting in an upper container filled
with the desired rooting substrate and a bottom reservoir that contains the irrigation
solution. The rooting substrate is moistened by a wick running the length of the upper
container and extending out into the solution reservoir. In this way, the irrigating solution
rises by capillary from the reservoir avoiding the need of irrigation by hand (the only
requirement is to maintain the liquid in the reservoir). Hence, Leonard jars are less prompt
to cross-contamination than pots but provide higher moisture around roots. Later we will
see how this variable may affect competitiveness.
When soil is used as rooting substrate it may be sterile or nonsterile, depending on whether
the influence of biotic factors is to be analyzed. Since this experimental technique is
commonly performed in a greenhouse, variables associated to climatic factors are
eliminated. However, it is often overlooked that if several soil samples are pooled and
sieved, soil variables like soil structure and patching are also eliminted. Various methods
were also used for soil sterilization. When available, gamma radiation is preferable to heat
(dry or wet), since that method is less likely to provoke changes in organic matter. The other
rooting substrates mentioned above are chemically inert and possesses water retention
capacity, normally in the order vermiculite > perlite > sand. Although these substrates do
not substitute for soil, they share some common properties like water retention and
porosity. Thus, they may be used in combination with defined plant nutrient solutions to
provide a controlled environment where some of the most important soil variables (e.g.
moisture, porosity, pH, and nutrients level) may be manipulated. Moreover, plant nutrient
solutions are used in many experiments as liquid or agarized media, or to wet plant stands,
like a paper towel, without employing any other rooting substrate. In these cases the
influence of both water potential and porosity is lost, which could lead to misinterpretations
when phenomena like bacterial motility or chemical diffusion may play a role on the results.
The essence of measuring competition for nodulation rests on the count of the proportion of
nodules occupied by a given strain on a plant. Therefore, these approaches need also an
appropriate statistical analysis. The methods more widely employed are the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and the χ2 test. Whatever the method applied, two important aspects are
the number of replicas of each treatment and the proper data input in the statistical analysis.
The number of replicas depends on the variability of the experimental material but it is not
recommended to pool all the nodules from different plants. Instead, nodules from each
plant should be treated separately in order to express the results in a per plant basis, thus
considering each plant as an experimental unit. Regarding data input, it has to be kept in
mind that the above mentioned statistical methods suppose that certain conditions are obeyed
by the data. One important condition is the homogeneity of the variance, which means that all
the experimental groups have the same variance. Although the number of nodules in different
samples obeys this condition, the proportion of nodules occupied by a given strain does not. In
this case, the variance is maximal for a proportion of 0.5, and tends to zero as the proportion
approaches 0.0 or 1.0 (Lison, 1968). To obtain a dataset obeying the homogeneity of variance,
these proportions must be transformed to the arc sin root square before applying a test such as
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ANOVA to them. Then, the whole analysis is carried out with the transformed data, but if
averages are to be compared (for instance, with the Tukey test) the data need to be used with
the original values, i.e. are not used with the transformed values. A rather frequent error in the
literature is the use of the proportions (or percentages) of nodule occupation without
transformation in ANOVA tests, which in this case lose sensitivity.
A special method was developed in the 80s by Amarger and Lobreau (1982). Since its
proposal, the method was widely employed and allows the determination of strains
competitiveness quite accurately. It is based on the use of two competitor strains at a range
of concentration ratios. For instance, strain A is competed against strain B at 100:1; 10:1; 1:1;
1:10, and 1:100 A:B initial concentrations ratios in the inocula, which are termed IA : IB. Then,
nodules hare harvested and the proportions of nodules occupied by strain A and strain B,
NA and NB respectively, are registered for each IA : IB ratio. With these data a plot of log
(NA/NB) against log (IA/IB) is constructed, which gives a straight line that cuts the ordinate
log (NA/NB) axis when IA/IB equals 1.0, thus giving the CA:B value that represents the
competitiveness of strain A on strain B when both are inoculated at exactly the same
concentration. Although this method is laborious because several inoculum rates must be
tested for each pair of competing strains, the result of CA:B is more exact than the obtained in
a single competition at approximately equal concentrations. This accuracy is especially
valuable when differences in competitiveness are not wide (as may be the case when soil
isolates are evaluated against a collection strain).

3. Bacterial and plant traits that affect competition for nodulation
Both the rhizobia and the plant genotypes influence the competition for nodulation. In
particular, genes determinant for symbiosis, like those for production, transduction and
binding of symbiotic soluble signals, development of infections and nodules, and N2 fixation,
will have obvious effects on competitiveness, since they affect rhizobial and plant activities
that are prerequisite for competition. Therefore, these genes will not be reviewed here and the
reader is forwarded to excellent recent reviews on the subject of plant infection and nodulation
(Ferguson et al., 2010; Patriarca et al., 2004). Furthermore, rhizosphere colonization is a
previous and necessary step for nodulation and therefore, any gene or set of genes that favor
the adaptation of rhizobia to the environment may have a positive effect on competition for
nodulation, although as we will see later, the relation between efficiency in rhizosphere
colonization and competitiveness for nodulation is not so straightforward. Anyway, tolerance
against environmental stress, metabolic efficiency in the use of nutrients from the rhizosphere,
growth speed and persistence in the environment, and resistance against predation are also
related with competitiveness. After rhizosphere colonization, adhesion to root surfaces is also
required for nodulation and therefore, surface components of both symbionts have a role in
competitiveness. However, other genes unrelated to these activities may also influence
competitiveness in unexpected ways. In the following, some important traits for which specific
effects on competitiveness for nodulation were observed, are reviewed.
3.1 Bacterial traits
Some approaches were developed to identify genes associated to competitiveness, which
required solving two problems: 1) testing a high number of candidate genes in plant assays
and 2) screen the competitiveness of all these candidates. These problems were addressed in
two ways, although none of them in soybean-nodulating rhizobia.
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The earliest attempt was to employ a highly competitive strain of Rhizobium etli to extract
from it large DNA fragments (in the order of 25 kb) that were introduced into cosmids,
which were used to transform the less competitive reference strain. These transconjugants
were inoculated in mass on common bean plants, the nodules were obtained, and rhizobia
occupying these nodules were extracted and used in a second round of inoculation, nodules
extraction and rhizobia recovering (Beattie & Handelsman, 1993). According to the authors,
if competitiveness conferred by the cosmids was as high as that of the donor strain, these
two rounds of enrichment by nodules passage should allow a high chance of recovery of
clones with enhanced competitiveness. The authors recovered nine such clones, but
surprisingly, when these clones were cured from the cosmids their high competitiveness
remained intact. In addition, the introduction of the cosmids in the reference strain did not
render this strain more competitive, whereby the enhanced competitiveness of these nine
clones seems to be the consequence of the enrichment procedure and not a trait conferred by
the DNA fragments obtained from the more competitive strain. Unfortunately this strategy
was not continued and the causes for the higher competitiveness obtained are unknown.
More recent studies indicated that bacterial strains cultured continually under laboratory
conditions tend to lost some traits related with their adaptation to the natural environment
(Marks et al., 2010). Therefore, the enrichment procedure by nodules passage might have
reversed a laboratory adaptation of the reference strain, which could include heritable
genetic changes. If this is the case, such an enrichment procedure may be considered for
strains improvement without genetic manipulation.
The second approach was to employ signature-tagged mutants (Pobigaylo et al., 2008).
Briefly, different short DNA fragments are introduced in transposons in such a way that a
collection of transposons is obtained, where each transposon can be identifyed by the DNA
sequence tag that it carries. Then, these transposons are used to mutagenize a given bacterial
strain and as a consequence, a set of mutants where each member can be distinguished from
the others is obtained. By combining this technique with microarray screening, each tag can
be mapped into a corresponding insertion sequence. Pobigaylo et al. (2008) employed this
technique to inoculate two sets of 378 tagged S. meliloti mutants on alfalfa plants and were
able to recover 67 mutants attenuated in symbiosis among which 23 were altered in genes
that affected competitiveness but are not obviously related to nodulation or N2 fixation.
Many of these mutants were affected in metabolic or transport functions and two encode
hypothetical proteins. The question as to whether modification of the expression of any of
these genes could improve rhizobia competitiveness remains to be elucidated.
The above-mentioned work was done in aeroponic plant cultures, which allowed
inoculation and homogeneous distribution of a high number of mutant strains as well as the
recovery of many nodules for screening. However, as mentioned earlier, such an artificial
assembly does not allow evaluation of other important features, like rhizosphere
colonization. Rhizosphere is a nutrient enriched zone in comparison to the rest of the soil,
due to the many compounds released in plant root exudates, among which various sugars,
organic acids, aminoacids and vitamins serve as sources for microbial growth, and
flavonoids and related compounds may act as signal molecules. Therefore, rhizobia colonize
this soil compartment and an important question is if this colonization involves an active
movilization of the rhizobia towards rhizosphere. Rhizobia are motile bacteria, expressing
active flagella and able to move by swimming and swarming (Bahlawane et al., 2008;
Braeken et al., 2007; Daniels et al., 2006; Nogales et al., 2010; Soto et al., 2002; Tambalo et al.,
2010). For many years, various studies informed that rhizobia can move from soil to legume
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roots to initiate root colonization and infection (Brencic & Winans, 2005; Fujishige et al.,
2006; González & Marketon, 2003; Yost et al., 2003). Evidence includes measurements of
rhizobial dispersal in soil (Lowther & Patrick, 1993), the in vivo observation of S. meliloti
motility towards infection sites on legume roots (Gulash et al., 1984), the characterization of
rhizobial attraction by root exuded molecules and specific flavonoids (collectively referred to
as chemoattractants) in R. leguminosarum, S. meliloti, and B. japonicum (Barbour et al., 1991;
Caetano-Anollés et al., 1988a; Chuiko et al., 2002; Gaworzewska & Carlile, 1982; Pandya et al.,
1999), and the observation of diminished root adsorption, colonization, and nodulation rates in
motility defective mutants of S. meliloti and R. leguminosarum (Ames & Bergman, 1981;
Caetano-Anollés et al., 1988b; Hunter & Fahring, 1980; Mellor et al., 1987; Parco et al., 1994).
This notion of rhizobial movement in soil towards root exudates and surfaces underlies also
the agronomic practice of seed inoculation for soybean crops. Accordingly, it is expected
that rhizobia will move in some way from the inoculation site on the seed surface to the
infectable root cells that lie near the root tip to produce a nodule, even when these infection
sites continuously migrate away from the inoculation site as the roots grow (Bhuvaneswari
et al., 1980). However, most of the above evidence was obtained in laboratory experiments
performed in saturated aqueous media. When porous media more similar to soil were
employed, some conflicting results were obtained. It was reported long ago that vertical
motility of rhizobia in the soil profile is restricted to a few millimeters unless other factors,
like percolating water, earthworms, or tillage, aid in moving rhizobia to a greater depth
(Madsen & Alexander, 1982). This correlates with a poor root apex colonization of seedinoculated B. japonicum when these root apical regions −the infectable zone− penetrate a few
centimeters into the rooting substrate, and with the observation that B. japonicum inoculated
on soybean seeds sowed in vermiculite where a rhizobial population, isogenic with the
inoculant, was previously established, occupied less than 20 % of the nodules regardless of
its intrinsic infectivity (López-García et al., 2002). More recently, the motility of S. meliloti
towards root exudates in a peat substrate was again observed as being very restricted,
unless nematodes able to be attracted by specific volatile compounds produced by Medicago
truncatula are also present. In these experiments, rhizobia were observed to be transported
both on the nematodes surface and into the nematodes gut (Horiuchi et al., 2005). In
agreement with these results, Liu et al. (1989) found that lack of motility barely affected
nodulation competitiveness of B. japonicum in unsaturated, non-sterile soil, and suggested
that the encounter between roots and rhizobia depends not on rhizobial movement, but on
soil exploration by growing roots. In agreement with these observations, B. japonicum nonmotile flagella-defective mutants were similarly competitive as the wild type in vermiculite
at field capacity but were totally displaced from nodules occupation by the wild type when
the vermiculite was flooded, indicating that bacterial swimming may be a factor of
competition for nodulation only in this last situation (Althabegoiti et al., 2011). Therefore, in
soils at field capacity rhizobial motility may be retarded by many factors that are absent
both in flooded rooting substrates or liquid media (Horiuchi et al., 2005; Liu et al., 1989;
López-García et al., 2002; Madsen and M. Alexander, 1982; McDermott & Graham, 1989).
Among these factors we can mention chemoattractant diffusion, which at field capacity is
slower due to the lower water potential, paths impairement due to the tortuosity and size of
the soil pores, and retardation of bacterial displacement due to attachment/detachment to
and from soil particles (Tufenkji, 2007; Watt et al., 2006). Hence, it was suggested that the
limited motility of rhizobia in soils at field capacity might be a primary factor in the problem
of competition for nodulation (López-García et al., 2002). To solve this problem with the
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inoculants, two measures were proposed: the use of in-furrow inoculation instead of seed
inoculation, and the selection of inoculant strains with higher motility (Althabegoiti et al.,
2008; Bogino et al., 2008; López-García et al., 2009). Both techniques yielded promising
results in soybean field assays (López-García et al., 2009), but the in-furrow inoculation
method still needs technical improvement for its application to soybean crops at a similar
cost-benefit relationship as seed inoculation.
Since plants roots often release protons, rhizosphere is usually an acidic compartment
(Hinsinger et al., 2005). In addition, the interior of root hairs where rhizobia will penetrate is
also acidic. Therefore, acid tolerance was raised as a trait related with efficiency of
rhizosphere colonization and root infection. However, few studies were carried out in B.
japonicum since it was early recognized that slow-growing Bradyrhizobium species are more
tolerant to acid stress than fast-growing rhizobial species, being able to tolerate pH below
5.0 (Graham, 1992). Moreover, regarding acid stress, soybean plants seem more sensitive
than B. japonicum and hence, most of the efforts directed towards improvement of acid
tolerance were directed to the plant partner of this symbiosis. Despite this, acid tolerance
may be involved in competitiveness even in acid tolerant species. Studies in R tropici
indicated that the substitution of Ala for Ser in a domain of AtvA, a protein homologous to
the virulence protein AcvB from Agrobacterium tumefaciens, caused a significant drop in
competitiveness. The authors observed that mutation of the membrane protein LpiA, whose
gene lies in the same operon as atvA, caused a similar effect; however, these competitiveness
defects took place also under non-acidic conditions, and none of these changes altered
nodulation or N2 fixation (Vinuesa et al., 2003). Therefore, the requirements of these genes
seems to authentically affect competitiveness, and might be related to coping with the acidic
environment of the root surfaces or the interior of plant cells rather than a general
environmental adaptation.
Rhizosphere may be also a dry environment because of the continuous root water suction
activity. Therefore, drought tolerance is also a trait that might be relevant for rhizosphere
colonization and competitiveness for nodulation. Among the strategies employed by
microbia to cope with desiccation, the accumulation of solutes such as trehalose seems
widespread. B japonicum cannot use trehalose as C source, and therefore, trehalose
incorporation to growth media leads to its accumulation in the cytoplasm. This treatment
yielded B. japonicum cells more tolerant to desiccation and led to increased survival of
rhizobia inoculated on soybean seeds (Streeter, 2003). Moreover, trehalose spontaneously
accumulates in B. japonicum during desiccation. Three pathways of trehalose biosynthesis
were found in this bacterial species: trehalose synthase, trehalose-6-phosphate synthetase,
and maltooligosyltrehalose synthase. A transcriptomics study of B. japonicum during
desiccation showed that the expression of the genes encoding trehalose-6-phosphate
synthetase (otsA), trehalose-6-phosphate phosphatase (otsB), and trehalose synthase (treS)
was significantly induced and in parallel, the activity of trehalose-6-phosphate synthetase
and the trehalose intracellular concentration were increased thus indicating that trehalose
accumulation is a regulatory response of desiccation tolerance in B. japonicum (Cytryn et al.,
2007). However, no studies are available about the role of trehalose accumulation on
competition for nodulation in soybean. In R. leguminosarum bv trifolii a mutant unable to
accumulate trehalose was less competitive for nodulation than the parental strain but
capable of nodulation and N2 fixation (McIntyre et al., 2007). In agreement with this result,
an S. meliloti triple mutant in treS, treY, and otsA was impaired in competitiveness although
its intrinsic nodulation and N2-fixation abilities were not altered (Domínguez-Ferreras et al.,
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2009). By difference, an otsA mutant of R. etli, although still able to accumulate trehalose,
was defective in nodulation and nitrogenase activity in common bean (Suárez et al., 2008).
Therefore, the requirements of these genes for nodulation in the absence of competitors
might be more stringent for determinate nodules formation. An interesting result was
obtained by Ampomah et al. (2008), who observed that both S. meliloti and S. medicae thuB
mutants, unable to catabolyze trehalose (and therefore, accumulating this solute in the
absence of stress conditions) were improved in competition for nodulation in two
cultivars of M. sativa and one of M. truncatula but were equally competitive as the wild
type for rhizosphere colonization. Moreover, the authors observed that thuB expression is
induced during S. meliloti penetration of root hairs and suggested that osmotic stress and
threhalose accumulation occur in this environment. Therefore, desiccation tolerance
appears to be necessary for root infection, independently of the drought conditions in the
rhizosphere.
In addition to physicochemical factors such as barriers to motility, acidity, and dryness, the
ability of rhizobia to use rhizospheric nutrients for growth is also an important factor for
rhizosphere colonization, root infection and competitiveness (Toro, 1996). Moreover, several
rhizobial species may induce the production of specific nutrients by the plant, in an
analogous manner as A. tumefaciens induces the production of opines, which only this
bacterial species may catabolize. Therefore, these substances, derived from myo-inositol,
were termed rhizopines (Murphy et al., 1987). Rhizopines are produced by bacteroids into
the nodules, exported to the rhizosphere, and consumed there by free-living rhizobia. Only
a limited range of strains of S. meliloti and R. leguminosarum were found to produce and
consume rhizopines, so that this ability is considered a selective advantage for rhizosphere
colonization and competition for nodulation. In both species, rhizopine catabolism requires
a functional myo-inositol catabolic pathway (Bahar et al., 1998; Galbraith et al., 1998).
Although rhizopine production/consumption was not observed in soybean-nodulating
rhizobia, myo-inositol catabolism was found as related with nodulation competitiveness in
this symbiosis. An S. fredii mutant in idhA, which encodes myo-inositol dehydrogenase,
nodulates normally but is severely impaired in competition for nodulation. In addition,
this mutant is defective in N2 fixation and bacteroid morphology (Jiang et al., 2001). In an
R. leguminosarum bv viceae strain that does not produce rhizopines, catabolism of myoinositol was also found as required for competition for nodulation, although this
requirement was not observed for rhizosphere colonization, nodulation or N2 fixation,
whereby the authors concluded that myo-inositol catabolism is required during early plant
root infection (Fry et al., 2001). Other genes related with catabolism of specific rhizosphere
substances were found as determinant for competition for nodulation. Rosenblueth et al.
(1998) searched for genes induced by bean root exudates in a library of R. tropici and
found the teu genes, which are induced only by Phaseolus vulgaris and Macroptilium
atropurpureum root exudates (both plants are symbionts of R. tropici). However, the
compound responsible for teu operon induction was not identified. To search whether a
similar pathway existed in other rhizobial species, the authors incubated the bean root
exudate with bacteria from different rhizobial species to sequester the inducer and found
that only R. etli, R. leguminosarum bv phaseoli and R. giardinii, all symbionts of P. vulgaris,
had this capacity. Therefore, the system of teu induction by root exudates seems a specific
trait of this group of rhizobia and plant species. An R. tropici CIAT 899 mutant in teuB was
not affected in nodulation when inoculated alone, but was less competitive than the wild
type for nodulation at various inoculum rates.
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In addition to the ability of metabolizing specific substrates, the general metabolic activity of
rhizobia also influences their competitiveness. Normally, soybean is cultivated in N-limited
soils, and in addition, N limitation is a prerequisite for nodulation and N2 fixation. It is well
known that legumes are able to inhibit nodulation in the presence of abundant soil Nsources, but research about the influence of N-limitation on the rhizobial side is scarcer.
López-García et al. (2001) found that B. japonicum can grow with minute amounts of NH4+ in
the culture medium, and N-limitation leads to derepression of glutamine synthetase I and II,
change in C-sinks with accumulation of exopolysaccharides (EPS) at the expense of
polyhydroxybutirate (PHB), and higher sensitivity to genistein for nodC expression.
Correlating these physiological changes, the rhizobia are more infective and competitive for
nodulation. These changes can be exploited in the formulation of improved inoculants.
Likewise, Burkholderia mimosarum competitiveness to nodulate three Mimosa species was
increased in low-N incubation media (Elliott et al., 2009). Nitrogen assimilation is regulated by
the ntr system, which includes ntrB-ntrC-ntrY-ntrX. Two genes downstream this system is
encoded the small RNA binding protein Hfq. Transcriptomic and proteomic analyses of S.
meliloti mutants in hfq indicated that alteration of this gene leads to imbalance in C and N
metabolism, suggesting that the mutant strain tends to use aminoacids instead of primary C
substrates as energy sources (Torres-Quesada et al., 2010). Furthermore, the authors found that
hfq mutation did not affect nodulation but severely diminished N2-fixation and when the
mutants were coinoculated with the wild type in 1:1 relationship on alfalfa plants, no nodules
were found occupied only by the mutant. However, this diminished competitiveness might be
due to the repression of iolC, iolD, iolE and iolB, encoding myo-inositol catabolic activities,
which as we saw, are required for competition at an early step of nodulation (Fry et al., 2001).
The adaptations mentioned before, i.e. acid tolerance, drought/osmotic tolerance, and
ability to metabolize specific organic nutrients from root exudates, are important
examples of improvement in cell fitness to the root environment. However, competence
may be exerted not only by doing things better than competitors, but also by precluding
competitor’s activity. Soybean-nodulating rhizobia are known to have natural resistance
to several antibiotics, among them chloramphenicol, neomycin, and penicillin (Cole et al.,
1979). In addition, some strains of other rhizobial species are able to produce an antirhizobial substance known as trifolitoxin. This is a ribosomally synthesized,
posttranslationally modified peptide, which was found in R. leguminosarum bv trifolii T24,
against which various α-proteobacterial species are sensitive (Triplett, 1994). Among the
soybean-nodulating rhizobia, S fredii strains are sensitive, while B. japonicum seems
resistant. Trifolitoxin production and resistance was considered as an interesting trait to
enhance competitiveness for nodulation. Therefore, the ability to produce trifolitoxin was
introduced with a replicative plasmid in R. etli. Then, the competitiveness of trifolitoxinproducer or non-producer R. etli strains against a sensitive strain for nodulation of
common beans was assayed in field trials, in soils with a low bean-nodulating rhizobial
population (in the order of 102 rhizobia g of soil-1). As a result, the trifolitoxin-producer
strain occupied significantly more nodules than the sensitive strain, while the nonproducer strain did not differ from the sensitive strain. In turn, grain yield was not
modified in the inoculated or in uninoculated beans, indicating that the indigenous soil
population was proficient for N2 fixation (Robleto et al., 1998). However, the release of
high numbers of rhizobia genetically modified to produce antimicrobial substances
involves a number of serious environmental concerns, whereby this technology needs
more studies before its commercial implementation.
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After rhizosphere colonization, rhizobial adhesion to root surfaces is also a key aspect in
competitiveness. Therefore, cell-surface characteristics conferred by surface polysaccharides
are important for competitiveness (Bhagwat et al., 1991; Parniske et al., 1993; Quelas et al.,
2010; Zdor et al., 1991). Rhizobial adhesion depends on several factors such as the medium
composition where rhizobia and plants are put in contact, the composition of the culture
medium where rhizobia were grown previously, and rhizobial growth state at the moment of
their contact with the roots (Vesper & Bauer 1985; Smit et al., 1992). In addition, Vesper &
Bauer (1985) observed that in a batch culture of B. japonicum only a subpopulation of bacterial
cells is proficient for adhesion. This is consistent with more recent findings indicating that
bacterial culture populations are not homogeneous even under controlled growth conditions
(Ito et al., 2009). Moreover, bacterial cells seem to recognize specific adhesion sites in the plant
roots, as mediated by plant and rhizobial agglutinins (Laus et al., 2006; Lodeiro & Favelukes,
1999; Loh et al., 1993; Mongiardini et al., 2008). These agglutinin-mediated modes of rhizobial
adhesion are related to infectivity and competitiveness. In B. japonicum a lectin called BJ 38 was
described, which mediates both polar adhesion among rhizobial cells that form special
structures known as stars or rosettes, and polar adhesion of rhizobial cells to the soybean cells
(Ho et al., 1990; 1994) A B. japonicum mutant defective in BJ38 activity was less infective on
soybean plants (Ho et al., 1994). This bacterial lectin is located at one cell pole of the rhizobia
(Loh et al., 1993) but it is unknown whether it is part of a larger cell appendage. Vesper &
Bauer (1986) found that B. japonicum pili are required for adhesion to soybean roots, but it is
uncertain whether BJ 38 is part of these pili. Similarly to BJ38, a bacterial agglutinin called
RapA1 was found in the cell poles of R. leguminosarum and R. etli (Ausmees et al., 2001).
Overproduction of this agglutinin in R. leguminosarum bv trifolii led to higher rhizobial
adhesion to different plant roots, but had no effect on the speed of nodulation in clover
(Mongiardini et al., 2008). However, the overproducing rhizobia were more competitive than a
control strain for clover nodulation (Mongiardini et al., 2009). In addition to bacterial
agglutinins, the plant agglutinins also exert an influence on rhizobial adhesion and
competitiveness. Pretreatment of B. japonicum in low concentrations of soybean seed lectin
before plants inoculation improves rhizobial adhesiveness, infectivity, and competition for
nodulation (Halverson & Stacey, 1986; Lodeiro et al., 2000). This lectin is bound by the
bacterial EPS at the opposite cell pole of BJ38, in a growth state-dependent manner
(Bhuvaneswari et al., 1977). It was found that the sugar receptor in the EPS is galactose
(Bhuvaneswari et al., 1977), and mutants unable to incorporate galactose in their EPS are
severely impaired in lectin binding, adhesion to soybean roots, infectivity, and N2 fixation
(Pérez-Giménez et al., 2009; Quelas et al., 2006; 2010). This sugar moiety is modified according
to the physiological state of the bacteria: rhizobia in exponential growth have in their EPS
acetylated galactose, while rhizobia in stationary phase have methylated galactose. Likewise,
acetylated galactose has higher affinity for lectin than methylated galactose, and rhizobia in
exponential phase bind more lectin, adhere better to the roots and are more infective and
competitive than rhizobia in stationary phase (Bhuvaneswari et al., 1977; Lodeiro & Favelukes,
1999; López-García et al., 2001; Vesper & Bauer, 1983). Soybean lectin binding to rhizobia may
be enhanced by culture conditions that increase the amount of EPS: as we mentioned before, B.
japonicum cultured under N-limiting conditions produces more EPS at the expense of PHB,
and this EPS overproduction leads to higher soybean lectin binding activity of the bacterial
cells, which become more infective and competitive to nodulate soybean against isogenic
bacteria grown in normal N media (López-García et al., 2001). Likewise, in R. leguminosarum bv
trifolii and R. etli the overexpression of the regulatory genes pssA and rosR leaded to increased
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EPS production and competitiveness for nodulation (Bittinger et al., 1997; Janczarek et al.,
2009). Therefore, the possibilities of manipulating the expression of agglutinins in the rhizobia
(Ho et al., 1994; Mongiardini et al., 2009) or increasing rhizobial sensitivity to plant agglutinins
by culture conditions (López-García et al., 2001) or gene manipulation are interesting ways to
increase rhizobial competitiveness.
Adhesion of bacteria to diverse surfaces leads to development of biofilms, which are
complex structures, where bacteria differentiate from the single-cell planktonic state
(Stoodley et al., 2002). Therefore, many determinants of bacterial adhesion to plant roots also
play a role in biofilm formation on inert surfaces (Danhorn & Fuqua, 2007). However, it is
controversial whether biofilm formation is related to nodulation. Although biofilms may be
formed on legume roots, the time required for the development of a mature biofilm is larger
than the time required for root infection and nodule initiation. In addition, factors affecting
both processes like soybean seed lectin or the basic core of lipochitooligosacaride Nod
factors seem to be required in different manners for legume root infection or biofilm
formation (Fujishige et al., 2008; Pérez-Giménez et al., 2009). Hence, biofilm formation and
nodulation were regarded as alternative strategies for rhizobial survival in the soil rather than
sequential steps of the symbiosis (Pérez-Giménez et al., 2009). In the soil, free-living rhizobia
may tend to form biofilms on biotic or abiotic surfaces (Seneviratne & Jayasinghearachchi,
2003) and this may also explain their low motility at field capacity (see above).
3.2 Plant traits
The importance of competition for nodulation is also highlighted by the fact that plants exert
a control on the number of nodules formed in the roots. The earliest nodules are often the
most active in N2 fixation. Therefore, the occupation of the earliest nodules by the inoculated
strain is of prime importance to determine the global N2 fixing activity of the plant. Control
of nodulation involves a systemic signaling mechanism that was described thanks to the
availability of hypernodulating mutants, which loss the autoinhibition of the formation of
new nodules once sufficient nodules were formed. This autoregulation is systemic and the
signals responsible for this pathway were not yet found. The mutations are related to the
ability to nodulate in the presence of high concentrations of combined N compounds, and
the insensivity to ethylene or light (Oka-Kira & Kawaguchi, 2006). In soybean, the process of
autoregulation of nodulation involves the production of a cue signal in the nodulated root,
called “Q”, which travels to the shoot where it is perceived by a LRR RLK with a a
serine/threonine kinase domain called GmNARK. As a response to the perception of “Q” in
the leaves, a shoot-derived inhibitor (SDI) is produced and released to the roots, where it
inhibits further nodulation (Ferguson et al., 2010). Current work is in progress to elucidate
the chemical nature of “Q” and SDI. The “Q” signals may be CLAVATA3/ESR-related
(CLE) peptides, higly modified by proline hydroxylation and glycosilation, and recent work
identifyed three such CLE peptides in soybean, two of which may be related to nodulation
inhibition by B. japonicum and the other, by nitrogen (Reid et al., 2011). In turn, the SDI
seems a low molecular weight (< 1,000 Da) molecule, which is heat-stable and seems not
RNA or protein (Lin et al., 2010).
The plant growth regulator ethylene is also an inhibitor of nodulation, although it is not
clear whether ethylene takes part in the autoregulation response (Ding et al., 2009; Oka-Kira
& Kawaguchi, 2006). As mentioned before, nodulation is an energy-consuming process, and
the role of ethylene might be related to prevent this process if environmental conditions are
not adequate (or alternative N-sources are available in the soil) in order to save
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photosynthates in stressful situations. Nevertheless, strains able to locally counteract the
nodulation inhibition by ethylene seem more competitive for nodulation. Some strains of B.
elkanii are able to produce an ethylene synthesis inhibitor called rhizobitoxine [2-amino-4-(2amino-3-hydropropoxy)-transbut-3-enoic acid]. Rhizobitoxine-producing strains were more
competitive for nodulation of M. atropurpureum (Siratro) than non-producing strains
(Okazaki et al., 2003). Likewise, the expression of 1-cyclopropane-1-carboxylate (ACC)
deaminase in free-living cells of M. loti enhanced their competitiveness to nodulate Lotus
japonicus and L. tenuis. This enzyme degrades the ethylene precursor ACC and therefore,
lowering ACC levels in the rhizosphere or during initial infection might have been avoided
inhibition of nodulation in a local manner (Conforte et al., 2010). However, this strategy may
be not useful in the soybean symbiosis, since nodulation of this species seems not sensitive
to ethylene (Schmidt et al., 1999).
A very interesting phenomenon that seems not related with autoregulation is restriction of
nodulation of certain soybean genotypes by some serogroups of B. japonicum and S. fredii
(Cregan & Keyser, 1986; 1988). Despite the initial interpretation of this phenomenon,
discrimination of serogroups is not absolute, since restriction is not necessarily involving all
the members of a given serogroup (Scott et al., 1995). Genetic studies lead to the
identification of plant loci controlling restriction of nodulation, in particular, the dominant
genes Rj2, Rj3, and Rj4, which restrict nodulation by strains in the USDA 122 and c1
serogroups, and the recessive genes Rj1, Rj5, and Rj6 that restrict nodulation by virtually all
bradyrhizobia strains (Pracht et al., 1993; Weiser et al., 1990; Williams & Lynch, 1954).
Therefore, the use of such genes in cultivated soybeans may help in selecting a set of
soybean-nodulating rhizobial strains for nodulation in detriment of an undesired soil
rhizobial population (Devine & Kuykendall, 1996). However, discrimination in hostcontrolled restriction of nodulation seems not so specific and more studies are required
before this strategy can be transferred to farmers. Some advances were done in the
molecular characterization of the soybean genes involved in host restriction of nodulation.
The Rj1 gene was mapped to the soybean molecular linkage group D1b of chromosome 2
and was identified as the Nod factor receptor Gm NFR1a. Its recessive allele has a 1-bp
deletion that introduces a premature stop codon eliminating the protein kinase domain of
Gm NFR1a (Lee et al., 2011). The dominant Rj2 gene as well as its allele Rfg1, which restricts
S. fredii serogroups related with USDA 257, were mapped to the soybean linkage group J in
chromosome 16 and encodes Toll interleukin receptor/nucleotide-binding site/leucine-rich
repeat (TIR-NBS-LRR) class of plant resistance (R) proteins (Yang et al., 2010). Therefore,
this genetic system of host restriction of nodulation has similarity with the gene-for-gene
resistance system against plant pathogens. Counterpart genes in the bacterial side were also
identified. The PI (plant introduction) 417566 genotype restricts the USDA 110 serogroup
(Lohrke et al., 1995). Interestingly, host-restriction of nodulation requires high inoculum
doses of B. japonicum USDA 110, while low-inocula are not restricted (Lohrke et al., 2000). It
was found that USDA 110 mutants in nodD2 are not restricted at high cell-densities, and are
more competitive for nodulation than the non-restricted USDA 123 serogroup (Jitacksorn &
Sadowsky, 2008). nodD2 is part of the complex circuit of nodulation genes expression in B.
japonicum (Loh & Stacey, 2003). This gene is activated by nolA, which in turn is activated by a
special quorum signal of B. japonicum called bradyoxetin. Furthermore, nodD2 is an inhibitor of
nodD1, the activator of nodulation genes in B. japonicum. Thus, at high cell densities, nodD2
indirectly responds to quorum sensing and inhibits the expression of the other nod genes. It
still remains to be elucidated whether nodD2 fits also to the gene-for-gene model.
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Similarly as the case of soybean, in other legumes such as pea and M. truncatula, the plant
cultivar also exerts some selection on the rhizobial genotypes that will have preference for
nodulation, although a genetic system of host-restriction of nodulation was not described
with the same detail as in soybean (Depret & Laguerre, 2008; Rangin et al., 2008). Of
particular interest is the case of pea, where Depret & Laguerre (2008) observed that not only
the plant genotype exerts a strain selection for nodulation, but also the set of strains that
preferentially occupy the nodules changes across the different phenological stages of the
plants. The authors employed three pea cultivars, two of which (Austin and Athos) share a
common ancestor, and the other (Frisson) is more ancient. In addition, two hypernodulating
mutants of Frisson were included. The R. leguminosarum bv viceae strains came from two
different soils and were genotypically classified according to the neutral 16S intergenic
space and the symbiotically functional nodD gene into 68 genotypes, 5 of which
predominated in one of the soils and 6 in the other. In each soil, the cv. Austin and Athos
tended to be nodulated by a similar rhizobial population, which had a different structure in
the nodules from cv. Frisson. In addition, there was a difference in nodule population
structure between cv. Frisson and its hypernodulating mutant P118, indicating that the
single gene change in the latter was enough to induce a change in the nodule bacterial
population. Moreover, the nodD genotypes were diverse in the nodules produced before the
beginning of flowering, but tended to be dominated by a single genotype in all three
cultivars in the nodules produced between the beginning of flowering and the beginning of
seed filling. The authors attributed these differences at least in part to the differences in
rhizosphere composition at the different phenological states, which might lead to
differences in the rhizobial population structuring. In addition, the metabolic state and
structure of the roots may also influence the plant preference for certain rhizobial genotypes.

4. Ecological aspects of the plant-rhizobia interaction
Rhizobia are world-wide distributed bacteria and therefore traits for adaptation to almost
every environment where agriculture is carried out may be found. In addition, local
populations of rhizobia are not restricted to nodulate the indigenous legume species.
Horizontal gene transfer of rhizobial symbiotic genes was documented not only for those
rhizobial species that carry this information in transmisible symbiotic plasmids (TorresTejerizo et al., 2011) but also for those species that carry this information in the bacterial
chromosome (Gomes-Barcellos et al., 2007; Sullivan & Ronson, 1998), and therefore the
ability to nodulate a newly introduced legume species is rapidly acquired by the local
population. A mathematical model was developed to simulate the propagation of
horizontally transferred symbiotic genes to a local non-symbiotic population and the
prediction is that such genes can be fixed in the local population in a few generations
(Provorov & Vorobyov, 2000). Nevertheless, the major richness in rhizobial genotypes for a
given legume species is often found in the centers of origin of that species. Soybean is
originated in Asia and therefore, it may be presumed that most of the soybean-nodulating
rhizobia are originated in this same region. Therefore, searches for new soybean-nodulating
strains with special adaptations were conducted there. A recent survey was performed in
soils from four different regions in China (Thomas-Oates et al., 2003). Many fast-growing
rhizobia were isolated and classified according to various physiological, biochemical and
genetic characteristics, to build a catalogue of fast-growing soybean-nodulating strains with
different adaptations that can be used according to local requirements.
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Competitiveness of inoculant strains for nodulation of certain plant cultivars in special areas
may benefit from such collections. Nevertheless, it is important to understand how the
peculiarities of a region may influence competitiveness. It is not a simple task to predict the
most limiting factors in a given environment. Sometimes these factors are climate and soil
characteristics that can be readily noted, but in many instances there are environmental
influences that are hard to identify. These influences may take place at the onset of root
infection or during rhizosphere colonization. Rhizosphere is a complex and dynamic habitat
(Hinsinger et al., 2005; Watt et al., 2006) that requires a particular approach for its analysis.
New cell labeling and microscopy tools are expanding our knowledge on rhizosphere
events, since now it is possible to follow a single living cell in real time in the rhizosphere.
The knowledge that we are gaining thanks to these methodologies will bring new ideas and
applications in the near future.
Although rhizosphere colonization is of prime importance in competition for nodulation,
there are reports indicating that the relationship is not so straightforward. In two pea fields
(named sites I and II) inoculated with R. leguminosarum bv viceae it was found that, although
the rhizobial indigenous populations were similar, the inoculant resulted more competitive
at site I but less competitive at site II, even when at this site the inoculum was applied at
very high concentration; however, in laboratory tests of competition of the inoculant against
the dominant strain from site II, both resulted equally competitive (Meade et al., 1985).
Strains of R. leguminosarum bv trifolii that were the most abundant nodule occupiers in fieldgrown subclover were not the most competitive in laboratory experiments carried out in
Leonard jars with perlite-vermiculite as substrate (Leung et al., 1994a). In particular, there
were four isolates, classified according to their electrophoretic types (ET), which were the
most abundant in the field crops. Two of them, named ET 2 and 3, were studied in more
detail. Although the ET 3 isolate was in general more competitive than the others, the
authors recovered some isolates that, although were rarely present in the field nodules, were
more competitive than ET 3 in the laboratory. Regarding the isolate ET 2, although it was
found in a large proportion of field nodules, it had a low competitiveness in laboratory. The
authors attributed these behaviors to a series of factors, among them the obvious possibility
that the environment exerted a decisive influence in the field, but also considered more
subtle alternatives, such as a possible non-random distribution in the soil of the more
competitive, yet rare isolates. Similarly, a dominant serotype of R. leguminosarum bv trifolii
was found in field nodules of subclover, although there were 13 distinct serotypes in that
site. However, the rhizosphere effect, i.e. the ratio between rhizosphere and non rhizosphere
population densities increased much more among the rare serotypes than in the dominant
one in spring, while this effect was similar in other seasons (Leung et al., 1994b). Moreover,
in a study carried out by Laguerre et al. (2003) in France, a difference between fave bean and
pea was observed for the relationship of dominance in soil or nodules in the R.
leguminosarum bv viceae population. While the success in nodule occupancy of rhizobial
genotypes in fava bean was mainly determined by the rhizobial symbiotic genotype
independently of the soil conditions, in pea there was a stronger influence of the rhizosphere
colonization ability (linked to the genomic background but not necessarily to the symbiotic
phenotype) on the competition for nodulation. These results underscore the complexity of the
environmental effect on genotypic expression, which is differentially exerted on a given
rhizobial population according to the plant genotype, the season, and the soil structure.
It has been argued that rhizobia from soil or rhizosphere are more competitive than rhizobia
from rich broths due to a physiological state induced by nutrients limitation, which
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predispose the rhizobia to seek for plant root infection. Such physiological conditioning was
observed for processes that may be related with rhizosphere colonization and nodulation,
such as motility and roots infectivity (Lodeiro et al., 2000). However, nutrients limitation
achieved by suspending in poor media rhizobia previously grown in rich broths is different
than nutrients limitation achieved by rhizobia themselves at stationary growth phase, when
nutrients from the broth are exhausted. In the last case, infectivity is diminished (LópezGarcía et al., 2001). Several reports indicated that strains isolated from highly competitive
soil rhizobial populations frequently lack their superior competitiveness in laboratory tests
or when reintroduced into soil containing an established population. In turn, in several
instances an apparently poor competitor for nodulation in laboratory experiments resulted
very competitive in soil (Lochner et al., 1989 and references therein). Hence, López-García et
al. (2002) tested directly this concept on the basis of competition between two nearly
isogenic B. japonicum strains (Fig. 1). They established a population of strain LP 3004 (USDA
110 Sm-resistant) in vermiculite pots by inoculating the pots with the bacteria in N-free
plant nutrient solution and leaving the pots without plants for at least 1 month in the
greenhouse. After an initial period of cell divisions, the rhizobial population stabilized in
around 106 rhizobia ml-1 without decaying along this period. After this incubation, when the
nutrient-limited physiological state seemed to be acquired by this rhizobial population,
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Fig. 1. Demonstration that the rhizobial position in the rooting substrate is determinant for
competition for nodulation. Two nearly isogenic strains (indicated in red and green) were
inoculated either on the seeds and the rooting substrate or mixed homogeneously before
added to the pots. As result, the strain inoculated on the seeds occupied few nodules,
despite being intrinsically more competitive. For futher details see text.
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the pots were divided in two groups. To one of them soybean plantlets were planted and
inoculated on the seedlings with around 108 rhizobia plant-1 of the strain LP 3001 (USDA 110
Sp-resistant) freshly obtained from a rich broth. From the other half of the pots the rhizobia
were removed, suspended in N-free plant nutrient solution, and mixed there with another
aliquot of rich broth-grown LP 3001 in 1:1 relationship (106 rhizobia ml-1 of each strain). This
mixture was added to fresh vermiculite pots, and soybean plantlets were planted. After 20
days in the greenhouse the nodules were recovered and their contents were identified
according to their antibiotic resistances. As a result, it was observed that in the pots where
the rich broth rhizobia were inoculated on the seedlings, these rhizobia formed around 20 %
of the nodules, but in the pots where both strains were homogeneously mixed before
pouring them into the vermiculite, the rhizobia from the rich broth formed more than 80 %
of the nodules. This experiment demonstrated that the superior competitiveness of the
established population is not caused by a nutrient-limited physiological state, but simply by
the better position that they had in the vermiculite with respect to the growing roots: the
authors also observed that at field capacity the movement of the rhizobia in the vermiculite
is very scarce, which was recently corroborated with non-flagellated mutants (Althabegoiti
et al., 2011), and supported the idea that the initial cells that colonize the rhizosphere do not
arrive swimming but are “scavenged” by the displacement of the growing roots.
Life in the soil is nevertheless very important for the rhizobia. They may persist even in the
absence of legume crops, and it was observed that Bradyrhizobium sp. (Lotus) retains its
nodulation, competition, and N2 fixing characteristics even after 10 years in the soil (Lochner
et al., 1989). If we consider a soybean crop season, and take into account that nodules start to
senesce at grain filling, we can estimate that the rhizobia are into the nodules for less than 40
% of a year; the other 60 % of the time they have to survive in the free-living state in the soil.
During this period the rhizobia have to face diverse threats, including UV irradiation,
temperature changes, predation, drought, flooding, etc. Since these microorganisms are
unable to sporulate, a preferred state of endurance is the biofilm (Danhorn & Fuqua, 2007).
To this end, the cell surface components play a major role, but flagella are lost and biofilm
rhizobia are not motile, which may in part explain the lack of effects of motility on
competition for nodulation in non-flooded soils. In addition, plant lectins may help in
developing the biofilms. It was observed that soybean lectin enhances the biofilm formation
by B. japonicum in a way that is dependent on the presence of the receptor EPS molecule in
the bacteria (Pérez-Giménez et al., 2009). Since this process seems not related with plant
infection, it was argued that lectin-assisted biofilm formation may favor B. japonicum
biofilms in the vicinity of decaying soybean roots or even on dead roots, where soybean lectin
may have been released. This is supported by the observation that soybean lectin is
remarkable stable, being unaltered even after a week of incubation at 70 oC. Thus, this
enhancement of biofilms formation where soybeans were recently cultivated may keep a
localized high rhizobial population for the next nodulation cycle, thus explaining the
heterogeneities of rhizobial distribution in the soil previously postulated by Leung et al. (1994).

5. Conclusion
Competition for nodulation still remains a very complex and largely unknown
phenomenon, yet a very important issue for N2 fixation technology. Nevertheless,
understanding of this phenomenon has advanced in the last years, and several measures to
improve competitiveness of rhizobial inoculated strains may be proposed. Among that are
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the manipulation of host-controlled restriction of nodulation, the genetic manipulation of
the plant and bacterial partners, selection of superior strains, improvement of inoculant
formulations by manipulating the culture media and the physiological and metabolic state
of the bacteria, and the improvement of inoculant application technologies, particularly with
in-furrow inoculation. These methods, as well as the new developments that are in progress,
are necessary for the sustainable agriculture of the future.
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1. Introduction
Nitrogen is the key component of vegetable protein for human and animal consumption.
Although 78% of the atmosphere by volume is consisted of molecular nitrogen, this huge
amount is not available for plants, animals or human. Only the bacteria that have
nitrogenase enzyme can reduce atmospheric nitrogen and thus they called as a “nitrogen
fixers”. Nitrogen fixers reduce molecular nitrogen to amino acids and protein through
ammonia (Fritsche, 1990; Lindemann and Glower, 2003). Nitrogen fixation process realizes
either by free-living, associative or symbiotic nitrogen fixers. In symbiotic relation
microorganism infects the plant root through infection thread and lives in the nodule
forming structure. Afterwards plant supply component of nitrogenase and organic
compounds to microorganism whereas microorganism supply reduced nitrogen to plant.
Associative microorganisms are not infecting to plant however they colonize in rhizosphere
and use of root exudates to successful nitrogen fixation. Free living fixers are independent
and they need neither infect to plant nor rhizosphere exudates for fixation. Although the
fixation rate vary depends on the nitrogen fixer type, the most effective fixation occurs in
symbiotic relation with legumes. Soybean itself represents 77% of the N fixed by the crop
legumes by fixing 16.4 Tg N annually, fixation by soybean in the U.S., Brazil and Argentina
is calculated at 5.7, 4.6 and 3.4 Tg, respectively (Herridge et al. 2008).
Plant and microorganism are particular for each other, thus only certain microorganism can
infect particular plant whereas the appropriate rhizobium of soybean is called as
Bradyrhizobium japonicum. The shape and size of the nodules are also particular for legumes,
the soybean nodules are round and in same cases big as pea. Effective nodules are large in
size and reddish in the inside colour.
Legumes have an important role for both human nutrition and animal feeding, however,
soybeans are unique in legumes with contents of 40% protein and 21% oil as well as
isoflavones. Thus, soybean is the most widely grown protein/oilseed crop in the world,
with both North and South America producing large portions of the world’s supply of this
remarkable crop.
In case of legume introduce to soil for the first time, appropriate rhizobium strain has to be
inoculated for successful nitrogen fixation. In many cases some rhizobium bacterium might
be existed in the soils, nevertheless, due to the insufficient number and activity (Gok and
Onac, 1995), inoculation should be repeated. No successful nodulation as well as nitrogen
fixation should be expected without inoculation with appropriate and healthy rhizobium
strain by convenient inoculation method. A number of methods available to used in
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inoculation of soybean by Bradyrhizobium japonicum, however, inoculation by irrigation
water and seed bad inoculation methods are more effective according to nitrogen fixation
parameters (Isler and Coskan, 2009). On the other hand organic compound such as fulvic
and humic acids have stimulatory effect on soybean-rhizobium symbiosis (Coskan et al.,
2010). Moreover, biological nitrogen fixation of soybean influenced by the number of factor
such as pH, salinity, partial oxygen pressure, soil water content, ambient temperature as
well as soil mineral N content.

2. Cultivation of soybean for a first time: In scope of inoculation view
Cultural plants need considerable amount of macro and micro nutrients in mineral form to
produce high quality of yield and these nutrients should be provided to correct yieldlimiting factors. Mineral and organic fertilizations are the pathways to enhance soil mineral
nutrient budget. Due to the plant can only use mineral forms of nutrients, mineral fertilizers
are readily available for the plants. Nutrient in organic fertilizers are in organic form that
not readily available for the plants, thus the organic fertilizers have to be convert mineral
form via the process called “mineralization”.
Considerable amount of nitrogen is removed from soil when protein-rich grain or hay
harvested, thus nitrogen is the most commonly deficient nutrient among macro and micro
nutrients. Due to the nitrogen is the key component of healthy growing, all plants other than
legumes should be fertilized by nitrogenous fertilizer. Legume plants are unique for their
ability to fix nitrogen from atmosphere by symbiotic relationship with rhizobium bacteria.
Rhizobia require a plant host therefore they cannot independently fix nitrogen. These
bacteria located around root hair and fixing atmospheric nitrogen using particular enzyme
called “nitrogenase”. When this mutualistic symbiosis established, rhizobia use plant
resources for their own reproduction whereas fix atmospheric nitrogen to meet nitrogen
requirement of both itself and the host plants. Supply of nitrogen through biological
nitrogen fixation has ecological and economical benefits. Farmers are not taking advantage
of rhizobial inoculation to a number of reasons, thus they are passed up the potential of
biological nitrogen fixation.
In many cases Rhizobium spp. might be existed in the soils, nevertheless, due to the
insufficient number and activity (Gok and Onac, 1995), inoculation should be repeated. A
number of studies indicate that no nodule formation appeared in the soybean roots if
inoculated soybean isn’t grown previously. Biren (2002) carried out the experiment to
evaluate the effects of rhizobium inoculation in Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus where
soybean is not cultivated previously. He reported that there was no nodule formation in the
non-inoculated control plants. Similarly, in Isparta where the soybean is not cultivated
regularly there was no nodule occurrence (Coskan et al., 2009). In some circumstances it is
possible to observe very limited number of infection even in first cultivation at non
inoculated condition. Isler and Coskan (2009) reported that in the first cultivation in noninoculated condition there was a very few nodule formation in very light weight.
In scope of inoculation view, rhizobium inoculation should be realized with appropriate
and healthy rhizobium strain in first cultivation of soybean plant and inoculation should be
repeated every 2 to 3 year to sustain successful symbiotic nitrogen fixation. Depends on the
rhizobium variety used, amount of nitrogen fixation greatly changed (Gok et al., 2001;
Coskan et al., 2003). Thus, results obtained from local research should be considered in
designating the effective strain.
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3. Effects of inoculation methods on fixation
A number of inoculation methods are available, however, wetting the seeds by sugar, water
and strain mixture or inoculation with peat culture are the most common methods in
practise. Due to the rhizobium strain sensitive to the sunshine, inoculation and drying
should be realized in indoor environment and seeds should also be protected from direct
sunlight at sowing. Inoculation by wetting the seed methods has a number of disadvantages
as follows: (1) Seeds are clinging to each other or to any surface of sowing equipment. Thus,
farmers are abstained from inoculation to prevent time loss and extra workload. (2) The use
of excessive water damages to the shell of the seed during inoculation therefore seeds
become vulnerable to external conditions. Deaker et al. (2004) reported that seed inoculation
method causes reduction of viable cell number when seed passes through machinery or
lifting the seed coat out of the ground during germination. (3) Less amount of strain can be
introduced to the seed especially in smaller seeds. Therefore, the higher amount of
rhizobium bacteria per seed can be used in soil inoculation method compared to seed
inoculation, especially for small seeded legumes (Brockwell, 1977).
Isler and Coskan (2009) tested the five different inoculation practises in pot experiment to
evaluate the most effective method. They use the methods as follows: seed inoculation with
sugar as an adhesive (SI), top inoculation with first irrigation (TI), two times top inoculation,
one with first irrigation and one after germination (TTI), seed bad inoculation (SBI) and
inoculation with peat culture-rhizobium suspension IWP). Result revealed that all practices
other than control increased both number of nodule and nodule weight (Fig. 1). SI which
commonly used inoculation technique was not effective as the other techniques tested.
Observed nodule formation in TI proved that inoculants may reach rhizosphere area
without any difficulties. Therefore inoculation with irrigation water may be used as an
alternative inoculation technique considering the salt contents of the irrigation water. TTI
application realized to compare with TI, however there wasn’t statistical differences
between TI and TTI.According to yield and the weight of seeds, SBI was the most effective
inoculation techniques. Moreover SBI is the method that can easily adapt to sowing
machinery with small changes.
Number of nodule (nodule/plant)

Nodule weight (mg/plant)

35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
Control

SI

TI

TTI

SBI

IWP

Fig. 1. Effects of inoculation methods on nodule formation and nodule weight (SI: seed
inoculation, TI: top inoculation, TTI: two times top inoculation, SBI: seed bad inoculation,
IWP: inoculation with peat culture)
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In this method seed is not directly contacted to the inoculants material, instead, seed located
nearby or above the soil which rhizobia applied. Thus, the difficulties reported by Deaker et
al. (2004) and Brockwell (1997) surmounted. Due to the inoculation material mostly stored in
peat culture, inoculation with peat culture is another common inoculation method. But, if the
peat culture dries out after inoculation, peat removed from seed and accumulate bottom of
sowing machine (Gault 1978). Besides, when dry peat is wetted, great heat occurred which
may reduce the number of viable rhizobia (Deaker 2004). Thus, in IWP application, water
added to peat before adding the rhizobia to prevent high temperature occurrence, then this
suspension applied to seed bed. Nodule count and nodule weight results revealed that the
problem mentioned above is not realized and effective infection occurred in IWP. Results
strongly indicate that, in the case of inoculants were not contact with seeds directly, the success
of symbiotic relation increased. In general, SBI were the most effective methods among all
methods tested. This method is also ripe for development of automated sowing machines.

4. Effects of different tillage system
Biological N2 fixation (BNF) was effected by different tillage system including agricultural
practices, pesticides applications, addition of organic material, residue chopping. The ways
in which these operations are implemented affect the physical and chemical properties of
the soil, which in turn affect soil microorganisms as BNF bacteria.
The amount of nitrogen actually fixed by a legume depends not only on the genetics of the
bacteria and host plant but also on the environment and agricultural practices. Among the
common agricultural practices, fertilization with P and N has important effects in nitrogen
fixation. It is a well-established fact that, when legumes are grown in soils high in available
nitrogen, the nitrogen fixation rate is reduced.
According to different research, by definition, biological N2 fixation (BNF) is synonymous
with sustainability. Advances in agricultural sustainability will require an increase in the
utilization of BNF as a major source of nitrogen for plants. The process of BNF offers an
economically attractive and ecologically sound means of reducing external nitrogen input
and improving the quality and quantity of internal resources.
Soil tillage methods have complex effects on physical, chemical and biological properties of
soil. Because of the changing physical and chemical properties of soil by soil tillage
methods, the biological properties of soil may also change. Actually these changes are
indirect results of tillage. Changed physical and chemical soil properties by soil tillage
methods effect the parameters directly related with soil microbial activities such as organic
matter, soil humidity, temperature and ventilation as well as the degrees of interaction
between soil mineral and organic matter. As a result of these effects, significant differences
can be observed in the population of microbial activities in soil (Kladivko, 2001; Lavelle,
2000; Wardle 1995; Saggar et al. 2001).
Plant and microorganism interactions in rhizosfer region are very important for plant
growth. In the rhizosphere region, rhizobial activities occur as reciprocal and compulsory
interactions (symbiosis) of plant-microorganism (Altieri, 2000; Garcia and Altieri, 2005). One
of the important activities related to soil qualities is beneficial microorganism activities. The
most important of these activities is a root nodule bacterium which provides to biological
N2-fixation (Ferreira et al., 2000).
Microorganisms, that are important parts of the nature, are considerably affected by the
environmental conditions. These organisms which rapidly reproduce and function in proper
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environmental conditions, also struggle to continue their functions under poor conditions
(Doğan et al., 2007).
As a result of symbiotic N2–fixation, legumes supply nitrogen to the soil not only with their
nodules, but also by decomposition of their roots and shoots. Nitrogen might have formed
by mixing the separated dead nodule tissues into the soil. This situation can be accelerated
by cutting of the plant’s shoots (Werner, 1987; Goormachting et al., 2004).
In a study of Dogan et al. (2011), the effects of six different soil tillage methods (Table 1) on
some parameters related with nitrogen fixation have been investigated. According to the
findings of the research in the No-Tillage with Direct Seeding (NTDS) plots, root weights
(6.9 g/plant), number of nodules (96 number/plant), weight of nodules (0.318 g/plant) and
root nitrogen content (% 0.71) are found to be statistically higher than with the other tillage
applications. In the Reduced tillage with rotary tiller (RTR) plots, the values of up-root dry
weight (51.3 g/plant), mean nodule weight (3.91 mg/nodule), root N content (2.38%), are
found higher on the lands than in NTDS plots.
Soil Tillage
Methods
Conventional
Tillage with
Residue (CTR)
Conventional
Tillage with Burnt
Residue (CTBR)
Reduced Tillage
with Heavy Disking
(RTHD)
Reduced tillage
with rotary tiller
(RTR)
No-Tillage with
Heavy Disking
(NTHD)
No-Tillage with
Direct Seeding
(NTDS)

Soil Tillage for winter wheat
cultivation
Chopping the residues Plowing
(30-33 cm) Disk horrow (13-15 cm)
(2 times) Packing (2 times) Wheat
planting with a universal planter
(4 cm)
Burning the residues Plowing (3033 cm) Disk horrow (13-15 cm) (2
times) Packing (2 times) Wheat
planting with a universal planter
(4 cm)
Chopping the residues Heavy
disking (18-20 cm) (2 times)
Packing (2 times) Wheat planting
with a universal planter (4 cm)
Chopping the residues Rotary
tilling (13-15 cm) Packing (2 times)
Wheat planting with a universal
planter (4 cm)
Chopping the residues Heavy
disking (18-20 cm) Doting (2 times)
Wheat planting with a universal
planter (4 cm)
Chopping the residues Herbicide
application Wheat seeding with
direct seeder (4 cm)

Soi Tillage for second crop soybean
plant
Chopping the residues Heavy disk
horrow (18-20 cm) Disk horrow
(2 times) (13-15 cm) Packing (2 times)
Soybean planting with Pneumaticprecision seeding machine ( 8 cm)
Burning the residues Chiselling (35-38
cm) Disk horrow (13-15 cm) (2times)
Packing (2 times) Soybean planting
with Pneumatic-precision seeding
machine ( 8 cm)
Chopping the residues Rotary tilling
(13-15 cm) Packing (2 times)
Pneumatic-precision seeding machine
( 8 cm)
Chopping the residues Rotary tilling
(13-15 cm) Packing (2 times) Soybean
planting with Pneumatic-precision
seeding machine ( 8 cm)
Chopping the residues Herbicide
application Soybean planting with
Pneumatic-precision seeding machine
( 8 cm)
Chopping the residues Herbicide
application Soybean planting with
Pneumatic-precision seeding machine
( 8 cm)

Table 1. Soil tillage methods in the major and secondary crop (soybean) production (Dogan
et al., 2011)
Among the applications, in the plots of Reduced Tillage (RTHD and RTR) rhizobial nitrogen
fixation parameters have been found considerably higher compared with the other
applications (Fig. 2). However, some soil tillage methods used in this study negatively
affected some soil parameters. For the Reduced Tillage with Rotary tiller (RTR) plots the
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dry root weight (4,8 g/plant), up-root weight (35,7 g/ plant) and root N content (% 0,68)
values and for the Conventional Tillage with Burnt Residue (CTBR) plots, number of
nodules and weight of nodule values were found to be lower than in the other tillage
applications. The values of dry nodule weights, like in Conventional Tillage with Burnt
Residue (CTBR) were low in the plots of Conventional Tillage with Residue (CTR) and
Reduced Tillage with Heavy Disking (RTHD) with the values 0,071 and 0,088 g/plant,
respectively. Besides, the lowest mean nodule weights (2,06 mg/nodule) have been
observed in Conventional Tillage with Residue (CTR) plots and the lowest up root N
content (%1,98) have been observed in Reduced Tillage with Heavy Disking (RTHD) plots.
The results of the study have been showed that, parameters of nitrogen rhizobial fixation
has been affected negatively by the conventional tillage methods in which 3-5 tillage
operations are applied and soil is disturbed . There were differences among the tillage
methods and these differences were found to be statistically significant. In general, the best
results related with rhizobial activity have been obtained with No-Tillage with Direct
Seeding (NTDS) and No-Tillage with Heavy Disking (NTHD). However, other soil tillage
methods decreased the nitrogen fixation (Dogan et al., 2011). Similar studies have also
showed that zero and reduced soil tillage methods have increased the soil microbial activity
and population (Ferreria, 2000; Alvarez et al., 1995; Gassen and Gassen 1996).
120
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Fig. 2. The effects of different soil tillage methods on number of nodule in secondary crop
soybean plant (CTR: Conventional Tillage with Residue, CTBR: Conventional Tillage with
Burnt Residue, RTHD: Reduced Tillage with Heavy Disking, RTR: Reduced tillage with
rotary tiller, NTHD: No-Tillage with Heavy Disking, NTDS No-Tillage with Direct Seeding)
Generally, soil microbial activity is affected negatively by soil tillage (Jinbo et al., 2007;
Kladivko, 2001; Hussain et al., 1999; Saggar et al., 2001). Therefore rhizobial activity is also be
affected negatively by soil tillage (Hassen et al., 2007; Ferriera et al., 2000). Soil organic matter
decreased by soil tillage operations is also important for the vital activities of soil
microorganisms. The decrease of organic matter in the soil can also cause decreases in soil
microbial activity (Saggar et al., 2001; Eliot el al., 1984). As it can be seen in the similar studies,
the effects of soil tillage methods may differ depending on climate, regional, and
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environmental factors. These factors must be taken into consideration before applying tillage
methods. Otherwise, biological activity, fertility and sustainability of soil will be destroyed.
On high-input farms, microorganisms are generally thought to play a minor role in soil
fertility because most nutrients in inorganic fertilizers are readily available for the plants
and do not require degradation or mineralization (Smith et al., 2001).
Many studies have concluded that herbicides affect nitrogen fixation largely via indirect
effects on plant growth and consequent availability of photosynthate to the root nodules
(Wally et al., 2006; Abd-Alla et al. 2000); there is evidence that some pesticides might impair
the ability of the rhizobia to recognize appropriate host plants. As a consequence, early
nodulation events can be disrupted. However, according to their research, not all pesticides
had a negative impact on nodulation and the degree to which nodulation was inhibited was
dependant on pesticide concentrations. In some instances, results from various studies have
been contradictory. For example, when examining the effects of chlorsulfuron under
laboratory conditions, Anderson et al. (2004) observed that even at rates equivalent to two
times field rates, chlorsulfuron did not influence rhizobial growth. However, although
rhizobial growth was not influenced, the subsequent ability of these rhizobia to form
nodules was reduced. Thus, they reported that when rhizobia were exposed to relatively
high levels of chlorsulfuron, subsequent nodule size and total nitrogen fixation was
reduced. In contrast, Martensson (1992) reported that nodulation ability was unaffected by
previous exposure to chlorsulfuron. These contrasting results suggest that the impact of
various herbicides on specific nodulation events may be highly dependent on specific
environmental conditions, including different soil characteristics (i.e., pH, organic matter,
moisture, etc.) and weather conditions. Martensson (1992) examined the impact of various
herbicides on root hair formation. Rhizobia infect plant roots through root hairs and thus it
was hypothesized that herbicides affecting root hair development might interfere with
nodulation. Author reported that some herbicides, including glyphosate, caused root hair
deformations that apparently resulted in fewer nodules being formed. It is important to
note, however, that this was a laboratory study and consequently the herbicide rates used in
these experiments were not necessarily similar to rates that would be encountered in soils
under field conditions. Thus, although the research demonstrates the possibility for
herbicides to affect nodulation via root hair deformations, it is not known if this
phenomenon occurs under field conditions (Walley et al. 2006).
Saggar et al. (2001) studied the effect of cultivation on soil organic C, functional chemical
composition of SOM, and soil structure in soils of contrasting mineralogy. They found that
soil susceptibility to structural degradation increased with years of cultivation, and from
light textured to heavier textured soils. Because cultivation causes profound changes in the
soil physical and chemical properties, and populations of microfauna and macrofauna, it is
relevant to quantify its effects on soil microbial and microfaunal populations and on SOM
dynamics.

5. Mycorhiza-rhizobium interaction in light limited condition
Vesicular Arbuscular Mycorrhiza (VAM) is symbiotically living organism with many crops
and they enhance plant P uptake along with other micronutrients especially Zinc.
Phosphorus efficiency in highly limy soil (in high pH) is considerably low whereas
mycorrhiza assists plant to receive that immobile phosphorus by exudates and/or
enhancing soil contact area. As mentioned previously, rhizobium is a microorganism,
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capable of fixing aerial nitrogen (N2) to soil/plant via symbiotic relations with legumes.
Both organisms utilize the photosynthesis products that assimilated by host plants to
survive. In non-limiting conditions those organism supports the plants for the most
important macro and micro nutrients as N, P, Fe and Zn. On the other hand unsuitable soil
or climatic conditions in growth season may result negative Rhizobium x Mycorrhiza
interactions. Although both microorganisms use organic compounds formed by plants, they
use trace amount of that compound compared to the plant biomass formation. Coskan et al.
(2003) carried out the pot experiment to evaluate cross interactions of rhizobium and
mycorrhiza in light limited condition. Results revealed that no nodule formation appeared
in non-rhizobia-inoculated control variant whereas rhizobial inoculation increased number
of nodule (Fig. 3) while decreased biomass weight (Fig. 4).
Infection rate
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Fig. 3. Nodule formation (left) and mycorrhizal infection rate (right) in the light limited
condition
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Fig. 4. Effect of dual inoculation on root and shoot dry weight of soybean in light limited
condition
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Although both of the rhizobium strains give rise to nodule formation, B. japonicum 1809
strain cause considerably higher nodule number. On the other hand, mycorrhiza inoculation
increased the infection rate (Fig 3). Rhizobial inoculation decreased mycorrhizal infection
rate in both with mycorrhiza and without mycorrhiza applications. Bacterial inoculation has
no significant effect on plant growth except nodule formation. It is clearly seen that both
rhizpbium and mycorrhiza applications reduced total plant dry weight. However, plant dry
weight and phonological observations revealed that plant development is adversely effected
due to mycorrhizal inoculation in light-limited growing session.

6. Effects of humic+fulvic acid on symbiotic nitrogen fixation
Organic matter is one of the most important issues of agriculture and it contains three very
important components: humic acids, fulvic acids and humin. Plants and microorganisms in
soil benefit from applications of humic acid in several ways. Humic acid stimulate root
growth, increase carbohydrate production, have a hormone-like affect within the plant, and
increase soil microorganisms (Lawn Care Academy, 2010). The incorporation of humic acid
fractions in media designed for the enumeration of soil micro-organisms belonging to
specific physiological groups was found to result for some groups in appreciably higher
counts. It is suggested that by influencing the enzyme systems of certain micro-organisms,
humic compounds may affect the range of substrates which they can utilize. The effect could
have implications on the activity of organisms in environments in which humic substances
are normally present, such as soils and natural waters (Visser, 1984).
Coskan et al. (2010) carried out a pot experiment to represent effects of humic + fulvic acid
(HFA) applications on biological nitrogen fixation under soybean vegetation. Humic +
fulvic acid application realized by either incorporate to soil or admixing by irrigation water.
Seeds are inoculated by appropriate Bradyrhizobium japonicum strain, before sowing. In
flowering stage, roots are removed from soil and the number of nodule determined (Fig 5).

Fig. 5. Effects of humic + fulvic acid application on nodule number of soybean (-Inoc: noninoculated)
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Due to the fields where soil was taken is not previously introduced with the rhizobia that
match with soybean; no nodule occurrence was observed in the pot which non-inoculated
control variant. A few nodules observed in non-HFA applied pots however HFA application
increased nodule occurrence considerably. Both “incorporation to soil” and “admixing by
irrigation” applications were effective on formed nodule number; however because of the
dilution effect in incorporation to soil application, admixing by irrigation application seems
to be more effective than incorporation to soil. (dilution effect). Increasing doses of HFA
increased the number of nodule, thus findings expressing the considerable positive effects of
HFA on biological nitrogen fixation.

7. Effects of organic matter application
Soil organic matter is important for biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) because of its
influence on soil physical, chemical and biological properties and processes. It helps to
create a favourable medium for physical processes, chemical reactions, and biological
activity. The multi-faceted role of soil organic matter (SOM) must therefore be taken into
consideration in any assessment of `soil quality' and `sustainable land management. Low
concentration of organic matter can have a deleterious effect on offsite environment because
it is often associated with decreased soil fertility, water holding capacity and water
infiltration, and increased erosion. Further, SOM turnover controls the fluxes of nutrients.
Microbial biomass measurements combined with soil respiration have frequently been used
as an index of soil development or degradation (Insam and Domsch, 1988) and to assess the
quality of organic matter input (Anderson and Domsch, 1990). Interactions between soil
microorganisms and soil microfauna, particularly Protozoa and Nematoda, largely control
SOM turnover (Elliot et al., 1984).
Harvested crop residues and rotation has a major impact on the soil organic matter
content. However, some features, such as the type and degree of decomposition of organic
matter, affected BNF in different ways. Many field trials which were applied organic
material by Gok et al. (2001) show that with the organic material application, organic
matter content of soil increased in the short term but at the end of the trial, soil organic
matter content decreased due to high rate of mineralization. To gain long-term soil
organic matter, all kind of organic substrates should be regularly added to the soils which
under the effect of semi-arid climate condition. Moreover, degradation resistant substrates
such as lignin and cellulose should be preferred to dump mineralization. With this way
nitrogen is temporarily immobilized in biomass that preventing (Asmus and Hubner
1985; Gok 1987). In a research, Limon-Ortega et al. (2002) studied to evaluate the effects of
burning and natural wheat or maize stubble on some properties of soil. Results indicated
that the positive effect of that substrates appeared after 2 or 3 year continuously stubble
applications. The result obtained at 5th – 6th years were more expressive than those
obtained in the 1st to 3rd years. When the stubble is burned almost all nutrients in organic
substrates converted to available form for plants in seconds. Therefore, compared with
burned or natural stubble applied plots, in the beginning years burned stubble seems to
be more efficient, but in following years the effects of stubble become much more effective
on the soil parameters.
A two year field experiment at soybean cultivation was undertaken for determining the
effects of stubble burning, a widely performed practice in Cukurova Region, along with
admixing 0, 5000 and 10000 kg ha-1 tobacco wastes on symbiotic nitrogen fixation, grain
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yield and biomass production (Coskan et all, 2009). Results revealed that applications
were significantly effective on nitrogen fixation, yield and biomass production. According
to overall averages, the highest biomass production of root and shoot were observed at
wheat burned and 10000 kg ha-1 tobacco waste applied plot as 830 and 4730 kg ha-1. The
highest nitrogen contents at harvest stage were determined in the plot wheat and 5000 kg
ha-1 tobacco waste applied (root, 0.87%; shoot, 0.95%). At the end of experiment
determined grain yield amounts in first year were higher in the stubble burned plots. No
statistical difference was determined between burned and non-burned stubble in the
second year. When the variants of tobacco waste applications were compared according to
their tobacco rates, the productivity was increased at plots of waste application in both
years. The determined highest yield 4520 and 5280 kg ha-1 at stubble burned and nonburned plots in which 10000 kg ha-1 waste was applied in the first and second years,
respectively

8. Factors that effective on symbiotic nitrogen fixation in soybean
Nitrogen fixation is one of the important soil microbial activity which was affected by all
ongoing processes in soil as well as other soil microorganisms. The biological nitrogen fixing
process depends on the occurrence and survival of Rhizobium in soils and also on their
efficiency (Adamovich, Klasens, 2001).
The rate of the nitrogen fixation was affected by many different physiological and
environmental factors in soil, such as temperature, water holding capacity, water stress,
salinity, nitrogen level, pH and other nutrients. Many of these factors, including
temperature, affect many aspects of nitrogen fixation and assimilation, as well as factors
such as respiratory activity, gaseous diffusion and the solubility of dissolved gasses, which
ultimately affect plant growth (Dogan et al 2010; Keerio et al., 2001).
High amount of mineral nitrogen in soil has negative effect on nodulation. Wide or narrow
C:N ratio decreases nodule formation, therefore nitrogen fixation. If the C:N ratio is in
expected ratio (15-30) nodulation and N2-fixation regularly realizes. Inhibitory effect of
nitrate causes the reduction of capillary roots development as well as preventing particular
infection’s strands. This effect is very similar to herbicides’ effect. Many researches have
shown that adequate nitrate, nitrite, ammonium and urea concentrations in soil causes to
decrease the number of infections, to delay to the first formation of nodules, to decrease to
the nodule number and weight. Temperature is the main factor affecting N2-fixation;
however, optimum temperature for N2-fixation is depending on various soil properties.
Optimum N2-fixation temperature value is between 20-40 °C. Nodulation and nitrogen
fixation in soybean is composed of between 20-30 °C. High soil temperature diminishes root
growth as well as nodule formation. Furthermore, temperature changes affects to the
competitive ability of Rhizobium/Bradyrhizobium species. Low temperatures decreased to
nodule formation and N2-fixation. However, N2-fixation in natural legumes is not
influenced extreme cold conditions (Bordeleau and Prevost, 1994).
Soil reaction (pH) is one of the most important factor influencing legume and Rhizobium
symbiosis. A higher concentration of H+ ions increases the solubility of Al, Mn and Fe,
and higher amount of these elements may become toxic for rhizobium. Sinorhizobium
meliloti and Rhizobium galegae are highly sensitive to acid pH and soluble Al when the
critical soil pH is 4.8–5.0 (Bordeleau ve Prevost, 1994). Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. trifolii
and Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. Viciae in comparison with alfalfa rhizobia are more
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tolerant to soil acidity. However, pH less than 4.6 inhibits their activity. Legumes and
Rhizobium have form an efficient symbiosis and fix high amounts of biological nitrogen
when soil pH is no less than 5.6–6.1. Soil acidification inhibited the root-hair infection
process and nodulation. Optimum soil pH for nodulation and yield for soybean is
between 6.2 and 6.8 (Lapinskas, 1998).
The results of a study indicate that Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. trifolii is widely
distributed in slightly acid soils with pHKCl 5.6–6.0. The average content of rhizobia was
540.0 • 103 cfu g–1 of soil. Less Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae and significantly less
Sinorhizobium meliloti and Rhizobium galegae were found. Rhizobium significantly declined
in acid soils (pHKCl 4.1–5.0). Most of biological nitrogen was fixed at soil pHKCl 6.1–7.0. In
this case, Rhizobium galegae accumulated 196 to 289 kg N ha–1 of nitrogen, whereas
rhizobia of alfalfa and clover were less, and it depended on strain efficiency and soil pH.
Soil liming had a positive effect on nitogenase activity in red clover. The soil liming
(CaCO3 rate 6.2 t ha–1) in combination with inoculation have increased biological nitrogen
fixation by red clover at 106 kg N ha–1. Associative diazotrophes in non–legume
rhizoplane have fixing the biological nitrogen too. The effective strains of Rhizobium spp.,
Agrobacter radiobacter and Arthrobacter mycorens have made up an active association with
barley, timothy and spring rape and accumulated 11.0 to 20.4 kg N ha–1 of biological
nitrogen (Lapinskas, 2008).
Soil moisture can affect to nitrogen fixation both directly and indirectly. In low moisture
condition in soil, nodule respiration decreases and nitrogen in nodule moves out slowly.
This case is direct effect of low soil moisture. However in the same condition, nitrogen
fixation decreased due to deterioration of generating photosynthesis units assimilate and in
this case, N2-fixation was affected indirectly.
Iron (Fe) and molybdenum (Mo) are located in structure of the Nitrogenase enzyme which is
working with legumes for symbiotic nitrogen fixation (Fig. 6). Therefore, the amount of
these nutrients in the soil and plant uptake affects the symbiotic N2-fixation of legumes
directly (Werner, 1987; Durrant, 2001).

Fig. 6. Structure of nitrogenase enzyme (Durrant, 2001)
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Nitrogen fixation in soybean is negatively affected by increasing salt contents of the soil. N2fixation of Rhizobium bacteria and their activities decreased in accordance with increasing
soluble salt contents. Thus, increasing salt concentration in irrigation water was found to
reduce a significant amount of grain and nodule weight in soybean (FAO, 1982).
According to many research it was determined to development of soybean was decreased in
soil condition of 0.08% CaCl2 and 1.5% ZnSO4 (Anonymous, 1982). According to the results
of many similar studies show that salt tolerance of rhizobium bacteria, optimum pH,
antibiotic resistance and so on has revealed important differences (Gok and Martin, 1993).
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1. Introduction
Soybean Glycine max L. Merr. is cultivated in several tropical and subtropical regions of the
world. United States (USA) and Brazil are the world's largest producers and exporters of
oilseed (Agrianual, 2008; Miyasaka & Medina, 1981).
Despite the high production and export of Brazilian soybeans, many factors have affected
the quality or quantity of production of that crop, causing reduction in financial returns per
unit area, such as disease epidemics. Among the diseases, powdery mildew, whose etiologic
agent is Microsphaera diffusa Cke. & Pk., suddenly began to cause significant damage in
soybean, despite having a broad host range and have been reported in Brazil, Canada,
Republic of China, India, Puerto Rico, South Africa, United States (Sinclair, 1999), Germany,
Argentina and Bolivia (Sartorato & Yorinori, 2001) .
According to Yorinori & Hiromoto (1998), crops widely affected by the disease, had
estimated reductions between 30 and 40% of yield, in the same order of magnitude as those
reported abroad by Dunleavy (1978) and Philips (1984). The susceptibility of cultivars and
the influence of climate favored epidemics with high rates of disease progress, in successive
years in Brazil. Considering the lack of resistance of most of the cultivars, chemical control is
required, especially in the south and the high plains of the savannah biome (Sartorato &
Yorinori, 2001). In 1996/97, epidemics of powdery mildew in soybean in a great extent of
Brazil, from the Central West region to the Rio Grande do Sul state, resulted in average
losses of 15 and 20% in susceptible cultivars, with extremes ranging from 50 to 60%
(Yorinori & Hiromoto, 1998 ; Seganfredo & Silva, 1999).
M. diffusa is distinguished from M. polygoni by presenting cleistothecium with appendages
forked at its end (Sartorato & Yorinori, 2001; Grau, 1975). The fungus is an obligate parasite
that develops throughout the soybean shoot, including leaves, stems, petioles and pods.
Symptoms can range from chlorosis, green islands, rusty spots, defoliation or severe
combination of these symptoms, depending on the reaction of cultivars. Chlorotic spots and
necrosis on the leaf veins indicate a hypersensitivity reaction. However, the most obvious is
the very structure and powdery white fungus on the surface of infected parts (Yorinori,
1982; Yorinori, 1986, Tanaka et al., 1993; Yorinori et al., 1993; Sinclair, 1999; Sartorato &
*Edson A. Pozza2, João de C. do B. Costa3, Josimar B. Ferreira4, Dejânia V. de Araújo5, Luiz Gonsaga de
Carvalho2, Fábio Moreira da Silva2 and Luciana Sanches1
1Federal University of Mato Grosso, Brazil, 2Federal University of Lavras, 3CEPEC/CEPLAC l, 4Federal
University of Acre, 5State University of Mato Grosso, Brazil
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Yorinori , 2001). In general, the lower leaves of young plants are more susceptible than the
upper leaves (Mignucci & Lim, 1980).
In relation to physiological changes in the host, Mignucci & Boyer (1979) studied the
inhibition of photosynthesis and transpiration of soybean infected with powdery mildew
and found lower photosynthesis and transpiration with increased infection. With 82% of leaf
area infected, more than half of the leaf photosynthetic activity had been lost and
transpiration dropped to 36% compared to control, considering the direct result of the
change in metabolic activity induced by the pathogen. Because infection occurs primarily in
the lower leaves and poorly lit, it is unlikely that the reduction in rates of photosynthesis
and leaf transpiration resulted in great reduction in soybean yield, however, favorable
climatic conditions may enabled the infection of upper leaves leading to high losses
(Mignucci & Boyer, 1979; Sartorato & Yorinori, 2001).
Susceptibility of cultivars and influence of the climate has caused outbreaks of powdery
mildew in successive years in Brazil. The lack of resistance in most cultivars have required
chemical control mainly in the south and the high plateaus of the savannahs. In the U.S.A.,
powdery mildew caused economic damage reached in the 70's and early 80's. Since then, the
use of resistant cultivars has dispensed chemical control (Sartorato & Yorinori, 2001).
Reactions of different soybean varieties to powdery mildew and the effect of environmental
variables in the progress of the disease have been reported (Arny et al. 1975; Buzzell et al.
1975; Degree & Laurence, 1975, Johnson & Phillips, 1961; Mignucci 1977; Mignucci & Boyer,
1979; Mignucci & Lim, 1980; Lohnes & Bernard, 1992; Lohnes & Nickell, 1994). According to
Bedendo (1995), in Brazil, powdery mildew may occur in the humid and cold climates, but
are favored by hot dry conditions (20-25 °C). According to the author, conidia do not
germinate when is present a film of water on the leaf surface, however, relative humidity
near 95% is required for germination.
Mignucci et al. (1977) reported temperatures of 18 ºC as favorable to the development of
powdery mildew on susceptible cultivars and at temperatures of 30 ºC disease progress was
inhibited. Degree & Laurence (1975) also observed lower disease severity at 30 °C.
According to Sartorato & Yorinori (2001) the information about the effects of relative
humidity, leaf wetness, rainfall, solar radiation or other environmental factors in the
progress of powdery mildew in soybeans was not precise.
Therefore, the intensity of powdery mildew of soybean under different temperatures and
periods of leaf wetness on the cultivars conquista and suprema was evaluated.

2. Material and methods
Seeds of soybean cultivar conquista (MG/BR 46) and suprema were sown in pots containing
5 kg of soil mixture, sand and organic matter (manure) in the proportion 2:1:0.5 in a green
house. Thinning was performed 15 days after planting, leaving two plants per pot, forming
the experimental unit. The plants were kept in a green house until the V3 stage, according to
the soybean phenological scale proposed by Ritchie et al. (1982). During the same period,
inoculation of M. diffusa was done stirring soybean plants on healthy plants which were
then randomly placed next to diseased plants (Demski & Phillips, 1974). According to Grau
(1975), because of the ease with which conidia are disseminated, it becomes hard to test
inoculation of M. diffusa with different isolates without contamination.
The plants were transferred to growth chambers and arranged in randomized blocks,
factorial 4 x 5 with three replicates, considering four air temperatures (15, 20, 25 and 30
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degrees C) and five leaf wetness periods (0 , 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours). For the different periods
of leaf wetness, recently sprayed plants were kept in a moist chamber with transparent
plastic bags, during the period used for each treatment. In the treatment of 0 h of wetness,
the plants were taken without a moist chamber for the growth chambers. Irrigation was
performed by spraying water directly on the stem of the plants.
There were four incidence and severity assessments every five days after the beginning of
the experiment. The severity was assessed on all central leaflet of each plant with trifoliate
leaves at 9, 11, 13 and 15 days after inoculation, using the grading scale published Sartorato
& Yorinori (2001), adopting grade 1 = 1% of affected leaf area; grade 2 = 5%, grade 3 = 10%,
grade 4 = 25%, grade 5 = 50%, grade 6 = 100%.
The intensity data were integrated using the area under incidence progress curve over time,
according to Campbell & Madden (1990).
n−1

AUDPCS =  (
i

n−1

AUDPCI =  (
i

ysi + ysi + 1
)(ti + 1 − ti )
2

(1)

yii + yii + 1
)(ti + 1 − ti )
2

(2)

Where:
AUDPCI was the area under the progress curve of powdery mildew incidence; AUDPCS
was the area under the progress curve of powdery mildew severity; ys and yi were the
disease severity and incidence over time i and i+1, respectively; t was the time in days and n
was the number of evaluations along the time.
Plants with chlorosis, green islands, rusty stains, and combination of these symptoms were
considered infected by powdery mildew (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Evaluated signals of powdery mildew in soybean plants.
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The significant variables in the F test by the variance analysis of AUDPCS were subjected to
regression analysis, linear and nonlinear adjustment models (Leite & Amorim, 2002, Reis et
al., 2004). In the case of significant interaction, the combined effect of temperature and leaf
wetness duration in disease intensity was modeled (Reis et al., 2004).

3. Results and discussion
Symptoms of powdery mildew evaluated at 9, 11, 13 and 15 days after inoculation, were
characterized by chlorosis, green islands, rusty stains, and combination of these symptoms
in the cultivars suprema and conquista. However, the most striking characteristic evaluated
was the presence of the fungus, and powdery white structure on the surface of infected
leaves. This symptomatology was consistent with those described by Sartorato & Yorinori
(2001), Tanaka et al. (1993), Yorinori et al. (1993) and Yorinori & Hiromoto (1998). According
to Sartorato & Yorinori (2001) and Yorinori et al. (1998), may also be variations in the
symptoms of powdery mildew due to climatic variations, genetic variability between
populations of M. diffusa, genetic resistance of cultivars, stage of plant development and
adopted agronomic practices. Tanaka et al. (1993) studying the occurrence of powdery
mildew (M. diffusa) in a collection of 27 soybean genotypes, in a green house, observed
differences of severity symptoms presented by By Hampton cultivars (more susceptible),
followed by IAC-Foscarin 31 and IAC-Santa Maria 702, respectively. According to Lohnes &
Bernard (1992), Lohnes & Nickell (1994) and Mignucci & Lim (1980), the differing responses
of powdery mildew in soybeans are consequences of three alleles at locus Rmd: Rmd-c
(resistant), Rmd (resistance in adult plants) and rmd (susceptibility) and according to
Dunleavy (1978) and Phillips (1984), these differences may be evidenced by a 35% loss of
productivity in soybean cultivars susceptible to powdery mildew in the field.
A significant interaction in the F test between temperature and leaf wetness was observed
for the AUDPCS in conquista cultivar (P = 0.0242) and the isolated effect of temperature in
conquista (P <0.0001) and suprema (P <0.0001) . Thus, models were adjusted using nonlinear regression to describe the monocyclic process of the epidemic based on the dependent
variables. With regard to temperature, a greater amount of disease was observed at
temperatures around 23 °C for the conquista and 24 °C for the suprema cultivar.
Temperatures above 15 ºC and 30 ºC were not favorable to the development of powdery
mildew in both cultivars (Figures 2, 3 and 4).
Likewise Leath & Carroll (1982) in a study on powdery mildew of soybean cultivars,
evaluating 38 cultivars, observed greater susceptibility of cultivars Ware, Falcon, AP350,
V76-438, Emerald, AgDSR232, AgDSR532, Md71-583 as well as smaller and larger disease
progress (M. diffusa) in Georgetown, under temperature of 29.6 °C and 23.2 °C, respectively.
However, Mignucci et al. (1977) found at temperatures of 18 ºC in a green house, the greater
progress of powdery mildew in Flambeau, Norchief, Chippewa 64, Corsoy, Harosoy 63,
Wells cultivars,, grown in the USA and Puerto Rico. Seedlings were subjected to
temperatures of 18, 24 and 30 °C per 14 hours, with alternating 10 hour temperature of 20
°C, to simulate day and night temperatures. In further studies, the same authors, after
inoculation of M. diffusa, in cultivar Harosoy, in a green house, diseased plants were kept in
a growth chamber under daytime temperature of 26 ± 2 ºC and night 21 ± 2 ºC (Mignucci &
Chamberlain, 1978) and at 25 ± 0.25 °C ( Mignucci & Boyer, 1979). However, both Mignucci
et al. (1977), Mignucci (1989) and Leath & Carroll (1982) agreed that temperatures around
30 ºC were not favorable to disease progress, similar to that observed in the cultivars
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evaluated in this study. In another pathosystem, powdery mildew of grape (Uncinula necator
(Schw.) Burr.), The optimum temperature for growth of the fungus was 25 °C, while in the
temperature between 21 and 30 °C there was germination of spores and increased
sporulation. At temperatures above 33 ºC occurred death of spores and colonies (Thomas et
al., 1994; Reis, 2004).
AUDOCS = (54.5327)exp( −(2.86394)(((T − (23.1927)) /(9.03343))2
+((M − (8.24455)) /(14.5439))2 ))

R2 = 0.85 *

Fig. 2. Nonlinear regression of the progress curve of disease severity (AUDPCS) of powdery
mildew of soybean in conquista cultivar according to the interaction between temperature
and leaf wetness.
With regard to leaf wetness in conquista cultivar, there were signs of the disease from 0 to 8
hours of leaf wetness, with growth up values of AUDPCS until 8 hours, with the maximum
of temperature of 23 ºC, indicating the need of water for germination of spores and fungus
infection. From that point, higher values of leaf wetness reduced the AUDPCS (Figure 2).
With respect to the isolated effects of leaf wetness periods in suprema cultivar, the
maximum point of leaf wetness in the AUDPCI occurred in the period of 12.9 hours, with
significant reduction near 0 and 24 hours (Figure 5). There is little information in the
literature about the effects of leaf wetness on powdery mildew in soybeans (Sartorato &
Yorinori, 2001), however, according to Bedendo (1995), this disease can occur in humid
regions, but is favored by dry environments. Mignucci (1989) reported that the low relative
humidity is highly favorable precisely described the development of powdery mildew in
soybeans, though not presented values to describe precisely. Similarly, Brodie & Neufeld
(1942) studying the development of conidial structures of Erysiphe polygoni DC., found
germination in relative humidity ranging from 0-100%, while Mattiazzi (2003) studying the
effect of mildew on the soybean production, observed greater progress at a relative
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humidity of 80%. Thus, the relative humidity of the growth chamber, with an average of
50%, may have given the conidial germination, even in treatments with no leaf wetness.

Fig. 3. Nonlinear regression of the progress curve of disease severity (AUDPCS) of powdery
mildew of soybean in conquista cultivar according to the isolated effect of temperature.

Fig. 4. Nonlinear regression of the progress curve of disease severity (AUDPCS) of powdery
mildew of soybean in suprema cultivar according to the isolated effect of temperature.
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Fig. 5. Linear regression with polynomial quadratic fit of the progress curve of disease
incidence (AUDPCI) of powdery mildew of soybean in suprema cultivar (Y axis) according
to the isolated effect of leaf wetness (X axis).
Therefore, the results on the effect of leaf wetness in the progress of powdery mildew
(M. diffusa) are contradictory and studies on the interaction effect between temperature and
duration of leaf wetness on disease progression had not yet been assessed. The results
presented potential use in prospective studies on the effects of weather on the progress of
powdery mildew of soybean cultivars in Brazil.

4. Conclusion
The progress of the severity of powdery mildew (AUDPCS) in suprema and conquista
cultivars was favored by air temperatures around 23 °C and 24 °C, respectively.
Leaf wetness of 8h and air temperature of 23 ºC provide the maximum progress of disease
severity in conquista cultivar.
Temperatures above 30 °C and 15 °C reduced the intensity of the disease.

5. Summary
In this study the effects of temperature and leaf wetness period on the intensity progress of
powdery mildew in soybean conquista and suprema cultivars were evaluated. Plants at the
V3 stage were inoculated in greenhouse. Subsequently, the plants were conditioned in
growth chambers at temperatures of 15, 20, 25 and 30°C and leaf wetness periods of 0, 6, 12,
18 and 24 hours. Severity data was integrated in time by the disease progress curve for
incidence (AUDPCI) and severity (AUDPCS). Non-linear regression models were adjusted
for the disease severity and a polynomial fit was adjusted for disease incidence data.
Temperatures near 23 ºC and 24 ºC favored the powdery mildew intensity progress
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(AUDPCS) in Conquista and Suprema cultivars, respectively. Leaf wetness period of 8 h
allowed the maximum progress of the disease in conquista at temperatures of 23 ºC.
Temperatures near 30 ºC and 15 ºC reduced powdery mildew intensity. The maximum point
of leaf wetness in the AUDPCI occurred in the period of 12.9 hours, with significant
reduction near 0 and 24 hours
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1. Introduction
The soybean cyst nematode (SCN) Heterodera glycines Ichinohe, is widely distributed in
soybean-producing countries. The losses in total yield caused by SCN are greater than those
for any other pest of soybean (Wrather et al., 2001). These nematodes have generally been
controlled by rotating soybeans with nonhost crops, planting of resistant cultivars,
application of effective nematocides and organic materials, and physical control techniques
such as solarisation. The combination of biological control with above methods will enhance
the effectiveness of nematode control. Recently, numerous studies have been conducted on
the fungal antagonist of SCNs (Chen and Dickson, 1996; Kim and Riggs, 1991, 1995; Liu and
Chen, 2001; Meyer and Huettel, 1996; Meyer and Meyer, 1996; Timper et al., 1999); however,
few biological control agents have been commercialized to date.
Lecanicillium spp. (formally, Verticillium lecanii) have been studied as potential biological
control agents for SCN. Entomopathogenic Lecanicillium spp. are ubiquitously distributed in
soils, although these fungi are mainly isolated from insects. Numerous strains have been
commercialized worldwide as biopesticides namely of aphids, thrips and mites (Faria and
Wraight, 2007; Kabaluk et al, 2010) . In addition, it is known that Lecanicillium spp. have a
broad host range, e.g., insects, phytopathogenic fungi, and plant-parasitic nematodes (Hall,
1981; Meyer et al., 1990; Goettel et al., 2008) providing the possibility that strains could be
found that could be developed for simultaneous control of multiple pest problems. For
instance, a strain of L. longisporum was found to effectively control both cucumber powdery
mildew and aphids (Kim et al, 2007, 2008, 2010).
One strain of Lecanicillium sp was found to exhibit high virulence to SCNs, although it was
found to be a poor colonizer of the soybean rhizosphere (Meyer and Wergin, 1998).
However, it is quite likely that other strains are more aggressive rhizosphere colonizers
because Lecanicillium spp. (V. lecanii) possess varied abilities among different strains
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(Sugimoto et al., 2003). The objective of this chapter is to review the development of
entomopathogenic Lecanicillium hybrid strains with effects on the SCN, and discuss the
future prospects for its use in the biological control of the SCN.

2. Genus Lecanicillium, as pathogen of plant parasitic nematodes
Until recently, the form genus Verticillium contained a wide variety of species with diverse
host ranges including arthropods, nematodes, plants and fungi (Zare and Gams, 2001). The
genus has been recently redefined using rDNA sequencing, placing all insect pathogens into
the new genus Lecanicillium (Zare et al., 2000; Gams and Zare, 2001; Zare and Gams, 2001).
These include L. attenuatum, L. lecanii, L. longisporum, L. muscarium and L. nodulosum, which
were all formerly classified as V. lecanii. These recent reclassifications bring forth the
possibility that several different species were actually involved in previous studies. There is
also evidence that in recent literature, some authors have simply replaced the genus name
Verticillium with Lecanicillium without conducting the necessary rDNA sequencing, adding
to the confusion (Sugimoto et al., 2003; Koike et al., 2007a). In this review, we refer to the
former name, Verticillium lecanii, as Lecanicillium spp. unless it is specifically known that the
species in question was verified using the new nomenclature.
Species of Lecanicillium are well known and important nematophagous fungi with potential
for development as biopesticides against plant-parasitic nematodes. For instance, L.
psalliotae, L. antillanum, and other Lecanicillium spp. infect the eggs of the root-knot nematode
Meloidogyne incognita (Gan et al., 2007; Nguyen et al., 2007). Lecanicillium spp. infect females,
cysts and eggs of Heterodera glycines, the soybean cyst nematode (SCN), reducing nematode
populations in laboratory and greenhouse studies (Meyer et al., 1997). Mutant strains of an
SCN active strain were induced through UV radiation which resulted in increased efficacy
against this nematode (Meyer and Meyer, 1996).
Some reports indicated that immature eggs are more susceptible to fungal attack than the
mature eggs containing second stage juveniles (J2) (Chen and Chen, 2003; Irving and Kerry,
1986; Kim and Riggs, 1991). Furthermore, Meyer et al. (1990) demonstrated that one strain of
Lecanicillium sp. (as V. lecanii) decreased the number of viable SCN eggs from yellow
females, whereas the viability of eggs from cysts was not affected. This strain also reduced
the viability of SCN eggs without colonization of the egg; however, no such effect was
observed in other strains. This suggested that V. lecanii produced a natural substance that
could affect egg viability and there was a remarkable variation in the ability for producing
such a substance among strains.

3. Genetic improvement of entomopathogenic Lecanicillium spp. using
protoplast fusion
Mycotal® (L. muscarium) and Vertalec® (L. longisporum) are strains commercialized by
Koppert, The Netherlands, for insect control. Strain B-2 of L. muscarium, which was isolated
from the peach aphid (Myzus persicae) in Japan, has high epiphytic ability on cucumber leaves
(Koike et al., 2004). Protoplast fusion was performed using three strains of Lecanicillium spp.
(as V. lecanii) to obtain new strains possessing useful characteristics as biological control agents
(Aiuchi et al. 2004, 2008). From the combination of Vertalec-Mycotal, B-2 -Mycotal, and B-2Vertalec, many hybrid strains were detected. Nit (nitrate non-utilizing) mutants (Correll et al.,
1987) were used for visually selecting protoplasts (Fig.1).
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Fig. 1. Model for identification of hybrids on protoplast fusion procedure and selection
sequence for hybrid strains of Lecanicillium spp. A) Protoplast fusion was conducted on
complemental combination of nit mutants. B) Protoplast suspension after fusion treatment
contain heterokaryon, diploid, homokaryon (self-fusing) and nit mutant (non-fusing). C)
Only heterokaryon and diploid could develop the colony as prototrophic growth on
minimal medium. D) Screening procedure based on various parameters and candidates of
hybrid strains as BCAs.
The morphological characteristics of the hybrid strains differed from those of their parental
nit mutants. Furthermore, genomic analyses were done to ascertain the success of protoplast
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fusion. These confirmed protoplast fusions were in genomic DNA but not in mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA). In both analyses, they observed a uniform biased tendency of the banding
pattern, depending on the combination of the parental strains. Some of these genomic
analyses confirmed successful fusion and/or genetic recombination. These results
demonstrated the usefulness of conducting genomic analyses such as polymerase chain
reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism, arbitrarily primed-PCR and genome
profiling for discovering nucleotides that exhibit high polymorphism in order to ascertain
success of protoplast fusion (Aiuchi et al., 2008, Kaibara et al., 2010).
Further studies were conducted to screen desirable Lecanicillium hybrid strains that have a
wide host range or increased efficacy (Aiuchi et al., 2007). Initially, 43 hybrid strains were
used in bioassays against the cotton aphid, Aphis gossypii. Of these, 30 strains induced
mortality equal to or higher than Vertalec (42%). Secondly, 50 hybrid strains were used in
bioassays against the greenhouse whitefly, Trialeurodes vaporariorum. Of these, 37 strains
exhibited an equal or higher infection rate as compared to that of Mycotal (36.2%). Finally,
50 hybrid strains were applied to cucumber leaves in order to test strain viability under low
humidity conditions (ca.13% RH). Two weeks after application, 17 hybrid strains exhibited
viabilities equal to or higher than B-2 (1.5 × 103 cfu/cm2). These results identified hybrid
strains whose parental characteristics had not only recombined but also whose
pathogenicity or viability had improved, with a hybrid isolate even producing conidia on a
leaf hair. Finally, 13 candidate hybrid strains were selected that exhibited improved
qualities, and these hybrid strains can be expected to be highly effective as biological control
agents (Fig.1).
3.1 Selection of Lecanicillium hybrid strains against the SCN
Shinya et al. (2008a) investigated whether the protoplast fusion technique was an effective
tool for development of more efficient nematode control agents. Three parental strains
(Vertalec, Mycotal, and B-2) and their 162 hybrid strains were screened in greenhouse pot
tests against the soybean cyst nematode H. glycines. Some of these hybrid strains reduced
the density of SCN in the soil and suppressed damage to soybean plants. In particular, one
hybrid strain, AaF42 (Vertalec: L. longisporum ×Mycotal: L. muscarium), reduced nematode
egg density by 93% as compared with the control providing excellent protection to soybean
plants. Furthermore, this strain significantly reduced cyst and egg densities compared to the
parental strains (Fig.2, Table 1).

Fig. 2. Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 (Vertalec × Mycotal) protected soybean plants from
soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycine) 4, 6 and 8 weeks after treatment in SCN infested
soil（Shinya et al. 2008a）.
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The values are the means ± standard deviation of three replicates. The different letters in the columns
indicate significant differences (P < 0.01, Tukey’s HSD test).
1 The hybrid strains, AaF were derived from protoplast fusion of Vertalec × Mycotal.
2 Control 1: SCN was inoculated but fungus was not.
3 Control 2: Neither SCN nor fungus was inoculated.
4 ND: not detected.

Table 1. The effects of selected strains of Verticillium lecanii on the density of Heterodera
glycine cysts and eggs, and the growth of soybean roots in pots (Shinya et al., 2008a).
3.2 Effects of culture filtrates of the Lecanicillium hybrid strains to SCN
Shinya et al. (2008b) also evaluated the effects of fungal culture filtrates of the Lecanicillium
hybrid strains on mature eggs, embryonated eggs (eggs fertilized but without development
of juveniles), and J2 of SCN and compared these effects to those of their parental strains. The
fungal culture filtrates of some hybrid strains inhibited egg hatch of mature eggs.
Furthermore, the fungal culture filtrates of two hybrid strains, AaF23 and AaF42 (Vertalec:
L. longisporum× Mycotal: L. muscarium), exhibited high toxicity against embryonated eggs.
However, most of the fungal culture filtrates did not inactivate J2.
These results suggested that the enzymes or other active compounds in the fungal culture
filtrates exhibit activity against specific stages in the SCN life cycle. In addition, based on a
visual assessment of the morphological changes in eggs caused by filtrates of each strain,
there were differences between the hybrid strains and their respective parental strains with
regard to the active substances produced by Lecanicillium spp. against the embryonated eggs
(Fig. 3). It is known that some entomopathogenic fungi produced nematicidal and
insecticidal metabolites, for example entomopathogenic Verticillium sp. FKI-1033
(Lecanicillium sp.) produced Verticilide (Shiomi et al., 2006). As a result of promoting
recombination of whole genomes via protoplast fusion, several hybrid strains may have
enhanced production of active substances that are different from those produced by their
parental strains. It was concluded that natural substances produced by Lecanicillium hybrids
are important factors involved in the suppression of SCN damage.
3.3 Parasitism of the Lecanicillium hybrid strains to SCN
Shinya et al., (2008c) also investigated the pathogenicity and mode of action of the
Lecanicillium hybrid strains to the sedentary stages of SCN. Three different sedentary stages
(pale yellow female, yellow brown cyst, and dark brown cyst) of SCN were treated and
incubated on water agar. After 3 weeks incubation, eggs were investigated for the following:
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Fig. 3. Effect of fungal culture filtrates on the development of embryonated eggs. (a) Mature
eggs containing J2 in the control well after 10 days incubation. (b) Abnormal eggs treated
with fungal culture filtrates of Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF23 after 10 days incubation
(Shinya et al., 2008b).
(i) the infection frequencies of eggs, (ii) the number of eggs laid, and (iii) the number of
mature and healthy eggs. Subsequently, the fecundity of SCN treated with the Lecanicillium
hybrids was investigated in greater detail.
Most Lecanicillium hybrid strains examined appeared to have higher infection rates of pale
yellow female (PYF) eggs than those of yellow brown cysts (YBCs) and dark brown cysts
(DBCs). Meyer and Wergin (1998) reported that cysts tended to be more rapidly colonized
by V. lecanii (Lecanicillium sp.) than females and also described that the cyst wall apparently
was not a barrier to V. lecanii, so it is possible that these results show differences in egg
development. PYFs contained more immature eggs than cysts. It is thought that Lecanicillium
hybrid strains infected more eggs that had not completed their embryonic development
than mature eggs containing J2 individuals.

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrographs of Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 infected soybean
cyst nematodes. A: Colonized mature female, B: Penetration of cyst wall, C: Infected eggs of
SCN.
Moreover, infection with some Lecanicillium hybrid strains reduced the number of eggs of
PYFs. Egg laying by females treated with AaF42 terminated approximately 3 d after
incubation. The body wall of these females rapidly tanned and the individuals subsequently
encysted. A cyst can be considered a dead female (Niblack, 2005); therefore, the formation of
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cysts indicated that females treated with AaF42 died before the completion of egg laying.
Meyer and Wergin (1998) observed that some females colonized by V. lecanii contained few
eggs and hypothesized that V. lecanii infected and killed some females before a full
complement of eggs was produced. Our results also support this hypothesis. In addition,
Kerry (1990) indicated that V. chlamydosporium (Lecanicillium chladosporia) reduced the
fecundity of Heterodera schachtii infected individuals forming small cysts containing few
healthy eggs. In this study, four Lecanicillium hybrid strains (AaF42, AaF17, AaF103, and
AaF23) that suppressed SCN populations and damage to soybean plants in a preliminary
greenhouse test tended to reduce the number of eggs and also the number of mature eggs in
PYFs; however, no significant difference was observed in the effect on YBCs among
individual strains in YBCs, and AaF42, which caused remarkable suppression of SCN
populations in a greenhouse test, did not exhibit a high percentage of egg infection in cysts
(Shinya et al., 2008c). This suggests that Lecanicillium hybrid strains may have colonized and
rapidly weakened or killed SCN females before the completion of egg laying and reduced
the number of mature and healthy eggs in soil.
Since the evaluation method using estimates of the number of mature and healthy eggs
is largely accurate over several modes of action, it appears that this method is an
appropriate and simple in vitro test to evaluate the pathogenicity of Lecanicillium hybrid
strains to nematode eggs. However, testing the efficacy of these fungi in soil is essential,
since fungi that perform well in laboratory tests may not be effective under field conditions
(Kerry, 2001).
Based on the results of this study, we conclude that Lecanicillium hybrid strains are more
effective against female SCN than against cysts, and the following could be its modes of
action: (i) the colonization of females and the reduction of their fecundity, (ii) the prevention
of embryonic development or the killing of immature eggs, and (iii) the infection of
immature or dead eggs (Fig.4). From this viewpoint, the ability to attack females and the
ability to colonize soybean root surfaces, from which females emerge, may be important to
control SCN by Lecanicillium hybrid strains, and at least these two abilities should be high in
potentially useful strains. It is quite likely that AaF42 which exhibited a high reduction of
fecundity has high potential as a biological control agent against SCN.
3.4 Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 as rhizosphere colonizer and endophyte
There has been little unequivocal evidence of true rhizosphere competence (growth of the
fungus within the root zone utilizing plant carbon) in entomopathogenic fungi. The
mechanisms of interaction between fungus and plant root needs to be elucidated (Vega et
al., 2009). Gaining an understanding of the population structure of rhizosphere colonizers
and how they change throughout the season is imperative for development of strategies for
controlling plant parasitic nematodes, root diseases and improving root health. The current
soil treatment with methyl bromide: chloropicrin can improve plant growth and yield even
in the absence of known soilborne pathogens (Martin, 2003).
The ecology of fungal entomopathogens in the rhizosphere is an understudied area of insect
pathology. The rhizosphere is the region of soil in which the release of root exudates
influences the soil microbiota, and may provide a favorable environment for fungal
entomopathogens (Bruck, 2010). We performed studies to determine the persistence of
Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 as soybean root colonizer. It was found that AaF42 was a
better root colonizer compared with parental strains (Vertalec & Mycotal, Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Fungal populations on soybean roots (cfu g-1 fresh weight of root tissue) of
Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 and the parental strains (Vertalec & Mycotal) using a
cylinder pot (height 50mm, ɸ 85mm). Dilution plate method was done on the surface of
soybean roots thus avoiding propagules within the root tissues
Two weeks after planting soybeans into pots pretreated with the fungi, Mycotal and AaF42
could be detected ca. 3 X 104 cfu per g root fresh weight and there were no significant
differences at the soil depth 0~5cm. However, as the soil depth increased, more AaF42 was
detected than Mycotal. At four weeks after planting, there was one order difference in
detection between AaF42 and Mycotal. In contrast, the detections of Vertalec were nil or
very low. Bruck (2010) described the role of fungal entomopathogens in the rhizosphere for
controlling root-feeding insects. Currently, data on the pest management potential of
rhizosphere competent fungal entomopathogens are scant. However, the prospective
ramifications of this relationship are tremendous. A simple calculation of the economic
benefits that can be realized by utilizing rhizosphere competent fungal entomopathogens
yields savings significant enough to warrant further investigation (Bruck, 2010). It can be
said that Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 with high culture filtrate toxicity, pathogenicity
and parasitisim to SCN, and a good root-colonization ability, shows considerable promise
for development as a biological control agent for SCN.
Recently, molecular and micro-ecological trials with Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 were
designed to do elucidate the tritrophic interactions among the fungi, SCN and soybean root
(unpublished data). This was accomplished by employing a gfp gene driven by a constitutive
promoter which strongly labeled the fungus with no impact on fungal growth or
pathogenicity (Fig. 6). Preliminary results indicated that AaF42 might act as an endophyte,
however, further studies are required before firm conclusions can be made.
3.5 Stage specificity of Lecanicillium against SCN and its importance
in the control of SCN
As described above, the stage in the SCN life cycle attacked by Lecanicillium hybrid strain
AaF42 has a profound effect on the viability of SCN and damage to soybean crops. This is a
very significant point in the control of plant parasites, especially cyst nematodes. The cyst
nematodes generally have a high reproductive potential, producing approximately 200-500
eggs per cyst (female), and they can survive for several years at least in the soil without a
host plant. Therefore, several thousand nematodes appear in the next generation even if
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Fig. 6. Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 as possible endophyte (A: AaF42 mycelium with
normal Lactophenol Cotton Blue Stain, B: Recombinant AaF42 with GFP gene within
soybean root tissue)
only several J2 nematodes successfully invade the root of a host plant. The J2 of cyst
nematodes which emerge from the eggs can quickly invade roots near the root tip of a host
plant. Thus, the sedentary stage, especially immature female or immature cyst, would be
the most appropriate target stage in the biological control using nematophagous fungi. The
nematode-trapping fungi, e.g., Arthrobotrys spp., are the well known group of
nematophagous fungi, probably owing to their remarkable morphological adaptations and
their dramatic infection of nematodes. However, these fungi are known as a poor colonizers
of eggs and sedentary stages of cyst nematodes (Chen et al., 1996). From this view point, the
nematode-trapping fungi seemed to be unsuitable as biological control agents against cyst
nematode. We demonstrated that Lecanicillium hybrid strain AaF42 has a distinguished
infectivity against sedentary stages of SCN, especially immature females and eggs, and a
high ability as root colonizer and endophyte. It would be inferred from these exceptional
talents that hybrid strain AaF42 has high potential as a biological agent against SCN.

4. Future prospect (potential of biological control agents for SCN and other
complex diseases)
Fungi traditionally known for their entomopathogenic characteristics, such as Beauveria
bassiana and Lecanicillium spp., have recently been shown to engage in plant-fungus
interactions (Vega, 2008; Vega et al., 2008), and both have been reported to effectively
suppress plant disease (Goettel et al. 2008; Ownley et al., 2004, 2008). Biological control of
plant pathogens usually refers to the use of microorganisms that reduce the disease causing
activity or survival of plant pathogens. Several different biological control mechanisms
against plant pathogens have been identified. The biocontrol organism is directly involved
in some mechanisms such as antibiosis, competition, and parasitism. With other modes of
biological control, such as induced systemic resistance and increased growth response,
endophytic colonization by the biocontrol organism triggers responses in the plant that
reduce or alleviate plant disease (Ownley et al., 2010).
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Lecanicillium spp. have activity against numerous phytopathogenic fungi including powdery
mildews (Verhaar et al., 1997, 1998; Askary et al., 1997, 1998, 1999; Dik et al., 1998; Miller et
al., 2004), rusts (Spencer and Atkey, 1981; Leinhos and Buchenauer, 1992) green molds
(Benhamou and Brodeur, 2000) and Pythium (Benhamou and Brodeur, 2001). Fungi that may
control phytopathogenic fungi can act through antibiosis and mycoparasitism (Kiss, 2003).
Some Lecanicillium isolates act as mycoparasites, attaching to powdery mildew mycelia and
conidia, producing enzymes such as chitinase, that allow penetration of the mildew spores
and hyphae, killing the pathogen (Askary et al., 1997). Leinhos and Buchenauer (1992)
demonstrated that several Lecanicillium spp. were able to penetrate and colonize uredial sori
of Puccinia coronata. In Penicillium digitatum, the mode of action was attributed to changes in
host cells prior to contact by the Lecanicillium spp. (Benhamou and Brodeur, 2000) while in P.
ultimatum, in addition to mycoparasitism of the plant pathogen, the mode of action was
linked to colonization of host plant tissues, triggering a plant defense reaction (Benhamou
and Brodeur, 2001). Hirano et al. (2008) found that applying L. muscarium blastospores to
cucumber roots induced systemic resistance. L. muscarium pre-inoculated plants suffered
significantly fewer lesions and reduced disease severity compared with non-inoculated
plants. Kusunoki et al. (2006) and Koike et al. (2007b) found that root treatment with
L. muscarium reduced disease incidence and wilting score in other soil-borne disease
combinations such as tomato—Verticillium dahliae, Japanese radish—V. dahliae, and melon—
Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. melonis.
In the case of soilborne pathogens, further opportunities exist for interactions with other
microorganisms occupying the same ecological niche. The significant role of nematodes in
the development of diseases caused by soilborne pathogens has been demonstrated in many
crops throughout the world. In many cases, such nematode–fungus disease complexes
involve root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.), although several other endoparasitic
(Globodera spp., Heterodera spp., Rotylenchulus spp., Pratylenchus spp.) and ectoparasitic
(Xiphinema spp., Longidorus spp.) nematodes have been associated with diseases caused by
soilborne fungal pathogens (Back et al., 2002). In the case of SCN, Sudden Death Syndrome
(SDS) caused by F. solani is a major disease of soybean which, among other symptoms,
induces root rot, crown necrosis, interveinal chlorosis, defoliation and abortion of pods
(Rupe, 1989; Nakajima et al., 1996). Recent research on SDS has focused on identifying
genes for dual resistance against both nematode and fungus (Chang et al., 1997; Meksem
et al., 1999; Prabhu et al., 1999).
It is known that entomopathogenic Lecanicillium spp. have antagonistic effects to soil-borne
fungi such as Fusarium oxysporum, F. solany, Pythium spp. and Verticillium dahlia (Koike et al.,
2006, Goettel et al., 2008). Therefore, it might be possible to develop Lecanicillium hybrid
strains with potential for biological control of a complex of plant diseases, plant parasitic
nematodes and insect pests.

5. Conclusion
Much research is still needed to fully understand the role that rhizosphere competent fungal
entomopathogenic Lecanicillium hybrid strains play in regulating SCN populations and how
we can use this knowledge to design and implement more effective SCN biological control
programs. Questions of particular importance to consider are highlighted by Vega et al.
(2009) and include the following: (1) Do plants benefit from a rhizosphere association with
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fungal entomopathogens? (2) Is the ‘bodyguard’ concept relevant in soil? If so, what is the
signaling mechanism between trophic levels? (3) Do different phylogenetic groups of fungal
entomopathogens display different strategies in their association with plants? (4) How do
soil-borne fungal entomopathogens interact between above and below ground ecosystems?
(5) What is the mechanism of yield increases in biological control target plant? (6) Does
plant diversity impact fungal entompathogen diversity at the landscape or local level, and
what is its impact on natural pest control? In addition to the basic scientific questions posed
above, there are a number of questions that require further investigation as well: (1) What is
the most effective approach for inoculating roots with rhizosphere competent isolates?
Approaches will need to be identified for plants propagated via seed treatment, because
there are a lot of problems in the direct treatment of soil such as costs & labor
requirements. (2) How long do rhizosphere competent isolates persist on the root system
of soybean or other host plants of plant parasitic nematodes? (3)Will the use of
rhizosphere competent isolates provide consistent and acceptable levels of pest including
plant parasitic nematode control?
At present there has been only limited success with field applications of biological controls
against SCN. Chen (2004) pointed out factors involved in their biological control, 1) stage of
nematode infected, 2) ability to colonize soil, roots, cysts and gelatinous matrices, 3)
competition with other fungi, 4) cropping systems and tillage, and 5) edaphic and
environmental factors. In our research, all experiments were done in vitro and in
glasshouses. Although there is still much to be learned at the field level, it has been
demonstrated that Lecanicillium hybrid strains have multiple effects (toxic and parasitism)
for SCN and soybean plant roots (as root colonizer and endophyte) as well as on plant
pathogens and insect pests, making these strains promising for development as broad
spectrum biopesticides that include SCN.
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Indegenous Foods in Times of Climate Changes
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1. Introduction
Food security remain an unfulfilled dream for more than 800 million people (Combes et al.,
1996) who are unable to lead healthy and active lives because they lack assess to safe and
nutritious food. More than 840 million people lack access to enough food to meet their daily
basic needs, while more than one third of the world’s children are stunted due to diets
inadequate in quantity and quality (WHO, 2001). Widespread nutritional problems are
steadily reported in less developed countries (LDCS). This is manifested in protein energy
malnutrition indicated within vulnerable groups such as infants, children, the elderly, and
pregnant and lactating mothers, who often have high nutrient needs.
Anon (2003), reports that the World Health Organization (WHO) called protein energy
malnutrition, (PEM), the silent emergency. According to this report, it declared that PEM is
an accomplice in at least half of 10.4 million child deaths each year. WHO (2001) reports that
malnutrition cast long shadows, affecting close to 800 million people with 20% of all such
people in the LDC. Reports of these wide growing nutritional problems have been steadily
mentioned even in Nigeria (Smith and Oluwoye, 1988). Majority of this class is found in the
rural areas and urban slums where common heritage of poverty, ignorance, poor sanitation
and other conditions contribute to the problems of malnutrition, interfere with its solution,
and thus perpetuate a vicious cycle.
Most malnourished people live in Asia and Africa; and the staple of most people in Asia and
Africa are starchy pastes. These pastes are made from cereals (sorghum, rice, maize, wheat,
millet, acha) roots and tubers (cassava, yam, sweet potato and plantain). These crops do not
only provide marginal nutrition (especially for children) but also require high inputs of
time, labour and fuel to prepare. In most cases they are consumed as combinations in the
home because the blends provides complementary balance of amino acids (proteins) in the
diet (FAO, 1985). That Africa and especially sub Saharan Africa is in danger of food
shortages is no longer news. What is news however is the inability of this region to rise to
the great danger facing this region in terms of provision of adequate food.
It was in response to this bleak future that the Bill Gate foundations (2007-2009) sponsored
recent research on the possibility of development of drought resistant legumes including
soybeans for the areas prone to drought. This was in the realization that these legumes
would not only provide needed protein there by improving the nutritional status of the
farming populations it would also enhance the socio- economic status of the populace
through value chain addition.
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The broad objective of the soybean component of the study was to enhance promiscuous
multipurpose soybean productivity and production in drought-prone areas in sub-Saharan
Africa. The specific objectives included: To increase production of soybean by 15%, through
increasing on farm yields in drought years by 20%, on 60% of target area planted, and also
by increasing value chain marketing by 20%, income by 30% and house-hold consumption
by 25%. These objectives were to be achieved through; Testing of promiscuous
multipurpose existing soybean breeding lines for drought and low P tolerance. At least 20
promiscuous elite soybean lines with resistance to bacterial pustule, frog-eye spot, rust and
shattering were to be evaluated for adaptation to drought and low P tolerance, and for
promiscuous nodulation.
Part of the overall goal of the work was to develop soybean value chains to increase income
and improve nutrition of smallholder farm families and other rural entrepreneurs. At least
ten thousand households across the target countries were to be informed about profitable
and environmental friendly value- addition technologies. At least 25% increase in
consumption of soybean products and 25% increase in household income for at least 25% of
the population in the target areas was envisaged. At least six training courses for soybean
processing and utilization was to be organised in each project site in each country . At least 5
pilot sites for community-based soybean value addition operational in each of the target
countries was to be established. At least 10 best-bet technologies for value addition in
soybean used by at least 10% of households in the target countries was to be developed.
1.1 Effect of drought on the nutritional status of soybean
A study to evaluate the nutritional qualities of soybean grown under limited rainfall
(drought) was carried out. The results showed that drought grown soybeans grains were
smaller and ranged between 6.81-7.88 mm in length and 4.42-5.20 mm in width compared to
7.47-8.22 mm in length and 5.15-5.72 mm in width of the rainfed soybeans grains.
The functional properties of drought and rain fed samples( Table 1) showed that packed and
loose bulk density of the milled flours were not significant (P>0.05). Water absorption capacity
had been reported by Oyelade et al (2002) to denote the maximum amount of water that a food
material can take up and retain under formulation conditions. It is known to be related to the
degree of dryness and porosity. The high water absorption capacities and index showed that
incorporation of the drought sample flour to other food supplement would yield similar
results as use of rainfed soybean flours. Foaming capacity of the drought samples were
significantly different (P<0.05) from the rainfed soybean sample. Though there were no
significant differences (P>0.05) in the foaming stability of the drought and rainfed samples,
however, drought grown soybean samples had higher foaming capacities but lower foaming
stability. Soy protein is used in food formulations for its foaming properties (Iwe, 2003). The
results showed that drought materials have potential capacities to be used as foaming agents.
Thus it could be a success in replacement or partial replacement of traditional ingredients for
foaming such as egg white (INTSOY, 1998).
Emulsion capacity showed no significant differences (P<0.05) between the drought and
rainfed samples. However the drought soybeans showed higher emulsion capacities than
the rainfed samples indicating that there were no loss of critical functional property.
The least gelation capacity were also not significantly different (P>0.05). Gelation is an
important functional property that soy protein can impart to comminuted sausage products.
The results showed that even at 1%, the drought soybeans like the rainfed, soybean
produced a gel.
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Similarly there were significant (P<0.05) differences in all the proximate parameters
measured (Table 2). The results followed already established principles that drought
materials are low in moisture but higher in protein percentage. The reduction in moisture
content and the hardness of the grain kernel makes oil extraction difficult. But results gotten
from this work showed that even fat content of the drought material was significantly
(P<0.05) higher than the rain fed samples. The vitamin and mineral contents of the materials
showed similar trends in their profile. The amino acid profile further elucidated the
nutritional superiority of the drought samples over the rainfed samples. Compared to the
FAO recommendations for infants and adults the results showed that drought materials
exceeded the recommendations for infant nutrition in all the amino acids.
The implication of this is that while rainfed material may record higher yields due to bigger
seed size ,drought materials would be better nutritionally.
Functional Properties
Packed bulk density (g/ml)
Loose bulk density (g/ml)
Water absorption capacity (%)
Water absorption index (%)
Oil absorption capacity (%)
Foaming capacity (%)
Foaming stability (%)
Emulsion capacity (%)
Emulsion stability (%)
Least gelation capacity (%)

Drought Soybean
0.04
0.55
114.67
2.15
151.00
4.00
1.75
37.29
28.16
49.74

Rainfed Soybean
0.42
0.60
108.3
2.09
131.00
2.17
2.25
32.08
30.14
51.87

Table 1. The Functional Properties of the Drought and Rainfed Soybean
Proximate
Protein (%)
Fat (%)
Crude Fibre (%)
Ash (%)
Dry matter (%)
Moisture (%)
Carbohydrate (%)
Energy (Kcal)

Rainfed Soybean
34.07
15.85
4.37
4.91
92.50
7.49
37.67
429.60

Drought Soybean
38.25
18.21
4.88a
5.14
95.88
4.13
34.27
454.20

Table 2. The Proximate Composition of Drought and Rainfed Soybean.
Vitamins
Retinal (Vit A) (µg/100g)
Tocopherol (Vit E) (µg/100g)
Riboflavin (Vit B2) (Mg/100g)
Niacin (Vit.B3) (Mg/100g)
Thiamine (Vit.B1) (Mg/100g)

Drought Soybeans
241.75
60.63
0.20
1.39
0.92

Table 3. Vitamin Content of Drought and Rainfed Soybeans

Rainfed Soybeans
293.05
82.13
0 .30
1.81
1.07
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Minerals (Mg/100g)
Phosphorus
Potassium
Sodium
Calcium
Magnesium
Manganese
Iron

Drought Soybean
0.58
0.98
0.51
0.15
0.62
27.53
75.23

Rainfed Soybean
04.8
0.98
0.51
0.13
0.53
70.00
60.87

Table 4. Minerals Content of Drought and Rainfed Soybeans
Sensory
Attributes
Sample

Appearance

Aroma

Taste

Texture

Drought
Rainfed
Commercial

87.5
8.9
8.0

6.6
6.6
6.6

6.7
6.2
7.2

6.6
6.4
7.0

Overall
Acceptability
7.0
6.9
8.0

Table 5. Sensory Attributes of Soymilk Produced from Drought and Rainfed
Amino acids
FAO Amino
Drought Soybean Rainfed Soybean
(g/100g protein)
Acid Ref. Pattern
Children
Lysine
Histidine
Arginine
Aspartic acid
Threonine
Serine
Glutamic acid
Proline
Glycine
Alanine
Cystine
Valine
Methionine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenylalanine

7.22
3.00
6.21
8.59
4.00
3.37
16.07
2.97
3.99
4.32
1.32
5.00
1.13
3.48
8.15
3.22
4.90

7.46
2.32
5.87
8.96
3.11
3.02
15.1
2.24
3.70
3.78
1.19
4.36
0.94
3.70
7.52
3.54
4.23

5.50
1.40
4.00
5.00
4.00
7.00
-

Adult
2.40
1.40
2.00
2.00
2.80
-

Table 6. The Amino Acid Profile of Drought and Rainfed Soybean Compared to FAO
Reference Pattern
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Organoleptic properties (Table5) showed that drought soybean samples had higher mean
scores for taste (6.7), consistency (6.6) and overall acceptability (7.0) compared to 6.2, 6,4 and
6.9 respectively for rainfed soybeans samples. The results indicated that the only issue of
serious consideration is the smaller size of drought soybean seeds which translates to lower
yield. Growing soybean under limited rains may reduce its physical size, but have no
reduction in its chemical, functional, nutritional or organoleptic properties. It is therefore
necessary for increase in yield and to facilitate adoption and incorporation of soybean into
both the farming systems and recipes of those in areas prone to drought that drought
resistant soybean varieties be developed.

2. Fortification of indegenous meals with soybean for effective food security
in changing climates. Introduction
According to FAO(2001) across the African continent , protein energy malnutrition affect
40% of children under three years. This situation may not be unconnected with
the weaning culture. A semisolid cereal starch reconstituted to a gruel is the major
weaning food. The fermented cereal starch is stored for a few days by leaving in fresh
water that must be changed every other day. The high moisture content(78-80%) of the
extracted starch paste predisposes it to quick microbial and other physico-chemical
degradation resulting in low shelf-life. Due to low shelf life and low nutrient density there
is great imperative in complementation of cereal weaning foods with legumes in
developing nations in the complementation of available weaning foods in developing
nations.
While Development of drought resistant soybean varieties is imperative in view of the
challenges of changing climate, however the greatest challenge to soybean utilization
remained the significant changes in the colour taste and texture of foods complemented
with soybean flour. Flours from tuber crops like cassava yam etc and pulp fruits such
as plantain and banana flours loss of firmness and moudability of reconstituted
dumplings remained a major challenge in the utilization of soybeans and its products.
According to Anuonye (2001) development of weaning foods of cereal /soybean blends
is greatly impeded by the instability of soybean products at ambient temperatures,
thus posing serious storage problems. This is made worse by unstable electric power
supply, ruling out refrigeration and other cold preservation considerations at the
house hold and small scale industrial levels. Complementing cereal flours with roasted
soybean flours would have been an alternative but the coarseness of the end product
and inherent raw soybean after taste(beany flavor) limits the acceptability of the end
products.
Fortification of weaning foods of cereal origin with soybean and development of new
weaning foods with soybean incorporation and having extended shelf life would be one
sure way of combating the weaning food crisis in several developing nations. This section
presents the process technologies for producing multi purpose soybean flour and cereal
starch flours by ambient drying to give a whiter flour end product with reduced changes
in colour perception. It also presents the process technologies of fortifying tubers and
fruits with the multi purpose soybean flour for enhanced nutrition. The functional,
nutritional, pasting and other organoleptic properties of such fortified products are also
reported.
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3. Process technologies for preparation of multi-purpose soybean flours and
cereal starches by ambient temperature drying
The technology for preparation of multipurpose soybean flour and cereal starch flour dried
at ambient temperature is shown in figs 1 and 2. Soybean flour was added to cereal starch
extracted and dried at ambient temperatures at 25% levels of substitution.
The addition of soybean flour at 25% levels of substitution increased the protein and fat
contents significantly (P< 0.05) as expected (Table7). Conversely there was a drastic reduction
in the carbohydrate content of the blend. In connection with the pasting properties the
peak viscosity decreased significantly (P< 0.05) in all fortified meals due majorly to reduced
bulk density of the fortified samples following the modification of the fiber content of the
samples.

Fig. 1. Process flow diagram for preparation of soybean flour with greater white colour
appeal.

Fig. 2. Process flow diagram for preparation of cereal starch flour with minimal colour change.
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Samples
Mi
Mii
Gc
Gcii
Ma
Maii

Moisture(%)
10.30
9.70
11.30
10.00
9.50
9.00

Fat(%)
0.20
0.30
0.10
0.30
0.20
0.40

Protein(%)
9.50
27.20
8.50
20.00
9.50
22.00

Ash(%)
0.3
1.20
0.60
0.90
0.30
1.20

Cho(%)
80.50
78.50
79.50
68.80
80.50
67.40

Mi=Millet; Mii=Millet flour fortified with 25% soybean flour Gc=Guinea corn flour; Gci=Guinea corn
flour fortified with 25% soybean flour; Ma=maize flour; Mai=Maize flour fortified with 25% soybean
flour.

Table 7. Proximate Composition of Cereal Starch/Soybean flour
SAMPLES
Rheological
Properties
Pasting Temp(oC)
Gel Time(mins)
Tvp(oC)
Vp(BU)
Mn(mins)
Vis at95oC(BU)
Cooking Time (mins)

Mi

Mii

Gc

Gci

76
31
91
770
38
680
9

79
31
89
30
36
340
5

75
29
87
470
38
410
9

76
27
90
360
34
340
8

Ma
70
25
87
780
38
640
13

Mai
80
27
89
150
31
140
4

KEY: Gel Time=Gelatinization Time; Tvp=Temperature at peak viscosity ; Vp=Peak viscosity during
heating ; Mn=Time to reach peak viscosity; Visat 95=Viscosity at 95oC; Mi=Millet; Mii=Millet flour
fortified with 25% soybean flour Gc=Guinea corn flour; Gci=Guinea corn flour fortified with 25%
soybean flour; Ma=maize flour; Mai=Maize flour fortified with 25% soybean flour.

Table 8. Amylograph Pasting Viscosity of Fortified and unfortified Cereal Meal
Igbian (2004) reported that peak viscosity is an indication of the maximum increase in that
value for the starch-water solution upon heating. Therefore lower values of peak viscosities
indicated that a greater amount of gelatinization had occurred in the initial samples or there
had been fortification of flours with oilseeds. Peak viscosity also indicates the water binding
capacity of starch or mixtures, and also provides indication of the viscous load likely to be
encountered by a mixing cooker. The lower peak viscosities showed that there fortified
samples will imbibe more water and subsequently swell more. This also would translate to
serious reduction in cooking time as evidenced by the reduced cooking time of the fortified
samples. Despande etal (1988) Maria etal (1983) and Igbian (2004) have all reported
decreased cooking times occasioned by addition of legumes to cereals. These properties
showed that such cereal/soybean paste would remain fluid with higher nutrient density
and lowered bulkiness. Reduced bulkiness is an indication that infants would take in more
than the would have taken the unfortified meals.
The reduced peak time also showed that less energy would be required to cooking the paste
and the problem of retrogradation or hardening might not arise.
The extraction of the cereal starch is to solve the problem of coarseness of the roasted cereal
flour that would lead to textural and consistency problems of the reconstituted cereal gruel.
The ambient temperature drying and subsequent reduction of moisture content to as low as
9-10% is to ensure long term storage. This solves the problem of unhygienic keeping of the
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watery paste at ambient temperatures by rural women which results in recontamination and
infection at the rural and sub urban levels.

4. Developing new weaning foods to meet the challenges of changing
climates and nutrional needs of the most vunerable
One of the greatest challenges of changing climate patterns is the decreased productivity of
the familiar food crops that could mitigate hunger and infant malnutrition. There is the
overhanging fear that infants and nursing mothers may be more affected nutritionally when
there is less food available. The situation is made worse in Sub Saharan Africa where animal
sources of protein continue to be out of the reach of the average family. Low wages
combined with increased joblessness and difficulty in assessing credit have nearly wiped
out the middle class creating a new social order of the rich and the poor. This situation is
aggravated by the extended family systems which entails that the average working class
person will cater for his or her extended family. This lead to a vicious circle of poverty.
Children are therefore born into this unfortunate web hence weaning children presents
peculiar challenges.
Weaning food is a meal given to infant prior to withdrawal of breast milk. It begins when
parent gradually introduce semi-solid food, other than breast milk in to their baby’s diet.
This specifically done because young children have high nutritional requirement, and in
part because they are growing fast (Aldermal et al., 2004)
Traditionally, most weaning foods of Africa are based on starchy staples food such as cereals
including corn ( zeamays) Sorghum (Sorghum Bicolour), legume such as soybeans (Glycine
max) Cowpea (vigna Unguiculata) and oil seeds such as peanut (Arachis hypogea) (Mosha
and Vincent, 2005) It is therefore necessary to evolve combination of locally available foods to
complement each other in such a way that new pattern of nutrients can be created.
The Food Agricultural Organization and World Health Organization (1970) reported that
most of the infant foods formulated and consumed in communities of developing nations
are deficient in essential nutrients. Osundahunsi, (2006) also reported that most weaning
foods prepared traditionally in African countries are inadequate in energy and protein,
which has been a major cause of protein energy malnutrition (PEM) in preschool children in
Nigeria. The first few years of life is usually the vulnerable period for developing undernutrition, which usually coincides with the introduction of weaning foods. Protein-energy
malnutrition(PEM) and micronutrients deficiency therefore become serious problems
during the weaning period, as most weaning foods given to the infant do not supply
adequate amount of nutrients needed to support optimal growth (Mosha and Vincent, 2005)
Effort have been made to improve the nutritional quality of the weaning foods, including
fortifying the locally produced food with specific nutrients or blending then with other
nutrient rich foods to form nutritious composite mixtures (Ngoddy et al., 1994 ;Anuonye, etal
2001;Obatolu 2003.) There are however several fruit-like staples including plantain, banana
etc that their nutrient composition and functionality recommends them as foods for fighting
hunger and infant malnutrition in the coming years. Innovative processing and
development of complementary foods high in protein will go along way in mitigating infant
malnutrition and hunger.
According to Manihot and Lancaster (1983) when plantain is cooked, the fruit is extremely low
in fat(0.20-0.30%), high in fiber(6-7%) and carbohydrate(35%) while protein is about, (1.2%)and
ash ( 0.8%). It is also a good source of potassium, magnesium, phosphorous, calcium and iron
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as well as vitamin A and vitamin C. According to Ferson and Sharrock, (1998) banana and
plantain represent more than 25 percent of the food energy requirements of Africa .
The starch of plantain flour is very low in cholesterol and salt. An average sized plantain
fruit (50 to 80gms) will yield on cooking 2 -3gms of protein, 4 – 6gms of fibre and about 0.01
to 0.3gms of fat. It’s very rich in potassium, and is commonly prescribed by doctors for
people having low level of potassium in their blood (At well, 1999). The potassium in
plantain is very good for the heart and helps to prevent hypertension and heart attack.
Cooked unripe plantain is very good for diabetics as it contain complex carbohydrate that is
slowly released overtime. A diet of green plantain is filling and can be a good inclusion in a
weight loss diet plan.
4.1 Processing and utilization of unripe plantain
Unripe plantain is traditionally processed into flour in Nigeria and in other West Africa and
Central African countries (Ukhum etal; 1991). This traditional technology is equally present
in Amazonian, Bolivia. The preparatory method consist of peeling the fruit with hands,
cutting the pulp into small round pieces and sun drying them for few days. The dried pulp
is then ground in wooden mortar or a corn grinder. The flour produced is mixed with
boiling water to prepare an elastic dumpling (amala in Nigeria and fufu in Cameroon)
which is eaten with sauces. Some improvement of this traditional method by blanching the
plantain pulp at 80oC for some few minutes and cutting them into round pieces (or by
soaking for about 3minutes in sodium metabisulfite solution) followed by draining and
drying in an oven at 65oC for 48hours or in the sun for some days resulted in the production
of a more improved flour that can be reconstituted into staple foods and eaten with soups or
break fast meal or a gruel for weaning purposes.
Combining plantain flour (good for diabetics as it contain complex carbohydrate that is
slowly released overtime) and soybean flour ( a versatile pulse with the richest, cheapest
and best source of vegetable protein available to mankind, containing high protein, high
polyunsaturated fat with absence of cholesterol and lactose, an excellent source of the
essential amino acids vital for body growth, maintenance and reproduction) will give
weaning diets having the recommended nutrient density and functionality.
The proximate composition of the blend(table 9) showed that the moisture content of the
blends ranged between 4.30-8.53%. The low moisture content of the products indicated the
longer storage potentials of the blend compared to conventional pastery weaning foods.
The proximate values (Table 9) indicated that unripe plantain contained low amounts of
protein (6.33%) which significantly (p≤0.05) increased as soybean substitution increased.
This was expected and agreed with earlier reports( Osho and Adenekan 1995, Iwe,2003 and
Obatolu,2003).
Similarly the carbohydrate content and the bulkiness of the samples reduced indicating a
modification in the product structure mainly due to the breakdown of the strong amylase
and amylopectin bond by the sulphurdral linkages. The mineral composition of the blends
followed similar patterns of increases as the soybean substitution levels increased.
The sensory evaluation (Table11) showed that non of the formulations were rejected. Each
had over 50% acceptance. The mean scores of the fortified blends for aroma and overall
acceptability were higher than the unripe plantain flour. However the 62.5:37.5%
formulation was preferred to other samples. Overall acceptability increased with increased
levels of soybean flour substitution showing that the process formulation of the soybean
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flour was adequate in eliminating the offensive and objectionable after taste. Both the
proximate composition and sensory evaluation results indicated that soybean flour could be
added beyond the 50% levels without noticeable objectionable flavor.
The amino acids profile (AAP) of unripe plantain/soybean flour(Table12) showed that
blending significantly improved the amino acid profile. Compared with FAO (1970)
reference pattern for children and adult nutrition, the results showed that the blend was
only deficient in its isoluecine content (1.02 compared to 4.00 recommended). However the
blend exceeded the recommendations for adult nutrition in all the amino acids showing that
it would be a wise nutritional choice for adult nutritional management.

Fig. 3. Flow Process for production of Unripe Plantain and Soybean flour for weaning and
Break fast and other diabetic Preparations.

Samples

Moisture
(%)

Fat
(%)

A
B
C
D
E

5.50
6.03
7.13
7.53
8.53

1.50
1.70
1.75
2.00
2.00

Parameters Evaluated
Crude
Protein
Fiber
(%)
(%)
6.33
1.36
9.13
1.03
15.26
1.13
17.48
1.36
16.97
1.03

Ash(%)

Cho
(%)

3.13
4.03
4.03
4.03
4.03

82.18
78.08
70.7
67.60
67.44

KEY
A=100:0 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
B=87.50:12.50 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
C=75:25 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
D=62.5:27.5 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
E=50:50 Unripe plantain flour to soybean flour

Table 9. Proximate composition of unripe plantain /Soybean flour mixtures.
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Samples
A
B
C
D
E

Ca(mg/100g)
0.76
0.96
1.12
1.21
1.40

Mg(mg/100g)
0.28
0.42
0.49
0.21
0.70

K(mg/100g)
1.13
1.13
0.98
0.83
0.83

Na(mg/100g)
0.50
0.80
0.80
0.40
0.40

KEY
A=100:0 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
B=87.50:12.50 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
C=75:25 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
D=62.5:27.5 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
E=50:50 Unripe plantain flour to soybean flour

Table 10. Mineral composition of Unripe plantain dflour/Soybean Flour mixtures
Samples
A
B
C
D
E

Taste
5.33
5.53
5.13
6.67
6.53

Appearance
6.33
5.87
5.73
7.07
6.40

Arroma
5.93
5.60
5.86
6.93
7.20

Texture
6.33
5.60
6.00
6.67
6.67

Overall Acceptability
5.87
5.67
6.13
7.60
6.67

A=100:0 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
B=87.50:12.50 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
C=75:25 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
D=62.5:27.5 Unripe plantain flour to Soybean flour
E=50:50 Unripe plantain flour to soybean flour

Table 11. Acceptability of Reconstituted Unripe Plantain/Soybean Flour
Amino Acids
(g/100g)
Protein
Lysine
Histidine
Arginine
Aspartic Acid
Threonine
Serine
Glutamic Acid
Proline
Glycine
Alanine
Cystine
Valine
Methionine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenylalanine

FAO Recommended
Pattern

SAMPLES
Unripe
plantain
2.31
0.88
2.30
3.00
1.00
2.05
4.10
3.08
3.06
2.08
0.40
3.49
0.39
0.78
1.02
2.42
0.76

Soybeans
6.24
2.38
7.49
9.33
3.77
3.02
14.26
3.19
4.55
3.94
1.59
5.08
1.23
4.64
7.91
3.54
5.41

Blend of Unripe
plantain/soybean
4.00
1.10
3.91
4.61
3.00
2.59
3.40
2.97
3.51
2.49
0.79
4.00
0.70
1.02
6.20
3.06
3.13

Children

Adults

5.50
1.40

2.40
2.00

4.00

1.40

5.00

2.00

4.00
7.00

2.00
2.80

Table 12. Amino Acid Profile of Unripe Plantain/Soybean Flour Blends Compared to FAO
Reference Pattern(1970)
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5. Fortification of traditional delicacy (pounded yam) meal with soybean flour
Yam, a member of the genus “Dioscorea” is an important staple in Nigeria and other West
African countries (Cliff et al., 2007). Yam is the perennial herbaceous vine cultivated for the
consumption of their starchy tubers in Africa, Asia, latin America and oceanic. Due to their
abundance and consequently, their importance to survival, yam was highly regarded in
Nigeria ceremonial culture and even worshipped
Before the introduction of cereals and grains in West Africa, yam was the major source of
carbohydrate. Ukpabi (1992), reports that yam is considered a man’s crop and has ritual and
socio-cultural significance. Today, yams are grown widely throughout the tropics. In 2005
48.7million tones of yam were produce world wide. Besides their importance as food source,
yam also play a significant role in the socio-culture of some producing regions like the
celebrated New Yam festivals in West Africa
The greater part of the worlds yam is kept and eventually consumed in the fresh state.
Nevertheless, as a result of the combination of high degree of perishability, bulkiness,
distance from production area to the consuming centre and the seasonal nature of
production, attention has therefore been drawn to the processing of tubers into flour which
depend on some vital functional properties of yam varieties.
Holford (1998) reported that, yams are high in vitamin C, dietary fiber, vitamin B6,
potassium and manganese, while being low in saturated fat and sodium. Further more, yam
products are high in potassium – sodium balance in the human body and so protect against
osteoporosis and heart disease.
Yam products generally have a lower glycemic index than potato products which means that
they will provide a more sustained form of energy and give better protection against obesity
and diabetes (Schlitz, 1993).According to Rickard (1978) and Igbeka, (1985) harvested tubers
are frequently attacked by several viruses, bacteria, fungi and insects. Also rodent feed on
some of the harvested tubers stored in the barns, therefore there is need for processing
5.1 Processing and utilization of yam flour
Processing will greatly increase the utilization of root crops, the flour can be use as a
component of multi mix baby foods and in composite flour for making bread .
The Food and Agricultural Organization (1987) have reported that, processing of yam
involves peeling the root then cutting into slices, blanching, and dried. Peeling can be
effected by immersion in 10% lye solution or by steaming at high temperature (150oC) for
short period. Dried product require less storage space and have a longer shelf life. They can
be quickly reconstituted into pounded yam and prepared for eating.
According to Bourdoux et al., (1983), composite flour incorporating yam has been used in
extruded products such has noodles and macaroni, similar processes could be used in
production of flour products from other root crops.
Raw yam flour has also found increasing uses in bakery as dough conditioners in bread
making and as stabilizers in ice-cream and as thickener in soups . Pregelatinized flour is also
used for making instant pounded yam which brings succor to pounded yam lovers as the
drudgery of pounding is eliminated (Adeyemi and Oke, 1991).
Production of Yam flour and subsequent reconstitution leads to a dumping lacking in
firmness, texture and rigidity of the conventional pounded yam. This witling down of the
conventional pounded yam consistency makes many not to accept reconstituted yam flour
meal as pounded yam.
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This meal which reduces drudgery of pounding, faces limited local, ethnic and regional
acceptance. It becomes necessary therefore to fortify yam flour with locally available firming
agents to reconstitute a yam flour meal close to the conventional pounded yam. Addition of
soybean to such fortified yam flour would increase the nutritional status and also its
functionality. This was accomplished by firming-up yam flour with cassava starch.
Cassava “Manihot escullenta” is a staple food consumed in both rural and urban areas of
Nigeria.
Starch is one of the most important plant product to man (Landry and Moreax, 1982). It is an
essential component of food providing a large proportion of the daily colorific in take (Scott
et al., 2000). Cassava starch is recommended for use in extruded snacks for improved
expansion (Senthiikumar and Subburam, 2001). It is also used as a thickener in foods that
are not subjected to rigorous processing conditions (Okezie and Kosikowki, 1982).
Cassava starch, which is very bland in flavour is used in processed baby foods as a filler
materials and bonding agent in confectionary and biscuit industries (Fregene et al., 2003)
Cassava starch can perform most of the function where maize, rice and wheat starch are
currently used.
A technology of adding cassava starch to yam flour (Figure4) with 25% levels of cassava
starch was developed(Fig5).The yam flour (Figure 5) strengthened with cassava starch was
then fortified with soybean flour up to 30% levels of substitution(Figure 6).

Fig. 4. Flow diagram for Traditional Yam
flour Preparation

Fig. 5. Flow process for Improved Yam flour
Preparation (FIIRO,2003)

Pre enrichment of yam tuber flours with native cassava starch up to 25% produced very firm
gels close to the traditionally pounded yam meals(Table13). Sensory evaluation (Table 14)
showed that yam flour fortified with cassava starch as gelling agent was generally more
acceptable in appearance colour, taste, consistency and overall acceptability than those
fortified with corn starch(Table14). Addition of 10% soybean flour enhanced the protein
content of the meal as well as had no noticeable rheological problems on the firmness or
moudability. Addition of 10% soybean flour brought the rheological characteristics of the
sample to nearly the same with conventional pounded yam. This improvement is as a result
of the increased stability of the yam starch due to added cassava starch. This increased
stability is reflected in the high sensorial scores of the fortified meals(Table15). With the high
sensorial rating obtained for samples at 10% levels of substitution it is concluded that
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firming yam flour with 25% cassava starch and fortifying with soybean will produce a
dumpling in the mould of conventional pounded yam. Adoption of this technology would
lead to greater utilization of cassava produced maximally in this part of the world

Fig. 6. Process Flow Diagram for production of Firmed Yam /Soybean flour for pounded
Yam Preparation
Samples
A
B
C
D

Pasting
Parameters
PV (RVU TR (RVU)
90.83
80.16
126.00
114.0
120.4
105.75
100.08
88.33

BDU)
10.66
12.00
14.79
11.75

FV (RVU)
140.96
158.08
192.04
153.46

SB (RVU)
60.79
44.08
86.29
65.12

PT (mins)
6.96
6.70
6.96
7.00

PT (oC)
61.85
61.65
61.92
61.87

PV=Pasting Viscosity TR=Trough BD=Break down FV=Final Viscosity SB=Set Back Viscosity PT= Time
at Peak Viscosity PT=Temperature at Peak Viscosity
A=Conventional Pounded Yam B=Pounded Yam with 25% cassava starch C= Pounded Yam with 25%
corn starch D= Pounded Yam with 5% cassava starch

Table 13. Pasting Characteristics of Yam /Cassava or corn Starch flour for Pounded Yam
Preparation
Samples

Appearance

Colour

Taste

Consistency

A
B
C
D

5.40
7.20
3.50
8.80

5.60
6.80
3.00
8.30

6.70
6.60
3.00
8.90

4.70
6.50
3.20
8.90

Overall
Acceptability
7.10
6.20
2.90
8.60

A=Conventional Pounded Yam
B=Pounded Yam with 25% cassava starch
C= Pounded Yam with 25% corn starch
D= Pounded Yam with 5% cassava starch

Table 14. Acceptability of Reconstituted Yam Flour/ Firmed Cassava /Corn Starch
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PARAMETER
Color
Smell
Texture
Taste
Moudability
Overall
acceptability

Samples
A
8.19
7.81
8.438
8.00
8.43

B
7.88
7.87
7.56
7.75
7.68

C
6.81
7.18
6.87
7.06
7.06

D
6.93
7.43
7.25
7.50
7.68

E
6.69
6.68
7.06
7.1
7.31

8.813

8.62

7.37

7.56

7.43

A=Conventional Pounded Yam
B=Reconstituted Fortified Pounded Yam Flour with 10% Soybean flour
C= Reconstituted Fortified Pounded Yam Flour with 15% Soybean flour
D= Reconstituted Pounded Yam Flour with 20% Soybean flour
E= Reconstituted Pounded Yam Flour with 30% Soybean flour

Table 15. Sensory Evaluation of Reconstituted Yam/Soybean Flour enriched with Cassava
Starch
Samples

A
B
C
D
E

Pasting
Parameters
PV (RVU

TR (RVU)

90.83
90.21
77.55
74.80
60.92

80.16
85.84
74.50
70.46
58.57

BD
(RVU)
10.66
2.25
3.05
3.54
4.38

FV
(RVU)
140.96
142.13
129.63
126.29
116.42

SB (RVU)
60.79
56.29
55.13
55.84
57.50

PT
(mins)
6.99
6.44
6.44
6.52
6.36

PT (oC)
61.85
61.65
62.05
61.70
61.25

PV=Pasting Viscosity TR=Trough BD=Break down FV=Final Viscosity SB=Set Back Viscosity PT= Time
at Peak Viscosity PT=Temperature at Peak Viscosity
A=Conventional Pounded Yam
B=Fortified Pounded Yam Flour with 10% Soybean flour
C=Fortified Pounded Yam Flour with 15% Soybean flour
D= Pounded Yam Flour with 20% Soybean flour
E= Pounded Yam Flour with 30% Soybean flour

Table 16. Pasting Characteristics of Yam flour for Pounded Yam Preparation

6. Blending soybeans with lesser known cereals
Blending legumes and cereals hold the key to food security for the greater number of the
world population. Indigenous foods especially those identified for their health benefits and
those that can by innovative processes be enriched calorie-wise need be exploited in order to
halt the devastating effects of hunger. Such cereals include acha. Blending acha and soybean
therefore would provide a wide range of both high calorie and high protein food if properly
processed. As already stated, most malnourished people live in Asia and Africa; and the
staple of most people in Asia and Africa are starchy pastes. These pastes are made from
cereals such as sorghum, maize, millet, acha etc; roots and tubers such as cassava, yam,
sweet potato etc. These crops do not only provide marginal nutrition (especially for
children) but also require high inputs of time, labour and fuel to prepare. In most cases they
are customarily consumed as combinations in the home because the blends provides
complementary balance of amino acids (proteins) in the diet
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‘Acha’ occupies about 300,000 hectares in West Africa and provides foods for about 4
million people (kwon-ndung and Misari, 2000). It is not known to grow outside of West
Africa and is also not known to grow in a wild state. Is said to be the oldest West Africa
cereal whose cultivation dates back to about 5000 BC (Pulse glove, 1975). It remains a very
important crop from areas scattered from Cape Verde to Lake Chad even though many have
not heard of it. In Nigeria, acha is popularly grown in five states (Bauchi, Kaduna, Kebbi,
Plateau Niger) and the Federal Capital Territory. In some of these areas, the crop forms the
staple where the very small grains are processed into different menu.
Acha is one of the world’s best tasting cereals. In recent times, comparison of dishes of acha
and rice showed that majority preferred acha dish. The protein content of acha grains is rich
in methionine, cysteine (above the recommended levels). These levels are unusual
for cereals. Acha is also used in dietary preparations for diabetic patients (Victor and James,
1991). Traditionally, acha is used in preparation of unfermented porridge food. It is
also made into “gwette” and acha-jollof. With the exception of methionine, the essential
amino acid content of acha is lower than in maize, rice sorghum, millet, wheat, barley and
oats. While acha is a cheap source of carbohydrate for man, and livestock, particularly in dry
infertile areas, in the tropics, Victor and James (1991) advocates its complementation
with protein rich foods to make a balance diet. Another reason why acha is not popular is
that its food uses are not yet established, except for the limited ones already mentioned
(Jideani and Akingbala, 1993).
The low protein intake in most Africa countries including Nigeria is attributed to t
he increasingly high cost of animal sources such as beef, mutton, fish and game (bush
meat and also to inadequate utilization of most plant protein source. Soybean is an
inexpensive source of protein used in supplementation of various cereals, legumes root and
tuber based diets. Soybeans have also been used in several novel food products such as soyogi as well as other cereal and tuber products to complement their amino acid profiles (Iwe
and Onuh 1992).
Acha like sorghum and millet has been cultivated in West Africa since ancient times.
Acha grows with reasonable yields in areas of low rainfall and poor sandy or ironstone
soils. Though grass- like acha reaches heights of 30-80 cm and can resist periods of droughts
and heavy rains (Jean Francis, 2004).
Acha (D exilis) is a semi erect /straggling annual plant which is hairless, having a height
ranging from 102-123cm and rooting sometimes at the lower nodes. The stem, known
as culms is sparingly branched from below with 5-8 nodes. A single grain of the
crop can produce a multiple of stems on a single stand. The leaf sheaths are usually held
tight to the stem while the leaf blade is approximately 13 to 15cm long depending on
accession (Dachi, 2000).
According to Dunsmore etal (1976) acha matures around early September before the main
harvest period for other staple crops when food and money are traditionally in short supply.
Varieties with very short cycle (70-85 days) allow farmers to harvest early and enable them
Acha and ibura can completely substitute for rice in different rice dishes such as cooking in
water. Jideani (1999) reported that dehulled acha and ibura cook soft in boiling water within
3-8 min compared to 20 – 30 min for some rice varieties. According to him, this beneficial
property of acha would mean less use of energy in preparation that needs to be exploited for
developing quick cooking non-conventional food products including weaning foods and
break fast cereals. Again, whole acha grains could be made into products similar to ‘quarker
oats’. Unlike most other cereals grains, porridge made from products containing whole
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grains provides the necessary fiber component. Further more, the small size and location of
constituents in these grains give them the advantage of minimal processing. (Jideani ,1999;
Irving and Jideani, 1997).
Acha and ibura can be used for weaning foods of low dietary bulk and high caloric density.
Anuonye(2006) have established that extrusion of acha/soybeans presents an interesting
case of food complementality. However the findings of that study cannot be implemented
immediately due to dearth of extruders.
A technology (Fig7) of enriching acha flour with soybeans was developed to produce break
fast cereal/soybean meal having adequate nutrient balance.
The results showed that adding soybeans flour at 37.5% produced acceptable breakfast meal.
Recent studies (Anuonye 2006) showed that soybean could be added to cereals up to 37.5%.
Complementary weaning foods developed from this process technology showed that there
were significant (p≤0.05) increases in protein form 7% in acha flour to 22% in blends of %
samples. Similarly the fat increased from 4% in sole acha to 17% in blended samples. 50:50
ratio. Addition of soybean to acha flour also led to increased water absorption index form
3.6 in acha flour to 5.6 in soybean flour fortified samples. There was also and a
corresponding decrease in bulk density form 8.5 in acha to 7.0 g/m3 in the blended samples.
The pasting viscosity showed that peak viscosity, peak time, peak temperature etc were all
significantly (p< 0.05) lowered by addition of soybean at 37.5%. Sensory analysis showed
that panelist preferred sample blends of 37.5% soybean to other samples.
The amino acid profile of the blended samples showed that blending with soybean
increased all amino acids levels compared to the acha flour index. Compared to the FAO
reference pattern the results showed that the blend of 62.7:37.5 meet the recommendation
for infant nutrition while it surpassed all the recommendation for adult nutritional
management. The meeting of the nutritional recommendation by the blend may not be
unconnected to the processing of the soybean flour. Anuonye (2006) have noted that raw
soybean flour addition to acha flour may be affected by lypoxygenase enzyme activity
reducing the values in analytical tests. The present results lend credence to this observation.
Animal feeding trails showed that protein digestibility of the blend was over 90% while
protein efficiency ratio was 0.05g/g with feed conversion ratio at 0.2g/g. Serum profile
showed that all parameters evaluated were within the recommended normal range.

Samples
A
B
C
D
E

Proximate
Parameters
Evaluated
Fat
Moisture
(%)
(%)
4.10
3.93
4.39
7.09
5.01
11.03
5.35
13.06
5.50
17.07

Protein
(%)
6.99
8.87
11.36
15.41
22.04

Ash
(%)
4.23
4.08
3.11
2.51
2.50

Crude
Fiber(%)
2.16
2.35
2.53
2.67
2.74

KEY : A=100:00 Acha flour to Soybean flour
B=87.50:12.50 Acha flour to Soybean flour
C=75:25 Acha flour to Soybean flour
D=62.50:37.50 Acha flour to Soybean flourE=50:50 Acha flour to Soybean flour

Table 17. Proximate Composition of Acha/Soybean Blends

Cho
(%)
80.75
75.56
69.51
63.66
52.93

Energy
(Kcal/100g)
394.02
408.08
432.01
445.40
464.04
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Fig. 7. Process Flow Diagram for the Production of Acha/Soybean flour For break fast and
Dietetic Applications

Samples
A
B
C
D
E

Sensory
Parameters
Appearance
7.40
7.15
7.40
7.35
7.00

Aroma
5.50
6.75
6.95
7.70
7.30

Taste
6.55
6.45
7.20
7.20
7.05

Texture
7.60
7.25
7.25
7.55
7.15

KEY
A=100:00 Acha flour to Soybean flour
B=87.50:12.50 Acha flour to Soybean flour
C=75:25 Acha flour to Soybean flour
D=62.50:37.50 Acha flour to Soybean flour
E=50:50 Acha flour to Soybean flour

Table 18. Acceptability of Acha/Soybean Blends

Mouth feel
7.45
7.20
7.60
7.55
7.15

Overall Acceptability
6.40
6.65
7.35
7.55
6.65
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Amino Acids(g/100g)
Protein

Lysine
Histidine
Arginine
Aspartic Acid
Threonine
Serine
Glutamic Acid
Proline
Glycine
Alanine
Cystine
Valine
Methionine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenylalanine

Acha/Soybean Blends
Acha/soybean
flour
(62.50:37.50)*
4.17
2.08
2.98
4.30
4.00
3.05
6.20
3.08
3.45
2.86
1.82
5.05
2.51
4.24
8.04
3.05
5.16

Acha / Raw
Soybean Flour
(62.50:37.50)*
3.51
2.55
4.25
5.27
3.41
3.51
9.67
1.02
4.16
3.71
1.71
5.31
2.20
3.81
8.01
3.19
4.72

FAO Recommended
Pattern
Children

Adults

5.50
1.40

2.40
2.00

4.00

1.40

5.00

2.00

4.00
7.00

2.00
2.80

*Anuonye,(2010)
Reference Pattern(1970)

Table 19. Amino Acid Profile of Acha/Soybean Blend Compared to FAO

7. Conclusions
Development of drought varieties of soybean have been highlighted as very necessary for
adoption of soybean in the drought prone areas. However adoptable processing
technologies for house hold and small-scale industrial concerns remain the basic issue in
adoption of the multiplied use soybean. The development of the multipurpose soybean
flour provides answers to several challenges of soybean utilization. The use to which the
multi purpose soybean flour can be put appear limitless. Adaptability of its production to
the rural and sub urban settings and conditions makes it a novel approach to soybean
processing and utilization. Its low moisture content and low water activity assures of longer
keeping time solving the problem of shelf instability of many soybean products. It also
solves the sanitary problems of many rural and sub urban dwellers.
Innovative processing of diverse crops and subsequent fortification with soybean flour
and its allied products is one sure way of contending with the nutritional challenges
posed by changing climate. Balance in the amino acid profile of such fortified meals and
improvement in rheological functional organoleptic and keeping qualities as evidenced
from the works reported herein show that there is much that could be accomplished
through product complementation. While the battle to feed the teeming world
populations go on we advocate product complementation as a means of addressing part
of the global food crisis.
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1. Introduction
Cruiser ® (thiamethoxam), developed and registered by Syngenta, is a chloronicotinic
insecticide, belonging to the class of neonicotinoids for seed treatment and has long residual
control for a wide range of chewing and sucking insects present in seeds, soil and leaves
(Maienfisch et al., 2001).
Thiamethoxan acts by contact and ingestion and the insect stops eating within 24 h after
contact with the insecticide. The primary mode of action involves interference with, or by
binding to nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (Maienfisch et al., 2001).
Surprisingly, it has been noticed that the treatment of soybean seeds with Cruiser results in
a "stand" more uniform, vigorous and more productive, thus acting on germination.
However, seed germination and seedling development of crops are negatively affected by
adverse conditions, such as drought (Davidson & Chevalier, 1987; Passioura, 1988, Soltani et
al., 2004), salinity (Hampson & Simpson, 1990; Ramoliya & Pandey, 2003, Soltani et al., 2004,
Luo et al., 2005; Athar et al., 2008) and high concentrations of soluble forms of aluminum
(Matsumoto, 2000; Echart & Cavalli-Molina, 2001, Rout et al., 2001).
A common characteristic of various stress types is the increased production of reactive
oxygen species (ROS), which are generally considered harmful to plant cells (Alscher et al.
1997; Smirnoff, 1993, Richards et al., 1998). The ROS include superoxide radical (O2•-) and
hydroxyl (•OH), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and singlet oxygen (1O2). There are evidences
that increased production of ROS under environmental adversities may induce oxidative
stress in plants. It has been reported the induction of oxidative stress under conditions of
water stress (Smirnoff, 1993; Alscher et al., 1997), salinity (Rio-Gonzalez et al. 2002; Bor et al.,
2003; Athar et al., 2008) and excessive concentrations of aluminum in soils (Tamás et
al., 2004).
For protection against ROS, plant cells contain an antioxidant system, including various
enzymes, among wich, superoxide dismutase (SOD) and peroxidase (POD) (Fridovich, 1978,
Bowler et al., 1992, Foyer et al., 1994; Cataneo et al., 2005; Ferreira et al., 2010). SOD and
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POD are metalloenzymes acting in the elimination of, respectively, O2• - radical and H2O2
produced in stress conditions. Peroxidases are active in many physiological and
development processes and are involved both in consumption, as in the production of H2O2
and other ROS (Silva et al. 1994; McQueen-Mason & Cosgrove, 1994; McQueen-Mason, 1995,
Bacon et al. 1997; Amaya et al. 1999; Passardi et al., 2004).
Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of Cruiser on the enzymes involved in
protection against oxidative stress (SOD and POD) caused by drought, salinity and presence
of high concentrations of aluminum during soybean germination.

2. Methods
2.1 Plant material and conduction of experiments
In this study were used seeds from two different cultivars of soybean (Glycine max L.):
Pintado, representative of the Brazilian Midwest region, characterized by the predominance
of the Brazilian savanna (cerrado) features and BRS 133, representative of the South region,
with features adapted to the soil and climate of this geography.
Three experiments were carried out in the Xenobiotic Lab from Department of Chemistry
and Biochemistry, Institute of Biosciences, UNESP, Botucatu, in a germination chamber at
25°C in the dark.
Seeds were germinated on filter paper rolls moistened with distilled water or with different
solutions. The volume of such solutions used in the treatments was 2.5 mL X g filter paper
weight. The germination rolls were placed into plastic containers, each with a perforated lid.
In the germination evaluations, seeds presenting root length equal to or greater than to 2
mm were considered germinated (Duran & Tortosa, 1985).
In the three experiments were adopted the experimental design completely randomized,
with four replicates and twenty-five seeds per plot. The results were subjected to analysis of
variance. The treatments were compared by Tukey test at 1% probability. The experiments
were conducted in three phases.
2.2 First experiment
Seeds of two soybean cultivars were treated with the recommended level of Cruiser 350 FS D1 - (100 mL f.p./100Kg seed), with twice the recommended level of Cruiser 350 FS - D2 (200 mL f.p./100Kg seeds) and the control seeds were treated only with distilled water - D0.
The counting of germinated seeds of the three treatments was performed at 24, 36, 48, 60
and 72 h of imbibition.
2.3 Second experiment
Seeds of two soybean cultivars were treated with the recommended level of Cruiser 350 FS D1 - (100 mL f.p./100Kg seed) and the control seeds were treated only with distilled water D0.
2.3.1 Presence of heavy metal – aluminum
Followed by treatment with the levels D0 and D1 of Cruiser, germination paper leaves were
moistened with solutions of aluminum sulphate at concentrations of 0; 5; 10 and
15 mmol L-1. Germination evaluations were performed at 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72 h of
imbibition in the solutions of different concentrations of aluminum sulfate. At the end of the
experiment (72 h) the embryo axis were removed and weighed.
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2.3.2 Salinity – NaCl
Followed by treatment with the levels D0 and D1 of Cruiser, germination paper leaves were
moistened with solutions of sodium clhoride at concentrations of 0; 25; 50; 100 and 150
mmol L-1. Germination evaluations were performed at 24, 36, 48, 60, 72 and 84 h of
imbibition in the solutions of different concentrations of NaCl. At the end of the experiment
(84 h) the embryo axis were removed and weighed.
2.3.3 Water deficit
Treated seeds with levels D0 and D1 of Cruiser were germinated on filter paper rolls
moistened with solutions of polyethylene glycol 6000 (PEG) that simulate different
situations of water deficit. PEG solutions at the water potentials -0.1; -0.2 and -0.3 MPa were
prepared according to Michel & Kaufmann (1973). Distilled water was used in the control.
Germination evaluations were performed at 24, 36, 48, 60, 72 and 84 h of imbibition in the
solutions of different concentrations of PEG. At the end of the experiment (84 h) the embryo
axis were removed and weighed.
2.4 Third experiment
To develop the third experiment, were chosen for each cultivar, the concentrations of the
solutions of aluminum sulfate, NaCl, PEG and the period of imbibition that provided the
biggest differences between the treatment with Cruiser and control, from the second study.
Seeds of two soybean cultivars were treated with the recommended level of Cruiser 350 FS D1 - (100 mL f.p./100Kg seed) and the control seeds were treated only with distilled water D0. The concentrations of the solutions and the periods of imbibition used in the different
treatments are shown in the Table 1.

Seed
treatment
H2O (D0)
Cruiser
(D1)
H2O (D0)
Cruiser
(D1)
H2O (D0)
Cruiser
(D1)
H2O (D0)
Cruiser
(D1)

Concentration of solutions
(* chosen from second experiment)
cv. BRS 133

cv. Pintado

Distilled H2O

Distilled H2O

Periods of Imbibition
(h)
cv. BRS
cv.Pintado
133
24 and 36
24 and 36

Distilled H2O

Distilled H2O

24 and 36

24 and 36

Al sulfate 10 mmol.L-1

Al sulfate 10 mmol.L-1

24 and 36

36 and 48

Al sulfate 10 mmol.L-1

Al sulfate 10 mmol.L-1

24 and 36

36 and 48

NaCl 50 mmol.L-1

NaCl 100 mmol.L-1

24 and 36

36 and 48

NaCl 50 mmol.L-1

NaCl 100 mmol.L-1

24 and 36

36 and 48

PEG -0,3 MPa

PEG -0,3 MPa

60 and 72

72 and 84

PEG -0,3 MPa

PEG -0,3 MPa

60 and 72

72 and 84

Table 1. Concentration of solutions (*) used in third experiment – aluminum (Al sulfate),
salinity (NaCl) and water deficit (PEG) and periods of imbibition in which were collected
the samples of Embryo Axis of soybean cv. BRS 133 and Pintado.
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For each treatment and imbibition period described in Table 1, were collected samples of
embryo axis in two imbibition periods to determine activity of the antioxidant enzymes,
peroxidase (POD) and superoxide dismutase (SOD).
Enzymatic extracts used for determination of SOD and POD activities were obtained
according to the method described by Ekler et al. 1993. POD and SOD activities were
assayed according to the method described by Teisseire & Guy (2000) e Bor et al. (2003),
respectively.

3. Results
3.1 First experiment: Action of cruiser on the germination of soybean seeds
In the cultivar BRS 133 the treatment with Cruiser used in the recommended level (D1) and
at twice the recommended level (D2) accelerated the germination in the first 24 h of
imbibition (Figure 1). The increase in germination was higher at D2 treatment.
In the cultivar Pintado (Figure 2) Cruiser caused acceleration of germination until 36 h of
imbibition, being observed that at 24 h of imbibition the increase in germination was higher
at the twice-recommended level of Cruiser and at 36 hours of imbibition, germination did
not differ statistically between the two levels of Cruiser. Germination in both cultivars did
not differ significantly between the control seeds (D0) and seeds treated with two levels of
Cruiser (D1 and D2) between 48 and 72 h of imbibition.

cv. BRS133 Control

Seed germination (%)

100

ns

ns

ns

ns

36

48

60

72

80
60
40
20

b

a

c

0
24

Hours of imbibition
D0 - Check with water
Tukey α=0.01

D1 - 100 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds
D2 - 200 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds

Fig. 1. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 treated at recommended dose of Cruiser
(D1), double of recommended dose (D2) and check (D0). Average followed by the same
letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not differ significantly for
each imbibition period.
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cv. Pintado Control

Seed germination (%)

100

ns

ns

ns

ns

36

48

60

72

80
60
40

a

20
0

c

b

24

Tukey α=0.01

Hours of imbibition
D0 - Check with water
D1 - 100 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds
D2 - 200 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds

Fig. 2. Soybean germination percentage cv. Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser
(D1), double of recommended dose (D2) and check (D0). Average followed by the same
letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not differ significantly for
each imbibition period.
3.2 Second Experiment: Cruiser action on the germination of soybean seeds
subjected to stress conditions induced by heavy metal (aluminum), salinity (NaCl)
and water deficit
In the presence of aluminum in different concentrations (Figures 3 to 5), the treatment of
soybean seeds of cultivar BRS 133 with the recommended level of Cruiser (D1) caused
acceleration of germination, when compared with the control (D0), up to 36 h of imbibition.
In the soybean seeds of cultivar Pintado, the same pattern of cultivar BRS 133 was observed
within 36 h of imbibition in aluminum concentration of 5 mmol L-1 (Figure 3) and up to 48 h
of soaking in aluminum concentrations of 10 and 15 mmol L-1 (Figures 4 and 5, respectively).
In the Figure 6 is shown comparisons of the effect of Cruiser on the germination of cultivar
BRS 133 in the different concentrations of aluminum, at 24 and 36 h of imbibition. In the
cultivar Pintado comparisons were performed at 36 and 48 h of imbibition (Figure 7).
Analyzing the results can be considered that: a) aluminum delays germination in both
cultivars studied; b) in the two soybean cultivars, the increase in aluminum concentration
caused a decrease in germination; c) Cruiser increase germination in aluminum stress
conditions and d) on cultivar BRS 133 at 36 h of imbibition (Figure 6) and on cultivar
Pintado at 48 h of imbibition (Figure 7) greater the stress by the presence of aluminum,
greater was the effect of Cruiser. Therefore, the results of soybean germination in response
to treatment of seeds with Cruiser, under stressful aluminum conditions, indicate that the
insecticide acts by reducing the toxic effect of aluminum on germination.
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cv. BRS133 Al 5 mmol L-1
Seed germination (%)

100

ns

ns

ns

48
Hours of imbibition

60

72

a

80

b

60
40
20

ns

0
24

Tukey α=0.01

36

D0 - Check with water
D1 - 100 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds

cv. Pintado Al 5 mmol L-1
Seed germination (%)

100

ns

ns

60

72

ns

80
60
40
20
0

a
ns
24

Tukey α=0.01

b
36

48
Hours of imbibition

D0 - Check with water
D1 - 100 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds

Fig. 3. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under aluminum sulfate 5 mmol L-1.
Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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cv. BRS133 Al 10 mmol L-1
ns

ns

ns

48
Hours of imbibition

60

72

Seed germination (%)

100
80
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a

60

b

40
a

20
0

b
24

Tukey α=0.01

36

D0 - Check with water
D1 - 100 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds

cv. Pintado Al 10 mmol L-1
Seed germination (%)

100

ns

ns

60

72

a

80
60

b

40
a

20
0

ns
24

Tukey α=0.01

b
36

48
Hours of imbibition

D0 - Check with water
D1 - 100 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds

Fig. 4. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under aluminum sulfate 10 mmol L-1.
Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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cv. BRS133 Al 15 mmol L-1
Seed germination (%)

100

ns

ns

ns

48
Hours of imbibition

60

72

a

80
60

b

40
20

ns

0
24

Tukey α=0.01

36

D0 - Check with water
D1 - 100 mL Cruiser/100 kg seeds

cv. Pintado Al 15 mmol L-1
Seed germination (%)
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Fig. 5. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under aluminum sulfate 15 mmol L-1.
Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Under salinity conditions in the presence of NaCl (Figures 8 to 11), the treatment of soybean
seeds of cultivar BRS 133 with Cruiser caused acceleration of germination in the first periods
of imbibition evaluated. It was observed that higher the concentration of NaCl, the effect
mentioned was observed in the later periods of imbibition, reaching up to 48 h in NaCl
concentration of 150 mmol L-1 (Figure 11). It was observed that Cruiser had no effect on
germination of cultivar Pintado at concentrations of NaCl 25 (Figure 8) and 100 mmol L-1
(Figure 10). In NaCl concentration of 50 mmol L-1 (Figure 9) Cruiser decreased germination,
but in the concentration of 150 mmol L-1 (Figure 11) it increased germination at 48 h of
imbibition.
Comparing the results of Cruiser effect on germination of cultivar BRS 133 in the different
concentrations of NaCl in the imbibition periods of 24, 36 and 48 h (Figure 12), can be made
several considerations: a) NaCl causes decrease in germination, the effect being more
pronounced greater the salinity stress; b) at 24 h of imbibition, Cruiser had effect until the
NaCl concentration of 100 mmol.L-1; c) at 36 h of imbibition, Cruiser eliminated the effect of
salt stress up to the salt concentration of 50 mmol.L-1 and in higher salinity stress, greater
was the effect of Cruiser; d) at 48 h of imbibition, Cruiser eliminated any effect of salt stress.
Analyzing the comparisons of the results in Figure13 can be considered that in cultivar Pintado
Cruiser had no effect on germination under salt stress, during imbibition of 24, 36 and 48 h.
The effect of Cruiser on germination of cultivar BRS 133 under water deficit induced by PEG
solutions of different water potentials are shown in Figures 14 to 16. At the water potentials
of -0.1 and -0.2 MPa, Cruiser had no effect on germination, but at the water potential of -0.3
MPa, Cruiser has caused a significant increase in germination at 72 h of imbibition. In respect
of germination of cultivar Pintado under water deficit conditions induced by PEG solutions of
different water potentials, it was observed that in the water potential of -0.1 MPa, Cruiser
caused increase on germination at 48 and 60 h of imbibition. In water potential of -0.2 MPa the
increase on germination by Cruiser effect were observed from 60 to 84 h of imbibition and in
the potential of -0.3 MPa only at 72 and 84 h of imbibition.
Comparing the results of the effect of Cruiser on germination of cultivar BRS 133 at different
imbibition periods (Figure 17) in the different water potentials, can be made some
considerations: a) the decrease of water potential delays germination; b) there is consistency
of Cruiser effect in increasing the germination for the three water potentials; c) at 72 h of
imbibition, the largest increase in germination under Cruiser effect occurred where the
water deficit was higher.
Comparing the effects of Cruiser on germination of cultivar Pintado, at the water potentials
used (Figure 18), can be made some considerations: a) water deficiency causes delayed
germination; b) Cruiser has effect in combating water stress for all the three tested water
potentials; c) at 72 and 84 h of imbibition Cruiser has a greater effect on germination in the
largest water deficit.
In Figure 19 is represented, the effect of Cruiser on the weights of embryo axis of soybean
cultivars BRS 133 and Pintado under conditions of aluminum presence. Can be inferred that
in all concentrations of aluminum used Cruiser has caused increased growth of the embryo
axis but, this increase was significantly higher in the absence of aluminum, in the
concentration of 10 mmol L-1 for BRS 133 and in the absence of aluminum (0 mmol L-1) to
cultivar Pintado. The effect of Cruiser on development of embryo axis occurred in the
absence of aluminum in both cultivars. The weight of the embryo axis tended to be equal
between the treated and untreated seeds with Cruiser, with the increase of aluminum stress
(Figures 57 and 58).
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Fig. 6. Comparison of soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 treated at recommended
dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different aluminum sulfate concentrations (5, 10
and 15 mmol L-1) at 24 and 36 h of imbibition.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of soybean germination percentage cv. Pintado treated at recommended
dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different aluminum sulfate concentrations (5, 10
and 15 mmol L-1) at 24 and 36 h of imbibition.
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Fig. 8. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under NaCl 25 mmol L-1. Average
followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 9. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under NaCl 50 mmol L-1. Average
followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 10. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under NaCl 100 mmol L-1. Average
followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 11. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under NaCl 150 mmol L-1. Average
followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of soybean germination percentage cv. BRS133 treated at recommended
dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different NaCl concentrations (25, 50, 100 and
150 mmol L-1) at 24, 36 and 48 h of imbibition.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of soybean germination percentage cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different NaCl concentrations (25,
50, 100 and 150 mmol L-1) at 24, 36 and 48 h of imbibition.
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Fig. 14. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under PEG potential -0,1 MPa. Average
followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 15. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under PEG potential -0,2 MPa. Average
followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 16. Soybean germination percentage cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under PEG potential -0.3 MPa. Average
followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition period. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 17. Comparison of soybean germination percentage cv. BRS133 treated at recommended
dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different PEG potentials (-0,1; -0,2 and -0,3 MPa)
at 24, 36, 48, 60, 72 and 84 h of imbibition.
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Fig. 18. Comparison of soybean germination percentage cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different PEG potentials (-0,1; -0,2
and -0,3 MPa) at 24, 36, 48, 60, 72 and 84 h of imbibition.
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Fig. 19. Weight (g) of embryo axis of soybean seeds cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different Al concentrations at 72 h
of imbibition. Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each
concentration or each potential. ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
The weights of embryo axis of soybean cultivars BRS 133 and Pintado under salinity are
shown, respectively, in Figure 20. In the cultivar BRS 133 Cruiser, generally, caused an
increase in the weight of embryo axis at all concentrations of NaCl used except at a
concentration of 100 mmol L-1 where there was no significant difference between seeds
treated and untreated. In cultivar Pintado was observed a significant increase in the weight
of embryo axis in the absence of NaCl and at concentration of 25 mmol L-1; however, at the
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Fig. 20. Weight (g) of embryo axis of soybean seeds cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different and NaCl concentrations
at 72 h of imbibition. Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for
each concentration or each potential. ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
concentration of 100 mmol L-1 Cruiser caused a decrease in axis weight. In saline conditions,
Cruiser’s effect on the development of the axis in cultivar BRS 133 is smaller with the
increase of salt stress and in cultivar Pintado Cruiser has no effect under these conditions.
The effect of Cruiser on weight of the embryo axis of cultivars BRS 133 and Pintado under
water stress conditions are represented in Figure 21. It was observed that in both cultivars,
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Cruiser increased the development of the embryo axis in the water potentials of 0 and -0.1
MPa. In situations of greater water deficit (-0.2 and -0.3 MPa) there was no significant
difference between treated and untreated seeds. The effect of Cruiser on the development of
embryo axis in conditions of water stress is smaller with increasing of water deficit.
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Fig. 21. Weight (g) of embryo axis of soybean seeds cv. BRS 133 and cv. Pintado treated at
recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under different PEG potentials at 84 h of
imbibition. Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each
concentration or each potential. ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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3.3 Third experiment: Cruiser’s action on the enzymes involved in the response to
oxidative stress induced by aluminum presence, salinity and water deficit
Cruiser has caused significant increase in peroxidase activity (POD) in BRS 133 and Pintado
cultivars at 24 and 36 h of imbibition (Figure 22) when seeds were placed to germinate in
distilled water (control).
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Fig. 22. Peroxidase activity (nmol purpurogalin mg protein-1 min-1) in soybean seeds cv.
BRS133 and Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under
distilled water (control). Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for
each imbibition period. ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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In the cultivar BRS 133 Cruiser has caused increase in POD activity at the aluminum
concentration of 10 mmol L-1 (Figure 23) in the two imbibition periods analyzed, at 24 and
36 h. In the cultivar Pintado, Cruiser caused a decrease in POD activity at 36 h of imbibition
and increased at 48 h.
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Fig. 23. Peroxidase activity (nmol purpurogalin mg protein-1 min-1) in soybean seeds cv.
BRS133 and Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under
aluminum. Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each
imbibition period.
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In NaCl concentration of 50 mmol L-1, Cruiser caused increase of POD at 36 hours of
imbibition in the cultivar BRS 133 (Figure 24). Cruiser used under conditions of NaCl
concentration of 100 mmol L-1 in the cultivar Pintado caused a increase in POD activity at 36
h of imbibition and decreased enzyme activity at 48 h of imbibition.
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Fig. 24. Peroxidase activity (nmol purpurogalin mg protein-1 min-1) in soybean seeds cv.
BRS133 and Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under
NaCl. Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition
period. ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Under water deficit conditions of -0.3 MPa, Cruiser increased activity of POD at 60 and 72 h
of imbibition in cultivar BRS 133 (Figure 25), however, in the cultivar Pintado decreased it at
72 h of imbibition and did not alter the enzyme activity at 84 h of imbibition.
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Fig. 25. Peroxidase activity (nmol purpurogalin mg protein-1 min-1) in soybean seeds cv.
BRS133 and Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under
PEG. Average followed by the same letter did not differ significantly for each imbibition
period. ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Regarding the activity of superoxide dismutase (SOD) (Figures 26 to 29), this did not change
as effect of Cruiser when the soybean seeds of both cultivars were germinated under the
same conditions of stress, the same imbibition periods analyzed to determine the POD.
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Fig. 26. Superoxide dismutase activity (U mg proteína-1) in soybean seeds cv. BRS133 and
Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under distilled water
(control). ns: not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 27. Superoxide dismutase activity (U mg proteína-1) in soybean seeds cv. BRS133 and
Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under aluminum. ns:
not differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 28. Superoxide dismutase activity (U mg proteína-1) in soybean seeds cv. BRS133 and
Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under NaCl. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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Fig. 29. Superoxide dismutase activity (U mg proteína-1) in soybean seeds cv. BRS133 and
Pintado treated at recommended dose of Cruiser (D1) and check (D0), under PEG. ns: not
differ significantly for each imbibition period.
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4. Discussion
Cruiser used as treatment for soybean seeds cultivars BRS 133 and Pintado, accelerated
germination, the effect being more pronounced at twice the recommended level. Therefore,
the Cruiser’s action on the germination reduces the time for crop establishment in the field,
reducing the negative effects of competition with weeds or essential nutrients in the soil.
Have been reported that seed germination and seedling development are delayed by high
concentrations of aluminum (Matsumoto, 2000; Echart & Cavalli-Molina, 2001, Rout et al.,
2001), salinity (Ashraf & McNeily, 1988; Hampson & Simpson, 1990; Ramoliya & Pandey,
2003, Soltani et al., 2004, Luo et al., 2005) and drought (Davidson & Chevalier, 1987;
Passioura, 1988, Soltani et al., 2004).
According to Kochian (1995), Matsumoto (2000) and Rout et al. (2001) high aluminum
concentrations inhibit root elongation, being proposed that the effect is due to inhibition of
cell division, disjunction of cell wall, inhibition of ions flow, loss of membrane integrity and
increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS).
Aluminum causes a delay in germination of the two soybean cultivars in the control
treatment and least in treatment with Cruiser, being more pronounced at higher
concentrations of this heavy metal.
Salinity causes growth inhibition, being related to a decrease in extensibility of cell walls in
the regions of root expansion (Neumann et al. 1994; Chazen et al., 1995), decreases the
hydration of the seed (Allen et al. 1986), affects the physiological activities of the embryo
due the toxicity of the absorbed ions (Khan et al., 1989), change the metabolism of
carbohydrates (Corchete & Guerra, 1986), proteins (Ramagopal, 1990; Dell'Áquila & Spada,
1993) and nucleic acids (Gomes Filho et al., 1983). These changes make difficult to mobilize
seed reserves, delaying the emergence of embryonic tissues, or even become non-viable seed
(Rogers et al. 1995; Khan & Ungar, 1997).
NaCl causes a delay in germination but Cruiser reduces the negative effect of salinity on
germination of soybean cultivar BRS 133, being more evident higher is the concentration of
NaCl. To cultivar Pintado no answer was observed.
Cruiser has no effect on germination of soybean cultivar BRS 133 in conditions of drought,
but in the cultivar Pintado, Cruiser accelerates germination being the effect more clear in
situations of severe water stress.
The reduction on percentage of seeds germination in water stress conditions is attributed to
lower diffusion of water through the integument. Water stress causes a prolongation of the
stationary phase of the imbibition due to reduced enzyme activity and, consequently, a
smaller meristematic development and delay on radicle protrusion (Falleri, 1994).
Seed germination and seedling development of various cultures decrease, influenced by
conditions of low water availability, as reported by Owen (1972); Kiem & Krostad (1981),
Davidson & Chevalier (1987); Passioura (1988); Soltani et al. (2004).
According to Soltani & Galeshi (2002) the decrease in germination and seedling
development, as effect of environmental adversities, with consequent deficiency on crop
establishment can cause: a) decreasing the competitiveness of the crop with weeds; b) less
protection of soil surface and subsequently greater loss of soil water through evaporation
and therefore, less available water for crop; c) lower light interception and yield potential.
It can also be considered that the loss in germination in situations of water stress might result
in lower seedling development in the morning period, when the vapor pressure deficit is low
and as result decreases CO2 fixation (Tanner & Sinclair, 1983; Condon et al., 1993).
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It was detected in the two soybean cultivars used on this study that Cruiser induced more
development of the embryonic axis in presence of aluminum, salinity and water deficit, the
effect being less evident with increasing of stress intensity.
The present results suggest it can be considered that Cruiser reduces the negative effects of
stressful situations studied on germination of soybean seeds.
ROS generation during germination and root growth is generally accepted as an active
physiological process, controlled in plant development (Chen & Schopfer, 1999; Schopfer et al.,
2001), whose basal production is increased during conditions of biotic and abiotic stresses.
POD activity results indicate that Cruiser promotes this enzyme activity under stressful
conditions, but has no effect on SOD activity during soybean germination under the same
conditions.
According to Passardi et al. (2004), the peroxidases can be considered as bifunctional
enzymes that can oxidize many substrates in H2O2 presence, but also produce ROS. They
can promote cell elongation by ROS generation, or are involved in regulating H2O2
concentration, whose reactions cause restriction of growth.
Lin & Kao (2001) suggested that elevated production of H2O2 in rice roots during osmotic
stress is probably involved in cell wall stiffening catalyzed by peroxidase, as explanation for
the reduction of root growth. It was also suggested that the increase of peroxidase activity in
situations of salinity and water stress induced inhibition of growth (Bacon et al. 1997; Lin &
Kao, 2001).
The peroxidases can also participate in the lignification of new xylem elements in the
embryo, hypocotyl, radicle and the hydroxyl radical (•OH) produced by its action could
help on the break of seed tegument and subsequent cell elongation (Passardi et al., 2004).
Amaya et al. (1999), related that the increase on expression of peroxidase associated with
cell wall caused higher rates of germination on tobacco seeds, for providing water retention
under conditions of osmotic stress induced by NaCl.
Looking at the results of Cruiser’s action on the induction of POD activity and compare it
with the results of germination determined in the same periods of imbibition and stressful
situations, can be generally considered that the increases in germination are related to
increased activity of POD, which had one of two consequences:
a) consumption of ROS originated in stressful situations, thereby preventing the damage
caused by these molecules on the cell components and their metabolism or
b) increased production of ROS, arising in situations of stress and for Cruiser’s action, which
would cause the stimulation of cell elongation, promoting greater radicle development.
As Cruiser had no effect on SOD activity, future work should be focused on investigating
the action of the insecticide on other enzymes such as catalase, ascorbate peroxidase,
glutathione peroxidase and lipoxygenase, participants of the enzymatic complex involved in
protection against the oxidative stress triggered by the presence of aluminum, salinity and
water deficit. It would also be of interest to investigate the action of Cruiser on activity of
peroxidase associated with the cell wall, whereas in this study was determined only the total
peroxidase.

5. Conclusions
Cruiser used in the treatment of soybean seeds cultivars BRS 133 and Pintado:
• accelerates the germination during the process of imbibition, and the effect is more
pronounced at twice recommended level.
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induces further development of the embryonic axis, minimizing the negative effects in
situations as presence of aluminum, salinity and water deficit.
accelerates germination during the imbibition process in the presence of aluminum,
being more evident in situations of greater concentration of this heavy metal.
reduces the negative effect of salinity on germination during the imbibition process for
cultivar BRS 133 and has no answer for the cultivar Pintado.
accelerates germination of the cultivar Pintado under water deficit conditions, the effect
being more pronounced with increased stress conditions and has no answer for cultivar
BRS 133.
accelerates germination, stimulates the activity of peroxidase, which can act both in
consumption of ROS, preventing oxidative stress, as in the production of ROS,
stimulating cell elongation.
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Effect of Row-Spacing and Planting Density
on Podding and Yield Performance of Early
Soybean Cultivar ‘Enrei’ with Reference
to Raceme Order
Kuniyuki Saitoh

Okayama University
Japan
1. Introduction
In Japan, the genetically modified herbicide-tolerant soybean cultivar cannot be grown in
the commercial field without permission due to the public concern about the effects on the
ecosystem and human health. Recently, interest for no-tilling, narrow row-spacing and dense
cultivation in soybean has been increasing as a labour-saving technique. The no-tilling
cultivation has an advantage in saving labor and drainage of soil, but the merit of narrow row
and dense planting has not been clarified. The dense planting increases the competition among
plants from the early stage and the risk of excessive growth which results in lodging. On
condition that the planting density is equal, narrow row-spacing decrease the competition
with plants during the earlier growth stage than wide row-spacing, and result in rapid leaf
area expansion, higher crop growth rate and higher seed yield due to the development of
branches, increase in the node number and pod number per node (Cooper 1977, Costa et al.
1980, Duncan 1986, Miura and Gemma 1986, Miura et al. 1987, Board et al. 1990a, 1990b,
Bullock et al. 1998, Ikeda 2000). However, narrow row-spacing did not increase the yield
(Beatty et al. 1982, Nakano 1989) and has been reported to even decrease the yield (Cooper and
Nave 1974).
In this chapter, the factors affecting the increase in yield of narrow row and dense planting
in soybean and yield determining process was clarified with reference to pod position (main
stem/branches, raceme order). In order to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of
narrow row and dense planting, we examined the effects of planting pattern and density on
solar radiation utilization, dry-matter production and emergence of weeds.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Plant cultivation and experimental plots
The field experiment was conducted at the Field Science Centre of Okayama University
(34°41’ N, 133°55’ E, Japan) in 2001 and 2002. The texture of the soil was sandy clay and
preceding crop was pumpkin. Indeterminate soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) cv. ‘Enrei’
(maturity group III) was used. Two seeds were sown on 13 and 14 June in 2001 and 2002,
respectively, with an 80cm (wide) and 30cm (narrow) row-spacing, and sparse (11.1 plants
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m-2, 11.25 and 30cm plant spacing in wide and narrow row-spacing, respectively) and dense
(22.2 plants m-2, 5.6cm and 15cm in wide and narrow row-spacing, respectively) planting
density. Each plots size was 57.6 m2 (3.2×18.0m）with no replication. A basal fertilizar was
applied at the rate of 2.1g N, 4.4g P and 10.0g K. Herbicide was applied to the soil surface to
avoid weed emergence. The plants were thinned to a plant per hill when primary leaves
were fully expanded. In wide row plots, soil molding was conducted by a rotary cultivator.
The crop was irrigated with a water-spraying vinyl hose placed on every other row.
Recommended pesticides were applied for the control of insects and diseases.
2.2 Growth and yield observation
Thirty plants were harvested from each plots, and ten standard plants were selected to
examine the node number, main stem length, stem diameter, stem weight, and seed/stem
weight ratio. Pods were distinguished on the position, main stem/branches and raceme
order (Fig. 1.), and seeds were depodded manually, then weighed to record the data on
yield and yield components.
The raceme orders were defined as follows (Torigoe et al. 1982). The terminal racemes
appeared at the top of the stems, and first order racemes differentiate from the axil just
above the petiole on the stem. The secondary racemes differentiate from both sides of the
first order raceme and tertiary racemes differentiate from the sides of the secondary
racemes. Racemes differentiating from both sides of the branch were classified as secondary
racemes. The terminal and first order racemes, and those over secondary raceme will be
collectively called basal raceme and lateral raceme, respectively. Some lateral racemes had
compound leaves. The lodging score was recorded every week by measuring the angle of
the main stem, and ranked 0 (erect), 1 (inclined 15 degrees), 2 (inclined 45 degrees), 3
(inclined 75 degrees) and 4 (inclined horizontally), then the average score was obtained.

Fig. 1. Classification of raceme order in determinate type of soybean.
2.3 Dry matter production and canopy structure
Five plants (three replication for each plots) were sampled and three (nine plants for each
plots) were separated into leaves, petioles, stems and pods on each main stem and branch,
then measured the leaf area of a standard plant (AAM-8, Hayashidenko). Samples were air-
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dried at 80 degrees C for 48 hours and weighed. At the beginning of flowering and full seed
growth stage relative PAR (photosynthetically active radiation) at each height of the canopy
were measured with a long PAR sensor (LI-191S, LI-COR) in the evening under diffuse light
condition. Then, canopy structures were surveyed by the stratified clip method (Monsi und
Saeki 1953). From the logarithmic relationships between cumulative LAI of the canopy top
and relative PAR, the canopy light extinction coefficient (k) was obtained. In addition, the
relative PAR at the height of 0, 60 and 120cm above the ground was measured every 2.5
hours from 7 a.m. to 17 p.m., and diurnal change in light extinction coefficient under direct
light condition was obtained.
2.4 Cumulative solar radiation within canopy
Integrated solarimeter films (R-2D, Taisei E&L) were used for the measurement of
cumulative solar radiation. Film was cut in 1cm width and 2cm length, then placed at
10cm intervals on the square bars, 1cm width and 100cm length, which were installed
horizontally every 15cm height from the soil surface. The dye percentages were measured
every six hours by a spectro-photometer (UV-1200, Shimadzu). The dye percentages had
been calibrated with the cumulated solar radiation measured by radiation sensor (LI200SA, LI-COR). Accordingly, the distribution of solar radiation within a canopy was
calculated.
2.5 Weed emergence
Three quadrats (80cm*60cm) were randomly arranged within each plots. At the beginning of
flowering stage, all weeds were sampled and the number and dry-weight of each weed
species were recorded.

3. Results
3.1 Growth characters
In 2001, the precipitation was 14% lower, the average mean temperature was 0.8 degree
higher, and the sunshine hours was 13% longer than the normal year, and it was
characterized by low rainfall, high temperature and much sunshine. In 2002, the
precipitation was 56% lower, the average mean temperature was 0.9 degree higher, and the
sunshine hours was 7% longer than the normal year, and it was characterized by drought,
high temperature and much sunshine though lower than in 2001. The field was hit by a
typhoon on Aug. 21 in 2001. There was no typhoon damage in 2002.
In both years, the number (per square meter) of nodes on the main stem, racemes with
compound leaves and in total was higher, but in the number of branches was lower than
in sparse plots (Table 1). The node number on the branches and in total was larger in wide
plots than in narrow plots except that in sparse plots in 2001, and also that of racemes
with compound leaf in 2001. The main stem length in dense plots was 2-12 cm longer than
in sparse plots, and that in narrow plots was 7-16 cm shorter than in wide plots. The
weight, diameter and section area of stem were larger than in sparse and narrow plots
than dense and wide plots, respectively. The seed/stem weight ratio in dense plots was
smaller than in sparse plots among the narrow plots, but not among the wide plots. The
ratio in narrow plots was larger than in wide plots among the sparse plots, but not among
the dense plots.
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Year / Plot
2001
Wide/Sparse
Wide/ Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense
LSD(0.05)
2002
Wide/Sparse
Wide/ Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense
LSD(0.05)

Node number (m-2)
Main Stem BranRac.
stem weight ch
Main Bran
with Total length
no.
stem - ch
-2
(g)
(m )
(cm)
leaf

Stem Stem Seed /
dia- section stem
meter area weight
(mm) (mm2) ratio

150
290
141
296
9

316
192
239
342
ns

137
183
211
307
33

602
665
591
944
54

63.4
69.6
47.4
55.7
3.3

18.3
8.7
18.1
12.2
1.4

66
74
60
102
9

9.4
6.9
9.2
7.8
0.4

53.0
30.4
56.4
37.1
4.4

2.20
2.51
2.58
2.49
ns

159
301
162
318
7

272
248
324
347
53

71
121
89
122
24

502
670
576
787
67

61.2
63.5
53.6
65.3
2.5

12.5
7.7
13.6
10.2
1.3

60
89
70
111
14

8.5
7.0
9.1
7.8
0.1

43.5
27.8
49.4
38.2
3.4

1.98
2.06
3.39
2.25
0.50

Values are means of twelve plants. 'ns' means no siginificant difference at 5% level.
Table 1. Growth characteristics (2001，2002).
3.2 Seed yield and yield components
In both years, seed yields in dense plots and narrow plots were larger than sparse plots and
wide plots, respectively, and those in 2001 were higher than in 2002 because of the much
sunshine hours (Fig. 2, Table 2). The highest yield, 668 g m-2, was obtained in narrow/dense
plots in 2001. A close correlation (r=0.934, P<0.01) was observed between seed yield and pod

800

2001

-2

Seed yield (g m )

700
600
500

100

108

2002

150

115

170
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129

400

100

300
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0
Sparse Dense Sparse Dense
Wide row

Narrow row

Sparse Dense Sparse Dense
Wide row

Fig. 2. Effects of planting pattern on seed yield of soybean.
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number, indicating that seed yield was determined by the pod number. Seed number per
pod and seed setting ratio were not significantly different among plots, and 100 seeds
weight in narrow plots tended to be slightly heavier than in wide plots, but the difference
was not significant.
The pod number on the main stem relative to the total was higher in dense plots than in
sparse plots, and that on the branches was higher in narrow plots than in wide plots (Table
3). The percentage share of basal raceme was higher in 2002 than in 2001. The percentage
share of racemes with compound leaves was higher in dense plots than in sparse plots, and
was also higher in narrow plots than in wide plots, especially in 2001.
Seed
yield
-2
(g m )

Year ／ plot
2001
Wide/Sparse
Wide/ Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense
LSD(0.05)
2002
Wide/Sparse
Wide/ Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense
LSD(0.05)

Pod
Seed 100 seeds Seed
number number weight setting
-2
(m ) per pod
(g)
ratio (%)

446
483
515
668
45

894
904
1011
1256
84

2.03
1.99
1.96
1.99
ns

30.2
31.1
32.3
31.5
ns

95.0
96.5
95.5
97.4
ns

274
354
464
503
26

766
893
910
993
83

2.04
2.01
2.02
2.04
ns

26.5
27.5
33.6
31.8
ns

83.7
91.3
87.5
92.2
4.5

Values are means of twelve plants.
'ns' means no siginificant difference at 5% level.

Table 2. Seed yield and yield components (2001, 2002).
Year ／ plot
2001
Wide/Sparse
Wide/ Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense
LSD(0.05)
2002
Wide/Sparse
Wide/ Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense
LSD(0.05)

Main
stem

Branch

Basal
raceme

Raceme
with leaf

Upper
raceme

Total

377
685
384
702
61

(42)
(76)
(38)
(56)

518
219
627
553
93

(58)
(24)
(62)
(44)

367
359
333
456
ns

(41)
(40)
(33)
(36)

262
321
416
524
66

(29)
(36)
(41)
(42)

266
223
262
276
ns

(30)
(24)
(22)
(22)

894
904
1011
1256
85

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)

337
567
292
607
48

(44)
(63)
(32)
(61)

429
326
618
387
72

(56)
(37)
(68)
(39)

446
464
480
536
ns

(58)
(52)
(53)
(54)

119
205
154
244
43

(16)
(23)
(17)
(25)

201
223
276
213
ns

(26)
(25)
(30)
(21)

766
893
910
993
83

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)

Values are means of twelve plants. 'ns' means no siginificant difference at 5% level.
Values in parentheses are relative to total (100).

Table 3. Pod number on main stem or branch and raceme order (2001, 2002).
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3.3 Dry weight and leaf area index
At each growth stage, the dry-weight tended to be heavier in dense plots than in sparse
plots, but the difference was not significant (Fig. 3). The dry-weight tended to be heavier in
narrow plots than in wide plots except that in sparse plots at 44 days after sowing (DAS)
and in dense plots at 65 DAS. At 107 DAS, the dry-weight was heaviest in narrow/dense
plots and became lighter in the order of wide/dense plots > narrow/sparse plots >
wide/sparse plots.
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Fig. 3. Changes in cumulative dry-weight of different plant parts during growth (2001).
The leaf area index (LAI) tended to be larger in dense plots than in sparse plots, and in
narrow plots than in wide plots especially at 65 DAS, when LAI in dense plots exceeded 8
(Fig. 4).
3.4 Canopy structure
At the flowering stage, the higher the canopy layer, the larger the leaf area from 20 to 100 cm
above the ground in wide/dense plots, and the larger leaf area was distributed at a 40-100 cm
height in narrow/sparse plots (Fig. 5). In dense plots, leaf area was concentrated in the 80-100
cm layer above the ground especially in narrow plots. The total dry-weight of non-assimilative
organ was heavier in narrow plots than in wide plots. The light extinction coefficients (k), the
lower value indicates that the canopy has a good light-intercepting characteristic, was in the
order of narrow/dense (0.60) < wide/dense (0.68) < narrow/sparse (0.73) < wide/sparse
(0.81). It was clear that the light penetrated into a deeper layer of the canopy when planted
dense and narrow row-spacing. The order of k at the seed growth stage coincided with that at
the flowering stage (data not shown).
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Fig. 4. Changes in LAI during growth (2001).
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Fig. 5. Canopy structures at the full-flowering stage (2001).
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3.5 Diurnal change in canopy light extinction coefficient (k)
The k-value measured under direct sunlight was higher in the morning and evening, and
decreased during the daytime (Fig. 6). The k-values in the morning and evening were
similar to those measured under diffuse light (Fig. 5), which were lower in dense and
narrow row plots. At midday, k showed the lowest value in wide plots, which suggested
that the direct sunlight reached the furrow surface in the non-closed canopy in wide row
plots. The extent of variation during the daytime was small in narrow plots due to the
closed canopy.

Canopy light extinction coefficient (k)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4

Wide/Sparse
Wide/Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense

0.2
0
7:00

9:30
12:00
14:30
Japanese standard time (JST)

17:00

Fig. 6. Diurnal change in canopy light extinction coefficient at the beginning of the flower
stage (2001).
3.6 Distribution of cumulative solar radiation at each height within canopy
The cumulative solar radiation at every height was lower in dense plots than in sparse plots,
and was lower near the row (plant) and higher at the furrow in a direction perpendicular to
the row (Fig. 7). In narrow row plots, the cumulative solar radiation was lower in
dense plots than in sparse plots, and the difference between that on the row and furrow was
small.
3.7 Changes in lodging score
In 2002, lodging did not occur in any plot. In 2001, the lodging score increased in
narrow/sparse plots at 34 DAS due to a rainstorm, followed by the gradual increase in
wide/sparse plots, and was larger in narrow row plots than in wide row plots (Fig. 8). At 71
DAS, when a typhoon hit, the lodging score increased markedly in dense plots, and was
slightly larger in narrow/dense plots than in wide/dense plots. After lodging, plants could
not recover during the later growth period.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of cumulative solar radiation at each height within canopy in a direction
perpendicular to the row at the beginning flower stage (2001).
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3.8 Weed emergence
More weed plants appeared in 2002 than in 2001. Portulaca and Cyperus species were
dominant in 2001, and Digitaria and Galinsoga in 2002. In both years, there were fewer
emerged weeds in narrow plots than in wide plots.

Year/Plot

Amaranthus Portulaca Digitaria Cyperus Rorippa Galinsoga Setaria Chenopodium Euphorbia Mollugo
Total
viridis
oleracea ciliaris
indica ciliata viridi
album
supina pentaphylla

2001
Wide/Sparse
Wide/ Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense

7.6
5.2
-

9.7
16.0
2.1
14.6

-

8.3
7.6
-

2.1
2.1
-

2.1
2.1
2.1

2.1
2.1
2.1

2.1
9.0
2.1

-

3.1
-

34.0
47.2
2.1
20.8

2002
Wide/Sparse
Wide/ Dense
Narrow/Sparse
Narrow/Dense

-

52.8
63.9
-

11.1
23.1
9.3
18.5

-

-

60.2
94.4
11.1
45.4

3.7
4.6

-

28.7
25.0
-

-

124.1
117.6
78.7
68.5

Values indicate the number of weed plants. Average of three quadrats (80cm * 60cm) ．

Table 4. Emergence of weeds at the beginning of flowering of soybean.

4. Discussion
In soybean, dense planting has been reported to increase the node number, pod number and
therefore seed yield without the consideration of lodging (Nakaseko and Goto 1975, Costa et
al. 1980, Miura et al. 1987, Saitoh et al. 1998a). The square- or triangular-shape planting
increased the space occupied by plants than rectangular-shape planting, and promoted the
development of branches, thus increasing the seed yield (Cooper 1977, Costa et al. 1980,
Duncan 1986, Miura and Gemma 1986, Miura et al. 1987, Board et al. 1990b, Ikeda 2000).
Nakano et al. (2001) also reported that planting pattern affected the light environment
within the canopy, which determined the branch node number, pod number and seed yield.
In the present study, the seed yield was in the order of narrow/dense > narrow/sparse >
wide/dense > wide/sparse (Table 2, Fig. 2), and the yield increase in narrow row planting
was due to the yield increase on the branches especially on the raceme with compound
leaves (Table 3).
The raceme with compound leaves is morphologically the same as a branch. The branch
differentiates on the leaf axil just above the petiole on the main stem, and the raceme with
compound leaves differentiates on the left and right axils of the basal raceme in the upper
node of the main stem and branches, and develops a stem with one to four leaves. In a
previous study, the differentiated racemes developed compound leaves when assimilates
were supplied to the raceme (Saitoh et al. 2001). In the present two- year study, seed yield
was positively correlated with total pod number (r=0.934, P<0.001) and pod number on
racemes with compound leaves (r=0.864, P<0.01). Thus the increase in the pod number on
the raceme with compound leaves contributed to the increase in seed yield.
The longer sunshine hours accelerated the source activity and increased assimilates were
supplied to the axil of each node. Our three-year planting density experiment showed that
the number of floral buds on racemes with compound leaves increased markedly in the year
with longer sunshine hours (Saitoh et al. 1998a), and the pod number on racemes with
compound leaves increased especially when the twelfth node was isolated by pruning the
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top above the twelfth node and removing all of the leaves, petioles and floral organs except
those on the twelfth node at the flowering stage. Under such conditions, assimilates were
concentrated to the twelfth node (Saitoh et al. 1998b), and the number of racemes with
compound leaves on the main stem and branches increased when the leaves on branches
and main stem were removed, respectively (Saitoh et al. 2001).
The present study revealed that the increase in pod number by narrow row planting was
due to the increase in that on the racemes with compound leaves suggesting that the
microclimate within canopy affected the development of racemes with compound leaves in
narrow row-spacing. The narrow row-spacing canopy had a lower light extinction
coefficient, i.e., better light-intercepting characteristics (Fig. 5).
In wide row-spacing, solar radiation was distributed non-uniformly, penetrated a deeper
layer of the canopy due to fewer leaves distributed within the furrow, and decreased
markedly above the row space (Fig. 7). In narrow row-spacing, solar radiation was
distributed uniformly, the difference between the row and furrow was small, so that many
racemes developed compound leaves due to the surplus assimilative supply to the raceme
from the upper layer of canopy. The raceme with compound leaves is not only a sink organ,
but also a source organ.
The canopy light extinction coefficients (k) measured under direct sunlight decreased during
the daytime (Fig. 6). The decrease in k-value means that the sunlight penetrated uniformly into
a deeper layer of the closed canopy with a higher LAI, however, sunlight reached a deeper
layer directly and leaves received the excess light in non-closed canopy with lower LAI like
wide row-spacing. This suggests that the k-value during the daytime can not evaluate the light
intercepting characteristics in non-uniformly foliage distributed canopy.
The comparison of dry matter production in the plants with different planting patterns
revealed that dry-weight was heavier and LAI was larger in dense plots than in sparse plots
along as shown by others (Shibles and Weber 1965, Sugiyama et al. 1967, Asanuma et al.
1977, and also in narrow row-spacing than wide row-spacing (Fig. 3, 4) in accordance with
the previous studies (Bullokck et al. 1998, Duncan 1986,Shibles and Weber 1965, 1966). In
narrow row-spacing, the distance between plants was longer than in wide row-spacing, so
that the canopy had a better light-intercepting environment, which accelerated the
development of branches and racemes with compound leaves and the expansion of leaf area
during the earlier stage, though, LAI in dense planting at 65 DAS exceeded 8, which means
over luxuriant growth (Sugiyama et al. 1967).
Next, we should consider the effects of lodging. The lodging score was larger in narrow
plots than in wide plots, (Fig. 8). This is because the distance between plants was longer in
narrow row-spacing, and there was less mutual support with the neighboring plants. After
the full flowering stage, a large amount of foliage was distributed in the upper layer of the
canopy in the narrow/sparse plots (Fig. 5), and the higher the center of gravity, the higher
the susceptibility to lodging. In narrow row-spacing, the main stem length was 15cm shorter
and 0.9mm thicker than in wide row-spacing in 2001 (Table 1) because the competition
between plants for elongation growth decreased due to the longer distance between plants.
Despite this, the lodging score was larger in narrow row-spacing, meaning that the lodging
of soybean was influenced by the above ground weight and center of gravity than the main
stem length and stem thickness. Further study is needed to analyze the factors affecting the
lodging tolerance in soybean.
Finally, let me consider about the weed management. In narrow row-spacing, we should
eradicate weeds by hand if early weed control fails. It is impossible to kill weeds by
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cultivator after sowing. It was already demonstrated that the narrow row cultivation
decreased weeds emergence and the alternative application of herbicide to soil or foliage
(Gramineae weeds) could control weeds with labour saving and stability (Ohdan et al.
2005). Present results also showed that the less number of weeds were appeared in narrow
row plots than in wide row plots (Table 4), in both plots herbicide was applied to the soil
surface after sowing and the soil molding was conducted with a rotary cultivator in wide
row plots. The dry-weight of weeds per square-meter was about 2g, which was extremely
less than that of soybean, 300-400 g m-2, i.e., weeds could be controlled sufficiently. We
considered that weeds could be controlled by one application of herbicide to the soil surface
after sowing. If we failed to kill weeds by the soil applied herbicide, the additional
application of bentazone, newly registered foliar applied herbicide in Japan, can be used
after sowing.

5. Conclusion
The narrow row-spacing (wide distance between plants) and dense planting in soybean
increase seed yield than in the wide row-spacing (narrow distance between plants), which
was caused by the decrease in competition among plants for elongation growth, the
promotion of branch development, the development of racemes with compound leaves, and
the increase in pod number due to the uniform light environment within the upper layer of
canopy. The improvement of lodging tolerance and perfect weed control will be needed in
the narrow row and dense planting of soybean were considered to be needed.
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1. Introduction
The sale of genetically modified soybean seed resistant to the Roundup Ready (RR)
herbicide has revolutionized the worldwide soybean market in recent years. According to
data from the International Service for the Acquisition of Agri-Biotech Applications-ISAAA
(2009), in 2009, for the first time, more than three-quarters (77%) of the 90 million hectares of
soybeans grown globally were biotech; followed by cotton, with almost half (49%) of the 33
million hectares being biotech; by maize, with over a quarter (26%) of the 158 million
hectares grown globally being biotech; and finally by canola, with 21% of the 31 million
hectares being biotech. These numbers indicate not only increases in hectares, but also a
strong and growing adherence of farmers around the world to this technology.
Considering the area planted to RR soybeans in the 2009/10 growing season throughout the
world, from these 69.3 million hectares, a demand of approximately 4.2 million tons of RR
soybean seeds may be estimated, which makes the international soybean seed market ever
more expressive and competitive. In Brazil alone, up to November 2010, nearly 35% of the
total soybean cultivars registered in the Ministry of Agriculture were RR genetically
modified, this number having increased more than 443% in the last four growing seasons, a
result of the increase in the number of breeding programs for obtaining RR cultivars.
It is known that the physiological quality of soybean seeds is controlled in large part by the
genotype or cultivar, features of the plant, and more specifically those of the pod and the
seed itself, determining a differential response of each cultivar and its levels of tolerance to
seed deterioration, to adverse field conditions and even to mechanized harvesting. Among
seed characteristics, the seed coat is one of the principal conditioning factors for germination
vigor and longevity of seeds, with its characteristics being associated with susceptibility to
mechanical damage, longevity and potential for seed deterioration, which may be
influenced by the lignin content and the degree of seed coat permeability. Understanding of
the structure and properties of the seed coat has contributed to explaining and altering seed
behavior under certain environmental conditions.
In the case of soybeans, differences in the lignin content among seed coat have been
observed by various authors (Tavares et al., 1987; Carbonell et al., 1992; Alvarez, 1994;
Carbonell & Krzyzanowski, 1995; Panobianco, 1997; Menezes, 2008). In addition, a great
deal of speculation has been generated in relation to the lignin content in the plant between
RR genetically modified soybean cultivars and conventional cultivars (Coghlan, 1999; Gertz
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Junior et al., 1999; Kuiper et al., 2001; Edmisten et al., 2006; Nodari & Destro, 2006),
indicating overproduction of this substance of up to 20% more in RR cultivars. Such
variation may occur not only in the vegetative parts of plants, but also in reproductive parts,
such as pods and seeds.
The term lignin is used to designate a group of substances with similar chemical units
indicated as polymers derived from “p-coumaryl”, “conyferyl” e “sinapyl" alcohols (Lewis
& Yamamoto, 1990). Impermeable to water, lignin is also very resistant to pressure and not
very elastic and it is the most abundant plant polymer after cellulose, being found in greater
quantity in the cell wall, around 60% to 90% (Egg-Mendonça, 2001), and its deposition
occurs during the formation of the cell wall.
According to the authors, overproduction of lignin observed in the RR soybean plant in the
US, and more recently in Brazil, is leading to deep stem fissures, with a significant number
of plants in the field presenting bent or broken stems, and this effect possibly arises in the
presence of water deficit and high temperatures.
Although the exact cause of the lignin behavior in this mechanism is still unknown, the
hypothesis of overproduction of lignin in RR soybean plants is based on the fact of the
precursors of the lignin molecule being formed in the same metabolic pathway, the pathway
of shikimic acid, inhibited by the glyphosate herbicide. The inhibition of EPSPS enzymes by
glyphosate present in this pathway leads to a deficiency in the production of amino acids
and consequent death of the plants. That way, the sequence CP4 EPSPS, introduced in the
genome of commercial soybean cultivars responsible for production of the protein CP4
enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS), an enzyme that participates in the
biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids in plants and microorganisms, may be presenting the
pleiotropic effect, thus modifying the lignin content in the plant.
Nevertheless, research in this area is still quite limited and the few results published do not
compare conventional cultivars with their respective RR genetically modified versions, but
refer to comparison between diverse genotypes and therefore do not isolate the effect of the
inserted transgene. In this context, it is relevant to discuss the results of more recent research
dealing with this issue in this chapter, principally looking at comparisons between
conventional materials and their RR versions, which are essentially derivatives.
For that reason, in this chapter we will discuss results of research dealing with the
physiological quality and the lignin content in RR and conventional soybean seeds
submitted to different harvest times and spraying with glyphosate herbicide, produced in
two different time periods and submitted to direct imbibition in water.

2. The lignification process and RR soybeans
The term lignin is used to designate a group of substances with similar chemical units.
According to Panobianco (1997), the chemical structure of lignin is very complex and still
not very well defined. Butler & Bailey (1973), cited by Silva (1981), refer to lignin as a
polymer, 3-methoxy-phenyl-propanol and 3-5-dimethoxy-phenyl-propanol, bonded in
varied proportions and in random sequence, leading to a great variety of products, which
makes exact definition difficult. According to Esau (1976), lignin consists of an organic
substance or mixture of organic substances with high carbon content, but different from
carbohydrates, and which is found associated with cellulose on the walls of numerous cells.
The term lignin is used to designate a group of substances with similar chemical units
reported as polymers derived from “p-coumaryl”, “conyferyl” e “sinapyl" alcohols (Lewis &
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Yamamoto, 1990). Impermeable to water, lignin is also very resistant to pressure and not
very elastic and it is the most abundant plant polymer after cellulose, being found in greater
quantity in the cell wall, around 60% to 90% (Egg-Mendonça, 2001), and its deposition
occurs during the formation of the cell wall.
The growth and development of the cell wall may be divided into two phases: growth of the
primary wall, a phase in which the cell increases in size, and growth of the secondary wall, a
phase in which deposition of lignin polymers occurs to the extent that the cell wall becomes
progressively thicker as of the internal edge of the primary wall, in the direction of the
center of the cell. The inclusion of lignin on the cell wall originates in the middle lamella,
going in the direction of the interior of the secondary wall. According to Jung & Alen (1995),
the effect of this lignin deposition pattern makes the middle lamella/primary cell wall
region more intensely lignified.
This lignin deposition is important not only to lend rigidity and resistance to plant tissue,
such as stem and leaves, but especially for the seed coat of soybean seeds, it has been
correlated with resistance to mechanical damage (Alvarez, 1994; Panobianco, 1999),
providing mechanical resistance to the tissue and protection against infestations by
microorganisms to the cell wall (Rijo & Vasconcelos, 1983, cited by Tavares et al., 1987).
2.1 Lignification and the soybean seed coat
The seed coat is one of the main factors which determine germination capacity, vigor and
longevity of seeds. It has a protective function during imbibition, avoiding cell rupture and
loss of intracellular substances (Duke & Kakefuda, 1981), and also protects the embryonic
axis (Carvalho & Nakagawa, 2000). It is derived from the integuments of the ovule where
the primine gives rise to the testa and the secundine gives rise to the tegmen.
By means of a cross section of the testa of a soybean seed, three layers may be distinguished,
the epidermis, the hypodermis and the inner parenchyma (Swanson et al., 1985). This last
layer, composed of the spongy parenchyma, is present in the entire testa of the seed, except
for the hilar region. It has from 6 to 8 cell layers, tangential to the surface of the testa, formed
by thin walls and absent protoplasm, with the outermost part of this parenchyma being
formed by large, elongated cells, while the innermost part by smaller and significantly
branched cells (Esau, 1977).
The intermediate layer of the testa, the hypodermis, is formed of cells in hourglass form, or
pillar cells, or even osteosclereid cells. It consists of a uniform cell layer through the entire
testa, except for the hilar region. The cell wall of its sclerenchyma cells is not uniform, with
the presence of large intercellular spaces (Corner, 1951).
The epidermis, outside of the testa, remains uniseriate and gives rise to the palisade layer,
characteristic of leguminosae seeds. This layer consists of macrosclereids (Malpighi cells)
with wall of unequal thickness, having a cuticle present over their outermost wall. It cells
are elongated and arranged perpendicular to the surface of the testa, with thick cell walls
(Esau, 1976).
In soybean seeds, the thickness of the four testa layers altogether, including the cuticle,
starting from the surface, may vary from 70 to 100 micrometers, there being variation among
cultivars. Nevertheless, this characteristic is a constant with each cultivar and is controlled
genetically (Caviness & Simpson, 1974). The presence or lack of pores and their quantity,
shape and size on the surface of the testa is also controlled genetically. The pores seem to be
related to water absorption, such that in hard seeds they are either absent or they exist in
small quantity (Calero, 1981).
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Morphological characteristics associated with the thickness and structure of the seed coat
has also been related to the quality of soybean seeds. With the aid of a Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM), it is possible to obtain a direct image of the atoms on the surface of a
material, formed by secondary electrons and emitted from the surface of the irradiated
specimen by the beam of primary electrons or by those scattered, which, in spite of
generating poorer quality images, may indicate differences in the elementary composition of
the sample. Designed basically for surface examination of samples, SEM allows the
observation of internal surfaces if fractured and exposed, using principally secondary
electrons (Alves, 2006).
Silva (2003), by means of scanning micrography of transversal sections of the testa of
soybean seeds of the cultivars M-Soy 8400 and M-Soy 8411 observed three visible cell layers:
palisade cell layers, an hourglass cell layer, and spongy parenchyma cells. The author
evaluated the behavior of these cell layers that compose the testa of soybean seeds when
they were exposed to five periods of accelerated aging (0, 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours) at 42º C
and approximately 100% relative air humidity. For the cultivars evaluated, reduction in the
thickness of the testa of the soybean seed was verified, which suggests collapse of the cells
that compose such layers, which may be related to reduction of germination potential.
Menezes et al. (2009) evaluating the thickness and structure of the soybean seed coat
(Figures 1 and 2) and the association of these characteristics with the physiological quality of
the seeds, concluded that traits used for evaluation of physiological quality may be
correlated with the lignin content of the seed coat. Nevertheless, according to the author, it
was not possible to establish a relationship between the physiological quality of the soybean
seeds and the anatomical aspects of the seed coat evaluated by SEM, emphasizing the need
for refining the methodologies available for this purpose due to the difficulties of
establishing the work area of common structures on the seeds, and of having observed that
cell structures vary in different positions on the seed coat, which makes comparison of these
structures among seeds of different genotypes difficult. In spite of that, in a general way, it
was possible to observe that the lignin thickness on the palisade cell layers was greater
when compared to the hourglass cell layers.

Fig. 1. Scanning micrography of the testa of the cultivar CD 201; A: palisade cell layer; B:
hourglass cell layer and C: spongy parenchyma. Source: Menezes et al. (2009).
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As is common in leguminosae, there is a particularly impermeable region on the walls of the
upper part of the macrosclereids, which reflects light more intensely than the rest of the wall
(Esau, 1965). What is called the conspicuous light line is visible in many wild soybean
species, but is less prominent in cropped species (Alexandrova & Alexandrova, 1935, cited
by Carlson & Lersten, 1987). This palisade layer drew the interest of researchers through the
fact of its structure, and in certain hard seeds of leguminosae, being the cause of the high
degree of impermeability of the seed coat, consequently affecting germination capacity
(Esau, 1976).
Hard or impermeable seeds, according to Woodstock (1988), may be the result of compacted
organization of cellulose microfibriles on the cell wall. This, for its part, may be impregnated
with waterproof substances, such as lignin, waxes, suberins or tannin. They are abundantly
composed of cellulose and hemicellulose polysaccharides, and of phenylpropanoid
polymers such as lignin (McDougall et al., 1996).
In accordance with McDougall et al. (1996), the impermeability of the seed coat provided by
lignin, exercises a significant effect on the speed and capacity of water absorption through it,
thus interfering in the quantity of leached materials released to the outside during the
imbibition phase of the seed germination process. Crocker (1948) already mentioned the
need for better understanding of this mechanism since it was considered to be the best
example of efficiency against water penetration and should therefore be better utilized by
breeders in adjusting this characteristic to their needs. As general characteristics of soybean
cultivars with a less permeable seed coat, one may cite better conservation potential, lower
levels of infection by pathogens, greater vigor and viability, as well as resistance to
reabsorption of moisture after maturation (Panobianco, 1999).

Fig. 2. Comparson of the thickness (μm) of the palisade cell and hourglass cell layers
obtained by SEM from the cultivar CD 206. A: palisade cell layer; B: hourglass cell layer and
C: spongy parenchyma. Source: Menezes et al. (2009).
Tavares et al. (1987), studying structural characteristics of the seed coat of seeds of soybean
lines, concluded that the total fiber content is not connected with impermeability; however,
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in regard to the type of fiber, an accentuated increase in the lignin values was observed in
the lines with impermeable seed coats (4.69% to 7.70%), differentiated from the values 1.80%
to 3.18% found in lines with permeable seed coats. According to Brauns & Brauns (1960),
cited by Tavares et al. (1987), the hydrophobic trait of lignin affects the hydrophilic bonds of
the middle lamella and the removal of lignin interferes in the biological resistance of
hydration in around 10.5% to 17% of the original tissue.
The occurrence of hard seeds in leguminosae has been attributed to both genetic and
environmental factors (Donnelly, 1970). The percentage of hard seed exhibits considerable
variability depending on the species or cultivar, the degree of maturity, the maturation
conditions and the storage time. Thus, low air humidity during maturation results in a
considerable increase in seed hardness (Baciu-Miclaus, 1970; Martins, 1989).
In soybeans, differences in the lignin content of the seed coat has been observed by various
authors (Tavares et al., 1987; Carbonell et al., 1992; Alvarez, 1994; Carbonell &
Krzyzanowski, 1995; Panobianco, 1999; Menezes et al., 2009; Gris et al., 2010;), and, in
addition, differences have been reported in regard to the lignin content in the plant between
genetically modified RR and conventional cultivars.
2.2 Lignin biosynthesis and RR soybeans
The advent of genetically modified soybeans, tolerant to the Roundup Ready© herbicide
(RR), revolutionized the world soybean market. With the introduction of the CP4 EPSPS
sequence in the genome of commercial soybean cultivars, which confers tolerance to the
active ingredient glyphosate, the protein CP4 enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate-synthase
(EPSPS) is produced, an enzyme that participates in the biosynthesis of aromatic amino
acids in plants and microorganisms. In the case of conventional cultivars, the inhibition of
these enzymes by glyphosate, present in the shikimic acid pathway, leads to a deficiency in
production of essential amino acids and consequent death of the plants, which does not
occur in RR cultivars.
A great deal of speculation has been generated in relation to the lignin contents in the plant
between genetically modified RR cultivars and conventional cultivars (Coghlan, 1999; Gertz
Junior et al., 1999; Kuiper et al., 2001; Edmisten et al., 2006; Nodari & Destro, 2006).
In the late 1990s, some farmers in Georgia complained about the poor performance of their
RR soybeans in years with a spring with drought and heat conditions. Scientists then carried
out a comparative laboratory study of genetically modified and conventional soybeans
(Gertz Junior et al. 1999). They found that the genetically modified plants were shorter, had
a lower fresh weight, had less chlorophyll content, and, at high soil temperature of 40 ºC to
50ºC, suffered from stem splitting. According to Coghlan (1999), the elevated levels of lignin
deposited in the stem of soybean plants would be leading to this splitting due to the
stiffening of the plants under high temperatures (45oC), a problem also detected in
genetically modified RR soybean crops in the USA, and which was to have led to
considerable losses through falling of plants in hotter years (Nodari & Destro, 2006) as a
consequence of overproduction of lignin in RR cultivars (Kuiper et al., 2001).
According to these authors, under stress conditions, losses in RR soybeans can arrive at 40%
in comparison with conventional soybeans, brought about by greater production of lignin,
up to 20% greater (Coghlan, 1999; Gertz et al., 1999). Nodari & Destro (2006), in a study
undertaken in nine soybean crops in the state of Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil), observed that in
the presence of drought and high temperatures, the RR soybean crops suffered more losses
than conventional soybeans. The authors observed a large number of plants with deep stem
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splitting and a significant quantity of these plants had bent or broken stems, around 50% to
70% of the plants, according to the authors, possibly due to overproduction of lignin in the
RR material (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Plants of the “Maradona” variety with broken stem (left), split (middle) and intact
stem (right). Source: Nodari & Destro (2006).
The plants are responsible for the production of secondary metabolites that perform
innumerable functions, among which the terpenes, the phenolic compounds and the
alkaloids are considered as the most important. The secondary compounds are
biosynthesized through three basic metabolic pathways, the acetate-mevalonate, the acetatemalonate and the acetate-shikimate (Érsek & Kiraly, 1986), also denominated simply as
mevalonic acid pathway, malonic acid pathway and shikimic acid pathway, respectively
(Taiz & Zeiger, 1998).
In superior plants, the shikimic acid pathway occurs in plastids, there also being evidence
that it is present in the cytosol (Hrazdina & Jensen, 1992). This important metabolic pathway
begins with phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), derived from glycolysis, and the erythrose 4-P
coming from the monophosphate pentose pathway and the Calvin cycle, resulting in the
biosynthesis of the phenylalanine amino acids, tyrosine and tryptophan (Salisbury & Ross,
1992) (Figure 4).
According to Resende et al. (2003), the enzymes that participate in the initial and
intermediary steps of the lignin biosynthesis pathway are common to the phenylpropanoid
pathway (Figure 5). The metabolism of the phenylpropanoids includes a complex series of
biochemical pathways that provide the plants with thousands of combinations. Many of
these, according to Boatright et al. (2004), are intermediate in the synthesis of structural
substances of the cells, such as lignin, if formed from shikimic acid, which forms the basic
units of the cinnamic and p-coumaric acids (Simões & Spitzer, 2004).
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the shikimic, malonic and mevalonic acid pathways. ¶

Fig. 5. Lignin biosynthesis pathway. Source: Baldoni (2010).
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Lignin synthesis involves various enzymes and knowledge of them is important in studies
in which the quality of soybean seeds and the lignin content is related (Baldoni, 2010). The
complexity of the lignin biosynthesis pathways is attributed to various multifunctional
enzymes, which also correspond to different gene families (Xu et al., 2009).
A considerable quantity of genes is attributed as participant in lignin synthesis, such as
genes which regulate the activity of the enzymes phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL),
Cinnamate 4-Hydroxylase (C4H), 4-cumarate-CoA ligase (4CL), 4 Hydroxycinnamate 3Hydroxylase (C3H), 5-Adenosyl-Methionine: Caffeate/5-Hydroxy (OMT), Ferulate-5Hydroxylase (F5H), Hydroxycinnamoyl COA Reductase (CCR), cinnamyl alcohol
dehydrogenase (CAD) (Boudet, 2000; Boudet, 2003; Darley et al., 2001).
Although the exact cause of lignin behavior under stress conditions in RR soybean cultivars
is still unknown (Coghlan, 1999), possibly the alterations in the content of this biopolymer in
the plant is due to the fact of the precursors of the lignin molecule being formed in the
shikimic acid pathway, which is inhibited by the glysophate herbicide in conventional
plants. The inhibition of EPSPS enzymes, present in this pathway by the glyphosate, lead to
a deficiency in the production of amino acids and consequent death of the plants. That way,
the CP4 EPSPS sequence introduced in the genome of the commercial soybean cultivars
denominated RR, responsible for the production of the protein CP4 enolpyruvylshikimate-3phosphate synthase (EPSPS), an enzyme that participates in the biosynthesis of aromatic
amino acids in plants and microorganisms, may present the pleiotropic effect, thus
modifying the lignin content in the plant.
In spite of all those studies suggesting the pleiotropic effect of the transgene under high
stress conditions in laboratory tests in the USA, some authors suggest that it might not be
detected until specific environmental conditions are observed, which usually does not occur
in field conditions. In this sense, the quantification of lignin in the plant, and consequently
in pods and the seed coat of soybeans, become necessary in field conditions, principally with
a view toward comparisons between conventional materials and their RR versions, which
are essentially derivatives, since the previous reports refer to diverse genotypes, thus not
isolating the effect of the inserted transgene. It is worth highlighting that scientific studies
that truly prove the pleiotropic effect of the RR transgene under any characteristics are
rare in the literature, with most of them being based only on observations and not on
scientific results.
Therefore, we will further discuss some results of research obtained in Brazil in which the
relation lignin versus RR and conventional soybean cultivars under diverse aspects was
evaluated, emphasizing contents of this polymer in the plant, pod and seed coat.

3. Conventional and RR genetically modified soybeans:
Some results in Brazil
3.1 Physiological quality and lignin content in the seed coats submitted to
different harvest times
The viability period of the soybean seed is extremely variable, depending both on genetic
characteristics and environmental effects during the phases of development, harvest,
processing and storage. Once unfavorable conditions occur in some of these phases,
physiological damages may result in losses to seed quality, with the intensity of these
damages varying with the genetic factors intrinsic to each cultivar. Various researchers have
emphasized the possibility of use of the seed with seed coat with a certain degree of
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impermeability to water as an alternative for avoiding loss of quality in the field (Gilioli &
França Neto, 1982; Peske & Pereira, 1983; Hartwig & Potts, 1987), with delay in harvest and
determination of the lignin content in the seed coat being methodologies suggested for
genetic breeding programs for evaluation of the quality of soybean seeds (França Neto &
Krzyzanowski, 2003).
Within this context, the work presented below (Gris et al., 2010) was conducted with the
purpose of evaluating the physiological quality and lignin content in the seed coat of the
conventional and RR soybean seeds collected at three different times in Lavras (MG), Brazil.
Thus, the seeds of ten cultivars collected at stages R7, R8 and 20 days of harvest delay
(R8+20) were submitted to tests for evaluation of physiological quality and lignin content.
Harvest stages were determined according to Fehr & Caviness (1977).
We observed differences in the physiological quality of seeds among the different harvest
times for the cultivars BRS 134, BRS 247 RR, Conquista, Jataí and Silvânia RR, with
reduction in viability with harvest delay (R8 + 20). In a similar way, when submitted to
accelerated aging, the seeds of the cultivars BRS 245 RR, BRS 134, BRS Jataí and Silvânia RR
also underwent a reduction in vigor with harvest delay (Table 1). Braccini et al. (2003),
studying the response of 15 genotypes of soybeans to harvest delay, also observed a
significant reduction in germination percentage and vigor of seeds when they were
submitted to harvest 30 days after the R8 stage of development.
Cultivars

Germination

Accelerated Aging

Electrical Conductivity

R7

R8

R8 + 20

R7

R8

R8 + 20

R7

R8

R8 + 20

Celeste

94.75a

96.50a

95.50a

94.75a

97.50a

91.50a

77.01a

82.42a

94.76a

Baliza RR

94.25a

93.00a

91.00a

91.50a

88.50a

84.00a

83.47b

90.86b

118.01a

BRS 133

91.25a

93.00a

88.00a

91.25a

96.50a

87.50a

93.66b

82.61b

107.15a

BRS 245
RR

91.75a

96.50a

90.50a

97.75a

99.50a

87.50b

94.79a

99.11a

97.37a

BRS 134

91.75a

90.50a

79.00b

94.00a

95.00a

75.50b

86.81a

87.02a

97.65a

BRS 247
RR

96.50a

98.50a

87.50b

94.00a

96.00a

87.00a

76.38a

85.18b

102.44b

Conquista

85.75a

90.00a

78.00b

89.75a

88.50a

84.00a

93.87b

85.23b

118.25a

Valiosa RR

89.75a

83.00a

84.50a

87.50a

92.00a

87.50a

98.15b

90.01b

112.56a

Jataí

91.50a

89.00a

76.50b

93.25a

87.00a

64.00b

83.42b

88.43b

152.70a

Silvânia
RR

93.00a

91.50a

82.00b

92.50a

92.00a

71.00b

92.92b

89.61b

143.74a

Means followed by the same letter in the line for each determination do not differ among themselves by
the Scott-Knott test at the 5% significance level.

Table 1. Means of the germination and accelerated aging test (% of normal seedlings) from
seeds of soybean cultivars and their respective RR genetically modified forms, 2007/08
harvest. UFLA, Lavras, MG, Brazil.
We observed that the greatest decreases in seed vigor by the accelerated aging test (Table 1),
when the harvest delay and the mean of stages R7 and R8 are contrasted, occurred for the
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cultivars Jataí and Silvânia RR, which presented, on average, losses in vigor of 40.82% and
29.93% respectively, indicating that not always cultivars that have high seed quality when
collected near physiological maturity have greater tolerance to deterioration with delay of
harvest. And, moreover, the greatest values of electrical conductivity were observed for the
majority of seeds of the cultivars collected 20 days after the R8 stage, with exception of the
cultivar BRS 247 RR, in which reduction in seed vigor was observed as of the R8 stage, and
of the cultivars Celeste, BRS 245 RR and BRS 134 that did not undergo any alterations with
the time of harvest.
As degradation of the cellular membranes is constituted hypothetically in the first event of
the deterioration process (Delouche & Baskin, 1973), tests that evaluate membrane integrity,
such as the electrical conductivity test, would theoretically be the most sensitive for
estimating seed vigor, which is in agreement with the results obtained in this study, in
which said test stood out in detecting differences of viability between the harvest times in
seven of the ten cultivars evaluated. We emphasize that the electrical conductivity values
observed in this study were situated from 77.01 μS cm-1 g-1 to 98.15 μS cm-1 g-1 for the R7
harvest time, 82.42 μS.cm-1.g-1 to 99.11 μS.cm-1.g-1 for the R8 harvest time and 94.76 μS.cm-1.g1 and 152.70 μS.cm-1.g-1 for the 20 days after R8, values which demonstrate the growing
trend of leachates released by the seeds with delay in harvest.
When we analyze the percentage of mechanical damage in seeds (Table 2), we observe the
greatest values with delay of harvest for the cultivars Conquista (12.5%), Jataí (16.0%) and
Silvânia RR (15.0%), which was not observed for the other cultivars studied. In addition, we
also observed that by the germination test of seeds submitted to the water immersion test,
three of the ten cultivars evaluated were differentiated in regard to the percentage of normal
seedlings, however, with distinct responses. The lowest germination values when collected in
R8 were observed in seeds of the cultivar BRS 245 RR; in those of the cultivar BRS 247 RR there
was a reduction in germination when collected in R8 and R8 + 20; and finally in those of
the cultivar Silvânia RR the lowest germinative power was verified when collected in R7 and
R8. Various authors emphasize that soybean cultivars and lines behave differently in regard to
degree of tolerance to delay of harvest (Lin & Severo, 1982; Rocha, 1982; Boldt, 1984),
indicating that this trait may influence maintenance of the physiological quality of the seeds.
For the lignin content in the soybean seed coat, we can observe greater lignin content in the
seed coat of seeds collected in the R7 and R8 + 20 stages, as well as for the cultivar Silvânia
RR, when contrasted with its conventional version Jataí (Table 3).
When we observe the data of percentage of deformed abnormal seedlings, characterized by
root curling, typical of damage by rapid imbibition, we observe a smaller number of
abnormal seedlings due to the greater number of dead seeds with harvest delay. Giurizatto
et al. (2003) affirm that the deteriorated seeds imbibe more rapidly and are therefore more
prone to greater damage through imbibition, which is in agreement with the results
obtained in this study.
According to Alpert & Oliver (2002) the cellular membranes have two main states, one more
fluid or “crystalline liquid” and another less fluid or “gel”, remaining, when organized, in
the crystalline phase. In a dry seed, the membranes are found in the gel phase and therefore
do not constitute an efficient barrier to contain the release of solutes. When the seeds are
exposed to rapid imbibitions, the water penetrates before the membrane can be reverted to
the crystalline liquid phase, with damage occurring to the cells; thus, the transition between
these two phases in the configuration of the membrane constitutes the fundamental cause of
possible injuries during imbibition of seeds, which makes the study of the role of lignin in
the seed coat even more important.
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Mechanical Damage

Germination after
Immersion
Normal seedlings

Germination after Immersion
Abnormal curled seedlings

R7

R8

R8 + 20

R7

R8

R8 + 20

R7

R8

R8 + 20

Celeste

3.50a

2.50a

3.00a

62.50a

70.50a

62.00a

20.00a

14.50a

11.00a

Baliza RR

3.00a

3.00a

6.00a

50.00a

46.50a

44.50a

17.50a

24.00a

12.00a

BRS 133

3.00a

1.00a

2.00a

55.00a

49.50a

43.50a

14.50b

26.00a

17.00b

BRS 245 RR

2.50a

2.50a

5.00a

46.00a

22.50b

43.50a

19.00a

17.00b

32.00b

BRS 134

1.50a

1.50a

1.00a

51.00a

47.50a

36.00a

26.00a

26.50a

23.00a

BRS 247 RR

1.50a

1.00a

3.50a

63.00a

50.50b

41.00b

15.50b

32.00a

23.00b

Conquista

6.00b

4.50b

12.50a

38.00a

33.00a

35.00a

10.50a

6.00a

1.00a

Valiosa RR

5.50a

4.50a

5.50a

35.50a

25.50a

36.00a

9.00a

4.50a

3.50a

Jataí

2.50b

3.50b

16.00a

20.50a

29.50a

26.00a

32.00a

41.50a

2.50b

Silvânia RR

4.50b

5.00b

15.00a

21.50b

28.50b

40.50a

30.00a

26.00a

1.50b

Means followed by the same letter in the line for each determination do not differ among themselves by
the Scott-Knott test at the 5% significance level.

Table 2. Means obtained for mechanical damage (%) and germination after water immersion
(% of normal seedlings and abnormal curled) of soybean cultivar seeds and their genetically
modified RR forms, 2007/08 harvest. UFLA, Lavras, MG, Brazil.
These differences observed for the lignin content among the harvest times are not
biologically explainable, having possibly been detected due to the low coefficient of
variation (CV) obtained for this variable. When we analyze the sole significant contrast, for
its part, the genetically modified cultivar Silvânia RR presented greater lignin content in the
seed coat than its respective conventional cultivar Jataí. Nevertheless, as an isolated fact,
among the five RR combinations versus the conventional versions tested, in our view it does
not justify a greater inference regarding pleiotropy of the RR transgene.

R7
0.2685a

Lignin Content
Harvest Stages
Cultivars
R8
R8 + 20
Jataí
Silvânia RR
0.2385b
0.2615a
0.3008b
0.4167a

Means followed by the same letter in the column do not differ among themselves by the Scott-Knott test
at the 5% significance level.

Table 3. Means with a significant difference obtained for lignin content in the soybean seed
coat (%), 2007/08 harvest, UFLA, Lavras, MG, Brazil.
In general, we can conclude that in spite of there being behavioral differences in regard to
tolerance to harvest delay among the different cultivars evaluated, we did not observe
consistent results in regard to a comparison of the RR versus conventional cultivar, not
indicating, for the conditions of this test, any sign of pleiotropy.
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3.2 Physiological quality and lignin content in the plants submitted to spraying
with glyphosate
Glyphosate (N-phosphonomethyl glycine) is one of the most used herbicides in weed
control throughout the world, making up nearly 12% of global herbicide sales and
presenting more than 150 commercial brands (Kruse et al., 2000). The emergence of RR
genetically modified soybeans increased the use of this molecule in soybeans crops in a
considerable way and, along with this, also the environmental concern due to exclusive and
indiscriminate use of this herbicide.
According to Sanino et al. (1999), although pesticides (especially glyphosate) may have a
beneficial effect on agricultural productivity, the potential risk of these chemical compounds
in the environment must be considered, which makes greater studies regarding the behavior
of glyphosate under tropical conditions relevant. Within this context we aimed to evaluate
the physiological quality of genetically modified RR soybean seeds and the lignin contents
of plants submitted to spraying with glyphosate herbicide (Gris, 2009).
In Tables 4 and 5 we present the mean results for the variables analyzed when the soybean
plants were submitted to spraying with glyphosate herbicide and water (greenhouse test)
and spraying with glyphosate herbicide or manual weeding (field test) respectively.
Cultivars

Germination

Accelerated Aging

Seed Coat Lignin

Water

Herbicide

Water

Herbicide

Water

Herbicide

Valiosa RR

91.0a

89.50a

98.75a

97.50a

0.33a

0.26a

BRS 245 RR

94.25a

93.75a

98.50a

96.75a

0.21a

0.22a

Means followed by the same letter in the line for each determination do not differ among themselves by
the Scott-Knott test at the 5% significance level.

Table 4. Means of germination and Accelerated aging (% of normal seedlings) and lignin
content in the seed coat (%) of genetically modified RR soybean seeds submitted to spraying
with water and glyphosate herbicide, 2007/08 harvest, Lavras, MG, Brazil, greenhouse test.
We observe that application of the glyphosate herbicide did not alter the physiological
quality of the soybean seeds nor the lignin contents in the seed coat and in the plant for the
two tests evaluated. These results are not in agreement with those obtained by Sanino et al.
(1999), who studying the effect of application of glyphosate herbicide in soybeans observed,
in a general way, reduction in the physiological quality of the RR seeds, as well as
considerable reduction in activity of the enzyme α-amylase in terms of time. It is worth
emphasizing that such a study was carried out comparing only 2 soybean cultivars, one
conventional and one genetically modified RR variety, and that the two did not represent
the same genotype, since they originated from different parentages.
In this study (Gris, 2009) we obtained a significant response only for the interaction cultivar
versus treatments, when the values of electrical conductivity of the seeds produced in the
field test were evaluated (Table 5), in which we observed that seeds of the cultivars Baliza
RR and BRS 247 RR had their values reduced and increased respectively when the same
spraying was performed. Such a differential response may possibly be explained by the
different capacity of the genes inserted in the RR cultivars in expressing tolerance to the
glyphosate herbicide, which according to Lacerda & Matallo (2008) may or may not occur in
a homogeneous manner among cultivars and even within the same cultivar, as well as other
factors inherent to the genetics of each cultivar.
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Germination

Accelerated Aging

Weedin
Weeding Herbicide
g

Mechanical Damage

Herbicide

Weeding

Herbicide

ESI
Weedin
Herbicide
g

Baliza RR

93.50a

96.50a

88.00a

90.50a

0.75a

0.75a

7.07a

7.14a

BRS 245 RR

89.00a

93.50a

97.00a

95.50a

1.00a

0.00a

7.24a

7.12a

BRS 247 RR

96.50a

97.75a

94.50a

91.50a

0.75a

1.75a

7.19a

7.07a

Silvânia RR

93.00a

93.00a

87.00a

88.00a

3.00a

2.00a

7.44a

7.00a

Valiosa RR

86.00a

89.00a

84.50a

83.50a

2.00a

2.25a

7.42a

7.39a

Cultivars

Electrical Conduct.

Seed Coat Lignin

Weedin
Weeding Herbicide
g

Pod Lignin

Herbicide

Weeding

Herbicide

Stem Lignin
Weedin

Herbicide

Baliza RR

61.0a

48.0b

0.24a

0.23a

8.66a

8.09a

12.71a

13.61a

BRS 245 RR

69.0a

70.0a

0.19a

0.19a

8.41a

7.81a

12.20a

13.07a

BRS 247 RR

52.0b

70.0a

0.20a

0.20a

9.26a

8.57a

13.43a

12.91a

Silvânia RR

69.0a

69.0a

0.29a

0.30a

9.61a

9.03a

20.23a

18.50a

Valiosa RR

46.0a

40.0a

0.27a

0.30a

7.87a

7.70a

14.62a

13.35a

Means followed by the same letter in the line for each determination do not differ among themselves by
the Scott-Knott test at the 5% significance level.

Table 5. Means of germination and Accelerated aging (% of normal seedlings), Mechanical
damage (%), Emergence speed index – ESI (days), Electrical conductivity (µS.cm-1.g-1),
Lignin content in the seed coat, pod and stem (%) of genetically modified RR soybean
cultivars submitted to manual weeding and spraying with glyphosate herbicide, 2007/08
harvest, Lavras, MG, Brazil, field test.
It is worth emphasizing that since degradation of the cellular membranes is constituted
hypothetically in the first event of the deterioration process (Delouche & Baskin, 1973), tests
such as electrical conductivity that evaluate membrane integrity are theoretically most
sensitive for estimating seed vigor, which possibly, allied with the affirmations of Lacerda &
Matallo (2008), would explain the alterations only in the conductivity values.
The absence of a significant response for treatments with weeding and spraying with the
glyphosate herbicide indicate that in a general way they did not influence the physiological
quality of the seeds, nor the lignin content in the soybean plants. According to Cole &
Cerdeira (1982) the blocking of the shikimate pathway due to the action of the glyphosate
leads to the accumulation of shikimic acid with many physiological and ecological
implications, which, according to Duke & Hoagland (1985) and Becerril et al. (1989), may
result in synthesis of indol acetic acid of other plant hormones, chlorophyll synthesis,
phytoalexin and lignin synthesis and protein synthesis, and affect photosynthesis,
respiration, transpiration, permeability of membranes and other factors.
In addition, other studies have shown that applications of glyphosate in crops interfere in
nutrient absorption, increase pests and diseases, reducing crop vigor and yield (Antoniou et
al., 2010). According to compilation of data made by these authors, glyphosate reduces
nutrient absorption by plants, immobilizing trace elements such as iron and manganese in
the soil, as well as avoiding their transport from the roots to the above ground part
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(Strautman, 2007). As a result, RR soybean plants treated with glyphosate have lower levels
of manganese and other nutrients and reduction in growth of budding and roots (Zobiole et
al., 2010). It is worth emphasizing that the seeds produced in the two tests described in this
secondary heading are being tested in regard to variation in chemical composition, data
which should soon be published.
Both in the field test and in the greenhouse test, it was not possible to relate physiological
quality of the seeds and lignin content in their seed coat. We observed significant differences
only among the cultivars evaluated, which presented different responses when submitted to
the different vigor tests, as well as lignin content, which was already expected, in terms of
the great genetic variability among them.
We conclude from these tests that there is a differential response for the electrical
conductivity values of the seeds when the plants of different soybean cultivars are
submitted to spraying with the glyphosate herbicide; nevertheless, we did not observe a
difference in the lignin contents in the stem, in the pod and in the seed coat of the soybean
seeds in the cultivars evaluated when submitted to spraying with the glyphosate herbicide.
3.3 Agronomic characteristics and quality of soybean seeds produced at
different times
It is known that different planting times, influenced by different environmental conditions,
may be determining factors for the development of seed deterioration tolerance mechanisms
and therefore for the quality of soybean seeds. Considered as a seed deterioration tolerance
mechanism, the impermeability of the seed coat, characterized principally by seeds with
greater lignin content, hinders water penetration in the seed coat. In a similar way to
alterations in the germination process and in manifestation of vigor, in terms of the climate
in the seed production phase, environmental conditions may also in some way affect the
metabolism and chemical constitution of the seeds.
As we have already seen in this chapter, according to some authors, overproduction of lignin
in RR soybean plants may be associated with the presence of water deficit and high
temperatures during cropping, indicating that the environmental conditions found in the field
during crop development may affect lignin production in the plant in an expressive way.
With this objective, we compared agronomic traits of the plant, physiological quality and seed
health and lignin content in the seed coat of RR and conventional seeds produced in different
time periods, summer and winter (Gris, 2009), with the determinations: plant height, height of
insertion of the first pod and number of pods per plant, weight of 1000 seeds (Brasil, 1992),
lignin content in the seed coat (Capeleti et al., 2005), incidence of mechanical damage (Marcos
Filho et al., 1987), germination and dry matter of normal seedling from germination (Brasil,
1992), emergence speed index and germination speed index (Edmond & Drapala, 1958), final
stand in the seed bed (counting at 24 days after seeding), accelerated aging at 42oC for 72h
(Marcos Filho, 1999), electrical conductivity (Vieira, 1994), water immersion test of seeds and
seed health, evaluating the infestation percentage (Machado, 2000) and intensity of the
inoculums. The data of inoculum density were weighted by the McKinney formula (1923):
II(%)=

 (F × n) × 100
(N × M )

In which: II = inoculum intensity, F = number of seeds with a determined score, n = score
observed, N = total number of seeds evaluated and M = maximum score of the scale.
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In Table 6, we present a summary of the mean results for the variables in which the
contrasts (RR cultivar versus conventional cultivar) presented a significant difference, for
both harvests, in which among all the characteristics evaluated, significant results for the
contrasts evaluated were few.
For the electrical conductivity test, we observed a greater value for the conventional cultivar
Jataí (76.54 µS.cm-1.g-1) when compared to the cultivar Silvânia RR (100.25 µS.cm-1.g-1).
According to Vieira & Krzyzanowski (1999) for lots of high vigor soybean seeds, the
standard conductivity values should be situated at most up to 70-80 µS.cm-1.g-1, however
with a strong trend to present medium vigor. Nevertheless, in spite of the high value of
electrical conductivity observed in seeds of the cultivar Silvânia RR, we did not observe
differences between the two cultivars in the germination and vigor tests, which, according
to José et al. (2004), may indicate that there are cultivars with greater efficiency in membrane
reorganization, not resulting in damages, strictly speaking.
Variables
Plant height (m)
Number Pods/plant
Germination (%)
Weight of 1000 seeds (g)
Emergence Speed Index
Lignin Seed Coat (%)

Means – Summer 2006/07 harvest
Jataí
Jataí
BRS 133
BRS 134
BRS 134
Celeste

Variables
Electrical conductivity
(µS.cm-1.g-1)

1.56 a
110.00 a
95.50 a
155.50 a
7.16 b
0.20 b

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

Silvânia RR
Silvânia RR
BRS 245 RR
BRS 247 RR
BRS 247 RR
Baliza RR

1.41 b
57.50 b
87.25 b
142.70 b
7.55 a
0.26 a

Means – Winter 2007 harvest
Jataí

76.54 b

vs

Silvânia RR

100.25 a

Capital letters followed by the same letter in the line do not differ among themselves by the Scheffe
Test, at the 5% significance level.

Table 6. Mean values for some variables in which the contrasts between the conventional
soybean cultivar and its genetically modified RR version presented significance, summer
and winter harvest, Lavras, MG, Brazil.
Panobianco (1997) upon reporting variation in electrical conductivity of soybean seeds and the
lignin content in their seed coat affirms that the genotype may alter the electrical conductivity
for seeds with the same standard of physiological quality. Nevertheless, we did not observe
significant differences between the cultivars Jataí and Silvânia RR in regard to lignin content in
the seed coat, indicating that, in this case, it may not have been responsible for the variation in
electrical conductivity observed. In the same way, it was not possible to relate the difference in
the lignin contents in the seed coat, observed between the cultivars Celeste (0.20%) and Baliza
RR (0.26%), and the results of physiological quality of the two, produced in the summer
harvest, since they differed only for this characteristic. It is worth highlighting that in spite of
the differences found for these two cultivars, it was not possible through the incidence of
mechanical damage to detect any differences between the cultivars studied.
Upon observing the contrasts established between the RR and conventional cultivars, we
can infer that the cultivars Jataí and Silvânia RR presented the greatest number of significant
differences among the variable studied (Table 6), not only in relation to the physiological
quality of the seeds, but also in regard to agronomic traits, such as plant height and number
of pods per plant.
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When we analyze the mean values of plant height and number of pods per plant, we verify
once more that the conventional cultivar Jataí showed superiority to the cultivar Silvânia
RR, such that for number of pods/plant, these values were up to 91.3% greater.
Nevertheless, it is worth emphasizing that for these two cultivars in field conditions, we
observed the greatest variations in regard to the phenological cycle, with greater uniformity
in maturation and a shorter cycle, around 10 days, of the conventional cultivar Jataí in
relation to the genetically modified RR cultivar. It is fitting to highlight that in spite of the
RR cultivars tested in this study being essentially derivatives of the respective conventional
cultivars, by means of backcrossings, the genotype of the recurrent genitor is not always
recovered, due to number fewer recurrence cycles which may consequently result in
variations between both materials. Nevertheless, for these cultivars, there is no information
on the number of backcrossing cycles used.
When we evaluate the physiological quality of the seeds by means of the germination test in
the summer harvest and of the germination speed index (IGV) in the winter harvest, we do not
observe a relationship between the significant results for these variables, with the contrasts
BRS 133 versus BRS 245 RR and Conquista versus Valiosa RR being differentiated respectively.
For both results, the conventional cultivars showed superiority to the genetically modified RR
cultivars, with the conventional cultivar BRS 133, with 95% of normal seedlings, overcoming
the cultivar BRS 245 RR, with 87%, by approximately 9.5%, when they were produced in the
summer harvest. Nevertheless, by the results in reference to the Emergence Speed Index, we
observe a lower value for the genetically modified cultivar BRS 247 RR (7.55 days) in
comparison with the conventional cultivar BRS 134 (7.16), which once more shows the
inconsistency of data that justify a pleiotropic effect of the RR gene on lignin production.
It is worth emphasizing that in spite of the results found in this study, with exception of the
variables Emergence Speed Index and lignin in the seed coat, the RR cultivars stood out in
relation to the conventional cultivars; most of the significant contrasts, were seen to be
isolated, in only one of the harvests or one of the tests in the midst of various comparisons
among physiological quality of the seeds, therefore not indicating substantial differences of
quality between the RR and conventional materials.
According to Menezes (2008) the physiological quality of soybean seeds is influenced by the
maternal or extra-chromosome effect, just as is the cytoplasmatic inheritance, with the
physical characteristics of the seed coat, of maternal origin, not being sole determinants of
the physiological quality of the seeds. According to this author, the study of genetic control
for seed quality indicates the effect of the general and specific combination capacity, which
suggests the presence of additive and non-additive gene effects for physiological quality of
soybean seeds. Therefore, the quality of seeds may not be attributed only to their seed coat
and consequently to their lignin contents, but also to genes present in the nucleus.
When we analyze the results obtained in the seed health test (Figure 6), we observe that the
cultivars BRS 133, BRS 245 RR, BRS 134 and BRS 247 RR presented the lowest percentages of
infection and infection indexes (severity), when produced in the summer, indicating that the
environmental conditions during the seed maturation period were responsible for seed
health quality. In these cultivars a shorter phenological cycle and semi-early maturity was
observed, which provided for the maturation period outside of the rainy period.
According to Delouche (1975), the alternating of dry and wet days during the maturation
phase until harvest, which occurs with greater facility in the summer, can increase the
incidence of diseases in a differentiated way at the end of the cycle of the seeds produced.
Within this context, the seed becomes not only an easy target for the action of
microorganisms, which considerably reduce its viability, but they also come to be efficient
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vehicles for dissemination of pathogens (Machado, 2000). This situation may be visualized
principally for the cultivars Jataí and Silvânia RR, which remained for a greater period in the
field, and presented the greatest percentages of infection, 39% and 38% (Figure 6A), and also
the greatest indexes of infection by the pathogen Phomopsis, 35% and 26% (Figure 6B),
respectively. It is worth emphasizing that when produced in winter conditions, under a
controlled irrigation system, without rains in the seed maturation period, the presence of
pathogens was not observed for any seeds.
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Fig. 6. Average values for infection percentage (A) and infection indexes - severity (B) in the
seed health test of conventional soybeans and the genetically modified RR versions, summer
harvest.
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In relation to the RR versus conventional contrasts, we observe that in spite of the cultivars
tested in this study having their origin in the same genotype by successive backcrossings,
when observed in the field, we verified that some presented perceptible cycle variations,
maintaining the cultivars Conquista and Celeste for more days in the field in relation to the
cultivars Valiosa RR and Baliza RR, respectively; enough so that the first, subjected to rains
and high temperatures, presented slightly greater values in the seed health and severity test.
In this case, we cannot attribute the differences of RR versus conventional contrast, observed
in Figure 6A and 6B, to the effect of the RR transgene, but rather to environmental
conditions associated with difference of cycle.
In view of the above, in spite of some authors suggesting the pleiotropic effect of the
transgene CP4 EPSPS on lignin overproduction in the plant, it was not possible for us to
identify the pleiotropic effect in the cultivars studied in this and in the other studies
described here, which indicates that the alterations of lignin content in the plant, observed
by those authors under normal climatic conditions, are not due to the fact of the lignin
molecule precursors being formed in the shikimic acid pathway. Thus, the sequence CP4
EPSPS, introduced in the genome of commercial soybean cultivars, responsible for the
production of the protein CP4 enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate-synthase (EPSPS), an
enzyme that participates in the biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids in plants and
microorganisms, seems not to be associated with lignin contents in the plant and in the
soybean seed coat, and it seems that there are no substantial differences in regard to the
agronomic traits and physiological quality of seeds between conventional and genetically
modified RR cultivars.
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1. Introduction
Metal pollution of soils, water, foods, and the environment is a grave problem. Various insitu and ex-situ remediation techniques have been employed, e.g., solidification,
stabilization, flotation, soil ashing, electroremediation, bioleaching, and phytoremediation
(Mulligan, 2001). One remediation technique is ex-situ soil washing using chelating agents.
The soil is removed from the site, treated in a closed reactor with the chelating agent, and
returned to the site after separation of the extraction solution that now contains the
extracted heavy metals (Peters & Hazard,1999). The problem is that the used chelating agent
is not a natural compound. For that reason we propose the use of the textured soya extract,
which is environmentally friendly, as a natural chelating agent.
EDTA (ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid) and its salts are substituted diamines. HEDTA
(hydroxyethyl ethylenediamine triacetic acid) and its trisodium salt are substituted amines.
These ingredients function as chelating agents in cosmetic formulations. The typical
concentration of use of EDTA is less than 2%, with the other salts in current use at even
lower concentrations. The lowest dose reported to cause a toxic effect in animals was 750
mg/kg/day.
These chelating agents are cytotoxic and weakly genotoxic, but not carcinogenic. Oral
exposures to EDTA produced adverse reproductive and developmental effects in animals.
Clinical tests reported no absorption of an EDTA salt through the skin. These ingredients are
likely, however, to affect the passage of other chemicals into the skin because they will
chelate calcium. Exposure to EDTA in most cosmetic formulations, therefore, would
produce systemic exposure levels well below those seen to be toxic in oral dosing studies.
Exposure to EDTA in cosmetic formulations that may be inhaled, however, was a concern.
An exposure assessment done using conservative assumptions predicted that the maximum
EDTA dose via inhalation of an aerosolized cosmetic formulation is below that shown to
produce reproductive or developmental toxicity. Because of the potential to increase the
penetration of other chemicals, formulators should continue to be aware of this when
combining these ingredients with ingredients that previously have been determined to be
safe, primarily because they were not significantly absorbed. Based on the available data,
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the Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel found that these ingredients are safe as used
in cosmetic formulations.
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is a very effective chelating agent but has the
disadvantage that is quite persistent in the environment owing to its low biodegradability.
For that reason different chelating agents were investigated, such as [S,S,]ethylenediaminedisuccinic acid, iminodisuccinic acid, methylglycine diacetic acid, etc. but
the problem is the dependence of the pH on the extraction efficiency. (Tandy et al., 2004)
Major industrial processes involve the sequestration of metal ions in an aqueous solution. In
the textile industry, this prevents metal ion impurities from modifying colors of dyed
products. In the pulp and paper industry, EDTA inhibits the ability of metal ions, especially
Mn2+, to catalyze disproportionate amounts of hydrogen peroxide, which is used in
"chlorine-free bleaching." Similarly, EDTA is added to some foods as a preservative or
stabilizer to prevent a catalytic oxidative discoloration which is catalyzed by metal ions.
Oral exposures have been noted to cause reproductive and developmental effects (Elliot &
Brown, 1989). The same study by Lanigan also found that both dermal exposure to EDTA in
most cosmetic formulations and inhalation exposure to EDTA in aerosolized cosmetic
formulations would produce systemic effects below those seen to be toxic in oral dosing
studies (Lanigan & Yamarik, 2002).
A crucial factor to be considered in comparing studies on chelating agent is the pH of the
extraction solution. While extraction was investigated at various pH values in some studies
(Elliot & Brown, 1989 ,; Pichtel, 1998; Pichtel, 1997; Kim, 2003; Ghestem, 1998), some only
stated the pH of the solution (Reed, 1996; Cline, 1995; Van Benschoten, 1997), while others
did not consider pH at all (Pichtel, 2001; ). In general, the lower the pH of the chelating
agent solution, the greater is the extraction efficiency of the toxic metals.
The history and chemistry of the industrial use of natural products and their derivatives
have a rich technological tradition. Many modern products, such as plastics, fuels, chemical
intermediates and fibers, find their origins in natural products derived from plants and
animals. Given the recent social emphasis on the environment and resource renewability,
utilizing natural materials as potential resources for industrial products receives a ready
welcome. Among the most versatile of raw materials is the soybean. (Liu, 1997)
Together, the oil and protein contents of dry soybeans account for about 60% of the weight;
protein being 40% and oil 20%. The remainder consists of 35% carbohydrate and about 5% ash.
Most soy protein is a relatively heat-stable storage protein. This heat stability enables the
manufacture of soy food products requiring high temperature cooking, such as tofu, soy
milk and textured vegetable protein (soy flour).
This article focuses on the application of natural “green” textured soya extract as a
substitute for EDTA in its role as a metals-sequestering agent in foods.

2. Antecedents
2.1 What is a chelating agent?
The word chelation is derived from Greek, meaning “claw.” The ligands lie around the
central atom like the claws of a lobster.
The IUPAC definition of chelation is the formation or presence of two or more separate
bindings between a polydentate (multiple bonded) ligand and a single central atom. Usually
these ligands are organic compounds and are called chelants, chelators, chelating agents, or
sequestering agents. (IUPAC)
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The ligand forms a chelate complex with the substrate. Chelate complexes are contrasted
with coordination complexes composed of monodentate ligands, which form only one bond
with the central atom. (Morgan & Drew, 1920)
The terms bidentate (or didentate), tridentate, tetradentate,... multidentate are used to
indicate the number of potential binding sites of the ligand, at least two of which must be
used by the ligand in forming a “chelate”. For example, the bidentate ethylenediamine
forms a chelate with Cu (I) in which both nitrogen atoms of ethylenediamine are bonded to
copper. (The use of the term is often restricted to metallic central atoms). (Kramer, CotterHowells, Charnock, Baker & Smith. 1996)
Chelants, according to ASTM-A-380, are “chemicals that form soluble, complex molecules
with certain metal ions, inactivating the ions so that they cannot normally react with other
elements or ions to produce precipitates or scale”.
2.2 The chelate effect
The increased stability of complexes containing chelating ligands over those containing
comparable monodentate ligands can be envisaged as having the following physical basis.
Suppose we have a metal ion in solution, and we attach to it a monodentate ligand, followed
by a second monodentate ligand, figure 1. These two processes are completely independent
of each other. But suppose we have a metal ion and we attach to it one end of a chelating
ligand (it is reasonable to assume that when we put a chelate ligand onto a metal, it happens
in a stepwise fashion, i.e. one end attaches first and then the other end). The point is that the
attachment of the second end of the chelate is now no longer an independent process: once
one end is attached, the other end, rather than floating around freely in solution, is anchored
by the linking group in reasonably close proximity to the metal ion, and is therefore more
likely to join onto it than a comparable monodentate ligand would be.
CH2

H2C

NH2

H2N

H2C

CH2

H2N

M

NH2

NH2

H2N

M

Fig. 1. Complexes formation.
The figure 2 shows the EDTA ligand binding to a central copper ion.

Fig. 2. Copper ion complexes with EDTA.

CH2

H2C

M
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Amino acids are classified into different ways base don polarity, structure, nutricional
requirement, metabolic fate, etc.
Generally used classification is based on polarity. Based on polarity amino acids are
classified into four groups.
• Non-polar amino acids.- They have equal number of amino and carboxyl groups and are neutral.
These amino acids are hydrophobic and have no charge on the 'R' group. The amino acids in this
group are alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, phenyl alanine, glycine, tryptophan, methionine
and proline.
• Polar amino acids with no charge.- These amino acids do not have any charge on the 'R' group.
These amino acids participate in hydrogen bonding of protein structure. The amino acids in this
group are - serine, threonine, tyrosine, cysteine, glutamine and aspargine.
• Polar amino acids with positive charge.- Polar amino acids with positive charge have more amino
groups as compared to carboxyl groups making it basic. The amino acids, which have positive
charge on the 'R' group, are placed in this category. They are lysine, arginine and histidine.
• Polar amino acids with negative charge.- Polar amino acids with negative charge have more
carboxyl groups than amino groups making them acidic. The amino acids, which have negative
charge on the 'R' group are placed in this category. They are called as dicarboxylic mono-amino
acids. They are aspartic acid and glutamic acid.
Chelates of glycine with cations such as iron, zinc and copper have been fully studied. The
chelates usually contain two moles of ligand (glycine) and one mol of metal as demonstrated
in the figure 3.

O

C

N----- O
M
O----- N

O

H2C

C
CH2

Fig. 3. Chelate of glycine with some metal M.
Consider the two equilibriums, in an aqueous solution, between the copper (II) ion, Cu2+
and ethylenediamine (en) on the one hand and methylamine, MeNH2 on the other.
Cu2+ + en  [Cu(en)]2+

(1)

Cu2+ + 2 MeNH2  [Cu(MeNH2)2]2+

(2)

In (1) the bidenate ligand ethylene diamine forms a chelate complex with the copper ion.
Chelation results in the formation of a five–member ring. In (2) the bidentate ligand is
replaced by two monodentate methylamine ligands of approximately the same donor
power, meaning that the enthalpy of formation of Cu—N bonds is approximately the same
in the two reactions. Under conditions of equal copper concentrations and when the
concentration of methylamine is twice the concentration of ethylenediamine, the
concentration of the complex (1) will be greater than the concentration of the complex (2).
The effect increases with the number of chelate rings so the concentration of the EDTA
complex, which has six chelate rings, is much higher than a corresponding complex with
two monodentate nitrogen donor ligands and four monodentate carboxylate ligands. Thus,
the phenomena of the chelate effect are a firmly established empirical fact.
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The thermodynamic approach to explaining the chelate effect considers the equilibrium
constant for the reaction: the larger the equilibrium constant, the higher the concentration of
the complex.
The formation of a chelant compound is an equilibrium reaction as shown in the reaction (3)
aM n+ +
Metal

bL

< ==>

Ligand

c ML

(3)

Metal-chelate

The reaction rates of the forward and reverse reactions are generally not zero but, being
equal; there are no net changes in any of the reactant or product concentrations. Since
forward and backward rates are equal:
k1 [Mn+]a [L]b = k2 [ML]c

(4)

and the ratio of the rate constants is also a constant, now known as an equilibrium constant.

K=

[ ML ]c
[ M n + ]a [L ]b

(5)

The concentration of ligand does not change during the reaction. For that reason the
equilibrium constant can be expressed only in function of metal ion and metal-complex, as
showing in the equation 6.
K=

[ ML ]c
[ M n + ]a

(6)

2.3 Common chelating agents
There are many chelating agents used in the industry as Na, Ca-ethylenediaminetetraacetic
(EDTA), diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA), nitriloacetic acid, ethylene glycolbis8aminoethyl)tetraacetic acid (EGTA), D,L-mercaptosuccinic acid (MSA), meso-2-3dimercaptopropanesuccinic acid (DMSA), D,L-2,3-dimercaptopropane-1-sulfonic acid
(DMPS), penicillamine (PA), N-acetylpenicillamine (NAPA), vitamins as: thiamine (B1),
pyridoxine (B6), cobalim (B12) and ascorbic acid, and many more. The most common is EDTA.
2.4 Naturals chelating agents
Virtually all biochemicals exhibit the ability to dissolve certain metals cations. Thus,
proteins, polysaccharides, and polynucleic acids are excellent polydentate ligands for many
metal ions. In addition to these adventitious chelators, several biomolecules are produced to
specifically bind certain metals. Histidine, malate and phytochelatin are typical chelators
used by plants. (U Kramer, 1996; Jurandir, 2006 & Suk-Bomg Há, 1999)
Virtually all metalloenzymes feature metals that are chelated, usually to peptides or
cofactors and prosthetic groups (Lippard & Berg, 1994). Such chelating agents include the
porphyrin in hemoglobin and chlorophyll. Many microbial species produce water-soluble
pigments that serve as chelating agents, termed sideropho. For example, species of
Pseudomonas are known to secrete pycocyanin and pyoverdin that bind iron. Enterobactin,
produced by E. coli, is the strongest chelating agent known.
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In earth science, chemical weathering is attributed to organic chelating agents, e.g. peptides
and sugars that extract metal ions from minerals and rocks. (Michael) Most metal complexes
in the environment and in nature are bound in some form of chelate ring, e.g. with a humic
acid or a protein. Thus, metal chelates are relevant to the mobilization of metals in the soil,
the uptake and the accumulation of metals into plants and micro-organisms. Selective
chelating of heavy metals is relevant to bioremediation e.g. removal of 137Cs from radioactive
waste. (Prasad, 2001)
2.5 Applications
Chelators are used in chemical analysis as water softeners, and are ingredients in many
commercial products such as shampoos and food preservatives. Citric acid is used to soften
water in soaps and laundry detergents. A common synthetic chelator is EDTA. Phosphona
are also well known chelating agents. Chelators are used in water treatment programs and
specifically in steam engineering, e.g., boiler water treatment system.
Chelation therapy is the use of chelating agents to detoxify poisonous metal agents such as
mercury, arsenic, and lead by converting them to a chemically inert form that can be
excreted without further interaction with the body, and was approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration in 1991. In alternative medicine, chelation is used as a treatment for
autism, though this practice is controversial due to an absence of scientific plausibility, lack
of FDA approval, and its potentially deadly side-effects. (Doja & Can, 2006).
Though they can be beneficial in cases of heavy metal poisoning, chelating agents can also
be dangerous. The U.S. CDC reports that use of disodium EDTA instead of calcium EDTA
has resulted in fatalities due to hypocalcemia. (U. S. Center for Disease Control)
Homogeneous catalysts are often chelated complexes. A typical example is the ruthenium
(II) chloride chelated with BINAP (a bidentate phosphine) used in e.g. Noyori asymmetric
hydrogenation and asymmetric isomerization. The latter has the practical use of
manufacture of synthetic mentol.
Products such as Evapo-Rust are chelating agents sold for the removal of rust from iron and
steel.
2.6 Chemical composition of the soybean seed
Together, oil and protein content account for about 60% of dry soybeans by weight; protein
at 40% and oil at 20%. The remainder consists of 35% carbohydrate and about 5% ash.
Soybean cultivars comprise approximately 8% seed coat or hull, 90% cotyledons and 2%
hypocotyl axis or germ.
Most soy protein is a relatively heat-stable storage protein. This heat stability enables soy
food products requiring high temperature cooking, such as tofu, soy milk and textured
vegetable protein (soy flour) to be made.
The principal soluble carbohydrates of mature soybeans are the disaccharide sucrose (range
2.5–8.2%), the trisaccharide raffinose (0.1–1.0%) composed of one sucrose molecule
connected to one molecule of galactose, and the tetrasaccharide stachyose (1.4 to 4.1%)
composed of one sucrose connected to two molecules of galactose. While the
oligosaccharides raffinose and stachyose protect the viability of the soy bean seed from
desiccation (see above section on physical characteristics) they are not digestible sugars and
therefore contribute to flatulence and abdominal discomfort in humans and other
monogastric animals; compare to the disaccharide trehalose.
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Since soluble soy carbohydrates are found in the whey and are broken down during
fermentation, soy concentrate, soy protein isolates, tofu, soy sauce, and sprouted soy beans
are without flatus activity. On the other hand, there may be some beneficial effects to
ingesting oligosaccharides such as raffinose and stachyose, namely, encouraging indigenous
bifidobacteria in the colon against putrefactive bacteria.
The insoluble carbohydrates in soybeans consist of the complex polysaccharides cellulose,
hemicellulose and pectin. The majority of soybean carbohydrates can be classed as
belonging to dietary fiber.
The following Table 1 shows the composition of mature, raw soybean seeds.
Energy
Carbohydrates
Sugars
Dietary fiber
Fat
Saturated
monounsaturated
polyunsaturated
Protein
Tryptophan
Threonine
Isoleucine
Leucie
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Tyrosine
Valine
Arginine
Histidine
Alanine
Aspartic acid
Glutamic acid
Glycine
Proline
Serine
Water
Vitamin A equiv
Vitamin B6
Vitamin B12
Vitamin C
Vitamin K
Calcium
Iron
Magnesium
Phosphorus
Potassium
Sodium
Zinc

1,866 kJ (446 kcal)
30.16 g
7.33 g
9.3 g
19.94 g
2.884 g
4.404 g
11.255 g
36.49 g
0.591 g
1.766 g
1.971 g
3.309 g
2.706 g
0.547 g
2.122 g
1.539 g
2.029 g
3.153 g
1.097 g
1.915 g
5.112 g
7.874 g
1.880 g
2.379 g
2.357 g
8.54 g
1 µg
0.377 mg
0 µg
6.0 mg
47 µg
277 mg
15.70 mg
280 mg
704 mg
1797 mg
2 mg
4.89 mg

Source: USDA Nutrient database.

Table 1. Composition of soybean, mature, rawNutritional value per 100 g (3.5 oz)
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2.7 How soybeans are used
When the farmer sells soybeans to a grain dealer, the beans may then go to a number of
ultimate destinations. When processed, a 60-pound bushel will yield about 11 pounds of
crude soybean oil and 47 pounds of soybean meal. Soybeans are about 18% oil and 38%
protein. Because soybeans are high in protein, they are a major ingredient in livestock feed.
Most soybeans are processed for their oil and protein for the animal feed industry. A
smaller percentage is processed for human consumption and made into products including
soy milk, soy flour, soy protein, tofu and many retail food products. Soybeans are also used
in many non-food (industrial) products.
Fuel for diesel engines can be produced from soybean oil with simple processing. Soy
biodiesel is cleaner burning than petroleum-based diesel oil. Its use reduces particulate
emissions, and it is non-toxic, renewable and environmentally friendly. Soy crayons made
by the Dixon Ticonderoga Company replace the petroleum used in regular crayons with soy
oil making them non-toxic and safer for children. Candles made with soybean oil burn
longer but with less smoke and soot.
Soy oil produces an environmentally friendly solvent that safely and rapidly removes oil
from creeks, streams and shorelines without harming people, animals, and the
environment. Soy is an ingredient in many industrial lubricants, solvents, cleaners, and
paints. Soy ink is superior to petroleum-based inks because soy ink is not toxic, is
renewable and also environmentally friendly. Furthermore, it cleans up easily. Soy-based
lubricants are as good as petroleum-based lubricants, but can withstand higher heat. More
importantly, they are non-toxic, renewable and environmentally friendly. Soy-based
hydraulic fluid and rail flange lubricants are among the more recent products developed
with check-off funds.
Soy-based foams are currently being developed for use in coolers, refrigerators, automotive
interiors and even footwear. Beginning in October 2007, Ford Mustangs rolled off the
production line with soy flexible foam in the seats. (2009 Annual Report of the North
Carolina Soybean Producers Association)
2.8 Textured soya
Textured or textures vegetable protein (TVP), also known as textured soya protein (TSP),
soy meat, or soya meat is a meat analogue or nutritious meat extender made from defatted
soy flour, a by-product of extracting soybean oil. It is quick to cook, with a protein content
equal to that of the meat, and contains no fat. (Riaz, 2006)
TVP is made from a mixture of proteins extracted primarily from soybeans, but also
cotton seeds, wheat, and oats. It is extruded into various shapes (chunks, flakes, nuggets,
grains, and strips) and sizes, exiting the nozzle while still hot and expanding as it does so.
(Foote, 1996)
TVP can be made from soy flour or concentrate, containing 50% and 70% soy protein
respectively, and is relatively flavorless. Both require rehydration before use, sometimes
with flavoring added in the same step. TVP is extruded, causing a change in the structure of
the soy protein which results in a fibrous spongy matrix that is similar in texture to meat. In
its dehydrated form TVP has a shelf life of longer than a year, but will spoil within several
days after being hydrated. In its flaked form TVP can be used similarly to ground meat.
(Hoogenkamp & Wallingford, Oxon, 2005; Endres, 2001)
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3. Materials and synthesis
3.1 Reagents
Fe(NO3)3, NiCl2, CuSO4, HgCl2, CdSO4, Pb(NO3)2 and EDTA (Etilenediaminetetraacetic
acid), purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, were used without any further purification. Textured
soya was purchased. Mili-Q water (18.2 Ω) was used throughout the experiment.
3.2 Characterization
The amount of metallic ions present in the solutions was determined by using a
conductivity meter.
3.3 Determination of the chelating agent in textured soya extract
The Biuret test is a chemical test used for detecting the presence of peptide bonds. In the
presence of peptides, a copper (II) ion forms a violet-colored complex in an alkaline solution.
Several variants on the test have been develop
In order to find the chelating component in the textured soya extract, first a textured soya
extract was prepared by heating to boiling point 1000 ml of deionizer water with 30 grams
of textured soy for 20 minutes. 10 ml of textured soya extract is treated with an equal
volume of 1% strong base (sodium or potassium hydroxide most often) followed by a few
drops of aqueous copper (II) sulfate. The solution turns violet, for that reason we can affirm
that proteins are present in the textured soya extract and these are the chelating agents.
A Fehling test was made too, and the Fehling reaction was positive, in which the green
color characteristic of mono-saccharides was obtained. For that reason we can affirm that
mono-saccharides present in the textured soya extract are present but the amount is not
significant (< 3%).
3.4 Experimental method
First, it was necessary to find a concentration of textured soya equivalent to an EDTA
solution 5x10-4 (the maximum concentration permitted in foods). For that reason we
prepared six solutions of CuSO4 with concentrations 0.05M, 0.1M, 0.15M, 0.2M, 0.25M and
0.3M. The conductivity of each one was then measured. Next, we mixed 1 ml of each CuSO4
solution with 10 ml of an EDTA solution 5x10-4 M and we measured the conductivity of each
one. Several textured soya aqueous solutions were prepared by dissolving 1 grams, 2 grams,
3 grams, and 5 grams of textured soya, each one in 100 ml of water, and heating them to
boiling point for 10 minutes. The fiber was then separated by filtration. Afterwards, we
mixed 1 ml of each solution of CuSO4 with 10 ml of each prepared textured soya extract
solution and measured the conductivity of each sample.
With the aim of studying the comparative chelating effect between textured soya extract and
EDTA on some metals, we prepared five different aqueous solutions of each metal ion, Fe3+,
Pb2+, Hg2+, Cd2+, Ni2+ and Cu2+ with different concentrations, with 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and
0.1 grams of each salt dissolved in 10 ml of deionizer water. Then we measured their
conductivity. An EDTA aqueous solution of 5x10-4M was prepared. A solution of 15 grams
of textured soya in 500 ml of deionizer water was heated to boiling point for 10 minutes.
Afterwards, we measured the conductivity and ppm (parts of million) of each ion solution,
chelant solution of textured soya extract and EDTA. In order to determine the chelating
capacity of EDTA and textured soya extract, we added 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of
each salt in 10 ml of EDTA solution, and then in the same form in 10 ml of textured soya
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extract solution and we measured the conductivity of each one, using a conductivity meter.
All measurements were made at room temperature and at average room pressure, and pH 7.

4. Results and discussion
Table 2 shows the conductivity and parts per million of EDTA solution (5x10-4 M), measured
with the conductivity meter, and the four different solutions of textured soya extract
prepared.

Conductivity
(µs)
ppm

1 gram
textured
soya

2 grams
textured
soya

3 grams
textured
soya

5 grams
textured
soya

EDTA
(5x10-4 M)

459.1

454.7

836.6

1191

63.6

308.5

303

564.6

820.3

40.51

Table 2. Conductivity y ppm of EDTA and textured soya extract solutions
Table 3 shows the resulting conductivity after mixing each of the CuSO4 solutions with the
EDTA solution and the four textured soy extract solutions. These results are the differences
between the measurement of the mixture of the CuSO4 solution with the soy chelating
solution and the pure extraction solution.
Concentration
CuSO4
(M)
0.025
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3

1 gram
textured
soya (µs)
481.8
958.9
2157.9
2569.9
3195.9
3407.9
3780.9

2 grams
textured
soya (µs)
402
645.3
1857.3
2969.3
3503.3
4310.3
4836.3

3 grams
textured
soya (µs)
401.4
853.4
1619.4
2479.4
2876.4
3968.4
4590.4

5 grams
textured
soya (µs)
443
835
1685
2614
3340
3952
4631

EDTA
(µs)
820
1350.4
2172.4
3057.4
3682.4
4200.4
4919.4

Table 3. Conductivity of EDTA solution and textured soya extract solutions with the
prepared CuSO4 solutions
Figure 4 shows graphically the results of the Table 3.
From these results, we can conclude that is necessary to prepare the textured soya extract
solution by using 2 or 3 grams of textured soy in 100 ml of water, heating it to boiling point
for 10 minutes and separating out the fiber by filtration.
Table 4 contains the conductivity and ppm of the aqueous EDTA solution and the aqueous
textured soya extract using 3 grams of textured soya in 100 ml of deionizer water we
prepared.
Conductivity (µs)
ppm

Textured soya extract
1414
981

EDTA (5x10-4M)
150.3
67.06

Table 4. conductivity and ppm of EDTA and textured soy extract solutions.

Conductivity (microsiems)
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Lineal (EDTA)

Lineal (soy 1gram)

Lineal (soy 2 grams)

Lineal (soy 5 grams)
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Lineal (soy 3 grams)

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

concentration CuSO4 (M)

Fig. 4. Conductivity of the mixture of different textured soya extracts solutions with EDTA
solution with the CuSO4 solutions .
Table 5 shows the results of the conductivity and ppm of five aqueous Pb2+ solution
prepared dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of Pb(NO3)2 in 10 ml of deionizer
water, each one. In a similar process were prepared five aqueous solutions EDTA-Fe3+
dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of Pb(NO3)2 in 10 ml of aqueous EDTA solution
and in the same way were prepared five aqueous solutions of textured soya extract-Pb2+
dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of Pb(NO3)2 in 10 ml of textured soya extract.
Grams
Pb(NO3)2
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.1

Pb2+ aqueous solutions
ppm (µs)
472.45
1193.35
2020.35
2759.35
4031.35

704.54
1703.34
2764.34
3687.34
5203.34

Textured soya
extract-Pb2+
Ppm (µs)
116
160
572
762
1332
1720
2016
2569
3961
3815

EDTA- Pb2+ (5x10-4M)
ppm (µs)
629
933
2363
2519
3896

907.7
1328.7
2323.7
3354.7
5013.7

Table 5. Conductivity and ppm of aqueous solutions: Pb2+ , EDTA- Pb2+ and textured soy
extract-Pb2+.
The conductivity and ppm of the mixture of EDTA and textured soya extract with aqueous
Pb2+ solution, shown in the Table 5, are a result of subtracting the conductivity or ppm of
the mixtures and conductivity and ppm from the EDTA and texture soya extract with
Pb(NO3)2.
Figure 5 is a graphic representation of Table 5 results.
Table 6 shows the results of the conductivity and ppm of five aqueous Fe3+ solution
prepared dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of Fe(NO3)3 in 10 ml of deionizer
water, each one. In a similar process were prepared five aqueous solutions EDTA-Fe3+
dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of Fe(NO3)3 in 10 ml of aqueous EDTA solution
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and in the same way were prepared five aqueous solutions of textured soya extract-Fe3+
dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of Fe(NO3)3 in 10 ml of textured soya extract.
Lineal (solution Pb2+)

Lineal (EDTA + Pb2+)

Conductivity (microsiems)

Lineal (soy + Pb2)

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

grams of Pb(NO3)2
Fig. 5. Conductivity of aqueous solutions: Pb2+, EDTA- Pb2+ and textured soya extract-Pb2+ .

Fe3+ aqueous solutions
ppm (µs)

Textured soya
extract-Fe3+
Ppm (µs)

0.01

932.64

1351.34

138

177

902.1

1286.7

0.03

2335.34

3159.34

995

1261

2097

2826.7

0.05

3910.34

5072.34

2785

3421

3573

4620.7

0.07

5078.34

6446.34

4431

5336

5008

6302

0.1

7329.34

8964.34

6065

7141

6900

8442

Grams
Fe(NO3)3

EDTA- Fe3+ (5x10-4M)
ppm (µs)

Table 6. Conductivity and ppm of aqueous solutions: Fe3+ , EDTA- Fe3+ and textured soya
extract-Fe3+.
The conductivity and ppm of the mixture of EDTA and textured soya extract with aqueous
Fe3+ solution, shown in the Table 6, are a result of subtracting the conductivity or ppm of the
mixtures and conductivity and ppm from the EDTA and texture soya extract with Fe(NO3)3.
Figure 6 is a graphic representation of the Table 6 results.
Table 7 shows the results of the conductivity and ppm of five aqueous Cd2+ solution
prepared dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of CdSO4 in 10 ml of deionizer water,
each one. In a similar process were prepared five aqueous solutions EDTA-Cd2+ dissolved
0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of CdSO4 in 10 ml of aqueous EDTA solution and in the
same way were prepared five aqueous solutions of textured soya extract-Cd2+ dissolved
0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of CdSO4 in 10 ml of textured soya extract.
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Lineal (EDTA + Fe3+)

Conductivity (microsiems)

Lineal (Soy + Fe3+)

10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

0.02

0.04
0.06
0.08
grams Fe(NO3)3

0.1

0.12

Fig. 6. Conductivity of the aqueous solution of: Fe3+, EDTA-Fe3+ and textured soya extractFe3+.
Grams
CdSO4

Cd2+ aqueous solutions
ppm (µs)

Textured soya
extract-Cd2+ Ppm (µs)

EDTA-Cd2+ (5x10-4M)
Ppm (µs)

0.01

393.75

591.54

82

110

439

643.4

0.03

948.55

1373.34

528

704

521.4

757.2

0.05

1346.35

1906.34

861

1135

1458

1947.7

0.07

1760.35

2442.34

1326

1301

2078

2807.7

0.1

2189.35

2979.34

1760

2256

2704

3584.7

Table 7. Conductivity and ppm of aqueous solutions: Cd2+ , EDTA- Cd2+ and textured soya
extract-Cd2+.
The conductivity and ppm of the mixture of EDTA and textured soya extract with aqueous
Cd2+ solution, shown in the Table 7, are a result of subtracting the conductivity or ppm of
the mixtures and conductivity and ppm from the EDTA and textured soya extract solutions
with CdSO4.
Figure 7 is a graphic representation of Table 7 results. Table 8 shows the results of the
conductivity and ppm of five aqueous Hg22+ solution prepared dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07
and 0.1 grams of HgCl2 in 10 ml of deionizer water, each one. In a similar process were
prepared five aqueous solutions EDTA-Hg22+ dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of
HgCl2 in 10 ml of aqueous EDTA solution and in the same way were prepared five textured
soya extract-Hg22+ dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of HgCl2 in 10 ml of textured
soya extract.
The conductivity and ppm of the mixture of EDTA and extract of soybeans with aqueous
Hg22+ solution, shown in Table VII, is a result of subtracting the conductivity or ppm of the
mixtures from the EDTA and textured soya extract with HgCl2.
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Lineal (EDTA + Cd2+)

Lineal (Solution Cd2+)

Conductivity (microsiems)

Lineal (Soy + Cd2+)

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

0.02

0.04
0.06
0.08
grams of CdSO4

0.1

0.12

Fig. 7. Conductivity of the aqueous solution of: Cd2+, EDTA-Cd2+ and textured soya extractCd2+.
Grams HgCl2
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.1

Hg22+ aqueous
Solutions
ppm (µs)
25
39.41
26.92
42.28
33.82
53.24
37.56
59.09
48.58
76.74

Textured soya
extract-Hg22+ Ppm
(µs)
46
5
58
74
78
94
79
100
100
134

EDTA-Hg22+ (5x10-4M)
Ppm (µs)
113
107.2
100
107
113.7

171
163.7
151.7
160.7
173

Table 8. Conductivity and ppm of aqueous solutions: Hg22+ , EDTA- Hg22+ and textured
soya extract-Hg22+.
Figure 8 is a graphic representation of Table 8 results.
Table 9 shows the results of the conductivity and ppm of five aqueous Ni2+ solution
prepared dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of NiCl2 in 10 ml of deionizer water,
each one. In a similar process were prepared five aqueous solutions EDTA-Ni2+ dissolved
0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams of NiCl2 in 10 ml of aqueous EDTA solution and in the
same way were prepared five aqueous textured soya extract-Ni2+ dissolved 0.01, 0.03, 0.05,
0.07 and 0.1 grams of NiCl2 in 10 ml of textured soya extract.
Grams
NiCl2
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.1

Ni2+ aqueous solution
ppm (µs)
720.25
1849.35
2677.35
4093.35
6069.35

1052.34
2553.34
3585.34
5287.34
7575.34

Textured soya
extract-Ni2+solution
Ppm (µs)
210
273
1108
1404
1845
2306
3225
3940
4658
5599

EDTA-Ni2+ (5x10-4M)
ppm (µs)
450.5
997
2653
4088
5607

716.7
1413.7
3519.7
5194.7
7006.7

Table 9. Conductivity and ppm of aqueous solutions: Ni2+ , EDTA- Ni2+ and textured soya
extract-Ni2+.
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Lineal (EDTA+Hg2+)

Conductivity (microsiems)

Lineal (solution Hg2+)

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

grams of HgCl2
Fig. 8. Conductivity of the aqueous solution of: Hg22+, EDTA-Hg2+ and textured soya extractHg2+.
The conductivity and ppm of the mixture of EDTA and textured soya extract with aqueous
Ni2+ solution, shown in the Table VIII, is a result of subtracting the conductivity or ppm of
the mixtures from the EDTA and textured soya extract with NiCl2.
Figure 9 is a graphic representation of Table 9 results.
Lineal (solution Ni2+)

Lineal (EDTA+ Ni2+)

Conductivity (microsiems)

Lineal (soy+ Ni2+)

8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

grams of NiCl2

Fig. 9. Conductivity of the aqueous solution of: Ni2+, EDTA-Ni2+ and textured soya extractNi2+.
In Table 10 we can see the amount of metal ion sequestering for the textured soya extract in
five different amounts of each salt: 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams.
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Pb2+
Fe3+
Cd2+
Hg2+
Ni2+

0.01 grams
0.0076
0.0087
0.0082
----0.0075

0.03 grams
0.008
0.017
0.013
----0.012

0.05 grams
0.019
0.016
0.020
----0.018

0.07 grams
0.018
0.0089
0.017
----0.014

0.1 grams
0.027
0.021
0.025
----0.027

Table 10. Amount of metal ion sequestering using textured soya extract
Figure 10 is a graphic representation of Table 10 results.
Pb2+

Fe3+

Cd2+

Ni2+

amount of sequestering ion

0.03

0.025

0.02

0.015

0.01

0.005

0
0.01

0.03

0.05

0.07

0.1

ions grams

Fig. 10. Amount of metal ion sequestering using textured soya extract.
In Table 11 we can see the amount of metal ion sequestering for the EDTA in five different
amounts of each salt: 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 grams.
Pb2+
Fe3+
Cd2+
Hg2+
Ni2+

0.01 grams
0.0025
0.0005
0.0026
---0.0032

0.03 grams
0.013
0.003
0.013
---0.013

0.05 grams
0.008
0.045
------0.001

0.07 grams
0.006
0.001
------0.0085

0.1 grams
0.004
0.006
------0.008

Table 11. Amount of metal ion sequestering using EDTA
Figure 11 is a graphic representation of Table 11 results
From the results obtained in Table 10 and Table 11, we can say that the amount of metal ion
chelating increases with the increase of the concentration but the amount of salt chelated
with textured soya extract is considerable major in comparison to the EDTA. In the case of
Hg22+ ions, the textured soya extract and EDTA is not effective as a chelating agent. Another
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difference is that EDTA is effective as chelating agent of Cd2+ only with low concentrations
(less to 0.04 g of CdSO4 in 10 ml of EDTA solution 5x10-4M) but without exception the
textured soya extract is a good chelating agent.
Pb2+

Fe3+

Ni2+

0.014
0.013

amount of sequestreting ion

0.012
0.011
0.01
0.009
0.008
0.007
0.006
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.001
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

ion grams

Fig. 11. Amount of metal ion sequestering using EDTA
In the case of HgCl2 it is a weak electrolyte, the ionization is partial, as showing in the
reaction 7.
HgCl2 (s) = HgCl+ (aq) + Cl- (aq)

(7)

Maybe for this reason the EDTA and textured soya extract are not effective as chelating
agents. But the textured soya extract is effective as chelating agent at low concentrations;
nevertheless, the EDTA is not an effective chelating agent even in low concentrations.
From the results of Table 11, we are able to calculate the equilibrium constant for the
textured soya extract, using the equation 6, and the results being shown in Tables 12.

Pb2+
Fe3+
Cd2+
Hg22+
Ni2+

0.01 grams
Textured
soya extract
0.76
0.87
0.82
-----0.75

0.03 grams
Textured
soya extract
0.11
0.56
0.43
---0.4

0.05 grams
Textured soya
extract
0.38
0.32
0.4
-----0.36

Table 12. Equilibrium constant of metal ion sequestering

0.07 grams
Textured
Soya extract
0.25
0.12
0.24
---0.2

0.1 grams
Textured
soya extract
0.27
0.21
0.25
-----0.27
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From the results of Table 11, we are able to calculate the equilibrium constant for the EDTA,
using the equation 6, and the results being shown in Tables 13.
0.01 grams

0.03 grams

0.05 grams

0.07 grams

0.1 grams

EDTA

EDTA

EDTA

EDTA

EDTA

Pb2+

0.25

0.2

0.16

0.08

0.04

Fe3+

0.05

0.1

0.09

0.014

0.06

Cd2+

0.26

0.43

------

----

-----

Hg22+

------

----

------

----

-----

Ni2+

0.32

0.43

0.02

0.12

0.08

Table 13. Equilibrium constant of metal ion sequestering

5. Conclusions
In the case of the ion Pb2+, it can be seen that the solution of the complex EDTA with the ion
P2+ gives a line which is very close to the reference line of the ionic solution Pb2+. This
indicates that the amount of Pb2+ ion chelated is small in comparison to the solution of the
chelate formed from the textured soya extract and the Pb2+ ion which has a line that is way
below the reference line and the EDTA.
A similar conclusion for the study with the Fe3+ ion can be given.
With respect to the Cd2+ ion, the EDTA only acts as a chelate in concentrations lower than
0.04 grams of CdSO4 per 10ml of deionized water. On the other hand, the textured soya
extract is a good chelate in a wider concentration range (between 0.01 and 0.1 grams of
CdSO4 per 10ml of deionized water).
The chelate solution of EDTA for the Hg22+ ion does not have any effect on the Hg22+ ion in
the test range from 0.01 up to 0.1 grams of HgCl2 per 10ml of water. However, the textured
soya extracts act as a chelate only in concentrations lower than 0.15 grams of HgCl2 per 10ml
of deionized water. The problem presented by this salt rests on the fact that it is a weak
electrolyte and when it is placed in the water, it decomposes into two ions. Since the
conductivity of the solution is measured in this study, the formation of two ions has a
negative effect on the measurements obtained.
Just as in the case of Pb2+, Fe3+ and Ni2+ ions, the textured soya extract is a much better
chelate than EDTA.
There is normally a low concentration (parts per million) of heavy ions in food. Thus our
proposal of using the textured soya extract as the chelate for heavy ions instead of EDTA. In
addition, as a result of the low concentration of ions, a solution with a low concentration
of the textured soya extract will be used in order not to change the color, scent or taste of
the food.
A problem to be considered in this application is that food is prepared with water which has
salts that are ionized, and the textured soya extract will chelate some of these ions also. It
will be necessary to perform tests on the food sample to determine if the application will be
practical or not.
Another application possible is the extraction of heavy metals in water, cosmetics, and soils
employing textured soya extract as the chelate for heavy ions instead of EDTA.
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Effect of Nitrate on Nodulation and
Nitrogen Fixation of Soybean
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1. Introduction
1.1 Biological nitrogen fixation and nitrogen nutrition in soybean plants
Biological nitrogen fixation is one of the most important processes for ecosystem to access
available N for all living organisms. Although N2 consists 78% of atmosphere, but the triple
bond between two N atoms is very stable, and only a few group of prokaryotes can fix N2 to
ammonia by the enzyme nitrogenase. Annual rate of natural nitrogen fixation is estimated
about 232 x 106 t, and the 97% depends on biological nitrogen fixation (Bloom, 2011). This
exceeds the rate of chemical nitrogen fertilizer uses about 100 x 106 t in 2009. Soybean can
use N2, though symbiosis with nitrogen fixing soil bacteria, rhizobia, to make root nodules
for harboring them.
Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) is a major grain legume crop for feeding humans and
livestock. It serves as an important oil and protein source for large population residing
in Asia and the American continents. The current global soybean production was 231 x 106
t in 2008 (FAOSTAT). It is a crop predominantly cultivated in U.S.A., Brazil, Argentina
and China, which together contribute nearly 87 percent of the total world produce in
2008. Soybean has become the raw materials for diversity of agricultural and industrial
uses.
Soybean seeds contain a high proportion of protein, about 40% based on dry weight,
therefore, they require a large amount of nitrogen to get a high yield. About 8 kg N is
required for 100 kg of soybean seed production. Soybean can use atmospheric dinitrogen
(N2) by nitrogen fixation of root nodules associated with soil bacteria, rhizobia. Soybean
plants can absorb combined nitrogen such as nitrate for their nutrition either from soil
mineralized N or fertilizer N.
It is well known that heavy supply of nitrogen fertilizer often causes the inhibition of
nodulation and nitrogen fixation. Therefore, only a little or no nitrogen fertilizer is
Hiroyuki Fujikake1, Hiroyuki Yashima1, Sayuri Tanabata3, Shinji Ishikawa1, Takashi Sato4, Toshikazu
Nishiwaki5, Norikuni Ohtake1, Kuni Sueyoshi1, Satomi Ishii2 and Shu Fujimaki2
1 Faculty of Agriculture, Niigata University,
2 Quantum Beam Science Directorate, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 3Agricultural Research Institute, Ibaraki
Agricultural Center, 4Faculty of Bioresource Sciences, Akita Prefectural University, 5 Food Research Center,
Niigata Agricultural Research Institute, Japan
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practically applied for soybean production. However, soybean plants only depend on the
nitrogen fixation shows poor growth and low seed yield, because of the early decline in
photosynthesis by decreased supply of nitrogen during the pod filling stage. Harper (1974)
reported that both soil N and symbiotic N are required for the optimum soybean
production.

A: nodule number per a plant, B: Nitrogen fixation activity per g dry weight of nodules, C: Nodule
mass per a plant.

Fig. 1. Response of legume nodules to nitrate proposed by Streeter.
The inhibitory effect of nitate on nodulaion was early reported by Fred and Graul (1916) as
cited in Streeter (1988), however, the precise mechanism for the inhibition of nodulation and
nitrogen fixation has not been fully understood. In the review article for inhibition of
legume nodule formation and N2 fixation by nitrate written by Streeter (1988), he proposed
the responses to nitrate illustrated in Fig. 1. Curve A represents nodule number per a plant,
which appears a relatively high nitrate concentration. Curve B is on nitrogen fixation
activity per unit mass (g dry weight) of nodules. Curve C shows the growth response
(nodule mass per a plant), this response is most sensitive to nitrate concentration, although a
low concentration of nitrate as low as about 1-2 mM nitrate promotes nodule growth.
1.2 Nodule structure and function of soybean
Soybean nodule appears about 10 days after sowing when inoculated with compatible strain
of rhizobia, and it grows about 3mm until about 20 days after planting (Fig. 2. A.) . The
nodules start to fix nitrogen (Sato et al., 2001, Ito et al., 2006). The maximum size of nodule
reaches maximum about 6-7 mm diameter, and then they eventually senesce and degrade.
Soybean nodule is classified to a determinate type nodule, which has a spherical form, and
nodule growth is mainly due to cell expansion after initial cell proliferation and
development.
Fig. 2.B shows the structural model of a soybean nodule attached to the root. The soybean
nodule has the symbiotic region (or infected region in synonym) in the center, which
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A: Photograph of soybean nodules formed in the roots of a plant cultivated by hydroponics. B:
Structural model of soybean nodule.

Fig. 2. Soybean root nodules.
consists the mosaic of large infected cells and small uninfected cells. The infected cells are
filled with bacteroids (the symbiotic forms of rhizobia) and they are easily recognized by the
red color with nodule specific protein, leghemoglobin (Lb). The nitrogenase, an enzyme to
fix N2 in bacteroid, is very susceptible to free O2 and irreversibly destroyed by O2, therefore,
free O2 concentration should be kept very low in symbiotic region of nodules. There are four
major components of Lb, Lba, Lbc1, Lbc2, and Lbc3 (Sato et al., 1998, 1999a). The Lb in
legume nodules solves the dilemma to keep free O2 concentration low and sufficient supply
of O2 for bacteroid respiration to support nitrogen fixation and the assimilation. Lb is a most
abundant protein in nodules (about 20% of total protein) and it can bind with O2 to form
LbO2 to decrease free O2 concentration in the infected cells. On the other hand, nitrogen
fixation and assimilation processes require a large amount of energy and reductant
produced by O2 respiration, therefore, nodule respiration is about four times higher than
that of roots based on dry weight. To support active respiration, abundant supply of O2 is
essential.
Symbiotic region is surrounded by nodule cortex where the network of vascular bundles
surrounding the symbiotic region to supply photoassimilate to bacteroids and to receive N2
fixation products from them. Nodule cortex consists of inner cortex with small cells and
outer cortex with large loosely packed cells. The sclerenchyma cells, which have thick cell
wall were located in the outer cortex. O2 concentration decreases sharply through the inner
cortex, and the O2 permeability is flexibly controlled by this layer (Witty and Minchin 1990,
Hunt and Layzell 1993). It is hypothesized that a reversible exchange of intercellular water
by the inner cortical cells plays a role in the regulation of nodule conductance to O2
diffusion (Serraj et al., 1995, 1998, Fleurat-Lessard et al., 2005). There are lenticels outside of
nodules and one layer of epidermis. Under the epidermis, there is a peridermis, a tightly
packed one layer of cells, which may restrict free diffusion of solutes between inside the
nodule and medium solution.
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The group of positron-emitting tracer imaging system (PETIS) for plant analysis in
Quantum Beam Science Directorate, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, developed a novel
method of non-invasive observation and quantification of nitrogen fixation in intact soybean
plants (cv. Williams) with nodules using 13N-labeled nitrogen gas ([13N]N2) tracer and a
PETIS (Ishii et al., 2009, Fujimaki et al., 2010). CO2 gas was irradiated with a proton beam
delivered from a cyclotron (Takasaki Advanced Radiation Research Institute, Japan Atomic
Energy Agency) to produce 13N nuclei by the 16O (p, α) 13N nuclear reaction. [13N]N2 was
isolated from the resulting gas using gas chromatography and then mixed with appropriate
composition of oxygen and (non-radioactive) nitrogen gases for the following feeding
experiment. The total time required for the purification procedures was approximately 15
min, which is about 1.5 times the half-life of 13N (only 9.97 min) and short enough to yield
sufficient radioactivity of the tracer.
PETIS is one of the most advanced imaging methods today, which provides serial images of
movement of positron-emitting radiotracers inside living plant bodies, like a video camera.
The root of an intact test plant with nodules was immersed in a hydroponic culture solution
in an acrylic box sealed with plastic clay to prevent leakage of the fed gas. This set-up was
placed at the midpoint between the opposing detector heads of the PETIS apparatus so that
the underground part in the acrylic box was in the field of view (Fig. 3.). The tracer gas was
introduced into the box and the solution level was lowered simultaneously, then this was
kept for 10 min for exposure of the nodules to the tracer gas. Finally, the tracer gas was
flushed out by flowing the ambient air into the box. The two-dimensional distribution of 13N
in the field of view was continuously monitored by PETIS for 1 h.
As a result, obvious signals of 13N were observed at the positions of the nodules (Fig. 4.).
Moreover, the rates of nitrogen fixation in the whole nodules were quantitatively estimated
from the PETIS data. The nitrogen fixation rate of the whole nodules was estimated at 7 µg
N2 h-1 in this case. The largest advantage of this method is that it is non-invasive. The instant
response of fixation activities to nitrate application will be examined in a future study.
Soybean nodule is highly organized complex organ as shown by the distribution of
minerals examined by EPMA (Electron Probe X-ray Microanalysis) (Mizukoshi et al.,
1995). Fig. 5. shows the distribution of minerals in nodulated roots. The concentrations of
N and P were higher but those of K and Cl were lower in the symbiotic region compared
with nodule cortex. Ca was locally distributed in the surface layer, sclerenchyma cells and
inner cortex, but the content was low in the central symbiotic region. Mg specifically
accumulated in the inner and outer cortex inside sclerenchyma cells but not out side them
(Mizukoshi et al., 1995).
Fig. 6. shows the outline of N metabolism in soybean nodule (Ohyama et al., 2009).
Ammonia is known to be the initial product of nitrogenase. After discovering a new
enzyme glutamate synthase (GOGAT) in Aerobacter aerogenes, it is confirmed that
ammonia can be assimilated via alternative of GDH, via glutamine synthetase (GS) and
GOGAT pathway (Ohyama et al. 2009). From the result obtained by the 15N2 pulse chase
experiment, the ammonia fixed by nitrogenase in bacteroids is rapidly incorporated into
of amido-N of glutamine, followed by glutamate, and amino-N of glutamine in this
sequence was in accordance with the initial assimilatory pathway be GS/GOGAT
pathway rather than GDH. This was supported by the evidence that the rapid decline of
15N in glutamine but not glutamate immediately after changing to the chase period. A
major part of fixed N was used for purine synthesis in infected cells then uric acid is
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transported to the uninfected cells, then degraded into allantoin and allantoate. All the
species in Phaseoleae (soybean, common bean, cowpea etc.) and some species in
Robinieae, Indigoforeae and Desmodieae transport ureides (Atkins, 1991). Reviews on
ureide biosynthesis in legume nodules were published (Schubert, 1986, Tajima et al.,
2004). We compared the labeling patterns of ureides and amino acids from 15N2 and 15NO3(Ohyama & Kumazawa, 1979), and the labeling pattern indicated that most of ureides
derived from fixed N rather than absorbed N.

A

B

Fig. 3. Set-up for the PETIS experiment (A) and a test plant (B). Star signs indicate the
opposing detector heads of the PETIS apparatus.

A

B

C

A: Nodulated roots of a test plant.
B: The merged image of nodulated root and radioactivity in the same view.
C: PETIS image of radioactivity.

Fig. 4. Image of radioactivity after exposure the nodulated soybean roots to 13N2.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of N, P, K, Cl, Ca and Mg in a nodule and root. The concentration is
higher in red, orange, yellow, green, blue and white in this sequence.

Gln: glutamine, Glu: glutamate, 2-OG: 2-oxoglutarate, PBM: peribacteroid membrane.

Fig. 6. A model of the N flow of fixed N2 in soybean nodules.
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Fig. 7. shows the model of nitrogen assimilation and transport of N derived from N2 fixation
and NO3- absorption in soybean plants (Ohyama &Kumazawa, 1978, 1979, 1980abc, 1981ab,
1983, 1984, Ohyama et al., 2009) . The N fixed in noudle is exported to the host plant as in
the form of allantoin and allantoate about 80-90% of total N. On the other hand, some part of
the NO3- absorbed in the roots are reduced in the roots to NO2- by nitrate reductase, then the
NO2- is further reduced to NH4+ by plastidic nitrite reductase, then the NH4+ is assimilated
by GS/GOGAT pathway in the roots, and mainly metabolized to asparagine then
transported to shoot via xylem. Some part of NO3- is directly transported through xylem to
the shoots and reduced in leaves. Ohtake et al. (1995) reported the seasonal changes in
amino acid composition in xylem sap of soybean and they confirmed that asparagine was
the principal amino acids in xylem sap collected from basal cut end of the stem at any
stages.

A: Flow of N from N2 fixed in root nodules.
B: Flow of N from NO3- absorbed from roots.
AA: amino acids, P: protein.

Fig. 7. A model of N flow in soybean plant.
1.3 Nitrate inhibition of nodule growth and nitrogen fixation
The inhibitory effects of externally supplied N especially NO3- have been reviewed
(Streeter, 1988, Harper, 1987). The nitrate inhibition is complex and it cannot be explained
by a single mechanism. It has been suggested that there are multiple effects of nitrate
inhibition, such as the decrease in nodule number, nodule mass, and N2 fixation activity,
as well as the acceleration of nodule senescence or disintegration (Streeter, 1988, Harter,
1987). In addition, nitrate inhibition of nodules is complex, because the effects of nitrate
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on nodule formation and growth are influenced by nitrate concentration, placement and
treatment period as well as legume species (Harper & Gibson, 1984, Gibson & Harper,
1985, Davidson & Robson, 1986).
Nitrate inhibition is primarily host plant dependent and it is independent of nitrate
metabolism of rhizobia (Gibson & Harper, 1984, Carrol & Mathews, 1990). Many hypothesis
are proposed for the cause of nitrate inhibition of nodulation and N2 fixation, i.e.
carbohydrate deprivation in nodules (Streeter, 1988, Vessy & Waterer, 1992), feedback
inhibition by a product of nitrate metabolism such as glutamine (Neo & Layzell, 1997),
asparagine (Bacanambo & Harper, 1996, 1997), and decreased O2 diffusion into nodules
which restricts the respiration of bacteroids (Schuller et al., 1988, Vessey et al., 1988, Gordon
et al., 2002). Kanayama and Yamamoto proposed that NO formed from NO3- binds to Lb to
make nitrosylleghemoglobin and defect the O2 binding activity (Kanayama & Yamamoto,
1990). On the other hand, Giannakis et al. (1988) suggested that nitrate metabolism does not
occur in symbiotic region of soybean nodule, even when a dissimilatory NR is expressed,
because of restricted access of nitrate.
Leghemoglobin (Lb) plays a crucial role in N2 fixation of leguminous nodules by facilitating
O2 supply to the bacteroids. There are four major components of Lb in soybean nodules,
Lba, Lbc1, Lbc2, and Lbc3, and different roles are suggested among components (Fuchsman
et al., 1976), because Lba has higher affinity for O2 than has Lbc. The concentrations of Lba
and Lbc were separated by Native PAGE (Nishiwaki and Ohyama, 1995). All the four
components Lba, Lbc1, Lbc2, and Lbc3 were separately determined by capillary
electrophoresis (Sato et al., 1997). The concentration and component ratios in the
hypernodulation mutant NOD1-3, NOD2-4, and NOD3-7 from Williams parent, and in
En6500 from Enrei parent were compared in relation to their nodulation characteristics.
Three mutants (NOD1-3, NOD3-7 and En6500) were controlled by a single recessive allele
rj7, but NOD2-4 was non-allelic mutant to them (Vuong et al. 1996). Plants were
hydroponically cultivated in N free solution, and the nodules were separated by size.
Concentration and composition of Lb components in the same size nodules were analyzed
by gel-electrophoresis and capillary electrophoresis. In all NOD mutants Lb concentration
was about 70% of that in the parent Williams, irrespective of nodule size and growth stages.
In the hypernodulation mutant En6500, the total Lb concentration was only 25% of that in
the parent Enrei, irrespective of nodule size. In Enrei, relative compositions of Lba, Lbc1,
Lbc2 and Lbc3 were 36, 26, 18 and 17%, respectively, and very stable irrespective of nodule
size. En6500 had relatively equal amounts of each component in which the relative
compositions of Lba, Lbc1, Lbc2 and Lbc3 were 30, 22, 22 and 26%. The concentration of Lbc
forms in nodules was decreased by addition of nitrate to Enrei plants, but not to En6500.
When the nodule morphology was compared among hypernodulation mutant lines and
parent lines, we noticed that mutant line had thick cortical regions relative to the
comparable parent nodules. The relative volume of symbiotic regions was about 50-60% of
total nodule volume in Williams, but it accounted for only 40-50% in NOD mutants.
Sato et al. (2001) investigated the changes in four leghemoglobin components in nodules of
NOD1-3 and its parent in the early nodule developmental stage. The hydroponically grown
NOD1-3 and Williams were periodically sampled. All the visible nodules were collected
from the roots and then the four Lb components in the largest nodules were analyzed by
capillary electrophoresis. In NOD1-3 nodule development was faster than those of Williams.
Acetylene reduction activity was detected at 19 days after planting in NOD1-3 and at 22
days after planting in Williams. In addition the Lbs were initially detected at 19 days after
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planting in NOD1-3, a few days earlier than in Williams at 22 days after planting. The Lbcs
(Lbc1, Lbc2 and Lbc3) were the main components at the earliest nodule growth stage, and
the relative proportion of Lba increased with nodule growth in both NOD 1-3 and Williams.
The hypernodulation soybean mutant lines (NOD1-3, NOD2-4, NOD3-7) and the parent
Williams and mutant line En6500 and the parent Enrei were cultivated in a sandy dune field
in Niigata, and the nodules and root bleeding xylem sap were analyzed at 50, 70, 90 and 120
days after planting (Sato et al., 1998). The number of nodules of the hypernodulation mutant
lines was about two to three times higher than that of the parent lines irrespective of
sampling date. The concentration of Lb components was measured by capillary
electrophoresis. The concentration of Lb components in the hypernodulation mutant lines
tended to be lower than in the parents, but the component ratios were not different between
mutants and the parents.
It is well recognized that plant growth is affected by various environmental factors, such as
temperature, moisture, photoperiod, light intensity and quality, as well as physical,
chemical, and biological properties of soil. The degree of nitrate inhibition was affected by
soil medium composition with vermiculite and perlite, where the proportion of solid, liquid
and gas space was changed (Nishiwaki et al., 1995).
It has been reported in alfalfa that the inhibition of nodulation by nitrate was reduced by
medication of ethylene production inhibitor aminoethoxyvinilglycine (Ligero et al., 1991).
While the exogenous ethylene inhibited nodulation on the primary and lateral roots of pea
(Lee & LaRue, 1992ab). Ethylene is one of the important phytohormone regulating plant
growth. Ethylene is produced through oxidative decomposition of 1-aminocyclopropane-1carbosylic acid (ACC), and silver thiosulfate (STS) is a potent inhibitor of ethylene action in
plants (Veen, 1983). Sato et al. (1999c) investigated the effect of ethylene action on soybean
nodulation using ACC and STS in relation to the inhibitory mechanism of nitrate using
hypernodulation mutant NOD1-3 and the parent Williams. The hypernodulation mutant of
soybean NOD1-3 and its parent Williams were cultivated in culture solution with or without
NO3- , and ACC or STS were added in the solution. The nodule dry weight was decreased by
both ACC and STS treatments, however, the ratio in nodule dry weight in total plant dry
weight were not significantly influenced by these treatments with or without NO3-.
Therefore, it was concluded that the decrease in nodule dry weight by ACC or STS was
caused by inferior growth. In soybean the depression of nodulation and N2 fixation by
nitrate is not mediated through ethylene action. Schmidt et al. (1999) also reported the
independence of ethylene signaling on the regulation of soybean nodulation. Moreover, the
nodulation of hypernodulation mutant was not specifically influenced by ACC treatments.
This suggests that autoregulation of nodulation may not be involved in ethylene action or
transduction pathways in soybean plants.
Recently, defective long-distance auxin transport regulation was reported in the Medicago
truncatula super numeric nodules mutant (Van Noorden et al., 2006). However, similar
trend is not observed in hypernodulation mutants of soybean. Terakado et al (2005)
reported that systemic effect of brassinosteroid on nodule formation in soybean after the
foliar application of brassinolide and brassinazaole, the inhibitor of brasinosteroid
formation. In addition, they reported that shoot applied polyamines suppressed nodule
formation in soybean (Terakado et al., 2006). Suzuki et al. reported that nodule number is
controlled by the abscisic acid in Trifolium repense (white clover) and Lotus japonicus
(Suzuki et al., 2004).
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2. Local effect of nitrate on nodule growth and nitrogen fixation
2.1 Rapid and reversible inhibition of nodule growth and nitrogen fixation by nitrate
Short-term local effect of nitrate supply on nodule formation and nitrogen fixation was
evaluated using hydroponically grown soybean plants (cultivar Williams), which were
inoculated with Bradyrhizobium japonicum, (strain USDA110) (Fujikake et al. 2002. 2003). In
the first experiment (Fujikake et al. 2002), the diameter of nodules on the upper part of
nodulated soybean roots in a glass bottle was measured with a slide caliper. Nodulated
soybean (cv. Williams) plants were hydroponically cultured, and various combinations of
one-week culture solution with 5 mM or 0 mM nitrate were applied using 13 days old
soybean seedlings during three successive weeks. The treatments were designated as 0-0-0,
5-5-5, 5-5-0, 5-0-0, 5-0-5, 0-5-5 and 0-0-5, where the three sequential numbers denote the
nitrate concentration (mM) applied in the first-second-third weeks. The size of the marked
individual nodules was measured periodically using a slide caliper. All the plants were
harvested after measurement of the acetylene reduction activity (ARA) at the end of the
treatments. In the 0-0-0 treatment, the nodules grew continuously during the treatment
period. As shown in Fig. 8., individual nodule growth was immediately suppressed after 5
mM nitrate supply. However, the nodule growth rapidly recovered by changing the 5 mM
nitrate solution to a 0 mM nitrate solution in the 5-0-0 and 5-5-0 treatments. In the 5-0-5
treatment, nodule growth was completely inhibited in the first and the third weeks with
5mM nitrate, but the nodule growth was enhanced in the second week with 0 mM nitrate.
The nodule growth response to 5 mM nitrate was similar between small and large size
nodules.
In this experiment nodule numbers are not significantly affected by nitrate treatments (Fig.
9. A), although the nodule weight was significantly affected by the period of nitrate supply
(Fig. 9. B), where 5-5-5 and 0-5-5 treatments depressed nodule dry weight about 1/3 of 0-0-0
plants. After the 5-5-5, 5-0-5, 0-0-5 and 0-5-5 treatments, where the plants were cultured with
5 mM nitrate in the last third week, the acetylene reduction activity (ARA) per a plant and
ARA per g nodule dry weight (DW) were significantly lower compared with the 0-0-0
treatment (Fig. 10. A,B). On the other hand, the ARA after the 5-0-0 and 5-5-0 treatments was
relatively higher than that after the 0-0-0 treatment, possibly due to the higher
photosynthate supply associated with the vigorous vegetative growth of the plants
supplemented with nitrate nitrogen. It is concluded that both soybean nodule growth and
N2 fixation activity sensitively responded to the external nitrate level, and that these
parameters were reversibly regulated by the current status of nitrate in the culture solution,
possibly through sensing of the concentration of nitrate or its assimilates in roots and/or
nodules.
The nitrate concentration was analyzed in each organ of soybean harvested at the end of the
treatment on 34 days after planting. In the plants supplied with 5 mM nitrate during the last
week in both the first and second series of treatments (5-5-5, 5-0-5, 0-5-5 and 0-0-5
treatments), the nitrate concentration was significantly high in each organ. Especially the
roots and stems accumulated about 9-14 gN kg-1DW and about 5-9 gN kg-1DW nitrate,
respectively. On the other hand, the nitrate concentration in roots (0.19 gN kg-1DW ), stems
(0.03 gN kg-1DW ) and nodules (0.11 gN kg-1DW ) was fairly low in the 5-5-0 treatment
where nitrate was not supplied during the last third week. All the accumulated nitrate
during the first and second weeks was reduced and assimilated during the third week of the
0 mM nitrate treatment under the experimental conditions. The nitrate concentration in the
nodules was relatively lower than that in the roots and stems, but in the 5-5-5, 0-5-5, 0-0-5
treatments, the nodules accumulated more than 1 gN kg-1DW nitrate.
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Fig. 8. Changes in nodule diameter of soybean plants with various nitrate treatments. Gray
background shows the duration of 5 mM nitrate treatment, and white background shows
the 0 mM nitrate. Open circle: large nodules, Closed circle: small nodules.

Fig. 9. Number (A) and dry weight (B) of nodules at the end on 34 days after planting. (A)
nodule size were indicated by black column (3mm<), gray column (3-5 mm) or white
column (<5mm).

Fig. 10. Acetylene reduction activiety per a plant (A) and per nodule dry weight (B) of
nitrate treatments on 34 days after planting.
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In the second experiment (Fujikake et al., 2003) and the diameter of individual nodules was
measured from 10-24 days after planting using a computer microscope under controlled
environmental conditions (Fig. 11.). Photoes (Fig. 11A) and the diameter changes (Fig. 11B)
of nodules were shown. A, nodule growth was rapid only under 0 mM nitrate conditions.
The diameter of a nodule attached to the primary roots increased from 1 mm to 6 mm for 2
weeks under N free conditions (Fig. 11. Aa, Ba). The increase in nodule diameter was
almost completely stopped after 1 d of supplying 5 mM NO3- (Fig. 11. Ab, Bb). However,
nodule growth quickly returned to the normal growth rate following withdrawal of NO3from the solution (Fig. 11. Ac, Bc).
The morphology of typical nodule slices of soybean observed by an optical microscope is
shown in Fig. 12. (A) and the average size of infected cells, uninfected cells and inner cortex
cells were measured (Fig. 12. B). It is conspicuous that the infected cells of nodules became
larger under 0 mM nitrate condition (a) from 10 to 18 days after planting. On the other hand,
the size of infected and uninfected cells and inner cortex cells remained small with 5 mM
nitrate solution. Cell growth recovered rapidly after 2 days of 0 mM nitrate (18 days after
planting) after 2 days of 5 mM nitrate (16 days after planting) (c). This result indicates that
nodule growth at this stage depends on the cell expansion, rather than cell proliferation. The
rapid and reversible nodule growth inhibition is caused by nodule cell growth.

Fig. 11. (A) Growth response of soybean nodules to 0 mM nitrate (blue arrows) or 5 mM
nitrate (red arrows) application in the culture solution. (B) Changes in nodule diameter with
0 mM (white background) or 5 mM (hatched background).
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Fig. 12. Effect of 0 mM and 5 mM nitrate treatment on the size of nodule cells. (a) soybean
plants were cultured in 0 mM nitrate for 10-18 days. (b) soybean plants were sultured with 5
mM nitrate for 10-18 days. (c) soybean plants were treated with 0 mM from 10-14 days and 5
mM nitrate from 14-16 days and 0 mM nitrate from 16 to 18 days after planting. The size of
infected cells, uninfected cells and inner cortex cells were measured in B.
The effect of dark treatment on nodule growth was examined in combination with nitrate
treatments for two days followed by normal light/dark conditions (Fig. 13.A.). Under
continuous dark conditions, nodule growth maintained on the first day, but depressed on
the second day. The reversible depression of nodule growth by NO3- was similar to the
restriction of the photoassimilate supply under continuous dark conditions for 2 days. The
nodule growth with 5 mM nitrate under continuous dark conditions depressed most
severely among treatments. When plants were returned to the normal conditions (14 h light
and 10h dark) with 0 mM nitrate, all the nodules recovered the growth rate.
The inhibitory effect of 5 mM nitrate was partially alleviated by the addition of 3% sucrose
to the culture solution (Fig. 13.B.), suggesting that soybean root nodules are under carbon
deficiency.
The positron emitting radioisotope 11CO2 was supplied to the first trifoliolate leaves of 29
days after planting for 10 min, then the movement of 11C was monitored by positronemitting tracer imaging system (PETIS) (Fujikake et al., 2003). Split-root system was made
by cutting the primary root of soybean seedling at 24 days after planting. Each split roots
was supplied with solution containing with 0 mM or 5 mM NO3- for 3 days from 27-29 days
after planting. Both sides of split roots were supplied with 0 mM, 0 mM (a), 5mM, 5 mM (b)
or 0 mM, 5 mM (c). In the plants with 0 mM, 0 mM or 5 mM 5mM, the 11C assimilated in the
first trifoliate was translocated both upward to the young developing apical leaf bud and
downward to the whole root system (Fig. 14. A). Very little 11C was transported to the fully
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developed trifoliates and primary leaves. This means that fully developed leaves are not
sink of photoassimilate from other leaves. Compared with the split root system supplied
with 0 mM NO3- on one side and 5 mM NO3- on the other side, the transport rate of 11C was
faster in the split-roots supplied with 5 mM NO3- than those in 0 mM NO3- (Fig. 14. B, C).
This result indicates that when NO3- is supplied to a part of the roots, photoassimilate flow
become faster in this part.

A

B

A: Open circle: 0 mM nitrate, light 14h/dark 10h. filled circle: 0 mM nitrate, continuous dark for 2 days.
Open square: 5 mM nitrate, light 14h/dark 10h. filled square: 5 mM nitrate, continuous dark for 2 days.
B: Effect of 3% sucrose on nodule growth (B). Open Circle: 3% sucrose + 0 mM nitrate. Filled circle: 0%
sucrose + 0 mM nitrate. Open square: 3% sucrose + 5 mM nitrate. filled square: 0% sucrose + 5 mM
nitrate.

Fig. 13. Nodule growth of soybean plants grown with 0 mM or 5 mM nitrate under
light/dark conditions
Quantitative evaluation was conducted using 14C as a tracer for the plants supplied either
with 0 mM or 5 mM NO3- for one day before supplying 14CO2. Whole shoot of a plant at 22
days after planting was exposed to the 14CO2 for 120 min using circulation system. After
14CO2 feeding, plant samples were immediately dried and the radioactivity in leaves, stems,
nodules and roots were determined using Liquid Scintillation Counter. By supplying 5 mM
NO3-, the partitioning to the underground part were almost the same in 0 and 5 mM nitrate
treatments, but the 14C partitioning to nodule decreased from 9.1 % to 4.3%, while that to the
roots increased from 5.2 % to 9.1% (Fig. 15).
These results indicate that the decrease in photoassimilate supply to nodules may be
involved in the quick and reversible nitrate inhibition of soybean nodule growth and N2
fixation activity (Fig. 16.). The decrease in starch concentration in nodules (Vessey et al.,
1988, Gordon et al., 2002) and the down-regulation of sucrose synthase transcript within 1
day of nitrate treatment (Gordon et al., 2002) may imply that NO3- reduces photosynthesis
flow into nodules and sucrose utilization in nodules.
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Fig. 14. 11C translocation to the split root systems from first trifoliate leaves of 29 days old
plants. (A) Images of the distribution of 11C in soybean by Bioimaging analyzer. (B) The time
course for the accumulation of radioactivity as shown by PETIS. (C) The accumulation of
radioactivity for the point of R-1 (blue), N (red) and R-2 (yellow).

Fig. 15. Partitioning of 14C labeled photoassimilate in soybean plants. (A) Radioactivity per g
dry weight of each part after one day of 2 h 14CO2 feedings to a whole shoot, with 0 mM
nitrate (white column) and 5 mM nitrate (black column). (B) Distribution of 14C among
organs with 0 mM (-N) or 5 mM (+N) treatment for one day. (L): leaves, (S): stems, (R):
roots, (N): nodules.
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Fig. 16. A model of photoassimilate transport to nodule and roots under no nitrate or
presence of nitrate.
2.2 The routes of nitrate entry into nodules
It is well known that nitrate inhibit nodule growth and nitrogen fixation activity, but the
routes of nitrate entry into nodule has not fully been understood. It is postulated that there
are several routes in nodules. First, NO3- is absorbed from the roots and transported to
nodules through the xylem. However, xylem transport of NO3- to nodules is negligible,
because nitrate accumulation is very low in separated nodules in the upper part of roots,
when NO3- was supplied in the lower roots. In addition the role of xylem in nodule is the
export of assimilated nitrogen from nodules to shoots, rather than the import of water and
minerals from roots. Most of water and minerals are supplied from shoots to nodules
though phloem. Second route is NO3- supplied via phloem. However, usually NO3concentration in phloem is very low due to nitrate reduction in leaves. Third is NO3- is taken
up from the subtending roots and transported from root cortex to the nodule cortex via
symplastic pathway (Streeter 1993). Forth, NO3- is absorbed from nodule surface.
The nitrate transport pathway into soybean nodules were investigated using tungstate
(WO42-) and 15NO3- as a tracer (Mizukoshi et al. 1995). Tungstate was used as an anion tracer
as an analogue of nitrate (NO3-). The distribution of tungsten (W) was observed by an
Electron Probe X-ray Microanalysis (EPMA). At 3 days after 1 mM tungstate treatment, a
large amount of W accumulated in the root cortex, and the import of W into stele was
restricted (Fig. 17A, C). It is well known that there is a barrier in endodermis between cortex
and stele, where water movement is not allowed. Therefore, solutes should pass through
endodermis through inside the cells via symplastic pathway. In addition, the movement of
W inside the nodule was negligible (Fig. 17 C). This result suggests that the external anions
cannot be readily enter into the cortex of nodules through appoplastic pathway by diffusion.
In contrast, nodulated roots were treated with 1.7 mM 15NO3- for one day, a relatively large
amount of nitrate was accumulated in nodule cortex, although NO3- and 15N were negligible
in the symbiotic region. This result indicates that nitrate can be absorbed from the nodule
surface into cytoplasm of nodule epidermis, and it is transported by symplastic pathway
through plasmodesmata, and accumulated in the nodule cortex cells.
As shown in Fig. 19., the accumulation of NO3- in nodule cortex may be involved in the
restriction of O2 permeability into symbiotic resion, then it decreases the nitrogen fixation
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and nodule growth. Witty and Minchin (1990) reprted that the NO3- treatment decreased the
air space within a oxygen barrier in inner cortex of nodules.

Fig. 17. Distribution of tungsten (W) in soybean root at 0, 1, 2, 3 days after 1 mM tungstate
treatment (A). Distribution of tungsten (W) in soybean nodule with root at 3 days after 1
mM tungstate treatment (A). The W concentration is higher indicated by red, yellow , green,
blue, and white, in this sequence.

Fig. 18. Effect of nitrate accumulation in cortex of soybean nodule on oxygen permeability
and nitrogen fixation activity.
Sato et al. (1999) analyzed nitrogen absorption and translocation in non-nodulated and
nodulated soybean plants cultivated with 0 mM or 1 mM nitrate (Fig. 19.). The radioactivity
was measured in a first trifoliate leaf after addition of 13NO3- supply to the root solution. The
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relative radioacrivity from 0 to 40 min after 13NO3- supply were similar between nonnodulated and nodulated soybean with 0 or 1 mM nitrate (Fig. 20.). This suggests that
nodulation does not change the absorption and transport pattern of nitrate absorbed in the
roots. However, quantitative measurement using stable isotope 15NO3-, total amount of 15N
was higher in non-nodulated soybean than nodulated soybean, especially with 1 mM 15NO3, this is due to the increase in the root mass in these plants.
A

B

A: Positron Emitting Tracer Imaging System. B: Image of 13N radioisotope in non-nodulated soybean
plant (T202).

Fig. 19. Real time observation of radioactivity in the first trifoliate of soybean plant after
13NO3- was supplied to the root solution.

Fig. 20. Changes in relative radio activity in leaf of nodulated (T-202) and non-nodulated (T201) isolines of soybean after 13NO3- was supplied to the root solution. The radioactivity at
40 min is normalized as 100%.
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3. Systemic and long-term effect of nitrate on nodule growth and nitrogen
fixation
3.1 The effect of 0mM or 5 mM nitrate application in upper and lower part of roots
Local and systemic effects by nitrate on nodulation have been reported in leguminous
plants. The local effect of nitrate inhibition was shown in split-root experiments
where root systems had been separated into two equivalent parts. The strong and rapid
nitrate inhibition of nodule growth and N2 fixation activity is restricted in the nodules
attached to the root portions that are in direct contact with nitrate; and no or milder
inhibition is induced in the other part of the root system receiving no nitrate (Tanaka et
al., 1985). However, some systemic inhibition of nitrate on nodulation and nitrogen
fixation has also been observed with a high concentration of nitrate in clover (Silsbury
et al., 1986).
We investigated the local and systemic effects of continuous supply of NO3- by using
horizontal sprit-root system in two-layered pot system, where the lower part of roots were
supplied with culture solution containing 1mM NO3- in the lower pot, and the upper roots
were in the vermiculite medium with N-free culture solution in the upper pot (Ohyama et
al., 1993). The soybean plants (cv. Williams and Norin No.2) were cultivated with 0 mM or 1
mM NO3- solution in the lower pot, and harvested at maturing (R7) stage (Fher et al., 1971).
In this stage, there are no nodules remained in the lower part of roots. The dry weight of
shoot and upper part of roots were almost the same between 0 mM and 1 mM NO3- supply,
but nitrate treatment decreased the dry weight of nodules attached in the upper part of roots
in both varieties. This result indicates that continuous long-term supply of NO3- may impose
systemic inhibition of nodulation in soybean plants.
Systemic and local effects of long-term application of nitrate on nodule growth and N2
fixation in soybean plants were more precisely investigated using two layered pot system.
Four treatments were imposed i.e., 0/0, 0/5, 5/0 and 5/5, with the 0 mM or 5 mM NO3treatment in upper pot/ lower pot, respectively. The plants were harvested at the initial
flowering (R1) stage and pod setting (R4) stage, and the effect of nitrate placement on
nodule number, nodule growth, and N2 fixation activity in the upper and lower pots were
elucidated (Yashima et al., 2003).
The development of the root system in the lower pots was quite different between 0 and 5
mM NO3- in the lower pot (Fig. 21.). The root length was longer in 0 mM treatment in
lower pot (0/0, 5/0), but a bunch of short lateral roots was formed in the solution with 5
mM NO3- in lower pot (0/5, 5/5). In the lower pot where the nodules were in direct
contact with 5 mM NO3-, the inhibition on the nodule number, nodule size and N2 fixation
was conspicuous. Systemic and local effect on nodule number per a plant did not occur in
the upper nodules in vermiculite. On the other hand, systemic inhibition on the nodule
dry weight and N2 fixation activity in the upper pot was apparent. The 5/5 treatment
depressed the nodule growth and nitrogen fixation activity in the upper nodules. Nitrate
accumulation was observed only in the part of roots and nodules in direct contact with
5 mM NO3- either in the upper or lower pot. The concentration of total amino acids
was higher in the lower roots in 0/5 treatment than those in 0/0 treatment, however, that
was almost the same level in the roots and nodules of the upper pot both at R1 and
R4 stage. The soluble sugar concentration in the lower roots in 0/5 treatment was lower
than that in the 0/0 treatment. The similar trend was observed in the upper roots of
0/5 treatment, suggesting that the absorption of NO3- from the lower roots decrease sugar
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concentration in both lower roots in direct contact with nitrate, and the upper roots not
contact with NO3-.
A

B

C

D

Fig. 21. Root system in the lower pot treated with 0/0 (A), 0/5 (B), 5/5 (C) and 5/0 (D)
treatments (upper pot mM nitrate / lower pot mM nitrate).
3.2 Long-term effects of 0 mM, 1 mM, 5 mM nitrate application in lower part of roots
Long-term effect of NO3- application from the lower part of roots on the nodulation of the
upper part of roots was further investigated in relation to concentration and treatment
period (Yashima et al. 2005). The solution with 0 mM, 1mM or 5 mM NO3- was supplied
from transplanting to two-layered pot system at 14 days after planting to R7 stage. Five
treatments were imposed that 0-0 treatment (continuous 0 mM NO3-), 1-1 treatment
(continuous 1 mM NO3-), 5-5 treament (continuous 5 mM NO3-), 0-5 treatment (0 mM until
R3 then 5 mM NO3-), and 5-0 treatment (5 mM until R3 then 0 mM NO3-).
Total plant dry weight and seed dry weight at R7 stage was the highest in 5-5 treatment,
intermediate in the 1-1, 5-0, 0-5 treatments, and lowest in the 0-0 treatment (Fig. 22.).
Fig. 23. shows the nodule number per a plant classified with nodule diameter. Nodule
number in the upper pot was higher in 5-5 and 1-1 treatments than 0-0 treatment, although
proportion of the small nodules under 4 mm diameter was higher in 5-5 treatment. The
nitrate supply in the lower pot increased the total nodule number in the upper roots,
although decreased the number of nodules in the lower roots.
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The value of the nodule dry weight per a plant (Fig.24.) and N2 fixation activity (acetylene
reduction activity) per a plant (Fig. 25) and that per nodule dry weight (Fig. 26.) were lowest
in the 5-5 treatment. Interestingly, the nodule dry weight in the upper roots was highest in
the plants with 1-1 treatment, which exceeded the 0-0 treatment (Fig. 24.). The acetylene
reduction activity per a plant of the upper nodules at R3 stage was also the highest in the 1-1
treatment (Fig. 25.). This was due to the nodule dry weight and not ARA per dry weight of
nodules. These results indicated that continuous supply of low concentration of NO3- from
the lower roots does not inhibit the nodule growth and N2 fixation activity, but it can
promote nodulation and N2 fixation. Fig. 27. shows an example of soybean root systems
cultivated with continuous supply of 1 mM nitrate at R3 stage. Nodulation was enhanced in
the upper roots by supplying 1mM NO3- from the lower roots (Fig. 27. Ba), where the
nodulation was severely depressed in the lower pot (Fig. 27. Bb).

Different alphabet on the column means the statistical difference (P<0.05) between treatments.

Fig. 22. Changes in dry weight of each part of soybean plants at R1 (initial flowering stage;
40 days after planting), R3 (initial pod setting stage, 60 days after planting), R7 (maturing
stage; 100 days after planting) with various nitrate treatments. 0-0, 1-1, 5-5, 0-5, 5-0 indicates
mM nitrate concentration from transplanting-R3 stage, and R3-R7 stage respectively.
Withdrawal of 5 mM NO3- after R3 stage in 5-0 treatment markedly enhanced nodule
growth and acetylene reduction activity at R7 stage when the values of both parameters
decreased in the other treatments. The nitrate concentration of the nodules attached to the
upper roots was very low, including continuous supply of high concentration of NO3- in 5-5
treatment. This result indicates that the inhibitory effect of 5 mM NO3-, or promotive effect
of 1 mM NO3- was not directly controlled by nitrate itself, but was mediated through some
systemic regulation.
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UN: upper nodules, LN: lower nodules.
Different alphabet on the column means the statistical difference (P<0.05) between treatments.

Fig. 23. Nodule number per a plant with various nitrate treatment in the lower pot. Size
distribution is shown.
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UN: upper nodules, LN: lower nodules.
Different alphabet on the column means the statistical difference (P<0.05) between treatments.

Fig. 24. Nodule dry weight per a plant with various treatment of nitrate in a lower pot.
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UN: upper nodules, LN: lower nodules.
Different alphabet on the column means the statistical difference (P<0.05) between treatments.

Fig. 25. Nitrogen fixation activity per a plant in soybean plants treated with various nitrate
supply from lower pot.
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Different alphabet on the column means the statistical difference (P<0.05) between treatments.

Fig. 26. Nitrogen fixation activity per gram nodule dry weight in soybean plants treated
with various nitrate supply from lower pot. UN: upper nodules, LN: lower nodules.
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A: Apparatus for two-layered pot.
B: photograph of root system in the upper roots with 0 mM nitrate (a) and the lower roots with 1 mM
nitrate(b).

Fig. 27. A vertical split root system used in long-term effect of nitrate from lower pot.

4. Conclusion
In this chapter, we focus on the effects of nitrate supply on nodule growth and nitrogen
fixation in soybean plants. First, we found the rapid and reversible inhibition of 5mM nitrate
on nodule growth and nitrogen fixation activity in soybean plants. When young soybean
plant grown in hydroponic culture was supplied with 5 mM nitrate solution, the nodule
growth was completely stopped after one day of application. The culture solution was
changed back to nitrogen free solution the nodule growth and nitrogen fixation activity
were recovered at one day after changing. The inhibitory effect by nitrate may be due to the
changes in photoassimiate supply from nodule to the roots by the experiments exposing the
shoot to positron emitting radioisotope 11C or radioisotope 14C labeled CO2.
Second, the effect of long-term application of nitrate was evaluated by the vertical split root
experiments using two-layered pot, which separates the upper and lower parts of the root
system. Both direct and systemic inhibitions were observed for nodule dry weight and
nitrogen fixation activity with long-term supply of 5 mM nitrate. Severe inhibition in the
root part in direct contact with 5mM nitrate solution was observed, although milder
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depression was in the separate parts not in direct contact with nitrate. Nitrate accumulation
in nodule was observed only in the root part in direct contact with 5 mM nitrate. When the
1mM concentration of nitrate was continuously supplied from the lower roots, the nodule
growth and nitrogen fixation activity in the upper roots were promoted compared with
control plants supplied with nitrogen free solution. When 5 mM nitrate supply has stopped
from pod setting stage, nodule weight and nitrogen fixation activity were recovered and
exceeded over control plant at maturing stage.
The routes of nitrate entry into nodules was investigated. It was suggested that most of
nitrate is absorbed through the surface of the nodule, but little is transported from the lower
part of roots or shoots, either via xylem or phloem. The accumulation of nitrate in the cortex
of nodule may inhibit respiration by decreasing O2 permeability or suppress the
photoassimilate import to the central symbiotic region of nodules, where bacteroid reside
and fix nitrogen.
From the characteristics of nitrate effects on soybean nodulation and nitrogen fixation, we
have developed a new fertilizer method “deep placement of slow release nitrogen fertilizer”
for promoting soybean seed yield without inhibiting nodulation and nitrogen fixation
(Takahashi et al., 1991, 1992, 1999, Tewari et al., 2010).
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1. Introduction
Soybean production in Argentina started in the seventies “as a productive option to provide
proteins for animal feeding. This was fostered by the National Institute of Agricultural
Technology (INTA) at a national level and by the Argentine Institute for the Oilseeds
Development (IADO) , currently closed” (ACSOJA, 2009). In spite of this, the soybean
development was very slow until the mid 90s, when two technological milestones occurred:
no-till farming and the inclusion of transgenic seeds.
The development of this chain is shown in its growing competitive power. Indeed,
Argentina has kept and increased its presence in the world market, being the third
exporting country of soybean (13% of the total exports). It is also the first world exporting
country of soybean oil and meal (55% and 50% share of the total exported). Finally, the
export goods of the soybean chain represent the first exportation item of the Argentine
economy (2010/2011).
This may be explained by four factors: a) the agro ecologic suitability, b) the constant
improvement and technological innovation, c) the most modern and of major scope
crushing facilities for soybean of the world, d) the high exportable surplus due to low
domestic consumption.
In the last ten years, the development of this chain not only has favored the members of the
chain –producers, manufacturers, exporters, merchants- but also the National State, which
by means of the implementation of export duties1 obtains strong revenues.
In spite of the favorable setting in which the soybean chain appears both, at a national and
international level, this crop is questioned by several agents who analize how the soybean
spreading is shifting the agricultural frontier. This expansion in turn is causing the
substitution of agricultural and stockbreeding products, the use of not suitable lands for
agriculture, the extinction of small-size producers and environmental damage among other
consequences.
Therefore, the goal of this work is to describe and analize the evolution of the soybean chain
in Argentina through indicators and explicative factors2 referred to the primary, industrial
1

Up to March 2010, they amount to 35% for grain and 32% for soybean oil and meal.
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and exporta sectors, since the mid seventies up to the present time, with special emphasis on
the last thirty years. The aim is to outline the probable future context that the direct and
indirect agents connected to the soybean complex will face.

2. Primary production
At the beginning of the seventies, the soybean cultivated area reached 30,470 hectares with a
total output of 26,800 tons. The low importance of this crop may be explained by the lack of
attractive markets, the low international prices and the national trade policy, which strongly
restricted the exportation of grain and byproducts (Civitaresi and Granato, 2003).
The expansion of the cultivated area and yields started during the seventies. The cultivated
area increased 6,792 % between the 1969/1970 and the 1979/1980 seasons and 143 %
between 1979/1980 and 1989/1990 whereas the production increased 12,959 % and 206 %
considering the same periods. Likewise, the soybean yields increased 32.7 % between
1970/1971 (1,024 kg/hectare) and 1989/1990 (2,157 kg/ha). This outstanding growth was
due, among other endogenous causes, to technological changes and its fast adoption shown
in the improvement of agronomic management, agricultural mechanization and
agrochemicals application (Civitaresi and Granato, 2003). In addition, the double crop
wheat-soybean3 began to develop.
Among the exogenous causes that explain the growth in this twenty years (1970/1990),
highlights the increase of international prices in the mid seventies, reduction of export
duties, elimination of exportation ban (1978) and modification of the policy carried out by
the European Economic Community (EEC) nowadays European Union (EU). In the 70s, the
EEC negotiated the entry of soybean and its byproducts with zero tariff according to a restructural procedure of its Common Agricultural Policy in the framework of the Dillon
Round of the General Agreement Tariff and Trade (GATT) (1960/1961). The strong
expansion of its milk production and the subsequent need to feed its cattle urged the strong
demand of vegetable proteins. The EEC tried –unsuccessfully- to cover its needs with its
own cereal production by restricting the access to imported cereals (as the wheat bran from
Argentina), but it could not restrict the entry of soybean, which was protected by the
commercial concession in the framework of the GATT4 (Albin and Paz, 2003).
In the last twenty years, the process of expansion of the soybean cultivated area has
continued uninterrupted. The cultivated area increased 72.3 % between 1989/1990 and
1999/00 and 108.7 % between 1999/00 and the last season 2009/2010. In addition, the
soybean production increased 88.2 % and 162 % for the same periods.
In Figure 1 it can be seen the expansion of the cultivated area and of the soybean
production5 as well as the leap in both indicators since the year 1996.
It will be applied the definition by Civitaresi and Granato (2003) which classifies the factors into
exogenous: that depend on macro economic policies and on international commerce, and endogenous:
that derive from the strategies carried out by the protagonists of the different links of the chain.
3 The short cycle wheat allows the sowing of wheat-soybean in the same agricultural cycle and in the
same area
4 In the eighties, it tried to “under strengthen” the soybean and its derivatives: this situation led to
serious confrontations with the U.S.A.
5 The decrease in production in 2008 and part of 2009 was due mainly to a drought and partly to the
conflict between the agricultural sector and the Government. The conflict was originated by the
implementation of “mobile export duties” by the Economy Minister (the duties varied according to the
2
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Fig. 1. Argentina soybean. Production and Cultivated Area. Years 1885/86 to 2009/2010.
Specifically in the nineties, the following endogenous factors can be featured as causes of the
expansion: the genetic modification in several crops –among them the events in the soybean
seed and consequently the start of the transgenic technology spreading at an international
level-, and the intensification in the use of machinery and supplies, mainly the
“glyphosate”6 herbicide. In addition, a fundamental change in the plowing system took
place: no-till cropping, which deserves a special paragraph.
“No-till cropping started to gain importance in the Argentine agriculture in the late eighties
since in many of the most important areas of the Pampeana region, the cumulative effects of
the soil erosion -resulting from the “agricultural cultural process” on the basis of traditional
plowing practices– began to show negative operative results in the exploitation. This effect
on yields, and through them, on the economic feasibility of agriculture, together with the
fact that, as a result from the deregulation and opening processes of the economy, the
availability of appropriate farming machinery increased, plus the reduction in direct costs
(as a result of the elimination of the plowing tasks), provided an outstanding basis for the
spreading of no-till cropping, which in turn had the objective of recovering, at least some of
the lost productivity” (Trigo and Cap, 2006).
Fuethermore, the synergy between glyphosate tolerant soybean tolerant (RR-soybean) and
the non-till system –which shortens the required time between the wheat harvest and the
soybean planting- makes possible the successful use of short cycle soybean varieties as
second crop and allows a double-cropping wheat-soybeans in zones where before was not
possible from an agronomic point of view. According to data provided by the Argentine No
Till Farmers Association (AAPRESID), at the beginning of the nineties, the area of soybean
variations in the international price of the soybean). This duties were enforced from March 2008 to July
2008 (they were derogated by a legislative decision).
6 In the 2009/2010 season, more than 200 millon liters of glyphosate were applied in all the soybean
sown area in Argentina, whereas in 1996 13 million liters were used
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under no-till cropping system reached 6%, whereas in the 2001/02 season it was 74%, in
2006/07 it accounted to 85% and in 2009/10 it reached 88 %.
Analyzing the exogenous factors that fostered the development of soybean in the nineties,
highlights the changes in the economic policy: tariff reduction for machinery and inputs
imports, reduction and/or elimination of export duties for products of the soybean chain,
investments in ports, deregulation of markets (elimination of Meat and Grain Boards) and
privatizations (ports, railways) which lessen the cost of production and favor the acquisition
of technology.
At an international level, relevant facts such as average international prices lower than in the
previous decade , the increase of commercial barriers in the rest of the world (in spite of the
final Agreement of the GATT´s Uruguay Round) have not been auspicious for the soybean
chain. In this respect, the only favorable fact was the increase in the demand of grain by the
Brazilian oil industry, in the frame of the MERCOSUR (Civitaresi and Granato, 2003).
Going through the last decade, the increase in the soybean cultivated area7 is due both to
the incorporation of new lands and to the substitution of other crops. The agricultural
expansion towards the north of Argentina8 is shown by a 70 % increase of the cultivated
area between the last two National Agricultural Census (CNA 1988 and CNA 20029),
although this is a marginal area for this crop. 66 % of the lands transferred to agriculture in
the north of Argentina was occupied by soybean (Giancola et al., 2010).
According to Shvarzer and Tavosnanska (2007), the increase in the production for the last
ten years might have several causes. One of them is the increase in international prices
because of the growing world demand for soyean oil and meal. Another cause is the
technological change, which involved a reduction of related costs. Likewise, between the
years 2000 and 2010 it is worth mentioning: the intensification of the technological package,
scale incrementes in the productive core, the suitability of the soil, the existing road
infrastructure and the increase of the rainfall (Giancola et al., 2010).
Complementing the previous considerations, among other fundamental causes of the
soybean expansion is worth mentioning: higher financial income, lower complexity in the
operation and lower risk than other crops, and farmers’ knowhow, together with the use of
their own seed (INTA, 2009).
As related to the topic of seeds and specially about the use of the varieties of genetically
modified soybean10 (GM), the data provided by ARGENBIO (a non governmental
organization created to spread information about biotechnology) shows that in the
1996/1997 season, the area occupied with GM soybean was 6% and quickly reached 94% in
2001/2002 to cover 98% in 2004/2005.
7

At present (2009/10 season) soybean occupies 18,343,272 hectares with a production of 52,677,371 tons
(CIARA, 2011).
8
The traditional region for the production of soybean is called “pampeana” and it is made up by the
provinces of Córdoba, Buenos Aires, Santa Fe, Entre Ríos and La Pampa.
9
At a primary level, 75% of the production comes from 40% of the productive units (100,000 units). The
average size of the units is 170 hectares.
10
The gene resistant to the glyphosate herbicide was initially owned by Monsanto in the United States,
which granted a license to Asgrow, then this company was bought by Nidera, which introduced it in
Argentina. Afterwards, when Monsanto patented the product abroad, it had already been freed by third
parties to be sold in Argentina (Quaim and Traxler, 2002). This situation started a controversy between
Monsanto and the Argentine government, in which the company has claimed in order to obtain
royalties.
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Even in Argentina, these adoption was faster than others, as for example hybrid corn or
wheat with Mexican germplasma. Hybrid corn lasted 18 years to reach 70% of the
acceptance that nowadays GM corn holds, and Mexican wheat reached the same
percentages of adoption as soybean has nowadays (more than 90% of the market) only after
16 years (López, 2006, as cited in Trigo and Cap, 2006).
Another factor that favored the technological change is related to inputs supply for the
soybean crop (Bisang, 2003) which has the following characteristics: a) technological
packages: the transgenic seed -RR Soybean- works as a connector of a joint supply that
includes: glyphosate, pre-emerging herbicides, insecticides and fertilizers; b) mergers and
alliances with companies that offer such technological packages11; c) the packages of
supplies offered in service centers include advice about usage techniques.
Finally, soybean share of total cultivated area and grain production of the country allows to
visualize the strong soybean expansion in Argentina (Figure 2). According to production
data, soybean represented 0.2% of the total cultivated area12 (14 million hectares) in the
1969/1970 season. In the seventies, the soybean cultivated area occupied 3.1 % of the total
sown, in the eighties 19%, in the nineties 33% and in the first ten years of the 21st century
soybean occupied 54% (more than 18 million hectares) of the total (28 million hectares)
implanted.
Regarding the importance of soybean production, and considering the total produced by the
five main grains, the participation of soybean was 3.7% on total production in the seventies,
18% in the eighties, 30% in the nineties and 50% in the first ten years of the 21st century
(CIARA, 2011). In the 2009/2010 season, the soybean production represented 60% of the
total production whereas it was 0.12 % in the 1969/70 season.
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Fig. 2. Argentina. Soybean. Production share of the total produced by the five crops and
soybean cultivated area shares of total cultivated area. Periods: 1969/70 – 1978/79, 1979/80
– 1979/80 – 1988/89, 1989/90 – 1998/99 and 1999/2000 – 2009/10.
11

Monsanto (an company originally dedicated to chemistry, which in the70s expanded to
pharmaceutical chemistry) is associated with Dekalb and Cargill; the use of these seeds (specially RR
Soybean from Monsanto) requires the application of glyphosate, offered by the same company with the
brand “Roundup”.
12
Taking into account the five main crops: wheat, corn, sunflower, sorghum, soybean.
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With respect to the geographical location, the soybean cultivated area is situated in 15
(fifteen) productive provinces. However, 85% of the cultivated area is concentrated on the
traditional “pampeanas” provinces that generates 88% of the national production (Córdoba,
Buenos Aires and Santa Fe provide 78% of the total production) whereas 15% of the
remaining area corresponds to Northwester and Northeaster provinces. Map 1 shows the
shift of the agricultural frontier13.

Period 2
1977/78-1989/90

Period 1
1966/67-1976/77

Period 3
1990/91-1996/97

Period 4
1997/98-2004/05

Map 1. Evolution of the space distribution of the soybean cultivated area (Brieva, 2006).
Considering the yields, Figure 3 shows that they have increased continuously, from 1.4
tons/ha in the seventies, to 2.6 tons/ha in the first decade of 2000.
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Fig. 3. Argentina Soybean. Average Yields (kg/hectare) and growth rate (%). 70, 80, 90
decades and 2000/01 – 2009/10 period.
As mentioned, the shift of the agricultural frontier has generated the substitution of crops (sorghums,
corn, cotton among others) and cattle livestock for soybean as well as the spreading of soybean over the
native forest.
13
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3. Industry and state policies
In the stage of first industrialization or milling, the productions of raw oil and meal are
technologically associated, and therefore they are produced in the same industrial plants.
Most part of the grain production in Argentina is oriented to milling, with a percentage that
varies from 76% to 80% of the total production; approximately 18% of soybean beans is
exported without processing and the rest is used for direct consumption, as seeds for
sowing or for other purposes (bread, cookies, snacks, peanut butter, bird food, etc).
The industrialization process begins with the milling and extraction of oil. After going
through drying - to remove humidity – and cleaning processes, the grain is broken and
pressed in small sheets, which being transformed into a dough, move on to the extraction
process. The remaining dough, after being dried and toasted, forms the protein meal used in
the manufacture of animal feed. The gum can be used in the production of soybean lecithin
or can be added to the meal in order to obtain different of protein tenors. Through a
hydrogenation process, the partially refined oil can be transformed into margarine,
mayonnaise and vegetable fats. Some companies integrate vertically these industrial stages.
As other grains with a low oil component, soybean oil is extracted with hexane. The solvent
–a petroleum product- impregnated with oil is then separated by evaporation, and goes
through a gum elimination system (degummed) to reach the stage of raw oil (Giancola et al.,
2010). A soybean yields 19% oil, 73% meal, 7% shell and 1% others (ashes, etc.), these values
may vary depending on the drying and de-shelling degrees14.
The manufactured products15 are distinguished in two segments: commodities (for
exportation and domestic market), which include raw and refined oil in bulk and meal for
animals, and speciallities of higher added value for the final consumption of food and other
uses. Some companies are present in both segments. The refined oil, apart from its direct
consumption (pure or in blends) has several uses, such as margarine, mayonnaise, non
edible intermediate products (candles, cosmetics, soap, paint and fine chemicals, animal
food, soybean lecithin), hydrogenated vegetable fats (used in cookies, bread, ice-cream, etc),
soybean derivatives for human consumption (Gutman and Lavarello, 2003). Regarding non
edible uses and oriented to the chemical industry, oil and vegetable fats have similar
characteristics to the petroleum ones and can be used for plastics, adhesives, solvents,
lubricants, etc.
Another derived product is biodiesel. Compared to other traditional hydrocarbons,
biodiesel has several advantages: it comes from a renewable product and has little
environmental impact, but it also has disadvantages, being its high cost the main
limitation. Biodiesel installed capacity of production is to 2.43 million tons – reaching 3
million tons by the year 2011. In 2010, 1.9 million biodiesel tons were refined and almost
1.4 tons were exported. The 500,000 remaining tons were used in the domestic market for
the diesel cut.
In April 2006, Act 26093 established the rules for the regulation and promotion16 for
Production and Sustainable Use of Bio Fuels for a period of 15 years. This Law establishes
that the gasoline and diesel commercialized within Argentina shall be mixed in an oil
4 tons of flour are obtained from each ton of oil.
The industrial processing generates byproducts that have more restricted but dynamic markets, many
of which are not developed enough in Argentina.
16 The Law gives encouragement for investment through fiscal incentives.
14
15
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distillery or refinery with 5 % - as minimum – of bio ethanol and biodiesel, respectively from
01/01/2010 on. For the year 2010, the quantity of biodiesel necessary for the 5 %17 cut was
calculated in 625,000 tons, which imply 650,000 tons of oil.
Likewise, the biodiesel industry that is developing in Argentina has a strong orientation
towards the foreign market18. In Argentina, there are major incentives for the biodiesel
exportation as a result of the way in which export duties of the soybean complex are
structured. In this respect, the biodiesel exportation must pay 20 % of export duties
whereas soybean oil (its main supply) and soybean pay 32 % and 35 % respectively19.
Thus, there is a gain of competitiveness for biodiesel that comes from the efficiency in the
previous links of the chain. In addition, biodiesel obtains a reimbursement of 2.5 % upon
the export price, with which the competitiveness reached by the export duties structure is
reinforced.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that it is currently spreading the building of small extruding
facilities in farms that produce soybean. This allows to obtain oil for its use as biodiesel and
protein meal for cattle feeding, adding value to thier soybean production through horizontal
and vertical integration
3.1 Milling capacity
Milling is the most important destination of the primary production of soybean. While in the
eigthies 71 % of the grain production was assigned to milling, in the 90 decade this
percentage increased to 77 % and reached 84 % in the first 2000 decade. In the 2008 and 2009
periods, there was a 20% fall in industrialization (30 million tons average) which can be
explained mainly by the decrease in the grain production due to reasons pointed earlier. In
the year 2010, the milling reached 34 million tons, similar values to those of the year 2007.
This volume represented 98% of the soybean supply.
In the last years, the crushing capacity grew basically in the province of Santa Fe (at an
average rate of 14.4 %) while in the provinces of Buenos Aires, Córdoba and Entre Ríos it
remained practically constant (CIARA, 2011). In the year 2010, soybean crushing in
Argentina reached 36,824,628 tons, which implies 92% of the total milling of the country
(39,898,017 tons20. In 1986, the soybean milling share of the total milling was 50%.
(CIARA, 2011).
The increasing crushing capacity in Argentina is also reflected in the world market. In the
last two decades, the world milling has grown at an annual rate of 4.5 %. In the same way,
the soybean world production is destined mainly to milling (98 %) reaching 200 million tons
(2009/2010)(USDA, 2010). The main countries processing soybean are also the main grain
producers: U.S.A. Brazil, Argentina, China. Currently, this latter country – which specially
has the goal to increase the soybean added value – contributes 21 % of the world milling.
This is the reason of the strong grain importation from overseas.
The national government established that the cut shall be 7 % since 2011.
Nine plants have been authorized to export (2008), 5 of which come from investments made in the oil
sector, the rest come from non agro-industrial sectors. The main refineries are: Renova, Louis Dreyfus,
Unitec Bio, Patagonia Bioenergía, Ecofuel, Cargill and Aceitera General Deheza. CARBIO (Argentine
Chamber of Biofuels, 2011).
19 The export duties of grain and byproducts had been applied in previous times, as in the eighties (15 %
and 41 % for grain) and nineties (3.5 % for grain).
20 The crushing capacity in Argentina amounts to more than 57 million tons. (2010)
17
18
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3.2 Oil and meal production
Soybean oil production reached 41 million tons, being the main producing countries: China,
(10,3 million tons), U.S.A, Brazil and Argentina. Argentina produces 7,3 million tons (2009)
and participates approximately with 18 % of the world production.
Argentina has 54 oil producing plants which are distributed in 8 provinces. Thirty-nine of
these plants process soybean bean with a theoretic capacity of 160,000tons in 24 hours
(CIARA, 2011). Fifty-six percent of the plants that concentrate 84 % of the processing
theoretic processing capacity, operate in areas close to shipment centers in the Province of
Santa Fe, since the production is oriented to exportation. The processing plants are supplied
with soybean within a radius smaller than 300 km, which results in low freight cost. This
closeness between primary production and transforming industry generates a major
competitive advantage.
Analyzing Table 1, we can see that whereas in the 70 decade, the soybean oil production
participated in 8.5% of total elaborated oil of the country, in the 2000/2004 period this
participation increased to 71.88%. In 2009, soybean oil participation in Argentina reached
5,771,812 tons, thus participating 79% of the total elaborated oil (7,302,493 tons). Considering
the geographical location, the province of Santa Fe elaborated more than 90% (2008/09) of
soybean oil total production.
Total Oil (T)

Soybean Oil (T)

Soybean/total (%)

1970-79

661.517

56.118

8,48

1980-89

1.735.284

571.359

32,93

1990-99

3.722.981

1.789.712

48,07

1985-89

2.239.749

842.542

37,62

1990-94

2.951.163

1.360.297

46,09

1995-99

4.494.799

2.219.126

49,37

2000-04

5.444.255

3.913.555

71,88

Decade Averages

Quinquennial averages

Table 1. Argentina. Total Oil and Soybean Oil Production (tons). Soybean Participation (%)
in the Oil Total. Periods Selected.
The development of the Argentine oil industry was parallel to the growth of the soybean
primary production. According to Obschatko (1997) and Civitaresi and Granato (2003) the
main factors were: the increase21 in the international prices of oil and meal, impelled by
the increase in the world consumption and the fluent grain supply (raw material) -at an
international level-, and the reduction of taxes for the exports of oil and the application of
a lien differential for grain and oil –at national level. The latter measure was fundamental
for the development of the industry, according to Obschatko (1997)- in order to prevent
the industry from having problems for raw material supply, the National State
21 In the nineties, international prices decreased due to the lower demand by Asian countries and higher
presence of other substitute oils. All this took place in a context of strong market distortions due to
protectionism mostly inin developed countries.
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implemented an effective differential exchange rate for grain, oil and byproducts.
Between 1976 and 1990, the differential of export duties between grain and milling
products (highly praised) varied between 5.9 and 13.6 %. This measure favored the
exportation of oil and meal by reducing the cost of the raw material with respect to the
international market prices.
At an industrial level, the investment made in this sector as regards technology was
complemented with the availability of technology from developed countries- that is the case
of the Dutch enterprise (De Smet), which introduced in Argentina the technology of oil
extraction by solvent. Likewise, the companies of the industrial link increased the
production scale: they specialized in soybean and sunflower; they re-located in the province
of Santa Fe –thus combining the closeness to the exportation ports (Rosario) and the sources
of raw material supply. Finally, industry integrated forwards by building dock22 and storage
facilities. This process was intensified in the nineties. At a National State level, the tax
pressure on the marketing sectors was reduced, the services related to trading activity were
deregulated, public ports were privatized and new ports were built. In addition, there were
investments for the sweeping and beaconing of the Paraná and Río de la Plata fluvial
corridor23 (Civitaresi and Granato, 2003).
Soybean processing is concentrated in six companies: Bunge, Cargill, Vicentín, Molinos Río
de la Plata, Dreyfus, Aceitera General Deheza, which control more than 87 % of the total
capacity. These companies have a modern and efficient port infrastructure of their own and
an extended supply net spread throughout the entire country24. The oilseeds industry
employ 10,000 people. In Table 2, it is identified the number of plants that each of the
companies owns as well as the annual processing capacity.
Company
Bunge
Cargill
Vicentín
Molinos Río de la Plata
Dreyfus
Aceitera Gral. Deheza
Buyati
Nidera
OMHSA
Others
Total

Number of
Facilities
5
4
3
3
2
4
2
2
2
20
47

Total capacity
Ton/year %
8.220.000
17.8
7.710.000
16.7
6.555.000
14.2
6.195.000
13.4
6.000.000
13
5.700.000
12.3
1.440.000
3.1
1.260.000
2.7
705.000
1.5
2.467.500
5.3
46.252.500 100

Largest capacity
Facility (ton/year)
2.550.000
3.900.000
3.000.000
3.600.000
3.600.000
2.550.000
1.005.000
660.000
405.000
3.900.000

Source: Schvarzer and Tavosnasnka (2007)

Table 2. Argentina. Oil Factories by Company.
In 1977, private companies were allowed to set up fluvial ports.
This corridor is fundamental for the transportation of the grain production from Córdoba and Santa
Fe, first and second producing provinces of soybeans.
24 As regards the production of refined oil, 5 companies have 80 % of the production, 4 companies have
80 % of the margarine production and three companies have 80 % of the mayonnaise production.
22
23
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At a world level, and according to USDA data, the production of soybean meal was
approximately 177 million tons (2009/10), being the main producers: China, (25.7% of the
total produced), U.S.A., Argentina (17% of the world production) and Brazil. These four
countries concentrate 78% of total production (USDA, 2010).
The soybean meal share of total manufactured meal in Argentina has been higher than oil.
Thus, whereas soybean meal was 20.87% of the total output in the seventies, this percentage
reached 91.1% in the 2000/04 period (Table 3). In 2009, the soybean meal production was
approximately 23 million tons from a total of 25,520,000 tons of manufactured meal. As in
the case of oil Santa Fe province produces 93% of total soybean meal (2009).
Period

Total meal
production

Soybean
meal
production

% soybean/
total meal

1970-79

1.268.956

264.807

20,87

1980-89

4.224.577

2.665.821

63,10

1990-99

10.383.969

8.124.909

78,24

1985-89

5.674.917

3.916.431

69,01

1990-94

8.248.517

6.327.119

76,71

1995-99

12.519.422

9.922.700

79,26

2000-04

18.202.340

16.584.419

91,11

Decade average

Quinquennial average

Source: CIARA (2010)

Table 3. Argentina. Total Output of meal (tons) and of soybean meal and Participation (%) in
the Total Output of meal. Periods selected.

4. International trade
Regarding soybean complex, Argentina exports mainly processed products: protein meal
for animal feeding and oil for human consumption. Soybean exportation began its
expansion due to the demand from China, which intensified its process of importation
substitution (oil).
4.1 Soybean
The world production of soybean in the 2010/2011 season reached 255.5 million tons
according to USDA. The main producing countries, U.S.A. (35 %), Brazil (26 %) and
Argentina (20 %), participate in 82 % of the world production. They are followed by China,
with a participation of 6 % although its presence in the world market has the role of
importer because of its high domestic consumption.
For a long period of time soybean main demand came from the EU. Since 1998/99, China
has incremented its demand for domestic processing and since the 2004/05 harvest China
turned into the main world importer of the grain (60 %) followed by the EU (14.6 %).
As related world suppliers, U.S.A, Brazil and Argentina concentrate 89 % of the total
exported (98 million tons) (2009/2010). Argentina occupies the third place as soybean
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exporter in the world with 14,11 % of the total25 (see Figure 6). Taking into account the six
main soybean exporting countries (U.S.A, Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, China, Canada,
Bolivia), three of them – Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay – which make up the MERCOSURrepresent half of the world exportations. This points out the importance of South America in
the soybean bean production and exportation.
As seen in Figure 4, the soybean exportation has had a positive trend fostered by the
increasing international prices. This indicator -grain exports-26 shows the higher
competitiveness of Argentina in the international market.
The main demand of Argentine soybean comes from China. Thus, 78 % of the exported
grain had that destination. Argentina also exports to Iran, Thailand and Egypt, and in South
America to Chile and Peru.
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Fig. 4. Soybean. Argentine exportation (million tons) and price (U$S/ton) (CIF, Rotterdam)
2000/2009.
Argentina has also imported soybean, especially from Paraguay (98 %) (Figure 5). The need
to import soybean can be explained since the processing capacity of the oil industry
surpasses the local production of soybean and other oilseeds available for industrialization.
The strong increase in soybean importations since 2006 can be explained by the Decree
2147/06, which was the result of a wide negotiation between the industrial-exporting sector
and the national government. This decree allows transitory importation of goods that will be
subject to a process of industrial improvement. Decree 2147/06 incorporates a tax benefit
upon the imported supply which allowed the exporting companies to pay export duties
omly on the added value of the imported bean. Since April 2009, the Argentine Production
Ministry excluded27 the soybean from the tax benefits of temporary importations. This
regulation was based on the grounds that it would promote the increase of the soybean
demand in the domestic market and diminish the stock of grain stored by producers in their
own farms. (Giancola et al., 2010).
U.S.A participates with 44 % and Brazil with 32 % of the total world exported of soybean.
The decrease in the grain exportation is related to the drop in the production due to a drought (2008
and part of 2009).
27 That is why no importations have been made since 2009 up to the present.
25
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Source: USDA PSD ,2010

Fig. 5. Argentina. Importation of Soybean Bean (tons). 1992/93 – 2008/2009.
4.2 Soybean oil
The soybean oil exportation is concentrated in few countries whereas the importation is
diversed. So, the first five importing countries (China, India, UE-27, Iran, Morocco) have
52% of the total imports (2010-2011).
Argentina is the main oil exporting country28. With 49% to 56% of the world total oil
exports, followed by Brazil (16%) and the United States (13%). Considering Paraguay, the
MERCOSUR is regarded as the main exporting soybean oil block. 96% of the oil exported by
Argentina is raw and degummed. The refined oil incidence is very low.
The following table (4) shows Argentine apparent consumption. The data show that most of
the oil production is destined to the exports.
In Figure 6 it is shown the Argentina share of total world soybean oil exported. Its main
participation was in the 2005-2006 season (57%). Then, this participation decreased until it
reached 49% of the 2009/2010 season. According to USDA estimates, in 2010/2011 season
the Argentine exports would reach historical values (54.6%).
Year

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Inicial stock

242.326

134.024

239.000

217.578

302.083

303.968

Production

4.569.718

5.395.724

6.161.214

6.962.675

6.024.101

5.771.812

Availability

4.812.044

5.529.718

6.400.214

7.180.253

6.326.184

6.075.780

Exports

4.588.120

4.964.180

6.086.290

6.637.770

5.125.480

4.660.400

Final stock
Apparent
consumption

134.024

239.000

217.578

302.083

303.968

287.668

89.900

326.538

96.346

240.400

896.736

1.127.712

Table 4. Argentina. Apparent consumption of soybean oil.
28 It is important to point out that since 2007, Argentine began to export biodiesel obtained from
soybean.
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Asian countries concentrate most of the Argentine oil demand due to the importance of their
growing economy and to the fact that these countries had consumption levels per capita
lower than the world average. China (45%)29, India (14%), Bangladesh (6%), Egypt (5%),
Peru (5%) are the most relevant destinations of the exported oil by Argentina (2010). Seventy
eigh percent of the oil imports and 22% of the soybean imports of China have their origin in
Argentina. This shows the strategic importance of soybean and its byproducts in the
commercial relationship between China and Argentina.
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Fig. 6. Soybean. Argentina share of the world grain, oil and meal exports. (%) 2000/012009/10.
Finally , after a study of the soybean oil exports per company (Table 5) it comes out that the
soybean exports market structure is an oligopoly30, with foreign capital predomination
(transnational companies) (Eumercopol, 2007).
Company

Soybean oil share of
total oil exported (%)

Company

Soybean oil share of
total oil exported (%)

Cargill

28,42

Nidera Arg.

3,12

Bunge Argentina

18,15

Aceitera C.A.

2,65

Aceitera Gral. Deheza

14,80

Oleag. Moreno

1,44

Dreyfus

10,91

Mol. Río de la Plata

10,36

Cia. Argentina
de Granos

1,39

Vicentin

3,31

A.F.A.

1,22

Source: CIARA (2011)

Table 5. Soybean Argentina. Soybean oil exporting companies. Total export share 2008.
Due to the commercial restrictions imposed by China to the Argentine oil, the exports were drifted to
the markets in India, Bangladesh and Iran at a lower price.
30 The exports participation of the first eight companies (C8) is: 81% for grain, 87% for oil and 97%.for
soybean meal.
29
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4.3 Soybean meal
As in oil, Argentina is the main exporting country with 29 million tons over an exporting
total of 59.4 million (Figure 7). Thus, Argentina keps -in a stable way- 44--46% (see Figure
6) of the total meal exports, followed by Brazil (23%) and the United States (14%).
According to USDA for 2010/11 season, Argentina share in soybean meal export would
reach 49.3%.
Argentina exports almost all its soybean meal production (between 93% and 97%), mainly to
the UE-27 countries for animal feeding. The European problem with bovine spongiform
encephalopathy, known as the “mad cow disease”, put an end to the cattle feeding with
animal proteins and intensified the demand of substitute products like the soybean meal.
35000
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Soybean Meal Production

Millon Tons
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Fig. 7. Argentina. Soybean meal. Production and exports (2000/2001-2010/2011).
If the soybean meal exports by each company is examined (Table 6). The first five companies
participate with 78.5% of the total national exports. It can be seen that the first four meal
exporting companies are the same as the first four oil exporting companies being Cargill the
first (28.4% in oil and 23% in meal, 2008).
Company

Share of total
oil export (%)

Company

Share of total
oil export (%)

Cargill

28,42

Vicentin

3,31

Bunge Argentina

18,15

Nidera Arg.

3,12

Aceitera Gral. Deheza

14,80

Aceitera C.A.

2,65

Dreyfus

10,91

Oleag. Moreno

1,44

Mol. Río de la Plata

10,36

Cia. Argentina de Granos

1,39

Source, CIARA (2009)

Table 6. Soybean Argentina. Exporting soybean meal companies .Participation in the total
exported .2008.
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5. Domestic commercialization, storage and logistics and transportation
services
5.1 Comercialization. Main characteristics
Ninety five percent of the soybean harvest goes from farmers to country grain elevators
(private or local cooperatives). The main final destiny is the crushing industry (oil and
meal). The second destiny in importance are the exporters. The remaining activities have a
small participation in the grain final destiny. Among these activities the animal feed
producers and the grain purchase for own consumption (cattle producers) can be found.
The commercialization stages are divided according to the offerers, been primary operations
when the seller of the goods is the producer; secondary operations when the goods are sold
by any of the intermediary agents to exporters or to the industry, and finally, terciary
operations which are those where exportation is involved.
In the primary stage, the “producers” are the ones who make up the supply : they can be
land owners, tenants, contractors, pool producers, agricultural investments common funds,
and the demand are usually country grian elevators, first grade cooperatives, livestock
producers (poultry, pork, feed lot), exchange dealers31, industries and expoterers with
vertical integration strategies.
The secondary stage is focused on country grain eleators, local cooperatives, inputs
providers and exchange dealers as well as exporters, industrials and livestock producers.
Brokers and institutions like the Stock Exchange, Cereal Boards and Arbitration Chambers
can also take part in any of these stages. They –boards and chambers- are Arbitration Courts
in case there is any kind of controversy. They set reference prices and have grain analysis
laboratories. In Argentina, there are four Cereal Boards: Buenos Aires, Córdoba, Bahía
Blanca and Entre Ríos.
As regards the transaction steps, the most representative ones can be divided between those
made with merchandise readily available or not. The most common payment ways when
the goods delivery is effectively done can be: cash on delivery, cash with insured delivery
quota, cash with uncertain delivery, cash on deposit certificates or a price to be fixed. When
the goods are to be delivered in the future, the payment ways can be: advance payment,
exchange (with other goods), and forward payments (with a contract).
In Argentina, there are also two exchange markets where Futures and Options contracts on
soybean can be made: “Rosario Futures Exchange (Rofex)” and “Mercado Término de Buenos
Aires (MATBA)” where soybean oil contracts can be found. Although the use of these
instruments is growing; it is not widely spread yet, specially among the small producers.
Besides, successive economic crisis and interventions in the agricultural markets have
slowed down its development. It is important to point out that this alternative is use to
secure prices rather than to deliver the goods. The use of these markets is around the 28% of
the total average production in the last five years (2005-2009).
The operators that take part in grain commerce have been classified according to their
function into 17 categories by the National Office of Agroindustrial Commerce and Control
(ONCCA, 2006). The ones involved in soybean markets are: country grain eleators (2685),
grain conditioners (62), industrials (58), industrial-selector (35), laboratory (25), public scales
(21), Futures Market (3), consigner without facilities (2), broker (359), importer (27),
exporter (356), exchange agent (665) and delivery agent (11).
31

Exchange dealers receive soybean as a form of payment for goods in general and for leasing.
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Different trading channels and modalities combined with the large number of operators
makes it possible to trade soybean in a very extended way. But since it’s not compulsory to
register the operations modality, no statistics reflect in a reliable way which the most chosen
channels are. Anyway, these modalities are in general incidental and depend on the market
situation.
5.2 Storage
The expansion of the storage capacity in Argentina was historically related to the volume
and composition of the country grain production and also to the politicies officially
developed in relation to the way of trading. In the last years, an expansion of the storage
capacity is observed. This expansion had its origin, among other factors, in the sustained
increase of grain production, which implied a growing need of places to keep this
production. (Lopez, 2008)
Tons

%

Grain storage companies-Cooperatives

38.204.066

53,86

Producer (fija)
Oil mills

15.900.000
7.655.511

22,42
10,79

Exports-Ports

4.759.119

6,71

Flour Mills

2.552.024

3,60

Animal Feed Proucers

785.947

1,11

Rice Mills

555.827

0,78

Conditioner
Permanent facilities

517.450
70.929.944

0,73
100

Silo bag
Total

30.000.000
100.929.944

Table 7. Argentine Storage Capacity
Producers kept the grain in the farm (when possible) or storage them in local cooperatives
and country grain elevators or in the silos found in ports or factories (Table 7). National
storage capacity in 2007 was nearly of 71 million tons. It must be mentioned that there’s no
official information in this area so the growth rate considered was similar to the one
observed in former periods. (Lopez, 2008)32
5.2.1 The silo bag as a storage alternative
Between 1999/2000 silo bag33 storage technique was introduced (Picture 1). It is a
complementary capacity not only at a producer level but also in the case of some country
grain elevators (FAO-SAGPYA, 2004). This technique consists of storaging the grains in
hermetic plastic bags where the breathing process of the grain biotic components (grains,
fungus, insects, etc.) consume the oxygen generating in turn carbone dioxide. This new
32 It is important to remember information about the storage capacity in Argentina is scarce and in some
cases of uncertain reliability (Lopez, 2008).
33 The relationship installed capacity/silo bag was 2,66/1, 30% of total storage capacity. See Table 7.
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atmosphere rich in carbone dioxide and poor in oxygen suppress, inactivate or reduce the
reproduction capacity and/or fungus and insects development and also the proper grain
activity which in turn makes it easier to store them (Casini, 2002).

Picture 1. Silo Bag
The spread of the use of this technology introduced new possibilities (it increased the
retainining grain autonomy at a low cost) -although with certain limitations34- and also
generated an additional service circuit formed by the bagging and unbagging offerers, as
weel as the production of stuffing machinery (Bisang and Sztulwark, 2007). The increase
observed in the use of silo bags, is an expression of a bigger storage capacity needed.
The use of this way of storing among the producers and country grain elevators allows
them35 to keep grain and make deliveries, avoiding high freight costs during the harvest
time. If Soybean is stored in a dry and clean way, it can be kept between 4 and 12 months in
good conditions. This allows to improve income up to 15.5 % (average, if sold in the month
of January)(Ghida Daza , 2002).
5.3 Logistics and transportation services
Argentina has lower costs as regards production for most of the agricultural products where
it has an important share of the global market, but it has higher costs as regards the
commercialization than its most important competitors: Brazil and the United States
(Dohlman et al., 2001; Tavarez 2004; Nardi and Davis, 2006). The higher commercialization
costs are due to, in the case of soybean, higher transport, storage and exportation tariff
(Nardi and Davis, 2006). Eighty four percent of the grain production is taken to the
Possibility of bag breaking and subsequent loss of stored grain quality.
Other advantages would be: to activate the harvest when the production is stored in the same
productive land and to obtain credits on the stored grain (Warrant)
34
35
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exporting ports by truck36, 14,5% by rail and 1,5% by barges. Grain exports are made
approximately 90% by ship, 7% by truck and the rest by rail and barge.
According to data from the Stock Exchange of Rosario, the Gran Rosario area (province of
Sta Fe) is the one with the highest growth as regards land cargo transportation in Argentina
in the last decade with annual volumes of around 60 million tons of grain products; 8
million tons of these annual volumes come by rail37 and 52 millons by truck. This implies
that during the year an average of 5.000 trucks per day are concentrated. This number
increases during the harvest months. (Giancola et al., 2010).
Although there is a tariff difference between the truck and the rest of the means of transport
(truck versus barge 3.25 to 1, truck versus rail38 2.5 to 1 (Commercial Infrastructure Area)
(SAGPYA, 2007), the strong participation of the truck for domestic freight is due to its speed
and flexibility to adapt to the resources and conditioning structures. The storage centers are
generally located in the productive areas or within a radius of 20 km and at an average
distance of 300 km to the industrial centers and port terminals39. The national road
infrastructure has a total extension of approximately 38.000km.
Motor carrier: The trucking fleet is approximately 400.000 units. For cereal and oilseeds
transport there maybe 5,000 special units, but there are around 60,000 general cargo units
adaptable to this need. The average cargo capacity of a truck is 28 tons. The average age of
these trucks is around 25 years, in an atomized system of car properties.
Railway transport: One of the limitations to its development as a mean of transportation is
that more than 1,700 establishments which work as storage centers (83% of the total) does
not have rail access (ONCCA, 2006). The present rail granted companies which are now
giving cargo services are: ALL Central, ALL Mesopotamico, Ferro Expreso Pampeano,
Belgrano Cargas and Nuevo Central Argentino (NCA). (Giancola et al., 2010). Each
company attends a different region, and all reach the Ports of Rosario. Regarding the
operating capacity for the grain transport and its derived products of all the net rails,
there are nowadays nearly 6.500 wagons (40 tons in each grain wagon depending on the
gauge) between solid and liquid cargo and a totalnet of approximately 28,000 km
(SAGPYA, 2007).
Fluvial/Maritime transport: There are 40 Argentine port terminals which have the capacity
to deliver grain, oil and protein meal in bulk. Eight of these are maritime and they are
located in the province of Buenos Aires. The maritime terminals deliver 19%of the cargo of
this kind of products. The other 24 shipment terminals are fluvial, and from them 81% of the
grain, vegetable oil and protein meal is delivered.
Most of the soybean complex products are exported from the Paraná River, in the north and
south of the city of Rosario, from San Martin Port to Arroyo Seco; this section covers 70 km.
Compared to Brazil and the United States, Argentina is one of the exporting countries which makes
the biggest use of the truck due to the average distance between the primary productive centers and the
industrial processing .
37 With the use of the motor carrier, the rail transportation use was reduced since the former is more
versatile and it does not have a fixed minimum volume or a fixed route.
38 These differences are kept although the rail tariff has increased due to the raise in the petroleum cost
since 2002.
39 With the shift of the agricultural frontier to the North East and North West of Argentina where
distances to the port of Rosario are more than 350-400 km the transport cost incidence due to the rail use
would decrease making those regions more competitive .
36
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These river port terminals deliver 76% of the cereal, oilseeds protein meal and vegetable oil
exports and the rest of the river port terminals deliver 4% of global cargo.
The grain solid by products storage volume in the Paraná Hydroway ports grew from 1.5
million tons to almost 8 million. The cargo boats rhythm, in turn, grew from 23 million tons
per hour to 54 million tons between 1990 and 2007. This operative capacity growth also
allowed a growth of the Up-River exports from 13.5 million tons to 54 million tons as
regards grains and pellets, at no extra costs of storage or delays of the cargo boats stays
(SAGPYA, 2007).

6. Future context for the Argentine soybean chain
At an international level, it is considered that soybean prices will keep growing. This
conclusion is drawn from the soybean world market indicators (supply, demand, stock,
consumption) and ratified by the wider expansion of the world demand regarding the
supply. If finantial speculation is added, the positive trend towards rising prices gets
stronger. This conclusion is drawn after an analysis of the following factors (USDA, 2010):
Grain production growth motivated specially by the larger demand of developing
countries (DC) (consumption growth of food and forage for animals due to the per
capita income growth and diet changes).
Global growth more accelerated in DC (city planning processes and middle class
expansion).
Oil consumption growth in China (34% imports growth during 2011 whereas in India
there will be 21% imports drop).
Bio-fuel demand growth in the developing countries and in the DC.
It is expected that the good crop perspectives determine that the area planted remains and/
or increases, depending onthe economic perspectives of other summer crops, specially corn.
In Argentina, it is expected that in the short–medium term the discontinuous purchase of
soybean oil will continue to be done by China due to the commercial barriers
implemented by the government of Argentina and China, except that an agreement
between both countries is reached. This has caused that the oil exports go to other
countries which buy this oil at a lower price40. So, the Argentine oil industry -which is one
of the most efficient in the world– gets lower prices and, furthermore, works under its
milling capacity.
At a national level and at the primary production link, there have been and there are
conflicts between the soybean protagonists (soybean producers, agrochemical companies,
commercial companies; etc) and different groups that question this “soybean production
system”, in Argentina41. Among those who question this “soybean production system”, it
can be mention the small and medium farmers, aborigine communities and countryside
workers expelled by the spreading of soybean sowing. At the same time large company
The argentine soybean oil quotation suffered a discount with respect to other markets like the
Brazilian one of up to U$D 75.5 per ton (average of U$D 50 per ton). These figures affect the almost 6
million soybean oil tons that Argentina would export in the current season
41 In the mid 70s and with the use of new varieties, the sowing of two annual crops (doble –sowing) was
possible. These crops are combined with the wheat production (short cycle wheat) and therefore the
double crop wheat-soybean appears. This process originated a larger agricultural process (cattle is left
aside) but soybean also leaves aside crops like corn and sorghum
40
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groups42 are consolidated and thus finance great scale farming and livestock directed by
contractors who rent the fields.
Also among those that question the advance of soybean production there are some
professionals and environmentalists who show the farming effects as regards the
distribution of the productive and environmental resources. Some of these concerns are:
Growing loss of food sovereignty due to the soybean growing substitution.
The soybean monoculture generates among other consequences: productive variability
fall, low genetic variability, sanitary risks (new plagues, resistence to plagues and
diseases).
Soybean takes the soil nutrients, wich demands crop rotation, and in certain soils its
sowing is not advaisable. Each year, soybean takes one million tons of nytrogen and
more than 227,000 tons of phosphorus. Likewise, the organic material balance is
negative since the mineralized carbone cannot be compensated by the one of the
soybean remains.
The soybean monoculture produce an intense soil degradation in the long run, with a
losses of between 19 and 30 soil tons per hectare depending on management , soil
sloping and weather .
The no-till cropping implies strong applications of agrochemicals. Massive use of
glyphosate (160 million liters in 2004/2005) and other agrochemicals (between 20 and
25 million liters of 2-4-D (herbicide), and nearly six million liters of atrazine and 6
million liters of endosulfan; these last two, insecticides.
The product in wich glyphosate is the active principle (Round up) has a series of
coadjutant that increase its toxicity considerably, specially the polioxietil amina
(surfactant), whose acute toxicity is 3 to 5 times higher than the one of the glyphosate.
The advance of the soybean over the native forests (massive deforestation and loss of
biodiversity). Between 1998 and 2002, more than 2 million hectares of native forest were
deforestated43.
Thus, there is a scenery of progressive conflict, where soybean excellent prices are signals
for producers to continue with the expansion of soybean, and for other social groups (small
farmers, environmentalists, professionals, etc.) to press because of the environmental and
social consequences of this expansion.

7. Conclusions
Beyond the positive aspects related to the primary production (more security than other
crops specially due to weather conditions, considerable finantial rentability, etc) the soybean
growth has had positive effectsin Argentina, like the strong investments in new technologies
(no-till cropping) biotechnology (transgenic soybean, fertilizers and herbicides), intensive
use of agricultural machinery, storage (silo bags), logistics (private ports), net organitation
(of services and financing), industrial machinery development, biofuel and agro food
development the significant income of currency for the economy, without forgetting to
mention the levying of export duties.
42 “Los Grobo” Group claims that they grow 150 thousand hectares in Argentina and attemps to control
750 thousand hectares in all the Southern Cone (Paraguay, Brazil and Uruguay).
43 Beginning of the century: 100 million hectares in forests, at the end of XX century: 33 million hectares
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Without minimazing the positive effects or the conflicts brought about by the soybean
expansion in Argentina, this crop has also generated a strong dependence44 -a scarce
commercial diversification –since only one product (soybean bean and its derived products)
represent 25% of the total exported by Argentina (14.041 million dollars) (INDEC, 2009).
This exporting dependence gets worse because the diary products, fruit, vegetable oil and
meat are considered “Low Technological Level”, whereas milling products are labeled as
“Middle-Low Technological Level” (the technological content is based on the expenses in
I+D) (CEP, 2007). At a Gross Product Level, the soybean chain (2009) represents 5.4% of the
national added value (0.77% in the two-year period 73/74).
The strong soybean dependence is also seen in indicators like the soybean crop area and the
soybean oil and meal production. At a primary level, soybean covers 54% of the cultivated
area (more than 18 million has) over the total implanted (28 million has). For the oil and
meal production numbers are more significant: the soybean oil production in Argentina
participates in the 79% of all oil manufactured and in the 93% of all the meal produce.
This shows that the oil argentine industry depends basically on soybean. It must be pointed
out that the oil industry milling capacity is 57 million tons; 37-38 million of which were used
in the year 2010.
This idle capacity cannot be covered with the imports since the current imports regulations
mekes it too costly. Thus, the industry competitiveness will be limited to the crops primary
production and to the fundamental characteristics of domestic low consumption of
byproducts which allow strong exportable balance. This last one, shortened with the current
domestic soybean use for biodiesel production.
Finally, the National State role must be examined and also the implemented policies in
relation to the agricultural production. During 2011, due to higher expenses45, the National
State do not show any sign to eliminate46 the exporting duties47, especially the ones which
belong to the soybean complex. These obligations represent (2010) 8.7% of the total taxes.
This shows the importance of the exports duties and the dependence of these assets for the
expense policies. The exporting duties were 7,400 million dollars; of which 6300 million
dollars were collected by the soybean complex (2011).
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1. Introduction
Sixteen nutrient elements are essential for the growth and reproduction of plants. The
source of carbon (C) and oxygen (O) is air, while water is source of hydrogen (H). Ninetyfour percent or more of dry plant tissue is made up of C, H and O. Remaining thirteen
elements, represent less than 6 percent of dry matter, are often divided in three groups
(Johnson, 1987). The primary nutrients are nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K).
Secondary nutrients are sulfur (S), calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg). Micronutrients are
required by the plant in very small amounts. They are iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), boron (B),
zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), molybdenum (Mo) and chlorine (Cl). Nutrient removal of soybean
by tone of grain and correspondingly biomass are about 100 kg N, from 23 to 27 kg P2O5,
from 50 to 60 kg K2O, from 13 to 15 kg CaO, from 13 to 16 kg MgO and considerable lower
amounts of the other nutrients. In general, the fertilizer requirements for soybean are
typically less than for other crops such as maize and wheat. Bergmann (1992) reported
adequate concentrations of nutrients in dry matter of fully developed leaves at the top
plant without petioles at the end of blossom as follows: 4.50-5.0 % N, 0.35-0.60 % P,
2.5-3.70 % K, 0.60-1.50 % Ca, 0.30-0.70 % Mg, 25-60 ppm Zn, 30-100 ppm Mn, 25-60 ppm B,
10-20 ppm Cu and 0.5-1.0 % Mo.

2. Nitrogen
Symbiotic nitrogen (N) fixation had important role in supplying of leguminose plants
including soybean, by N. It is estimated that by this source is possible to bind from 40 to 300
kg N/ha/year (Bethlenfalvay et al., 1990). Field studies by Bezdicek et al (1978) showed that
soybeans are capable of fixing over 300 kg N/ha when the soil is low in available N and
effective strains of Bradyrhizobia are supplied in high number. Also, part of leguminose
needs for N is settled by its uptake in mineral forms, mainly in NO3- and NH4+ forms.
Soybean contains in mean from 1.5 to 1.6 % and from 6.5 to 7.0 % N in dry matter of
aboveground part and grain, respectively (Hrustic et al., 1998). N amounts removal from
soil by soybean depending on numerous external and internal factors. For forming of 1 t of
grain and correspondingly vegetative mass of soybean is needed about 100 kg N.
Worldwide some 40 to 60 million metric tons (Mt) of N2 are fixed by agriculturally
important legumes annually, with another 3 to 5 million Mt fixed by legumes in natural
ecosystems, providing nearly half of all the nitrogen used in agriculture (Hungria & Campo,
2004). Therefore, biological dinitrogen fixation by leguminous plants is a significant source
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of available nitrogen in both natural and managed ecosystems (Galloway et al., 1995) that
contributes to soil fertility and replaces the use of synthetic nitrogen fertilizer.
The host plant provides carbon substrate as a source of energy, and bacteria reduce
atmospheric N2 to NH3 which is exported to plant tissues for eventual protein synthesis
(Vincent, 1980). Nitrogen fixation occurs in different intensities in soil, during which the
energy of plant assimilates is used, and because of this, bacterial activity forms unbreakable
relationship with plants. The proportion of nitrogen derived from fixation varies
substantially from zero to as high as 97%, and most estimates fall between 25% to 75%
(Deibert et al., 1979; Keyser & Li, 1992, Russelle & Birr, 2004).
N is mobile in plants and it is quickly translocate from old to young organs. For this
reason, symptoms of N deficiency (first lightgreen and later greenyellow colours of
leaves) obtain on the older leaves. In the more over stages it is found falling off the
flowers and pods (Vrataric & Sudaric, 2008). Excess of N had unfavorable impacts on
soybean productivity, mainly due to susceptibility to diseases, low temperatures and
drought. Symptoms of N oversupplies are increasing of height of plants, longer
internodies and lodging incidences. Soybean is the most susceptible leguminose to nitrate
oversupplies. Under these conditions inhibition of nodule forming and nitrogenase
activities were found Harper & Gipson, (1984). Also, high nitrate in apoplast of soybean
had effect on pH increasing, immobilization of iron and developing of iron chlorosis in
soybean (Hrustic et al., 1998).
N supplies of soybean could be estimated by number and activities of bacterial nodules of
genus Rhisobium and Bradyrhisobium, contents of total and mineral N in oil, nitratreductase
activities etc. Inadequate N supplies are possible to correct by mineral fertilization.
Activities of bacteria are reduced under good supplies of soil by N (as results either high N
fertilization or favorable conditions for organic matter mineralization) and acid soil pH.
Recommendations for soybean fertilization are depended on soil test results and planned
yields. Under conditions of the northern Croatia N recommended quantities are mainly in
range from 60 to 90 kg N/ha mainly in spring. Using of N as urea in autumn over 100
kg/ha resulted by absence of nodule bacteria or minimizing their amounts (Vrataric &
Sudaric, 2008). By testing 12 localities in fertile soils (chernozem and similar soil types) of
Vojvodina (Serbia) was found that inoculation had considerable more impacts on yields of
soybean compared to N fertilization and that using 90 kg N/ha was not found nodule on
soybean root (Belic et al., 1987; Relic 1988 – cit Vrataric & Sudaric, 2008). Based on
experiences from very fertile soils in Ohio (Johnson, 1987), soybean is not recommend for N
fertilization in case of sufficient amounts of N-fixing bacteria and only in first growing of
soybean on individual soil recommendation is applying 45 kg N/ha. Also, in Illinois
mineral N fertilization had not effects on soybean yields even in cases of band fertilization
close to soybean rows. Also, N fertilization was superfluous for maize in soybean-maize
rotation (Welch et al., 1973). However, the experiences from USA are not possible to
applying in less fertile soils of middle and eastern Europe.
Soil acidity is often limiting factor of the symbiotic nitrogen fixation process. Soils with low
pH values lack calcium, and have surplus of toxic aluminium, so that soybean roots in acidic
soils don't have mucous coating on surface which purpose is to dissolve root pectines,
enables root hair curling and root hair penetration by bacteria. This is very important during
the first few days after inoculation that is after sowing inoculated seed. Therefore, soils with
pH value less than 5.5 (acidic soils) are not suitable for soybean growing, because they lack
necessary conditions for development of useful bacteria whose growth is slowed down or
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completely enabled. Strains found on soybean roots in this type of soils are mostly
ineffective, and when cut in half are green in colour. Situation is completely opposite in
fertile neutral or mildly alkaline soils like chernozem. In these types of soil nitrogen fixing
bacteria have not only good conditions for development, but also they can survive in large
numbers for many years after soybean was grown. In such soils it is not necessary to
perform seed bacterisation if soybean is in rotation every four years.
In case of low effects of inoculation on nodule bacteria development it is recommend topdressing with 50 kg N/ha in form of calcium ammonium nitrate (27% N) in term close to
flowering or at beginning of flowering (Vrataric & Sudaric, 2008).
Organic manures cannot alone meet the heavy demands of nutrients in intensive soybean
production because of their limited availability and restricted nutrient supply. A
complementary use of organic manures and mineral fertilizers may meet the goal of
adequate and balanced supply of required nutrients to crops. The soybean grain yield
with recommended NPK fertilization and 25 kg N/ha + 1 t neem cake/ha combinations
was significantly more than the other only chemical and organic source of nutrition
(Table 1).
Soybean grain quality (crude protein and
fertilization (in. = inoculated; neem cake =
20:60:40 = recommended NPK-fertilization)
Treatments
Percent
t/ha
(a-e)
Protein Oil
Yield
a) Control (in.) 34.42
19.03
0.69
b) 25 kg N/ha 37.92
16.00
0.93
c) 50 kg N/ha 37.04
18.72
0.89
d) 5 t FYM/ha 35.73
19.23
0.80
e) 1 t n. c/ha
35.44
17.03
1.07
LSD 5 % (a-j)
ns
1.78
0.27

oil contents) and grain yield as affected by
n.c.; FYM = farm-yard manure 5 t/ha; NPK
Treatments
(f-j)
f) b + 1 t n.c.
g) c+ 1 t n.c.
h) b + 5 t FYM
i) c+ 5 t FYM
j) NPK 20:60:40
LSD 5 % (a-j)

Percent
Protein
37.92
37.04
38.06
37.63
38.94
ns

Oil
18.85
19.65
16.83
18.17
18.92
1.78

t/ha
Yield
1.52
1.23
1.57
1.20
1.33
0.27

Table 1. Effects of inorganic and organic sources of nutrients on grain quality and yield of
soybean (Saxena et al., 2001)

3. Phosphorus
Phosphorus (P) contents in plants are in wide range, mainly from 0.1 to 0.8 % P in dry
matter. Reproductive organs, especially of leguminose plants contain high levels of P about
0.6 % P. Uptake of P into plants is intensive in the early stages of growth and in period
forming of generative organs (Hrustic et al., 1998). Store of P in plants, especially in grain,
are mainly in form of fitine acid. P efficiency is in close connection with water and
temperature regimes in soil. Under optimal soil moisture P uptake can be up to three-fold
higher than in dry soil. Also, oversupplies of water, cold weather and low pH reducing P
uptake in plants.
P removal by plants is mainly from 10 to 45 kg P, while by soybean is from 15 to 30 kg
P/ha/year. The end of growth is the first symptom of P deficiency. Leaves are dark green
and in the later stage develops chlorosis and violet color as result of increasing antociane
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synthesis. Necrotic spots, drying and falling of the leaves is the latest stage of P deficiency.
Active nodules (dark pink center) of N-fixing bacteria are absent or few in number under
conditions of P deficiencies. Also, decreasing of protein and chlorophyll synthesis was
found.
Excess of P is rare. Plants reducing growth and dark frowning spots in leaves were
observed. Intensity of plant development increasing and as results are the earlier flowering,
grain forming and senescence. Oversupplies of P could be reason for some nutritional
unbalances, for example Zn, Fe, Mn, Cu and B deficiencies.
P, mainly in combination with N and K as NPK fertilizers, can be applied broadcast and
incorporated into the soil before sowing or applied as starter at sowing time. With low soil
test P levels band application of fertilizer is more efficient than broadcasting. If applied as a
starter, the recommend placement of the fertilizer is in band 2 inches to the side and 2 inches
bellow the seed (Dahnke et al., 1992; Barbagelata et al., 2002). P materials such as triple
superphosphate or from liquid or dry formulations of ammoniated phosphates are available
to improve soil P status. However, organic soybean growing has restriction in P use and it
is limited on rock phosphate or manures as sources of P.
Anetor and Akinrinde (2006) found that P deficiency in soil is an important growthlimiting factor in acidic alfisolof Western, Nigeria. Lime application may not be feasible
for poor resourced farmers. However, the complementary benefits (liming and nutrient
supply) of organic fertilizers and rock phosphates could sufficiently ameliorate acid soil
conditions and greatly reduce P fertilizer cost for effective and sustainable soil fertility
management.
Win et al. (2010) tested the P effects on three soybean cultivars (CKB1, SJ5 and CM60) based
on the seed oil content (SOC) and the seed protein content (SPC) and to assess the
physiological responses associated with changes in shoot P-utilization efficiency (SPUE).
The experiment was carried out during 2008 and 2009 with a split-plot design at the
Agronomy Department, Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand. The main plots were for
tested three P levels in a nutrient solution (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mM P), with subplots for the three
soybean cultivars. The results indicated that at maturity, the P levels of 2.0 mM P decreased
SPUE by 27% compared to that of 0.5 mM P (the control). SOC was not significantly affected
by the P level. Relative to the control, the P nutrition levels of 1.0 and 2.0 mM P significantly
decreased SPC by 4% and 5%, respectively. There were no significant differences in SOC
between varieties. The SPC of CKB1 was 8% greater than that of SJ5 but showed no
significant difference to that of CM60 (Table 2).
Zheng et al., (2010) reported effectiveness of P application in improving regional soybean
yields under drought stress of the 2007 growing season in Northern China including
Heilongijang, Jilin and Liaoing Provinces. Total soybean acreage of this region was
around 4.5 million ha, which accounts for about 5% of the total soybean acreage in the
world (FAOSTAT, 2009). Contemporary climate change is characterized by increase in
frequency and intensity of drought. Total 118 soybean fields throughout Hailun County of
Northern China. Regression trees analysis showed that regional soybean yield variability
was mainly induced by soil available phosphorus and the amount of P applied, which
explained 16.3 and 15.2% of the yield variation, respectively. The productivity of soybean
over the region did not increase when P application rate reached a threshold of 55.67
kg/ha (Zheng et al., 2010).
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Effects of P levels in nutrient solution and cultivars on soybean status (DM = dry matter;
Sh = shoot; Prot. = protein)
R5 stage (Σ = Total)

Maturity stage

Dry matter
(g/plant)
Sh.
Root

Dry weight
(g/plant)
Σ
Shoot

Σ

Maturity stage
P-utilization*
(Q=quotient)
Qa
Eff. b

Phosphorus
(mg/plant)
Sh.
Seed

Seed
%
Oil

Prot.

Effects of P levels (mM P )in nutrient solution
0.5
1.0
2.0

14.1c
20.5a
18.2b

CKB1
SJ5
CM60

22.2a
14.2c
16.4b

1.35b
2.36a
1.96a

15.4c
22.9a
20.2b

25.8b
36.0a
33.3a

24.6b
34.4a
31.6a

0.213a
0.139b
0.117b

5.21a
4.77a
3.79b

118b
258a
292a

47.9b
72.3a
64.4a

16.9
18.1
17.5

40.2a
38.5b
38.3b

32.5
25.9
32.2

0.156
0.147
0.167

4.89a
3.72b
5.17a

236.
212
221

59.7a
52.5b
72.4a

16.9
17.3
18.3

40.4a
37.1b
39.4a

Effects of soybean cultivars
2.54a
1.42b
1.74b

24.7a
15.7c
18.1b

34.2
27.1
33.8

Duncan,s multiple range test (within column, means by the same letter are not
significantly at 5 % level): CV %
a
b

12
8

13
17

12
8

21
21

21
22

12
14

10
12

13
16

14
15

17
7

2
2

* a Shoot P-utilization quotient = plant shoot dry weight/mg P in plant shoot of P
b Shoot P-utilization efficiency (eff.) = [(shoot DM)2/shoot P content]

Table 2. Effects of P on seed oil and protein contents and P use efficiency in three soybean
cultivars (Win et al., 2010)

4. Potassium
Potassium (K) is essential nutrient for plant growth. K concentrations in dry matter of plants
vary between 1.0 and 6.0 % and more and are generally higher than those of all other
cations. The exact function of K in plant growth has not been clearly defined. By numerous
investigations were found that K stimulates early growth, increases protein production,
improves the efficiency of water (drought resistance), improves resistance to diseases,
insects and stalk lodging (Kovacevic & Vukadinovic, 1992; Rehm & Schmitt, 1997).
Soils mainly containing enormous amounts of K, but depending on soil types, 90-98 percent
of total K is unavailable. Slowly unavailable K is thought to be trapped between layers of
clay minerals (Johnston, 1987; Rehm & Schmitt, 1997). K deficiency is encountered mostly on
light, usually acid soils with a low cation exchange capacity or on soils with a high content
of three-layered clay minerals often loess soils with illite clay (Bergmann, 1992).
Soybean requires large amounts of K and K deficiencies are easy to recognize (edge necrosis
of leaves – the margins of leaflets turn light green to yellow) and correcting them is
inexpensive as K is to lowest-cost major nutrient. K deficiencies as result of strong K fixation
and high levels of available magnesium (Mg) were found on heavy hydromorphic soils of
Sava valley area in Croatia. By ameliorative KCl fertilization yields of maize and soybean
drastically increased due to improved plant nutritional status (Vukadinovic et al., 1988;
Kovacevic & Vukadinovic, 1992; Kovacevic 1993; Kovacevic & Grgic, 1995¸ Kovacevic &
Basic, 1997).
The K deficiency in soybeans was found on the drained gleyols which had inadequate rates
of the exchangeable K and Mg (low K and high Mg status). These soil characteristics
affected correspondingly K and Mg status in soybean plants (Tables 3 & 4).
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Soybean (the upermost full-developed threfoliate leaf before anthesis) and soil status
(means of four fields)
Soybean
Soil status
The state
(K-deficieny symptoms)
(0-30 cm of depth)
farm (year)
Leaf status
Grain
pH
mg/100 g
(precent in dry matter)
yield
(AL-method)
Zupanja (1988)
Vinkovci (1989)
Jasinje (1988)
N. Gradiska (1990)

P

K

Ca

Mg

(kg/ha)

H2 O

KCl

P2O5

K2O

0.35
0.57
0.38
0.32

0.98
1.05
0.87
1.16

1.20
2.22
1.30
1.82

0.73
2.14
1.11
0.92

1930
780
1410
2060

7.33
7.75
7.68
7.76

6.91
6.87
7.20
6.91

6.6
28.0
10.6
7.9

15.9
12.2
10.2
16.6

Table 3. Plant and soil status (drained gleysol): symptoms of K deficiency in soybean
(Kovacevic et al., 1991)
Soybean (the upermost full-developed threfoliate leaf before anthesis) nutritional status
The state farm
Percent in dry matter
mg/kg (ppm) in dry matter
and date of sampling
P
K
Ca
Mg
Zn
Mn
Fe
Al
Chlorotic soybeans (K-deficiency symptoms ):
means of two samples/field
Zupanja (June 19, 1987)
0.45
2.02
1.74
2.91
13.0
28.0
609
588
Vinkovci (June 13, 1986)
0.73
0.66
1.16
1.65
19.0
25.0
600
Jasinje (June 13, 1986)
0.52
0.70
1.11
1.29
27.0
200.0 220
Mean
0.57
1.13
1.34
1.95
19.7
84.3
476
Normal soybeans (oasis in the chlorotic soybeans):
means of two samples/field
Zupanja (June 19, 1987)
0.25
2.87
1.69
1.78
12.0
28.0
386
309
Vinkovci (June 13, 1986)
0.59
1.13
1.48
1.25
17.0
26.0
260
Jasinje (June 13, 1986)
0.59
1.06
1.25
1.11
18.0
248.0 180
Mean
0.48
1.69
1.47
1.38
15.7
100.7 275
Table 4. Nutritional status of normal and chlorotic (K-deficiency symptoms) soybeans
(Kovacevic et al., 1991)
Response of soybeans to ameliorative KCl- fertilization (the upermost full-developed
threfoliate leaf before anthesis)
Fertilization
The 1986 growing season
The 1987 growing season
(spring 1986)
Yield Leaf (% in dry matter)
Yield Leaf (% in dry matter)
N
P2O5 K2O (t/ha) P
K
Ca
Mg (t/ha) P
K
Ca
Mg
0
0
0
2.43
0.37 0.72 1.84 1.62 1.45
0.35 0.91 1.69 1.35
120
120
180
2.40
0.36 0.87 1.87 1.49 1.48
0.32 0.99 1.37 1.35
120
120
990
2.83
0.35 1.28 1.76 0.74 1.88
0.32 1.29 0.92 0.77
LSD 5%
0.27
ns
0.22 ns
0.25 0.29
ns
0.16 0.30 0.31
Table 5. Response of soybeans to potassium fertilization (Katusic et al. 1988; cit. Kovacevic &
Basic, 1997)
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KCl in
spring
1987
K2O
kg/ha
150
1000
2670
LSD 5%
LSD 1%
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Fertilization (KCl) impacts on soybean: grain yield and leaf (the upermost fulldeveloped threfoliate leaf before anthesis) K and Mg (on dry matter basis)
status– the growing seasons 1987-1989
1987
1988
1989
Yield
Yield
Yield
Leaf (%)
Leaf (%)
Leaf (%)
K
Mg
K
Mg
K
Mg
kg/ha
kg/ha
kg/ha
1280
0.57
1.60
1800
0.82
1.18
780
0.60
2.16
2700
1.90
0.95
2350
1.74
0.84
1470
0.75
1.79
2550
2.28
0.78
2740
2.22
0.52
2530
1.17
1.41
270
0.20
0.20
450
0.09
0.18
240
0.07
0.21
360
0.27
0.27
600
0.13
0.24
320
0.09
0.27

Table 6. Response of soybean plants to potassium fertilization (Kovacevic & Vukadinovic
1992)
Katusic et al., (1988; cit. Kovacevic & Basic, 1997) applied increasing rates of KCl on Cerna
drained gleysol. Soybean responded by yield increases for 16 % and 30 %, for the first and
the second year testing, respectively. Soybean under unfertilized and usual fertilization
was contained in mean 0.82 % K (acute K-deficiency with correspondingly symptoms) and
1.49 % Mg. Soybean nutritional status was considerable improved by K fertilization (mean
1.29 % K and 0.76 % Mg) – Table 5.
Kovacevic & Vukadinovic (1992) tested response of soybean and maize to increasing rates of
potassium application in KCl form on silty clay gleysol developed on calcareous loess. Low
levels of exchangeable K, high levels of exchangeable Ca and Mg and strong K fixation were
found by the soil test (Vukadinovic et al., 1988; Kovacevic & Vukadinovic, 1992). Also, clay
fraction (35.2 % of soil) composition was as follows: vermiculite/chlorite 30 %, smectite 30
%, mixed layer minerals 20 %, illite 15 % and kaolinite 5 % (Richter et al., 1990). By
ameliorative K fertilization soybean yields were increased drastically (3-y means: 1286 and
2607 kg/ha, for the control and the highest rate of K) and they were in close connection with
improvement of leaf K and Mg status (Table 6 and Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Soybean status (middle of July 1989) on the control (left) and the highest rate of K
(2670 kg K2O/ha in spring 1987) application (right) – the data in Table 6 (photo V.
Kovacevic)
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In Ontario, Canada, studies looked at the response of soybeans to potassium fertilizer as
related to K leaf tissue levels (Reid and Bohner, 2007). The data collected during that
study formed the basis for updated critical and normal values for potassium in soybeans.
Below a leaf K concentration of 2.0% (on dry matter basis), most of the plots showed a
response to added K fertilizer. Above this level, most of the plots were unresponsive.
Based on the results of these experiments and other similar studies, the critical
concentration for K in soybean tissue was established at 2.0% and the maximum normal
concentration from 2.5 to 3.0%. According this criterion, in our investigations under
strong K-fixing conditions (Table 5) only by application of enormous K rates leaf-K
concentrations were increased to normal level. However, in spite of considerable
improvement of soil and plant K status, yields of high-yielding soybean cultivar were less
than 3.0 t/ha (Table 5).
Long-term studies conducted on integrated nutrient management in soybean-wheat system
(Singh & Swarup, 2000) revealed that continuous use of FYM along with recommended
NPK for 27 crop cycle not only restricted K mining by reducing non-exchangeable K
contribution to grain formation but also enchanced K uptake to the system (Table 7).
Fertilizer K added in 27 crop rotation, total K uptake, available and non-exchangeable K
status in soil (maize crop was discontinued in the system since 1995)
Potassium ( kg K /ha)
Contribution of
Available K
Treatment
K added
Total K
non-echangeable K
status
in 27
Before
After
uptake
kg K/ha %
cycles
1971
1999
a) Control
0
370
252
3247
3129
96.4
b) 100 % N
0
370
263
4418
4311
97.6
c) 100 % NP
0
370
235
10067
9932
98.7
d) 100 % NPK
2117
370
308
11826
9647
81.6
e) d + 5 t FYM/ha
4142
370
324
14094
9906
70.3
Table 7. Removal and addition of K during 27 crops cycle of soybean-wheat-maize (fodder)
cropping system (Singh and Swarup, 2000)
Morshed et al. (2009) applied six treatment of potassium (unfertilized, 50%, 70%, 100 % ,
125% and 150% of recommend rate based on soil test) on equal N, P and S fertilization in
Dhaka (Bangladesh) during Rabi season 2004-2005. By application of the highest K rate
grain yield of soybean was increased for 83%. Slaton et al., (2009) found close connection
of soybean response to K fertilization (five rates from 0 to 148 kg K/ha) and Mehlich-3extractable soil K in eastern Arkansas. Experiments were established on silt loams at 34
site-years planted with a Maturity Group IV or V cultivar. Mehlich-3-extractable soil K
ranged from 46 to 167 mg K/kg and produced relative soybean yields of 59 to 100% when
no K was applied. Eleven sites had Mehlich-3-extractable K < 91 mg K/kg and all
responded positively to K fertilization. Soybean grown in soil having 91 to 130 mg K/ g
responded positively at nine of 15 sites. Mehlich-3 soil K explained 76 to 79% of the
variability in relative yields and had critical concentrations of 108 to 114 mg K/kg,
depending on the model. Based on these investigations, Mehlich-3-extractable K is an
excellent predictor of soil K availability for soybean grown on silt loams in eastern
Arkansas.
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Gill et al. (2008) reported that imbalance and inadequate nutrient supply particularly devoid
of K is main reason for low productivity and quality of soybean in India.
Yin and Vyn (2004) conducted field experiments at three locations in Ontario, Canada
from 1998 through 2000 to estimate the critical leaf K concentrations for conservation-till
soybean on K-stratified soils with low to very high soil-test K levels and a 5- to 7-yr
history of no-till management. For maximum seed yield, the critical leaf K concentration
at the initial flowering stage (R1) of development was 2.43 %. This concentration is greater
than the traditional critical leaf K values for soybean that are being used in Ontario and in
many U.S. Corn Belt states.
Nelson et al. (2005) compared response of soybean to foliar-applied K fertilizer
and preplant application. Potassium fertilizer (K2SO4) was either broadcast-applied at 140,
280, and 560 kg K/ha as a preplant application or foliar-applied at 9, 18, and 36 kg K/ha
at the V4, R1-R2, and R3-R4 stages of soybean development. Soybean grain yield
increased 727 to 834 kg/ha when K was foliar-applied at 36 kg/ha at the V4 and R1-R2
stage of development in 2001 and 2002. Foliar-applied K at the R3-R4 stage of
development increased grain yield but not as much as V4 or R1-R2 application timings.
Foliar K did not substitute for preplant K in this research. However, foliar K may be
a supplemental option when climatic and soil conditions reduce nutrient uptake from
the soil.
Numerous studies investigated fertilization effects on soybean grain yield, but few
focused on oil and protein concentrations. Haq & Mallarino (2005) determined
fertilization effects on soybean grain oil and protein concentrations in 112 field trials
conducted in Iowa from 1994 to 2001. Forty-two trials evaluated foliar fertilization (N-P-K
mixtures with or without S, B, Fe, and Zn) at V5-V8 growth stages. Seventy trials
evaluated preplant broadcast and banded P or K fertilization (35 P trials and 35 K trials).
Replicated, complete block designs were used. Foliar and soil P or K fertilization
increased (P < 0.05) yield in 20 trials. Foliar fertilization increased oil concentration in one
trial and protein in one trial but decreased protein in two trials. Phosphorus fertilization
increased oil concentration in two trials and protein in five trials but decreased oil in five
trials and protein in two trials. Potassium fertilization increased oil in four trials and
protein in two trials but decreased oil in two trials and protein in two trials. Total oil and
protein production responses to fertilization tended to follow yield responses.
Fertilization increased oil production in 20 trials and protein production in 13 trials.
Fertilization that increases soybean yield has infrequent, inconsistent, and small effects on
oil and protein concentrations but often increases total oil and protein production.
Potassium is known to play an important role in protecting the plants against drought
stress. Quantity and distribution of rainfall in the major soybean regions in India is
responsible for yield fluctuations about plus/minus 20% among years in comparison with
national average yield of 1 t/ha. For example, K fertilization in level of 112 kg K2O/ha
resulted by soybean yield increases for 0. 2 t/ha in normal year (1980) and for 1.2 t/ha
under drought stress conditions (1981). Profit from K fertilization was 44 and 259 USD/ha,
for 1980 and 1981, respectively (Johnson, 1984). For this reason, K fertilization can help in
curtailing the yield loss on account of drought.
There are several materials available to supply K to the soil and potassium chloride is the
most economical form. However, certified organic soybean production is limited to the use
of potassium sulfate or manures to supply K.
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5. Secondary nutrients
Calcium, magnesium and sulfur comprise the secondary nutrient group. Documented
deficiencies of these three elements are few (Council for Agricultural Science and
Technology, 2009).
5.1 Calcium
Plant species differ greatly in their Ca needs. Total Ca contents in plants are mainly in range
from 0.5 to 1.0% in dry matter. The Ca uptake of plants influenced by Ca status and pH
value of the soil and by the concentrations of other cations, especially K and Mg. Lack of Ca
in legumes prevents the development of the nodule bacteria, thus affecting N fixation. Ca
containing materials are using in correction of soil pH from acid to close to neutral. Soil pH
between 5.5 and 7.0 is optimal for symbiotic N fixation in soybean root nodules by
Bradyrhizobium japonicum bacteria. Under these soil pH availability of nutrients such as N
and P and microbial breakdown of crop residues are favorable. Calcium deficiency is
unlikely if soil pH is maintained above 5.5 (Council for Agricultural Science and
Technology, 2009).
5.2 Magnesium
The total Mg content in plants is generally between 0.1 and 0.5 % in dry matter. Mg is the
central atom of chlorophyll and it is vital for photosynthesis, biological production and
conversion of matter in the plant metabolism. Mg deficiency occurs on strongly leached
diluvial sandy acid soils with a low cation exchange capacity. Mg deficiency can be induced
not only by low Mg status but also by high concentrations of other cations, for example H+,
K+, NH4+, Ca+ and Mn2+(Bergmann, 1992). In Croatia were found nutritional problems of K
uptake by soybean and maize induced by oversupplies of Mg
and strong K-fixing
(Kovacevic and Vukadinovic, 1992). Vrataric et al. (2006) reported increases of soybean yield
for 5 %, contents of grain protein for 0.7% and oil for 0.7% due to foliar application of 0.5 %
MgSO4 (Epsom salt) solution on eutric cambisol. Importance of Mg in yield increases of
field crops in Europe reviewed by Uebel (1999).
Vrataric et al. (2006) tested response of six soybean cultivars (Kuna, Una, Nada, Ika, Lika and
Tisa) to foliar fertilization (FF) with Epsom salt (MgSO4.7H2O; 5% w/v solution in amount
400 L/ha) on Osijek eutric cambisol. The fertilization was applied on standard fertilization
either once or two times (treatment designations FF 1x and FF 2x, respectively), while
untreated plots were as a control (standard fertilization). The first FF was made in the
soybean stage V2-V3 and the second FF ten days later before the R1 stage of soybean. The
amounts of added nutrients were as follows (kg/ha): 3.2 MgO and 2.3 kg S, as well as 6.4
MgO and 4.6 kg S, for the treatment FF 1x, and FF 2x, respectively. In the growing season
1999 was by 22% higher compared to 1998. Yield of Ika cultivar was by 23% higher
compared to Una. FF resulted by moderate yield increases up to 5% compared to the control.
Differences of yield between FF 1x and FF 2x were non-significant. Oil contents were higher
in the 1998 and 2000 (mean 21.27%) compared to 1999 and 2001 (mean 20.55%), while
differences among cultivars (from 20.77% to 20.96%) were non-significant. In general, FF
resulted by moderate but significant oil content increases (20.45%, 21.15% and 21.12%, for
the treatment 0, FF 1x and FF 2x, respectively). Protein contents were significantly different
among years from 38.53% (2000) to 39.38% (2001) and among the cultivars from 38.30%
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(Lika) to 39.48% (Nada). ESFF resulted by significant increases of protein contents (38.62%,
39.11 and 39.21% for 0, FF 1x and FF 2x, respectively). Impacts of the fertilization on soybean
yields were shown in the Table 8.
Cultivar
(B)
Kuna
Una
Nada
Ika
Lika
Tisa
X (A)

LSD 5%
LSD 1%

Foliar fertilization (factor A) with Epsom salt (F1x in V2-V3 and F2x = F1x +
ten days later) effects on grain properties (four year means: 1998-2001) of
soybean cultivars (factor B)
Yield (t/ha)
X
Oil content (%)
X
Protein cont. (%)
X
0
F1x
F2x
B
0
F1x F2x B
0
F1x F2x B
3.70 3.98 3.99 3.89 20.5 21.2 21.1 20.9 38.0 38.7 38.9 38.5
3.52 3.64 3.66 3.61 20.4 21.3 21.3 20.9 39.1 39.3 39.4 39.2
3.77 4.01 4.04 3.94 20.4 21.2 21.2 21.0 39.1 39.6 39.7 39.5
4.44 4.45 4.45 4.45 20.3 21.0 21.0 20.8 38.4 39.1 39.2 38.9
3.55 3.97 3.65 3.63 20.7 21.0 21.0 20.9 38.0 38.5 38.5 38.3
3.89 4.05 4.11 4.02 20.4 21.2 21.2 20.9 39.2 39.6 39.6 39.5
3.81 3.97 3.98
20.5 21.2 21.1
38.6 39.1 39.2
A: 0.13 B: 0.10 AB: 0.19
0.35
0.13
0.31

A: 0.36
0.84

B: ns AB: 0.46
0.66

A: 027
0.50

B: 0.31
0.48

AB: 0.46
0.66

Table 8. Impacts of foliar fertilization with Epsom salt (MgSO4.7H2O; 5% w/v solution in
amount 400 L/ha) on soybean properties - four year means (Vrataric et al., 2006)
5.3 Sulphur
Soils of humid and semi humid areas mainly contain total sulphur (S) in range from 100 to
1000 mg/kg, a range that is similar to that of total P. It is divided in inorganic and organic
forms but in most soils organically bund S provides the major S reservoir. S in organic
matter can be divided into two fractions, carbon bonded S and non carbon bonded S. The
inorganic form of S in oil consists mainly of sulphate. In arid regions soils may accumulate
high amounts of salts such as CaSO4, MgSO4 and NaSO4. Sulphate like phosphate is
adsorbed to sesquioxides and clay minerals, although the binding strength for sulphate is
not a strong as that for phosphate. Under waterlogged conditions, inorganic S occurs in
reduced forms such as FeS, FeS2 and H2S. Oxidation of S results int he formation of H2SO4
and is promoting factor of additional soil acidification. Sulphate acid soils are mainly
extremely low pH and very rich in exchangeable Al. Soil acidification by addition of
elemental S is recommend for depressing the pH of alkaline soils (Mengel & Kirkbi, 2001).
Sulphur contents in plants are mainly in range from 0.1 to 0.5 % in dry matter. S uptake by
plants is in sulphate form, but plants can absorb S also in gaseous form as SO2. Sulphate
must first be reduced by the plant to sulfide before it can be incorporated mainly into Scontaining amino acids methionine and cistine. S deficiencies in plants are relatively rare
because of the constant inputs of sulphate with NPK fertilizers and presence of SO2 in
precipitation (acid rain). Soybeans use a considerable amount of sulfur. S deficiency is
mainly occurs during cool, wet weather on highly leacheable sandy soils that are low in
organic matter and in little industrialization areas. In some cases are possible damages due
to S excess caused by acid rain (Bergmann, 1992).
Sarker et al., (2002) tested effects of fertilization of soybean by S and B alone or in
combination up to 50 kg S/ha and u to 4.0 kg B/ha. Yield, protein and oil contents of
soybean grain where significant when S and B were applied individually but their
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interaction were not significant. The highest biological yield and most of the yield atributes
were obtained for the treatment combination of 30 kg S/ha and 1.0 kg B/ha.

6. Micronutrients (Zn, Mn, Fe, Cu, B, Cl, Mo)
6.1 Zinc
Soybean, maize and flax are the most susceptible field crops to Zn deficiency. It is often
found on sandy soils low in organic matter, on high soil pH and calcaric soils, as well as on
soils rich in available P. Cold and wet weather promoting Zn deficiency. N improving,
while Fe and especially P, decreasing Zn uptake by plants. The first symptom of Zn
deficiency in soybean is usually light green color developing between the veins on the older
leaves. New young leaves will be abnormally small. Bronzing of the older leaves may occur.
When the deficiency is severe, leaves may develop necrotic spots. Shortened internodes will
give plants a stunted, rosetted appearance (Dahnke et al., 1992).
Zinc is essential element in metabolism of protein, carbohydrate and lipids. Zinc is
compound of some enzymes (carboanhydrase, glutamat and malat-hydrogenase, alcalic
phosphatase, proteinase, peptidase, etc.). Zinc has influences on auxine synthesis, intensity
of respiration and uptake of Cu, Mn and especially P. Also Zn contributing to increase
resistance to viruses diseases, drought and low temperature stress. Soil and leaf testing use
in diagnosis of Zn status in plants. Also, important is P/Zn ratio.
Incorporation of anorganic Zn in form of ZnSO4.7H2O (2-22 kg Zn/ha) or organic Zn in
chelate form (03-6.0 kg Zn/ha), as well as foliar fertilization (0.5% solution of zinc sulfate)
could be use for corrections of Zn deficiencies.
Nutritional disorders were found in soybeans grown on Osijek calcareous eutrical
cambisol. Growth retardation and chlorosis were accompanied with the alkaline or a
neutral soil reaction. By the foliar diagnosis zinc deficiency was found. Zinc deficiency
was promoted by the excess of phosphorus or iron/aluminum in plants while
K deficiency was accompanied with the excess of magnesium uptake. For example,
chlorotic soybean contained in means only 16 ppm Z in dry matter (into normal soybean
27 ppm Zn). At the same time, the P:Zn ratio was 239 (the normal levels are under 180),
while Fe:Zn ratio was 34 (the normal levels are under 15). The analogous values for the
normal soybeans were 150 and 7, respectively (Kovacevic et al., 1991). The higher soil pH
and oversupplies of plant available P are factors promoting Zn deficiency in soybean
(Table 9).
Soybean: The uppermost full-developed trifoliate leaf
Soil (0-30 cm of depth);
(June 6, 1990)
mg/100 g = AL-method
Percent in dry matter
mg/kg in dry matter
pH
mg/100 g
P
K
Ca
Mg Zn
Mn
Fe
Al
H2O
KCl
P2O5
K 2O
Chlorotic and growth-retarded soybean (means of three samples)
0.39 2.36 2.51 0.88 16.3
124
547
301
7.47
6.60
62.6
45.3
Normal soybean (oasis at the same plot: means of five samples)
0.37 2.52 1.93 0.68 26.8
86
195
147
6.70
5.90
42.5
54.5
Table 9. Plant and soil status (eutric cambisol of Agricultural Institute Osijek): symptoms of
Zn deficiency in soybean (Kovacevic et al., 1991)
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Response of soybean to fertilization: pods/plant (P/P), grain/pod (G/P) ,
100-grain weight and grain yield
Treatments 1-6
(kg/ha)
N

P2O5 K2O Zn

0

0

0

0

P/P

G/P 100gw Yield

31.6

1.96

Treatments 7-12
(kg/ha)

g

t/ha

N

P2O5 K2O Zn

11.5

1.46

60

80

30

0

P/P

G/P

51.4

2.03

100gw Yield
g

t/ha

14.1

1.89

30 0

0

0

34.7

1.98

11.6

1.64

90

40

30

0

51.9

2.12

14.4

1.90

30 40

0

0

45.1

1.99

12.6

1.74

90

60

30

0

65.9

2.14

16.6

2.23

30 40

30

0

43.7

1.99

12.6

1.79

90

80

30

0

47.2

2.07

13.5

1.77

60 40

30

0

45.1

2.01

12.7

1.76

90

80

60

0

45.0

1.84

12.3

1.71

60 60

30

0

44.5

2.05

12.9

1.82

90

80

60

25

8.51

ns

2.29

0.34

LSD (1-12) 5 %

LSD (1-12) 5 %

68.9

2.14

16.1

2.48

8.51

ns

2.29

0.34

Table 10. Effect of N, P; K and Zn application on yield attributes and grain yield of soybean
(Singh et al., 2001)
Rose et al. (1981) were studied response of four soybean varieties (Lee, Forrest, Bragg and
Dodds) to foliar zinc fertilization (ZnSO4.7H2O before flowering) at three sites in central and
north-west New South Wales. At Narrabri one spray of 4 kg/ha gave a yield increase of
13 %. At Trangie and Breeza, two spray each of 4 kg/ha increased yield by 57 % and 208 %,
respectively. Lee was the least responsive variety at each site and Dodds and Forrest the
most responsive to applied zinc. Zinc fertilizer increased plant height, leaf-Zn, oil contents
(at two sites) but decreased leaf-P. Leaf-P in untreated plots was indicative of varietal
sensitivity to zinc deficiency both within and between sites.
Singh et al., (2001) tested twelve nutrient combinations comprising of three levels each of
nitrogen ( 30, 60 and 90 kg N/ha), phosphorus (40, 60 and 80 kg P2O5/ha) two levels of
potassium ( 30 and 60 kg K2O/ha) and a single level of zinc (25 kg Zn/ha) along with
control. Zinc fertilization in combination with N, P and K significantly increased the growth
attributes and grain yield of soybean, The highest number of pods per plant and grain yield
were obtained with the joint application of N, P, K and Zn at the rates of 90, 80, 60, and 25
kg/ha, respectively (Table 10).
6.2 Iron
Leguminose plants have higher needs for Fe in comparison to cereals. Fe participating in
numerous metabolic processes including protein synthesis. Under F deficiency conditions
were found high levels of low-molecular N substances, especially amino acid arginine.
Soybean is susceptible to Fe deficiency. Fe deficiency is a common yield limiting factor for
soybean grown on high-pH, calcareous soils, as well as on some seasonally poorly drained
soils. Cool and wet periods are promoting Fe deficiency. Iron may be unavailable for root
absorption, not transported after absorption, or may not be utilized by the plant.
In Iowa and Minnesota, over ten million dollars in potential soybean production were lost
annually due to iron chlorosis (Fleming et al., 1984). With the potential increase in alkalinity
of Texas soils due to irrigation, reduced soybean production may become a problem. The
problem could result from decreased yield per acre or from acreage with decreased
productivity due to increased alkalinity. Iron deficiency is not easy or inexpensive to correct
in the field. According to Gray et al. (1982) it would take five tons of sulfuric acid per acre to
neutralize one per cent calcium carbonate in a 16.5 cm layer of soil.
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Fe deficiency results in a characteristic interveinal chlorosis in new leaves and can cause
substantial yield loss in soybean. In some years, developed during early growth stages and
disappears as the plants mature. In more severe cases, chlorosis can persist throughout the
entire season. There is wide variation in susceptibility to Fe deficiencies among soybean
varieties.
Soybean in chlorotic areas had lower leaf chlorophyll concentrations, stunted growth, and
poor nodule development relative to nonchlorotic plants. Also, compared to nonchlorotic
areas, soil in chlorotic areas had greater soil moisture contents and concentrations of soluble
salts and carbonates (Hansen et al., 2003).
Correcting Fe chlorosis often requires a combination of management practices including
variety selection, application of Fe fertilizers with the seed (for example iron chelate FeEDDHA) or foliar treatment with 1 % solution of ferrous sulfate.
Franzen and Richardson (2000) tested soil factors affecting iron chlorosis of soybean. Total
12 sites of Red River valley of North Dakota and Minnesota were studied in the 1996-1998
period. Calcium carbonate equivalence and soluble salts were most often correlated with
chlorosis symptoms.
Plant response to iron chlorosis varies between cultivars and environmental conditions
(Coulombe et al., 1984; Gray et al., 1982). The reduction of iron at the root surface from Fe to
Fe is an adaptive mechanism which iron efficient plants use to overcome iron deficiency.
Soybean cultivars like Hawkeye have been shown to be rather effective in facilitating iron
uptake by this method (Brown & Jones, 1976). Iron uptake is (1) as iron in association with
chelate molecules and (2) as ionic iron after chelate splitting. Iron efficient plants have a
much increased rate of iron uptake after chelate splitting during iron deficiency chlorosis
(IDC)-induced stress; iron inefficient plants do not (Romheld & Marschner, 1981). Iron
efficient and iron inefficient plants reportedly are distinguishable in terms of extent of iron
uptake as a function of phosphorus content in the soil. Chaney & Coulombe (1982) reported
that increased phosphorus inhibited the increase in iron uptake of inefficient types and
slightly reduced iron uptake of efficient types.
Goos & Johnson (2003) found considerable differences of resistance of soybean varieties to
iron clorosis. (Table 11) Growing of more tolerant varieties is solution for alleviation of
nutritional problems induced by iron deficiency.
Soybean varieties characterizing
low chlorosis score ( CS <2.3)
Variety
Originator
Trail
N.D. AES
Danatto
N.D. AES
MN 0201
Minn. AES
92 M10
Pioneer
IA 1005
Iowa AES
Jim
N.D. AES
MN 0203 SP
Minn. AES
Mn 0302
Minn. AES
Nornatto
N.D. AES
MK 0649
Richland Organics
CV = 31.7; LSD 5% = 1.0

CS
1.7
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2

Soybean varieties characterizing
high score (CS >3.2)
Variety
Originator
IA 2042
Iowa AES
IA 2041
Iowa AES
MN 1103SP
Minn. AES
MN 101SP
Minn. AES
Minnatto
Minn. AES
IA 2050
Iowa AES
IA 2033
Iowa AES
MN 2101SP
Minn. AES
IA 2050
Iowa AES
Parker
Minn. AES

CS
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.5
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3

Table 11. Chlorosis scores of soybean varieties in Minnesota 2003 (Goos & Johnson, 2003):
score 1.0 = no chlorosis, 5 = most severe chlorosis (choice 20 extremely of 104 tested genotypes)
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Silman and Motto (1990) tested under greenhouse conditions in nutrient solutions
influences zinc on the growth and composition of an Fe-efficient (Hawkeye) and Feinefficient (PI-54619-5-1) soybean genotypes in various levels of Fe. In general, increased Zn
levels resulted in growth reduction in both genotypes with the Fe-inefficeint plants being
more sensitive to Zn level. The Fe-efficient genotype had a higher Fe content than the Feinefficient at corresponding treatment levels.
6.3 Manganese
Plants vary considerably in their Mn requirements and levels only 20 ppm often being
sufficient for normal plant growth. Levels of Mn in plants vary between species and soil
properties more than those of other nutrients. Plants generally absorb Mn from the soil as
Mn2+. Mn is important in plant metabolism because of its redox properties and thus its
ability to control oxidation, reduction and carboxilation reactions in the carbohydrate and
protein metabolism.
Mn deficiency causes soybean plants to be stunted. The leaves are yellow to whitish but
with green veins. Mn deficiency is most pronounced in cool weather on alkalic and slow
alkalic soils rich in organic matter. Soil pH is the most important factor affecting Mn
availability because it is extremely soluble at low pH and insoluble at high pH levels.
Foliar fertilization of young and moderately young crops with 8-15 kg MnSO4/ha as 1-2 %
solution (2-3 applications) is recommendation for prevention of Mn deficiency on soils with
a high pH value.
Manganese deficiencies in oats and soybeans were reported by Willis (1928), primarily in
spots in the coastal plain of North Carolina. This problem was associated with very high soil
pH, and thus this observation was likely the first evidence of "overliming." The soils in the
coastal plain are inherently low in manganese, especially the more poorly drained ones,
since manganese can be reduced and leached in the soil-forming process (Cox, 1965).
Interveinal chlorosis is a clear symptom of manganese deficiency. Cox (1968) used both
extractable manganese by the Mehlich-1 extract and soil pH and developed a yield response
prediction and manganese soil test interpretation for soybeans. Extractable concentrations at
the critical level, which varied from 3 to 9 with Mehlich-1 depending on pH, were sufficient
to be measured readily. Critical levels of manganese in soybean leaves at various growth
stages and effective rates of fertilization for correcting manganese deficiency in soybeans
reported by Mascagni & Cox (1985a, 1985b).
6.4 Copper
Copper (Cu) is seldom deficient in soil. Only on soils high in organic mater and under
conditions pH above 6.0 would Cu likely be deficient. The color of legume and forage plants
deficient in Cu tends to be grayish-green, blue-green or olive green. The internodes become
shortened to produce a bushy type of plants (Sauchelli, 1969). Soybean has low
requirements for Cu.
Williams (1930) noted that crops grown on muck soils in North Carolina often responded to
copper application. This observation was researched in detail by Willis (1937), Willis &
Piland (1936) and these researches centered on the aspect that copper may be a catalyst in
oxidation-reduction processes in soils.
6.5 Boron
Total boron (B) contents in soils are into range of 20 to 200 mg/kg dry weight, most of which
is unavailable for plants. The available, hot water soluble fraction in soils adequately
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supplied with B ranges from 0.5 to 2.0 mgB/L. Soluble B consists mainly of boric acid which
under most soil pH conditions (ph 4-8) is undissociated. In soils of arid and semi arid
regions, B may accumulate to toxic concentrations in the upper soil layer because lack of
drainage and the reclamation of such soils requires about three times as much water as that
of saline soils. Soil organic matter is closely associated with the accumulation and
availability of B in soils (Mengel & Kirkby, 2001).
B deficiency leads to disturbance of growth and development of plants. B is known to
influence carbohydrate metabolism, sugar transport, the nucleic acid and protein household,
N metabolism, flower formation and pollen germination, water household, energetic
processes of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, etc. Conditions that favour B
shortage are high pH (7.0-8.0), soils low in organic matter, drought, high concentrations of
iron and aluminium hydroxide. Difference between adequate and toxic concentrations of B
is very small. Soybean is very susceptible to B toxicity. Alfalfa and sugar beet have high
requirements in B. Broadcasting and incorporation of 0.5 to 1.0 kg B/ha (for example, the
most commonly used borax) is satisfied for needs of crops in rotation for a few years
(Berrgmann, 1992; Mengel & Kirkby, 2001).
6.6 Chlorine
Chlorine (Cl) is in group of elements which can have a beneficial effects on plant growth.
Plant tissues usually contain substantial amount of Cl often in range of 2 to 20 mg/kg dry
weight. Soils considered low in Cl are below 2 mg water soluble Cl/kg soil which is rare.
The effects of excess Cl in plants are more serious problem. Crops growing on salt affected
soils often show symptoms of Cl toxicity. These include burning of leaf tips too margins,
bronzing, premature yellowing and abscission of leaves. Plant species differ in their
sensitivity to Cl. Some leguminous species are very prone to Cl toxicity and using of
sulfate instead of chlorine fertilizers is recommend (Mengel and Kirkby, 2001).
6.7 Molybdenum
Molybdenum (Mo) is an essential plant nutrient. The concentrations of Mo may vary from
less than 0.1 to more than 300 ppm. Roots contain a greater proportion of Mg than
aboveground part or seed. Molybdenum is needed by the soybean and other leguminose
plant itself and also by the nitrogen-fixing Rhizobia bacteria in the soil. In contrast to other
micronutrients, Mo availability increases with soil pH. Seldom is there Mo deficiencies with
soil pH above 6.0. Since the element is critical for nitrogen fixation, the pale green or yellow
plants are identical to a nitrogen deficiency. In this case, leaves generally begin to yellow
first on the lower leaves. Needless to say, symptoms usually do not occur on soils high
enough in nitrogen to make up for lack of nodule fixation (Holshouser, 1997). Efficiency of
symbiotic N2 fixation can be limited by micronutrient deficiencies, especially of
molybdenum. Soybean generally responds positively to fertilization with Mo in soils of low
fertility and in fertile soils depleted of Mo due to long-term cropping.
Sodium or ammonium molybdate are mainly used for correction of Mo deficiency either as
a solid to the soil or by spraying on the foliage or by treating the seed. The first step,
however, is always to establish the proper soil pH. The micronutrient can be supplied by
seed treatment, however toxicity of Mo sources to Bradyrhizobium strains applied to seed as
inoculant has been observed, resulting in bacterial death and reductions in nodulation, N2
fixation and grain yield. Therefore, use of seeds enriched in Mo could be a viable alternative
to exterior seed treatment. Campo et al., (2009) demonstrated the feasibility of producing
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Mo-rich seeds of several soybean cultivars, by means of two foliar sprays of 400 g Mo/ha
each, between the R3 and R5 stages, with a minimum interval of 10 days between sprays
(Table 12). In most cases, Mo-rich soybean seeds did not require any further application of
Mo-fertilizer (Campo et al., 2009).
Foliar fertilization by Mo (R3 = beginning of pod formation; R5 =
beginning of pod filling; 2x = two spraying at R3+R5 with ½ dose)
0
400 g Mo/ha
800 g Mo/ha
1600 g Mo/ha
CV
R3
R5
R3
R5
2x
2x
R3
R5
2x
%
Mean contents of molybdenum in seed of soybean (ug/g)
Embrapa 48
3g 23e
17f
31d 36c
25e
43b 39c
39c
61a
8.8
BRS 133
4f 22e
18e
35c
33d 26d 50b 50b 39c
82a
18.7
BRS 156
4f 19e
20e
35d 33d 35d 56b 52b 43c
81a
13.2
Table 12. Impacts of foliar fertilization on Mo contents in soybean grain (Campo et al., 2009)
Soybean
variety

7. Harmful elements (Cd, Cr, Hg and Pb) and heavy metal toxicities
Heavy metals are the intrinsic component of the environment. It is usually accumulated due
to unplanned municipal waste disposal, mining and use of extensive pesticides. Other agrochemicals uses as chemical fertilizer are the significant cause of elevation in environment.
Shute et al. (2006) reported results of greenhouse study regarding Cd and Zn accumulation
in soybean. The highest dose of Cd (100 mg/kg) reduced plant height and dry weight
(down to 40 % and 34 % of control, respectively), while the analogical data for the highest
dose of Zn (2000 mg/kg) were 55 % and 70 %, respectively. With both metals present, the
plants were approximately the same size as those treated with cadmium only. When both
metals were added to the soil, 80-100 % of the cadmium and 46-60 % of the zinc were
bioavailable. Concentrations of both metals were highest in root tissue (10-fold higher for
Cd and up to 2-fold higher for Zn). Although relatively little Cd was translocated to pods
and seeds, the seeds of all plants (including those from control and zinc-treated plants) had
concentrations of cadmium 3-4 times above the limit of 0.2 mg/kg set by the Codex
Alimentary Commission. This was surprising given that Cd in the soil was only 1 mg /kg
well below the maximum allowable amount for agricultural soil.
The heavy metal content of municipal and industrial sewage sludge and swine manure
lagoon sludge are quite high in Cu and Zn and cause a buildup of the elements in the soil
and for this reason have potential toxicity to the environment. (King, 1986; King & Hajjar
1990). Physiological effects of zinc toxicity in soybean elaborated Fontes (1992) and Fontes &
Cox, 1995, 1998). Borkert & Cox (1999) evaluated the effects of high concentrations of both
Zn and Cu on soybean status. Miner (1997) looked at soil factors affecting plant
concentrations of these elements in sludge-amended soils. When concentrations of heavy
metals are high, knowledge of their solubility becomes important.
As soybeans are one of the principle sources of dietary intake in the Japanese population,
the Codex Committee on Food Additives and Contaminants has proposed an upper limit of
0.2 mg/kg for cadmium concentration in soybean grain with aim of protection dietary
uptake of harmful quantities of Cd (Arao et al., 2003).
Arao et al. (2003) tested Cd uptake and distribution of Cd in 17 soybean varieties grown in
pots (three soils: Mid-Cd Soil, High-Cd Soil, Low-Cd Soil) and under field conditions in un-
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polluted soil (low-Cd field). The sources of cadmium pollution were thought to be mine
waste in the case of the Mid-Cd Soil, and refining plant waste in the High-Cd Soil. The seed
cadmium concentration was lowest for the En-b0-1-2 soybean variety, and highest for
Harosoy. The seed cadmium levels of Tohoku 128, a cross between Enrei and Suzuyutaka, were
intermediate between those of the parents (Table 13). For four soil types, containing from 0.2
to 6.5 mg kg−1 extractable cadmium, the ranking of soybean genotypes based on seed
cadmium level was similar, indicating that there is a genetic factor involved in the varietal
differences in cadmium concentration. The lower levels of cadmium found in the seeds of
certain varieties of soybean could be result from the combination of lower initial uptake and
retention of higher levels of cadmium in the roots, thus limiting its translocation to the
shoot.
Different actions can be undertaken in order to reduce the absorption of Cd by plants. The
addition of amendments such as calcium carbonate, zeolite, and manganese oxide can
reduce Cd uptake in plants. With that regard, zeolite was more effective in suppressing Cd
uptake by plants than calcium carbonate or manganese oxide (Chen et al., 2000; Putwattanaa
et al., 2010). Also, organic amendment such as farmyard manure and compost which
contains a high proportion of humified organic matter can decrease the bioavailability of Cd
and other heavy metals in soil (Li et al. 2006, Pichtel & Bradway, 2008; Tordoff et al., 2000).
Shamsi et al. (2010) tested effects of potassium supplementation on alleviation of Cd toxicity
in hydroponics experiment. K supplementation at a rate of 380 mg/l in combination either
with Cd addition (1 ug Cd) or without Cd. K supplementation alleviated the reduction of
growth, photosynthesis and nutrient uptake in Cd-treated soybean plants. It was concluded
that Cd toxicity could be alleviated through enhanced K nutrition in soybean.
Soybean cultivars show significant differences in seed cadmium concentrations, primarily
because of genetic rather than environmental factors. One-six of the total soybean produced
in Japan exceeded 0.2 mg Cd/kg, the international standard proposed by the Codex
Alimentarius Commission. Further, the soybean crops had considerably higher Cd contents
than other field crops MAFFJ (2002). Sugiyama & Noriharu (2009) investigated the seed Cd
concentrations in four soybean cultivars (Suzuyutaka, Hatayutaka, Enrei and Kantou 100) in
pot experiment on Cd-polluted soil. In Suzuyutaka, which had high Cd concentrations in the
seeds, the concentrations of Cd distributed from the shoots to the leaves was 67% and that
distributed from the shoots to the seeds was 13%. In Kantou 100 which had low Cd
concentrations into seeds, 57% Cd was distributed from the shoots to the leaves and 21%
from the shoots to the seeds. These results suggest that cultivars that have a low capacity
for Cd accumulation in the roots have a mechanism that prevents Cd accumulation into
seeds by promoting its accumulation in the leaves (Sugiyama & Noriharu, 2009).
Chromium (Cr) is a nonessential and toxic element to plants. Chromium interferes with
several metabolic processes, causing toxicity to plants as exhibited by reduced seed
germination or early seedling development (Sharma et al., 1995), root growth and biomass,
chlorosis, photosynthetic impairing and finally, plant death (Scoccianti et al., 2006). Normal
range of Cr is from 10 to 50 mg/kg depending on the parental material (Pandey & Pandey,
2008). Researchers have demonstrated experiments with plants associated with high levels
of Cr. Thus, 1-5 ppm Cr present in the available form in the soil solution, either as Cr (III) of
Cr (VI), is the critical level for a number of plant species. Increased Cr (VI) concentration of
10-800 mg/l in culture medium led to the detection of inhibited growth parameters. There
was a reduction in growth, dry weight and vigour index in four soybean genotypes of
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soybean at 5 -200 mgl-1 concentrations of chromium, according to control application
(Ganesh et al., 2009).
Testing of 17 soybean cultivars
Soybean
Pot experiment
Field
Cultivar
HighMidLow
(1-17)
Cd soil
Cd soil -Cd
Seed Cd (ppm in dry matter)
En-b0-1-2
1.43 a
0.46a
0.08 a
Tamahomare
2.52 abc
0.70abc 0.10 ab
En-b0-01
1.96 abc
0.82bcd 0.10 ab
Goyoukuromame 1.99 abc
1.16ef
0.10 ab
Hayagin
2.22 abc
0.91cde 0.11 ab
Enrei
2.09 abc
0.89cde 0.11 ab
En-b2-110
2.06 abc
0.91cde 0.11 ab
Dewamusume
5.24 d
1.05def 0.12 b
Tachiyutaka
3.29 c
1.47g
0.12 b
En-N0-2
4.94 d
1.91h
0.13 b
Tachinagaha
2.88 bc
1.17f
0.13 bc
Nattousyouryuu
2.90 bc
0.59ab
0.13 bc
Getenshirazu 1
1.72 ab
0.78bcd 0.13 bc
EN 1282
5.33 d
2.21i
0.16 c
Tohoku 128
2.83 bc
0.97cde 0.22 d
Suzuyutaka
7.46 e
1.50g
0.31 e
Harosoy
12.68 f
2.68j
0.40 f
Average 1 - 17
3.61
1.14
0.15
LSD 5 %
1.35
0.28
0.03

High-Cd soil (66 days after sowing)
Soybean
Cadmium
cultivar
ppm
ug/plant
Leaves
5.5a
12.2b
12.9b
1.6
Stem
En-b0-1-2
4.3a
Tohoku 128
10.3b
Suzuyutaka
20.3c
LSD 5% 5.1
Pod
En-b0-1-2
2.1a
Tohoku 128
5.5ab
Suzuyutaka
13.7b
LSD 5% 9.4
Total
En-b0-1-2
Tohoku 128
Suzuyutaka
LSD 5%
En-b0-1-2
Tohoku 128
Suzuyutaka
LSD 5%

67.6a
152.8b
86.9a
27.1
48.0a
130.1b
120.1b
51.2
8.4a
8.3a
8.6a
5.9
124.0a
291.3b
215.6a
83.8

Table 13. Seed Cd concentrations of soybean varieties grown in pots (choice of High-Cd soil
and Mid-Cd soil) and under field conditions (Arao et al., 2003)
Mercury (Hg) and his compounds are among the strongest phytotoxic substances and are
also extremely dangerous to human and animals. It is a constituent of many crop protection
agents. Non-contaminated soils contain only 0.003 to 0.03 mg Hg/kg. Hg levels of about
0.04 mg/kg in dry matter can be considered normal in plants. Maximum tolerance limit of
0.05 mg/kg in fresh matter is proposed for foodstuffs. Mercury uptake in plants is very
slight because it is strongly sorbet in the soil, mainly by complexation with organic matter.
Apart from growth inhibition, the symptoms of Hg toxicity include chlorosis, necrotic
lesions and death. These are mainly results of severe root damage and the consequent
inhibition of nutrient and water uptake. Since little Hg is translocated out of the root, there
is a little danger of its entering to the food chain through the soil. The mobility of Hg and its
uptake by plants can be greatly reduced by liming (Bergmann, 1992).
Lead (Pb) is major chemical pollutant of the environment, and is highly toxic for man. The
major source of Pb pollution arises from petrol combustion. This source accounts for about
80% of the total Pb in the atmosphere. Pb is toxic because it mimics many aspects of the
metabolic behavior of Ca and inhibits many enzyme systems. There is evidence that Pb
pollution can induce brain damage in man and aggressive behavior in animals. Pb toxicity
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interferes with Fe metabolism and the formation of haem. The total Pb concentrations of
agricultural soils lie between 2 to 200 mg/kg soil. Pb contamination very clearly follows the
motorway areas. Vegetation at the side of the road may have levels of 50 mg/kg dry matter
but in distance of only 150 m away from the motorway the level is normally about 2 to 3
mg/kg. Contamination occurs only on the outer part of plant seed or leaves and stem, and
high proportion can be removed by washing (Mengel and Kirkby, 2001).

8. Genetic aspects of mineral nutrition of soybean
Plant varieties of the same species differ in absorption and utilization of nutrients from the
environment. Varietal differences in the uptake of individual nutrients can be used as basis
for the testing of both commercial varieties and selection materials under unfavorable soil
conditions. An adequate distribution of soybean varieties based on their tolerance or
susceptibility to less favorable conditions could contribute to better utilization of their yield
potential (Saric, 1981; Saric & Loughman, 1983). According to Epstein (1976) agricultural
intervention in the process of nature has two corresponding strategies: selection and genetic
manipulation of the organism and modification of the environment. Many crops in Brazil
have their yield improved thanks to the selection and breeding, especially in the large
savanna (cerrado) region of Central Brazil. Soybean cultivation in the low-latitude acidic
soils of Brazilian Savanach has become a reality since 1970’s. Great contribution for this
success has been achievements in soil science and plant breeding. There are however,
constraints for sustainable production like high-Al and low-Ca in the deep layers of the soil.
Measures can be taken to reduce the negative effects of acidity on plant growth are liming
and selection of more tolerant genotypes.
Kastori (1978) found that Ca uptake was higher in Corsoy than in Stella and Wilkin. Later
research showed that K uptake was the highest at the variety Corsoy (Kastori et al., 1979).
Keoght et al., (1977) found lower N uptake in the varieties Hill, Lee and Bragg than in Hood.
Queiroz et al. (1980) tested residual effects of P fertilizers on the yield of three soybean
varieties over four years. The variety Bossier increased grain yield by 320 kg/ha, Parana by
640 kg/ha, whereas variety Vicoja did not show any response to P fertilization. Saric and
Krstic (1982) tested ten soybean varieties 30 days in N-deficient nutrient solution. The
variety Yoslie Kataya 2 showed the lowest and the variety Traverse the highest N contents.
Kovacevic and Krizmanic (1987) tested 12 soybean genotypes of maturity group I (Corsoy
and Hodgson as standard varieties and remaining ten are experimental lines from the F8
generation) under calcareous soil conditions. Grain yield of soybean genotypes ranged from
2.1 4 to 3.11 t/ha. The highest yield of Vuka and the lowest yield of Os 155/82 on this soil
may be due to the lowest Ca status by the former and the highest Ca status by the latter
genotype (Table 14).
Spehar (1995a, b; 1999) studied genetic differences in the accumulation of nutrients in
leaves and seeds of tropical soybean cultivars from diallel crosses with the cultivars IAC9, IAC-2, UFV-1, IAC-5, IAC-8, Vx5-281, IAC-7, Biloxi and Cristalina under high and low
Al-stress. The diallel analysis indicated that an additive-dominance model could explain
the genetic differences among those genotypes for nutrient accumulation in leaves and
seeds. The diallel analysis, although not conclusive, indicated that the mechanisms of
mineral element accumulation in the leaves are not fully associated to those of
accumulation in the seeds of soybeans. The expression of these characters is, however,
dependent on mineral plant-stress.
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Yield (t/ha) and leaf composition of 12 soybean genotypes (the uppermost full-developed
trifoliate leaf at beginning of flowering) on calcareous soil (pH in KCl 7.35; CaCO3 7.93 %)
Soybean
Leaf (% in dry matter)
Soybean
Leaf (% in dry matter)
t/ha N
K
Ca
Mg
K
Ca
Mg
genotype
genotype t/ha N
Corsoy
3.10 5.20 2.05 0.91 0.55 Os 8
2.30 5.20 1.85 0.76 0.41
Hodgson
2.89 5.78 1.98 0.90 0.44 Os 9
3.00 4.82 2.18 0.85 0.36
Vuka
3.11 5.58 2.01 0.76 0.35 Os 45
2.41 5.07 1.99 0.82 0.35
Podunavka
2.74 5.73 2.06 0.98 0.51 Os 89
2.51 5.60 2.15 0.88 0.41
Sava
2.71 5.59 2.12 0.80 0.40 Os155/82
2.14 4.91 1.99 1.12 0.61
Os 5
2.82 5.48 2.15 0.95 0.39 Os442/83
2.45 5.46 2.24 0.86 0.50
LSD 5%
LSD 1%

0.26
0.35

0.12
0.17

0.08
0.11

0.16
0.22

0.09
0.12

LSD 5%
LSD 1%

0.26
0.35

0.12
0.17

0.08
0.11

0.16
0.22

0.09
0.12

Table 14. Yield and nutritional status of 12 soybean genotypes on Osijek calcareous soil
(Kovacevic & Krizmanic, 1987)
Sudaric et al. (2008) reported about the effectiveness of biological nitrogen fixation in
soybean linked to genotype for four growing season in eastern Croatia. Fields study
involved eight cultivars in two treatments (control - without ionoculation and inoculation
by Bradyrhizobium japonicum). The obtain results suggested on significant positive effect of
rhizobial inoculation on both nitrogen fixation indicators and grain yield at all tested
soybean cultivars (Table 15). Significant differences among tested cultivars in each
measured trait indicate genetic diversity of tested material in both potential of biological
nitrogen fixation and compatibility cultivar by B. japonicum strain, as well. Tested cultivars
with the best potential for nitrogen fixation (OS-1-00, OS-3-0, OS-3-I) had the highest grain
yield increasing (14.4%, 14.3% and 14.0%, respectively). These results indicate that the
cultivars with the favorable performances of biological nitrogen fixation could be used as
the parents for development new cultivars that are able to accomplish high grain yield with
lower nitrogen level in soil.
Phosphorus is a major limiting factor for crop production of many tropical and subtropical
soils. In Brazilian soils, high productivities of soybean are achieved by soil amendment
techniques, using lime and fertilizers, supplying the nutrients required for best crop
performance. The yield potential is an intrinsic factor and depends on plant germplasm
characters that can be modified by selection and breeding (Furlani et al., 2002). Differences in
grain yield among soybean cultivars under field conditions for P-, K- and N-efficiencies ,
were also reported by Raper and Barber (1970), De Mooy et al. (1973), Sabbe & Delong (1998),
Sarawgi & Tripathi (1998), Hanumanthappa et al. (1998; 1999) and Ogburia et al. (1999).
Plant efficiency for phosphorus uptake and utilization may contribute to improve crop yield
potential in situations of low P availability. Furlani et al., (2002) evaluated and classified
twenty nine soybean cultivars in relation to the response to phosphorus (P) levels in nutrient
solution. P uptake and use efficiency were estimated by the variables: shoot and root dry
matter (DM) yield, P-concentrations and contents in plant parts and P-efficiency index (EI).
The experiment was conducted in a greenhouse, during 1999, at Campinas, State of São
Paulo, Brazil. The experimental design consisted of randomized complete blocks, arranged
in split-plots, with three replications. The main plots were the P levels in the nutrient
solution (64.5; 129; 258 and 516 mmol L-1), and the subplots were the twenty-nine soybean
cultivars, grouped according days to maturity. Multivariate analysis showed high
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correlation among the variables shoot-DM, total-DM and shoot P-concentration and Pefficiency index (EI). Cultivars were classified in efficient-responsive (ER)¾ IAC-1, IAC-2,
IAC-4, IAC-5, IAC-6, IAC-9, Sta. Rosa and UFV-1; efficient-non-responsive (ENR) ¾ IAC-7,
IAC-11, IAC-15, S. Carlos and Cristalina; inefficient-responsive (IR) ¾ IAC-8, IAC-10, IAC-14,
Bossier and Foscarin; and inefficient-non-responsive (INR) ¾ IAC-12, IAC-13, IAC-16, IAC-17,
IAC-18, IAC-19, IAC-20, IAC-22, Paraná, IAS-5 and BR-4. The efficient-responsive soybean
cultivars showed the highest values for shoot and total DM and EI, and the lowest shoot Pconcentrations.

Soybean
cultivar
OS-1-00
OS-2-00
OS-1-0
OS-2-0
OS-3-0
OS-1-I
OS-2-I
OS-3-I
LSD 5%
LSD 1%

Properties of uninoculated ( - = control) and inoculated (+) soybeans
Nodule
Above-ground part of plant
Grain yield
Dry matter weight Nitrogen
number/plant
t/ha
(g)
(% N)
+
+
+
+
0
44.6
4.29
6.19
1.84
2.65
3.54
4.05
0
37.8
3.41
4.91
1.69
2.44
3.39
3.85
0
38.2
3.34
4.80
1.71
2.46
3.53
4.02
0
35.8
3.21
4.62
1.67
2.40
3.36
3.81
0
49.2
4.24
6.11
1.84
2.65
3.42
4.00
0
31.9
2.64
3.80
1.46
2.11
3.57
4.03
0
36.3
3.24
4.67
1.65
2.38
3.83
4.33
0
40.2
4.17
6.00
1.82
2.62
3.71
4.23
4.0
1.13
0.22
0.31
5.3
2.02
0.41
0.36

Table 15. Mean values of nitrogen fixation indicators and grain yield of 8 soybean cultivars
(2004-2007; Osijek, Croatia) (Sudaric et al., 2008)
Ojo et al. (2010) tested 55 soybean genotypes under acid soil conditions in area of Umudike,
Nigeria for two growing seasons. Highly significant differences in genotypic effects were
observed for all the traits (days to 50% flowering, plant height at maturity, number of
pods/plant, 100-seed weight and grain yield). Eight acid tolerant varieties were found
(Conqvista, TGX 1896-3F, TGX 1897-17F, TGX 1866-7F, TGX 1805-31F, Milena, Doko and TGX
1844-18E) with a higher grain yield of >1.80tons/ha compared to <1.45tons/ha in the
previously recommended varieties (TGX 1485- 1D and TGX 1440-1E). The result also
showed the potential of the EMBRAPA genotypes in upgrading the TGX varieties for higher
productivity. The eight identified acid tolerant varieties could therefore be explored in the
development of improved high yielding soybean genotypes for production on acid soils of
Nigeria.

9. Agronomic management practice and nutritional status of soybean
9.1 Fertilization
In general, mainly fertilization of soybean with nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium are
common agronomic practice. Additional using the other nutrients are more exception than
rule. In some cases application of the higher P and K rates are needed for achieving of
satisfied yields of soybean.
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Phosphorus and potassium are limiting factor of field crops yield on some hydromorphic
soils in Croatia (Kovacevic, 1993; Kovacevic et al., 2007; 2011; Rastija et al., 2006). By
application of the ameliorative rates of NPK fertilizer up to 3748 kg/ha level soybean yields
were increased up to 32 %. Protein contents in soybean grain were independent on the
fertilization, while oil contents were increased up to 0.66% compared to the control (Rastija,
et al., 2006). In the second experiment, P and K applied separately up to 1500 kg/ha either
P2O5 or K2O and in their combination (1000 + 1000 kg/ha). Yields of soybean were increased
up to 21% (influences of P), 17% (influences of K) and 30% (PK influences). However,
protein and oil contents in grain were independent on fertilization (Kovacevic et al., 2007).
Soybean is generally responsive to fertilization with inadequate nutrient supplies. For
example, grain yields of soybeans were increased by 40% and 34% as affected by the K and
P fertilization, respectively (Table 16). According to status of the uppermost full-developed
trifoliate leaf (Jones, 1967, cit. Bergmann and Neubert, 1976; Bergman, 1992) the adequate P,
and high Ca and Mg status as well as low K status was found in the soybean leaves when
ordinary fertilization was applied (Table 16). However, nutritional status of soybean was
considerably improved when affected by the ameliorative fertilization. Calcium uptake by
soybean leaves was high and it was practically independent on the fertilization. Also, the K
fertilization influenced the Mg status in soybean leaves: it was decreased in relative amount
by about 30 % compared to ordinary fertilization. More favorable relationship between K
and Mg was associated with K fertilization: 1.13 and 3.20 for ordinary fertilization and the
highest rate of added K, respectively (Table 16).
Rastija et al. (2006) applied four rate of ameliorative PK-fertilization on acid soil. As affected
by the fertilization grain yields of soybean were increased up to 32%. However, yield
differences among three ameliorative treatments were non-significant. Protein contents in
soybean grain were independent on the fertilization, while oil contents were increased up
to 0.66% compared to the control (Table 17).
Fertilization (March 22, 1990) by P and K rates on equal (kg/ha: 90 N + 137 P2O5+ 132
K2O) NPK fertilization and soybean propreties (the growing season 1990: the uppermost
full-developed trifoliate leaf before anthesis)
K2O
Yield Leaf concentrations
P2O5
Yield Leaf concentrations
kg/ha
t/ha
(% in dry matter)
kg/ha
t/ha
(% in dry matter)
P
K
Ca
Mg
P
K
Ca
Mg
132
2.13
0.32 1.17 1.80 1.04 195
2.86
0.33 1.24 1.86 1.05
433
2.69
0.32 1.49 1.82 0.92 325
2.71
0.35 1.39 1.89 1.04
735
2.98
0.32 1.65 1.77 0.83 585
2.57
0.38 1.52 1.94 0.98
1337
2.81
0.33 2.01 1.66 0.79 1105
2.52
0.49 1.80 1.92 0.91
2532
2.82
0.33 2.37 1.85 0.74 585
2.60
0.41 2.01 1.80 0.81
LSD 5% 0.49
0.01 0.13 0.19 0.08 LSD 5% 0.49
0.01 0.13 0.19 0.08
LSD 1% 0.66
0.02 0.17 0.26 0.11 LSD 1% 0.66
0.02 0.17 0.26 0.11
Table 16. Response of soybean to ameliorative P and K fertilization (Kovacevic, 1993)
Kovacevic et al. (2007) tested response of soybean to ameliorative P and K fertilization alone
or in their combination. As affected by applied fertilization soybean yields were increased
up to 21% (influences of P), 17% (influences of K) and 30% (PK influences). However,
protein and oil contents in grain were indenpendent on fertilization (Table 18).
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Fertilization (April 23, 2004)
kg/ha
Treatment P2O5
K 2O
Control
PK-1
PK-2
PK-3
PK-4
LSD 5%

125
375
625
875
1125

82
248
414
582
746

Soybean properties (the 2005 growing season)
(t/ha)
Percent in dry matter
Grain
Grain
Leaves*
yield
Protein
Oil
P
K
3.88
41.92
20.33
0.530
2.67
4.87
40.89
20.80
0.537
2.71
4.73
41.42
20.62
0.571
2.85
4.98
40.64
20.99
0.487
2.73
5.14
41.94
20.73
0.501
2.69
0.72
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
* the uppermost full-developed threefoliate leaf before
anthesis

Table 17. Residual impact of PK-fertilization on soybean properties (Rastija et al., 2006)
Kovacevic et al. (2011) reported residual impacts of increasing rates of PK-fertilization up to
1000 kg P2O5/ha and 672 K2O/ha in spring 2004 and liming by granulated fertdolomite (24.0
% CaO + 16.0 % MgO + 3.0 % N + 2.5 % P2O5 + 3.0 % K2O) in autumn 2007 on soybean status
in the growing season 2010. As affected by liming yields of soybean were increased for 18 %
(means 3279 and 3854 kg/ha, for unlimed and limed plots, respectively). Also, grain quality
parameters were improved by liming (thousand grain weight were 151.8 and 168.3 g;
protein contents were 35.24 and 39.06 %, respectively), while oil contents were decreased
(23.84 and 22.62 %, respectively). However, impact of P and K fertilization was considerably
lower in comparison with liming (Table 19).
Fertilization (April 23, 2004)*
kg/ha
Treatment

P 2O 5

Soybean properties (the 2005 growing season)
kg/ha

K2O

Percent in dry matter

Grain

Grain

yield

Protein

Oil

P

Leaves*
K

a

Control 125

82

3600

41.27

20.74

0.537

2.81

b
c
d

P-1
P-2
P-3

625
1125
1625

82
82
82

3580
3460
4360

40.76
41.57
41.74

20.83
20.64
20.52

0.513
0.593
0.603

2.86
3.15
2.88

e
f
g

K-1
K-2
K-3

125
125
125

582
1082
1582

4010
4200
4080

41.13
40.21
40.59

21.20
21.10
21.10

0.520
0.547
0.573

2.87
2.95
3.29

h

P2K2

1125

1082

4670

40.28

21.14

0.593

3.05

n.s.

0.055
n.s.

0.30
n.s.

LSD 5% 370
LSD 1% 510
* for next year: 80 N + 125 P2O5 +
82 K2O

n.s.

* the uppermost full-developed trifoliate leaf before
anthesis

Table 18. Residual influences of NPK-fertilization on soybean properties (Kovacevic et al.,
2007)
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Residual effects of fertilization and liming on soybean (cultivar Lucija) grain yield and
grain quality in the 2010 growing season
Factor B*:
Factor A**:
Factor A**:
Factor A**:
Mean
Mean
Mean
Fertilization
Lime(t/ha)
Lime t/ha)
Lime (t/ha)
B
B
B
(April 2004)
(Oct. 2007)
(Oct. 2007)
(Oct. 2007)
kg/ha
0
10
0
10
0
10
P 2O 5 K 2O
Grain yield (kg/ha)
Protein contents (%)
Oil contents (%)
a 0
0
3141 3730 3422
36.12 37.68 37.68
23.70 22.49 23.10
b 250
168
3231 3837 3534
34.92 36.84 36.84
23.58 22.61 23.09
c 500
336
3285 4047 3666
35.73 37.59 37.59
23.58 22.29 22.94
d 750
504
3352 3826 3589
34.59 36.67 36.76
24.32 22.90 23.61
e 1000 672
3387 3860 3624
34.83 36.88 36.88
24.02 22.79 23.41
Mean A
3279 3854
35.24 37.15
23.84 22.62
LSD 5%
LSD 1%

A: 209
482

B: 156 AB: ns
ns

A: 0.63 B: ns AB: ns
1.46

A: 0.53
1.23

B: ns AB: ns

* Ameliorative fertilization by NPK 10:30:20 (a-e) on ordinary fertilization; N added by
NPK-fertilizer were equalized with CAN (calcium ammonium nitrate: 27% N);
** ferdolomite (24.0 % CaO + 16.0 % MgO + 3.0 % N + 2.5 % P2O5 + 3.0 % K2O) 10 t/ha
Table 19. Residual effects of PK-fertilization (April 2004) and liming (Oct. 2007) on soybean
(Kovacevic et al., 2011)
Response of soybean to phosphorus and potassium fertilization on yield and at the
uppermost trifoliate leaves status
Impacts of P (triple superphosphate)
Impacts of K (KCl form) fertilization
fertilization
Soybean yield
Leaf P (%) at R2
Soybean yield
Leaf K (%) at R2
P rate
K rate
(kg/ha)
stage
(kg/ha)
stage
kg/ha 1997
1998
1997
1998
kg/ha 1997
1998
1997
1998
0
615
700
0.23
0.28
0
914
1180
1.51
2.27
5
814
890
0.26
0.35
9
973
1280
1.58
2.87
10
826
960
0.44
0.35
18
1092
1299
2.34
2.64
20
925
1338
0.44
0.57
36
1188
1320
2.36
2.54
30
1188
1667
0.46
0.51
54
1559
2236
2.66
2.64
40
1585
2433
0.46
0.40
72
2294
2725
2.62
2.62
50
2443
2731
0.44
0.35
90
2246
2773
2.71
2.70
60
2598
2814
0.50
0.35
108
2544
3164
2.25
2.65
70
2713
2938
0.50
0.38
135
2520
2815
2.21
2.61
P treatments received a blanket application of 108 kg K/ha; K treatments received a
blanket application of 60 kg P/ha;
Sufficiency ranges at the uppermost threefoliate leaves R2 stage: 0.26-0.50 % P and
1.71-2.50 % K
Table 20. Response of soybean to P and K fertilization (Casanova, 2000)
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Casanova (2000) reported that the primary nutritional limitation for successful soybean
production under savanna soils in Venezuela (Guarico state) are soil acidity and
deficiencies of P, K, N and Ca. Other nutrients as Mg, S and Zn become limiting when the
soil is cultivated for several years. Application of triple superphosphate up to 70 kg P/ha
and potassium chloride up to 135 kg K/ha on fixed rate of 108 kg K/ha for P plots and 60 kg
P/ha for K plots resulted by considerable yield increases. The treatment combination of 60
kg P/ha and 108 kg K/ha produced the best grain yield of 3.16 t/ha (Table 20).
Mottaghian et al. (2008) applied in a silty loam soil in Mazandaran province, Iran, for soybean
eight fertilization treatments as follows: 20 and 40 t/ha of organic fertilizers (municipal solid
waste compost, vermicompost and sewage sludge) enriched with 50% of anorganic fertilizers
need by the soil), only inorganic fertilizers (potassium sulphate and triplephosphate 75 kg/ha)
and control (unfertilized). Mixture of 40 t/ha sewage sludge and inorganic fertilizers produced
the highest yield and micronutrient (Mn, Cu, Zn and Fe) grain concentrations.
9.2 Liming
Acid soils occupy 3.95 billion ha (about 30 % of the world’s ice-free land area (von Uexkull
and Mutert, 1995). The poor production of crops grown in acid soils is due to combinations
of toxicity (Al, Mn, Fe, H) and deficiencies (N, P, Ca, Mg, K, Fe, Zn). Soil acidity is certainly
one of the most damaging soil conditions affecting the growth of most crops. Many factors
are involved, but Al toxicity is of outermost significance because of damaging root growth
and therefore reduces water and nutrient uptake.
Poor growth of soybean in acid soils as been attributed to a number of factors that include:
low pH, high level of Al, Mn, and H, low levels of Ca, Mg, P, K, micronutrients like B, Zn
etc. (Fageria, 1994), low population of beneficial micro-organisms like rhizobia, vesicular
arbuscular (VAM) fungi and inhibition of root growth (Maddox and Soileux, 1991).
Management practices, such as acidificatying effects of acid-forming N fertilizers, removal
of cations by harvested crops, increased leaching and leguminous crops (N2-fixation), have
resulted in the lowering of natural soil pH (Baligar and Fageria, 1997).
Plant growth in mineral acid soils can be restricted by complex of factors. Malnutrition of
plants on acid soils is mostly the results of limited soil nutrient availability, often
strengthened by impaired uptake capability of the root. Based for over 5000 observations for
soybeans worldwide, the optimum pH value for soybeans indicated by this approach lies
between ph 5.7 and 6.0 (Sumner, 1997).
An optimum liming regime should achieve the reduction plant available Al and Mn
concentrations to levels which allow optimal production of a particular crops, supplying
adequate levels of plant available Ca and Mg for optimum root growth and crop
performance, creating conditions for optimal performance of beneficial soil fauna and flora
particularly int he rhizosfere, and in case of legumes, creating environment which promotes
infection and nodulation of root with effective N-fixing rhizobia. (Keltjens, 1997).
For successful soybean production, large quantities of lime and phosphorus fertilizers may
be required (Fageria et al., 1995). Liming improves microbiological activities of acid soils,
which in turn increases N fixation by legumes, and also promotes mineralization of organic
materials. However, over liming may reduce crop yield by inducing P and micronutrient
deficiencies (Fageria, 1984).
Unfortunately, over 50% of the world’s potential arable land surface is composed of acid
soils mostly distributed in developing countries (von Uexküll and Mutert, 1995; Kochian et
al., 2005). This restricts the production of soybeans and other legumes due to their
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sensitivity to acid soil infertility. The growth of leguminous crops and development of
symbiosis on acid soils are generally affected by deficiencies of Ca, K, P, Mg, S, Zn and Mo
and/or toxicities of Al, Mn and Fe (Foy,1984; Clark et al., 1988).
Liming has been used to ameliorate the problem of aluminium toxicity and low pH in soils.
Liming the top soil, however, remains a temporary solution due to subsoil acidity. Restriction
in root growth due to subsoil acidity reduces plant nutrient acquisition and access to subsoil
water which culminates in the reduction of crop yield (Ferrufino et al., 2000). Moreover, the
cost of liming particularly in developing countries is prohibitive and does not justify such
huge investment given the return on investment from grain yield of soybeans. The input cost
of the recommended quantity of 0.5 to 1.00 tons/ha of liming material (Yusuf and Idowu,
2001), is about the expected total revenue from the current average yield of 0.7 tons/ha in the
South-East and South-South regions of Nigeria. The identification of acid stress tolerant
cultivars of soybeans, therefore, remains a viable alternative.
Opkara et al., (2007) conducted field experiments in Southeastern Nigeria, in the 2003 and
2004 growing seasons to assess the effect of liming on the performance of four high yielding
soybean varieties (early maturing TGX 1485-1D, TGX 1799-8F, TGX 1805-8F and medium
maturing TGX 1440-1E). Five lime rates of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 t/ha were applied to the
main plots while the four soybean varieties were planted in the sub-plots. Liming
significantly increased soil pH, number of nodules and number of pods per plant and grain
yield, especially in 2004 but did not significantly influence plant height, shoot dry matter,
days to 50% flowering and 100-seed weight. The 1.0 t/ha lime rate proved to be optimum
and is thus recommended for high grain yield in soybean. Mean grain yield at 1.0 t/ha lime
rates was higher than the yield in the control (no lime) by 66%. The medium maturing TGX
1440-1E gave, on the average, significantly higher number of leaves and number of pods per
plant and grain yield than other varieties.
Kovacevic et al., (1987) tested response of maize, soybean and wheat on liming by hydrated
lime to level 20 t/ha. The field experiment was conducted in triplicate for maize- soybeanwheat rotation. Depending on the year grain yield of soybean ranged between 2.59 and 4.03
t/ha. Liming with 10 t of lime increased soybean yield by 17 %. Increased lime rates did not
affect grain yield. Low grain yield were obtained under dry and warm weather conditions
in 1983 and cold and wet weather conditions in 1984. Liming with 20 tons of lime per
hectare increased soil pH from 4.0 to 6.4 at end of the first year of testing (Table 21).
Year

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
Mean
1981
1984

Hydrated lime (t/ha: autumn 1980)
0
1
5
10
15
20
Grain yield of soybean in maize-soybean-wheat rotation
(t/ha)
2.67
2.72
2.80
2.81
2.95
2.85
3.48
3.75
4.06
4.28
4.29
4.32
2.24
2.39
2.60
2.72
2.77
2.83
2.27
2.32
2.49
3.08
3.03
3.02
3.37
3.43
3.58
3.61
3.59
3.59
2.81
2.92
3.11
3.30
3.33
3.32
Soil pH (1n KCl) status at end of the growing season
4.03
4.21
5.03
5.44
5.94
6.42
4.40
4.36
4.93
5.46
6.02
6.53

Mean

5%

2.80
4.03
2.59
2.70
3.53

0.11
0.11
0.08
0.15
0.09

LSD

Table 21. Response of soybean to liming on Fericanci acid soil (Kovacevic et al., 1987)

1%

0.15
0.15
0.11
0.20
0.12
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Loncaric et al. (2007) applied liming with carbocalk up to 20 t/ha (spring 2003) and three
degrees of fertilization (every year for 4-year period) on Donji Miholjac dystric luvisol.
Soybean was grown on the experimental field in the fourth growing season (2006).
Depending on the treatment, soybean yields were in range from 2.7 t/ha (unlimed and
unfertilized plots) to 4.4 t/ha (treatment kg/ha: 140 N + 300 P2O5 + 300 K2O) and
phosphorus removals (P2O5/ha) by soybean were 56 and 78, respectively.
9.3 Soil tillage
Different tillage techniques affect the root absorption of nutrients. Lavado et al. (2001) tested
effects of conventional and zero tillage (CT and ZT) on nutritional status of soybean, wheat
and maize with emphasis on heavy metals. The field experiments were conducted in area
far from contaminated sources in Buenos Aires Province, Argentina. The effects of tillage
were limited for nutrient concentrations, but significant for heavy metals. Soybean appeared
to be more sensitive than cereals to the apparent effect of soil tillage. Grain composition of
soybean was independent on soil tillage. Under CT conditions leaves and stem N as well as
root Cu were significantly higher, while root -Zn, -Pb and -Ni were significantly lower in
comparison with ZT (Table 22).
Soil tillage treatments (ZT = zero tillage; CT = conventional tillage) and soybean nutritional status
(G = grain; L+S = leaves and stems; R = root) of soybean under field conditions (mg/kg)*
ZT
CT
ZT
CT
ZT
CT
ZT
CT
ZT
CT
ZT
CT
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium
Sulfur
Copper
Zinc
G
33800a 46900a 4500a 1900a 19800a 18000a 2200a 2600a 17.10a 20.83b 44.85a 43.50a
L+S 9500a 14400b 2100a 1500a 15000a 15000a 900a 800a 10.93a 13.45a 21.48a 18.70a
R
7000a 8600a 2900a 900b 1300a 900a
800a 800a 18.70a 27.98b 64.73a 41.78a
Boron
Molybdenum Lead
Nickel
Cadmium
Chromium
G
5.77a
6.15a
2.95a 1.71a 0.85a
0.80a
4.30a 4.26a <0.05a <0.05a 0.93a 1.20a
L+S 4.03a
4.60a
1.49a 1.70a 0.69a
0.63a
1.55a 2.08a <0.05a <0.05a 1.74a 2.36a
R
5.10a
6.00a
1.15a 1.36a 3.51a
2.41b 9.46a 6.77b <0.05a <0.05a 10.80a 11.93a
* Means with different letter in each row are significantly different between treatments at LSD 5 %

Table 22. Impacts of soil tillage on nutrient and heavy metal status of soybean (Lavado et al.,
2001)
Jug et al (2006) reported about soil tillage impacts on nutritional status of soybean on
chernozem soil for four growing seasons (stationary field experiment from 2002 to 2005).
Three treatment of soil tillage were applied as follows: a) conventional tillage, b) reduced
tillage (DH = diskharrowing instead of ploughing) and c) no-till (NT). In general, the
characteristics of growing season (the factor „year“) were more influencing factor of
soybean nutritional status (aerial part in stage of full-developed pods) in comparison with
the soil tillage. In this study, low influences of applied soil tillage treatments on nutritional
status of soybean were found because significant differences on soybean composition were
found only for four (Cu, Cr, Sr and Ba) from total 20 analysed elements. For example,
conventional tillage resulted by the higher plant Cu (by 15% and 18% in comparison with
DH and NT, respectively), and the lower plant Sr (by 12% and 16%, respectively) and Ba (by
26% and 23%, respectively), while under DH conditions by 22% lower plant Cr was found.
Main nutrient status were independent on soil tillage (Table 23). For this reason, usual
fertilization practice is recommended for possible application of soil tillage reduction under
conditions of calcareous chernozem.
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Stipesevic et al. (2009) reported response of winter wheat and soybean to different soil
tillage systems on chernosem soil for four years. Three applied soil tillage treatments were
applied as follows: a) CT – conventional soil tillage, based on mouldboard ploughing, b) DH
– soil tillage based on diskharrowing instead of ploughing; and c) NT – no-tillage. Both
crops showed decreasing concentration of Zn within the plant tissue as a result of the soil
tillage reduction in the order CT>DH>NT, presumably due to the limited roots growth in
lesser disturbed soil at DH and NT treatments. Winter wheat recorded generally lower than
optimal Zn concentrations and higher P:Zn ratios at reduced soil tillage treatments, as a
result of lower Zn uptake. The recommendation for the winter wheat production by reduced
soil tillage is additional Zn fertilization, whose exact amounts and way of application shall
follow further research.
The year (the factor A) and soil tillage (ST = the factor B: conventional = CT; diskharrowing = DH;
no-till = NT) and composition of soybean (cultivar Tisa)**
Year
ST
The aerial part of soybean at full-developed pods stage*
(A)
(B)
Percent on dry matter basis
mg/kg on dry matter basis
P
K
Ca
Mg
S
Zn
Mn
Fe
Cu
B
2002
0.316
1.85
1.67
0.636
0.171
21.9
38.6
158
9.4
37.6
2003
0.297
1.56
1.91
0.639
0.212
22.4
111.1
385
8.7
46.7
2004
0.407
2.49
1.75
0.470
0.265
34.3
69.2
229
10.3
59.2
2005
0.397
2.66
1.74
0.515
0.223
24.0
84.3
282
9.5
44.2
LSD A 5%
0.047
0.47
n.s.
0.101
0.034
3.7
26.5
127
n.s.
6.0
CT
0.370
2.18
1.68
0.538
0.226
25.3
71.7
272
10.5
46.8
DH
0.366
2.31
1.75
0.565
0.215
26.7
75.0
222
9.1
47.3
NT
0.327
1.93
1.87
0.592
0.212
25.0
80.7
296
8.9
46.7
LSD B 5%
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
1.3
n.s.
Mean
0.354
2.14
1.77
0.565
0.218
25.7
75.8
264
9.5
46.9
mg/kg on dry matter basis
mg/kg on dry matter basis
Mo
Co
Ni
Cr
Sr
Ba
Al
Pb
Cd
Na
2002
0.148
0.055
2.81
0.851
25.0
6.59
112
0.376
0.030
44.6
2003
0.198
0.160
1.83
0.609
21.1
6.64
312
0.336
0.042
29.3
2004
0.126
0.163
1.84
0.406
16.4
5.30
171
0.307
0.028
34.8
2005
0.313
0.174
2.44
0.450
21.3
9.48
215
0.503
0.086
59.2
LSD A 5%
0.090
0.040
n.s.
0.193
4.1
2.52
123
0.097
0.034
9.6
CT
0.267
0.149
2.56
0.626
19.1
5.75
214
0.374
0.051
39.5
DH
0.175
0.120
2.14
0.485
21.7
7.80
163
0.394
0.043
41.6
NT
0.146
0.145
1.99
0.626
22.1
7.46
230
0.374
0.045
44.9
LSD B 5%
n.s
n.s.
n.s.
0.126
2.5
1.70
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
Mean
0.196
0.138
2.23
0.579
21.3
9.48
215
0.381
0.047
42.0
* under detectable levels (mg/kg): Se (<0.60), Hg (<0.12), As (<0.40)

Table 23. Influences of the growing season and soil tillage on nutritional status of soybean
(Jug et al., 2006)

10. Mineral nutrition in function of diseases and pest control
To control diseases and pest the farmers have several options as follows: genetics
(cultivation of less susceptible or even resistant to diseases and pest), biological control
(utilization of predators), chemical control (using correspondingly pesticides), plant and soil
management practices (creating optimal growth conditions of the cultivated crops and /or
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to eradicate those conditions, which are favorable for multiplication of diseases and pest)
and plant nutrition.
Nutrition of plant has a substantial impact on the predisposition of plants to be attacked or
affected by diseases and pests. The ratio between nitrogen and potassium plays obviously a
particular role in the host/pathogen relationship. However, unbalanced fertilization is wead
spread Developing countries apply nitrogenous and potassic fertilizers at a ratio of 1: 0.2, the
situation in developed countries is slightly better with a NK ratio of 1:0.4 (Krauss, 2001).
Generally, potassium tends to improve plant health (Perrenoud, 1990).
Useof potassium decreased the incidence of fungal diseases in 70% of the cases.
Simultaneously, K increased yield of plants infested with fungal diseases by 42%
(Perrenoud, 1990). Mondal et al. (2001) found a negative correlation between K contents in
soybean with incidence and positive correlation with their respective yield.
Insects activately select plants best suited as a food source by, among other factors,
appearance, stage of development and composition oft he plant. A precondition for
successful infestation is the coincidence of certain developmental stages of both host and
pathogen. The use of fertilizers can affect this coincidence by either accelerating or slowing
down the development of the host plant relative to that of pathogen. A good example is the
control of stem cancer (Diaporthe phaseolorum) in soybean by potash use, because the fungus
can attack soybean only at a particular phenological stage. Earliness due to balanced
fertilization provides the possibility to escape (Ito et al., 2001).
Rodrigues et al., (2009) found that spraying of soybean by potassium silicate (Psi) solutinon
reduced the intensity of soybean rust. Soybean rust severity at the highest applied KSi rate
in level 60 g/L (pH 5.5) was 70% less than the control (plant spraying with water). This
finding may be valuable in areas where soybean is grown as a monoculture, and where high
yielding but susceptible cultivars cannot be grown because of occurence of frequent severe
epidemics. However, Duarte (2009) reported that there was no effects of KSi on rust control
in susceptible soybean cultivar Monarca.
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1. Introduction
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are generated in small amounts in the normal metabolism of
the cells and in increased amounts under many conditions of altered cell physiology; they
are responsible for many kinds of cell injuries (Sies 1993) and have been shown to induce a
significant reprogramming of gene expression (Colburn 1992).
Salt stress is one of the most important abiotic stresses that adversely affects soybean growth
and causes significant crop loss worldwide. Salinity has always been considered a serious
constraint on agricultural productivity (Hay & Porter 2006) and affects plant’s physiology. Salt
stress is a complex phenomenon that involves morphological and developmental changes.
Two major components have been identified in this insult, osmotic stress and ion toxicity
(Darwish et al. 2009). Higher plants have multiple protective mechanisms against salt stress
including ion homeostasis, osmolyte biosynthesis, ROS scavenging, water transport, and
transducers of long-distance response coordination. It is generally accepted that many stresses,
including salinity, induce an overproduction of ROS, such as H2O2, O2 •-, and HO., and these
species are thought to be responsible for the oxidative damage associated with plant stress
(Zilli et al. 2009). To counteract the toxicity of ROS, defense systems that scavenge cellular ROS
have been developed in plants to cope with oxidative stress via the non-enzymatic and
enzymatic systems (Demiral & Turkan 2005; Mandhania et al. 2006)
Nitric oxide (NO) acts as a signaling molecule and mediates multiple physiological processes
in plants (Leitner et al. 2009). In addition, it has been implicated in responses to biotic and
abiotic stresses, such as disease resistance, salinity , drought, heat stress, among others
(Beligni & Lamattina 1999; Romero-Puerta et al. 2004; Corpas et al. 2009). There are several
sources of NO in plants, but mainly it can be enzymatically produced by nitrate reductase and
nitric oxide synthase-like enzymes (Wilson et al. 2008 and Corpas et al. 2009). NO is a reactive
nitrogen species and, depending on its concentration, it produces either protective or toxic
effects. A low dose of NO modulates superoxide anion formation and inhibits lipid
peroxidation, resulting in an antioxidant function during stress (Boveris et al. 2000 and Santa
Cruz et al. 2010). Moreover, microarray studies have shown that NO induces a large number
of genes at transcriptional level, among them those of antioxidant enzymes (Parani et al. 2004).
It has also been reported that Nitric oxide gives rise to signaling pathways mediating
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responses of specific genes to ultraviolet-B (UV-B) radiation, such as chalcone synthase and
phenylalanine ammonia lyase (Mackerness et al. 2001). However, information about the role
that NO plays in regulation of antioxidant enzymes to counteract salt-induced oxidative stress
is rather limited.
Nitric oxide is believed to act as a signal molecule mediating responses to both biotic and
abiotic stresses in plants (reviewed in Xuan et al. 2010 and Nürnberger & Scheel 2001) and its
presence has been shown to induce seed germination (Liu et al. 2010), to affect growth and
development of plant tissue (Beligni & Lamatina 2001, to increase iron homeostasis (Martin et
al. 2009), to regulate plant maturation and senescence (Yaacov et al. 1998 and Jasid et al. 2009)
to mediate abscisic acid-induced stomatal closing (Garcia-Mata & Lamattina, 2007). Recently,
a few studies suggested that NO can play a role in protecting plants from oxidative stresses
(Shantel et al. 2008) and NO-donor treatment protected plants from damage by increasing the
activity of antioxidative enzymes.
Heme oxygenase catalyzes the oxidative degradation of heme and has well-known
antioxidant properties in mammals by mean of its products biliverdin IXα and carbon
monoxide (CO) (Kikuchi et al. 2005). One of the three known mammalian isoforms, heme
oxygenase-1 (HO-1), is induced in animal tissues by many factors including its own
substrate heme, heavy metals, UV-A radiation among others (Tomaro & Batlle 2002). While
earlier studies pointed to plant HO as a source of phytochrome chromophore (Terry et al.
2002), more recent works showed that HO synthesis increases in soybean plants subjected to
oxidative stress conferring resistance to a subsequent insult (Noriega et al. 2004; Balestrasse
et al. 2005). Moreover, we have recently demonstrated that ROS are involved in HO-1 upregulation in soybean leaves subjected to UV-B radiation (Yannarelli et al. 2006 and Santa
Cruz et al. 2010). We hypothesized that NO may also participate in this process, as it
regulates the oxidative status and mediates other UV-B responses.
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether NO or CO could protect soybean
against salt-induced oxidative stress through the modulation of HO activity. Soybean plants
were subjected to salt stress after pre-treatments with different concentrations of sodium
nitroprussiate (SNP), a well-characterized NO-donor or CO. Overall, our results indicate
that in soybean plants NO is involved in the signaling pathway leading to HO-1 upregulation under salinity, and that a balance between NO and ROS is important to trigger
the antioxidant response against oxidative stress. On the other hand pretreatment with CO
did not provoke any change.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Plant material and treatments
Surface sterilized soybean seeds (Glycine max. L.) (A6445RG) were germinated for 10 days in
plastic pots containing vermiculite in controlled environmental chambers, with a photoperiod
of 16 h, photon flux density of 175 µmol m-2 s-1, and a day/night regime of 25/20ºC.
Afterwards, they were pretreated hydroponically with different sodium nitroprusiate
concentrations (250-750 µM) for 72 h and then with NaCl (200 mM) for 48 h.
Carbon monoxide was generated from H2SO4 and formic acid (HCOOH). Stock solution was
prepared by bubbling CO in a Hoagland solution for 40 min and was immediately diluted
(50%) to perform analysis.
Plants were then harvested. When the effect of Zn-protoporphyrin IX (ZnPPIX) was
investigated, roots were pretreated with 22 µM ZnPPIX during 4 h before addition of NaCl.
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Controls were incubated in buffer. For fresh weight determination, plants were filtered,
washed three times with distilled water, kept on filter paper for a few minutes to remove of
excess liquid and weighed. Three different experiments were performed, with three
replicated measurements for each parameter assayed
2.2 Thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS) determination
Lipid peroxidation was measured as the amount of TBARS determined by the thiobarbituric
acid (TBA) reaction as described by Heath and Packer (1968). Fresh control and treated roots
(0.3 g) were homogenized in 3ml of 20% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid (TCA). The homogenate
was centrifuged at 3,500 x g for 20 min. To 1 ml of the aliquot of the supernatant, 1ml of 20%
TCA containing 0.5% (w/v) TBA and 100 ml 4% butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) in ethanol
were added. The mixture was heated at 95ºC for 30min and then quickly cooled on ice. The
contents were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 15 min and the absorbance was measured at 532
nm. Value for non-specific absorption at 600 nm was substracted. The concentration of
TBARS was calculated using an extinction coefficient of 155 mM-1cm-1
2.3 Heme oxygenase preparation and assay
Roots (0.3 g) were homogenized in a Potter-Elvehejm homogenizer using 4 vol. of ice-cold
0.25M sucrose solution containing 1mM phenylmethyl sulfonyl fluoride, 0.2mM EDTA and
50mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Homogenates were centrifuged at 20,000 x g
for 20min and supernatant fractions were used for activity determination. Heme oxygenase
activity was determined as previously described with minor modifications (Muramoto et al.
2002). The standard incubation mixture in a final volume of 500ml contained 10mmol
potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), 60 nmol NADPH, 250ml HO (0.5mg protein), and 200
nmol hemin. Incubations were carried out at 378ºC during 60min. Activity was determined
by measuring biliverdin formation, which was calculated using the absorbance change at
650 nm employing an 1 value of 6.25mM-1cm-1 (vismax 650 nm)
2.4 Glutathione determination
Non-protein thiols were extracted by homogenizing 0.3 g of roots in 3.0 ml of 0.1 N HCl (pH
2.0), and 1 g PVP. After centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 30 min at 4°C, the supernatants were
used for analysis. Total glutathione (GSH plus GSSG) was determined in the homogenates
spectrophotometrically at 412 nm, after precipitation with 0.1 N HCl, using yeastglutathione reductase, 5,5' dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) and NADPH. GSSG was
determined by the same method in the presence of 2-vinylpyridine and GSH content was
calculated from the difference between total glutathione and GSSG (Anderson, 1985).
2.5 Classical antioxidant enzymes
Extracts for determination of catalase (CAT), ascorbate peroxidase (APX) and glutathione
reductase (GR) activities were prepared from 0.3 g of roots homogenized under ice-cold
conditions in 3 ml of extraction buffer, containing 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), 1 mM
EDTA, 1 g PVP, and 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 at 4 °C. The homogenates were centrifuged at
10,000 × g for 20 min and the supernatant fraction was used for the assays.
CAT activity was determined in the homogenates by measuring the decrease in absorption
at 240 nm in a reaction medium containing 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) and
2 mM H2O2. The pseudo-first order reaction constant (k′ = k[CAT]) of the decrease in H2O2
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absorption was determined and the catalase content in pmol mg−1 protein was calculated
using k = 4.7 × 107 M−1s−1.
APX activity was measured immediately in fresh extracts and was assayed as described by
Nakano and Asada (1981), using a reaction mixture (1 ml) containing 50 mM K-phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0), 0.1 mM H2O2, 0.5 mM Na-Ascorbate and 0.1 mM EDTA. The hydrogen
peroxide-dependent oxidation of Ascorbate was followed by a decrease in the absorbance at
290 nm (ε: 2.8 mM –1 cm–1). One unit of APX forms 1 µmol of ascorbate oxidized per minute
under the assay conditions.
GR activity was measured by following the decrease in absorbance at 340 nm due to
NADPH oxidation. The reaction mixture contained tissue extract, 1 mM EDTA,0.5 mM
GSSG, 0.15 mM NADPH and 50 mM Tris–HCl buffer (pH 7.5) and 3 mM MgCl2 (Schaedle
and Bassham 1977).
2.6 Histochemical analysis
In order to analyze H2O2 generation roots were excised and immersed in a 1% solution of
3,3'-Diaminobenzidine (DAB) in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 6.5), vacuum-infiltrated for 5 min and
then incubated at room temperature for 16 h in the absence of light. Roots were illuminated
until appearance of brown colors characteristic of the reaction of DAB with H2O2.
In the same way to show O2.- production roots were excised and immersed in a 0.1%
solution of NBT in K-phosphate buffer (pH 6.4), containing 10 mM Na-azide, and were
vacuum-infiltrated for 5 min and illuminated until appearance of dark spots, characteristic
of blue formazan precipitate.
2.7 Isolation of RNA and RT-PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from soybean roots by using the Trizol reagent (Gibco BRL). Four
micrograms of total RNA were treated with RNase-free DNase I (Promega, CA, USA) and
then 1.0 µg was reversed transcribed into cDNA using random hexamers and M-MLV
Superscript II RT (Invitrogen, CA, USA). PCR reactions were carried out using Glycine max
HO-1 and 18S specific primers, as previously described (Yannarelli and others, 2006). The
PCR profile was set at 94°C for 1 min and then 29 cycles at 94°C for 0.5 min, 54°C for 1 min,
and 72°C for 1 min, with a final extension at 72°C for 7 min. Each primer set was
amplified using an optimized number of PCR cycles to ensure the linearity requirement
for semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis. The amplified transcripts were visualized on 1.5%
agarose gels with the use of ethidium bromide. Gels were then scanned (Fotodyne
Incorporated, WI, USA) and analyzed using Gel-Pro Analyzer 3.1 software (Media
Cybernetics, MD, USA).
2.8 Protein determination
Protein concentration was evaluated by the method of Bradford (1976), using bovine serum
albumin as a standard.
2.9 Statistics
Values in the text, figures and tables indicate mean values ± SEM. Differences among
treatments were analyzed by one-way ANOVA, taking p<0,05 as significant according to
Tukey’s multiple range test.
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3. Results
3.1 Growth parameter
Experiments were carried out in the presence of different SNP concentrations ranging from
200 to 750 µM. Root length was measured as a parameter to asses the optimal condition.
Figure 1 shows that 250 µM SNP brought about a 45% increase in root length, whereas a
diminution was observed under the other concentrations. Depending on its dose, NO can
promote or inhibit root growth. According to these result, 250 µM SNP was chosen as the
concentration to be used in pretreatment.

Fig. 1. Effect of different SNP concentrations on root growth. * Significant difference (p<
0.05) according to Tukey’s test.
3.2 Lipid peroxidation
Increment in TBARS is a good reflection of oxidative damage to membrane lipids and other
vital molecules such as proteins, DNA and RNA. Figure 2 shows that TBARS levels
increased 75% respect to controls under salt treatment which is in agreement with results of
other studies (Deng et al. 2010).
To complete this analysis, the effect of SNP pre-treatment was evaluated. Figure 2 indicates
that in this case, membrane damage was more moderated, as indicated by a 14%
augmentation respect to controls. Treatment with SNP alone did not show any difference
respect to controls.
3.3 Glutathione content
GSH is a leading substrate for enzymatic antioxidant functions and it is also a known radical
scavenger. Previous reports from our laboratory demonstrated that oxidative stress induces
the formation of oxidant species and therefore affects GSH content in soybean plants
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Fig. 2. Effect of salinity on TBARS formation and SNP regulation. * Significant difference
(p<0.05) according to Tukey test.
(Balestrasse et al. 2001 and Noriega et al. 2004). Surprisingly, data in Figure 3 show that GSH
concentration in soybean roots treated with NaCl was enhanced 3.5-fold respect to controls.
Pre-treatment with SNP brought about a 4-fold augmentation respect to controls. Moreover,
SNP alone provoked a 2-fold increase respect to controls.

Fig. 3. Effect of salinity on GSH levels and SNP regulation. * Significant difference (p<0.05)
according to Tukey test.
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3.4 H2O2 and O2.- localization in situ
Accumulation of H2O2 and O2.- were also evaluated in situ by histochemical methods as
shown in Figure 4a NaCl produced 32% H2O2 spots area versus total root area, while
pretreatment with 250 µM SNP prevented this effect and spot area was similar to controls
(Figure 4a). Data in Figure 4b showed that roots treated with NaCl produced 41% O2.- spots
area versus total root area. Pretreatments with 250 µM SNP completely prevented the O2.production induced by NaCl.

Fig. 4. Histochemical detection of H2O2 (A) and O2.- (B) in soybean roots. Experiments were
performed as described in Materials and Methods. Pictures are representative of three
different experiments with three replicated measurements for each treatment.
3.5 Effect of NO on antioxidant enzyme activities
We also investigated whether NO can modulate the activities of classical antioxidant
enzymes such as CAT and APX. These are the main H2O2-scavenging enzymes that control
ROS-mediated responses under biotic and abiotic stresses (Mittler 2002). CAT and APX
activities were significantly affected by NaCl (Table 1). They were increased by 47% and
33% in NaCl-treated plants compared to controls, respectively. Moreover, CAT activity
significantly augmented up to 24% with respect to controls of SNP-treated plants, whereas
APX only showed a mild increase (19%). Heme oxygenase behavior was similar to that
found for CAT (Table 1).
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Control
NaCl
SNP
SNP+ NaCl
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HO-1
(U/mg protein)
0.065 ± 0.001a
0.073 ± 0.001b
0.079 ± 0.002c
0.083 ± 0.004c

CAT
(pmol/mg protein)
120 ± 12a
176 ± 9b
149± 2c
138 ± 14c

APX
(U/mg protein)
0.0040 ± 0.0010a
0.0053± 0.0012a
0.0047 ± 0.0010a
0.0050 ±0.0010a

Table 1. Antioxidant enzyme activities in soybean roots subjected to 200mM NaCl and 250
µM SNP pretreatment. Enzymatic activities were assayed as described in Materials and
Methods. Different letters within columns indicate significant differences (P < 0.05)
according to Tukey’s multiple range test.
3.6 Heme oxygenase-1 activity and gene expression
Previous findings from our group demonstrated the protective role that HO-1 plays against
oxidative stress in soybean plants (Noriega et al. 2004 and Balestrasse et al. 2005). Figure 5
indicates that salt stress caused HO-1 mRNA induction (13%, respect to controls). This
enhancement is positively correlated with enzyme activity (Table 1). Pretreatment with 250
µM SNP brought about an augmentation of gene expression in control plants (21%), as well
as salt treated plants (27%) (Figure 5). Once again, this behavior was also found when
enzyme activity was determinated (Table 1) .These results indicate on one hand, that NO

Fig. 5. HO-1 mRNA expression was analyzed by semi-quantitative RT-PCR as described in
Materials and Methods. The 18S amplification band is shown to confirm equal loading of
RNA and RT efficiency. Relative HO-1 transcript expression taking control as 1 U. Data are
means of three independent experiments and bars indicate SE. *Significant differences (P <
0.05 according to Tukey test).
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induces HO-1 more efficiently than NaCl, and on the other hand, both compounds have a
synergic effect on this induction. To asses whether HO-1 is involved in the protection
against NaCl exerted by NO, experiments were carried out in plants treated with ZnPPIX, a
well known irreversible HO-1 inhibitor. Plants with inhibited HO-1 activity can not cope
with NaCl insult (data not shown). We can assume that protection exerted by SNP may be
due to the augmentation of the activity of this antioxidant enzyme.
3.7 Effect of NO and CO
3.7.1 Glutathione content
As already stated, there is a positive relationship between NO content and GSH levels
(Figure 3). This result prompted us to investigate whether HO is involved in the regulation
of this tripeptide. To fulfill this purpose, experiments were carried out in plants treated with
ZnPPIX and then subjected to NO (HO inductor) or CO (HO reaction product) for 48 h
before salt stress. Afterwards, GSH content (Figure 6) as well as HO-1 gene expression
(Figure 8) was determinated.

Fig. 6. Effect of NO and CO on GSH content. (H) Control plants, (ZnPPIX/H) plants
pretreated with ZnPPIX and then with H; (ZnPPIX/SNP) plants pretreated with ZnPPIX and
then with SNP; (ZnPPIX/CO) plants pretreated with ZnPPIX and then with CO as described
in Materias and Methods. * Significant difference (p<0.05) according to Tukey’s test.
In plants pretreated with ZnPPIX for 72 h before Hoagland (H) treatment (ZnPPIX/H), GSH
level diminished 20% respect to controls (H). Figure 6 shows that NO (ZnPPIX/SNP) as well
as CO (ZnPPIX/H) enhanced GSH levels (40% and 15%, respectively).
3.7.2 Glutathione reductase activity
Taking into account the fact that GSH synthesis is affected by HO-1 inhibition and NO
pretreatment GR activity was determinated under the same conditions. Figure 7 indicates a
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positive relationship between GSH levels and GR activity. Enzyme activity (GR) diminished
22% respect to controls when HO was inhibited, but an increase was detected in plants
treated with NO and CO (33% and 26%, respectively).

Fig. 7. Effect of NO or CO on GR activity. (H) Control plants, (ZnPPIX/H) plants pretreated
with ZnPPIX and then with H; (ZnPPIX/SNP) plants pretreated with ZnPPIX and then with
SNP; (ZnPPIX/CO) plants pretreated with ZnPPIX and then with CO as described in Materias
and Methods. * Significant difference (p<0.05) according to Tukey’s test.
3.7.3 HO-1 gene expression
Figure 8 shows HO-1 gene expression under different conditions. ZnPPIX/SNP treatment
brought about a 20% augmentation respect to controls. This increase is positively correlated
with GSH content and GR activity. On the other hand, CO did not show any effect. It is
interesting to note that the enhancement of GSH content is not related to oxidative stress,
since TBARS levels in roots of SNP and CO treated plants do not differ from controls. In
contrast, HO inhibition brought about an enhancement (28%) in TBARS levels.

4. Discussion
In a previous work, we found that SNP pre-treatment ameliorates Cd-induced oxidative
stress and modulates HO-1 gene expression in soybean plants (Noriega et al. 2007). Taking
into account the fact that NO is involved in various signaling pathways, in the present study
we evaluated whether this molecule could enhance HO activity conferring a major
protection against salt stress.
Our data demonstrated that, depending on its concentration, NO can improve the plant
antioxidant response against salinity. This model was appropriate to determine the
beneficial effect of exogenously added NO. While the lower dose of SNP did not reduce the
oxidative damage (data not shown), the application of 500 or 750µM SNP showed a
deleterious effect suggesting a pro-oxidant behavior of NO at these concentrations (Figure 1).
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Fig. 8. Effect of NO or CO on HO-1 gene expression. (H) Control plants, (ZnPPIX/H) plants
pretreated with ZnPPIX and then with H; (ZnPPIX/SNP) plants pretreated with ZnPPIX and
then with SNP; (ZnPPIX/CO) plants pretreated with ZnPPIX and then with CO as described
in Materias and Methods. * Significant difference (p<0.05) according to Tukey’s test.
The pre-treatments with 250 µM SNP effectively ameliorated NaCl-induced oxidative stress,
as indicated by the decrease in H2O2 and O2.- formation (Figure 4), preventing TBARS
formation (Figure 2) and enhancing GSH content (Figure 3). The activities of classical
antioxidant enzymes, such as CAT and APX were also augmented by SNP treatment,
instead of the drastically diminution observed with salinity alone (Table 1). These data are
in agreement with reports showing a protective effect of NO in plants subjected to other
stresses (Zhao et al. 2004; Shi et al. 2005 and Noriega et al. 2007). Nevertheless, the molecular
mechanism that mediates NO enhancement of antioxidant enzyme activities is not
completely understood. Interestingly, we found that HO and CAT activities had a similar
behaviour with respect to SNP pre-treatment under salinity (Table 1). A recent study
showed that the time-course of induction of those enzymes in soybean nodules subjected to
Cd stress is related (Balestrasse et al. 2008). These results suggest a close relationship
between the signal transduction pathways involved in the response of HO and CAT after
oxidative stress generation and support the antioxidant role of HO. In addition, there was a
positive correlation between HO-1 transcript levels and enzyme activity (Figure 5 and Table
1). Previous reports have also demonstrated that the enhancement of HO activity is
associated with an increase in HO-1 transcript levels and protein content (Yannarelli et al.
2006 and Balestrasse et al. 2008). Although this mechanism can account for the changes
observed in HO activity, the incidence of post-translational modifications or different HO
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isoforms under stress conditions needs to be addressed. Experiments carried out in plants
treated with SNP in the absence of NaCl showed that NO itself can up-regulate HO-1
mRNA expression, but to a lesser extent (Figure 5). This observation indicates that a certain
balance between NO and ROS is required to trigger the full response. Interestingly, a recent
report found that the ROS–NO ratio is important to elicit ROS-activated stress responses
and cell death regulation in plant leaves during ozone exposure (Ahlfors et al. 2009).
Moreover, new evidence suggests that plastids and peroxisomes are important regulators of
NO levels in plants (Corpas et al. 2009 and Gas et al. 2009).
Biliverdin, one of the products of the HO, is an efficient scavenger of ROS and it can account
for the antioxidant properties of this enzyme both in animals and plants (Otterbein et al.
2003 and Noriega et al. 2004). More recently, it has been shown that CO released by HO is
an important signal molecule for the tolerance mechanisms against cadmium and salt stress
(Han et al. 2008). It would be interesting to determine whether CO could also play a role in
the defense against salinity in soybean plants.
Pretreatment with ZnPPIX decreased HO-1 expression (Figure 8) and increased parameters
of oxidative stress. When the inhibitor was added before NO or CO treatment, HO-1
expression as well as GSH content (Figure 6) and GR activity were increased (Figure 7).
These results let us suppose that a close relationship between HO-1 induction and GSH
content could exist. Taking together, these data provide evidence of one of the possible roles
that NO, as well as CO could play against oxidative insult.

5. Conclusion
The present study together with previous results (Balestrasse et al. 2008 and Zilli et al.
2008) support the protective role of HO in soybean plants against salinity. Data here
reported let us understand the mechanisms involved in HO response in NaCl-treated
soybean plants. This model proposes that NO is implicated in the HO signaling pathway
and, together with ROS, modulates the activity of this enzyme under salinity. In plants
treated with ZnPPIX, CO did not induce HO-1, but an augmentation of GSH levels as well
as GR activity was observed. On the other hand, NO not only caused a more important
enhancement in GSH content and GR activity, but also brought about the induction of
HO-1. Moreover, NO can enhance the antioxidant system allowing an improved plant
defense to the subsequent oxidative insult. Interestingly, while NO may directly
potentiate NaCl-induced HO-1 transcription, pre-treatment with SNP followed by salinity
stress may protect and enhance by inducing free radical scavenging enzymes and GSH.
An appropriate balance of ROS–NO is necessary to trigger the full HO response. In
contrast to other stress conditions, induction of HO-1 occurs together with an
enhancement of GSH levels and GR activity. In conclusion, the present study provides
new insights into the molecular response of soybean plants to salinity and also evidences
that HO plays an important role during stress conditions.
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1. Introduction
Plant photosynthesis is the basis for matter production needed for all living organisms. In
the future, plant photosynthesis would be more important, since environmental problems
such as climatic warming due to increasing environmental CO2 concentration and problems
of food and energy shortages due to increasing populations may be severer (von
Caemmerer & Evans, 2010; Raines, 2011). Increasing plant leaf photosynthesis and thereby
increasing plant matter production would be expected as a realistic way to resolve the
problems. There is, however, a well-known hypothesis that in plants leaf photosynthesis can
be down regulated through accumulated photosynthetic carbohydrates in leaf under
excessive photosynthetic source capacity, which also means sink limitation, although the
detailed mechanism is not clear (see Kasai, 2008). Actually, for example, there is evidence for
the excessive photosynthetic source capacity causing down regulation of photosynthesis in
crop plants under field conditions (Okita et al., 2001; Smidansky et al., 2002, 2007).
Therefore, for the better improvement of leaf photosynthesis in plants, it is important to
elucidate the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic
source capacity and thereby clarify way of the improvement of leaf photosynthesis.
To elucidate the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under excessive
photosynthetic source capacity, experimental construction of the excessive photosynthetic
source capacity is important. Excising sink organs such as pods, fruits or flowers from plant
materials is a way to construct excessive photosynthetic source capacity, and it has often
been conducted to study the regulatory mechanism of photosynthetic source-sink balance in
plants (see Kasai, 2008). However, the way excising sink organs results not directly but
indirectly in excessive photosynthetic source capacity by diminishing sink capacity, and can
give some damages to plant materials. Recent studies using transgenic plants have shown
that overexpression of Calvin cycle enzymes (sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase and
fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase) or leaf plasma membrane CO2 transport protein increases the
leaf photosynthetic rate significantly (Raines, 2003, 2006). Therefore, the use of the
transgenic plants with improved higher leaf photosynthetic rate may be useful to study the
regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic source
capacity, since the higher photosynthetic rate is likely to result in excessive photosynthetic
source capacity. However, it seems difficult to analyze the down regulation of
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photosynthesis that may hide in the improved photosynthetic rate. Actually, down
regulation of photosynthesis that is associated with excessive photosynthetic source capacity
has not been analyzed in the transgenic plants with improved higher photosynthetic rate.
Exposure to high CO2 or continuous exposure to light of plant materials is thought as the
other way to construct excessive photosynthetic source capacity. It is well known that leaf
photosynthetic rate, especially, in C3 plants does not reach the saturation at the present
atmospheric CO2 concentration and thus the rate increases initially under high CO2
conditions (Ward et al., 1999). Therefore, in C3 plants, exposure to high CO2 is expected to
result in excessive photosynthetic source capacity. However, the way of exposure to high
CO2 may be not suitable to analyze the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under
excessive photosynthetic source capacity, because of the same reason described for the
transgenic plants with improved photosynthetic rate and well-known action of high CO2 to
decrease stomatal aperture (Bredmose & Nielsen, 2009). In contrast, continuous exposure to
light of plant materials, which prolongs photosynthetic period, can result in excessive
photosynthetic source capacity without affecting directly the sink organs, leaf
photosynthetic rate and stomatal aperture and giving direct damage to the plant materials.
Soybean plants, although it is single-rooted soybean leaves, have largely contributed to
study the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic
source capacity through the experimental system using continuous exposure to light. Singlerooted soybean leaves are source-sink model plants with a simple organization of a leaf, a
short petiole and roots developed from the petiole in individuals and were developed by
Sawada et al. (1986) using the primary leaves of intact soybean plants (Glycine max L. Merr.
cv. Tsurunoko). Studies using single-rooted soybean leaves have shown that treating the
plants with continuous light results in accumulation of photosynthetic carbohydrates
(sucrose and starch) in the leaf and decrease in the leaf photosynthetic rate, which correlates
with the increase in leaf carbohydrate (sucrose or starch) content (Sawada et al., 1986, 1989,
1990, 1992). Also, it has been shown in the single-rooted soybean leaves that deactivation of
Rubisco, a CO2-fixing enzyme is caused by the treatment of continuous exposure to light
(Sawada et al., 1990, 1992). As continuous exposure to light of single-rooted soybean leaves
also increased the leaf phosphorylated intermediates’ contents (Sawada et al., 1989), and
there have been findings that in vitro, inorganic phosphate promotes activation of Rubisco
by enhancing the affinity of uncarbamylated inactive Rubisco to CO2 (Bhagwat, 1981;
McCurry et al., 1981; Anwaruzzaman et al., 1995), the studies using single-rooted soybean
leaves have suggested that there is a regulatory mechanism of leaf photosynthetic rate
through deactivation of Rubisco, which is associated with accumulation of photosynthetic
carbohydrates in leaf under excessive photosynthetic source capacity, and that the
deactivation of Rubisco may be caused by limitation of inorganic phosphate (Sawada et al.,
1990, 1992). Data from a study using single-rooted soybean leaves demonstrate that the
plants do not change the leaf area and leaf dry weight other than the weights of major
photosynthetic carbohydrates (sucrose and starch) and grow only the roots during
experimental period, irrespective of whether light conditions are normal (daily light/dark
periods of 10/14 h) or continuous without darkness (Sawada et al., 1986). Although the
source-sink model plants with simple source-sink organization have been developed from
various plant species, only the single-rooted soybean leaves have been demonstrated to
show almost no growth in the source organ (Sawada et al., 2003). No growth of the source
organ and the simple organization of source and sink in the single-rooted soybean leaves are
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attractive characteristics to analyze comprehensively the regulatory mechanism of
photosynthetic source-sink balance in plants, including the regulatory mechanism for leaf
photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic source capacity. Actually, as mentioned
above, various analyses have been conducted in the single-rooted soybean leaves, especially
in studies for elucidating the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under excessive
photosynthetic source capacity. Therefore, the single-rooted soybean leaves are important
plant materials to elucidate further the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under
excessive photosynthetic source capacity. However, the plants are made artificially, and do
not exist in nature, and in addition, as already mentioned, the plant leaf originates from only
the primary leaf in intact soybean plants (Sawada et al., 1986). Therefore, there is the
possibility that properties of single-rooted soybean leaves may not reflect those of the
original, intact soybean plants or the other intact plants. Thus, it is important to examine the
regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic source
capacity using the original, intact soybean plants.
The present study used the original intact soybean plants, and it was analyzed how
continuous exposure to light affects the leaf photosynthetic rate and related
characteristics, such as leaf stomatal conductance and intercellular CO2 concentration,
contents of water, chlorophyll, major photosynthetic carbohydrates (sucrose and starch),
total protein and Rubisco protein in leaf, and activity and activation ratio (ratio of initial
to total activity) of Rubisco and amount of protein-bound ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate
(RuBP) in leaf extract, which were analyzed to evaluate the amount of uncarbamylated
inactive Rubisco (Brooks & Portis, 1988). The same series of analyses have not been
conducted together in studies that have performed the experiment of continuous
exposure to light using plants.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Plant materials
Soybean (Glycine max L. Merr. cv. Tsurunoko) seeds were sown in plastic pots (13.5 cm in
height, 12.5 cm in diameter) containing almost equal volumes of vermiculite and sand that
had been mixed, and were grown in growth chambers (Koitotoron, HNL type; Koito
Industries Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) under daily light/dark periods of 10/14 h, day/night
temperatures of 24/17oC and relative humidity of 60 %. After 8 weeks, plants were divided
into two groups, and one group was grown for 3 days with continuous light, and another
group was grown for 3 days under daily light/dark periods of 10/14 h as controls.
Nutrients were supplied once a week with a 1000-fold diluted solution of Hyponex [6-10-5
type (N:P:K = 6:10:5); Hyponex Co., Osaka, Japan], and tap water was supplied in sufficient
amounts. Light was supplied with incandescent lamps at an intensity of 480 µmol photons
m-2 s-1 (400-700 nm) at the middle height of plants grown for 8 weeks.
2.2 Leaf photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance and intercellular
CO2 concentration
Leaf photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance and intercellular CO2 concentration were
determined in fully expanded fourth trifoliate leaves at a light intensity of 1000 µmol
photons m-2 s-1, air flow rate of 200 ml min-1, air temperature of 25 oC, relative humidity of
60 % and CO2 concentration of 350 ppm on day 3 after treating plants with continuous light
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using a portable photosynthetic analyzer (Cylus-1; Koito Industries Ltd.). After
measurements, leaf disks (1.79 cm2) were cut off from fourth trifoliate leaves, immediately
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 oC until used for the other analyses described
below.
2.3 Other analyses
The activity of Rubisco in leaf extract was determined at 25 oC as described previously
(Kasai, 2008). For the initial activity, 20 µl of a leaf extract obtained by homogenizing a leaf
disk with ice-cold buffer (100 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.8, 2 ml) was added to a cuvette
containing 1.98 ml of assay medium [100 mM Bicine-KOH (pH 8.2), 20 mM MgCl2, 20 mM
NaHCO3, 5 mM creatine phosphate, 1 mM ATP, 0.2 mM NADH, 20 units creatine kinase, 20
units 3-phosphoglycerate kinase and 20 units glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase],
immediately followed by the addition of RuBP (final concentration 0.6 mM) and mixed well.
For total activity, RuBP was added 5 min later after 20 µl of the leaf disk extract was
immediately combined with the assay medium. The change in absorbance at 340 nm was
monitored using a spectrophotometer (Model U-2000; Hitachi Co., Tokyo, Japan).
The amount of protein-bound RuBP in leaf extract was determined as described previously
(Kasai, 2008). A leaf extract (800 µl) obtained by homogenizing a leaf disk with an ice-cold
buffer (100 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.8, 1 ml) was centrifuged (100 g, 1 min) after loading onto
a column containing Sephadex G-50 (bed volume before centrifugation, 4 ml) that had been
equilibrated with the same buffer. The eluent (500 µl) from the column lacking free RuBP
was centrifuged (10,000 g, 10 min) after mixing with an acidic solution (5.5 M HClO4, 50
µl) to precipitate protein in the eluent. The resulting supernatant was centrifuged (10,000
g, 10 min) after neutralizing to pH 5.6 with K2CO3, and RuBP in the supernatant was
determined in the assay medium for determining Rubisco activity using purified spinach
Rubisco (0.5 units).
Leaf Rubisco content was determined as described by Makino et al. (1986). Leaf total protein
was extracted as described by Makino et al. (1986) and quantified by the method of Bradford
(1976). Leaf chlorophyll content was determined according to the method of Mackinney
(1941). Leaf sucrose and starch contents were determined as described by Sawada et al.
(1999). Leaf water content was analyzed by measuring fresh weight and dry weight of leaf
disks. Leaf disks were dried for 2 days at 75 oC.

3. Results
Analyzed leaf photosynthetic rate was significantly lower in intact soybean plants grown for
3 days with continuous light than in control plants grown under daily light/dark periods of
10/14h (Fig. 1).
Leaf stomatal conductance was also significantly lower in continuous light-treated plants
than in control plants (Fig. 2). Leaf intercellular CO2 concentration did not differ
significantly between control and continuous light-treated plants (Fig. 2).
When activation ratio (percentage of initial activity to total activity) of Rubisco in leaf
extract was calculated from analyzed initial and total activities of Rubisco in leaf extract,
the ratio was significantly lower in continuous light-treated plants than in control plants
(Fig. 3). The ratios in control and continuous light-treated plants were 74.2% and 56.6%,
respectively.
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Fig. 1. Leaf photosynthetic rate in soybean plants on day 3 after continuous exposure to
light. Control plants were grown under daily light/dark periods of 10/14h for 3 days.
Vertical bars indicate S.D. (n=4). *P<0.01 (t-test) when compared with control plants.
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Fig. 2. Leaf stomatal conductance and leaf intercellular CO2 concentration in soybean plants
on day 3 after continuous exposure to light. Control plants were grown as described in Fig.
1. Open bar, leaf stomatal conductance; closed bar, leaf intercellular CO2 concentration.
Vertical bars indicate S.D. (n=4). *P<0.01 when compared with control plants. The
intercellular CO2 concentration did not differ significantly (P>0.05) between control and
continuous light-treated plants.
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Fig. 3. Initial and total activities of Rubisco in leaf extract from soybean plants on day 3 after
continuous exposure to light. Control plants were grown as described in Fig. 1. Open bar,
initial activity; closed bar, total activity. Vertical bars indicate S.D. (n=4). In comparison with
control plants of the activation ratio of Rubisco calculated as a percentage of the initial
activity to total activity, *P<0.01.
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In a study investigating the light activation of Rubisco using Arabidopsis thalian, it was
demonstrated that the amount of protein-bound RuBP in leaf extract reflects the amount of
uncarbamylated inactive Rubisco (Brooks & Portis, 1988). When the amount of proteinbound RuBP was analyzed, the amount was significantly more in continuous light-treated
plants than in control plants (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Amount of protein-bound RuBP in leaf extract from soybean plants on day 3 after
continuous exposure to light. Control plants were grown as described in Fig. 1. Vertical bars
indicate S.D. (n=4). *P<0.05 when compared with control plants.
Contents of sucrose and starch, which are the major photosynthetic carbohydrates, in leaf were
both significantly higher in continuous light-treated plants than in control plants (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Leaf sucrose or starch content in soybean plants on day 3after continuous exposure to
light. Control plants were grown as described in Fig. 1. Open bar, sucrose content; closed
bar, starch content. Vertical bars indicate S.D. (n=4). *P<0.05 when compared with control
plants.
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Analyzed contents of chlorophyll, water, total protein and Rubisco protein in leaf did not
differ significantly between control and continuous light-treated plants (Fig. 6 and 7).
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Fig. 6. Leaf chlorophyll, total protein or Rubisco content in soybean plants on day 3 after
continuous exposure to light. Control plants were grown as described in Fig. 1. Open bar,
chlorophyll content; closed bar, total protein content; dotted bar, Rubisco content. Vertical
bars indicate S.D. (n=4). The chlorophyll, total protein and Rubisco contents did not differ
significantly (P>0.05) between control and continuous light-treated plants.
Analyzed leaf dry weight other than the weights of sucrose and starch was heavier a little in
continuous light-treated plants than in control plants (Fig. 5 and 7). The mean dry weights
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after subtracting the weights of sucrose and starch in control and continuous light-treated
plants were 49.0 g m-2 and 57.5 g m-2, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Leaf water content and leaf dry weight in soybean plants on day 3 after continuous
exposure to light. Control plants were grown as described in Fig. 1. Open bar, leaf water
content; closed bar, leaf dry weight. Vertical bars indicate S.D. (n=4). *P<0.05 when
compared with control plants. The leaf water content did not differ significantly (P>0.05)
between control and continuous light-treated plants.

4. Discussion
The present study was conducted to examine the regulatory mechanism for leaf
photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic source capacity in intact soybean plants. The
experimental construction of excessive photosynthetic source capacity was conducted by
treating the plants with continuous light for 3 days. The data show that the treatment of
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continuous exposure to light for intact soybean plants decreased significantly the leaf
photosynthetic rate (Fig. 1). Since the light treatment also decreased the leaf stomatal
conductance in soybean plants (see Fig. 2), it is thought that the decrease in leaf
photosynthetic rate caused by treatment of continuous exposure to light might have resulted
from stomatal limitation of CO2 diffusion. However, the treatment of continuous exposure
to light did not affect significantly leaf intercellular CO2 concentration (see Fig. 2),
implicating that the light treatment decreased CO2 incorporation by leaf photosynthetic
cells, as it affected leaf stomatal conductance. In addition, the light treatment decreased
activation ratio of Rubisco in leaf extract and did not affect significantly leaf Rubisco content
(see Fig. 3 and 6). Furthermore, the light treatment increased the amount of protein-bound
RuBP in leaf extract (see Fig. 4). The decrease in activation ratio of Rubisco and increase in
the amount of protein-bound RuBP in leaf extract (Brooks & Portis, 1988) strongly suggest
an increase in the amount of uncarbamylated inactive Rubisco in leaf. Therefore, it is
suggested that the decrease in leaf photosynthetic rate caused by treatment of continuous
exposure to light is likely to be due to deactivation of Rubisco in leaf. Treatment of
continuous exposure to light for intact soybean plants also increased significantly both the
contents of sucrose and starch, which are the major photosynthetic carbohydrates, in leaf
(see Fig. 5), indicating that the light treatment could result in an excessive photosynthetic
source capacity in the plants. The present study also shows that analyzed leaf chlorophyll,
total protein and water contents were not affected significantly by the treatment of
continuous exposure to light (see Fig. 6 and 7). Therefore, results obtained in the present
study strongly suggest that the decrease in leaf photosynthetic rate in intact soybean plants
caused by treatment of continuous exposure to light is unlikely to be due to simple damages
such as the breakdown of cellular compartments, but is likely to be due to deactivation of
Rubisco, which is associated with accumulation of photosynthetic carbohydrates (sucrose
and starch) in leaf under excessive photosynthetic source capacity.
As described in the Introduction, single-rooted soybean leaves have quite been helpful to
study the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic
source capacity, since the plants have simple source-sink organization and have excellent
characteristics [growing only the sink organs (roots) without growing source organ (leaf)],
which have not been found in other plants (Sawada et al., 1986, 2003). However, as already
mentioned, as the plant leaf is constituted from only the primary leaf in intact soybean
plants, there is the possibility that properties of single-rooted soybean leaves may not reflect
those of the original intact soybean plants or the other intact plants. However, results
obtained in the present study of the changes in leaf photosynthetic rate, initial activity and
activation ratio of Rubisco in leaf extract, and contents of major photosynthetic
carbohydrates (sucrose and starch) and chlorophyll in leaf caused by treatment of
continuous exposure to light corresponded with results from studies that have performed
similar experiments of continuous exposure to light using single-rooted soybean leaves
(Sawada et al., 1986, 1990, 1992). Leaf intercellular CO2 concentration, amount of proteinbound RuBP in leaf extract and leaf Rubisco content have not been analyzed in the singlerooted soybean leaves. As already mentioned, the present study used the original intact
soybean plants from which single-rooted soybean leaves can be made. Therefore, the
correspondence of data from original intact soybean plants and those from single-rooted
soybean leaves highlights that properties of single-rooted soybean leaves and those of
original intact soybean plants are very similar, thus suggesting that properties of single-
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rooted soybean leaves and those of original intact soybean plants can reflect each other. As
described in the Introduction, studies using single-rooted soybean leaves have implicated
that there is a regulatory mechanism of leaf photosynthetic rate through deactivation of
Rubisco, which is associated with accumulation of photosynthetic carbohydrates in leaf
under excessive photosynthetic source capacity (Sawada et al., 1986, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1999,
2003). Data from the present study using the original intact soybean plants have also
suggested the same regulatory mechanism of leaf photosynthetic rate. Therefore, the
suggested regulatory mechanism of leaf photosynthetic rate may be a common mechanism
in plants. With respect to the excellent characteristic of single-rooted soybean leaves that do
not change the leaf dry weight other than the weights of major photosynthetic
carbohydrates (sucrose and starch) (Sawada et al., 1986), a little change (increase) of leaf
(fourth trifoliate leaves) dry weight other than the weights of major photosynthetic
carbohydrates (sucrose and starch) was observed by treatment of continuous exposure to
light in the original intact soybean plants (see Fig. 5 and 7). Although the present study
conducted various analyses to examine the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis
under excessive photosynthetic source capacity, the same series of analyses have not been
conducted together in other studies that have performed the treatment of continuous
exposure to light using plants.
Treatment of continuous exposure to light for plants results, in most cases, in accumulation
of photosynthetic carbohydrate(s) in leaf and decrease in leaf photosynthetic rate. However,
in addition to these effects of the light treatment, there are other effects of the light treatment
that are different from those indicated by the present study. In tomato, egg plant, peanut
and potato, treatment of continuous exposure to light has been shown to result in leaf
decolorization (Bradley & Janes, 1985; Globig et al., 1997; Murage et al., 1996, 1997; Rowell et
al., 1999; Wheeler & Tibbitts, 1986; Tibbitts et al., 1990). In young leaves of potato and
Arabidopsis, the continuous light treatment has been shown to accelerate expressions of
photosynthetic genes, pigments and proteins, and subsequent declines of the expressions
(Cushman et al., 1995; Stessman et al., 2002). In a study using young apple, a decrease in leaf
photosynthetic rate caused by treatment of continuous exposure to light was suggested to be
due to stomatal limitation of CO2 diffusion rather than a reduction of Rubisco activity,
although, in the study, leaf water content, which is likely to affect stomatal aperture
(Brodribb & McAdam, 2011), was not analyzed (Cheng et al., 2004). Therefore, leaf
photosynthetic rate may also be regulated through changes in expressions of photosynthetic
genes, pigments and proteins and through a regulation of stomata under excessive
photosynthetic source capacity in plants.
Other ways, which indirectly construct excessive photosynthetic source capacity as
described in the Introduction, have also been shown to result in accumulation of
photosynthetic carbohydrate(s) in leaf and decrease in leaf photosynthetic rate. With respect
to the cause(s) of why leaf photosynthetic rate declines under the excessive photosynthetic
source capacity, for example, data from photosynthetic carbohydrate-feeding or high CO2
treatment experiments suggest that decreased expressions of photosynthetic genes,
including genes for chlororphyll-related protein and Rubisco protein can be causes (Paul &
Foyer, 2001; Martin et al., 2002; Paul & Pellny, 2003). However, there is also evidence from
high CO2 treatment experiments using various C3 plants that decreased Rubisco activity in
leaf rather than changes in leaf Rubisco content is likely to be a main cause (Sage et al.,
1989). Data from experiments conducting excisions of sink organs (pods or flower buds and
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flowers) or petiole girdling suggest that a decrease of stomatal conductance or Rubisco
activity or Rubisco content in leaf, or both decreases of Rubisco activity and Rubisco content
in leaf can be responsible for the decrease in leaf photosynthetic rate under excessive
photosynthetic source capacity (Mondal et al., 1978; Setter & Brun, 1980; Setter et al., 1980;
Wittenbach, 1982, 1983; Xu et al., 1994; Crafts-Brandner & Egli, 1987; Cheng et al., 2008). As
described in the Introduction, excising sink organs or high CO2 treatment can have side
effect(s) other than inducing excessive photosynthetic source capacity. In the present study
using intact soybean plants in which excessive photosynthetic source capacity was
constructed by treatment of continuous exposure to light, visible damages such as leaf
decolorization and wilt were not observed. Treatment of continuous exposure to light did
not affect significantly leaf chlorophyll, total protein and water contents analyzed. However,
as mentioned above, totally, the effects of indirectly constructed excessive photosynthetic
source capacity on leaf carbohydrate status, photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance,
Rubisco activity and photosynthetic gene expressions including Rubisco gene expression are
similar to those of excessive photosynthetic source capacity that is constructed by treatment
of continuous exposure to light.
Regarding the detailed mechanism(s) of why leaf photosynthetic rate declines under
excessive photosynthetic source capacity, recent studies using transgenic plants show that
hexokinase could be involved in carbohydrate-mediated repression of photosynthetic gene
expression (Jang et al., 1997; Dai et al., 1999; Moore et al., 2003). Other recent study shows
that protein kinases (KIN10 and KIN11) may be involved in governing the entirety of
carbohydrate metabolism, growth and development in response to carbohydrates in plants
(Baena-Gonzalez et al., 2007). Data from a study investigating the effect of chilling stress on
leaf photosynthetic rate suggest that H2O2, a reactive oxygen species can induce deactivation
of Rubisco (Zhou et al., 2006). As described in the Introduction, inorganic phosphate has
been found to promote activation of Rubisco by enhancing the affinity of uncarbamylated
inactive Rubisco to CO2 (Bhagwat, 1981; McCurry et al., 1981; Anwaruzzaman et al., 1995).
Data from a more recent study suggest that pH within the chloroplasts can be an important
factor affecting leaf photosynthetic rate, since the study has demonstrated that pH can affect
distribution of Rubisco activase within the chloroplasts by affecting binding of the enzyme
to the thylakoid membranes (Chen et al., 2010). Distribution of Rubisco activase within the
chloroplasts can affect activation state of Rubisco, since Rubisco activase plays a role in
promoting the activation of Rubisco by dissociating RuBP from uncarbamylated inactive
Rubisco (Crafts-Brandner & Salvucci, 2000), which tightly binds RuBP (Jordan & Chollet,
1983). Since ATP is needed for the catalytic action of Rubisco activase (Crafts-Brandner &
Salvucci, 2000) and it is well known that ATP is needed for regeneration of RuBP, a
substrate for Rubisco in Calvin cycle (see Kasai, 2008), it is evident that ATP is also an
important factor affecting leaf photosynthetic rate. However, the precise mechanism of how
hexokinase and protein kinases exercise regulation of photosynthetic carbohydrate
metabolism including the carbohydrate-mediated repression of photosynthetic gene
expression is not yet clear. In addition, effects of excessive photosynthetic source capacity on
the levels of H2O2, inorganic phosphate, pH and ATP within the chloroplasts in which
central photosynthesis is performed have not been analyzed in intact plants at real times
under light. A main reason seems to be the lack of appropriate methods. Therefore, further
researches including those following the development of new methods are important to
elucidate further the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under excessive
photosynthetic source capacity.
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Recent studies using transgenic plants have shown that overexpression of Calvin cycle
enzymes (sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase and fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase) or leaf plasma
membrane CO2 transport protein increases the leaf photosynthetic rate and the biomass
production (Raines, 2003, 2006). Increasing plant leaf photosynthesis and thereby increasing
plant matter (biomass) production seems to be an effective way to resolve the serious
problems such as climatic warming and food and energy shortages. However, data obtained
in the present study and those from other studies strongly suggest that excessive
photosynthetic source capacity decreases the efficiency of leaf photosynthetic matter
production. This means that under excessive photosynthetic source capacity, efficiency of
plant matter (biomass) production decreases. There is also evidence for the excessive
photosynthetic source capacity causing down regulation of photosynthesis in plants under
field conditions (Okita et al., 2001; Smidansky et al., 2002, 2007). Therefore, it is strongly
suggested that for the efficient improvement of plant matter (biomass) production, wellbalanced improvement of source and sink would be essential. Further studies are desired for
deeper and more comprehensive understanding of the regulatory mechanism of
photosynthetic source-sink balance including the regulatory mechanism for leaf
photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic source capacity. Soybean plants (Glycine max
L. Merr. cv. Tsurunoko) used in the present study from which single-rooted soybean leaves
can be made are one of the important experimental materials.

5. Conclusion
Studies using single-rooted soybean leaves, each of which is constituted from a primary leaf,
a short petiole and roots developed from the petiole, have implicated that there is a
regulation of leaf photosynthesis through deactivation of Rubisco, which is associated with
accumulation of photosynthetic carbohydrates in leaf under excessive photosynthetic source
capacity. The present study using intact soybean plants from which single-rooted soybean
leaves can be made has also suggested the same regulatory mechanism for leaf
photosynthesis under excessive photosynthetic source capacity. It is therefore concluded
that for efficient improvement of plant matter (biomass) production, well-balanced
improvement of source and sink would be essential. Further studies are desired for more
complete understanding of the regulatory mechanism for leaf photosynthesis under
excessive photosynthetic source capacity and its application.
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1. Introduction
Soybean cyst nematode (SCN) (Heterodera glycines Ichinohe) is the most serious nematode
pest on soybean in the world, infests most of the soybean producing countries of the world
with the exception of west European countries and Oceania countries and causes up to 1.5
billions US$ economical loss according to some estimates (Wrather et al., 2001). The cyst
nematode is also an international quarantined pest. Although it was first discovered and
described in Japan in 1952, it is now widely believed originated in China as its host soybean
was. In America, since the first report in North Carolina, USA in 1955, it has spread to 26 out
of 28 soybean producing states, to the province of Ontario, Canada, and to the soybean
producing countries of South America. Race of the nematode was recognized in 1954, and a
total of 14 races were reported and widely distributed, especially in the USA, which has
created a series of problems for developing resistant cultivars. As the climate change
intensifies, it is likely that this nematode pest is going to spread to new soybean producing
areas. Many resistant cultivars have been developed, especially in USA where resistant
cultivars were developed using resistant parents selected from resistant plant introductions
(PI) of the exotic accessions in the USDA soybean germplasm collection. These resistant PIs
were collected from the oriental countries. Since the 80s, international seed companies like
Pioneer, and Monsanto have been the driving force for the resistant cultivar development
and marketing. SCN resistant cultivars alone used to be the solution for the control of the
nematode pest for soybean production in USA. Because of the new emerging races and the
shifting between existing races, resistant cultivars in many cases lose their usefulness
dramatically. With the new realization that the agriculture biodiversity plays an essential
role for pest management, new control methods have been developed and tested such as
rotating with nonhost crops, planting multiline cultivars mixtures, using biological control
agents, and applying green manure. There are a lot of literatures related with SCN, one
book by Schmitt et al, 2004, and a review by Noel 1993 nevertheless are the excellent sources
of information. A few non scientific aspects are also used for the synthesis of this paper.
China, where the nematode is believed originated, becomes economically integrated into the
world system at a pace never seen before. Soybeans there as a crop are shifting from
vegetable to pulse, and to oil seeds. Soybean seeds are increasingly produced, controlled
and marketed by a few international companies, as the result, fewer cultivars (more
monocultures) are planted at a given year compared with the time when farmers used to get
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their seeds from all sorts of channels, and productions are in large scales. The climate
change, especially the global warming caused by human activities is inevitably impacting
the soybean production, and the soybean cyst nematode.

2. Taxonomic position
When the SCN was discovered, it was believed as a race of Heterodera schachtii, the sugar
beet cyst nematode, since these 2 species are closely related biologically. Around that time,
cyst nematodes were generally considered races of H. schachtii. In 1940 Franklin’s
comparative morphological studies led to many “races” being elevated to species. It was
morphologically consistent that the morphological distinctions of the SCN led Ichinohe to
elevate the race to a new species in 1952.
Phylum Nematoda,
Class Secernentea,
Order Tylenchida,
Suborder Hoplolaimina,
Superfamily Hoplolaimoidea,
Family Heteroderidae,
Genus Heterodera,
Species Heterodera glycines (Ichinohe 1952)

3. Morphology and identification
H. glycines is a typical cyst forming nematode within the family of Heteroderidae:
characterized by sexual dimorphism: male is vermiform, while female lemon shaped (Figure
1). The brown cyst is the dead female with viable eggs inside. The second stage juvenile (J2)
is vermiform, much smaller than the male. The length of the stylet, and the hyaline tail
terminus of J2, and the characters of the vulva cone of the cyst are the most important
characters for the identification (Table 1). More than one reference descriptions are usually
required for comparison because there are variance among isolates from different crops and
locations (Mulvey & Golden 1983, Wouts 1985, Golden 1986, Burrows & Stone 1985, Tylor
1975, Hesling 1978, Graney & Miller 1986).

Fig. 1. Morphology of Heteridera glycines: A: male; B: J2; C: head of J2; D: cyst; E: hyaline tail
terminus
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Character
Cyst
Fenestra
Vulval slit
J2

Body
Stylet
Tail

length
width
length
length
length
length
hyaline length

Measurment (µ)
Average
55
42
53

Range
30-70
25-60
43-60

440
23
50
27

375-540
22-24
40-61
20-30

Table 1. Measurement of Heterodera glycines (after Tylor, 1975, Graney & Miller, 1982)

4. Biology and life cycle
After the death of the female, the eggs are retained inside the hardened body (cyst), until
suitable conditions arrive. The cysts can remain viable for several years in the soil. The eggs
hatch to juveniles at stage 2, stimulated by exudates from the roots (Masamune et al., 1982).
The 2nd stage juveniles (J2) of H. glycines are the only stage that the nematode can penetrate
the root near the tip. The J2 once inside the root, become sedentary and establish a syncytic
feeding site (Moore, 1984). J2 swells, and moults to J3, J4, and become adults (Wyss and
Zunke, 1992). The life cycle is usually from 21 to 24 days (Fig. 2). Time required for the
nematode to complete its life cycle is usually from 20-25 days at 20-24 0C, the lower the
temperature is, the longer the time it takes to finish its life cycle (Melton et al., 1986).

Fig. 2. Life cycle of Heterodera glycines (courtesy of Dirk Charlson, Iowa State University)

5. Distribution
It is impossible to know exactly the source(s) of infestation of the nematode species. More
and more people believe that H. glycines is very likely a native of China, for two
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compelling evidences: 1. One of the most important hosts for the nematode the soybean
originated (domesticated 5,000 years ago, the early stage of the Chinese civilization) (Qiu
et al., 2011, Liu et al., 1997) in China, and 2. Most of the resistant cultivars used today
have their roots in cultivars from China (Bernard et al., 1988). Probably the spreading and
the pathway of the nematode followed footsteps of its host soybean (Fig. 3). The soybean
was introduced to Japan, Korea around 300 AD, the nematode was discovered in 1915
(Hori), and later was described by Ichinohe in 1952 with the type locality in Hokkaido. It
was first found in the United States in 1954 (Winstead et al., 1955) and spread with the
expansion of soybean growing areas such as in Canada (Anderson et al., 1988). The
nematode was also found in Colombia in the 1980s, and more recently in the major
soybean producing areas in Argentina and Brazil (Mendes & Dickson 1992). SCN has also
been reported from Iran and Italy (Fig. 3).
Africa: Egypt (unconfirmed)
Asia: China (Anhui, Hebei, Hubei, Heilongjiang, Henan, Inner Mongolia, Jiangsu, Jilin,
Liaoning, Shanxi, Shandong), Indonesia (Java), Korean peninsula, Japan, Taiwan
(unconfirmed), Russia (Amur District in the Far East).
North America: Canada (Ontario), USA (Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota, Michigan,
Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and
Wisconsin).
South America: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador.

Fig. 3. Distrubition map of Heterodera glycines in the World.
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6. Disease symptoms
“Yellow dwarf” is a good description of the above ground symptoms when soybeans are
infested with the soybean cyst nematode. When soybeans are heavily infested, the plants
usually become stunt (Fig. 4). Low level infestation usually does not produce obvious
symptoms above ground. Belowground symptoms include poorly developed and darkened
roots, reduced nodule formation.

Fig. 4. Above ground symptoms of soybeans infested by soybean cyst nematode

7. Spread
7.1 Canada
Since it was first identified in 1987, SCN has been identified in 12 counties in Ontario,
Canada. Infected counties include Essex, Kent, Lambton, Elgin, Perth, Haldimand-Norfolk,
Middlesex, Glengarry, Prescott, Stormont, Huron and Oxford. It is obvious that H. glycines
has been spreading north and northeast wards (Fig. 5). It would be difficult to exclude the
possibility that climate change is the cause, or at least one of the causes. This finding proves
what Boland et al. 2004 has predicated. It is likely to spread along the St. Lawrence seaway
towards the Maritime provinces as new cultivars suitable for the cold climate being
developed and planted in the region.

Fig. 5. Distribution of Heterodera glycines in Ontario, Canada from 1987 to 2007 (insert B:
soybean growing area in Ontario).
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7.2 USA
Since H. glycines was first discovered in North Caroline in 1955. Within the next 6 years, it
had been reported in 7 states along the Mississippi river (Riggs, 2004). Today, it has spread
to 29 soybean producing states in USA, as far northeast as the state of New Jersey (Riggs,
2004) (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Distribution map of Heterodera glycines in USA: A: distribution in 1962; B: distribution
in 2002.

8. Host
The soybeans are the most economic important host for H. glycines. It has a broad host
range, up to 100 plant species world wide, some selected common hosts are listed in Table 2
(Baldwin & Mundo-Ocampo, 1991), especially some legumes including beans, vetch, clover,
and pea. It also attacks many species of weeds (Riggs & Hamblen, 1966). These weeds in the
fields must be taken into consideration for any management measures. Some nonhosts are
also listed that may be used in rotation.

9. Race
Variability in virulence among populations of soybean cyst nematode was recognized by
researchers soon after the nematode was discovered in USA. The term race has been
adopted by an ad hoc committee of the Society of Nematologists to designate the SCN
populations differ in their ability to develop on a set of differential soybean cultivars (Table
3). This scheme was developed in 1970 (Golden et al., 1970) and later was refined by (Riggs
& Schmitt 1988). The scheme defines 16 possible races. In 2002, HG type was introduced to
more adequately define the diversity in virulence phenotypes (Niblack et al., 2002).
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Host species
Soybeans
Green beans
Snap beans
Dry beans
Red beans
Lima beans
Mung beans
Bush beans
Adzuki beans
Graden peas
Cowpeas
Corn
Vetch (common, hairy)
Lespedeza (common,
Korean, round bush,
sericea)
Birdsfoot-trefoil
Sweetclover
White lupines

Non-host
Alfalfa
Barley
Canola
Red clover
White clover
Ladino clover
Oats
Rye
Sorghum
Wheat

Table 2. A list of hosts and nonhosts for Heterodera glycines.
RACE
Pickett
Peking
PI 88788
PI 90763
1
+
2
+
+
+
3
4
+
+
+
+
5
+
+
6
+
7
+
+
8
+
9
+
+
10
+
+
11
+
+
12
+
+
13
+
14
+
+
+
15
+
+
+
16
+
+
+
A "+" rating is given if the number of females produced by a soybean
cyst nematode population on the soybean cultivar is equal to or greater
than 10% of the number produced on the susceptible cultivar Lee. If it
is less than 10%, a "-" rating is given.

Table 3. Race classification scheme for Heterodera glycines.
Races 1, 2, 3, 4 were described in 1970 (Golden et al., 1970), race 5 in 1979 from Japan
(Inagaki, 1979), and race 7 from China (Chen et al., 1988). Today a total 14 races have been
reported (Table 4). Only races 12 and 16 have not been reported. USA has the most races.
Race 3 is the most common race in the world.
With relative short history of growing soybean (100-200 years), the fact that USA has the
highest number of races for the nematode indicates that the races were probably the results
of its widespread planting of the resistant cultivars. Argentina (Doucet et al., 2008) and
Brazil (Dias et al., 1998) both have a very short history of growing soybean (less than 50
years) have 6, and 9 races respectively. Very likely these races have been imported through
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seed stocks and on used machinery from several sources in USA. In comparison, the
oriental countries, Korea (Kim et al., 1998), Japan (Ichinohe, 1988) and China (Liu et al.,
1998) where soybean has been growing for several thousands years, have relative fewer
races, because the modern practice of resistant cultivar selection and development is
relatively new. Races 8, 11, 13, and 15 have only been found in USA. Lack of race 4 in both
Japan and Korean was a surprise.
Country
Argentina
Brazil
Canada
China
Japan
Korea
USA

Races
1,3,5,6,9,14
1,2,3,4,5,6,9,10,14
1,2,3,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,14
1,3,5
1,3,5,6
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,14,15

Total Races
Dominate Race
6
3
9
3
5
3
8
3 Northern, 4 Southern
3
3
4
3
14
3

Table 4. Distribution of races of Heterodera glycines in the world
In USA, the most prevalent race for the northern states is the race 3, while the race 6 is the
most common race. That difference of variability was noted along the 35 0 N latitude line.
Niblack and Riggs (2004) postulated that is likely caused by the history of using different
resistant cultivars.
In central China lies between the Yellow and Yangtze rivers which include the province of
Shandong, Anhui, Jiangsu, and Henan, and Shanxi, where the soybean may have originated,
where the soybeans are planted in the summer and harvested in the fall (short growing
season), the most common race is race 4 (Lu et al., 2006), race 3 has not been reported in that
region. In northern China includes the province of Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, and Inner
Mongolia where the soybeans are sown in spring and harvested in fall (long growing
season) the prevalent race is race 3 and race 4 has only been reported in one case (Dong et al.
2008) (Fig. 7). China is only country that has these 2 races geologically separated. In the

Fig. 7. The race 3 prevalent region and the race 4 prevalent region of Heterodera glycines in
China
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race classification scheme, the race 3 and the race 4 are opposite to each other, all the 4
cultivars are resistant to the race 3 but susceptible to the race 4. The cultivars have their
resistant genes rooted in the cultivars collected from the northern region of China where the
race 3 is the prevalent. It is likely that these 2 races are the 2 original races and are native to
these 2 regions respectively in China, with race 4 is the ancestral to the race 3, since the
cradle of the ancient Chinese civilization happened to be in the race 4 region, and ancient
Chinese civilization was an agricultural civilization. The north region (race 3 region) was
not an ancient agricultural area, rather a nomadic region.

10. Management
10.1 Resistant cultivar
A search for sources of SCN resistance led to the evaluation of large number of the plant
introduction (PI) from among exotic accession in the USDA soybean germplasm collection.
Five accessions were selected as parents. The first SCN resistant cultivar “Picket” with Peking
as the source for resistance, was breed and released in 1966 in USA (Brim & Ross, 1966),
hundreds have been developed for all the Maturity Groups. In 1970, field populations were
found readily reproduce on Picket, and Peking. That finding led to the search for another
source of resistance. Chosen from USDA soybean germplasm collection, PI 88788 was used for
the development of “Bedford” (Hartwig & Epps, 1978). With the widespread deployment of
the SCN resistant cultivars, new races emerged. This has been the story for SCN resistant
cultivar development in USA. Since the 80s, the soybean seed breeding has been transferred
from public institutes to private company. At much later stage, some accessions of the Chinese
soybean germplasm collection were identified have resistance. At present, Roundup ready
cultivars developed by Monsanto are the most widely used cultivars in USA, and elsewhere.
Relying on few resistant cultivars alone for SCN control had been proven misguided, as the
high number and shifting of the races in USA indicated (Young, 1992).
In North America, the basic management tactics of planting resistant cultivars at different
fashions, and rotating with non-hosts will continue to be the main methods to manage the
SCN problem, even though the tactics face great challenges of the shitting of the nematode
races, and of the uneconomical of the non-hosts (Niblack & Chen, 2004).
10.2 Using mutiline cultivars for SCN management
Probably, it is hard to argue against the fact that monoculture farming has been one of causes
for disease and pest epidemics, the best example is without doubt the Irish Potato Famine
caused by the potato late blight disease (Phytophthora infestans). Recent cases of other invasive
alien species such as the Dutch Elm disease also remind us that biodiversity is very important
in fighting pests and diseases. The crop biodiversity used to be a norm practice before the
modern agriculture (few cultivars, and a few pesticides), each farmer had to grow different
kinds of crops for all household needs (grains, vegetable, and others). The usefulness of
mixture of multiline cultivars and cultivars mixtures for disease control has been well
documented (Mundt, 2002, Wolfe, 1985). The recent successful cases of using multiline
cultivars or cultivar mixtures for controlling diseases, such as potato late blight on potato
(Garrett & Mundt, 1999), on barley (Wolfe et al. 1981), on rice in China (Zhu et al., 2000)
demonstrated that the practical difficulties associated with the mixtures have been
overestimated. This concept has not been carefully tested for SCN control. In the few tested
cases, the mixtures were not superior to the resistant cultivars in terms of their yield increasing
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(Young & Hartwig, 1988). More studies are recommended. As Mundt (2002) demonstrated
that for biodiversity to be functional, there must be an appropriate match between the resistant
genes in a mixture and the virulence genes present in the target pathogens or parasites.
10.3 Cover crop
Cover crops are commonly used to prevent soil erosion. These crops are usually planted in
rotation with primary crops. When the cover crops are incorporated into the soil at the
certain stage of the growing season, this practice is being referred as green manure. A major
benefit obtained from green manures is the addition of organic matter to the soil, which
increases the food supply for macro, and micro organisms in the soil resulting increased
biodiversity in soil. There is a lot of information on the benefit effects of soil biodiversity on
disease control (Brussaard et al., 2007).
This agriculture practice with certain crops which contain nematicidal compounds is especially
interesting. Marigold, especially French marigold (Tagetes patula) has been shown reduced the
populations in soil of several root-knot nematodes, and root lesion nematodes (Motsinger et
al., Ploeg, 2000, Pudasaini, 2007). Castor beans, sesame, Sudan grass, sorghum, and Crucifers
have all shown are toxic against plant parasitic nematodes. Among them, plants from Brassica
have received considerable attention for their possibility in controlling plant parasitic
nematodes by incorporating them into soil (Mojtahedi et al., 1993, Potter et al., 1998). The
principle reason is that glucosinolates which exist in these plants convert upon decomposition
to isothiocyanates, a group of chemicals proven to have a wide spectrum of biological
activities, including nematicidal activity (Brown & Morra 1997), a few these chemicals are
volatile, the practice has been referred “Biofumigation”.
Among these converted
isothiocynates, allyl isothiocyanate (AITC) has been proven as being the most toxic against H.
glycines (Lazzeri et al. 1993). AITC is the decomposition product of allyl glucosinolate
(generally called sinigrin), which exists in plants of Armoracia lapathifolia, Brassica carinata, B.
juncea, B. napus, B. oleracea, and Peltaria alliacea (Brown & Morra, 1997). Among them, mustards
have been cited most promising, especially the oriental mustard (Brassica juncea) which
contains highest concentration of Ally isothiocynate (AITC) in plant (Tsao et al., 2000). AITC
toxicity was found highly selective, was highly toxic against J2 of H. glycines, but less toxic on
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Fig. 8. Effect of particle size of mustard materials on AITC releasing in soil
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free-living nematodes, AITC also inhibited the egg hatching of the nematode (Yu et al., 2005).
Some materials from this oriental cultivar have been demonstrated effective in reducing
population of Pratylecnhus penetrans in soil (Yu et al., 2007 a, 2007b).
Recently using mustard such as oil radish, or other mustard related crops as a cover crop for
controlling H. glycines have tested, but the results have not been conclusive. The potential
factors that caused the inconsistency includes: 1) targeted nematode species; 2) mustard
varieties; and 3) environmental factors. In another study we found that the particle size had
dramatic effect on releasing the AITC in to the soil (Fig. 8). It is likely that with a mustard
variety of high AITC concentration, and plant tissue macerated to very fine particles,
mustard crops as cover crops for the SCN control can be an effective method.

11. Concluding remarks
The soybean cyst nematode is more likely going to spread to new soybean growing areas
around the world as the climate change intensifies, and as the world becomes more
integrated. The soybean seeds are more than ever developed and marketed by a few
international companies, the soybean farming practices in the world will become more and
more uniform, less diverse unfortunatly. New races could emerge. This creates greater
challenges for managing the SCN.
The whole genome sequencing project of H. glycines has been completed by Monsanto
Company and Divergence. The sequencing information although has been submitted to
Genbank, it remains inaccessible to the public. DOE Join Genomic Institute led by Kris
Lambert and Matthew E. Hudson (Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) is in the process
of sequencing the pest as well, in a hope that it will lead us to learn more about the races,
and to find new ways for the controlling of the pest.
There are a few soybean germplasm collections in the world with the USDA collection being
the largest, the holding information is accessible to the public. The Chinese soybean
germplasm collection holds 6644 accessions of Glycine soja, a potential rich pool of source of
resistance. Collaborations between the collections such as sharing information and germ
lines are essential. The management of SCN must not rely on a few resistant cultivars. An
integrated approach involving several cultivars, rotating with nonhosts, and cultivation
practices that encourage biodiversity in the soil must be the future.
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1. Introduction
Soybean is infected by two species of fungi that cause the rust: the Phakopsora meibione
(Arth.) Arth. (American soybean rust), which is native from American continent, existing
from Puerto Rico to southern Brazil and not cause concerns for farmers and the Phakopsora
pachyrhizi Sydow & Sydow (Asian soybean rust), a serious disease which causes a high yield
losses. The differentiation of these two species is only possible through DNA testing
(Yorinori & Lazzarotto, 2004).
The P. meibione is the less aggressive soybean rust species and was reported in the western
hemisphere, South and Central America and Caribbean. It was reported in Puerto Rico in
1913, Mexico in 1917 and Cuba in 1926 on hyacinth bean and some other leguminous
species, but only in Puerto Rico in 1976 was related on soybean (Pivonia & Yang, 2004). This
species occurs under mild temperatures (average below 25 °C) and high relative humidity
(Yorinori & Lazzarotto, 2004).
The P. pachyrhizi was described as a pathogen on the legume Pachyrhizus erosus (L.) Urb.
(well-know as jacatupé in Brazil; jícama or pois patate in France; jícama, yam and mexican
turnip in English language and jícama, pipilanga, yacón or nabo mexicano in Spanish
language) in Taiwan, published by Sydow & Sydow in 1914 and can infect many
leguminous species in numerous orders of the family Leguminosae (Deverall et al., 1977).
The P. pachyrhizi was first identified in Japan in 1902, and then was detected in India (1906),
Australia (1934), China (1940), in Southeast Asia (1950s) and Russia (1957). For many years it
remained confined to Asia and Australia, until to be found in Hawaii in 1994 and in Africa
continent (from Uganda to South Africa) in 1997 (Begenisic et al., 2004).
P. pachyrhizi was first identified in the America continent in March 2001 in Paraguay, which
caused yield reduction of 1,100 kg/hectare. In May, it was also found in Paraná (Brazil). In
2001/02 harvest, the disease recurred throughout Paraguay and was also found in
Argentina, Bolivia and in several states of Brazil. In the worst hit places, the reductions in
grain yield were estimated between 10% and 80% (Yorinori, 2002).
The fungal inoculum, for the initial outbreak in South America, is thought to originated
from southern Africa where soybean rust has been observed since the late 1990s (Scherm et
al., 2009). Since 1994, the disease has been identified by several countries, damaging up to
40% of crops in Thailand, 90% in India, 50% in the south of China and 40% in Japan
(Hartman et al., 1991; Mendes et al., 2009). In the United States, this disease was first
reported at the Louisiana State University AgCenter Research Farm in 2004, but yield loss
was not as high as those reported from other countries (Cui et al., 2010).
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Soybean plants are susceptible to the fungus at all growth stages. As a general rule, the
earlier a crop is attacked, the higher will be the loss (Mendes et al., 2009), however, if the
attack occurs at flowering and pod filling stage, which is commonly observed in soybean
fields, the yield reducing can be higher than in others stages (Kawuki et al., 2004).

2. Contamination
The Asian soybean rust is one of the most destructive diseases of soybean because it
produces a high amount of airborne spores that can infect large areas of soybeans and cause
significant yield loss. The fungal spores (uredospores) are deposited on leaves in the lower
region of the canopy through the rain or wind transport from nearby plants during the
growing season (Huber & Gillespie, 1992). The figure 1 shows a soybean leave contaminated
with Asian soybean rust.
The P. pachyrhizi is highly moisture dependent, requiring at least 6 hours of free moisture on
the lower trifoliolates to starts the contamination. Warm temperature is ideal, but not
limiting, since the disease can be established between 15 °C and 30 °C (Embrapa, 2005).
These moist conditions can be achieved through any form of wetness as drizzle, mist, fog or
dew and the minimum duration of wetness is dependent on the ambient temperature after
spore deposition (Schmitz & Grant, 2009).

Fig. 1. (Godoy et al. 2009). Soybean leaf contaminated with Asian soybean rust.
Early rust symptoms are characterized by small dots of 1 to 2 mm of diameter, darker than the
healthy leaf tissue with a greenish to greenish gray coloration. On the local corresponding at
the dark spot, there is initially a tiny lump, like a bubble formed by burning, showing the early
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formation of the fruiting structure of fungi. As soon as the death of infected tissues, the
blemishes increase in size and acquire a reddish brown color. The uredospores, initially has a
crystalline color, become beige and accumulate around the pores or are carried by the wind
and the number of uredias per point can vary from one to six. The uredias that no longer
sporulete shows the pustules with open pores, which allows distinguish them from bacterial
pustule, which often causes confusion comparison (Bromfield, 1980; Embrapa, 2004).
The infection causes rapid browning and premature leaf fall, preventing the full grain
formation. The earlier the defoliation, smaller is the grain size and lower is the yield and
quality. In severe cases, when the disease reaches the stage of the soybean pod formation, it
can cause abortion and drop of the pods, resulting in a total loss of income (Constamilan,
2002; Godoy & Canteri, 2004; Soares et al., 2004).
The life cycle is typical of the majority of other rust fungi (Fig. 2) and their uredospores are
easily transported by air currents and disseminated hundreds of kilometers in few days
(Tremblay et al., 2010).
Once germination occurs, the uredospore produces a single germ tube (GT) that grows across
the leaf surface until it reaches an appropriate surface where an appressorium (AP) forms. This
penetration occurs between 7-12h after the spore lands on the leaf adaxial surface. Appressoria
form over anticlinal walls or over the center of epidermal cells, but rarely over stomata, in
contrast to the habit of many other rusts. Thus, penetration is direct rather than through
natural openings or through wounds in the leaf tissue. Approximately twenty hours after the
spore landing, the penetration hyphae (PH), stemming from the appressorium cone, pass
through the cuticle to emerge in the intercellular space where a septum is formed to produce
the primary infection hypha (IH). This IH grows between palisade cells to reach the spongy
mesophyll cells where it forms the haustorium (H) (Tremblay et al., 2010).

Where: GT, germ tube; AP, appressorium; PH, penetration hyphae; IH, infection hyphae and H,
haustorium.

Fig. 2. (Hahn, 2000 apud Tremblay et al., 2010). Internal structure of a typical dicotyledon
leaf showing the different cell layers and infection by a rust fungus.
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Once this first stage has been reached, about 4 days after spore landing, additional hyphae
emerge and spread through the entire spongy mesophyll layer of cells where many other
haustoria are formed. At approximately 6 days after infection, some necrosis of epidermal
cells occurs which is visible at the adaxial surface of the leaves (Fig. 3a). Hyphae
aggregate and a uredinium arise in the spongy mesophyll cell layer. Uredinia can develop
6-8 days after spore landing and development might extend up to 4 weeks (Tremblay et
al., 2010).
The first uredospores produced by the uredinium emerge at the abaxial leaf surface in 9-10
days after spore landing and spore production can be observed for up to 3 weeks. High rate
of sporulation is typical of a susceptible reaction where lesions on the upper surface of the
leaf are tan (Fig. 3b). Plants classified as resistant develop a dark, reddish-brown lesion with
few or no spores (Fig. 3c) (Tremblay et al., 2010).
Soybean rust diagnosis is usually performed by experienced plant pathologists or plant
disease diagnosticians, but nowadays, several technologies are being performed as crop
health sensor, either optical or electronic or bio-electronic based to improve the perform
crop disease diagnosis (Cui et al., 2010).
A useful tool that can be used as many by experienced professionals as amateurs is the
diagrammatic scale to assess the severity of rust. It is very important once provides data on
the severity of contamination in the plantation and the result should be informed when the
competent organs are contacted, as well as help to define the goals for fungicides treatment.
There are several types of scales such as developed by Godoy et al. (2006) (Fig. 4a) and
Martins et al. (2004) (Fig. 4b) witch is highly recommended to be used together.

(3a)
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(3b)

(3c)
Fig. 3. (Tremblay et al., 2010). Symptoms observed on soybean leaves. (a) Yellow mosaic
discoloration (b) Tan lesions and (c) reddish-brown lesions.
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15.2%
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40.5%
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Fig. 4. Two diagrammatic scales of Asian soybean rust severity with percentage that
represents the area of disease contamination.
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3. The Asian soybean rust in South America
3.1 Argentina
The soybean crop has been converted from the middle of the nineties in the main seasonal
crop of Argentina, both in area planted and in its total production (CAS, 2008). During
2004/05 season, the area devoted to soybeans was 14.4 million hectares (51% of the total
planted with cereals and oilseeds), producing 38 million tones. In the season 2005/06, the
soybean planting grew up to 15 and 15.3 million hectares (PNR, 2011a). In the 2006/07
season, reached a volume of 47.5 million tonnes, representing 50% of total the country grain
production estimated at 94.4 million tones (CAS, 2008).
The Asian soybean rust first appeared in Argentina at the end of the 2001/02 season, in a
test group in the town of Alem, province of Misiones. The infected plants samples were sent
to the United States for identification by molecular analysis techniques and confirmed that
the pathogen P. pachyrhizi was present. This finding coincided with the species identified in
Brazil and Paraguay (Begenisic et al., 2004).
In the following season (2002/03), the soybean rust was detected at the end of the cycle, by a
group of technicians from “Instituto Nacional de Tecnología Agropecuaria – INTA”
(National Institute of Agricultural Technology) in test samples from the town of Cerro Azul,
province of Misiones and two commercial lots located in the town of Gobernador Virasoro,
in the province of Corrientes. Although this pathogen has penetrated the national territory,
it was far from the main producing areas of the country. Because of the history of the
disease, there were high producers and technicians concern about the losses that could
result in the coming years (Begenisic et al., 2004).
As a result, at the beginning of the 2003/04 season, bearing in mind that rust had caused
heavy losses in neighboring countries and displaying that it could become a serious
concerns for Argentina, despite until that moment the rust had a little history in the country,
the Ministry of Agriculture launched the “Programa Nacional de Roya de la Soja – PNRS”
(National Program for Soybean Rust), coordinating activities with various agencies and
public and private institutions in order to minimize the possible impact of the disease in the
country (PNRS, 2011a).
The implementation of the PNRS was the first opportunity in which all public institutions
have joined forces, in a cooperative manner, carrying out activities in a coordinated way and
contributing in those components of the program according to their specific duties
incumbent on each institution (PNRS, 2011a).
During crop season of 2004/05, the disease was detected in 13 provinces, including
provinces witch the disease was detected for the first time, representing the advance of the
disease significantly when compared with the last season. In most of the contaminated
provinces, the rust did not cause economic losses due to its late appearance in the crop, with
the exception of the province of Entre Rios where the disease was much more severe,
reporting significant yield losses up to 30% (PNRS, 2011b).
These low levels of contamination can be explained for (PNRS, 2011b):
• Drought conditions and high temperatures occurring in some regions of Brazil,
Paraguay and Bolivia, neighborhood to Argentina, that were not conducive to serious
infections and consequently to the high seed production regional;
• The drought in Argentina during the first months of 2005 that prevented the infection
conditions for generating a second "weather barrier”;
• The limited survival of the fungus because the Argentina has not double cropping of
soybeans in the year as in Brazil or Bolivia;
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• The high level of adoption of fungicide use in Brazil, Paraguay and Bolivia.
The fungicides recommended by Argentina are the strobilurin, triazoles and their mixtures.
The decision to apply is at the first signs and/or when was possible to anticipated the
diagnosis in the field or when they are found in areas close to their lots and recorded
favorable environmental conditions to ensure at least 7-10 hours of wet leaf and average
temperatures of 22°C.
The Argentina has an official monitoring system that allow to analyze a large number of
samples for the detection and disease monitoring through the website
“www.sinavimo.gov.ar” (in Espanish).
3.2 Bolivia
Bolivia is the eighth country in soybeans production and is the fourth in the South America,
after Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay and is one of the most important and is the successful
of the national economy, due to growth in primary production, processing and export
during the last fifteen years (CAS, 2008).
In Bolivia, the Asian soybean rust was first detected in the winter crop season of 2003 at
Ichilo, City of Yapacani and is currently distributed throughout in all soybean crops of Santa
Cruz and affecting the crop of Tarija (Yacuiba). Before the advent of Asian rust, the number
of applications of fungicides for control of diseases ranging from 0 to 1, however, today the
value has increased from 3 to 5 applications, increasing the costs of fungicides from 10 to 70
US$ respectively. This disease, year after year is responsible for at least 30 to 50% of loss in
total production area, which in economic terms is between US$100 and US$150 million
witch concerns to the use of agrochemicals and total yield loss per year (Condori, 2009).
In the 2007 winter cropping season the problems to control the rust emerged from a series of
technical and climatic factors as (Condori, 2009):
• Soybean planted between harvests (April-May) generated the Asian rust inoculum that
infected soybean fields planted in June until early winter season;
• The prolonged period of drought and the continuous moisture in the months of August
and September stressed cultivation, focusing directly into the beginning of flowering
that occurred at 65 to 70 days;
• The fungicides applied were exposed to critical climatic conditions as high
temperatures (30-35°C) and low relative humidity (50-40%) which affected the residual
effect and effectiveness of their control.
Those factors explain that this season (2007/08) was one of the most catastrophic, mainly in
the north and east of the Santa Cruz de La Sierra due to continuous rains that prevented
raising the winter planting crop, to perform the planting on summer and, the most
important fact, the delay of fungicide applications, generating a “explosion” of the rust,
forced farmers to make up 7 applications of fungicides per hectare. The economic losses
quantified by the “Asociación de Productores de Oleaginosas y Trigo – ANAPO”
(Association of Producers of Oilseeds and Wheat), exceed US$ 150 million, for the past two
seasons (summer 2007/08 and winter 2008) (Condori, 2009).
The Bolivia are implementing the sanitary break in cities located in the Integrated Zone
(Andrés Ibáñez Province, Warnes, Ichilo, Sara, Bishop Santiestevan and Guarayos),
Expansion Area (Andres Ibanez, Chiquitos, Ñuflo Chavez, Guarayos) of the Santa Cruz
state. This project will benefit more than 14,000 small, medium and large producers, of
various nationalities and a planting area between the 700,000 to 1,000,000 hectares. Training,
dissemination and sharing of technical and legal measures, through different media
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available as workshops, seminars, television and radio messages is also referred in this
project (Condori, 2009).
Fungicides recommended for control of Asian rust are bencimidazoles, triazols, triazol +
triazol, triazol + benzimidazol and triazol + estrobilurina products. Those products were
chose based on research results conducted by different agricultural companies and research
institutions (Condori, 2009).
3.3 Brazil
Brazil is the second largest producer of soybeans. In the 2006/07 season, the culture
occupied an area of 20.69 million hectares, which totaled a production of 58.4 million tons.
The United States, the worldwide producer, accounted for the production of 86.77 million
tons of soybean. The yield of soybeans in Brazil is 2,823kg per hectares, reaching about 3,000
kg/ha in Mato Grosso, the largest state producer (EMBRAPA, 2011).
The soybean is the crop which has the higher development in Brazil in the last three decades
and accounts for 49% of grains area planted in the country. The grain is an essential
component in the manufacture of animal feeds and the growing use food is increasing
(MAPA, 2011). Data from the Ministry of Development show that soy has a major share of
Brazilian exports. In 2006, were US$ 9.3 billion, representing 6.77% of total exported
(EMBRAPA, 2011).
The Asian soybean rust was identified in Brazil in May of 2001 and spread quickly to the
main producing regions, becoming a major problem for the national soybean producers. To
propose solutions was created in September of 2004, the “Consórsio Antiferrugem - CAF”
(Antirust Consortium). The consortium constituents are representative institutions of
various soybean segments as foundations, universities, research institutes, representatives of
entities of inputs manufacturers and farmer cooperatives. One of the aims of the Consortium
is to bring the farmer all available information about the disease and enable him to handle it
(Farias, 2009).
The CAF main information and communication vehicle is the consortium website:
“www.consorcioantiferrugem.net” (in Portuguese) where the laboratories accredited update
information about the disease outbreaks in all producing regions of Brazil during a season.
In the system are recorded and presented a map of Brazil, the city of occurrence, date of
detection, the fenological phases of culture and type of area (warning unit, commercial field,
irrigated area etc). Thus, epidemics of soybean rust have been monitored and the spread of
the disease are presented in real time at the consortium website, describing it as the main
source of data for the record of events and the spread of the disease in Brazil (Spolti et al.,
2009).
When the disease arrives, both farmers and technicians were not prepared to identify
soybean rust. Factors such as dry climate, the symptoms likely with other diseases of end of
cycle and because it was a new disease in the Americas, their identification was difficult and
there was no species resistant to fungus attack (Constamilan, 2002 (2005)). It is estimated
that over 60% of soya production in Brazil has been contaminated in the season of 2001/02,
causing grains losses estimated at 569.2 thousand of tons or the equivalent of US$ 125.5
million (US$ 220.50/t) (Yorinori, 2004).
In the season 2002/03, the occurrence was different from the last season. In localities where the
disease was severe in 2001/02, the high temperatures prevented, despite the high amount of
rain, the development of the disease, except in Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina, where
the late cultivars were affected. But where the rust had not been reported earlier, favorable
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climatic conditions and a new strain of P. pachyrhizi caused major losses. The states of Bahia,
Goiás, Minas Gerais and Mato Grosso were severely affected (Yorinori, 2004).
However, despite the intensive campaigns to alert and guidance on methods for
identification and control, held in 2002 and in January and February of 2003, through
lectures, publications and other means of dissemination, the technical assistance and most
producers were not prepared to control the rust. In many crops, the fungicide application was
delayed due to lack of product and/or excessive rain which precluded the spraying (Yorinori,
2004). In this season the damage caused by the rust (amounting the grain losses, control
expenses and revenues falling) were approximately US$ 1.29 billion (Soares et al. 2004).
The beginning of 2003/04 season was characterized by irregular rainfall and high
temperatures, which probably not favored the outbreak of rust as expect. Moreover, the
experience of loss in the previous crop left farmers in the areas previously affected readiness
and "armed" for the chemical control. However in the southern region, the beginning of the
harvest was characterized by mild temperatures and frequent rainfall, which favored the
early emergence of P. pachyrhizi. The total damage caused by rust, in this year, adding the
grain losses, control spending and falling revenue was approximately US$ 2.28 billion
(Yorinori, 2004).
Among the crops of 2005/06 to 2008/09 were recorded, respectively, 1,369; 2,766; 2,107 and
2,880 reports of the occurrence of soybean rust. While there is an increase in the number of
reports over the years, it is not possible to assert that the severity of epidemics is related to
the number of outbreaks, since it is observed only presence of disease in crops, once in
2006/07, when they were registered the greatest losses in productivity caused by rust due to
the higher disease severity, the number of reported outbreaks was lower than in 2008/09
when, according to regional information, the attack of the disease was not as severe as that
year (Spolti et al., 2009).
Since the disease monitoring, the Asian rust was not observed before the month of October,
whether in the commercial field or in units of alert. The progress of the number of reports of
disease presents a sigmoid pattern with a logarithmic phase and a stationary phase when
approaches the end of growing season. The maximum rate of increase, indifferent to the
season, was observed between January and March (90 to 150 days after October 1st), this
period can be defined as critical in the epidemics development, being responsible for the
differentiation of the final number of focus reported in the cycle (Spolti et al., 2009).
At present, around 70 fungicides are registered in the Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture for
managing soybean rust and many of these have been evaluated annually since 2003/2004 in
a nationwide network of standardized coordinated by Embrapa Soja, a research unit of the
Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (Godoy et al., 2010; Scherm et al., 2009). The
fungicides registered for control of Asian soybean rust belong into two main groups:
Triazoles and strobilirins (Godoy & Flausino, 2008).
3.4 Paraguay
The soybean in Paraguay is the main agricultural export item, with a market of 70% of
national output in the form of grain. This is due to high charges imposed by the European
Union, the main buyer, for other soy subproducts such as soybean oil. Today, Paraguay is
the sixth soybean production in the world (preceded by USA, Brazil, Argentina, China and
India) and has a weighted average of 2,600kg/ha, performance similar to Argentina and
Brazil (CAS, 2008).
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Since the appearance of Asian soybean rust in 2001 in Paraguay, there have been major
changes in the soybean production system and it also contributed to better care for the crop,
getting even better yields by protecting against various diseases of economic importance
appellant in soybean. The productivity losses were very important in years when climatic
conditions were favorable for the disease, especially during the breeding season and when
constant rainfall recorded during the months of January and February, considered the most
critical for the development of an epidemic Paraguay (Morel & Bogado, 2009).
In the first year where the disease was recorded yield losses were estimated, in the cultivars
most affected, at more than 60%. On the next seasons, 2001/02 and 2002/03, the severity of
the disease was not very important because of the drought but the late sown soybean crop
showed severe losses of more than 50% of performance. This epidemic is especially
observed when the rains season from the month of March to May (Morel & Bogado, 2009).
In all the years that the rust has been detected early, it was observed in plants of 30-35 days
from sentinel plots in the region of Pirapó, considered an endemic area once is possible to
detect the strong presence of the volunteer plant, being a fungus host, named Kudzu
(Pueraria lobata), but the severity level ever has thrived in the vegetative phase. This
demonstrates the importance of the survival of the disease during the winter, which has
made a strong campaign of awareness among farmers aiming the elimination of inoculum
source in areas with no winter crop, in order to avoid the primary infection in an early
period of soybean cultivation (Morel & Bogado, 2009).
The crop of 2005/06, was the largest epidemic in the normal planting season, resulting in a
loss of more than US$ 400 million. This strong impact due to multiple factors, neglect of
producers, the time control and problems in application of the technology. The number of
fungicide applications was a maximum of 5 and a minimum of 2. In the season of 2008/09,
the rust incidence was reported again in a very early (second fortnight of October) in crops
planted in September, but the severe drought that affected the whole area of soybean
production allowed the progress of the disease (Morel & Bogado, 2009).
In rare cases and in regions where rains started to become evident, controls measures have
been made, but around the country more than 1 application of fungicides should be done
for each producer. This drought was so important that did not allow the progress of the
disease throughout the production area, except in some regions of late-sown soybean (Morel
& Bogado, 2009).

4. Disease control
Once commercial soybean cultivars used in the major soybean producing countries are
susceptible to soybean rust, management of the disease is done using fungicides, although
some cultural and crop management practices also may decrease disease risk at field and
regional scales. Early research in Asia indicated that mancozeb and, to a more limited
extent, the benzimidazole fungicides suppressed soybean rust but required three to five
applications to be effective. The disease control was significantly improved after the
introduction of the triazole fungicides (Scherm et al., 2009).
Scherm et al. (2009) studying the efficacy of several fungicides on a soybean crop in Brazil
showed that triazole fungicides had significantly efficiency than strobilurins classes. The
combination of triazoles with strobilurins improved disease control and yield gain
compared with triazoles or strobilurins alone. However the combination of triazoles with a
benzimidazole fungicide did not improve the desease control when compared with triazoles
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alone. They either conclude that the two fungicides with the best disease control efficacy
were combinations of two active ingredients as flusilazole + carbendazim and azoxystrobin
+ cyproconazole.
The triazoles group acts to inhibit the ergosterol biosynthesis and have the primary site of
action the C-14 demethylation and the strobilurins interfere with mitochondrial respiration
by blocking electron transfer by the cytochrome bc1 complex, formulated alone or in
mixtures (Godoy & Flausino, 2008).
Besides the fungicides application, other measures could be taken as the use of earliest
varieties, seed at the beginning of recommended time for each region, avoid prolonging the
period of sowing, inspect crops and verify if there are temperature and high humidity
favorable to the pathogen (Reunião de Pesquisa da Soja da Região Sul, 2002).
One way to anticipate the presence of this fungus before it reaches the crop would be the
establishment of sentinel plots in one or more locations, depending on the area of the
property. These traps, seeded with 15 to 20 days in advance of the first crops are intensively
monitored to identify the first symptoms. Once detected the presence of disease, the traps
must be destroyed or heavily treated with an effective fungicide. From this initial detection,
the commercial areas should be treated or monitored more carefully for making treatment
decisions to be made (Yorinori & Lazzarotto, 2004).
Another method for disease control is the adoption of absence of living plants in the field of
this culture denominated sanitary break. This technician aiming to reduce the amount of
uredospores in the environment on off-season and then, inhibit the early attack to soybean
plants, trough the smaller inoculum presence (Seixas & Godoi, 2007) and is adopted in many
countries. The general rule is that all regions are forbidden to cultivate soybean in the period
established and the remaining plants from the last crop should be eradicated with chemicals
or other means. The producer who does not obey the sanitary break will be required to pay
large fines. Another caution that the producer should be is to remove the soy plants that
may grow due to grain that fell in the soil and germinate during the harvest.
Also, the kudzu (Pueraria lobata), a leguminous plant witch is highly susceptible to the Asian
soybean rust, founded in Paraguay and Brazil, shown to be an efficient source of inoculum,
presenting the first symptoms and fungal growth before the first crops of soybean (Yorinori
& Lazzarotto, 2004). In those countries where kudzu is found, control policies of the rust
also include the control of this plant.
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Worldwide, soybean seed proteins represent a major source of amino acids for human
and animal nutrition. Soybean seeds are an important and economical source of
protein in the diet of many developed and developing countries. Soy is a complete
protein and soyfoods are rich in vitamins and minerals.Soybean protein provides all
the essential amino acids in the amounts needed for human health. Recent research
suggests that soy may also lower risk of prostate, colon and breast cancers as well as
osteoporosis and other bone health problems and alleviate hot flashes associated with
menopause. This volume is expected to be useful for student, researchers and public
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